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Threshing Machines, Horse Powers, Saw Mills, 
FARM AND STATIONERY ENGINES. The Celebrated 
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AGITATOR,” Best Machine Made. 
20 to 40 Inch Cylinder. Capacity, 400 to 2800 Bushels PorgDay. 
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TRACTION AND PORTABLE ENGINES, 
BURNING EITHER WOOD, COAL OR STRAW. 

Our Improved Dingee- Woodbury Power 

Has never been excelled for durability or ease of draft. 

SEND FOR,OUR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.
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WE INVITE THE ATTENTION OF FARMERS AND STOCK RAISERS 

‘To our line of Wide-Cut Mowing Machines, which includes 

‘“ ” 
The “STANDARD” 6-FOOT CUT MOWER, 

66 bb 99 
STANDARD” 7-FOOT CUT MOWER, 

“ 

SMITH, BIG 7-MOWER, 7-FOOT CUT. 

These Machines are as light draft as any ordinary 4-foot 

cut Mower, and are free from side draft, 

as the weight of the cutter-bar is taken off from the ground by the spring-lift 

device and carried on the drive wheels. 
They have more Cutting Power, because the weight of the cutter- 

bar and the inside and outside shoes being carried on the drive wheels the 

traction of the wheels is thereby greatly increased, consequently increasing the 

cutting power. 
The Cutter-bar is more easily lifted to pass obstructions, by 

aid of the lifting spring and ee lever, and it is raised with the same 

ease at all heights from the ground, for with the compensating lever the spring 

lifts the same number of pounds in one position as in another. 

The Cutter-bar tilts easier, because the inner and outer shoes do 

not = so heavily on the ground, and there is so much less friction to overcome. 

hey work on rough ground better than an ordinary nar- 

row-Cut Mower will, because the cutter-bar is not dead weight on the 

ground to be dragged along, but it is carried by the spring so that it floats over 

uneven surfaces, and adjusts itself to the inequalities of the ground. 

The Lifting Spring is easily graduated to lift more or less, as 

circumstances may require. 

They Save the Farmer Money 
because with one man and one team they will do nearly as much work in a day 

as can be done with two ordinary mowers, which require two men and two teams 

to operate them. 
B@PSenp vor Special Descriprive CrrcuLars. 

EMERSON, TALCOTT & CO., 
MANUFACTURERS. 

ROCKFORD, : - ILL. 
5 ation this Book. 
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PREFACE. 

An act providing for Agricultural Institutes was introduced by Hon. C. E. 

Estabrook, of Manitowoc, at the session of 1884-5, appropriating five thousand 

dollars, and putting the same into the hands of the Board of Regents of our | 

State University, in accordance with this law. 

Thirty Institutes were held in different parts of the State during the winter 

of 1885-6, and were well received by farmers generally, making an advance in the 

agricultural heart and brain, stimulating animal husbandry, and improved 

methods in the various departments of farming. 

The tendency of these Institutes has been to awaken inquiry, to promote 

comparisons of methods, to pool their experience, and create a desire for a more 

extended intelligence, that in the end will exalt farming to a profession, When 

this is accomplished farming becomes a pursnit, a science that will attract the 

progressive thinkers of the day. Intelligence, system, business principles and 

well-defined purpose will bring as great success on the farm as in any other busi- 

ne:s pursuit. 

The following papers are selected from many hundred that were read and 

discussed at the Institutes, and teach the most approved methods in all depart- 

ments of farm work. 

The work of the editors has been one wholly of compiling, leaving the indi- 

vidual expression of the author to be its own interpreter, and as such we give it 

to the reader, as a compendium of Wisconsin’s richest experience of agricultural 

literature. 
W.H. MORRISON. 

Maptson, Wis., Jan. 10, 1887. Ont Cosh
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FARMERS’ INSTITUTES. 

Bees and Their Management. days after she takes her wedding flight. 

[By W. H. Putnam, of Fall River.] | And having met a drone she 

It is much easier to give advicethan to|returns to the hive and is soon 

follow that same advice. We may all|laying eggs very fast. For most 

have many fine theories, but when we | of the eggs laid by the old queen will 

come to carry them out, partial or com- | by this time have hatched out, and the 

i failuro is often the result. Hence | old swarm left weak by the departure 

will not pretend to say what Brother | ot the old queen and bees, is in reality 

Jones or Brother Smith should do with|a new swarm having a new young 

his bees. But shall attempt to outline | queen and all young bees. But to re- 

in a general way what I intend to do| turn to the new swarm, as we call it— 

with my bees the coming season. in reality the old swarm—because it has 

A swarm of bees is composed of one|old bees and an old queen—comes 

mother bee, called a queen, a large num- | rushing out of the hive. Theair is fall 

ber of worker bees and a few male or | of bees flying in every direction fora 

drone bees. The queen lays all the|fewminutes. At last the queen lights 

eggs, the worker bees gather the honey, |on some tree fence, bush or whatever 

year the young, guard their home, sting | seems to please her, and the other bees 

their enemies, and in short, do all the | cluster and hang in a large ball around 

work that is done in their little home.|her. Uintend to have my hives ready 

They resemble the queen in shape, be-| before swarming time which begins the 

ing a little smaller. Every worker bee | last of May and have them all placed 

is an undeveloped queen. The drones, | just where they are to remain the rest 

the males, of the bee family perform | of the season in the shade of some tree 

none of the domestic work. They | or bush ; or if these are not to be had I 

gather no honey, they have no stingers, |shall make artificial shades. I shall 

they serve but one purpose. When the|have my hives face the east, and not 

queen has filled all the combs with eggs | less than seven feet apart. As soon as 
and the young bees have hatched in | a swarm begins to cluster I shall thrust 

such numbers that there is no more| my swarming box up under the cluster 

room for them to store honey or for the | and give the limb a gentle shake suffi- 

queen to lay eggs, then the bees build} cient to tumble the bees into the 

what are called queen cells, ral swarming box, and the other bees will 

eggs in the queen cells and feed the | light on the swarming box crawl in and 

young bees that are to become queens | out of the holes ; and soon all the bees 

‘on what is called royal jelly, a food pre-| will be in or on the box. Then take 

pared by the bees for the queens, and | the swarm to the hive itis to occupy 

nine days from the time the queen cell | having first spread an oil cloth, a piece 
is started the young queen will be| of carpet or having placed a board in 

grown to full size, and the cell will be | front of the hive. Now shake the bees 

closed orsealed; and now the old queen |n front of the hive and with a wing 
and the old bees will fly out of the hive| start the bees toward the hive. As 

to form a new swarm. As swarming |soon as the queen has gone in, all will 

takes place in the middle of the day a| be well, and if the hive stands in a cool 

great ee out in the fields | place you need have no fear of the 

gathering honey. And they come back | swarm leaving the hive. Surplus sec- 
to the old hive. And in seven days the | tions may be placed on the hive at once 

‘young queen hatches, and seven’ or after waiting a few days The former
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is probably the better , because | thing to a bee house is a perfectly dry 

seen smarm soot the time of | and dark cellar with sufficient ventila- 
the heavy honey flow, and if you force | tion to keep the air pure; and this cel- 
them into the sections as you can do by | lar should not contain any vegetables. 
contracting the brood channel they will | A thermometer should hang in the cen- 
place the whitest and best honey in the | ter of each bee cellar, and the beekeep- 
sections and the dark honey that comes | er should observe the temperature fre- 
after can be stored below for the winter | quently and keep it from 40° to 45.° 
food of the bees. Hives may be con- | The essentials of successful cellar win- 

tracted in two ways. You may hive a | tering are plenty of good food, a dry 
swarm in a half hive, as for example, by | dark cellar with a temperature of from 
using one hidden brood case, or you | 40° to 45°; quiet and a change of air. 
can use less frames in the ordinary hive During the first week of last April, 
and shut the bees out of the rest of the | when the snow was nearly all gone the 
hive by means of dummies or division | weather moderated, the thermometer 
boards. In any case, as soon as you see | rose to seventy degrees and a warm 

that the heavy flow of honey is over, | south wind continued for three days. 
the section should be taken off. And if | On the first day, alittle after noon, I 
the hidden hive is used, an empty case | set my bees out. They rushed out of 
containing foundation should be placed | the hives, flew about in the warm sun- 
under the case already in use. If the | light and immediately commenced gath- 
ordinary hives are used the dummies | ering honey that stood in beds on the 
should be removed and empty frames | blossoms of the soft maple. While one 
with foundation should fill out the | never can tell what the weather is going 

hive. to be, yet 7 can bees it ae 4 oe 

The next thing is to prepare for win- | 25 800n as the weather is fit, oe 
ter. As soon as the frosts have come, | be removed from the cellar to their 
and there is nothing more for the bees | *¥m™mer stands. 
to get, the beekeeper must examine his| Bees are wintered successfully on 
hives and be sure that each hive con- | their summer stands in what are called 
tains honey enough to last the bees un- | chaff hives. My friend and neighbor, 
til they can gather honey again thenext | S, N. Chapman, is trying this plan. 
spring. Each hive should contain at | The chaff hives are double-walled with 
least twenty-five pounds of good sealed | a layer of chaff about four inches thick 
honey. If any hive should not contain | beneath and on all sides, and a chaff 
that amount the beekeeper must, if he | cushion is placed on the brood nest. 
wishes to bring his swarm through, feed | As soon asthe warm days in April 
the bees until they have that amount.| come I shall examine every hive, 
Caution how to feed, when to feed. As | taking out each frame and noting the 
soon as the nights begin to be cool, I | following points: First, the quantity 
would remove the enameled cloth or | of bees; second, is there alive queen ;. 
wooden honey board, if I used it, anp | third, is she laying; fourth, is there 
place a blanket or chaff cushion in an | honey enough to last until new noeey 
empty surplus case on the hive. This comes. If there are plenty of bees, 
chaff cushion will keep the bees warm | right; if not I shall proceed to put bees 
through the chilly nights in fall and | in such hives. Bees brought from any 
spring, and enable them to nestle and | distance greater than one mile will re- 
cluster in a ball as is their wont during | main in a hive, if they are kept queen- 
the long winter. About the middle or | less twenty-four hours. The way to put 
last of November, the time varying ac- | bees into a hive so as to avoid having 
cording as winter sets in early or late, them killed, is to remove the frames 
the bees must be removed in doors. A | from the hives and shake the bees in 
boe house is the proper place to put |tront of the hives, mixing them by 
them. A bee house should be dry and | shaking some from the frames that be- 
dark with thick walls six to twelve | longin the hive. And then some of 
inches sawdust so as not to be suscept- the bees you want to introduce; then 
able to sudden changes of temperature ; some from the frames; and so on mix- 
and should have both upper and lower | ing them allup; and using plenty of 
ventilation sufficient to keep the air | smoke. If there is no queen, you must 
pure and to keep the temperature from | either get one or put the bees in a hive 
40° to 45° Farenheit. The next best | that has a queen, or give them a frame
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unsealed brood, and they will raise | that all the bees in the neighborhood 

Same If the it is not | rush to the exposed honey and when it 

laying I will find the reason and set her | is gone they go into the hives near by 

to work. [If there is not honey enough | and rob them. 

in the hive I will feed extracted honey —_——- 

or syrup oe from _—— pa Selecting a Breed. 

In short, I shall strive to haveali my McLean Smith, of Dayton, 0.] 
colonies strong by the ae are a | a stock, more especially neat 
slaven begins to: blomon:- ge ‘i stock, may be defined with tolerable 
an Es ae Tin accuracy as stock which responds to 

tend a ae rani and comb good care and feed. There is no poorer 

ecient + | investment, and none which is likely to 

We get most of our surplus honey ave ee ee, a 

bers tom wie love and bao | fermen sled and loge tosh 
much honey on account of the July for ee Cor ee pot ge ; oe 

drouth, bat the white clover honey | Eo ations have made them. If it is 
Lage ey Sore pee mane aera "intended the cows shall pick « living in 
pe Sood eth in atrand quater lon the Fouts nd ni 
oe . * | ter about the straw stack, there is prob- 

and then from buckweat; but buck bk peer wal as ethex ce. sald 

aphoed , homesasassierk: onlaredsibat 's | hegre than these oe ee 

pe a apa es ae -algiaa | They are bred up to that sort of living, white clover or basswood honey. | Sail te aes aces lomplanieell canis. 

Ihave here a sample of clover seed . — > 
which claims to be Alsike clover a esate accustomed to scant fare and no 

but from the description I should say | "pe objection to the scrub cow is that, 
it was af aljacloverseed. Atanyrate, | ith the best of care and feed, she does 
it produces well, makes splendid hay, | ji++19 better than when picking a living 
and yields immense quantities of honey. | along the road, with an occasional raid 

‘Thus far I have said nothing of bee 6), some corn-field, you often hear a 
stings. Pure Italian or pure black bees | remark like this: “Yes, those cows look 

are the pleasantest to handle because | well, and give a fine mess of milk, or 
they are not so cross as the common | 41% gine beef; but if you would give a 
hybred bee, which is a mixine having lot of sernbs the same care and feed they 
the same nature asa mule, both being | yonid do just as well.” This is a mis- 
scroses between two species of the same | take. The finely bred cows would do 

general family. | no better, perhaps not so well as the 
Any person who attends to bees must | serubs, on scant fare and no attention ; 

learn to go quietly among his bees and | but good care and full rations are large- 
handle his hives gently. There are two | jy thrown away on poor stock, they do 
very useful helps in preventing stings; | not respond, as better bred animals do 
one is to wear a bee vail and the other | to high keep. 

is to use a smoker; both are inexpen-| What breed is best will depend on 
sive and of great value. One thing | the circumstances of each case — the 
to be borne in mind, never, under any purpose in view, the soil, climate, food, 
circumstances, expose honey or other | etc, But whether any unproved breed 
sweets so that the bees can get at them; | will pay depends chiefly on ths man. 
they will carry them home if there is no | If they are to shift for themselves, de- 
honey to be gathered, and when they | pending on luck, or the character of the 
have carried the exposed honey home | season, whether they are full fed or half 
they will begin prowling around other | starved, and on the state of the weather 
hives; and if a weak or queenlessswarm | for their physical comfort, then, de- 
is found it will be robbed, and when | cidedly, improved stock will not pay. 

. robbing begins it is hard to tell where | On the other band, if the cows are full 
it will stop. fed, and properly cared for in inclement 
Some folks are so foolish as to place | weather, then every day you keep a 

combs partly filled with honey in front | scrub, under such circumstances, you 
of weak swarms, thereby intending to | are loosing money. Your teed and care 
feed them. The result invariably is | are largely thrown away. She can not
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respond to such treatment asa better| Having decided that youcan and will 
bred animal would do. give the requisitecare to your stock, 

It is true that by generations of such | and proper feed to develop its good 
keep, with proper selection, the scrub | qualities, the first point will be toselect 
is gradually modified to suit her | a breed adapted to the particular con- 
changed conditions, and becomes, in | ditions which will surround it. I do 
fact,an improved breed. But why waste | not mean by this the adaptation of the 
so many years in what is of necessity a | breed to our parpces= alk] or beef, or 
tedious and costly process, when the | butter production, or a combination of 
work has already been done to your | all,—but its adaptation to the soil, cli- 
hand, and you can select from the many | mate and general conditions which will 
improved breeds now in existence just | surround it. This will largely deter- 
what you want, and at a hundreth part | mine your success or failure; but it is 
of the expense it would entail to form | not, I think, so often considered as it 
a breed, even if you were sure of suc- | should be. Usually we are struck with 
cess. But yousre notsure. Undoubt- | the fine guality of some breed as it ap- 
edly it can be done. With sufficient | pears in the show ring, or in the herd 
time, good keep, and proper mating,I| of some successful breeder, and we 
believe our so called native cattle could | conclude that is what we want. Per- 
be bred up to a high standard. But it| haps it is. But, perhaps, if we knew 
requires genius for such work. Not | all the care and teed employed to pro- 
many men possess the requisite ability | duce that fine appearance, we might 
to see so far ahead, and predict the re- | conclude that something not quite so 
sult of different combinations, while | grand would suit us better. 
any one of common sense can pre-| Large size is not always desirable 
serve a breed once formed. | even in a beef animal. We should cut 

But it is asked, would you then ad- | our coat according to the cloth. If our 
vise every one to aaaed his native | soil is rich and grass abundant, so that 
cows and substitute fall-bloods of some | a large animal can obtain a full feed 
improved breed?. Assuredly not, that | without much exertion, then, other 
is certainly the quicker way to attain | things being equal, the larger animal is 
your object; but for practical purposes | preferable. But on most of our farms 

it is unnecessarily expensive. A three-| grass is not over-abundant; and the- 
quarter-blood, or seven-eighths grade, slight advantage of the larger animal in 
of any improved breed, if properly | saving room is more than compensated 
bred and cared for, ought to be, for | by the greater activity of the smaller. 
practical purposes, as good as a full- | It may be laid down as a general rule, 
blood. If not, the breed itself is lack- | that on farms of moderate fertility, or 
ing in power, it is lacking in one essen- | where abundant rations are not always 
tial element of a thorough-bred animal | provided, a medium-sized animal is more 
—prepotency. profitable even for beef. 

Of course all animals are liable at| But the question arises, whether we 

times to breed back, and a grade may | shall choose a breed for one purpose 
breed back to a scrub; but, if mated to | merely—milk, or butter, or beef—or 
a full-blood, the chances are a hundred | Whether it is best to choose a general 
to one that the mongrel blood will not | purpose breed; not, perhaps, the best 
show itseli in the offspring. Indeed, | for any one thing, but fairly good for 
for practical purposes, a high-grade, de- | all. My own opinion is that ina system 
veloped on your own place from your | Of mixed husbandry, where grain-grow- 
old native stock and choice full-blood | ing is the leading business,.and stock is 
sires, is often better than a full-blood, | kept as an incident to this—to keep up 
because more perfectly adapted to the the fertility of the farm and convert 

circumstances surrounding it. But the rough feed into money—a general 
grades, except in rare cases, where it is | Purpose breed—one that will grow a 
desired to preserve some peculiar trait, | 800d steer, and the same time yield a 
should not be bred together. A fuli-| Paying quantity of milk and butter— 
blood of inferior individual merit is a | Will prove most desirable. 
more desirable sire than any grade, be-| I know it is the habit of many breed- 
cause all its good qualities are more | ers to sneer at the general purpose cow 
thoroughly in-bred, and are therefore | as a jack at all trades and master in 
more decidedly hereditary. none. And it is doubtless true that the
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ral pur; animal is not likely to | or six months after calving; but occas- 

Sie rr highest degree of excellence | ionally a cow at first will give much 

in any department. But it is also true | more milk than her calf can take. 

that the work of the world is mostly | Where beef is the sole object, good 

done by animals which do not attain | milking qualities are a nuisance. It is 

supreme excellence. You are not likely | a waste of energy on the part of the 

to find a horse with the speed of a thor- | cow, in producing more milk than _ her 

oughbred and the strength of a Perch- | calf requires, and it imposes consider- 

-eron; and yet a horse, which is inferior | able additional labor in looking after 

to both in their specialties, may be far | the herd. 
more useful than either on the farm.| If [ wished a cow merely to raise a 

So it is equally true that in many cases, | calf for beef, I should choose, for the 
areas in most cases where mixed | Jatitude of Ohio, a Hereford or a Polled 
usbandry is pursued, general purpose | Angus. Both are good beef breeds, 

cow would be found the most profitable. | and neither, I think, is liable to give 

Where it is desired to raise a few | more milk than her calf can take. My 
‘steers each year, and at the same time | own preference would be for the Angus, 

possess a breed of cows that will fur- | on account of the greater convenience 

nish the milk to raise the calves, and | in handling from the ubsence of horns. 
make butter to pay the grocery bill, a | But the color is objectionable to many. 
‘breed fairly good for every purpose | Lhey are not so grand looking beasts, 

must be employed. If one oe and they do not so completely captivate 
chase good steer calves as needed, at | the fancy. 
a fair price, it might pay to keep | ‘The Hereford is claimed especially to 
milk or butter breed, without reference | excel as a grazing animal; and it is 

to beef, and knock the male calves in | douptless superior in this respect to the 
the head. But everyone knows this will | ghort-horn, except under very favor- 

not be done. If a farmer undertakes | able conditions to the latter. But I 
to raise a few steers for beef, they will | oun see no reason why it should be bet- 
be of his own breeding, if he has them, | ter than the Angus. The latter is 

whatever they are. It is essential, there- | eqnally hardy, it produces beef equal 

fore, if he would get any pay for his | in quality, and will make it as cheaply, 
-eare and feed, that the cows should be | pound for pound. As between the two 
able to transmit good beef qualities. breeds it is largely a matter of personal 

For the large farmer and stock-grow- | preference, taste, or prejudice, as you 
-er, or the farmer who is engaged in some | may choose to call it. But with me the 
‘special pursuit, thereare particular breeds hornless trait of the Angus would out- 
which, for special purposes, claim pre- | weigh even greater merits than Here- 
eminence. For beef, the Short horn, ford breeders claim. This trait, how- 

Hereford, and Polled Angus in the lati- | ever, is of more importance in the close 
tude of Ohio; in the south, the Devon, | quarters to which our cattle are con- 
and in the extreme northwest, the Gal- | fined in Onio, than on the boundless 
loway. prairies of the West. 
Iam a great admirer of the Short-| Fora cold climate and a thin soil, 

horn. When properly fitted for the | where feed is not always abundant, and 
show-ring they are, in my opinion, the | the stock must be much exposed, the 
grandest breed of all; and, under favor- | Galloway claims the preference. They 
able conditions, they will make beef of | are, perhaps, not quite so large as the 
high quality as economically as any.| Angus, and are somewhat slower in at- 
The objections to them are that they | taining maturity. But they make beef 
: rea little delicate. They do not lear | of the best quality, and they will thrive 
exposure well, and they must have full | where some other breeds would starve. 
rations without much effort. Theydo| In England a still rougher breed— 
not forage as well as some other breeds. | the West Highlander—is a great favor- 

Another serious objection to Short- | ite with the butcher. They are small 
horns, considered merely as a beef breed, | and of slow growth, a lot of yearlings, 
is that breeders have not yet succeeded | at a short distance, more resembling 

in completely overcoming the original | goats than cattle. But when fully ma- 
tendency to milk heavily. They have | tured and properly fattened they top 
pretty well spoiled them forthe dairy | the market in price, their meat com- 
dy inducing a habit of drying up for five | manding one or two cents a pound more
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than any other breed. They do not | objection—a sheep may be more profit- 
thrive, however, in any but a cold cli- | able to feed than a steer—but on ac- 
mate; and even ina Scotch winter, I | count of the total lack of beef qualities. 
am told, they cannot endure confine- | A Jersey cow is esteemed for the slight. 
ment in a stable. They have never | development of her muscular system; 
been imported to any extent into this | but a highly developed muscular system 
country, and it is doubtful ifthey would | is essential to a good beef animal. A 
be profitable here, except in limited | Jersey, when fat, is simply fat, and skin, 
areas in the roughest parts of the North- | and bones. There is no rich, juicy lean 
west. For all ordinary locations, even | meat. 
in the coldest parts of this country, the The objections to the breed, aside 
Galloway is sufficiently robust, and | from beef, are lack of hardiness, and 
would be much more profitable. lack of docility, especially in the bulls. 

For Texas, and the extreme South | The breed seems especially liable to 
generally, as also for the thin and abortion, milk fever, and other troubles 

rough lands of the Middle States, the | incident to calving. (I never had a 
Devon, I believe, has no competitor in | ©88° of abortion in my herd, until I in- 
beef production. Indeed, unless the | troduced Jersey blood; and I have 
Angus shows a greater range of adapta- | never had a case since I got rid of it. 
tion than seems at all likely, the Devon | This may be a coincidences, but I donot 
is the only one of the improved beef | think it is.) The Jersey is of a high- 
breeds which thrives in a semi-tropical | bred and delicate organization. The 
climate. In Texas the Short Horn is | CWS are very fawn-like and pretty; 
useless and the Hereford not much bet- | but they are in fact very ill-tempered 
ter, while the Devon is as much at | With each other, and when closely con- 
home as in the Middle States. | fined, it is not surprising that accidents 

The only valid objection to Devons Should occur. 
for the production of beef, aside from | If milk production is the specialty 
their formidable horns, is that, hke the | either for sale in the city or to the 
Short horns, they may milk too well. factory, the Holstein and the Ayrshire 
The serious loss and inconvenience this | claim attention. Neither breed has any 
imposes will scarcely be realized without great merit from an «esthetic stand 
some thought. But conceive yourself | point, but both are large producers of 
in charge of a hundred cows and heifers |mulk of medium quality, and where milk 
comivg fresh that had never been | is suld by weight or measvre, the lower 
handled, and you may imagine what | the grade, provided it passes inspection, 
trouble good milking qualities would | the more profit in its production. You 
impose. Trust the calf to do the milk- | cannot make something out of nothing. 
ing and you would probable have a | The richer the milk the more food is 
ruined udder and possibly, for breeding | required to produce it. If the patrons 
purposes, a ruined cow. In selecting | generally supply milk to the factory 
Short-horns and Devons, therefore, to | which grades No. 2. You cannot well 
build up a herd of beef producers, compete with them and furnish at the 
where the calves must do the milking, | same price, milk which grades No. 1. 
avoid as you would some hereditary The Boistein is not an attractive cow. 
disease, large milking qualities. Indeed, I think she is excessively ugly ; 

If butter is your sole abject, and you and judging from her form and make 
are prepared to give close personal at- | UP, She must be an enormous feeder 
tention, and the best possible care to | #2dahard keeper; but that she gives 
your herd, the Jersey proballe is what | ™uch milk, and keeps up the flow well 
you want. But if youdecide on Jerseys, through the year, 18 bey ond question. 
keep them for what they are—buttcr | She is a specialist; but in her specialty 
cows—and do not fool away your time | she certainly excels. 
and money trying to grow beef. If a| The Ayrshire is much smaller in size, 
few steers are necessary, or would be | and muchbetteradapted to thin or rough 
profitable, better far sell your Jersey | Jand ttan the Holstein; but, like the 
calves, or give them away if necessary, | /atter, is a large producer of a medium. 
and buy something that will feed satis- | giade of milk—milk which is better 
factorily. A Jersey steer is a delusion | adapted for cheese t] au butter. She is 
and a snare, not on account of their | insignificant in appearance; of no de- 
small size—that is not necessarily an | cided or distinguishing color, and bas
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the least indication of high breeding of | horn breeders claim to have the great 

any British cow. Indeed, if a dozen general purpose cow; and, in some re- 

pa Pa Ayrshire cows were put in a | spects, the claim is well founded. In 

lot with an equal number of common | my own opinion, when properly fitted 

serubs, it would require a trained eye | for the show-ring, Short-horns are the 

to pick out the Ayrshires, except from grandest cattle in existence; and, orig- 

the indications of superior milking inally, there is no doubt they were fine 

qualities. But her insignificant appear- | dairy cattle also. Indeed, they are in 

ance is the worst part of her. As a | England to-day the leading dairy breed, 

matter of fact the Ayrshire is an excel- and probably have no superior in the 

lent milk cow, aud will protably give | quantity and quality of yield, in pro- 

as good returns, in proportion to feed, | portion to food consumed. But in this 

as any breed in existence. She is par- | country they have not been bred and 

ticularly adapted to rough or thin | cared for, generally, with a view to pre- 

lands, where the production of milk for | serve their milking qualities. In fact, 

making cheese, or table use is a speci- | the effort has been, apparently, to breed 

alty. To return to the general purpose | out this trait. Almo:t universally the 

cow: to be profi’ able she must combine calf is allowed to suck the cow, and the 

good ¢airy qualities, with a good form | latter dried as soon as the calf is old 

for beef, and ca; acity to lay on flesh of | enough to wean. This, if persisted in, 

high qvality, these are essential. The | will ruin any breed of milkers; and it 

desirable traits, if they can be added, | has very nearly ruined the Short horns. 

or combined with these, are good looks, | While milking too well to grade as beef 

hardiness, docility, and, as a personal cattle, pure and simple—that is, too well 

preference, the absence of horns. | to trust the calf to do the milking— 

No man, it seems to me, can take | they do not milk well enough, or rather, 

much pleasure in breeding an animal | they do not milk continuously enough, 

which does not tatisfy the (taste, or ap- to be profitable for the dairy. 

peal to our pride; an animal must be} During a recent visit to England, 

beautiful, or must do something won- | however, I attended the London Dairy 

derful, to excite enthusiasm, and with- | Show, and I saw some Short-horns 

out enthusiasm, there is no pleasure in | that would rank as dairy cattle, and, 

breeding. As it is not expected that |so far as appearances can determine, 

the gene:al purpose cow will do any- | they were dairy cattle of a high order. 

thing wonderful—anything to eclipse | They were very large, of the character- 

the specialits in the way of milk, butter, istic Short-horn form, and carried an 

or beef production—it is important that | immense amount of flesh—much more 

she should be herself attractive, in or- | than I should have thought safe, or, in- 

der to secure proper attention. deed, profitable, in a cow giving much 

The importance of hardiness in our | milk. They were all recently fresh, or 
domestic animals—ability to withs‘and about due to calve, so that they showed 

the ordinary vicissitudes of life and rc- | to the best advantage. But, if they 
sist disease—will not be questioned ; | possessed fairly guod staying qualities, 
but docility is not so often thought ef | they were certainly fine dairy cattle: 
as a factor in breeding. Yet docility, | 20d, I think, under favorable conditions 

if we consider the extra labor and an: | for their proper development, with their 
noyance its absence imposes, is a very | evident capacity to lay on flesh, they 
important quality, and it is one which | Were the est general purpose cattle I 
may become as thoroughly inbred as | ©Ver Saw. 
form or color. A vicious temper, or @ The original tendency of the Short- 

wild, untramling spirit is a serious ob: | hoins to milk well quickly revives 

jection to a cow, and it requires genera- | when crossed with a good dairy breed. 

tions of careful handling and kind | For this purpose, therefore, or for grad- 

usage to completely overcome it. It | ing up good milking natives, Short- 

can be done; but it is better, where it | hurns are entitled to rank as a general 

is possible, to breed from stock which | purpose breed, aud, with suitable sur- 

does not require it. roundings, they rank high. The objec- 
g The breeds which claim special atten- | tions to them are, that they aire 

tion as general purpose animals are the | rich pasture, where they can Ail them 
Short-horns, Devons, Holsteins and | selves without much effort, and com- 

Red Polls, or Polled-Norfolks. Short- | fortable quarters in winter. But, where
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all the conditions are rep rior a sie | = many See sas a Son 
horn cross will prove satisfactory, end | farm cow. 6 ost every 

will yield as oor returns for the food | quality, Rest rent jand a may so 
consumed as any. | tained, by those who prefer a very 

The Devons, ‘ocletaaity, were more animal, without going outside the breed, 
noted for the production of work oxen, | but at some sacrifice of = I a 
ani beef of high quality, than for milk, | much more important— ges an in re 
but of late, since working oxen are little | ity. There was hye A a el hing 
used, more attention mae hie — to | wet oeten’ oe oo share 

cove bane nde coingile vain oe other, from the same herd in England, 
dairy animals. The habit of breed had a recorded live weight of over three 

ink te Ge Sy’ | chonsand pounds. If this is not large of showing at the fairs, almost ex- | era 8. 18 adorn 
clusively, either dry cows, or heifers not | ev0ugh I wou'd suggest an importation 
yet in milk, does not speak wellfortheir | f Glephants 
own estimate of the dairy qualities; but “est yet he ie at ioe 
there are, I know, many Devon cows wend a ’ ae sata a pacting 
that milk exceedingly well; and it would | with pro! + th aE 
not be at all diffjeult to collect a herd | mate Pee aren ee aoe 
which would comparé favorably with ee naatacel's! a B 4 Poll ed 
any breed in profit at the dairy. They a oret “4 ee ald ve a bull, 
do not milk so largely as some others; | and sixteen hundred wor ahah large 
neither do they eat so much. Indeed, } cow. The average is perhaps two or 
in my judgment, the Devon is, or could | three ore ehea a well 
easily be made, almost the ideal farm | As milkers the cows do — ve 
cow, if it were not for her formidable | Well, I think, in Lip Aare = feed, as 
horns. They have, otherwise, almost | #yI know. Few records ere been 

cong; they are aay; theyre high | of tows, reports cow giving ight gal some; ey are Ly; ey al : = 

spirited, and sometimes wild, but sel- | _ qiehareciirny mick rag 

as beyrev§ = or y pone | Seabemt ae meek. eae a higher, in good flesh, an e of high » > rts I 
grade; and they are, or could easily be | een as as ea ee i : 
made very good milkers in eee | fr ed on a tae itr 
to the food consumed. But their horns ng! rie cows rs psa gr "4 
ruin all. They are sharp, strong, and a asa mets ead rimeunerk cat - 
have just the proper curve to rip open | Yd aabiaacinthie 
an adversary. No man isasafe com- | #2 uncommon Th SOV ss 
panion who habitually carries a loaded | after calving. Their — = 
revolver, and I would not trust any cow | milkers, however, is in their great stay- 

= a eins eS oe ot ie old heifer, officially 
Thay ees | tested at the West Virginia State Fair last The Holstein is claimed as a general | fall, seven, months. after calving, and | 

purpose animal; but the claim is based, | e é 2 j z ; d | Rearly six months in calf. She gavea 
I think, altogether, on her sixo and | little over twenty pounds of milk a — milking qualities. As a beef animal she day, which tested fourteen per cent. 
possesses almost every undesirable trait. | a 3 ; fide. afber aeched ot a | 

She is long in the leg, big boned, loose several weeks on exhibition at different | 
jointed, coarse haired, and a hard hand- | fairs without a bite of suculent food of ler. If she is not a big eater anda any sort, and a long rai saa geeen | 
coarse fleshed animal she belies every Columbus, Ohio, a Nay mae bakers: 
indication in her make up. | The Red Polls have not yet 1 

Of the Red Polls, or Polled Norfolks, | tested in this country for beef, but in 
I speak with some diffidence, as it is the | England it is claimed they are equal to 

breed I have selected for myself, and | Devons, while the size is somewhat 
any praise I bestow may be thought in- | jarger, and they mature, I think a little 
terested. But I have none for ‘Sale; 60 | sooner. Indeed, in all the desirable 
I shozld be acquitted. I think, if I| qualities of a general farm cow they 

saret Aad Soroeslty T suet peak | eae Tune one hein. dealin eS. Se ee | easily kept, and last-but not Tspesk at all. Indeed, this is] think, | OS kePh 8 er |
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Political Influences. | Now to me this seems to be all wrong; 

[By Mrs. 8. E. Coolidge, of Augusta.] and you farmers can, if you will, do 

Mr. Cuarrman, Lapies AND GENTLE- | much towards making these things bet- 
men: I understand that the prime ob-| ter. It has been said that he who 

ject of this Institute is for thé mutual | stands afar off and watches the battle 

interest of the farmers; that, in thus | can tell much better how it is going 
coming together, they may discuss dif- | than the soldier can, who stands in the 
ferent ways and methods, whereby they | ranks and does the fighting. And so it 

may benefit each other by exchange of | seems to me that we ladies, who stand 
thoughts on the different methods of | outside of the ring and watch this polit- 

farming in all its various branches. And, | ical farce enacted year after year, can 
also, how they may best have their | and do see whence it is drifting just as 
rights protected in ouriegislatures. Now, | as well, if not better, than you gentle- 
this last, I think, is a question of vital | men who do the voting. 
importance as to the best way of ob-| But, pomewe, some gentleman 
taining those rights. - is thinking meet onl you e in 

farmers annually assist by your | this matter if yor di e voting ? 
can to pea a sauna men ne Well, I do not vote; neither do I feel 
legislative and congressional halls, who comndent to give advice. Yet I think 
have but very little, if any, interest in | I will tell you what seems to me might 
the farmer, except it be to obtain about | in time help you to have some voice in 
three times each day such amount of | the shaping of our laws, and in a meas- 
the farm product as to sustain his | ure control this giant evil. That is, to 
stomach, while he uses the strength he | educate yourselves and your boys; use 
derives therefrom to protect the oleo- | your brains as well as your hands. 
margarine and whisky traffic, with many Farmers, as a class, have no lack of 
other various bills detrimental to the | natural intelligence. {think nature has 
farmer’s interest. endowed them with quite as good nat- 

As a general rule the choosing of our | Ural gifts as she has the average politi- 
public men is a mere farce enacted in a | Cian. The great difference lies in this 

litical ring, where money has more to | fact, that one gives all his time and 
oO with their election than their true | thought to the tilling of his land and 
ability to fill the place, or of honest | greatly neglects his mental culture, while 
principle. They will club together for the other devotes his mind and strength 
any nefarious scheme, saying,“now, you | to see how he can make money on the 

- vote for me this year, and I will vote | least payable amount of manual labor, 
for you next year,” or vica versa, as | Tegardless of the means he employs to 
may best suit the object in view; and | gin his point. Now, if this could be 

. during the intervening time between | equalized, if the farmers would study 
nomination and election they manifest | more and till less acres, look closer into 
a great interest in the farmers, never | the true principle of the men he is vot- 
failing to take them by the hand and | ing for to send to onr legislature,to Con- 
give them a warm and friendly greeting | 8Te88 or to fill the executive chair, andin 
wherever they may meet them. And, I the mean time not neglect to have his 
am sorry to say it, yet it is true, that | Own boys educated so that in time they 
the farmers are too often duped by | Might be fitted to fill = one of these 
their oily tongues and seeming friendli- | Positions with honor, I hardly think 
ness. And thus it goes on, year after there would be so much cause to com- 

year, until it has become the exception, | Plain of bad laws—at least not after a 
and noi the rule, when a straight honest | few years. There are some farmers now 
man can not get even a nomination, | Who might fill these places with honor; 
much less be elected, to any high office. | but they are the few who have tried to 
If by chance such a man does get a | Cultivate their brains as well as their 
nomination for any high office his good | lands. 
name must be dragged through all the I do not think it comes from lack of 

filthy ditches of slander; and not only | natural ability ; but the average farmer 
his name, but that of all his ancestors | has never thought it necessary for him 
must be blackened and degraded until | to take any particular pains to keep him- 
the man is disgusted, and wishes he had | self posted in regard to public matters. 
never allowed his name to have been | He has taken it for granted if he was a 
used as a candidate for office. farmer he could not be » law-maker;
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and now, having neglected these things | in their booke—and it is a wonder if 
for so many years, they find the laws in those boys ever get even a business 
some instances rather oppressive and | education. 
they are wholly unprepared to help| Iam glad there is some wakeing up 
themselves. For, should they be sent | to this oe need of cultivating our 
to Congress or the legislature in their | boys. Not many years ago it was not 
present unlettered state, what could thought necessary that the farmer’s boy 
your average farmer do among those | should know much about books. If he 
kid-gloved, oily-tongue, office-seekers? knew how to write his own name and 
Why, in my opinion, he would be but | could repeat the multiplication table, it 
a little better thana dummy. If they | was sufficient for all his needs. Too 
could not silence him with ridicule, they | much work and no time for recreation 
would try bluff and perhaps bribery; | and pleasure makes the farm life irk- 

although Ihave too much respect for the | some, our boys become restless, seek for 
farmers’ principle to think many of | pleasure in places that often leads them 
them could be bought, yet there is | into serious vices. Then many times 
great power in the mighty dollar. How | all the blame is laid upon the boy; he 
many do you suppose could, like Mr. is accused of being wild and reckless; 
Price, stand up for a principle against whereas, had he been properly under- 
that mighty throng? stood, and had the fun-loving side of 

If we desire to have a voice in making his nature been gratified in innocent 
the laws of our country, and to pre- | amusements at home he might have be- 
serve it as it was first designed, that it come a good and useful man. Did you 
should be a free and independent coun- | ever think of it, that it is our boys with 
try, where all can have equal rights, I | the best intellect that have the greatest 
would repeat that our farmers’ boys | desire for pleasure and feel the yoke of 
should be educated to fill these places constant labor the most. It is these 
of high trust as well as to hold the we need to give chaaces for sport and 
plow or dig potatoes. It is absolutely | pleasure in their own homes, and sur- 
necessary that this should be, and that, | round them with good society, or they 
too, very soon; or we shall in a short | will drift away from us, and weshall not 
time be like the serfs snd tenants of | be guiltless of their down-fall. 
foreign countries. Our lands will be Then let us ail strive to make our 
owned by monopolists, and we shall be | homes attractive, have good books and 
compelled to till the soil, not for what papers for them to read; and read with 
we could make it yield, but for just the | them so they may the better understand 
price our landlords might choose to and be profited by what they do read. 
pay us. | _Do not confine them wholly to works 

Just stop and think for one moment | of theology or agriculture, but give 
how many of our farmers are now pay- | them a variety of good, useful books 
ing a heavy school tax to maintain a| wherein is mixed history and science. 
district school for eight or ten months | Should you find one reading a novel do 
in a year, and yet many of those same | not tell him he has committed a great 
farmers, under one pretext or another, | crime; but rather help him to select 
deprive their own boysof the benefitsof | such books as would be most instruc- 
that same school, if not wholly, in part, | tive as well asamusing. Have innocent 
by keeping them at home two or three | amusements at home, and a variety of 
days in a week, on some trifling excuse, | them, so that to them their home may 
when by some forethought the boys | be the most attractive of all places. 
could have been kept in school every! It is very sad for a boy to feel that to 
day. | have a good time he must go from 

Again, we often hear them say, it is; home. To sucha boy there is danger 
no use to send them to school; they | ahead. Boys should be encouraged to 
learn more mischief than books. Well, | look forward to higher attainments as 
how can they learn their books; for | prizes to be won by actual worth and 
just as they begin to get interested in | they can be won by farmers’ boys as ! 
their studies they are required to stay | well as city boys. Among our most 
at home to cultivate corn, hoe in the | eminent men ais been those who — 
garden, or some other work, and as a| worked on the farm or in the shop all , 
matter of course, they cannot learn | day, and got their education by the aid 
much. They very soon lose all interest | of a pine knot at night. :
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I fear that farmers and their families, | taught the true principles of woman- 
-as a class, lack confidence in their own | hood. 
ability and are inclined to think because For great statesmen govern nations, 
they live in the country on a farm that Rat nerasen tons or eairet. 
they cannot associate with the people These giants regulate 

living in town. This is a = Wtirepetrcabern ipered. impression, and ought not to be in- For the hand that rocks the cradle 
dulged in. My own experience teaches Is the hand that rules the world. 
me that the ladies living in town would | So let usall aim for a higher and 
be glad to associote more intimately | more useful life, with good principle to 
with farmers wives and daughters if | guide us that we may be better fitted to 
they would not hold themselves aloof. | teach by practice as well as theory. Let 
Do not shun the town people, we are all | us elevate our calling, remembering it 
made of similar clay, and if in some cases | is just as honorable to be farmers or 
they can wear better clothes then our | farmer’s wives, if we only fill our place 
means will allow us to wear, that should | with honor, as it would be tobe law- 
make no difference with us. It is the | yers, doctors or ministers. 
mind and the principle within the man |" The sooner we learn to honor our 
or woman that should be respected, and calling ourselves, that much sooner 
not the clothes they wear. Many a_| shall we be honored by all nations. For 
ragged coat has covered an honest man; | what would this or any other nation be 
and many a silk hat has crowned a if it were not for the farmers? All na- 

knave. tions are supported by its farmers, 
We owe it to ourselves, we owe it to | hence the farmer should be respected 

our children, we owe it to society, to | «8 well as his productions. 
try and make the most of oursrlves.| And we can command respect _ as 
Children should be allowed to minglein | our just due if we will only try to im- 
good society, they should not be requir- prove ourselves in the same proportion 
ed to stay out of doors and out of sight, as we do our lands and stock. while we entertain callers. Let them | Let us then sow the good seed of come in that they may form habits of | truth and virtue, plant a firm and hon- feeling at ease with strangers and cul- | est principle in our boys and girls, and 
tivated people. Habits formed when | work faithfully to keep them as well 
young are always retained; hence we | cultivated as we would a field of 
should see to it that our children form | corn or a garden of choice plants, and habits of seeking after the good and | most asuredly we shall have an abund- 
true while we have them with us. | ant harvest. 

In these days when there are so many | Be proud of the sphere of life you fill, 
void of principle, watching, ready to lead | iv jonoritallyou cans our boy’s and girls into the paths of | It is to be called a man. 
wrong doing, we should be more careful ———_ 
in sowing the seed of a good principle Farming and Mercantile Business—Their which lays the foundation for a good Relation to Each Other. 
and useful life. [By Elmer Bradford, Augusta.] 

Again,I repeat, let us educate our| We understand the occupation of boys (as far as our means will permit) to | farming to mean the cultivation of the 
fill any responsible position in life. | soil and in connection with this is the They will be just as good farmers and | raising of live stock and the manufac- far better than if they could neither | ture of dairy products. And we under- read or write. For they can farm more | stand mercantile business to be the intelligently and not so much at hap- | buying and selling of different commodi- hazard as many now do. Let us edu- | ties, or the exchange of one commodity cate our daughters that they may be as foranother. There is scarcely an oc- well fitted to grace a parlor or fill any | cupation which offers such unqualified responsible position in life as toskim | independence and such opportunity for the milk or wash dishes. Among the physical development as farming does. numerous other things they need be | Away from the tainted atmosphere and taught let us not neglect to teach them | alluring temptations of the crowded most emphatically to shun the would-be city one has reason to expect to find a beau .Wno visits the saloon or trifles | purity of morals, and a conscientious- with intoxicating drinks. Let them be | ness, that is difficult to be found in the
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crowded streets. Pure air and whole- | fails to pay at maturity. Too often 
some food have much to do with our | there exists a feeling of enmity against- 

| moral as well as physical health. Were | the tradesman, arising from different 
your opportunities not wasted, you as | causes; perhaps it is the house he lives 
a class might reach the highest degree | in, or the carriage he drives, or you 
of physical, intelectual and moral devel- | may think he enjoys more of the com- 

| opment. The intelligent farmer does | forts of life than you do. Such people 
much mind work, siudying and planing | should remember that if the party 
how to better his condition, save manual | against whom they entertain this feel- 
labor, thereby developing his mental as | ing has obtained his money honestly, 
well as physical being. Thereisno more | that he has just the same right to in- 
unpleasantness, no more annoyances, | vest it in adorning his grounds with a 
no more drugery in your occupation | beautiful house, or buying an elegant 
than in any other by the pursuit of which | carriage, as they have in spending their 
men earn their bread by the sweat of | money in the purchase of land, or of 
their brow. We concede that nearly | any article which they desire. 
every vocation offers to its followers| Thereis a wide difference in the tastes 
some specialand prominent inducement | of people, and it is right that there. 
over others. Yet objectionable features | should be, that which one would put. 
appear in all. In mercantile business | thousands of dollars into, another would 
you would find a routine of duties to | hardly place a dollar in. If, by dint of 
perform into which there is woven so | hard labor and square dealing, a man 
much disagreeableness that it would as- | has accumulated peopecly.< should 
tonish the initiated. Of all the oceu- | rejoice rather than envy him his pros- 
pations which men engage in I can | perity. Through the short sightedness 
think of none that offers toits followers | of some the merchant is looked upon as 
so little freedom and independence as | a person who, if you purchase his goods, 
mercantile business does. From early | makes you pay acertain toll on each 
dawn until late at night the merchant | article sufficient to support and secure 
is busily engaged handling his goods, | to himself a competency in a few years, 
waiting on customers and attending to | instead of being a benefactor he is con- 
such other duties of his vocation as are | sidered by such people a sponge upon 
necessary for its success. The relation | the community absorbing all he comes 
these occupations bear to each otherin | in contact with. There is no good 
agricultural districts should be under- | reason why he should suffer their in- 
stood and recognized by all, whether | justice of feeling. His business is one 
engaged in either or not. One cannot | of the most honorable, and when prop- 
exist and prosper without the other, | erly conducted of great banefit to all 
and the followers of each should have | other industries. Some toil on, year 
deep feelings of solicitude for the | after year, yet through mismanagement 
other’s welfare. Instead of antagonizing | or misfortune they do not accumulate 
and opposing each other, there ought to | anything; but because they have not 
be a unity of friendly feeling and har- | been successful in the mighty struggle 
mony of action, thereby encourag- | for wealth they have no reason for blam- 
ing and benefiting one another. | ing others more prosperous, who have 
Yet in some locations anything | done them noinjury. If your farm is 
but harmony exists. The mer-| located within a reasonable distance of 
chant understands fully well that in | some mercantile center, you are mater- 
farming communities the success of | ially benefited by being thus situated. 
his business depends largely upon the | It enhances the value of your property. 

tronage of the farmer. If he is an | Where you find merchants, you wil? 
Estes man, and deals fairly with you, | find a market for your surplus products. 
he surely deserves your liberal support, | And it should be their duty and one 
for by this he is encouraged in his en- | that they cannot attend to too carefully 
terprise, and also enabled to carry a | to furnish you with a good market, 
larger and more complete stock of mer- | paying for such of your commodities as 
chandise. Now the merchant that buys | they can consistently handle the best 
in large quantities, and is able to dis- | price possible. You being their patrons 
count his bills, can well afford to sell | they are certainly directly interested in 
his goods cheaper than he who can | your welfare. The merchant has no 
only make small purchases, and often | reason to find fault with you for selling
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your commodities at those places where | able pursuit of your business, and if 

you can obtain the highest price. In | you but carefully study and investigate 

these days when bountiful harvests are | your vocation you will surely receive 

uncertain and prices low, the farmer, aud merit your reward—Success, 

it he expects to accumulate -anything, ——_ 

must necessarily exercise good judg- Farm Life. 

ment in disposing of his produce. (By Mrs. R. E. Wands, of Bloomer.] 

In large places where competition is | ‘When I wag invited by the Commit- 

sharp, there is often paid a better price tee to take part in the exercise of this 

for farm produce than in smaller towns. | Institute I refused to do so for the very 

Yet, does it always pay to draw a load | good reason I know there would be pres- 

of grain fifteen or twenty miles for the | ent those that could talk so much better 

few extra pennies you receive per than I conld. I preferred to be a listen- 

* bushel? You should be interested in | er, but was informed by the Committee 

home enterprises, and, when possible, | that it was the duty of every farmer 

patronize those in whose prosperity the | and his wife to doall they could tomake 

community are interested. It is true, the Institute a success. I wish to say 

that the promotion of the exchange | at the beginning that speaking in public 

among men of desirable things for oth- | is not my fort, however, I will do the 

ers more desired by them, is the great | best I can, and that is all any of us can 

incentive of commercial enterprise. | do. 

Remove this motive and mercantile! The sabject I have chosen to speak 

business would be almost entirely | upon is, “ Why do the Boys and Girls 

> @eserted. They are now the | leavethe Farmand Home.” This subject 

agents through which the great exchange | should be of very great interest to every 

of products pass. And they should re- | father and mother, who have built up a 

alize the fact that the greatest material | home in the country. 4 

prosperity is best secured by large dis- It is not the influence or education of 

tribution and interchange of products | the farm that implants evil, but rather 

at the least cost possible to every article. | habit of industry, frugality and econ- 

By exchange we mean the voluntary | omy. It is after our boys and girls leave 

transfer of one article for another, | the old farm and go tothe town, and 

which are deemed equivelent in value. | are exposed to all sorts of temptation, 

It may be commodity for commodity as that they go astray. It is our duty as 

when one gives butter for tea, or it may | parents to teach our children to love 

be the sale of some article for its equive- | the farm, and do all in our power to 

lent in money. Through all systems of | make our home pleasant. I do not 

exchange there is one central figure | mean that we should go beyond our 

which is value. It regulates all mercan- | means, or that we should fill our homes 

tile transactions in which goods are| with fine furniture, that we cannot 

bought or sold. Now the value of an | afford, for the majority of our farms 

article is determined by the demand for | are not all paid for, and I claim that it 

it. And the supply of it and the great | isa duty we owe our children to secure 

arena of exchange where this demand |a home for them and ourselves, A 

and supply are ascertained isthe market. | pleasant home does not always mean 

Between these two factors, demand and | elegant furniture and fine appointments. 

supply, competition works continual| If father is handy with carpenter 

changes, as supply increases value de- | tools, and mother both tasty and handy 

creases, and as demand increases value | at upholstering many very needful and 

is enhanced. But the value of all | really pretty pieces of furniture can be 

articles are quickly brought to an equi- | made. If you have little folks in the 

librium by competition between the | house, let mother teach them also, they 

buyers and sellers. As farmers you | will soon catch the fever, for let me tell 

Occupy one of the noblest vocations in | you fancy-work fever is contagious, and 

life that men can fill. You supply the | many pretty things can be made, and at 

bread and meat which are the two staples | so little expense, it costs but little now- 

of humanity for the nation. Your oc- | a-days to make a room look cozy and 
cupation is the very foundation on | inviting. 

which all other human industries must I speak from experience. In my own 
build. Nature has furnished spontane- | home you will find the greater part of 

ously all matter necessary for the profit- | our things made by ourselves. When
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we came here three years ago we only | young, and try to retain it as they grow 
brought the necessary things, and to- | older. At night, as the children return 
gether we have tried to do the rest | from school, let each have his own task 
with very good success, at least we | to perform, so there may be no wrang- 
think so. ling or disputing. Teach them to re- 

By all means do not refuse the little | spect you; also one another. If you 
girls arf boys if they want to help you; | havea musical instrument in the house, 

it will make them love home more, and, | #fter the day’s work is done have the 
I believe, make better men and women. | children sing, or have one read aloud 
It does not cost much for a little can- | for the entertainment of the others. 
vas and some bright yarn for them to | Take a kindly interest in their progress 
begin with. Mothers, we will never | # school, and you will find the even- 
regret the time thus spent with our lit- | ings pass all to soon; and our children 
tle ones. How many mothers say, | 8 soon grown, then comes the danger 
“Oh, I had rather do it myself than | of their becoming discontented on the 
bother with them;” but is that justice | farm, and they will want to go out in 
to your child? Teach the child to love | the world for themselves. Let the 
the farm and home. The only way to | Young people see that you have not for- 
do this, I believe, is to begin when the | 8otten you were once young; don’t 
children are young. As soon asa child | Prohibit amusements in the family; 
is old enough to understand, and help | even if they want to dance, let them. 
work, give that child something he can | Perhaps, at some of the little neighbor- 
call his own, if it is only a hen and a hood parties they play cards; uow, 
setting of eggs; go with the little one | don’t forbid them to touch a card; re- 
and set the hen, in a place where she | member forbidden things have a charm 
will not be disturbed; give him to un- about them. The boys, no doubt, will 

derstand, now you have set the hen, he | learn to play; then, perhaps, would 
must take care of her and see that she come the first deceit with the parent. 
is watered and fed every day. Then Let them play at home, then they will 

when biddy comes off with her little | 20t go to a neighbor's barn, or perhaps, 
family, show him how to make a coop; | behind the school-house, or church, on 
then explain to him how to feed and | Sunday night, while father and mother 
water the chicks. Tell him every | #f¢ inside praying. 
chicken that lives you will take to mar-| You may be surprised some day when 
ket for him, and he shall have the | coming unexpectedly upon your son 
money for his own: see how earnestly | sitting behind the woodshed smoking a 
that child will work. When the time | pipe, now don’t rise up in wrath and 
arrives to take the fowls to market, | knock the pipe out of his mouth, try not 
don’t forget the child’s fowls, and keep | to let him think you are surprised, but 
the money separate for the child; don’t | invite him into the sitting room, give 
spend it for anything; give it to the | him an easy chair, get the cuspador for 
child, and see with what pride his first | him, nine cases out of ten that boy will 
earnings are exhibited. Now is the | be so ashamed for himself that he will 
time for father’s and mother’s advice to not touch a pipe again. The boy does 
come in. Tell him how nice it would | not see the harm for father smokes, al- 
be to buy a sheep or a lamb with that | most every father does now days so 

ers — how ers ha ae = don’t blame the boy too much. 
take the advice. er gel e Perhaps som i 
sheep, and when the wool is sold don’t | jiberal, in my  iewn Ge ana ee 
forget the fleece that belongs to your | are here to express our views, each one 
enild, and if there has been an increase | hag a right to his own opinion. I 
don’t let that slip your mind. If your | should like to hear others speak cn the 
child is a boy, as he gets older and | subject. I have spent the greater part 
stronger, give him a piece of ground to | of my life in town, and for some years 
work; give him some early seed pota- | lived where there was a large Academy 
toes to plant; help him prepare the | where many of the farmers boys and giris 
ground; when ready, market them for | attend school, most invariably those 

him; perhaps he will have money | that were brought up in the strictest 
enough to buy some young stock. families, were the first to fall. 

Fathers and mothers, get the conti-| Tremember two brothers in particular, 
dence of your children while they are | whoss parents were very strict Metho-
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dists and very particular with their  Goul i i iberal 

boys. The boys came to town to attend | ance en * 7 — 

school. The billiard room was their pit- | soon add corn, d pa ages 

fall. ‘Che father, a well to do farmer, The cows are Sout 2. is 

gave the boys plenty of money to spend, | in such a manner er ae 

the ocmecrsence eps boys spent | than 49°. omer 

every moment out o' ool playi milk i i i i 

pool, they spent their money, teil iis na a 

their stuties. The principal was obliged | of being fall, a — , 

to send for their father, he came, the | with a ro) or ey oone ey ey 

boys promised to do better; but the | will a a ae ae 

temptation was too strong, they still | windmill Dcaee — io = 

squandered all the money their father | deep, Gada it ii on ~ eo 

gave them, then they stooped to rob a| out for the ——— > — 

poor boy of $25 that he had earned to | without bringin; gi g gp pgs 

pay his board. The father was again | house. The milk bp —> 

summoned by the principal, he settled | there twel' : os — 

the affair, hushed it up as best he could, | in the eek ces oe eg 
took the boys home with him, but they | longer i a 

soak she bors hoses wie thas they ‘woul | chiemaed sh cose}. oa 
not be tied to the old man and woman’s | longer in a pr oh eae = 

sae strings. Those who witnessed | mainly within t ae 

grief of the father said it was awful | in the cistern ee ae 

to see him walk the floor and wring his | summer than 5° or eee 

hands, and take the blame upon himself | than 39°. ae 

for his childrens’ downfall. Fathers,| Toe and ‘ eae 
— the boys ask for the horses and a ee = 

money don’t refuse, Goaiiakor can possi bly better this plan, but this 

they have helped you pay for the farm, = Diese: a eens 
and perhaps take more care suse = for that reason by me years ago, 

horses than you do, let them take the rm pe — by those in ted in 
team, perhaps they want to take their _ le of more expensive impiements 

sister or some other boy’s sister to a 7 ane Fie the plan partly to 

concert or lecture, let him go. It will em —e ees of a epee tion, 

help brake the monotony of farm life, for a y for its simp le intrinsic valne 
life on the form gets to be monotonous, pted to and within the reach of the 

a ws the young, that is why so way oper: 

y leave the farm, they want a change. e cream is kept ina moderate warm 

a your home so pleasant that ae place until a slight acidity is noticed 
girls will marry farmers, so that you and churned at 62° temperature, in : 

can keep them near you. I think 1 | 7ectangular churn, to granulation; the 

have said enough on this subject, some butter milk drawn off; about a int f 

of you may think too much. SoI will good dairy salt to fifteen pounds of 
close by thanking you for your kind butter thrown in the churn; a pail of 

ion, while Lhave been speaking. ee the cover put on;a 
lew revolutions of the churn is made 

es See he oe when the milky brine is drawn off, and 

.: [By F. ©. Curtiss, of Rocky Run.] es — of water added, which 
My me a : ciao 68 Ou! e remaining traces of but- 

which I receive the highest an Sa egal oy by dye yan 

price isto have for a dairy a breed of tae sane’ — S so. 

grade Jersey cows which have the run oe 4 rbieanthaye seh tie 
Se ike coeiedl eles duting’ aie! Gn suse state it is evenly incorporated 

and stabled at night in a clean, wae, we me ees te ae eescieion 
seoond-stor Peortie aah owen pA into a mass by the revolution 

story Seen ee aevcad a (a e churn. The butter is packed 

absorbed by dry material on the lower b oe aaee teins tert og 
story. ‘They are fed on ensilage niet pag Resp without any other work- 

and morning, as recommended by Mr. tek oS . | packing and pressing with said ladle.
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Small Fruit Culture. Duchess; they. might live long enough 
(Mr. Fisk, of Bloomer.] to bear a few crops. And when they 

I will give my experience and luck in | begin to fail plant out a few more trees, 
growing the apple tree. Eight or nine | in that way might have apples of these 

years ago, in spring, I bought a lot of | kinds for his family use. I believe this 
of trees of A. G. Tuttle, selected from | boasted Russian apple is a humbug. 
his catalogue—the most hardy kinds | Thousands of these trees have been 

named therein—such as, Trancendents, | 80ld and set out in this county, and 
Hylsops, Briers Sweet, Sylvan Sweet, | were killed out about as fast as they 

(Whitney No. 20), Duchess, Wealthy, | were set out. I have yet to see the 

Walbridge, ‘Tetofski, and . others. | Russian apple that was grown in Chip- 

The most of these trees were|Ppewa county, except Tetofski and  - 

sold. in small orders toparties.| Duchess. This remarkable Russian 
They were set out in different mulberry is another humbug and swin- 

localities, and ia all kinds of soil—some | dle tree, good for nothing here. It 
in sand. Some were set in clay soil. | winter-kills down every winter to the 
The trees mostly grew well the first | snow line. I have given it a thorough 
season, The following winter the trees | trial and would advise everybody to let * 
came out all right, but the next winter | the Russian mulberry alone. Butthere 
killed most of these out of not only my | are other kinds of fruit we can grow in 
own trees, but others I had sold to,| abundance: the currant, gooseberry, 
That winter was very changeable; there | dwarf June berry, blackberry and three 

was not much snow, but the whole | or four kinds of red raspberrys, as many 
country was covered with ice most of | kinds of black raspberrys, all varieties 
the time; and where the ice came in| of strawberries, early varieties of 
contact with the trees the bark be- | grapes, such as Janesville, Perkins, 
came loosened and peeled off. But I | Worden, Champion, Clinton and other 
was not discoaraged with this first trial. | varieties. We can grow the Desoto 
I ordered about 1,200 more trees from | Flum. The tree is very hardy and will 
the Richland County Nursery, of sale- | grow and do weil in mostanysoil. The 
able size, and 6,000 or 8,900 root grafts , fruit fine, large, and good for shade 

fifteen or twenty different varieties in | trees. Wecan grow the ash, leaf ma- 
all. I sold most of my 1,200 large trees, | ple, Lombardy poplar, mountain ash, all 
and they were first-class trees, sound kinds of elms, laurel-leaf willow, cut- 

and healthy, and suppesed to be all of | leaf maples, cut-leaf birches, larches, 
the hardiest varieties for this latitude, | ali kinds of evergreens, Norway spruce, 
but like all other apple trees (in this | balsams, arbor vite, hemlock, etc. We 
country), have gone to rest long ago, | Cal grow fine roses, snow balls, hydran- 

winter killed of course. The root|geas, tree-honeysuckles, and many 
grafts I managed to save till they were | other fine flowering shrubs. With lit- 
three or four years old, then they most- tle trouble and care when first set out 

ly went “up the spout.” There were a| we can make our homes very pleasant, 

lot of Russian trees among the grafts, | if we only try to make them so by set- 
but with all the great howl about Rus- | ting out trees and shrubery, flowers and 
sian apples they were the first trees to | plants, etc. 
kill ont with me. I then bought 1,500 _— 

a a Ss meer Haeee The Education for Farmer's Daughters. 

Winter Pear, Crab, Richland Sweet, [By Miss Clapp, of New Richmond.] 
President Hayes, ete. Most of these How to educate our girls to be 

grafts did well and grew into good trees. | farmers’ wives ? is a question which the 

I have qnite a lot of them on hand | courtesy of your committee has en- 

now, as any one can see, at my garden | trusted to me for a few thoughts this 

in Bloomer. I have mostly given up | afternoon. It is a good omen, and one 
trying to grow apples in this country. | which I hail with joy to see upon the 
I don’t believe that apples will ever be | programme for a Farmers’ Institute 
grown in Chippewa county, Dunn or | topics relating to the best interests of 

Barron counties with any success. The | the boys and girls. I would that my 

winters are too cold. But still where a| thoughts might be inspired by the 
man has a favorable locality he could | spirt of truth, my lips touched with 
set a few hardy crab trees and some | living coals,and my words chosen from.
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Heaven’s choicest vocabulary, so grand | dairy paper to which he gives full faith 

cand sacred is the theme. and credence. He studies the best 

How to educate our girls to be food and conditions for fattening hogs, 

farmers’ wives ? Don’t educate them at and the best fertilizer for his crops. 

‘all to be farmers’ wives. Some of them But he don’t believe much in the new 

will be doctors’ wives, some ministers’ | fangled notions about wholesome food 

wives, lawyers’ wives, and, alas! some for his children or the most profitable 

will be old maids. They don’t believe | books for them to read. He forgets, he 

it, but the world always has had some doesn’t think, perhaps he doesn’t know 

unmarried women, and always will; and | that the air they breath, the food they 

some of us are vain enough to believe | eat, the sounds they hear and the sights 

that there is room for a few, and tnat | they see, all affect their present and 

girls need not be taught to shu them future welfare. He is simply oblivious 

so assiduously as to run their heads | to their natures and needs. He hasn’t 

juto inextricable difficulties. Don’t time to think about them; he has en- 

-eduecate the girls for any specific position tered upon the business of acquiring 

exclusively, but educate them first to | property, probably for his children, that 

be girls, frank, generous and true; then | he may be able to place them in good 

tc be women, intelligent, self-reliant and circumstances bye-and-bye, when they 

efficient, and they are ready to take up ought to be able to place themselves 

life’s work whereever they may find it. | there. To acquire property is well when 

The question then is how shall we it is sought as a means, not as an end. 

educate our girls. ‘Teach them first and | The first grand, supreme business of the 

last and always the nobility of work, | Parent, that which all plans should sub- 

the disgrace of idleness; that no neces- | S°tve is the education, the bringing up 

sary work cheerfully done is a drudgery. of the child; the proper and well bal- 

We only make it such when we do it anced development of his three-fold 

with adradge’s spirit. Mothers, farmers’ | ature. A business in comparison with 
wives, do not teach your girls that you which the accumulation of money as an 

have all the hardships of life; that you end, sinks into nothingness. 

want them to go to school and get an| But how often is it the case that the 

education so they will not be obliged to | whole vigorous, pushing, manly nature 

work as you havedone. Schools have of the father is thrown ixto the one pur- 

been accused of teaching children that pose of making and saving money, the 

the prime object of an education was to | energies of the mother all consumed 

save them from drudgery. Butitis not | and literally licked up in the attempt to 

the schools, it is parents, actuated by a | do her part of this great life work. 

false affection, who seek to instill the | Both deny themselves every luxury and 

thought that educated people live more | even necessary comforts (and the 

easily. ‘Teach them that every position | children come in for their full share of 

has its lights and shadows. Let your | the denial), with the laudable purpose 

own cheerful attractive home be an ob- | of saving for their families, perhaps 

ject lesson on the lights of the farmer's with the very worthy purpose of giving 

life. Education begins much earlier | them an educationand desirable advan- 

’ than we are apt to think, and if we allow | tages in the future. All plausible; but 

it to run wild too long it is very likely | meanwhile those little scraggy, knotty 

to get beyond our control. The first | natures are getting pinched, shriveled 

necessity for education is in the home, | and twisted beyond all future redemp- 

the early home, and if neglected there, | tion. Better give them something now. 

can never be made complete. Shall we | While the bud is opening give it the 

7 say it? that too often more care is given | soil of love and teuderness, the air of 

to the rearing of calves and colts than to freedom and Christian charity, and 

the boys and girls. Not for want of | water with your prayers, your counsels 

love and tenderness and proud aspira- | and your companionship. Carefully 

tions for their future welfare, bat be-| watch the present growth during the 

cause we expect the children to grow of |age of helplessness and entire 

themselves and straightway develop in- dependence. 

to prodigies of smartness withoutregard | Many a woman has received by the 

ace . “ last will -“ Sanne of her father, 

these days of progress the farmer | money to squand by a dissipated 

has his agricultural journal and his husband, money of which she was
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robbed in her childhood, and which, if | quirement for a farmer’s wife, by any 
it had been judicously used then in her | means, 6 
education and proper training, would | People in the city can find plenty of 

have put her beyond present need. Ss and a for 

Nothing can take the place of early | &T vancement, but farmers 
home culture. I once heard a lady ex-|™ust make their own  entertain- 
cuse the il-manners of her boys by say- | ments, from good reading and 
ing that the teachers did not teach | from society SS eee noe 
manners at all now-a-days. A manifest weais Aen hy ahs Ind wet ai 
neglect; but did that excuse the moth- | Se wife and mot cet al & = 
er who had a thousand and one avenues | literary taste an el who can en- 
to the child’s heart, never open to the Se sole pei Nite, 

bean) aN: even with the young peeple in their col- 
5 I am not pleading for extravagance or lege life, that instead of being a drudge 

indulgence, but I am pleading that the | 457 them she may be a companion and 
home, the institution ordained of God | jjaim their respect. So that the exper- 

for the rearing of the human family, be | ience of the mother and the fresh vig- 
cared for, not only with an interest that or of the college graduate may hold 
will compare favorably with that given | . weet converse. 

to the pigs and calves, but with an in-|  T do not mean to say that there are 
terest commensurate with the high pos- | 1o¢ multitudes of noble wives and moth- 
sibilities and grand destinies of the im- | ers, self-made women of high type with- 

ae charge. Then I say again let | out a liberal education. But if I am 
e home be made attractive and com- | asked to say what shall be done for the 

fortable in all possible ways, let the girls, I ik say give them the best pos- 

parents live more in the present and | sipje school advantages. In pursuing 
less in the future; more for the present, | the higher course of instruction, the 
and the future will care for itself. | gir] gets more than book knowledge. 
Give the child’s early years sufficient | Sie comes in contact with minds super- 
ee ee re ein tet ior to her own; she lives in an atmos- 

3 
then give him sufficient to do that he | Phere — ee 
may be kept from evil thoughts. Teach | tive years her mind is pre-oceupied with 
him self-reliance and self-support, with | themes worthy of contemplation; her 
a clear understanding of his obligations | aspirations are lifted above petty jeal- 
to God and humanity, and you have | onsieg. grace andease are acquired, that 

done a work that will yield a better in- | are as ’ acceptable in the farmer’s home 
terest than any bank dividend. | as any where. The mental discipline ac- 

Having thus a fair foundation laid, | quired by thestudy of and grappling with 
don’t let the girl jump from childhood | difficult objects will give mental muscle 
into long dresses, the company of young | thatwill fortify and energize the mind for 
gentlemen and late evenings, with the | the battles of life and ability to resist 
whirl and excitement of the rink or | the petty trials of farm life, if there are 
dance till she losesher head. Give her | more there than elsewhere. 
a fair and honorable girlhood in which | Somebody will _ that a girl who 
to mature physically, mentally and mor- | can speak German and read Latin, follow 
ally, a girlhood in which to be a com- | the intricacies of mathematics, paint a 
panion, friend and help to her mother, | picture and play the piano will be quite 
a sharer in the joys and sorrows of the | out of place in a farmer’s kitchen. 
family, where she may learn to do, by | Nay, it isnot so. I heard of a man 
doing, the many little things, as well as | once who said he had found out that 
great, that go to make up a well or-| girls brought up ladies, milliners and 
dered household. Give her broad | school-teachers were justas good house- 
culture, all the school advantages that | keepers as anybody. A wonderful dis- 
the means of the parents can secure, | covery; but no doubt ithas been made 
and all that she can help to secure. | by many another man. 
She will be much better prepared fora | Possibly these girls for farmers’ 
farmer’s wife with a broad literary cul- | wives may call for a new class of boys 
ture as she will for a lawyer’s wife or a | for farmers. They may strike for clean 
minister’s wife. Narrowness is not a re- | mouths and clean hearts; but the law
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of demand and supply will hold good. | ing, excepting the big stories I had 
Edueate the girls, and the boys will | heard told of them,and what I read in 
soon be there. So long as girls are | agricultural papers. I purchased a 
willing to associate with tobacco and | Cotswold buck for $10 from my neigh- 
whisky, with low aspirations and evil | bor, M. H. Wilson, who was at that 
practices, so long the boys will gravi- | time raising a few full-blooded Cots- 
tate to that level. | wold sheep. I hear a good deal said 

But when the girls demand fewer| about the first cross of animals 
cigarettes and more brains, when they | being successful. Ican truly say that 
ask honor for honor, purity for purity, | I was successfal in this cross. I raised 
when they will have the steady nerve | the next spring forty-four of the finest 
and strong muscle of total abstinence, | JambsI ever raised. Although I have 
the boys will soon see light in their crossed with other Cotswold, Leicester 
light and begin to climb to a higher | and Oxford Down dams,I don’t think 
plane. Hence for the sake of the boys | I have ever beat the first cross. 
as well as the girls, I plead for the high- In regard to improving the fertility 
er education of the girls. Being edu- | of the soil: I know they have accom- 
cated they will be ready to assume re- | plished that. Although I have kept all 
sponsibilities in anyplace. The great- | other kinds of domestic animals, and 
est of greatness is shown inthe ability | believe it is as necessary to have a vari- 
to adapt one’s self to any and all condi- | ety of the different manures as it is to 
tions. Givea girl an opportunity to | havea rotation of crops, still I think 
develop broadly the powers and possi- | my sheep have done more to improve 
bilities that God has given her, and she | the fertility of my soil than any other 

will be ready to serve or be served, to | one kind of stock. 
lead or to be led. In regard to wool: I have not raised 

I quote from another. “The woman | as large fleeces as I sometimes hear of, 
_ who understands chemistry well enough | but I generally raise a few fleeces as 

to know why bread rises will be a more | high as 12+ pounds of unwashed wool, 
successful breadmaker, than if she did and generally average from 7 to 8 
not; the woman who is acquainted with | pounds per fleece. 
botany sufficiently to kaow the medi-) AsJ carry ona fair-sized farm, and 
cinal qualities of plants, will make abet- consequently have to keep a number of 
ter nurse for it; the woman who is pro- | hired men, andas they are generally 
ficient in mathematics is more likely to | anxious about what we call in this 
keep her household expenses on the | country “good grub,” I find, that a 
sunny side of profit and loss. She who | piece of lamb well-cooked is a great 
is thoroughly versed in physiology and | success as a peacemaker; besides, salt 
hygiene will make s better mother; in | meats, even if well cured, becomes un- 
short, he who has an educated wife has | palatable, and is not healthy. 

& peloclces freasare. |_ But there are also two sides, profitand 
ioe | loss, in this aie About three 

e ears a disease bro! i 
(Hon. Wm. Miller, of Rusk.] ome acre that a da 

I commenced keeping sheep about | few lambs. Two years ago it was still 
twelve years ago. My reasons for going | worse, and last spring some flocks lost 
into the raising of sheep were: In the | almost all their lambs. Although they 
first place, to get fresh meat in the | look strong at birth in an hour or so 
summer season; in the second place, to | hey begin to drop, have a swelling on 
raise wool enough for our own clothing; | each side of the throat; and it is very 
and in the last place, to improve the | rare that you can get them to suck. I 
fertility of the soil. Having moved on- | don’t know the cause or the cure of this 

to a farm that was of excellent soil, but | disease. Some of our farmers have be- 
which had been let out on shares for a | come discouraged in sheep raising on 
number of years and had had large | accountof this disease. If our veterinary 
crops raised on it and become exhaust- | surgeons or any others can give us the 
edthrongh general pioneer farming, I | cure for this disease, or what will 
purchased thirty-two sheep from a | vent it, it will be gratefully aavet 
neighbor who had a’ In conclusion I will say that with 
sheep, for the small sum of $55.00. this drawback, which may not oc- 

had had no experience in sheep-keep- | cur again, and with the low price of
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wool and meat, I believe sheep are | should make a compost heap of all de- 
necessary to the general farmerin a. caying vegetable matter, with the chips 

ing up the fertility of the soil, furnish- | and leaves raked up about the build- 

ing meat for his own family and woolen | ings and roadside, and to this add all 
clothing for our cold climate. I would | soapy water from the sink and wash- 

say that I think sheep raising is profit- | room, or other house slops, the size and 
able with good sheep in Wisconsin. value of the pile would surprise him, 

unless he had attained that state of 
re doubtful certainty where nothing sur- 

Renovation of Exhausted Soils. prises. 

(Hon. Chas. V. Guy, of River Falls.] ne practice of burning straw, as 

The first inquiry pertinent to this | Y°™ 9% burning the prairies, is nearly 
subject is, What ents of fertility done away with. Still, if one has no 
has the soil lost, or what does it need? are ee work it up, it is better to 
This cau best be learned by knowing | SP" it as thin as may be over the 
what crops have been raised. field at time of threshing, and burn im- 

‘ As far as the purposes of this discus- eee, A piece of, say four acres, 
sion are concerned, we will assume the | ©? ¥ as een grown on forty 
raising of wheat, year after year, is been, a” itt ae spread and 
chiefly the cause of exhaustion. For | Urne¢, Wi ow a marked in- 
exhausted soils, barnyard manure isa While a ore several years. 
specific. It contains in proper propor- = sabe ly expect to make 
tions very nearly all the elements of fara enough from a given field to 
fertility required. Where manure is farnisl alee oe ee Se 
available the problem is very simple. | °Y¢TY dl year, yet keeping stock, sav- 
Spread the manure on the field, cover ing and hauling the entire product of 
it up, leaving it as near the surface as the farm, except the pasture, using it 
the nature of the manure .will admit. ; % 8" absorbent for the stablesand barn- 

It it 18 well rotted the harrow will | Yd when wot, spreading 0 as to ab- 
cover it deep enough; if green and sorb the liquid elements in the yard, a 

strawy, plow it under. In heavy soils ee ag can be made than 
it acts in two ways beneficially. First, | USN0\Y © made. 1 very acre of small 
mechanically, by making the soil por- | oa t hay should produce at least a 
ous, giving freer edmission to light, air, bar _ ata when as well rotted = 
water, etc., thus preventing what is banletc ‘manure usually is when 
known as baking in dry weather. Sec- | *#we path Benn of corn, if a pay- 
ond, chemically, by supplyiag in proper i crop, will produce twice as much. 
proportion the elements which enter |‘? verti of a deficiency from the com- 
into the grossest grains. pact heap aud barnyard, and none to 

There are very few farmers who do be obtained within a reasonable dis- 

not haul all the manure made in the | ‘2¢e Py hauling, then green crops 
yards aud around the barn and spread must be depended on for a supply. 
jt where it will do the most good.|  Sammer following, necessitates the 
Whether manure hauled in winter | loss of one season’s rental for the land, 
should be spread on the snow and ice | and requires nearly as much labor, ex- 
above the frozen ground is stili a ques- | ¢¢pt harvesting, as is required to raise a 
tion. In practice each farmer can judge | Paying crop. The rest the land gets 
for himself. I prefer, when I haul from | repays in part for this loss. Our lands 
town, to pile it up, leaving it hollowing | When first broken up contained an 
on top to hold the water, throw a little | abundance of plant food, the accnmula- 
earth on it to absorb the escaping am- | tion of ages of vegetable products. 
monia, and leaving it to ferment till the | Made still richer by alkaline salts, the 
foul seeds have lost their vitality, and | Tesult of many burnings of prairie and 
then spread it where wanted when con- | forests. This supply is very far from 
venient. But the difficulty is, the | being exhausted, even in lands longest 
supply is skort when the manure is | under cultivation. 
gone, but a small part of land needing By a judicious system of rotation, 
it has received it. This brings up the | with the aid of a dressing of such man- 
ae of burning straw and the | ure as the barnyard affords, once in 
lebris of the fields and garden. each rotation of four or five years, with 
If a farmer, who has not tried it, |! an added coat of land plaster of from
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one to two hundred pounds per acre, small grain not so exhaustive as wheat, 

sown as often as @ crop of grass is | with this small grain sow about a peck 

raised, will, I think, insure a paying | of clover seed per acre. On this piece, 

crop, and improve, or at least prevent | soou after seeding, I would put from one 

deterioration for an indefinite length of to two hunderd pounds of land-plaster 

time. as before suggested, at a cost of 30 to 

The era of exclusive wheat raising in 40 cents per acre. Clover is a biennial, 

this part of the St. Croix valley is past. though nota perfect one, and ordina- 

Most of the farmers have sold the fer- rily forms its seed the second year and 

set cotaia’ of the soll ith, their | ith, the aoceed cuoy the second year 
wheat. Nature and self-interest have bearing the seed in this country, though 

each catled a halt; one from exbaustion | some other places the first crop 18 

and the other from over-production. saved for seed. : 

When more is produced than the mar- Clover will usually be in blosom in 

ket demands the price falls below cost June, and should then be cut, and when 

of production; allows no adequate ren- properly cured, makes the best feed for 

tal for the investment, and the farmer beef or mutton of any of the grasses we 

suffers, as at the present time. The raise. This clover sod should be 

remedy is,a change of crops. ane — sae eine > =P rt pa 

Appearances now point to stock re | oof August, and: the 
= and dairying * ae Bel pend dk, i — so no weeds or grass can grow 

ution of tae difficulty. The 5 i * 
ee Se Meng penne This land will be clean, fertile, and 

Wheat fields must make way for mead- every way adapted for s crop of, whens 

ows. This change must take at least a ee wishes to raise, and 
year’s time or more to essential. this completes five year’s rotation. I 

Whatever is sold must be in the most ae purposely omitted roots from the 

concentrated form, as beef, pork, flour, ae a though in many places, espe 

wood, etc. Whatever is bought should cially in the British Isles, they consti- 

be in the coarser forms, as bran and oil: | pa much valned crop of the serios, 

meal, These fed on the farm will bring | qikaline a eee ee ae 
back most of the elements of fertility meaner clomenies of the soils Shan the 

sold off. By feeding these coarse pro- grains mentioned. With bran at less 

ducts to stock we get pay for them in ian: #5 er don we ns afford to 

animal growth, and have nearly the en- raise and. feed roots, Any sytsm ee 

tire value for manure left. With the fares mast be. founded on the Jew 

keeping of stock a rotation of crops isa ee different, Xinds_of crops aDae? 
re ity and success a probability. ifferent elements from the soil and in 

That I may be better understood, let me different proportions, and also, although 

suggest a system I think feasible on Ola less marked degree, from the air. 

almost any farm where the elements of eee GARaNM, TREES. PRODI IS ot 

fertility are not wholly exhausted. It pornon Sopp wieasts. beserentedsa 

the coarse products of the soil are heat-producing material, as starch and 

worked up in the barnyard and compost sugar, ‘These properties are drawn 

heap, as has been suggested, there will es Hie pee an vega ae than 

be manure sufficient for, say one-fifth the oes, by. Sets mse. Ehie sake 2 
land under the plow. The pasture will clover with us is yet in its infancy, but 

be fertilized by the stock consuming in the older States and the British Isles 

the crop, so we can dismiss that item aiter many crops have been taken of, 

from thediscussion. Sufficient manure the land becomes clover-sick, as it is 
can probably be made annually to oa termed. The seed fails to germinate 

tilize this one-fifth, if not, manure what a ae be ae lees often in the role, 

you can, and summer-follow the rest for pea ade this part of Wisconsin 

a year or two, and after that one can Ore he diff for tasny_yosrs, bo come. 

count on an increase of crops sufficient fen fer largely in the growth of 

to insure enough manure. This one- ae Room cig small grains, with 
fifth put to corn. Corn is 8 ret corn, spread their roots on all sides, 

and will utilize a good part of the am- Keeping peer the ‘surface, Cloves, on 
monia and phospt tkving 6 tale the other hand, is asubsoiler. It draws 

‘supply of an food fora crop of wheat; Sateerl, aH —— val = ae . 
is ma 

mes 0! 

y be followed by a crop of some | drought when other grasses dry up.
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The decomposition of these long | those fed to double that age. By bring- 

roots tends to enrich as well as to | ing the animals early to Speco 
lighten the soil as deep as they pene- reduce risks, and labor, and time, which 

trate. In these times of low prices and | in this, as in everything else, means 

sharp competition, with asoilsomewhat | money. The great fight amongst the 

exhausted by continuous cropings with | mutton breeds of sheep hereafter must 
wheat, it is not easy for the farmer to | hinge on the matter of early maturity 
decide what crops to plant. Insect ene- | more than on any thing else. 
mies in the wheat and corn; cholera —— 
among theswine, and pleura-pneumonia Keeping Horses Shod. 

among cattle, and glanders among [From the American Cultivator.] 

horses. To arrest these scourges of ame Sort in use either on the farm 

our agricultural interest, the man of | or road need to be well shod, and never 

science has combined with the law- | more than during winter. Frozen roads 

maker; the first to discover a remedy, | are all the worse on horses’ hoofs from 

the last to enforce it. the fact that the latter are more apt to 

Let us as intelligent men and women | be brittle than during warmer weather. 

avail ourselves of these better ways. | The hoof does not grow so rapidly in 

Better breeds of stock, better under- | winter; but withsome horses it grows 

standing of the laws of natural increase. unevenly, requiring frequent resetting 

Better ways of curing and saving feed; | to avoid sprains. Teams at work will 

better ways of manufacturing dairy | well pay for good shoeing in increased 

products, and become a wiser, better | efficiency, besides preventing danger 

and nobler race of men. from accidents. Horses kept on hard, 

ack Serpekek. day otter poly inareal 
Young Sheep the Most Profitable. le iy other policy 18-cru’ 

[From Good Farming.] as well as dangerous. 

It has been alleged that a sheep aged Who is the Successful Farmer? 
two years yields a greater or heavier [By J. A. Curtis, of Patch Grove. | 
quantity of flesh than a sheep one year | i aciak eas 
old. But this is fallacy. It is now as- Tey walter Goes wus take i.” 
certained that a sheep from its birth till Patience, energy, smiles and pluck 

it is one year old makes as much flesh as Mine and coin and stamp success.” 
one double that age, provided the young That is what are the principles and 

sheep be fed plentifully, carefully and | practices to which successful farmers 
methodically ; that is to say that there be | owe their success. The successful far- 
no starvation or short common stoppages | mers of to-day, as a class, keep up with 
in the rations. Now it is a law of phy- | the progress of the times, and admit 
siological growth that the time lost by | science and intellect into the fields and 
insufficient feeding or the absence of | the barnyard, and give employment to 
sanitary care in the developement of ani- | the brains as well as the hands. They 
mals can never be recovered. In the | see that only in the light. of science 
first year of its growth, the assimilation | can labor, such as the farm requires, 

of food is thus lost in the system; allis| be made attractive and elevating. 
supplied to build up, nothing is de-| Changes, innovation, improvements, 
manded in repairs. Atone year old the | are going on ev here in the fields 
period of developement in a measure | and household of the successful far- 
terminates, and henceforward the ani- | mer. When thought, and order, and 
mal has not only to feed to keep up life, | scientific rules, and good, practical 
but to repair the daily waste of tissues. | sense regulate and direct the farm, the 
Thus more food is necessary to produce | owner 1s sure to be a successful man, 
a pound of flesh when, after one year | Thought is necessary to make work 
old the tissues have to be repaired, than | honorable. Thought makes the farmer 
before and up to that period, when all | a skillful tiller of the coil, and it adds 
vitality is not repairing waste, but de- | dignity to labor. Hence it is the great 
veloping growth. It has been demon- | educator of the intellectual and moral 
strated that the quantity of meat | development of man. 
produced by sheep delivered to| Many men who have accumulated 
the butcher at the precocious | competency by farming, when the land 
age of from nine to fifteen | was new, are far from being successful 
months cost exactly half the expense of | farmers in the true sense of the word.
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wned results. The unsuccessful farmer 

Linens re i, . ok p i pee careless and behind hand, 

- = — ee "His doing just as much work as his success- 

iad Le hese mele My id eaten | fal neighbor during the season, but not 

Se until it ior nearly ex- | doing it on time, erent ao fos = 
cro} d ili lt resen . 

z = sae ee peas = the habla = ae peteat ane build- 

ae ee terit | ings, ané surround his family with com- ‘ 

commantty, 96 wae mS Mi? - | forts and luxuries, while the latter will 

TNT ee a 10 Pains | generally do well if he holds his own 

ate pape! ee | without any attempts at improvement. 

ee ee nds to| Farmers have you thought of this? 

cone es aoe = and “to the Let me illustrate in the simple matter 

‘hat thoy claim to be free, or | of plowing and preparing land for crops. 

Sr ee in any line of | The successful farmer begins in good 

hd ted as the muiser | season, so that he has plenty of time to 

pe ag oe “who never sends ® do it "thoroughly. He never plows 

thrill ae we dasegh i human | when it is too wet; if it be dry weather 

| % oe st hifes «None liveth | he harrows or rolls the fresh plowed 

to iat i nit we could all real- | jand each day, when it is in perfect con- 

iso thi tan this old world of | dition to work down with little labor. 

ize tis i be better'and brighter and ‘The unsuccessful farmer ia behind in 
cede 8 oat soceameaiom bo | cinating and then is in such a hurry 

a soak intimate lation to | that he does not half do the plowing. 

other saath ie zs." Th miser leaves | He neglects to harrow until Peal 

Sie barren ft flower of | through plowing, and then if a rain 

olen without ae of pity. | does not pee at the time he wants it, 
There is no sense, there is no profit in | he wears out horses : ead sealed his 

such a life. It is not living. } P own m patience in cima on ata 

chan eek Ee aa a sles” The harrow simply moves 

a3 Pit tellig d a little, break- 
degree of intelligence. To keep any-| the lumps aroun ee 

were near the front rank he must a ne a 4 ae id c os Boe yp 

ey ae ee ree eS aeaed | that ft would if it had tom wens at just 

8 ‘i i | i i So when vating 
of various farm products. There is no | the right a ae me ae 

broader field of science, no more de- | corn or potatoes or any a 

meet ee ender ccomea: | eae an oa enough after 2 

babs is dignii venting a crust from 

dood tam, _Tabor digit an | fete and ebeling craton, end 
i ing i ir and saving 6 mois- intellect. The farmer should be an | letting in the air an: ee 

otnontod san, if toe nothing let ie | cod i belind. "He dous josh an mach 
oe es | ek that is, cultivates just as many 

ee. farm i times, but he isn’t on time. He does 

> "tispateh, = es | not do it when it will do the most good, 

_ oe = ean and the result is a light crop. Thesuc- 

Peg en | cessful farmer not only raises large 4 crops, fields, and other evidence | Srops, but raises those’ that produce 

| the most money and keep up the fer- 

= — ae a . tility of the soil. He uses the mostim- 

Poe eae soot Ta esa farming is a | proved methods in planting, cultivation, 
—— 2 crest pace : harvesting and fertilization. He does 

Se = cl not use an expensive fertilization of the 

‘ ee ne a ae Aime ee land, when a cheap fertilization will do 

ee SS re ee aa as well or better. New ways, new meth- 
and quickness, or lack of them depends ae chills ail itogiaseaaae 

Th —s fal fans = es rewards than the old fogies ever dreamed 

a ae “ap apneic Peawer of. We should not use two acres to 

wi mt i i a one. when it ought to be done to give the | raise what we can produce upon
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Living on a farm does not prepare | pace with the hands. The successful 
one to become a successful farmer. Fit- | man enjoys more and is happier than 
ting one’s self for any business is an | the unsuccessful man. 
important element of success. The| Young man, whatever you undertake 
way is for each to study his own cir-| master it in all its details and deter- 
cumstances and make the most of them. | mine to stand at the head; this isa 
The successful farmer is industrious, | great essential to success, and it shows 
saving, persevering and prudent, in | that you have abilities for your work. 
order to accomplish his object. Suc- | One may have a taste for a special line 
cess is often determined by surround- | of business, like raising fine cattie, fine 
ing circumstances and our individual | horses, fine hogs, or fine sheep, and if 
sagacity of making use of them. The | he makes it profitable he is a success- 
successful farmer works to improve the | ful farmer. The truly successful farmer 
farm, its fertility, the crops and the | will try to make farming so attractive 
stock; doing all the work necessary ina | and labor so respectable and healthy 

| thorough manner so that only the best | that farming will receive a luster, mak- 
results will be received. He knows | ing it beautiful and desirable in the 
that the fertility of the soil is his capi- | eyes of the world. 
tal; on this depends largely his success —_— 

or failure, and his great aaxiety is how | Domestic Help, and Hew the Problem 
to keep it up to the highest point at the May Be Solved. 
least expense. Itisa well-known fact that [By Miss Sue Bidwell, of Lancaster.] 
it is much easier to keep it up as we go “Domestic Help, and How the Pro- 
along than after it has been allowed to | blem May be Solved,” was given me as 
run down. It does not pay to raise | a topic for to-day, and the time limited 
small crops of any kind; medium crops | to twenty minutes for the work ; letme 
may just pay expenses, while that part | tell you plainly friends, no such time 
of a large crop in access of a medium | will answer to solve a question of so 
may be nearly all profit. No farmer | much importance that it is being dis- 
can afford to raise corn, oats and hay to | cussed in hundreds of thousands of 
sell. He should sell horses, not oats; | homes all over our broad land, and away 
sheep, cattle and hogs, not corn. He | beyond the seas in foreign lands. t 
should mike every profit possible out | will take generations to eliminate the 
of what he produces. So long as farm- | x or unknown quantity, so complicated 
erssell corn and oats they will be poor. | bas one of the simplest of questions be- 
When we cease paying tribute to others | come; the given time will hardly permit 
we will be prosperous. The successful | even a clear statement of the condition 
farmer takes care of what he has and | or causes, leaving it to each woman 
what he produces. As an element of | possessing, or contemplating the pos- 
success the farmer must give his best | session of a home, to assist in the solu- 
thought and time to his business; he | tion of the problem ; in early life neces- 
must make it more than a recreation, | sity compelled me to solve it on the 
more than a pastime. “It must be the principle of self-reliance; to bemy own 
study of a lifetime.” The great ele- | help under all possible circumstances, 
ment of success in all employments is but my rule wont apply in all cases 
the power to concentrate the mind up- | and at all times. 
on the task before it until it ismas-| The statement of the question before 
tered. It is the iron will and an un- | us shail be confined to life in our coun- 
conguerable determination given to the | try homes, in the farmer’s family, for 
work till it is done, that és the secret of | the women who had the demands of 
success. The power of concentration | society over those of their own families; 
stimulates the whole body, as well as | for the women of fashion who toil not, 
the powers of the mind, to the accom- | nor spin, yet are of themselves in attire 
plishment of the iask. The more of | more gorgeous than that of Solomon in 
mind we carry into toil the better. | all his glory, for the women who require 
Without a habit of thought a man works | nurses for their children, to give them 
more like a brute or a machine than | leisure to pet their favorite poodles, 
likea man. With thought his soul is | there are no words of comfort to-day, 
kept alive amidst his toil. Labor be-| but rather cendemnation; they are 
comes a new thing when thought is | largely to blame for the existing condi- 
thrown into it, when the mind keeps | tion of social life; they have imported
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reign aristocratic ideas and customs, | tice to woman, by considering his own 

= are trying to graft them upon labor as the only factor in the produc- 

society born and trained under demo- tion of wealth, and has not divided the 

cratic principles, but the two don’t | earnings of the firm equitably. The 

flourish together. Instead of ennobling | daughters of to-day are on a strike; 

labor, they have degraded it toservitude; | they don’t like the conditions imposed 

they have created caste in society and | upon them by their ancestors, and be- 

graded a girl or woman by her occupa- | sides, they have learned to worship— 

tion or employment, as though the kind | yes, worship at the shrine where the 

of work could add quality, attribute, or | most heartfelt devotion is given—at the 

character to the worker. altar of the panianty dollar.” hey 
. | are claiming equitable remuneration for 

Po crege ie ging oy adr peor their work, aud don’t propose to work 

that have led to our difficulties about | 0? the credit system either, of rewards 
domestic help are injustice and wrong ina tuture for duties performed here 

education ; injustice in the requirements and now. They are searching for em- 

or demands, in the treatment and in the | Ployments that pay better than house- 
compensation. Time will not admit of work and where the requirements are 

remarks to any extent upon the ednca- | less numerous. The declaration is 

tion or adoption of wrong ideas by so- | Made repeatedly that this kind of work 

ciety, and how they affect the question. | ©a2 be done without any preparation; 
There is scarcely a paper or periodical, | 12 fact, it is believed by very many, 

weekly or otherwise, comes to hand, hence we have the results in such in- 

but in their columns these two ques- | capable, inefficient help, that no won- 

tions confront us: “What avenues are | der the cry goes up all over our coun- 
open for the employment of girls?” try, where shall we get our domestic 

“How are women to be remuneratively help?” and echo answers, where the two 

employed?” And on the next column great difficulties are scarcity and inca- 
or page: “Where are we to obtain do- pability, let us search for the causes of 

mestic help?” To the first inquiry our this scarcity and incompetency. 

answer is, all places and avenues are| Now there is no position public or 

opening to them occupations, if they fit | private that does not require a prepar- 

themselves for the work. To the sec- | tion for its duties; skill to labor is con- 

ond, we must obtain our help at home, | sidered of so great importance that the 

and from our neighbor’s families, and | crowned heads of Earope are obliged to 

they must fit themselves for their duties. | acquire it in the way of mechanical 

Women finds herself at the head of | trades; it is of no disadvantage to us 
the home department with all its duties | der any circumstances, for, if able to 
and responsibilities under her charge. | hire, it require knowledge in the em- 
She is there because custom and a very | Ployer to get proper work done, and the 
long line of great-great-grandmothers | Wheel of fortune sometimes turns 80 
marked the path for her to tread; these | SWiftly, the rich of this year may be the 
ancestors accepted, perhaps, for the | P0OT of next, the employer of this may 

sake of peace in the family, and be-| be the employe of next. No mother 
queathed to their daughters the situa- | Performs her whole duty to her family, 
tion of chief-cook, washer-woman, seam- | WO does not insist on the daughters 

stress, dairymaid, and not many years having at least as thorough a knowledge 

back spinner, weaver, physician, nurse | Of Work as herself. This part of a girl’s 

and wife, all for board and clothes; and | ¢ducation may commence when she at- 
if a woman dragged through it all, tempts her first mud pie, or a dress for 

which many really did, and survived a her dolly. 
husband, she had the privilegeof being | Mothers should teach their daughters 
called his relic, and cherished a hope of | that labor is houorable, and the source 
remuneration in a land of perpetual | of all the wealth this world holds, and 
rest hereafter. The labors of home- | they owe it to themselves never to be- 
life, with a few exceptions, are certainly | come a burden upon others till brought 
most fitted to woman’s strength and | to it by sickness or age; that the poor- 

achievement, while man has installed | est girls inthe world are those who have 
himself provider, and in most cases | never been taught to work; the most 

taken the harder and unpleasant tasks | forlorn, lost and miserable women be- 
upon himself; but he has failed in jus- | long to this class. It belongs to moth- 

‘
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ers to protect their daughters from this | of teachers, some families supplying 
deplorable condition, and they do a} from one to four. It is not possible 
great wrong when they neglect it. Slav- | that all are fitted for the vocation by 
ery in name at least has perished from | nature or education. Then just thi 
our country; a new kind in the form of | of the hosts of excellent cooks, laun- 
Chinese labor will not be allowed to | dresses, dairymaids, etc., that have been 
fasten itself upon us; the helps we have | spoiled in the attempt to make teachers. 
been receiving from Germany, Norway, | Our homes have been robbed of help, 
Ireland and other European countries | and our schools often failures, instead 
being of a peasant class, unused to any- | of the grand results expected from the 
thing except the simplest life, where | millions of money expended on them. 
home comforts in many cases do not ex- | Permit me a moment to remark here, 
ceed those of our beasts, are excellent | aside from my subject, too many are 
in cases where strength is required, but | opposing the education of their chil- 
miserable failures in the kitchen of the | dren from the mistakeu idea that it un- 
average American farmer, and it takes fits them for the practical duties of 
perhaps years of patience and instruc- life—spoils them for work, they say. 
tion to fit them for the requisite duties, | No amount of scientific knowledge ever 
avery evident proof that thorough train- | yet hurt any one; we suffer most from 
ing is necessary to fit one for house- | the lack of it. But too often the in- 
work. These girls are usually very | centive is urged by educators, that 
willing and docile, but the supply don’t mental attainments are to be rewarded 
begin to fill the demand. | in — by distinction in society, re- 

This brings us now to our home sup- | Spectability and easy, remunerative em- 
ply cf help, and we find, as said before, | Ployments. Reward for doing right is 
the rapid changes of fortune leave no 20t s proper motive in the instruction 
permanency of class, at least none from | Of the young. But, to return to my 
which we can depend to draw for ser- | Proper subject. Those having the 
vants, or menials, as many are pleased | Management of our educational inter- 
to term the willing workers. Heredity | ests, knowing that throngs have filled 
settles class destinctions in the old | the ranks of school-teachers, having no 
countries, and servants are found there | ability as such, tzied to obviate the dif- 
in the same families for generations; | ficulty by shutting out the incompetent 
they have been well trained in the pre- | by raising the percentage of standing 
cept of “Servants be obedient unto | Tequisite for a certificate and adding, 
your masters.” Now, the high-spirited, year by year, new studies. With all 

: independent Yankee girl has trained this they have demanded increased 
under another and different precept: | Wages, and the energetic girls have 
“Call no man your master;” and, | kept the ranks filled. They have 
although not unwilling or afraid to | Stuffed and crammed pages, chapters 
work, refuses to be termed a menial or | 824 volumes of science, till oy are 
treated as one of a lower class than her amazed at the amount one head can 
employer. All honor to her for it, too. | hold. One remarked to me lately: 
She seeks employment in shop, store, | Why, I really feel my brain growing 
school, factory, anywhere, anything | 90d } expending with the knowledge 
rather than take domestic work. The | 8° from physiology. 
chief reason is, she loses caste in soci-| Now, of all that host of teachers 
ety by being called a hired girl. probably not one of them but intends 

Since the common schools have given | 8 some future time, far or near, to be 
equal facilities to both sexes for an edu- | One of the joint proprietors of a home 
cation, the demand for teachers has | Of her own; but how and when has she 
helped to create the scarcity of domes- | fitted herself for its cares, duties, labors 
tic help; the main reason being the | °F responsibilities? having left these 
higher wages paid for school work. | all to mother and the hired girl, married 
Another reason, the very wrong idea | life finds her incompetent for its tasks; 
educated into us, that it is more re- | ® hungry, tired husband cares little for 
spectable work. It is hired work in the analysis of sentences, if the bread 
both cases, and we believe really that | is sour; nothing for the demonstration 
the extra dollars have created the fan- | Of @ proposition if the coffee is a pud- 
cied dignity. Girls having an eye to | die of grounds; wouldn't give a fig for 
business have crowded to fill the ranks | her best Kensington work if the meat is 

'
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raw, and would feel strongly inclined to | A man may have other ambitions, but 

say some very harsh words if the shirts | the one great purpose of his life is to 

are unwashed, or the socks undarned; | have a home; within its cherished walls 

‘tig said an appeal to a man’s ptrse is to be included his little world; by his 

gives a sure measure of his conscience, fire-side is the true happiness of life; 

but a truer saying is that the shortest and there is no other institution of our 

way to his heart is through his stomach; | civilization can compare with a well- 

we have long since observed he always | ordered home to cultivate and foster the 

' keeps a loving corner in his heart for virtues of our race. Home is the Mecca 

the woman who looks well to his com- | to which every wanderer’s coe turn 

fort. in all the vicissitudes of life. The help 

‘After our schools are all supplied engaged for our homes should be re- 

with teachers from your homes many | quired to have correct habits, good 

mothers find they have to apply to a/| reputation, the best of morals and we 

neighbor for -her eee to assist in | should never engage as help in the 

the housework; and w! are the exac- | house any whom we cannot trust 

tions on the farm? Hours from five, and | with the same respect and consideration 

often earlier, until twelve, without re- as the members of the family. For the 

cess; the hours vary some in the after- | consideration of bakeries and laundries, 

noon according to the season of the resident hotels, associated homes, or 

year; six days and sometimes seven per | familists after the plan of Mons. Gordin, 

week. The average price for services,a of Guise, France, of whom doubtless 

dollar and a half a week. The help | many of you have heard, and some 

compares her work and wages with that methods of co-operative work, we must 

of your teacher daughter, who gives six take another time as my twenty min- 

hours for a day,and five days for a | utes have expired. 

week, with numerous holidays thrown inet 

ims ee and pecenTes BS What Can the Farm Do for the Girl? 
least a dollar a compensation, and a 7 

higher grade in society; dad witht the | i = E. ~ Jones, of River Falls.] 

Scotch plowman Burns, she thinks: | ancient times, the conquerors of 

It's hardly in a body's power | the aboriginal tribes imposed upon the 
To keep at times frae getting sour, vanquished the task of cultivating the 

To see how things are shared. soil while they themselves were oc- 

Do you blame the hired girl if she | cupied with what they regarded nobler 

makes up her mind to attend school and | pursuits. The occupation of farming 

become a teacher next spring? Must | and eee it were thus con- 

words still be multiplied in this case, temptuously looked upon by the ruling 

does it require anything farther to show race. Through the centuries following, 

that it is injustice to the worker that | the unjust taxations and usurpations of 

has brought about the present condition | the ruling class, kept the farmer so poor 

4 of no help, while there is an abundance | that life to him became a struggle for 

of material for workers in almost every existence and intellectual growth an im- 

home? Time will purmit but a very | possibility. It is only in the latter part 

few remarks or suggestions of a way out of this splendid 19th century, that good 

of the difficulty; there was no promise government, broad acres, and the in- 

of a solution, only a promise for a cor- | ventive genius of the American have 
rect statement of this problem. Could | changed these conditions. Given the 

7 there not be industrial schools or rather | steam plow, self-binder, the mower, the 

departments in connection with our | hay-loader and all the other great labor- 
schools, to prepare our young folks for | saving machines, and the occupation of 
practical life, where various trades, pro- the farmer, to-day, becomes an enviable 

fessions, arts, etc., might be taught; | one of cape Pope and comfort. 
apply a part of the means raised for| In the ol len time, again we see, in 
educational purposes to training for | the family, man the strong one, becomes 
other employments as well as teachers, | the master; woman the weak one, the 
if the home education is incomplete, | slave. Feudalism for the higherclasses 
and let us have skilled workers every- | lifts her from this condition into one 
where; and then each seek the kind | scarcely more enviable, the petted play- 
for which she had a taste or talent, | thing of man, the sharer only of his 
would give us proper help in all situa- | idle moments and most trivial Shosig wii: 

tions. | Through centuries of struggle, woman
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is now emerging from both these humili- | You watch who crosses and gossips, 
— nets and is bene a aet Green blinds as : Mastiee of taiee when the sun 
as Wendel illips says, “ en: 
made woman able to do and therefore Sa eee fanciful signs which are 

intended she should ~ — ae Ere poche aes ey ein the city. . r ; the slave nor the plaything of his idle | Freqpening ; ope eee 
moments, but the willing, glad helper You Per ths pe Of thas ewv'ania 36 oobi you 
of man. nevera pin. 

I shall take for granted, then, in the | PY Pi. Ps tiood, draws techy on 
discussion of the question assigned to onthe Pulcinello trumpet breaks up the mar- 

me, that this intelligent people accedes | 4, (he'poctuitice such a scene picture— 
in theory at least to each of the follow- | ‘rhe new play piping hot! 

ing propositions: Ant 2 mare bet a, tale morning thee 
; ‘That a baby girl in the oe Above it: behold the archbishop’s most fatherly 
longs to the same species as the ry rebukes, 

gitl any where ele. and is capable. of | 4™,sth it repo and histo, some 
like development. - * * Noon. strikes, here, sweeps the procession, 

"That the baby girl is to be tramed in | |. our Lady borne smiling and smart, 
directions which will increase her hap- | \nd'scven swor stn kin her heart! 
piness as a woman. pan crear os goes the drum, tootle-te- 

That happiness for woman as well a8 | here's no keeping one’s haunches still. 
for man, lies in the direction of greatest | "Tis the greatest pleasure in life. 
es nee not in the path of greatest} Qhoice of companions, co-operative 

ol plessness. study and work, ripe thoughts from the 
That greatest helpfulness results from | jiving lips of was men, inspiring music, 

fullest development of the physical, | the master-play, the art gallery; yes, all 
mental, and moral nature of the in-| these and many things more does our 
dividual. country girl miss which tell in the 

_ Emerson in his essay on compensa: | growth of her city sister. And yet, for 
tion says: “Every excess causes a de- | 9}) that, Ido not regret that the first 
fect. Every defect an excess. Every | sixteen years of my life were spent on 
sweet has its sour, every evil its good. | the farm, far from all these educational 
Every faculty which is a receiver Of | means, For all that, I count it a loss 
pleasure has an equal penalty in its| which cannot be made good if a few 
abuse. For everything you have missed | works of each summer’s vacation are 
you have gained something else, and | not mine at the old homestead, and for- 
for everything you gain you lose some- | 4) the delight the city has for me. I 
thing.” If Emerson’s doctrine is a true | expect to spend, if anywhere, a peace- 
one, and I believe it is, what are the | fj and contented old age where I spent 
compensations which a home on a farm | my youth. 
renders to the growing girl? Can this| J) place of the citysightsand sounds, 
home build up, round out and complete ! with its bustle and endless change, the 
the character which will result in @/ country girl has the blue sky, the fleecy 
happy womanhood? Let us first see | cloud, the glowing sunset, the majestic: 
what she loses from her environments | storm, the miracle of budding leaf and 
wuen compared with her more fortu-| ower, the mystery of the burning bush 

nate city sister. She loses the stir, the | o¢ autumn, the ice and snow crystals of 

impulse to step faster because of the | winter, the hum of insects and the 
throng which presses all around one, | sweet carol of birds, 

the education which comes with scarcely | ghoe may not have the delightful com- 
an effort through the channel of the eye panionship of chosen friends of her own 
and the ear, from the busy, crowded | age, pnt the possibility of hurtful com- 
streets, the familiarity with men and panionship is made less, and tender- 
things. home ties may nowhere else be so close- 
‘Somethios to see by Bacchus, something tohear| Jy bound. To me at the old home, 

‘There the whole day long, one’s life is a perfect | nothing could compensate as I see it, 
teast. * * for the constant companionship of my 

The city, oh, the city, the square with the | mother, made possible by her freedom 
mhey are sione-faced, white as a curd, from ae: —- of es The 
There's something to e your eye walks wit er in meadow and wood. 
at four straight lines, notasingle front the fairy love of a distal land thatala- 

4
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taught me; her descriptions of the | _I turn with reluctance from the con- 

pa scenery of ee home | sideration of the possible to that of the 

beyond the sea; its castles and its cot- actual. I fear that to-day, in many 

tages; its peat beds and its fairs, so in- | even well-to-do farmers’ homes in Wis- 

terwoven with stories of her own home- | consin, the girl of the family has not 

life there, were all so vivid to me, that passed the drudge and doll conditions 

sometimes now, it seems to me, I must of earlier times. On the one hand, we 

have once breathed the mountain air of | see her awkward, stolid, uninteresting, 
Wales, though I was born in the forest | plodding. On the other, in a still more 

wilds of Wisconsin, and have never | deplorable condition of selfish ease and 

crossed the briny sea. dependence, satisfied and vain because 

No evening service in a finely of her few shallow accomplishments. 

equipped church could awaken more | Is it not true that many of our country 

true devotion than the Sunday evening | girls are round-thouldered, narrow- 

circle in our early home, when seated | chested, weak-longed, pale and nerve- 

around the large table with father and | less? Is it not true that many whose 

mother as teachers, and brother and | services are needed at home are dissat- 

sisters as classmates, I learned to read | isfied with their conditions, anxious to 

im the language of the distant father- | go ont to domestic service, teach 

land the entertaining Bible. I nee ted | school, clerk, do anything simply to 

no better incentive than my father’s | get away from the farm? Is it true 

hand on my head and his “Well done, | that many 4 country girl prefers to 

my girl,” from his lips. A compensa- | marry & “dude,” who spends his meager 

tion for the concert we missed came | earnings in buying = neckties, and 
afterward in the dear old Welsh hymns | keeps his boots blacked, to the honest 

which our father and mother sang for | young farmer, who can offer her a 

ns, the notes of which recalled now in | home on broad, well-tilled acres of his 

our vacation days, will bring tears to|own? It is said that insanity is more 

the eyes of any one of the old cirsle. prevalent aoe —— = than 

“ among indi’ of any other vlass. 

i no ee [teen acer en fond reco! jon presen’ m to view, | wife does say, “My daughter never 

The eee meadow, the deep tangled wild- marry a farmer if her mother can help 

And every loved spot my infancy knew.” a* 

The strength which one receives| If these charges are wholly or partly 

from an anchorage in one’s youth to | true, there must be causes for them, and 

1 one place, to a few familiar haunts, is | there must be remedies for them, too. 
frequently dwelt upon by George Eliot, | The work of producing by your labor 
whose early home was in the country. | and skill, in conjunction with the great 

We need but to read the table of con- | forces of nature—that which nourwhes 
tents ip a collection of Whittier’s | and clothes the world—has, in itself, 
poems, or those of the Oery sisters, to | nothing that is not ennobling and satis- 
recal! how these simple sights and ex- | fying. The fault, then, must be with 
periences of country life inspired their | the workers, and not with the work. 
pure thaught and noble song. If you| Let us try to find some of the causes 
would find a besutiful ideal of a coun-| which probably lead to these uneatis- 
try life, bay E P. Rve’s Nature’s Serial | factory results. In the country, as well 
Story, give to your sons and daughters | as in the city, too little attention is paid 
for a Christmas gift, and read alond | to health. : selecting building sites, 

4 with them in the winter evenings. If | too often, the question of convenience 

1 mistake not, the bouk will delight | sets aside the more important one of 
you, and teach a better appreciation | good drainage. The well is dug where 
and appropriation of your country priv- | it will be most “handy” to water the 

ileges. stock, not where the purest water for 
Incomparable are the advantages of | the children can be found. While due 

the country girl for physical develop: | care is taken to warmly house the hog 
ment. Pare air, fresh, unadulterated | that is to be fattened, the noble horse 
food, out-door work and pastimes, bet- | and the cow, the delicate daughter, who 
ter conditions for sleep, should make | already has a warning cough is allowed 
her superior to her city sister in the | to sleep in a small, unwarmed room, 
great essentials of a sound-body. whose walls may be dripping with mois-
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ture. Her careful mother takes pains | farmer’s home, isolated as it necessarily 
to exclude the sunlight in order to | is, the diversion which comes from a 
preserve the colors in the carpet, while | well-selected library and the ability to 
she ignorantly sacrifices the color in the | use it? I believe that for the failure 
bright cheek of her daughter. The | on the part of parents to recognize this 
winter storm may be “too bad to take | need of mental training many girls 
the horses out,” but the daughter is|as well as boys leave the farm. 
allowed to walk a mile to schcol and sit | “But,” you say, “If we send our sons 
the day through in wet skirts, in a poorly | and daughters to the school and univer- 
ventilated, poorly warmed school-room. | sity, they are dissatisfied with the son- 
Many girls are not sufficiently clad for | dition of things at home when they re- 
this rigorous climate. Good flannel is | turn.” “Tis well. °Tis very well, I 
costly, but doctors bills, sickness and | think. Say to the sons and daughters 
death cost more. The girl’s food is not | who thus feel, “We are glad you have 
selected and cooked with that care, | found out better ways and have higher 
which is necessary to make her | ideas than when you went away. Now, 
first of all thoroughly strong and | we will join hands with you in an effort 
healthy. ’Tis well that farmers | to make our home more to your liking.” 
discuss earnestly the best food for pro- | Do you realize what a joy it would be 
ducing fat hogs, largest amount of but- | to your children to be thus taken into 
ter and cheese, at least expense, but | partnership, laboring with you and for 
thought shall also be given to the ques- | you? Tv poor health and lack of op- 
tions. “ What shall we feed our chil- | pertunity for mental training, I would 
dren that they may have sound teeth, | add the unattractive home as a fruitful 
good digestion, healthy skin?” What | cause of unhappiness at least to the 
food is best to supply the fat, which our | farmer’s daughter. One summer a phil- 
thin, hollow-eyed child with a consump- | anthropic gentleman, whe had always 
tive tendency, lacks? The girl is not | lived in the great cities, was invited to 
encouraged to climb trees, ride horse-| spend a week with a friend at this 
‘back, saddle and harness a horse and do | friend’s boyhood home on a farm in 
many other things that help to make | Wisconsin. The invited guest had 
her brother strong of body. never spent a week in the country since 

la a sound body, 1 plead that the | he had visited an aunt in the near vicin- 
farmer's daughter and his son, too, be | ity of Boston when he was a boy. 
given a cultivated mind. So often, it is | Freely he went in and out in the various 
said, “ Of what use is an education to a | homes of the neighborhood and it was 

farmer’s son, much less to a farmer’s | *musing to see how kindly curious he 
daughter who is to be nothing but a | a8 concerning this new phase of life. 
farmer’s wife by-and-by?” Of what | “Why,” he said one day, “do all farm- 
use? To whom is it of greater use? Of | ers have a bit of a parlor as these 
what use to be surrounded by the glor- | 40, with pictures on its walls, and some 
ies and beauties of nature, if the eyes | 80rt of a music box in its corner upon 
have never been opened to see, and the | Which their daughters are taught to 
ears have never been opened to hear the | Play?” “I repeat to you, may not the 
lessons which they teach? Is it consis | farmer’s home be made as neat, tasteful 
tent to think that the noble sciences of | 224 attractive as pone to those who 
botany, zoology, chemistry, astrono- | must needs spend so much time in it. 

my and geology are of more value to | Why should there not be pictures on 
the embryo banker, book-keeper, and | the wall, a piano or an organ, a pretty 
lawyer and their future wives, than to | Carpet on the floor, cheering blossoms 
the men and women who have the con- | in the windows and order everywhere? 
ditions to make them a life-long delight | Why not a neat fence about the house, 
as well as a source of practical value in | # green lawn and a flower-garden, if the 
their business. “The learned eye is | inmates of the home hunger for it? It 
still the loving one” and blank fields, | Pays in the long run to make invest- 
weedy roadside, the hollows in the ments of this sort forthey bring hope and 

wood, the be-clouded sky will be full of | Comfort to the hearts that dwell there, 
suggestions for thought and not lonely | 22d anew courage and energy to do 
when “God is seen God in the star, in | the most possible in sharing the bur- 
the stone, in the flesh, in the soul, in the | dens they impose. I never could un- 
clod.” Whereis more needed than in the | derstand why a father should frown up-
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‘on his pretty daughter who wishes to unrest and weariness. The preacher, 

be as neatly and tastily. dressed as her the merchant, the lawyer and teacher 

“ity cousias who come to visit her. would grow rusty-and crusty if they 

Harmonious colors, neatly fitting gar- | never took a vacation. The necessity 

ments, made in prevailing modes, cost which comes to all workful lives for oc- 

no more than gaudy, incongruous ones, casional periods of rest and change of 

and make a vast difference in the self- | scene is less recognized by farmers than 

respect felt by the wearer of them, and | it should be. The woman’s sphere in 

her consequent happiness or misery. | the home is necessarily most narrow 

The father and brother coming in from | aud contining, and she, it is, who needs 

their day’s labor will smile more read- | most an occasional relief from its mo- 

ily upon the ladies of the household if | notony. She, it is, who from lack of it 

fresh gowns and clean collars have re- | grows cross, hopeless, morbid, insane. 

placed those soiled in the morning’s That a woman’s home and work are on 

tasks. Would not the mother and | @ farm is no reason tLat the city and its 

daughters respond more heartily to | attractions should be a blank to her. 

their greeting if father and brothers | Here comes in the beautiful law of re- 

exchange the necessarily muddy boots | ciprocity. Her country home is a haven 

for the comfortable slippers, and brush | of comfort, rest and enjoyment to her 

the hair and coat before they spend the | city friend and the city home of her 

evening together? friend becomes a compliment of her 

Another remedy for the dissatisfac- | 02, supplying the change and recrea- 

tion of the farmer’s daughter and his | tion which she needs. : 
wife too, would be found if each could | _ 4 healthy body, habits of industry, a 
herself be in some way ® producer of | busiaess tact, a strong attachment to 
money and could have entire control of home, a cultured mind, a helpfal spirit, 

it. Ivis-such s comfort to have one’s | 2J0ving, reverent soul, these all may 
‘own pocket book. More than one wife | the farm bring to the girl, 
has said to me, not always a farmer’s Need I suggest what the girl thus de- 

wife either, “I envy you in one respect veloped may bring to the farm? You 

‘and that is that you earn money and | have a loving daughter that is the light 
can do what you please with it. I have and life of your home, kuow what she 

the best husband in the world, but I | 40es bring to the farm with all her 
do hate to ask him for every little thing frailties, now. You who have a patient, 

Iwant.” May it not be possible in the faithful wife, a tender self-sacrificing 

varied resources of the farm to find mother, know what she will bring to the 

some light,yet remunerative, work which farm home of the future when one 

may be chiefiy done,wholly managed by worthy of her shall ask her to share and 

the daughter, the proceeds to be en- bless it. 
tirely at her disposal. Washing dishes, aS 

baking bread, ironing, sweeping, the On Beautifying Farmer’s Houses, 

progleed Oe then do very essential = [By Mrs. J. M. Smith, of Mineral Point.) 
become mono i 

nous, and the change of occupation ad ae said by travelers that they 

would in itself bring relief. Butter- ennai: spare weeded sad 
making on a small scale, poultry-rais- more intelligent family from the ap- 

ing, bee culture, the raising and can- See eee of the house, and grounds 
ning of berries might be profitably en- imm tely surrounding the house. 

i Se. ise ‘aes ge ateeo We all know and appreciate the differ- 

‘Gauls ck the aan tale Ph i ence between the farm house or rather 

and the father, when once he had be- ee the more intelligent—sur- 
come accustomed to a division of money, a with flowers and a few vines 

gu mall ancl law. waa bea i a d with care and taste over the 

much annoyance. The daughter would welling. or the different spectacle of 
have a business faculty trained, would we and briars holding their domin- 

j learn the value of rg pe sho.cen in | ot The one is a rest and refresh- 

no other way, and a healthful, helpful ment to the farmer, returning from his 

euvguion $04 Genin ‘weeld’ bo | Coe ee ne nt 
fermtced tao ees ae pe See 

. : only “bed and board,” and often of 
ae the correctives I have tried to | an inferior quality to that he has pro- 

enough to prevent occasional | vided for his well-housed cattle.
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Little need be said of thedignity of ; they are cheap, the paper on the 
farming as an occppation. It has en- | wall, the rugs or carpets on the floor, 
gaged the attention of the most distin- | the bright chintz on lounge and 
guished men in all ages of the world. | and chuirs, the cheese cloth for the 
Adam was the first farmer, and the Cre- | window curtins, may all be cheap and 
ator assigned a garden planted by him- | home-made, but nevertheless decorative 
self for his home, and we know that | and beautifying, a few nice pictures.on 

all manner of trees, fruits and flowers |on the walls—for a room does not. 
were there. Of what use may some say is | seem furnished without pictures—the 
the cultivaion of fluwers; it neither | works of great artists are now distri- 
gives us meat, drink or clothing? Well, | buted in prints and engravings, so that 
supposing it does not. Are we not ca-|every one can afford them. Some 
pas of another thought besides the | shelves filled with good books, not the 

eeping of body and soul together by | goody goody kind, but reliable books of 
the production of corn and potatoes, | sdventure, hist ry, fiction, of standard 
and the making of butter and cheese? | authors,some literary journal for family 
We have a mind to be fed and re-| reading, besides the farmer’s Stock 
freshed, and our children to be edu- | Journal,anews paper,to keep you in com- 
cated in morals and culture. Because | muuication with the “rest of the world,” 
ws live on a farm, isolated from our | not forgetting the Family Bible and a 
friends, is the greater reason that our | good cookbook? All these combine the 
surroundings should be beautiful; as | important art, of living happily. If the 
largely as time and circumstances will | houses and homes of farmers are made 
allow of. Why may not every farmer’s | attractive, farmeis’ sons will not long 
house have its plat of ground surround- | forthe time to come when they may 
ing the dwelling, fenced from intrusion | leave the farm home and drudgery 
of cattle and hogs, and devoted to the | for city attractionsand temptations, but 
cultivation of trees, shrubs and flowers, | follow in their fathers’ furrows, loving 
the cultivation of which is the trib-| the tilling of the home acres, for no oc- 
ute an enlightened mind pays to | cupation is as independent and manly. 
nature. The planting and tend- | Socrates, has called the cultivation of 
ing of these, may be one source of | the earth, “an excellent employment 
happiness to wife and children, and no | most worthy the occupation of man, the 
farmer, who is the head of a house- | most ancient, and the most suitable to 
hold, will be so churlish as to re- | his nature; itis the common nuree of 
fuse to his family, this means of | all persons, in every age and condition 
amusement and recreation. He should | of life; it is the source of health, 
endeavor to make home attractive and | strength, plenty and riches, and of a 
lovely, in doors and out—a paridise, if | thousand sober delights and honest. 
possible. In the bleak New England | pleasures; 1t is the mistress and school 
States, no farm house is without its | of sobriety, temperance, justice, religion ; 
perennial flowers, shrubs and sweet | and in short, of all the virtues, civil and 
herbs. In our own lovely corner of | military. 
Wisconsin, flowers and vines grow —— 

— wae Sreeee te aeeety Fish Culture on the Farm, 
an index to the inside. Some room Oy Oe kee at 
other than tbe rocm of all work, can be| I do not propose that every farmer 
made bright and cheerful, where, after | will or can be a fish culturist, for the 
the days labor, the farmer and family | simple reason on some farms there are 
may assemble to make the fireside | neither springs, runpiog streams or 
home, for home is not only a shelter | ponds. But we do say that in a country 
and feeding place, but the assembled | tike this, where so large a proportion of 
family, for the interchange of thought | the farms have running streams of 
and experience, where comforts may be | water on them, that the owners of such 
aan and domestic pleasures enjoyed. | farms can be—and that too with com- 
‘Woman is the born decoration of the | parative little labor or expense—a suc- 
home. So much depends upon the | cessful fish culturist. Persons unac- 
woman that we might very nearly say, | quainted with the subject are apt to 
that the happiness or unhappiness of | think that to be a successful fish cul- 
the home is woman’s work. Decora- | turist one must not only have the prac- 
tions should not be despised because ' tical knowledge, but he must possess
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scientific knowled, Nothing can | stream is impracticable, for the reason 

Wier from the faots in the case. | that the first flood will likely carry away 

About all that it is absolately necessary | & large part of your fish. Excavating 

to know is how to locate and constract | is not to be thought of, for it involves 

pond, and then, what kind of fish to | vastly too much labor for fish culture 

‘stock it with. A pond properly located | on the farm. There are many springs 

‘and constructed will give but little | throughout the county where artificial 

trouble. Stocked with the right kind ponds could te made by simply raising 

of fish it will be a source of pleasure as a bank around below them, but asa 

well as prot. rule, the pond should be constructed 

Right here we imagine we hear the | °° dry ground. ; 

inquiry made if we expect fish culture Select a site on the margin of some 

to pay on thefarm. We ‘unhesitatingly | stream where there is sufficient width 

answer that it will pay, and that too, in | of bottom land for your pond, and at 

more ways than one, and the farmer, | the same time, have sufficieat room in 

‘above all others, should be the fish cul-| between the bank of your proposed 

turist. The fish pond wiilfurnish more | pond and the hillside opposite to draw 

food, of better quality and at less cost | all of the water in time of floods with- 

+o the producer, than the same amount | out endangering the overflowing your 

of land put to any other purpose that pond. You will conduct such part of 

we know of. It will furnish the farmer’s | the water out of the stream as you may 

table, fresh and pure, with a luxury that | want for your pond, taking it out high 

is often difficult to procure. We hold enough so that you can conduct it ina 

that the farmer and his family are en- | ditch that will be about upon a level 

titled to the very best of anything that | with the upper end of your proposed 

an be produced on the farm. The pond. If the pond is to be of any con- 

pleasure ‘and intelligent recreation that | siderable length the natural decent of 

it will afford to every member of the | the ground will give you deep water 

farmer’s family will pay for its cost | enough at the lower end for your fish 

many times over. The tish will multi- | to winter, while the upper end will be 

ply faster than candidates for county shallow, and there in warm weather you 

offices, and grow ata rate that will | will always find the fish, particularly 

astonish any one unacquainted with | the young ones, for it isin the shallow 

their habits. You will not have to work | warm water that their food is produced 

all summer to raise food to keep them | in the greatest abundance. Now con- 

alive during the winter. The cyclone | struct a good solid embankment from 

and the hail does not affect them. They | the hillside above to the hillside below, 

‘are undisturbed by the summer's heat | around your proposed pond, thus 

or the winter’s cold, and each succeed- | making a reservoir. Oonduct the 

ing year the pond will support a larger | water under the bank at the upper 

number of fish and support them better. | end of the pond and through a box 

Many who have suitable locations for | spout that will only admit of a certain 

constracting fish ponds, seem to be de- | amount of water. At one end of the 

tered on account of the vast amount of | spout should be a gate so that the water 

labor that the undertaking seems | may be shut out altogether if necessary. 

to imply. Here we wish to say | The inner ené. of the inlet spout should 

that with suitable location and | be protected by a wire screen fine 

there are thousands of them in this | enough to keep the young fish from es- 

eh of the country, it would cost bat | caping. For an outlet dig wellinto the 

little more to construct a fish-pond than hill around the end of the bank at the 

it would cost to cultivate the same | lower end of the pond; have this also 

amount of land in corn one year. This | protected with a wire screen. If the 

may seem wide of the mark, but as we | location is such that the ponds must 

have had considerable experience in | necessarily be narrow, there can bea 

that direction, we think we know where- | succession of ponds and no two of them 

> of we speak. on the same level. By conducting the 

The idea of an artificial fish-pond water from one pond to the other 

suggests to most persons one cf two | through a bor spout that has an elbow 

operations, neither of which are prac- | %¢ the outer end, that will raise the 

tical. One is damming a stream, and water up to the level of the water in 

the other is excavating. Damming a the pond above. The dimensions of
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the embankment should be as follows: | they are sure to perish. We have re- 
Whatever its height it should be four | peatedly thrown dirt into the nest of 
times as wide at the base as it is high, | the black bass when they are protecting 
and the width at the top should be | their spawn. It makes them almost 
equal to its height. To construct the | frantic, and their efforts are unceasing 
bank take a good three-horse plow and | until the last particle of dirt is removed. 
backfurrow a land fifty feet wide; then | They will swim around in a circle on 
take a dish-harrow and thoroughly pul- | the inside of the nest and that, too, so 
verize the land plowed. Then com- | rapidly, that the eye can carcely follow 
mence in the middle of the land and|them. After the dirt is thoroughly 
back-furrow it again, and keep on alter- | stirred up, they then assume an upright 
hately back-furrowing and harrowing as | position and brush the last vestige of 
long as you can. Then finish up the | the dirt out with their tails. If the spawn 
top of the bank with a scraper, scrap- | is deposited in streams that run through 
ing from both sides. This will give | an agricultural country they are very 
you a bank with the dirt well pulver- | liable to be muddy at just the time to 
ized and well packed, that should hold | destroy all of the eggs of the black bass. 
water as tight as a jug andshould stand | But in the clear, still water ponds that 
indefinitely. You will also have plenty | are protected from the wash from the 
of deep water on the inrer side of the | fields, and that have a coating of moss 
bank. There isa good deal of dirt to | growing over their bottoms that keeps _ 
handle in a bank of this description, | the waters pure and sweet, the black bass 
but the way we have handled it. it has | prepares her nest and deposits her spawn. 
not cost much. In June, 1884, we| [hen allof the concern she has is to 
raised a bank sixty rods long from four | keep away intruders until her young 
to eight feet high of the dimensionsin- | brood hatch, and a brood it is in good 
dicated above, and three men and two | earnest. When we come to know that a 
teams completed the job in seven days, | female black bass will deposit an amount 
allowing $3 for man und team, and $1 50 | of spawn equal to one-fourth of her en- 
per day for the third man, making that | tire weight, and then when we take into 
pond cost us $5250. The bank in- | consideration that there are few fish 
cludes about 800 rods of ground. eggs smaller than those of the black 

Asto the kind of fish that we would | bass, then when we further consider 
stock the pond with, from our own ex- | that in clear, still water a large por- 
perience, we would say the black bass. | tion, if not all, of the eggs hatch, we 
One of our reasons for our preference | Will be prepared to make several figures 
for the black bass is, that he is strong | to represent the namber of the young 
and vigorous, asserting himself where- | fry that may be found in one school. 
ever placed. As to our other reasons | After the young fish are hatched, the 
we can do no better than to read from a | Yolk sack, which is small in the black 
pee that we wrote for one of the pub- | bass, is rapidly absorbed, and in a few 

ic prints a short time ago. days they are ready to leave the nest. 
“It seems strange that Pisciculturists | At this stage they are from three-eights 

have never found ont that the black | to @ half of an inch long. They. are 
bass are the best fish for pond culture | #lmost transparent, with the exception 
that are to be found in American waters. | Of 9 distinct black stripe ranning length- 
‘We suppose that the reason for this is, | Wise about mid-side. The young fish 
that their efforts have always been in | Move slowly at first, and keep near the 
the direction of artificial propagation. surface, and are always accompanied by 
All attempts to artificially hatch the | the mother fish, who endeavors to keep 
black bess have been, and are always | #Way all intruders. While the young 
likely to prove a failure. The reason | fish remain in schools, which they do 
for this is that when the black bass de- | until they are about an inch and a half 
posit their spawn they glue them to the | long, large numbers of them can be 
bottom of their nests, and there they | captured by using a fine dip net. After 
remain until they are hatched, or are | they separate we have never succeeded 
destroyed by sediment settling upon | i2 capturing a young bass with a dip- 
them, which can only happen in conse- | 2¢t unless we got him in some corner 
quence of the stream, that they may be | Where he could not get away. The 
in, being muddy from freshets, or some | black bass is a rapid grower, and conse- 
fisher capturing the mother fish, then | quently a voracious feeder, and as he
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will turn up his aristocratic nose at | and it is doubtful if he is surpassed by 

chopped liver and butcher's offal—for | any. W.H. Herbert (Frank Forrester) 

he is a clean feeder, taking his food | says the ‘black bass is one of the finest 

alive, and prefers it on the wing—the | of fresh-water fish, and is surpassed 

food supply is a question that persons | by very few in excellence upon the 

unacquainted with the subject fail to | board” Parker Gilmore says that the 

understand. They fail to see how a | black bass is superior to the trout. As 

fish that, with favorable surroundings | a game fish the black bass stands pre- 

will multiply so rapidly and then grow eminent. A. J. Henshall, who is an 

so fast, are going to get enough to eat. authority on the subject, says of the 

Right here we will make a general black bass, he is plucky, game, brave 
remark, and then explain it afterwards. and unyielding to the last when hooked. 

The food supply in the pond will keep He has the arrowy rush and vigor oi the 

pace with the increase in number, and | trout, the untiring strength and bold 

Frowth of the fish. Secondly the older | leap of the salmon, while he has a sys- 
the pond the greater the food supply. | tem of fighting tactics peculisrly his 
The first great feast that the black bass own.’ He further saysthat he considers 

hae is on the tadpoles and a feast of fat | him ‘inch for inch and pound for pound 
things he makes of it. As soon and the gamest fish thatswims, and that the 

even before the ice is all ont it seems royal salmon, and the lordly trout must 

that all of the frogs and toads in all of yield the palm to a black bass of equal 

the adjoining counties are in the fish | Weight’ Whoever has hooked the 
pond. Ina few days, or as soon as the ‘monarch’ of the pool or has seen the 

water gets a little warm, it is swarming | S¥irl upon its surface, or listened to the 
with tadpoles. Then the bass have a | music of the singing of the line, or 

happy time, and refuse to take a min- watebed the noble game as curving it 

now unless it is offered to them early in | Teaches back and forth, he darts in con- 
the morning before they begin to move | scious strength, describing arcs and 
about. The tadpoles farnish the larger | Segments in the shadows of the ruffled 
part of food for the bass until the tad- | Pool, will be willing to admit that he is 
poles get their legs, which is along | #&e. Whoever has seen him leap from 

about the middlo of July. Then his | the water when hooked shaking him- 
frogship gets out of the pond as soon | Self likes lion shaking his shaggy mane, 
as he can, well knowing what will be making a gallant fightin air or water all 

after him, About this time the young | the same, will be willing to admit that 
chubs, dace and stickle-backs, which the black bass is the gamest of game 

breed in re numbers in shallow | fish.” i - sees ieal 
paces ae a at eer elpseeiaion The Merits of the Hereford Cattle. 
bass his principal supply of food until [By N. W. Van Metre, of Mineral Point.] 

about the first of October. About this| The position that you have assigned 

time the soft shelled water snails that | me is one which I fear that I am inade- 
have bred in the soft dirt in the bottom | quate to fill, being a novice in the breed- 

of the pond, begin to come up, and in a | ing of Herefords. However, I have 

few days every blade of grass, or piece selected, from information which has 

of board will be covered with them, and | come within my knowledge, a few facts 
in many places _large masses of them | and statements that may be of benefit 
collect together in the water. Upon the | to youand help you to better appreciate 
snails the bass feeds to repletion. He | my favorite breed of cattle. 
is now laying in a store of fat prepara-| The proper aim of Institutes, agricul- 
tory to going into winter quarters. At tural societies and farm journals is “to 
this time he cares but little about the | encourage the best breeds, the best 
minnow. Upon the approach of sold | methods and practices, and to bring 
weather he seeks the deepest water, and | these facts before the public. A breeder 

there under a bunch of moss, or under | is not entitled to encouragement unless 
the side of a stone or an old root, he | his efforts tend to produce the best 
enjoys a season of perfect repose. He butcher’s beast, whether it be a sheep, 

neither eats, or grows, and comes out in | a hog, or an ox, and the societies whose 
the spring an older, and a much thinner | efforts do not tend to this end are open 
—— he was in the fall. As an | to criticism, and should not be encour- 

ible fish the black bass has few equals, | aged. There is one breeder of fine
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stock for breeding purposes, where there | twenty-five per cent less cost. These 
are one thousand for the butcher.” From | were facts acknowledged by those per- 
these breeders of fine stock the many | sons who were familiar with the sub- 
purchase animals for the improvement | ject.” 
of their herds. If stock journals and| The Herefordsarea kindlyand hardy 
agricultural societies connive together | race of cattle, feed speedily and at an 
to keep before the public breeds and | early age, and may be driven to market 
strains of blood that are not the equal | at 2-years old. Thoy may be described 
of others in vigor of constitution and |as follows: Countenance pleasant; 
quality of carcass, then they are assist- | head small; chest deep; bosom broad; 
ing in defrauding the public, and ought | projecting forward; shoulder-bone thin 
to be discouraged. I, as a breeder of | and flat; shoulder full aud mellow in 
White-faces, believe that “economy of | flesh; chest fuil; loin broad; quarters 
production and value of product” ought | long and wide; tail slender and neatly 
to be the standard of merit. haired; the carcass throughout deep 

Until last March, as far as I know, | 824 wcll-spread; round bones, small and 
there were none of these cattle in | snug, and not prominent; legs upright 
Southwestern Wisconsin. So little was | 8nd short; flesh, everywhere mellow, 
known of them by many farmers | S80ft, and yielding pleasantly to the 
thas, on seeing them at our fair, | touch, especially on the back, shoulders 
they did not know what kind of | 82d ribs; coat neatly haired, bright and 
cattle they were. as x poice = fos. = mace 

“About 120 years ago Mr. Benj. p WIR & WHE aS, Wien sereer 6 
Tomkins of Herefordshire, Eng., then ne, of oe —— 
@ young man just starting life, com- the 8 = “The Heaters es 
meneed a herd with two cows. He was | 4. wee ers Se eee andres 
the founder of the breed, and has the | “¢shon the ribs and sirloin; the Sussex 
credit and honor of this position, | 0% the flank and inside. There may be 
Others followed and worked with him, one in baa a cannot be 
until the work that he commenced was | °°! at the Herefords carry theirs 

: : in the best places. And it is on this recognized as a success, and the highest t that th cee ften ad 
price that was ever obtained for animals flea Fi a . bc cn on aaa ea 
belonged to this herd in the early part judg. aia’ ee ithfeld ene 
of the century. Careful experiments | °®*cularly at Smithfield. es 
were made by the Duke of Bedford,| Pare breeding for a sone need 
fifty years ago, and they resulted in the | One of the merits of the Whuite-face, 
establishment of the breed on his estate | 424 it enables the sire to stamp his own 
at Wobnra. Fifty years ago the records | 200d qualities indelibly on his offspring. 
of the Smithfield Clab showed that the | Out of a herd of 52 grade calves, bred 
Herefords had taken more than double | 12 one season from the same sire, 50 
the premiums when contrasted with all | Were red with white faces, and all were 
the other breeds combined. A history | 80 built as to show unmistakably their 
purporting to be “A History of British | Hereford parentage. 
Cattle,” was written fifty years ago, but| At the New York State Fair of 1882 
it did not note the name of the Tom- | two Hereford steers, which took first 
kins’ herd in 1816, nor did it notice the | and second prizes, were dressed. The 
sales of Mr. Westcar, of Hereford cattle | beef in the carcass of one was 63 
from 1800 to 1820, at prices unpre- | cent. of live weight, and of the kee 
cedented in the history of cattle, or the | 69 per cent. With hide and tallow the 
experiments of the Dukeof Bedford, or | former turned out 80 per cent. and the 
the record of the Smithfield Olub, or of | latter 87 per cent. The lean was finely 
the Smithfield show, in which more | streaked with fat, and was of rich tex- 
premiums were given to the Herefords | ture. Not only the small per cent. of 
than to all other breeds combined; yet | offal, but the fine quality of the meat 
the work to which we refer has been re- | are other merits of our breed. And my 
ceived as authority. During the last | own experience in regard to economy 
100 years Herefords cattle has been sel- | of feeding is that I can keep four of 
ling in the London market at a penny | them on the same amount of feed, and 
@ pound more than the Short-horns, | in the same condition that I can three 
and from grass more than any other | Short-horns, and I know whereof I 
breed, while they would make beef at ! speak.
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; instances importa- | the erefords have made a grand rec- 

_ Although in a few ing tn the United ee the past three months, and 

tions had been = i will be disposed to rob them of 
States by different ——— nee = dear Ar 

bem no genera omamnas introduce | In conclusion, let me a os 

them to the notice of the farmers of this | 9 bullock is found of a heavy, enw 

country until twelve or fourteen years build, on short legs, whatever name 

> ago. 1. L. Miller, of Beecher, Ill, and may be known by as to breed, he is pro- 

others having had them brought to their | nounced a good —— and —- that 

notice, investigated their merits and de- | produces such, e —_ Loe orm: 

"idea that they were superior to any | ity, is the best. The erefor sae 

other rave of cattle. Tney went into form in this particular, and this class o 

the business of breeding them and de- bullock is the exception in the Short- 

termined to make it a success if it was | horn breed; hence the value of the 

possible for merit to succeed. The Hereford. To. des 

record of their achievemenls is familiar dco’ Wacaine. 

to most of you who have read impartial | |, w. 4 chamberlain, L. L. D., President of 
newspaper reports. They have made a the Iowa Agricultural College. 

record inthe past six years of which Mixed farming is coming to havea 

any admirer may feel proud. They | bad name in many quarters. The word 

have fought their way against wealth | mixed seems to suggest the idea of con- 

and prejudice, and followed up the suc- | tnsion, lack of system, frittering awa 

cesses they have met with during the | the energies on a multitude of an 

past century on the other side of the | details, This kind of “mixed farming” 
Atlantic, by the highest honors to be I do not believe in, at least for these 
obtained on the continent of America. | times, The mixed farming I do believe 

All tne White-face asks at your hands is | in { will describe further on. The 
fair play and no favors. I need not | kind I don’t believe in is a kind of out- 

burden you with statements of the win- | growth of old times and conditions—a 

nings of prizes at the fairs and shows | failure to adopt the style of farming to 
this fall. They have beenallthat could | the changed conditions. When trans- 
be desired. But we can not refrain portation was practically impossible, no 

from giving a clipping or two from the | raiiroads but “corduroy,” and no mar- 

Breeders Gazette, of the 2d and 9th. kets except for barter or store pay, the 
In summing up the successes of the | farmer must raise and make about all 

Early Dawn Herd it says: “At the In- | he and his family ate, drank, wore and 

ter-State Exposition at St. Joseph, | lived in; i. e., food, clothing, shelter. 
Bean Real beat a field  of| But, now, with our immense advance in 

twenty-two competitors (followed by | machinery, our matchless facilities of 
four others). It is questionable | transportation and exchange, the ten- 
whether a stronger ring of bul's was | dency is strongly towards division of 

seen at any fair this fall, Short-horns, | jgbor, and concentration of effort upen 
Herefords and Angus being repre- | specialties. And it is wisest and best 
sented by ‘crack’ specimens of the | that it should be so. It sometimes 

breeds. cramps and narrows the individual 

The last issue says: “Just as we go | worker intellectually, especially under 

to press we are informed, by wire, that | our manufacturing systems. Un- 

a cablegram just received by ©. B. | questionably the division of labor 

Stuart, of Lafayette, Ind., announces | and the specialization of employments 

that the championship of the Smith- | in manufacturies and commerce greatly 

field Olub’s Fat Stock Show, just con- | increase the production of material 

eluded in London, Eng., has been | benefits to the race. In agriculture, 

awarded toa Hereford steer. In view | however, Nature has set up barriers 

of the fact that a bullock of this same | against carrying specialties too far or in 

breed gained the grand sweepstakes | too narrow lines. Some of those bar- 

prize at the great American show re- | riers I will describe further on. But to 

cently held in this city, our informant’s | a certain limit specialty farming, con- 

epee ca is a pardonable, when ee of tiga opr to effort 

@ concludes his dispatch by saying, | upon fewer crops an i of stock, 

‘Blood will tell. White-faces will not | is wise. 
down. Every dog has his day. But| 1 have said that the objection to a
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certain kind of “mixed farming” is well | plowed.” He’s always behind hand with 
founded. I have in mind a typical | his work as I have said, and never gains 
“mixed farmer” of the sort I don’t be- | on it any. 
lieve in. No matter when and where | Now yon will readily understand that: 
I knew him, nor how many |Ido not believe in that sort of mixed: 
there are of him in Ohio, lowa| farming. Still I do believe thoroughly’ 
or _Wisconsin. He iis always | in the right kind of mixed farming as- 
mixed and so is his business. He has against narrow specialty farming ; and 
“more than he can carry,” or at least, | I would lay down these four guiding: 
like the tipsy man, he “might better | principles : 
have gone twice for it.” Three large| st. Successful farming must com- 
farms he has and keeps buying and | bine or “mix” crop raising with animal 
renting more land. He doesn’t “want | industry in order to keep up the soil’s 
all his eggs in one baskei,” and so has | fertility. 
so many baskets he can watch neither | 2d. Rotation of cropsand order of work. 
eggs nor baskets. He has all sorts of | should be so arranged as to furnish the- 
crops, stock and industries, and seems | farm forca steady and remunerative 
to need them all to make the “two ends | work nearly or quite the whole year 
meet,” or rather the forty ends. He | around. 
has three maple sugar camps, and| 3d. The farming should not be so- 
you can smell burnt syrup in some | mixed as to multiply fields, fences, and 
one of the three pretty much the kinds of machinery necessary for 
all the time, when the hired | profitable work, or so as to waste the 
help get careless or asleep. He hastwo | time in changing from this to that, or in 

P summer dairies and one winter one and puttering with small non-paying jobs. 
is on the anxious seat half of the time 4th. The farmer should make his 
about their feed. He keeps sheep, too, | money on his farm, in Jegitimate farm- 
and raises lambs and pigs and colts. A | ing, and not in outside work or specu- : good colt amused himself by chasing the | lation. 
sheep; the father of the flock turnedon | First, then, successful farming must 
him, played Roman battering ram and | be mixed so far as to combine crop 
broke the colt’s front leg. He whirled | raising with some form of animal indus- 
and with the three legs left kicked the | try. Our domestic animals are the 
breath out of the hundred dollar buck, | heaven appointed means of keeping up 
and then had to hill himself. It was a | the soil’s fertility. Ido not believe it 
fair fight and a draw game as between|can long be kept up with- 
buck and colt, but it cost the mixed | ont them. I have tried to ex- 
farmer $200. He reises all the crops | plain this in my lecture on manures. 
in the catalogue. His sugar making | These animals, if good individuals of 
and bucket washing run into oat sowing | good breeds, have the power of taking 
two weeks, and that into potato plant- | from ourgrass and grain crops their feed 
ing as much, and that into corn plant- | value or money value for our pockets, 
ing, and that into the next thing and so | and leaving in their voidings almost 
on. He is two weeks behind, all the | their entire manure value for our fields, 
time, and winter sets in with potatoes | Specialty farming without a fair propor- undug, corn unhusked, and half an acre | tion of live stock kept and their manure 
of piles of cider apples frozen around | wisely saved has, after a time, invari- 
his big cider mill. He goes into every | ably exhausted the soil or brought dis- 
new thing that promises to make him | aster of some kind. Witness the cotton 
rich, and his 200 bushels of Bohemian | felds of the South, the peach lands of 
oats that he is waiting tohave the “com- | Michigan, the potato lands of Lake 
pany” take off of his hands at $10 per | County, Ohiv, and the wheat lands of 
bushel. He has a brick yard and gravel | the Genessee Valley, N. Y., where the 
bank, and threshing machine and port- | farmers that trasted the clover alone 
able saw-mill and a number of other | without much live stock were driven out. 
strictly agricultural interests. He and / of their specialties by diminishing re- 
his family work early and late, but with | turns, 
little system, or on the same system on | Qne of the most successful potato 
which the man drove his oxen. “Gee, growers in the country manured heavily 
haw! Buck and Berry, go just where ye up to three years ago, i. ¢., the immedi- 
durn please; the hull field’s got to be | ate effects continued tillthen. In 1881,
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1882, and 1883 he had 47} acres of pota- orchard just come to good bearing con- 

{ toes which yielded about 10,704 bushels | dition, and about 65 acres of land nearly 

of potatoes or 225 bushels per acre. In | all tile drained and suitable for rotation 

1884-5-6 he raised a few more acres, of crops, and the rest rather rough 

but kept almost no live stockand trusted | pasture land, including the sugar grove. 

mainly to clover for manure, and his | {fI were farming it now myself with 

average yield per acre for these three | one or two sons my plan would be as 

years has shrunk nearly half. But the follows, which isin the main my plan 

weather was on the whole ‘and on the | now, working it as I do, absent from it 

average as favorable for potatoes the | most of the time, through a hired fore- 

last three years as the first three, as | man : From Nevember 1 to April 1, 

shown by the fact that the average much of the time would be given in the 

jeld for his own State was 4 1-10ths warm-bank barn to care of winter dairy, 

Sushels larger and in his own county | selling milk or butter, or cream in the 

j was but tive bushels less the last three neighboring city, feeding well and high, 

years than the first three. saving all manure, solid and liquid,with 

I can see no possible explanation ex- | great care, and drawing it upon the 

cept the almost entire discontinuance | snow or frozen ground to the field to 

of the use of manure the last three | be all ready to be ploughed under for 

years under continual cropping of over spring crops. Wisconsin practice 

one-half his arable land in potatoes. | might need to be different, owing to 

While he manured heavily he had big | inability to raise winter wheat, and the 

crops. When he stopped manuring his | common custom of fall plowing for 

yields fell off nearly one-half. I have | spring crops. From February 15 or 

ever known a case where potatoes (of | March 1 to April 15, devoted chiefly to 

all crops) were successfully raised re- | making and shipping to first-class cus- 

peatedly on the same land even with | tomers strictly first-class maple syrup 

Occasional rests of a year or two with | in sealed packages, with brand of maker 

wheat and clover, unless large quanti- | on each package. This is an exceed- 

ties of stable or yard manure were ap- | ingly profitable branch of my farming, 

fae" either furnished by live stock | yielding over $850 one year, and often 

‘ept on the place, or drawn fro:n neigh- | over $500, with little real out-go, and 

boring city or village. In the lecture | no manure required, or feed, except to 

on the “Value and Management of Ma- | the teams and men. After April 15th, 

nures” I have given other striking illus- | the pruning of the orchard and the 

trations of the great value of regular | planting of ten acres or 80 of early 

old-fashioned barnyard manure. I re- | potatoes, and ten acres of Hungarian 

peat then my first proposition that | grass late in May, and of three or four 

we must “mix” stock keeping with crop | acres of sowed corn for dairy. Pota- 

raising in orderto maintain the fertility | toes planted with Aspinwall planter 

: of our soil. ‘and dug with McCallum digger. Care 

Second ; rotation of crops and order | of potatoes and sowed corn would occu- 

of work should be so arranged as to | py the time until the cutting of the 

fornish the farm force with steady and | twenty acres of clover and timothy hay, 

remunerative work nearly or quite the | about July 1; then the cutting of 

year round. This seems impossible | twenty acres of wheat, threshing wheat, 

with any mere crop specialty, even digging and marketing potatoes, cut- 

where it includes swo or three crops | ting Hungarian grass for hay, preparing 

but no live stock. The Dakota special- | wheat ground and sowing twenty acres 

ty, wheat farming, gives employment | of wheat to be seeded in spring to 

only about six or seven months in the | clover and timothy mixed. Wheat 

year, and p:tatoes, wheat and clover as sowed about September 10; then finish 

a specialty without live stock will give | marketing potatoes, if not finished, and 

employment for only seven or eight | pick, pack and market winter apples. 

months. But the farmer must find | Then fall work—building, fencing and 

employment the CG *round on his | repairing old sheds, etc. marketing 

farm, and it can done where live | wheat, if prices suit, and general fall 
stock are kept. For example, my own | work, and beginning care of winter 

farm of 126 acres has a good maple- = 
sugar camp of 1,500 trees, including e specialties would be (beginning 

one-half rented trees, 15 acres of|in the spring) maple sugar for sale,
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clover and timoth; iy and Hungarian hay | energies too much, or scatter fire like 
and corn fodder all for winter dairy and | my father’s old flint-lock musket that 
teams, wheat and potatoes and apples | would “scatter” the fellow that fired it 
and products of winter dairy for sale. | all over the barnyard. Some farmers 
The dairy would be dry four months of | make their farms simply a basis of their 
the busiest time in summer and would | trading operations. ‘Trade everything 
take little care, being out at pasture. | they can lay hands on; act as agents for 
This in brief would furpish regular re- | all farm implements, fertilizers and 
munerative work for a force of two or sapeties; jola stock companies for this 
three men and four horses the year | and for that; trade horses in particular, 
round. It would bring a good income. | and come home with a new one at least 
Sell only condensed and chiefly carbon- | once a week, or even trade with the pro- 
aceous products that do not much ex- | fessional gypsy trader that comes along. 
haust the soil and make a royal lot of | You hardly know how universal this 
richest manure from some 24 cows, four | spirit of dicker and trade is among the 
horses and a few heifer calveseach year | farmers in sections. 
to replenish the dairy, Thisismyidea | The point Iam trying to make is this, 
of one way of combining specialty farm- | that the farmer should make his money 
ing with mixed farming so as to com- | on his farm, and by legitimate farming, 
bine the excellencies of both. Only one | and-not by outside work or speculation, 
kind of stock besides work teams, and | and that “ mixed farming” of the gener- 
& few pigs and chickens to pick up the | al kind I have described, i. ¢., a com- 
waste of the dairy. aly a few crops | bination of animal industry with crop- 
or products for sale and those of the | ping isthe only kind of farming that 
best possible quality. Large fields, few | cun furnish steady employment, re- 
fences, pasture if possible all in one | munerative the yeur round and keep up 
field, except calf lot. Land for rotation | the farm’s fertility. Of course, a suc- 
all in one field if possible and hoof of | cessful farmer may be legitimately 
horse or cow never allowed on that | called away from his farming wholly 
field. Horses kept up most of the year|or in part. My effort in all my 
and their manure carefally saved. Til- | writings and lectures is to keep this 
lage thorough; clover freely used as an | fact sharply in mind, and to reo- 
aid but not asadependence. All neces-| ommend to the actual farmer such 
sary tools and machinery for the best | things and such only asI practiced 
handlingand marketing of the few crope | when I was actually and only a farmer, 
and products raised, which would be | and as I hope to practice it I return to 
impossible if very many different kinds | my farm in partnership with one of my 
of crops and products were grown for | sons when this harder, more anxious 
market and various kinds of stock kept. | and exacting work I am now doing, 
That would also necessitate many small | shall have worn me out once more as it 
fields with increased expense of work- | did over twenty years ago. 
ing and of fencing and for proper ma- ——— 

chinery for handling. This really covers | summer and Winter Feeding Compared. 
my third point, viz.: [By A. 0. Fox, of Oregon, Dane Co.] 

‘Third, the farming should not bes0| The nature of my subject is such that 
mixed as to multiply fields, fences and | it can hardly be treated under the title 
the kiuds of machinery necessary for | of “Summer and Winter Feeding,” be- 
profitable work, or 80 as to waste time | cause of its scope, its great diversity 

in changing from this to that or in put- | and its varied bearing upon the differ- 
tering with small non-paying jobs. | ent branches of farming. I will there- 
This point scarcely needs further re-| fore speak upon “The Problem of 
mark. Cattle Feeding in Southern Wisconsin.” 

Fourth, the farmer should make his To the general farmer the cattle busi- 
money on his farm and pot in outside | ness of Southern Wisconsin is divided 
work or speculation. Mixed farming | into two branches, that of dairying, and 
properly managed will enable him to | feeding for beef. I will speak only of 
do this. Heshould not mix his farm- | the latter.. Leaving the technical sub- 
ing too much, as I have said; that is, he | ject of breeds undiscussed, there comes 
should concentrate his best thought, | the vital propositions: What class of 
study and work upon a few things and | cattle are best adapted to our needs for 
excel in these, rather than divide his | making beef? How can we produce :
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them the cheay and feed them with | 37}c per hundred. Again those choice 

the greatest edi At what age | grade yearlings averaging 1,537 sold 

had we best sell, and at what time or | for 550 while a lot of dressed beef 

times of the year shall wesell? In de- | steers averaging 1,375 (18 lbs heavier) 

terming these questions we are at once | sold for $3 90, a difference of 60c per 

ted with the gen? economical | hundred. These sales serve to show 

fecsars of the demand, supply and cost | us that the price is not governed wholly 

of production. From about the first of | by the weight. It is the finish, the 

September to the end of each year, | quality and ripeness, the ability to 

may be seen train load after train luad | dress the most net meat which 

of Western grass cattle, amounting to | makes it valuable. Another fact, 

thousands daily, sold upon the Chicago | those heaviest steers are 8 or 4 

market. The net return to their grow- | years old and the last years gain 

ers is found by only deducting from | is exceedingly small in proportion to 

their selling price the commissions, cost | the enormousamount of food consumed. 

of labor, transportation, and interest on | So that if sold at the same, or even a 

capital. Now, add to this the interest | higher price than the medium weight 

on the money invested in our farms, steers—which are a year younger—they 

and the exorbitant real estate taxes | do not net near so much money. This 

which we have to pay, and we |I know from my own experience, and I 

bave ere the price which | believe Iam backed by the betterauthor- 

we would have to get from the same | ity of the most successful farmers in 

cattle. It is plain to see the folly of, | the States,among whom are Mr. Gillett, 

our attempting to raise and sell this | of Illinois, who has made the statement 

class of cattle, or compete against them. | that a steer must not be kept longer 

‘We must produce a class of cattle | than 24 to 30 months old if he is to se- 

which they cannot, and place them upon | cure the greatest net value to his feeder. 

the market at such times of the year as If we would reap the high prices, our 
are impracticable for them to get there | steers must be of the fine-boned, blocky, 

with theirs. We need only spend a day | short-legged sort, with a deep, well- 

in the Chicago stock yards to learn | filled heart and shoulder, a straight 
which class of cattleare the most sought, | back, well-ribbed up and straight hne 

the hardest got and fetching the highest | underneath,a smooth, deep hip, not 

price. Our question was, “what class | too wide, with heavy flanks carried 
of cattle are the most sought, and | well down tothe hocks, their heads 
fetching the highest price?” Here | should be set well upon a short, well 
is a copy of the Chicago Drover’s | crested neck, there should be a 
Journal. I guess every stockman in|raddy, lusty look about their 
Wisconsin knows that paper. In its | faces with bright pleasant eyes, 
review of the cattle market lt says,|they must be soft handlers in 
“Values were strong for choice quali- | the skin which should be covered with 
ties, while inferior cattle sold slowly. |a fine. thick, mossy voat of hair. I 
There were some rough cattle that were | think Mr. Randall in his book “ Ameri- 
extremely hard to sell.” This para- | can Sheep Husbandry,” quotes some one 
graph has a great weight of meaning in | as giving the ti ree great requisites of a 
it, and affords us a splendid lesson if we | good sheep in these words: Ist. Con- 
will only learn it. stitution. 2d. Constitution. 3d. Con- 
Among their sales they quote as fol- | stitution. Wemay make a hke com- 

fows. In order to ee of | parison with our cattle, and require, 1st. 
their qualities I have two sales | Substance. 2d. Substance. 3d. Sub- 
from each sort as near an average as | stance. 
possible and cattle whose weights are | Now I want to describe our scrub 
nearly the same. There were 37 sbig- | cattle, to make the distinction clear as 
ping steers averaging 1,190 sold for | noonday, and to do so, I will quote the 

: 4.15 while 39 dressed beef steers aver- | language of one of the most successful 
aging 1,185 (only 5 'bs less) sold for | breeders and feeders of cattle in Europe, 
3.50, a difference of 65c per hundred. | Mr. Wm. McCombie, of Tillyiowe, Aber- 
Another lot of shipping cattle aver- | deenshire, Scotland. Chiefly to whose 
aging 1,520 sold for4624 while a lot of | energy, foresight and grand judgment, 
dressed beef cattle averaging 1,521 (1 | coupled with that of Mr. Hngh Watson, 
Ib heavier) sold for 4.25 a difference of | we haveto-day thespendid Polled Angus
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breed of cattle. In an essay of his | better try to sell at some other time? 
upon the subject of Cattle and Cattle | Earlier than they can get ready, or later 
news, delivered before the Chamber of | than they can hold? That gives us the 
Agriculture he was describing the dif- | benefit of the summer market—from 
ference then existing between the native | June Ist to the middle of August; and 
Galloways and the Aberdeen and Angus | again, the winter market—from Christ- 
cattle. In speaking of the Galloways | mas to the middle of March. I say the 
he said: “They have too much thick- | middle of March, because there is 
ness of skin and too much timber in | sometimes a very bad market from the 
their legs. They are too thick in their | middle of March till the middle of 

tails, too deep in their necks and too | May, on account of a great many 
sunken in the eye for being the very |corn-fed cattle being sent forward 
best feeders. it is difficult to make |to get them out of the way before 
them ripe. You can bring them three- | sprirg work. By this plan we can 
fourths fat, and then they stick. You | generally manage to have a few 
can’t fatten a fanning-mill by pouring | good cattle ready for the winter 
oats through it. Neither can you fat- | market, and others following that will 
ten a beast if he has not power of as-|be ready to sell in summer. But the 
similation.” Again he says: “Thick legs, | cattle that are intended to go onto grass 
thick tails, sunken eyes and deep necks, | should be wintered with special care, to 
with thick skins and bristly hair, always | avoid loss of weight in the spring. I 
point to sluggish breeders.” was early taught to believe that a beast 

The next proposition is, “how can we | intended to go onto grass in the spring 
produce and mature our cattle with the | Should not be crowded with high feed- 
greatest economy of time and feed, | ing in the winter. My own experience 
with the smallest possible amount of | has demonstrated the truth of this. _ 
capital.” This brings us to the various | _ If he has been fed to high there will 
systems of feeding, all of which prob- | bp @ dead loss for at least thirty days, 
ably have their especially good features, | and frequently longer; especially if the 
varied by peculiar location. I have | 8eason is wet and the pasture composed 
never had any experience in a high sys- | Of new seeding of timothy and clover. 
tem of stall feeding. I presume nearly | Lf, however, it is old timothy sod or blue 
allcattlemen in this State are like my- | grass sod, they will not fall away so 
self, more vitally interested in the plan | much, and when they once begin to gain 
of feeding in thestraw yards with sheds, | it will be very rapid. 
and of summer feeding andgrazing. I| To illustrate I will give you my scale 
will speak more particularly of these | weights, made upon three d:fferent 
latter systems. I will discuss only such | bunches, last spring and summer. It 
systems as you can all follow without a | will bring out one statement for which 
dollar’s outlay, and give facts and fig- | I expect to be closely criticised, but my 
ures that you can take home and use in | scales have demonstrated for the past 
your own barnyard. The out-door sys- | eight years, and I am now fully con- 
tem commends itself especially to men | vinced that, although clover is one of 
of small capital who have uo large | our most valuable grasses, it will not put 
barns nor expensive appliances and are | on the pounds and ounces of thick 
not able to build any. There is also | butchers’ meat, nearly so well as our old 
great economy of help; two men cared | Jane grass sod; or old timothy and June 
for 200 cattle for me. They must, of | grass mixed. We will go back to our 
necessity, keep all their money in their | weights again, to show the gains and 
stock. losses met with upon turning cattle out 

Having settled the question that we | in the spring. 
must all grow the best class of stock, Last spring, on May 5th, I turned to 
we must now market it so as te meet | pasture twenty-five head of steers that 
the least competition. We know that | had been fed pretty fall rations, al- 
the great drive of all the Western stock, | though not at all forced. The pasture 
and the poorest stock in our own coun- | was composed of timothy and as like 
try, is marketed in the fall months of | about four years old. The cattle were 
September, October, November, and | from 20 to 26 months old, or what would 
some in December. Now, if nearly | commonly be called two-year-olds in 
everybody is trying to get rid of their | the spring. The twenty-five weighed, 
surplus at that time, why had not we | when turned out, 28,920 pounds, aver- 

> 

;
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156 pounds. We stopped feeding | Such cattle generally make from 2} to 

Ss corn, but gave them a noon | 3} pounds gain per day from the mid- 

feed of crushed corn on the cob for | die of May till the middle of August 

about twenty days. On June Ist they without any rations. The question of 

were weighed again, Just twenty-six feeding grain in troughs inthe field in 

days from the previous weighing. The | summer, depends so largely upon the 
twenty-five weighed 30,560 pounds, | condition of the pasture and of the cat- 
gain 1,640 pounds, average 1,222 | tle, also on the price of grain in the lo- 
pounds; equal to a gain of just 24 cality, that it hardly admits of treat- 
pounds per day per steer. ment here, only to say, that from our 

This is fully better than an average | OWD experience I think that moderate 
gain (immediately following turning rations of grain fed in pasture to first- 

‘out) for steers that have been pretty | class cattle is always money safe- 
heavy fed before going out. But the ly invested, and that rather than 

noon feed of crushed corn was of great | Tesortto heavy force feeding in the 
‘assistance to prevent their shrinking. | Cold winter months, we are safer to keep 
‘We have had meal-fed cattle not gain a | Part of the grain for summer use, 

‘i ir | By this course I have had cattle net me, pound on grass at first, even with their | OY 
rations kept up. We also put twenty- | free of all expense, $5 per month per 
five other steers out on an old blue | steer for fifty days. Computing their 
grass pasture, and five others into a cost, their selling price, feed and inter- 

clover fiel@. This bunch of thirty | St; it figured up at the rate of just 150 
‘steers had been wintered on moderate | Per cent. per year, but having made 
rations of shock corn and oat straw; | Such rapid gains early in the season it 
they were what might be called good | would have been ruinous to hold them 

‘thrifty stockers. The bunch of twenty- | in anticipation of their keeping it up. 
five put on blue grass weighed,| Having given you some facts and 
when turned out, 24,390 pounds, average | figures on summer feeding I will now 
975 35. Their rations were taken en- | speak of 
tirely off. At the end of 26 days they WINTER FEEDING. 
weighed 27,040 pounds, averaging 1081 | For winter feeding I am very partial 
35 pounds. zt to the shock corn system, with hogs as 

This shows a gain of 2,650 pounds or | an auxiliary. I believe it is the cheap- 
106 pounds to the steer in 26 days; | est feed we can produce, and there are 
equal to 4 1-13 pounds gain ger day to | several strong economical advantages 

‘* ach steer. The five that were put into | connected with its use. In the first 
the clover field weighed when put in, | place, we need little or no hay; without 
5,300 pounds. They were taken out at | it we must have hay. Ear corn without 
the end of 14 days and weighed 5,240 | hay is not a suitable ration with oe 
pounds, showing a loss of 60 pounds to | to feed for any length of time. Even 
the steer, in 14 days 12 pounds to the | with good straw the cattle soon tire of 
‘steer, or over 8-10 of a pound less per | it. They will not fatten well without 
day per steer. Our experience in turn- | greater and better variety of feed. The 
ing into clover in the spring or early | fodder of the corn when properly cut is 
‘summer has nearly always been on a | nearly equal to the best tame hay in 
par with this. We do not always get | nutriment. This fact has been devel- 
such large gains on old blue grass, as | oped by the best feeders and is backed 
with the above twenty-five head, that | by analysis of our best chemists; from 
gained 4 1-13 pounds per day each, but | those researches we can learn a great 
-we have always found it could be relied | deal of value to us, concerning the 
“upon to meke steady rapid gains, run- | proper mixing of the various foods, 
ning from 2} to 34 pounds per day and | their relative digestibility and nutritive 
to develop thick meaty cattle that al- | qualities. If you husk your corn it is 
‘ways sold well and butchered well. done late in the fall when the days are 
Now let us go back to our scales | short and usually solate that ee 

agaio. These weights serve to illus- | can’t be plowed until spring. your 
trate that if we intend to turn to grass | help is careless or the weather bad and 
in the spring and not. market till mid- | corn down under the snow, as is often 
summer, our cattle will do much better | the case, a portion of it never gets into 
not to be forced in the winter feeding. | the wagon. In Wisconsin it takes a 
‘They must of course be kept gaining. | good average husker to husk an acre a
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day—few will do more. Anacreofcorn | fourteen shocks o corn to the steer to 

husked the old way, leaving the stocks | produce this gain of 285 pounds, 

and fodder in the field to make ma-| There are twenty shocks to the acre 

nure, is worth from $12 to $14 at the the way we cut them,so that 14 20 or 7-10 

crib. The stalks left in the field gen- | of an acre, puton 285 pounds in 140days, 

erally make manure by flying to pieces, | and the sale of the cattle brought me 

and scattering all cver your neighbor’s | just $22.00 per acre for the corn, besides 

land. : the keeping for me of the shoats, and a 

It will take a good acre of hay with | Bice lot of manure left in the yard, suf- 
the acre of corn to winter one steer. | ficient to manure six acres a 
The hay is worth $12. The corn and | (With the manure wo make we are 
hay together are worth about $25, and | to broadcast thickly thirty acres er ar.) 
have required about two acres of your | We find it takes the excrement of about 

good land to produce them. five head of cattle to manure one acre, 
We find we cannot put on such cer- 

Suppose you cut and shock your |tsin nor as good gains in winter as on 
corn. If you cut it the land can be grass in the summer, without very 

fall-plowed. The men can start cutting | jo, feeding; but the light in of the 
d the plow can start behind. | °°’ Jags oe 

across, one Se pe steer is made up in a great mensure 
The work is done in early fall, when the the carrying of the hogs, and the vec | 

days are long, bright and cool. A good | Lody of manure left after the winter 
average hand will cut and shock an | ¢.eding is over. 

acre and a half » day. (I have men| we Shenstive follow both systems of 
who have averaged two acres @ day), | summer and winter feeding, for the two 
but any good fair hand will average an | .onbine nicely, and serve to give us 

acre and a half a day, at $1 day, by | better opportunities to reap the benefit 
which one operation you not only secure | of the best markets at both seasons of 
your corn (every ns of it, too), basen the year. 

also gather your hay crop in the . a - 

getting both done for one-third less cost a er, Sanged Sera 

than you used to pay for just your| business, a very lucrative business. 
husking alone. — Cattle feeding is one of its most im- 

Now, Iam going to demonstrate to | portant branches, and I hope the time 

you that one acre of good shock corn | is near when I and all my fellow stock- 
will fatten your steer in fine shape; 80 | men will have become so well up in it, 
that your acre of corn is doing the | that we shall no longer tremble at the 
work which took the other two acres to | eompetition which now is driving us 

perform, leaving you half as much more hard, but that we shall understand 

land for pasture or other uses. The ear | every avenue of our business and will 

of shock corn being enveloped in the | know to a certainty how cheapest to 

husk, is much easier chewed by the | produce the greatest substance and the 
steers, and is more toothsome to them; | best quality of that which commands 

they are less liable to get off their feed, | the highest prices, and how to do it in 

and will gain, during the six months of | the shortest possible time. We must 
winter feeding, an average of tW0 | work less with our hands and more 
pounds a duy, bes‘des keeping one | with our heads, We must mix brains 

shoat, which follows each steer. with our business, mix brains with our 
I will now give you a few figures: | corn, mix brains with the culture of 

Last year I had a yard of thirty year- | everything that grows if we would suc- 

lings that averaged better than two | ceed. When these changes shall have 

pounds aday a partof the time. Daring | been accomplished, then may we hope 

the clear steady weather many made | that the generation of sons who next 

gains up to three pounds a day but the | succeed us, will not come home from 

fearfully cold and stormy weather of | college with their minds stuffed with 

Jauuury made the gains very small for | the “vulgar errors of the wise.” 

tbat riod. They averaged. when cine Saieee 

yarded, 982 pounds. They were sold Practical Hints on Poultry Culture. 

in 140 days— averaeing 1,266 pounds [By L. A. Bishop. M. D., Fond du Lac.) 

equal toa gain of 285 pounds to the/ Jt has been truly said that we are s 
the steer, Or just five pounds over two nation of egg eaters. We consume on 

pounds gain per day per steer. It took an average 50,000,000 of eggs daily, of
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cash value of $800,000, aggregating | ask you, “why don’tit pay?” I will tell 
$292,000,000 annually. Of poultry we | you, and then J will tell you how to 
consume a little over $300,000,000. | make it pay from 100 to 400 per cent. 
Making a total of about $600,000,000 | profit on the originalinvestment. Does. 

consumed annually of eggs and poultry | anything you are engaged in pay you 
in the United States alone; a product | any such returns? Each of you can 

twice as large as the dairy product of | promptly answer, “no, it does not.” If 

this country and worth over $100,000,000 | it did your pocket books would always 
more than the wheat crop. From its | be flush. The reason your poultry does 
magnitude, it deserves much consider- | not pay is either from lack of know- 
ation from the farmer as to the best | ledge or from negligence. You do not 
breeds for profit, and the best and most | give it that care and study you do 
economical management. The amount | the other departments of the farm. You 
of poultry and eggs consumed in our | allow the fowls to hunt their own liv- 

largest cities is simply enormous. Isee ing; to lay where it best suits their con- 
by the Maine Farmer that New York | venience—in weeds and fence corners— 
city consumes annually $25,000,000 of with an old,broken-down stinking shed or 

poultry and $10,000,000 of eggs, making | a tree to roost in; no water to drink but. 
a total of $35,000,000 for that city alone. | what they can procure from some cess- 

Right here in our own state the | pool. Almost any fowl will lay in sum- 
number of eggs handled annually is | mer when eggs arecheap, It isthe egg 
surprising. A firm at Waupacea | laid in winter that chiefly determines 

pickles 60,000 dozen of eggs annually; | the balance sheet. Eggs in winter 

another at Johnson’s Oreek about 40,- | mean profit; the want of them means 

000 dozen; marketing them in the win- | loss, and profit and loss does not de- 

ter season at about 100 per cent. profit. pend upon chance, but are the conse- 
Our own city is not to be ignored. | quences of wise or unwise methods of 
Bartlett & Casstens one day last week | proceedure. Most of you allow your 
shipped 35,000 pounds of poultry. This | poultry to shift for themselves, and if 
was but the shipment of one firm for | your stock degenerates or decimates 
one day. The above figures do not in- | by dint of sheer neglect; if they cease 
clude poultry and eggs shipped for | to lay and become unprofitable through 
breeding purposes, but for consump- | the loose, slipshod and ill-chosen con- 
tion alcne. It outranks any other sin- | ditions of your own making, you never 

gle article raised and sold in this coun- ought to say (as it would be stupend- 

try. | ously rediculous) that “there is no 
From the above figures you would | money in hens.” 

naturally conclude that the poultry| A farmer said to me the other day, “T 
business is overdone. Far from it. Of | do not see why you get so many eggs. 

the many products of husbandry this is | I do not get ten in all winter.” NowI 
almost the only one we do not export. | will wager a breeding pen of A No, 1 
For the year ending June 30, 1884, | fowles that his flock of hens is make uj 
Canadaalone sent us 11,384,856 dozen | of dunghills of all colorsand sizes Sadat 

eggs, for which we paid her $1,950,561. | lowed to shift for themselves the year 
Thirty-six million dozen eggs more | round. He breeds poultry at a loss. 
than she produced was required the last | It would be cheaper for him to kill all i 
T= supply the United States ; at | his hens and buy eggs and fowls for 

st that is the number sent us by for- | consumption. You may as well expect. 

eign countries. These were princi- | to make hens profitable without proper 

pally supplied from France, Holland, | care and management as to think of 

Belgium, England and Canada, Far- | making a 3-year-old steer weigh 1,800 
off China sent us 1,000,000 dozen. The | poundsby wintering him ata straw stack 
major part was shipped from Antwerp, | with a snow bank for his bed and the 
the great egg mart of the world, at an | cutting winds of winter for his stall. 
average expense for pickeling, hand- | Shake off the old foggy idea that dung- 
ling and freight of three-quarter of a | hill fowls are better layers than our im- 
cent each. proved varieties, All you need is one 

I wish to ask you farmers one more | good trial in the proper manner and 
question: Does your poultry pay? I | you will be convinced beyond a doubt. 
imagine I hear many of you omy “no,” | You may as well think of comparing a 
and I know you are correct. I again | common native cow with an improved
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Jersey for butter, or a common native | from experience that the larger the 
steer with a Short Horn or a Hereford | number of animals you keep together, 
for beef, as to attempt to prove that a | the more you crowd them, the less they 
common fowl is as profitable to the | thrive. You all know that a flock of 
farmer as the improved varieties. Fowls, | 10 sheep on the same feed will do bet- 
like all domestic animals, will degener- | ter than a flock of 100. The same rule 
ate if left to shift for themselves and | applies with equal force to fowls. Any 
breed haphazard. It does not make any | of you can make a flock of from 50 to 
difference how well-bred your stock | 100 fowls pay well, but it requires an 
may be, if not well cared for, well fed, | especially suitable locality and adapta- 
well sheltered and mated with wisdom | bility of talent to make a flock of 1,000 

and experience, it will degenerate and | pay. Not one man in a hundred can 
run out. It isa law ofnature, and it is | do it. 
a wise breeder that heeds this law and| One of the most important items in 
profits by it. There is just as much | poultry breeding is a suitable poultry 
difference in the different strains of the | house. This can be constructed at very 
same variety of fowls as there is in the | little expense, any farm-yard is not 
different strains of any one breed of | properly equipped without one. Select 
stock. To keep up your stock, select | a dry well-drained spot. If not thor- 
large, well-developed, early hatched pul- | oughly drained, drain it. For a flock 

lets—March, April or May; yearling | of fifty hens erect a building thirty feet 

hens, hatched during same season of the | long by twelve feet wide, eight feet 

year; they will lay early and all winter | high in front and five feet high in the 

long. It is an old adage among poultry | rear, with a southern or south-eastern 

. men, and atrue one: “Early chickens, | exposure, double boarded and filled 
early eggs; early eggs, early chickens.” | with anything to make it warm. Bank 
If you find any that are particularly | up well to keep out the wind and frost. 
good layers, note it, and save eggs from | Put on double doors with space between’ 
such for hatching. Save medium-sized, | and all the double windows you can get 

perfect shells, perfect-formed eggs, | in. On the south side to let in abund- 

from your best layers. Observe the | ance of light and solar heat. Do not 

same care in selecting eggs for hatching | fail to ventilate well. This is very im- 

: as you do in selecting your seed corn; | portant. Have your ventilating shafts 

then change your male birds at least | run from the ground up through the 
every two years. Add fresh blood to} roof. In this way you will rid your 
your flock. Observe the same rules in house of the noxious vapors in reach of 

selecting cockerels as you do in select- the fowles and at the same time retain 

ing any male animal to breed from. the heat that raises to the top of the 
Sell off the old hens in June, when | house, making many degrees difference. 

they bring a good price, and so make | Whether you ventilate from the bottom 
room for the young flock. If ae or top, do not allow any drafts of cold 
a hen that is often broody and difficult | air. A crack is more dangerous than 

to get to laying again, cut her head off. | an open door. Putin a few loads of 

You can better afford to replace her | gravel and fine dirt for your fowls to 

with one that will do better. In this | tick and wallow in. -The dust bath is 

way you will cultivate your flock and | the fowls toilet-set, dont forget it. 
make them more profitable year by | Make a single perch three inches wide, 

year. rounded on the top, the whole length 
If properly managed, you will find | of the rear of the house, twenty inches 

the poultry-yard the most profitable | to two feet from a plank floor, three feet 

part of the farm for the money in- | wide, also running the whole length of 

vested. Many reckon in this way, if 50 | the back of the house. Six or eight 

fowls are profitable, 500 will be ten | inches under the perch place a plat- 
times as profitable. This is an instance | form two feet wide, and under this 

in which figures do not tell the truth. As | laying boxes, closed in front so the hen 

soon as the number of fowls are doubled, | has to reach them from the rear. These 

troubles are quadrubled. A range | are called dark nests. By using them 

and houses that will keep 50 in perfect | your hens will not be disturbed by 

health, will be over-crowded with 100, | those not wishing to lay, and will not 

and all the trouble due to dense popu- | acquire the pernicious habit of egg- 

lation will follow. You have all learned | eating. Put in some boxes at the sides
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filled with broken bones, crushed cyster | this takes much time to digest and keeps 

shells, charcoal and brokeu glass. | up the animal heat through the long 

These articles will aid digestion, keep | nights in winter. Buckwheat is one of 

the digestive orgaus healthy, and fur- | the best grains to make your hens lay. 

nish material for bone and shells. The | Do not over-feed or give much fat-pro- 

‘cost for the material for such a house | ducing foods, but more egg-producing, 

need not exceed $30 or $40, and any of | those that contain the elements neces- 

you are sufficiently handy with tools to | sary for the construction of the egg and 

construct it. This may be embelished | its shell. Do not keep a hen fat, if you 

upon to any extent, but you cannot im- | do she will iay soft-shelled eggs if she 

prove upon the principle, or construct lays at all, and be subject to apoplexy 

one that will serve the purpose better. | and congestion of the egg tract. Some 

Make your poultry house warm enough | day you will find her dead on the nest 

to prevent the hens’ combs and wattles | and the verdict must be over-feeding 

from freezing. A hen with a frozen killed her. 

comb will no more think of laying an| Give your fowls plenty of green feed. 

egg than a man will think of working | Onions are the best, next cabbage, beets 

with a frozen foot. and turnips. Do not fail to give them 

I do not advise artificial heat. I| pienty of fresh water. Every day bury 

think they will be healthier without it. the grain you give them in the earth, or 

Keep your hen house clean from ver- | throw in a forkful of straw or dry leaves 

mine, exercise as much care in cleaning | and through the grain in these. This 

our hens’ house as yon doin your cows’ | will give them exercise and keep them 

as sprinkling the platform under | out of mischief, so preventing any bad 

the perch daily with road dust or | habits. You remember the old adage 

what is better land-plaster, and cleaning | that “Satin always finds some mischief 

it noe faonengty from once to amie a | still for idle hands to do.” 

w ‘at the manure away in boxes| A hen will lay from 100 to 150 
or barrels to be used as a fertilizer, | eggs a year, and if you crowd her 

which you will find equal in value to| to laying in the winter by duplicat- 
the best compounds fertilizers which ing the natural food of summer, to- 

would cost you from $40to $60 per ton. | gether with warmth she will lay her 
A flock of fifty hens will furnish from | eggs when they are of the greatest 

three-fourths to a ton of this guano in | yalne, and be ready to raise a brood of 

one winter. This item alone will pay | chicks early in the spring, thus enabling 

for the poultry house in one season. | yon to place this progeny on the market 

Try it on your vines and corn and you | when it will bring the highest price. 
will be surprised at the growth it will | 4 chick weighing two pounds in May 

produce. Nothing in the market is | will be worth as much, or more, than a 

gual to it as a fertilizer. Do not use| gix pound chicken in November, and 

either bleeched or unbleeched ashes; | thus save you the expense of growing 

these disolve the dropping, | thereby | the extra four pounds of meat. One 

liberating the ammonia and will render | bushel of corn will make from nine to 

the manure of very little value. eleven pounds of either ae or pork, 

To keep your fowls free from vermin, | and the poultry is worth from one and 

give them all the oportunity they desire | a half to two times as much money as 

to dust themselves aes earth. 1f| the pork, and is much better as a diet. 

you detect any lice spri them with | A hen will consume from one bushel to 

Persian insect powder—a very cheap | one bushel and two quarts of corn, or 

article to be found in any drug store. | its equivalent, a year, according to the 

Wash the perches and nests occasionally | size and variety, with a cash value of 

with kerosene and smudge the house | from fifty to seventy-five cents a year. 

three or four times a year with burning At the latter figure, a flock of fifty hens 

-sulphur or pine tar. In winter give a | will cost $37.50 to keep them one year. 

warm feed in the morning of wet meal | These will lay, if taken care of prop- 

with a little bone-meal in it. This will | erly,and of an improved variety, twelve 

keep them from bowel troubles. Scraps | dozen eggs each a year. This, at an 

from the table and bits of meat, change | average price of 15 cents a dozen, 

the diet often. Rotate it the same as| will amount to $1.80 for each hen, or 

you should rotate your crops. Give | $90 for the flock. Then, deducting the 

whole grain at night. Corn is best as | expense of keeping, $37.50, you have
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left a clear profit of $52.50 on eggs | his cattle, eee ae eee 
alone, say nothing about the young | on frozen grass, he makes, if I am right, 
chickens. a great mistake. They may keep up an 

Remove the sick fowls from the | outside appearance; but the tallow that 
healthy ones. By allowing them to re- | they have been putting on all summer 
main, they will vitiate the air of your | is rapidly decreasing. 
poultry house with the germs of disease.| The time of year that some farmers 
You may as well think of keeping your | neglect their stock is in the latter part 
flock healthy by permitting the sick to | of the fall. Stock should not be allowed 
mingle with the healthy, as to think of | to remain out during cold rains, they 
improving your own health by continu- | should be taken up, stabled, and a little 
any —o i ing Se corinne soee: f feed given to them. 

ying hen a brig! comb an pa r 
wattles. A hen that does not lay has a ais one of se sent Ton tial 
pale comb. If you find any such in ae J; a fi - hould 
your flock, keep watch of them. Try Lia v Paap = . 
to determine the reason why. You will ae y a old meadows of. long 
find that there is one of three thin; Sasaiaer - eee ot 
either she is sick, over-fat, emanate think fos je: mamas bead aay 
a poor layer. In either event it will not ia? celine tae money in that. 
in all probability pay you to keep her. | siocess in these da ( Z a wee ~ . 

As the breeding season approaches, ciall: speak Of Or clare df — 
separate your flock into pens of from Wao ch " yeue™ ten ) 
ten to twenty-five pear to the chile: +t the were ee 
variety—of the large varieties, ten to | POS* A ek F nT beli over three 
twelve, and of the smaller varities, fif- aan Layee - eae 
teen to twenty-five. As these are the oe once. 
numbers, you can rely upon for one | ' aes of lo: dinate "Put 
maie to fertilize, all the eggs, for a non- plenty of corn cameed sees feat 

fertilized egg is sot at loss, both in | better substitutes for feed than any hay. losing the eggs and the loss of the | yy, seprendaged _ a. 
hen’s time as a setter and brooder. In | No farmer is liable to get overstocked each of these pens put a strong, vigor- with corn fodder, if it is of good qual- 

ous male bird, an early cockerel or a | 1*¥: In order to have it this way do 
earling ok ‘Wika you set your not stack your fodder when it is in such 

ioe make it a point to set two or more ee om = na a 4 at the same time, as many times a hen the fodder i iled aaa 
can care for more chicks than she will an ee cent bliged lure 
hatch out. If you do not wish to raise raceme if ies ie a abe ¢ 
chickens, keep the male birds away | ioaq, r3teg is any Goubt o 

from the ent, as a no-fertized epg | {42% Pang dry, enc, sacks ot will keep much better and longer than |"), a aking a ee 
one that has been fertilized. ee ee and feed it whole 

to my sheep. I find that to be the best 
ea way of feeding it. 

Economy of the Sarnyard. There are a great many farmers who 

[By Barney Sheridan, Byron.] say there is no money in raising so 
The title of this paper is “The Econ- | much corn, but I find no trouble in 

omy of the Barnyard.” The four im- | raising a good crop. But my 
portant factors that are esential about | ience is that the first thing to be ae. 
this are, first, proper stabling; second, | is to put the ground in proper shape. 
good and suitable fodder for the differ-| Some farmers will plow their sod, 
ent kinds of stock you keep; third,| harrow it a few times, and call 
plenty of good water conveyed to the | it good; but I believe it should 
barnyard, if you can possibly do it, by | be pulverized thoroughly with a 
adopting the method of piping it from | good pulverizer. I use the disk 
wells or springs. For no farmer can | harrow, and I can recommend it tobe. - 
afford, in my opinion, to let his stock of | one of the best implements on my farm. 
any description run over his land with- | It leaves the ground in such a condition 
out that freedom being detrimental | that it is easy to keep clear of weeds. I 
to both stock and land. cultivate my corn as often as possible, 

When a man forms an opinion that | especially in dry weather, as it helps
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to hold the moisture in the ground. | men do; I believe the yard should be 

Some farmers think they must not stir | small and as near level as possible, in 

their ground in dry weather—that it orderto get the full benefit. If it is 

will injure the crop; but we have had a | convenient 1 think it better to mix the 

good chance to experiment on that the | horse and cattle manure together, as it 

past season. I notice those who were | will not freeze so hard, and you will be 

afraid to stir their ground had but little enabled to draw it out in the winter or 

corn among the weeds, and their ground | early spring before the substance is all 

is in poor condition for a crop next soaked out, which would be much bet- 

year. Therefore, taking all in consid- | ter on the Jand than run off in strains. 

‘ration, I believe corn as profitable a| As we have said so much to the dairy- 

crop as the dairyman can raise. | men, why not say a word to wool grow- 

What I mean by the dairyman is the | ers. ‘Lhis isa point worthy of notice. 

jman who sends his milk to the cheese There was a time when Wisconsin 

factory; for, if I keep cows, I want to butter and cheese laid down in Eastern 

send away all the milk every day that I| markets was marked inferior or low 

‘can. Ido not want to make a pound | grade. To-day they grade equal, if not 

‘of butter when 1 can have it manufac- | superior, to any made in the United 

4ured into cheese with lesstrouble, and, | States. It has taken no small amount 

I believe, more profit. of labor to bring it to this point. 

= Some men form the opinion that they | Similar steps should be taken to ad- 

‘<annot raise calves nor pigs if theysend | vance the quality of wool, not only to 

their milk to the factory; butI believeat | equality, but to a point of superiority ; 

the end of the year my calves are about as | over any in the United States. A man 

good as my neighbor’s scim-milk calves. | cannot keep his wool in good condition 

But in order to have them so, I find it | when letting his sheep run to the straw 

noceneet © have my calves come about | stack and pitching straw down on =e 

the middle of March, and then they are | of them, or keep them in straw-cove! 

old enough to wean when I get ready to | sheds where the water will leach through 

send my milk to the factory. The result is that your wool ae enae 

When my calves first come, Itiethem | and stained, and becomes clotted, an 

up in small stalls and feed them in in- | you geta reduced price. You should 

dividual troughs. I havea small boxof | arrange your sheep yards and 

middlings in a convenient place and | stables so a8 to feed them 

drop a little in the milk at first, and in out of racks, and not waste feed by 

a short time they will eat alltheyshould | throwing it on the ground. Racks 

have. Then, at the time of weaning, you | should not be filled at any time. Little 

will have no trouble teaching them to | and often is a better way to feed sheep. 

drink. AtthattimeI get some white You should be cautious this year as the 

middlings or export flour, which can be | straw is full of chaff. My racks in the 

bought for $7 per 100 — I mix it | stable are picket racks, and I find by 

with equal quantity of bran and mix all | feeding straw in them that some of the 

with water. And give no whey to your | sheep will stand along side of the rack 

calves, give it to your pigs, as it isa very | and others eating over their backs will 

good substitute for Sane swill. cause chaff to work in the wool. To 

In the fall when the feed begins to | prevent this I find it necessary to nail 

get short, 1 feed my calves a small quan- | a board ten or twelve inches wide along 

tity of oats, and continne so until spring, the bottom of the racks, so as to form 

‘and by so doing I raise about as good | a pert of a trough which will catch the 

calves as my neighbors who do not send | chaff; and prevent sheep from getting 

‘their milk to the factory. close to the rack. I divide my sheep so 

When I enclose my stock in| as not to have more than ninety in each 

yards I have a separate yerd for my | flock, and water them every second day 

calves, for I think they do better. | and salt them often. I feed my sheep 

I make my yards as small as possible, | corn fodder, except in warm weather, 

leaving room enough for the cattle to | then I feed them clover hay; and I find 

get out of each others way. The | it in no way difficult to bring them 

smaller the better for manure, which is | through in good condition. I keep my 

@ very important point for the farmer | sheep in the yard from the time I take 

to look to. I do not believe in using a | them up in the fall until the grass is fit 

ive or ten acre lot for a yard, as some | to eat in the spring.
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Should it be Clyde, Percheron, English | consequently speed would be impaired: 
Shire, or Suieih Punch. from such aformation. In the heavier 

[By Prof. Brown, Ontario Agricultural College.) | breeds, a chest yet all = 

No one but the tyro expects to find | #8 desirable, and in ition to depth 
perfection in any breed, or even in any — a ribs should ie = Sprung, . 
individual member of a breed of horses, | thus affording breadth = and giving 
So that those who are most conversant | TOU” ee. ae e t ace: 
with horse flesh are content to define a vs he Pe = ai _ 
good horse, as one possesing a number | +* hoe spe ee eget 2: — pani 
of good points, and few bad ones. nok oe saat a “4 aaa dk 

Before taking up the specialties of ast, {th sk “a io Be sicage 
any of the heavy breeds, let us advert terre — eae likelihood of 
to some of the more important points, | Or ans Pointing to the “ttl 
irrespective of either, as without such | ¥ell-developed digestive organs being 

a aa ae ; ‘ possessed, and consequently of ability an enquiry it is simply impossible to to sae 
undessiond whek weeeeL, consume and convert nutritious mat- 

First, and of most consequence, per- | *¢F into healthy blood. 4 
haps, we have the nervous system, the | These points are among the most im- 

central position of which is the brain and | portant, for it is on their perfectness 
spinal cord, and it also may be termed | thatthe thrift, vigor and staying power 
the fountain from which flow streams | of a horse largely depends, but un- 
of nervous force to the various parts of | fortunately we too often find them com- 

. the body, and on which all portions are | ing very far short of what is desirable, 
, dependent not only for their life but | 80 that poor feeding, easily fatigued, 

also for their power to perform their | unthrifty horses are by no means rare. 
respective functions. So, of course, the We have thus far concluded that a 
manner in which this nervous force is | sufficiency of nerve force, properly 
supplied hasan importantinfiuence upon | economized, and regularly supplied by 
the physical ability of a horse. Although | a nervous system that receives adequate 
their nerve power may be abundantly | material to work with, is essential to an 
supplied, it depends upon the intelli- | animal machine. In order that this 
gence of the individual as to whether | power may be used to the best advan- 
it is economized or dissipated, hence if | tage,the machine upon which it acts 
plenty power of this kind is possessed |should be made up of parts. 
it is of little advantage, if not under| of sufficient strength to endure 
proper control. Horsemen are wont to | severe taxing, and that these 
observe the dimensions of the forehead = may be so put together, and re- 
asan index io proper brain develop- to one another as to enable them 
ment, and although this is valuable, it | to take advantage of all motive power. 
cannot be considered an unvarying| In looking critically at the points of~ 
guide as to the amount of intelligence | an animated machine, from a structural 
or nerve power. Courage, tractibility | standpoint, it ‘is only rational to look. 
and good temper can only be deter- | first at the framework, and secondly, 
mined upon with certainty ps eaeg® whether the material of which the 
practical trial of the animal. In order | bones are composed is good. Texture 
that this nervous power can ke gener, | of bone is of more importance, insofar ~ 
ated adequately, the brain, etc., must re- | as durability is concerned, than mere 
ceive a blood supply of proper quanti- | size, for we know that the compara- 
ty and quality. ‘The digestive and res- | tively small bone of the thoroughbred 
piratory organs co-operate in furnish- | will stand concussive shocks with im- 
ing this; the former in providing nutri | punity, that the comparatively spongy 
ment, and the latter, in a great measure, | bone of the heavy draught would suc- 
sre accountable for its purity. Thevol- | cumb under. It is therefore desirable, 
ume of the chest isan index of the ea- | in addition to a sufficiency of weight, 
pacity of the lungs, and it is very im- | that the texture Le good in order to 
portant that it should havea full pro- | form a substantial framework. The 
portionate development. The lighter | external evidence of Bee quality of* 
breeds get this capacity by depth of | texture is afforded by ess of the 
chest rather than by breadth, for exces- | canon bones, so that the nearer these 
sive breadth is opposed to the free and | bones approach flatness, the closer ap- 
rapid action of the blade bones, and | proximation there is to perfection.
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addition to flatness and good size of | roughness, the usual accompaniment of 

the canons, it is very essential that | large, round, spongy bones. 

they shall be short, for this improves We have so far discussed some of the 

the animal’s pamee of parts to each | more important elements in forming 

other, as the muscular force is econo- horse perfection, but there are,of course, 

mized. Good bone development is | many minor ones which it is not neces- 

further evidenced by prominence of | sary to handle at present. You will 

such parts as the point of the elbow, allow me to touch upon one of these, 

hock and hip,in addition to giving | however, as it bears strongly upon the 

leverage to the muscles acting upon | subject of my paper. 1 refer to hair 

them. _ | on the legs. 
‘The organs of motion and locomotion | [ ask of what benefit is a superabun- 

called the muscles, are not secondary | dant growth of hair on the lower parts 
in importance to the framework, and it | of the legs? In answer, I can only 

is very essential to the judge of horse | quote the reason assigned for desiring 
ae sone # — = iy the most ardent stnimm, tot it 
power move heavy w yan is to the appearance. is can be 
to proceed with agility or speed to be called a good and sufficient reason for 
able to detect indications of such abil- | the cultivation of this feature in breed- 
ity, and to discriminate between muscle | ing, it can hardly be held to counter- 
and fat. There are several situations to | balance the disadvantages its pres- 

be observed for such indications, as for | ence entails: profusion of hair 
example, in the forearm, by noticing | pre-supposes a coarse skin, and a coarse 
whether there is aswelling-out or promi- | skin means a corresponding decrease in 
nence of that organ, for in such @ vitality, and consequently a greater 
situation we don’t find fat accumulating | tendency to diseases, such as grease, 

to any extent, so that what we do find | thick legs, and cracked heals. Bushy 
there can be relied upon as muscle. _ hair is also a splendid harborer of dirt, 

By glancing between the quarters, and being very retentive of moisture it 
defective muscular development can be | leads to excessive irritation and itching. 
detected by the existence of a space in ! Tt is doubtful, however, where horses are 
that region—commonly described by bred for weight at any expense, 

saying that such an animal is slit-up, | whether such a feature could be bred- 
and such a formation is regarded |a8 @ | ont, for the whole tendency is to gross- 
sure accompaniment of a lack of stay- | ness of constitution, but, where 1500- 
ing power. | pound horses are required—and they 

Narrowness of the loin is sure to be are surely heavy enough for general 
associated with a sparse clothing of | purposes—it is quite possible to breed 
muscles, which deficiency is well marked without long coarse hair. It seems 

when compared with a well-furnished | strange that hairy legs should be looked 
loin, where the muscles are broad,| upon as a point of beauty in heavy 
prominent and well defined. | draughts and its absence equally pleas- 

Horses with bull necks are generally | ing to the eye in the thoroughbreds. 

hardy ones, and this thickness is due to ‘The heavy breeds to which the atten- 
bulky muscles, but the seeming excess | tion of the larmer is most given in this 

of volume is rather the result of short- country are the Clyde, English Cart or 
ness of the organ, a formation which | Shire, and Suffolk Punch and Perch- 

certainly does not add toa horse’s ap- eron. We have no authentic date 
pearance and cannot be compared in with regard to the origin of any of 

this respect with one of moderate length, ‘these breeds, which is evidence that 
but clean cut and with a feeling of firm- | they all had an existence at a somewhat 
mame, remote ae The Suffolk has perhaps 
There is another factor in the locomo- | retained his characteristics since the 

tory apparatus which is by no means to | earliest recorded accounts, with fewer 
be ignored, if full benefit is to be de- | modifications, than any of the other 
rived from proper bone and musele, and | breeds. He has always been described 
that is the joints. If an animal is to | as the “the chestnut,” and the chestnut 
possess freedom and elasticity of mo- | he still remains, although there are half 
tion, with plenty of surface for the a dozen shades of :hat color. Other 
attachment of muscles, the joints should | characteristics he has retained with 
be large, which does not necessitate | equal tenacity, showing that he belongs
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to a source of some purity. The reason | the variety seen in England, for nearly 
for this uniformity of the breed is at- | every country has its own style of the 
tributable in a great measure to one dis- | same class. Of the two breeds, the Eng- 
trict only producing them, where no | lish horse is on the whole the heavier, 
variety of soil exists, and where their | and consequently less active; he pos- 
breeders have never brought in any | sesses a very upright shoulder, which 
outeide blood. gives him greater power in the collar, 

The Suffolk is remarkable for endur- | but less freedom of action than the 
ance and long life, which is no doubt | Clyde. 
due to their middle piece, as itshows| Both breeds Have a large quantity of 
strong evidence of plenty of breathing | bone, but I am inclined to the opinion 
capacity as well as developed digestive | that that of the Clyde is in themajority 
organs. Their contour is more caleu- | of cases flatter, of better texture, and 
lated to impress one favorably with | associated with a finer quality of hair, 
hardihood and utility than with sym- | although it would seem that those 
metry and stylishness. They belong | who have endeavored by careful breed- 
more to the agricultural class than the | ing to increase the quantity of bone, to 
heavy draught, but during twenty-three | meet the never ceasing cry for bone, 
years when Olydes, Shires and all com- | have succeeded too well, and have pro- 
ers were shown in one class at the Royal | duced it to an extent not proportionate 
of England, fourteen ‘first prizes were | to the other parts of the animal. Dark 
carried off by this breed. They are | bays or browns are mach desired by 
frequently found fault with for not | breeders of Clyde now-a-days, and it 
showing enough bone, but it is/| will certainly be to the advantage and 
evident that what they do possess is of | credit of the breed when they become 
pretty good quality, for they are un- | more common, and take the place of 
usuaily sound bred and very free from | the light bay,so common at present. 
bone diseases. There isa marked ab- | This light color is certainly anything 
sence of the long hair on the limbs | but pleasing, and it is held by many to 
which is so prominent a feature in the | be indicative of a want of hardiness. 
English Cart horse and Clyde, and a; Greys are not favored, but are not 
proportionate freedom from skin dis- | objected to so much by producers of 
eases of the extremities. The Suffoik | the Shire—blacks, browns, or dark bays 
isaremarkably unexcitable horse, but | and greys being the recognized and 
with plenty of pluck,and there is no | encouraged colors among them. 
honester drawing animal in the world. Both breeds as a rule show well de- 

In the English Cart and Clyde we | veloped and muscular hind and fore 
have specimens of, perhaps, the best | @arters—points so much to be desired 
draught horses known, as they possess | —and yet they show prominently the 
the great weight and consequent | defects of the middle piece, and slender, 
ability to move heavy loads that entitles | Conspicuous Jong backs, shallow flat- 
them to be put in the first rank. sided chests, short back ribs and narrow 
Neither breed taken as a whole can | loins. In comparing the two breeds I 
boast of great purity of blood, for there | think the last named imperfections are 
is not that uniformity of color and | more frequently seen in the Olyde than 
other features that would allay all sus- | in the Cart horse, so that in considering 
picions of the introduction of some | the relative ccnstitutional strength of 
other blood at no very remote period, | these two breeds it is to the advantage 
and that inter-breeding between the | Of the latter. 
Shire and Olyde had been indulged in| Itis only within the last ten years 
from time to time. I think it would | that our acquintance with the Percher- 
puzzle some of the best judges to say to | on has hecome at all intamate, and durin; 
to which stud book some registered | that time they have made a oa 
animals belong—by appearances. The | many friends, It certainly seems to be 
Clyde certainly posses greater regu- | a breed of some purity, for they present 
larity of features, there being a large | a very uniform conformation, anda very 
number of them of the same bay color, | large proportion of them are grey, and a 
and although some modification | very ols grey at that. Their popular- 
is noticeable in different localities, | ity are to some extent owing, no doubt, 
as for example the Galloway and | to the flashiness of their color, but they 
Kintyre breed, yet there is rothing like | possess merit of more sterling worth
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than mere color, and indeed some think good walkers. short-legged, plenty 

the color their worst at | pluck, easily kept, and with excellent 

They are even lighter than the Suf- constitutions. They are a more com- 

folks, consequently can lay no claim to | pact horse, and come nearer the “ Road- 

pe called heavy draught, and are more ster” than any of the others we have 

correctly classed as agricultural, not in- | been discussing. 

appropriately styled “general purpoze,”| As we are here to some extent as sug- 

being as a rule oblique in the) gestors, I ask the privilege of inviting 

shoulder, most of them are pretty discussion on the subject of types of 

good travellers; they are, however, | Clyde horses, and what, as Americans 

of rather a dull temperament, which and Canadians, we should aim at in 

disposition seems intensified in the pro- | breeding them. The subject is nota 

geny of a cross with our common | new one, certainly, but the voice of 

mares, endowed with a want of style, this meeting may do much good in 

ambition, and animation. ‘They are | the present uncertainty among farmers - * 

well typed horses but show a marked | in several districts. 

want of length of neck, which suspends | There are in Scotland a larger, and 

ahead of rather an uninteresting char- | smaller class of Clyde; are these simply 

acter. Although they have very little | irregular variations in general breeding, 

long hair on their legs the skin is in- | or are they of particular families, char- 

clined to be thick, and the common | acteristic it may be of districts? 

bone has a tendency to roundness, with | But, having such distinctions from 

a lack of tender development. | whatever cause, would it not be desira- 

Nine out of ten of our Canadian far- | ble to advise the owners of unpedigreed 

mers say that the Clyde horses are | American and Canadian mares to patro- 

not so much for general farm pur- nize the horse of corresponding ae 

poses, but have brought lots of money | that common sense, if nothing else, t 

prtke American market, and as this | ¥8does give less trouble in foaling, 
demand has fallen off very considerably and at the same time tend the better to 

we are thinking more of what is best | eep UP the types referred to. 

for our own use. ‘There is no doubt, | , Then again, if the Clyde advocates 

whatever, that the Olyde wants stamina claim share in the production of a 

and is awkward and clumsy when taken | general purpose horse, it is obvious that 
from the plough and driven eight miles more success would be attained in this 

an hour to market. line by such a choice in mating, than is 

‘As the record most common in On- | Possible by the present indiscriminate 

tario, I have to tell you that the | Practice. : 
Percheron has declined in popularity Not only so, but systematic work of 

because of a less foreign demand, want | *his kind would save our status as 
of style, too dull, and the breeders for any market, and corre- 

half breeds are poor travellers sponding advantages would accrue. 

when wanted for such a purpose on the Here comes in the value of pedigree 

farm; they want range, are poor and of your place as guardians thereof, 

movers, and in our experience are less | f0F no maintenapee of types could 

sure at service; thehalf-breed does not safely be entrusted to anything but ‘he 

fetch within $40 of others. true blood, and as the matured size of 
You will see then that in Ontario we | *¥° and three-year-old colt is not easil: 

are in a sort of transition stage between gauged even by the most experionood, 

the recent good market on this side for those who desire to use such a colt to 
heavy draughts by Olyde and Shire, their mares would have to rely on pedi- 

and what we are looking for as best for gree as the best evidence of large or 

farming purposes, or the general pur- | f # small type. 
pose horse. | a. 

You will not be surp ised, therefore, | ABlind Boy’s Thoughts of Home. 

when I tell you that a good many of our | (By J. W. McGalloway, Forest, Wis.] 

cautious,practical men are looking tothe | There is no theme that so stirs one’s 

Suffolk Punch as the best source of this. | emotions as this of home. Poets have 

‘There are several crosses of this with sung of it in strains most rapturous; 

the ordinary light mares of the district I | orators have given it unequalled elo- 

come from, and we have themon the ex- | quence; and there is no form of genius 

perimental farm also. They are active, | but has deemed it worthy of its most
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exalted efforts. Yes, our whole litera- | the pernicious seed of a morbid dispo- 
ture is brilliant with gems of tribute | sition is sown, and he remains at home. 

to this vestal shrine. At the mere men- | to grow into an iy peed eae nood. 
: tion of home our memories recur with | I have all sues y of and respect for 

peculiar plcasure to the that spirit which prompts a lad to burst- 
“Sweet scenes of our Youth, from the stifled atmosphere of such a 

Where love chiastt cack tase Seeking your” = seek congenial scenes among 

_ it matters not if we are carried back Much attention is given at present to- 
in thought to a log cabin whose low- | the subject of trade-schools for young 
sagging beams threatened our fathers’! en and boys. The question merits 
heads, and whose unmatched, wide- carefal Eenedicn, The apprentice 

seamed floors were crossed by rows of ship system is practically done away 
shining nail heads; or to the palatial with, and the issue now is, what shall 

+ dwelling whose interior seemed the | take its place? This can be answered 
very abcde of luxury and ease, with its with considerable certainty at the farm- 

tufted floors and marble-manteled | o7'5 home if he will but provide a few 
halls. In either place there was some-| ordinary tools for the free use of his 
thing inexpressibly charming, a fascina-| sons, if there is a natural fitness for 
tion peculiar only to home. And what | any special mechanical pursuit, it will 
ae cause of ie fascination? Was | appear in Henry's or John’s individual 

it the. quaint old cabin, with its rural| work Then when he is sent to a trade- 
surroundings? Or was it the elegant | school he knows what trade he wishes 
mansion, with its artificial lawns and | 4, learn, and thus settles the question 
playing fountains? No, it was the pres- | a, to whether a four years’ course in 

| ence of those whore memory we cher-| which to select and meater a trade, 
ish, and in whose hands we were but | should be given, or a very much shorter 
plastic clay, and who made such indel- | time in which to learn a trade previ- 
ible impressions on our minds that time ously chosen. It is a false economy 

itself cannot efface them. - that balances dull tools, and a few feet 
If in the homes of our childhood | o¢ wasted lumber, against the discover- 

there was a force sufficiently strong, ing and fostering of genius. 
not only to influence our youth, but to is th bo aicheck cual 

assert itself throughout our lives, is| Home is p: geee, te ; 
there not a force equally potent in our nuntomn ens . ot ee 
hemes now which shall be as lasting aeied for music, gratify i eon one 
with the rising generation. There cer- | ¢ dnduigenee meses mom of listen- 
tainly is, and it should be taken advant- eo torturin ore 
age of and used to direct the childish | Better the bang of piano than spa 
Shoughé, ceoen than ties groan of a drunk 2 

‘ngs mold people ate: nations, | better the serape of s violin than the 
ete pe and Sa | creak of a prison door. 

The iron arm of fortun | negnnan-se-tus-tundisele temenepes s pedinnicety de secs : be given to the in ining o! 
ae ae oat. achild. The skilled mechanic requires 

Is the hand that rules the world.” it, it is indispensable to the thorough 
With a world’s destiny at stake there | musician, and one’s social stand- 

should be no neglect of parental duty. | ing is measured by the breadth 
Too frequently the spirit of avarice is| of his culture. Unfortunately his 
paramount to any obligation due the | paramount duty to the child, and 
family. The home isscantily furnished | through him to the future, is too fre- 
in cases where opulence would permit | quently reserved for the school teacher. 
elegance. The child is not allowed to | The proper place to deal with it is at 
mingle in society, much less to invite | home and aca the library. This 
young friends to his home. Thus the | does not mean a taxing of youthful 
child’s nature is dwarfed, and instead of | strength with an array of ponderous 
enjoying the innocent sports and pas- | volumes full of abstruse thought. It 
times of other children and giving is not the quantity, but the quality that 
spontaneous vent to the fun within him, | signifies. In reviewing the lives of 
he must silently listen perchance to | eminent men how irequently we find 
words of contention and discord. So | less than a score of books on their
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father’s shelves, yet those few volumes | was not likely to afford social advan- 

were the foundation of broad and var- | tages, mechanical training, or musical 

ied cnlture. Abraham Lincoln’s boy- education for the young. The urgent 

hood knew only six authors; but these | demands of practical duties did not 

were read with that diligence and earn- | permit leisure for reading or ornamen- 

estness that charactarized the man. | tation. But the conditions of pioneer ” 

Let perseverance be the youthful “open | times should not gauge the needs of to~ 

sesame” inquést of thought among well- day. We have been advancing and en- 

chosen books, and a wealth of intelli- | countering new difficulties and new 

gence will result; but if a child enters conditions, and therefore a broader ed- 

an indifferently selected library and ucation is required. The field of brawn 

reads aimlessly, he neither acquires | and muscle is fast being annexed to the 

knowledge, nor forms correct habits of arena of intellects, wherein farmers 

reading. Parents, therefore, should be | must do combat against the principles 

a solicitous on two points, what which agtagonize their interests; there- 

eir children read and how they read | fore, we should concern ourselves gen- 

it. In these days when books multiply erously about the future. 

as by magic, it is not easy to suggest a | What may the future expect of us? 

list of authors fora library, but a good | It should demand a nation of men and 

general rule to observe is to buy none | women strong in character, keen in in- 

but those that have stemmed the tide of tellect, and of exalted integrity; a peo- 
time and criticism. | ple to whom home shoald be at once a 

With such works on your shelves, | family shrine, and the nation’s bulwark. 

teach your children the advantage of | — 

following Daniel Webster’s rule for | Mor Keamine: 
reading, which was that for fifteen min- | {By A. A. Winslow, Appleton, Wis.) 

utes with a book merited thirty minutes | What is honey worth? What is ex- 
reflection. No homeshould be without at | tracted honey worth? What isa swarm 

least one of the standard literary maga- of bees worth? How many swarms 

zines. They are all replete with val-| have you? How do you winter them? 

uable information; their topics are as | etc., étc., are questions that the bee- 
varied as thought itself; they are faith- | keeper has toanswer many times. Well, 

ful mirrors of our literary activity in all | we try to answer all such questions so 

its phases, and therefore should be wel- | tbat it will be satisfactory; and if the 
come guests to every household. person asking questions wants to learn 

Another matter that should not be | anything about the business we — 

neglected 1s the adornment of home. | try to help them all we can. We do 

What is more desolate than four white | not have any secrets in the bee busi- 

uarelieved walls in a dwelling. One | ness, atour place. Any one can come 

sees even his own Silhouette with a | and see us work and ask as many ques~ 

sense of gratitude in such a room. It | tions as they like; and we dothe best 

a necessary > lavish a ia can we aoe a 4 

ly paintings and tal in order | low I want to the farmers here, 

to make a room el ak inviting. | to-day, why is it that there are so few 

A half dozen carefully selected and bees kegs the farmers? Doyou not 

tently emenged pletross wilt tenek: the know ¢ all your farms are almost 

monotony of plain walls, and suggest dripping with honey some parts of the 

comfort. These pictures serve the year. Do you not know that it onl; 

double purpose of ornaments and | needs a few swarms of bees to gather all 

teachers. They please and they instruct. | the honey you would need in your own 

As a single illustration is frequently | families, and that it would not take 

worth pages of logic, so a single picture | half the time to do all the work needed 

may reveal at a glance truths and beau- in caring for the bees that it does to 

ties beyond the bower of pen to express. raise that one-half acre or more of sugar 

Tf the artists theme be worthy, and cane. Now I donotexpect you will all 

rendered with merit, it is not of vital keep as many bees as I do; butI do 

importance whether your rooms are think it would be better if there were 

adorned with oil paintings,steel engrav- more bees in the county; perhaps not 

et or tonsgr se yaamestred chromos. better for me, personally, but better for 

tis true many parents knew the community. 

none of these luxuries. Pioneer life Now, let us see a little in the way of
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figures. There must be about 600|them. How many are there that 
square miles in this county. Idonot| would know a queen bee if they 
think it a high estimate to say there | should see one away from the hive? 
would be a ton of honey gathered on | How many have ever learned enough of 
every square mile; but to put it low | the bee-hive and its happy family, to 

: enough call it 1,000 pounds per square | know what the work is for each of three 
mile. That would give us 300 tons of | kinds of its inhabitants? — 
honey. Do you think the estimate is| But now let us get to the practical 
high? Ihave raised three tons this | part of the business. I am keeping 
year, and is there not room in the coun- | about 100 swarms of bees, mostly Itu- 
ty for 100 more to do the same as I | lian, and as full blooded as I can keep 
have done this year? Sure there is, | them, with black bees al! around me. 
and I believe it could be doubled. | I do not breed my bees for color of the 
Three hundred tons of honey at the | stripes on the body as much as I do for 
low price of eight cents per pound | size of the body and bee. Let me say 
would bring the bee keepers the snug | there is as much difference in the size 

little stake of $48,000. It all goes to | of bees as there is in the size of cowsor 
waste now. Is it not worth saving? | any other stock. Large bees can carry 
Have you all got your pocket books so | more honey than small ones, and be- 
full that youdo not want any more? I | sides they are not apt to be as cross as 
am not grinding any axes to-day; Ihave | the smail ones. We have for the 
no bees to sell. I would rather buy | last few years practiced letting 
than sell. But think of this, you who|the bees swarm in the natural 
would like to have honey on your tables, | way. and like that better than dividing. 
and see if there is not some one of the | Think we get better results. We raise 
family that can get up the courage | both comb and extracted honey. 
to get a swarm of bees and learn | Think there is more profit in the ex- 
something about them, and _ get | tracted honey; but there isa demand 
more, as you can make it pay. | for comb honey in the marketand those 
I do not think there isa man in the | that want it will take no other. We 
house that is any more afraid of bees | are sure to raise it to suit our customers. 
than I was when I commenced abcd We commenced this spring with 80 
years ago, and I am here yet. Do they | swarms, and have increased to 108, and 
sting me? Why, of course they do; | taken 4,000 pounds of extracted honey 
they would as soon sting me as you. | and 2,000 pounds of comb honey. We 
It makes no difference to them when | winter our bees in the cellar under the 
they are in the sting. But, perhaps, | house. Think I should winter some of 
you will like it after you get used to it. | them packed in chaff on the summer 
Try it. stands, if I had the chaff; but we do 
There is one thing I wish to tell you, | not raise grain, so do not have it. We 

to-day, and that is, you will have to | have used comb foundation realy 3 
work at the business a long time before | our business, and would not do wil it 
you learn all there is to know about it, | it; it helps the bees, and that us 
and it is a very interesting aay How | to get more honey. It pays to 

many of us can tell how much the busy | bees. 
little workers do for mankind in the —— 
way of fertilization of the flowers of How to Improve the Soil. 
all our erops, and more especially in [By Joseph Nuttall, of Juneau.] 
the fruits and the clover? Do you sup- How to Improve the Fertility of the 
pose we would have any clover seed if | Soil. First, by good plowing and well 
there were no bees; would we have the | manuring, and keeping the farm clean 
same amount of fruit that we now do, | of weeds. Second, a good way to fer- 
and would it be as nice? I have no doubt | tilize land is by sowing clover and 
but I had hundreds of quarts more | plowing the second crop under. The 
strawberries than I should have had | next best way is to sow buckwheat 
were it not for my bees; and I know /| early. When it is in bloom plow it 
the bees gathered hundreds of pounds | under and sow the same land again 
off from the raspberries and strawber- | with buckwheat. Plow that under; 
ries. So you see it is a good/then sow with either wheat or rye. 
thing to have the bees, and Zee TORE Dene de earning eee” 
yet how little we know about| ize. By repeating the same process
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the land will become rich, and will |—one in Racine county, by Norton & 

grow any crop you may choose to put Mosher, one on Gardiner’s Prairie, 

on. Third, a good way to fertilize land | Walworth Oo., by J. Bell & Co., one in 

is to get peat out of the marshes and | Delavan, by F. K. Phoenix, the veteran 

slues; mix with barn-yard manure and | nurseryman of Wisconsin, and one in 

let it rot; then turn it over and let re-| Milwaukee by Parker. Very likely 

main a month; then haul it on the land | there were others of which I had no 

and plow under. I have seen excellent | knowledge. To sucha result in fruit 

results from the use of guano onaclay growing did the experiment work itself 

farm that was so entirely run out that | out, and there were none to doubt or 

it would not grow oo but weeds, question, that it was possible to have 

and few of them. The guano was put | orchards here as in the states east of the 

on in the spring. In June following | the great lakes. Every farm had its 

the grass was so thick on the ground orchard, large or small, and in the gar- 

that I compared it as if 1 was standing | dens, both of county and village. the 

on a feather pillow. The grass was so | plum, the peach, the cherry, the pear 

thick the result was that the farmer had | were growing, besides the usual variety 
to treble his stock to keep the grass | of small fruits. 

down. The same results would hap-| As late as 1855, or fifteen years after 
pen with us if we would use the same | the settlement of Wisconsin began, the 

means. An old farmer used to say, | growing of the common kinds of fruit 
“Behave well to your land and it will | seemed to be moderately successful, at 
behave well to you.” | least, and there was a nine ing im- 

Fruit-Growing in Wisconsin. orc 6 a a a 

[By A.C. Barry, of Lodi.| | those of Ohio and New York. There 

As in its settlement, so in its fruit- | were disastrous seasons, to be sure, 

growing. Wisconsin hashadits pioneers. | 2nd often we were reminded, as 

Almost the common thought of the | Eastern farmers and __ horticulturists 

earliest comers was—if thought it may | were, that “eternal vigilence is the 
be called—that fruitcould not be grown | price” of fruit growing as well as “of 

here, save at great cost and at infinite | liberty.” The “blight” would attack 

pains; and even then only an infer- the pear trees, the “yellows” invade the 

ior quality and an inadequate supply | peach rows, and the canker worm, cur- 

could be produced. Orchard planting | culio and bark louse make sad havoc in 

was therefore neglected, and wheat | Our promising orchards. Nowand then 
. growing, to the neglect of almost every- | sub-Artic winter, or a wave of polar 

thing else, was the absorbing interest. | cold would smite all with terrible sever- 

There were a few, however, who right | ity, to be followed by barrenness and 
away began to test soil and climate as Bere cet Already, among those 
to whether they were friendly or un- | first planted, were seen wrecks of once 

friendly to fruit nction. Where | thrifty and productive orchards, only 
the crab and wild plum flourished, these | here and there a living tree remaining, 

cultivated fruits could not fail to find | Whether apple, pear, cherry, peach, or 
conditions congenial to their growth. | Plum. A few years later it almost 
So they began their experiment, ina Seemed, because of changed climate 
primitive way, by planting the seeds of | conditions, and the operation of various. 

the apple, ic plum and pear; al- | causes, as though what had been said of 

thongh here and there one procured | Wisconsin in relation to fruit growing 

trees of the various fruits from eastern was likely to prove true, that both soil 
nurseries as a beginning. In 1843, I and climate were in the way of its suc- 

found considerable orchards in Racine, | cessful culture. 
Walworth and Rock counties, and many| In the year 1856 a small farm, back 

of them have already come into bearing. | from the lake shore ten miles, came in- ° 
Peaches in certain localities were | to my possession by purchase. Its or- 
abundant, and of excellent quality. | iginal owner, Elder Field, of the M. E. 
Apples, also, of seeding sorts, from | Church, as early as 1837 had planted on 
early plantings, were very fine; while | an eastern and south-eastern slope, am 

those produced by eastern grown trees | ly protected on three sides, and with 
were of unsurpassed excellence. Con- sufficient drainage, a considerable or- 

siderable nurseries had been established | chard of the apple, plum, pear and
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peach. For several years after it came | of trees so hardy, so robust of consti- 
into bearing, it ranked, because of the | tution, as that the vicissitudes of our 
variety, quality and yield of its fruit of | changeful climate, local or otherwise, 
the several kinds, among the best or- | shall not seriously affect them? That 
chards in the country. The sutumn | we can, is in part demonstrated by the 
previous to my becoming the owner there | present “survival of the fittest,” and 
were of peaches alone 100 bushels.| more largely by the fact that we have 
Plums, pears and apples were in large | orchardists among us who have been 
supply and of the finest sorts. WhenI| able to place on exhibition for two 
took possession in the late spring the | years past, as a result of their true 
peach trees, with two or three excep- | grit, intelligence and enterprise, from 
tions, were dead; the pear trees showed | fifty to more than one hundred varie- 
great loss of vitality, and several of the | ties of the apple, many of them new, 
plum trees were in a half-dying condi- | and so hardy as well to be termed “iron- 
tion. The apple trees, also, showed | clad.” Our question is, therefore, fully 
hard usage, and aiready afilicted with | answered; and, with well-chosen Joca- 
the bark louse, which the intense cold | tions, carefully prepared soil, painstak- 
could not kill, years of careful treat- | ing in planting, judicious culture, and 
ment and generous culture were re- | faithful oversight, we may have perma- 
quired for their restoration to health | nent orchards everywhere in Wisconsin, 
and productiveness. If this orchard, | and an abundance of excellent fruit in 
sheltered as it was, and in near proxim- | season. While along the borders of 
ity to a large body of water, which ex- | Lake Michigan, fifteen or twenty miles 
erted a softening influence upon the | inland, may be grown—have been grown 
winter's severity, suffered as described, | for forty years, and are now grown— 
= can judge how other orchards with | nearly all the old standard varieties 
ess protection, or none at ail, and in | grown in the East, such as the Rhode 

districts having a rigorous local climate, | Island Greening, Baldwin, Porter, 
must have suffered. Of course, the | Rambo, Northern Spy, None Such, 
peach trees were all killed, and to this | Newtown Pippin, Swaar, Spitzenburg, 
day, I believe, few or no attempts have | Yellow Bellflower, Strawberry, Fall 
been made to grow peaches in Wiscon- | and Winter Pearmain, etc., we must 

sin. choose as most reliable for our orchards, 
Two and three years ago the experi- | in addition to the varieties that sur- 

ence of 56 was more than duplicated, | vived the wreck of two years a8 such 
when our orchards that had withstood | hardy varieties as these: Telofsky, 
for twenty-five and thirty years the | Myer’s Nonpareil, Grimes’ Golden Pip- 
asperities of our witers, and the burn- Be eure Yellow Transparent, 
ing heat of our summers; the ravages 's Green, Breskovka, and 
of insects, and the neglect and ill-usage | Blushed Colville. This list Foay be 
of man, succumbed ecgely. if not en- | increased from among the Russian sorts 
tirely, save in favo. localities, or | to any desirable extent. 
when composed of exceptional varie- | But let it be borne in mind, that if we 
ties, to intense and long-continued | would succeed with even the hardiest 
polar cold. A few trees, in instances, | varieties, several important matters are 
escaped seemingly unharmed, and those | to be taken into account, having refer- 
not always reckoned as hardy, but, on | ence to climate, and therefore te loca- 
the contrary, listed as tender. In my | tion, transplanting and cultivation. 
orchard, out of twenty or more varie- | Climate, as we know, is governed by 
ties, I have left, in very fair condition, | many causes, among which may be in- 
the Red Astrachan, Dutchess, Perry | cluded elevation, or geological features, 
Russet, Plumb’s Cider, Honey Sweet, | and especially the presence of lakes, 
Blue Pippin, White Cluster, Bailey | which have the effect to diminish the 
Sweet, Seek-no-Further, English Rus- | range of the thermometer in its mark- 
set, Tallman Sweet, and two or three | ings of winter’s cold and summer’s heat. 
inferior and undescribed varieties. This gives us to see, in part, why a 

The question now is, in all portions | northern district may not be so cold in 
of the state, save on or near the lake | winter, nor so warm in summer, as one 
shore, not whether we can grow | several degrees farther south; in other 
peaches, pears and plums, but can we | words, why Green Bay experiences 
grow apples ?—that is, can we have per- | none of the extremely low temperatures, 
manent orchards, or orchards made up' long continued in winter, and the
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extreme heat in summer, common to | terrbly hard winters of 1884 and 1885 

‘Lodi and a large extent of surroundihg | with far less of loss. Nutrition would 

country. Our climate is what is known | have supplied vitality, and the other 

as rigorous or continental. And this is | processes would not only have prevent- 

to be taken into account, not only in the | ed the deluging of roots with water, or 

selection of trees, but in the choice of | from being burned by drought and heat 

location, preparation of soil, planting | duringthe summer; but prevented their 

and after-treatment. being enshrouded in thick ice, and 

‘As to the selection of sites and soils | therefore subjected to a lower temper- 

yery little definite instruction can be | ature than they could withstand during 
given. It is the opinion of many West- | the winter. Be this as it may, it is safe 
ern porologists that the orchard should | to say, that by the processes named the 

be planted on a swell, or slope, rather | vigor and hardiness of the trees would 

than on low, fiat land, mainly because | have been promoted, and therefore a 
better fitted to produce hardier, thrifti- | preparation secured for withstanding 
er and more productive trees. A uorth- | the extreme cold to which they were 
east or southeast exposure is to be pref- | subjected. 
erred, and if protection can be hadon| Says a recent writer on the subject 
opposite sides, all the better. For this | of fruit planting: “There are many 
purpose nothing can be better than a | waste corners about the farm and door- 
close hedge or Norway spruce. yard where there is room for a fruit 

The location chosen, be sure that a | tree of some kind, or for a row of cur- 

right beginning is made. Break and | rant, gooseberry, raspberry, or black- 
prepare the ground in a most thorough berry bushes. There is no better place 

manner, and if the condition of the soil | for these than along the fence in the 
requires it, under-drain, ‘Then drive | back yard. Plant quince trees around 
over to Brother Tuttle’s in Baraboo and | the wood-pile. They will screen the 
select your trees; or send your order to | Pile from view, and the rotten wood, 
Brother Kellogg of Janesville, or to | chips, etc., make just the soil they de- 
Wisconsin’s pioneer nurseryman, Broth- | lightin. Plant plums in the hog lot 
er Phoenix of Delavan, or tosome other | and chicken yard—it is just the place 
well-known and honest dealer, and se- | they want; bat the young trees in the 
cure good trees, true to name, and that lot must be protected from the swinish 
will grow right along if properly planted. | snout. Plant a cherry tree or two to 
‘And remember that the number of sorts | Shade the kitchen from the hot sun in 

is not so much an object as that you | Summer, and some more io shade the 
plant largely of a variety known to suc- | yard about the stables. Plant pear 
ceed in your particular neighborhood, | trees in the fence corners—they flour- 
or will prove hardy and productive in | ish best in asod.” These suggestions, 

} —_- your soil and climate. aa bg mr 
In planting you will avoid copying mall eee SM van cu S 

the practice i outlay of money, we may furnish 
ae ——— ourselves with an abundance of fresh 

“ L Fams ‘em in, aa — in variety, pene a ce 
low » now thin, @ portion 0! ie year. many 

Tastaet cen tive ce dle® farms, as he tells us, there are enough 

You do care, and therefore should go ee Gea a a use and 
about the business in an intelligent way. casi ed, would. suppl: ‘the fate a 
This done,and abundant mulching sup- | frnit of many Tea, That a im 
plied, you may rest from you labors for | should allow the idle corners, the back 
at least a year; only you must stand ard, the hog lot, th abe . 
guard over your young orchard, and ri Cekate’ to be ° ied prcem, 

shield it from the depredations of rab dccha, tietiae and. overy’ suck of vil 
a and every sort of invad- | weed instead of fruit-bearing trees, 

‘y- - vines and shrubs, is a severe reflection 
In my own mind I have been debating | upon his taste, his refinement, his good 

the question, whether if we had given | sense, and I had a mind tosay,his moral 
attention to under-draining and sub- | sense also. 

it ogee abt ook © tins | east ab’ Sis creas wile ion, ani mi quire, and the comparatively trifli 
they would not have gone through the ! cost of planting and cultivation, there
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is scarcely anything grown upon the | eighteen inches apart in the rows, as- 
farm or in the garden so remunerative | the vigor of the variety may determine. 
in yield, or that make so satisfactory re- | The setting should be done in May or 
turns as small fruits, even if only the | the latter part of August, and the plants- 
supply of the family table be taken in- | protected, not only the first but every 
to account. A few square feet of | winter, by a covering of leaves, litter 
ground and a little time employed in | from the garden or marsh hay. I have 
cultivation will give to the farmer all | I have found oak busher,retaining their 
the seein raspberries, ee leaves, to answer the purpose. 
gooseberries, and even grapes he wi “The points of culture to keep 
need for his own use, and may be a few | the open banee and free focal weeds, 
to spare to the neighbor who grows bur-| and the plants free from runners. 
docks. When runners are required for new 

First on the list, as it is first in its | beds, they can only be grown at the 
season and deliciousness, is the straw- | expense of fruit, and it is better that 
berry. If we cannot grow the large | they be produced apart. When large 
fruits we can grow that, and with little | space is occupied, the culture will of 
risk of failure if certain conditions are | course be easiest accomplished by horse 
fulfilled. As showing its wonderful | power with suitable harrows. In garden 
productiveness I may here state that on | culture, nothing is superior to a good 
a bit of a considerably less — steel rake. 

a square rod, I grew three years ago, o: After the plants are set, mulch every 
four varieties, 100 quarts of as fine ber- | inch of ground they do not occupy with 
ries as I ever saw. forest moalds, or well-rotted manure. 

The strawberry is indifferent to the | The succeeding spring, not removing 
kind of soil in which it is planted. If|the covering too early, loosen the 
it has any preference, it is for a clay | ground with the hoe or rake, and work 
loam. Do not understand that it takes |in the manure as thoroughly as possi- 

kindly toa poor soil, nor that it will | ble; then top-dress about the hills with 
laugh right out in great clusters of rich | a compost of night-soil, ashes and 
fruit when neglected or badly treated. | muck, or of poultry-droppings, hme 
Nothing so quick to respond substantial- | and scrapings from the forest. After 

ly to kindness. a eee agree with an | this use as a mulch so much of the 
old fruit grower of Wisconsin when he | winter covering as may be necessary. 
says: Planta strawberry bed on poor | Two small beds in my garden treated 
soil, selecting a poor variety, or using | with these composts, produced last sea- 
old plants begged of a neighbor whose | son, notwithstanding the severe and 
bed has run out; plant late after all the | long-continued drouvth, and without 
other spring work is done, and think | additional mulching, all the berries 
it is hardly worth while to mulch the | needed for family use, while other beds 
plants, they look so poor; in June | not thus treated were barren of fruit. 
scratch around a little with the hoe,} What I have desired to get before 
then leave the weeds to take possession; | you is, that with the proper soil, plant- 
the drouth to do its work, and when | ing, enriching, cultivation and protec- 
winter comes furnish no protection be- | tion, you can grow strawberries on a 
cause there is nothing worth protecting; | small plat of ground in an astonishing 
begin and proceed after this fashion, | abundance. 
and the following season youcanvery/ You may desire to know which varie- 
easily go without berries, and be ready | ties, of a large number, are best for 

to say to all that it is almost impossible | planting in our climate. My own expe- 
to raise fruit of any kind in Wisconsin. | rience is too limited to be of much use 

The practical directions as to how to | to you here. I have in cultivation only 
grow the strawberry in abundance and | the Wilson, Downing, Orescent, Sharp- 
perfection are few and simple, asI have less and Vick. The last named has 
said, a clay loam would seem _to/| fallen into disrepute with many grow- 
be essential for such a growing. This ers, but I had gone without berries last 
should be thoroughly manured, if not | season but for the Vick and Cresent— 
already sufficiently fertile, and worked | the Vick excelling. It is ible that 
to a depth of two feet or more. Pulver- | their fruiting was due, in Ea part, to- 
ize with the rake, and set the plants in | the treatment they received. There 
rows two feet apart, and from ten to! are other highly recommended varie-
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ties—the Oountess, Piper’s Seedling, | that in poe of hardiness, productive- 
Manchester, Longfellow and Camber- | ness, and sizo and quality of fruit, is 
land. A new Wisconsin seedling, | scarcely surpassed by either of the 
named Jessie, is accorded high merit | varieties I have mentioned. I found it 

- by the leading horticulturists of the | growing wild on my little farm, and 
state. Kellogg says it is the best fla- | struck with the largness of its fruit and 
vored large strawberry he has ever | its bearing qualities, I at once began its 
tasted. Phoenix mentions it with pride. | cultivation, and have continued it with 
J. M. Smith extols it as very product- | entirely satisfactory results. 
ive and the most \ireear of all the| Blackberries are grown in much the 
new berries. The it is reputed | same manner as raspberries. They 
of great excellence; the Jewel also. require more room on account of their 

Next in order is the raspberry, the | greater vigor and larger growth. Not 
earliest fruitings of which appear upon | more than two young shoots should be 
our tables before the latest strawberries | allowed to grow in a stool, and these 
have disappeared. The soil best suited | stopped when four to six feet high, but 
to this plant is a loose, friable loam, or | allowed to branch freely. The bearing 
a loamy clay, moderately rich, but suffi- | wood is cut off soon after the fruit is 
ciently dry. We find the eatable wild | gathered, or any time before freezing 
raspberries growing in moist lands, and | weather sets in. By covering the spaces 

also fas ae rocky and stony hills, but | between the rows with decomposed 
generally in the richest soils of the | manure in autumn, and incorporating 
country, where they abound. Nearly | it with the soil,.continued fertility for 
6 ee ee five or six years will be insured. 
far as my experi goes, in a moii jeti fe i: ‘ 
and rather skaded location, as for in- a ioe peciormed by ws Sain 
stance, on the north side of a fence. | this state, and the ‘Aacdent tition 
Si large fruit and fine crops are desired, i cludi this fruit- 
the soil should be deeply trenched and ee oe os 
well manurea. I refer now especially | 8'°Wing in Wisconsin, I would like 

to garden culture. The stools should | Write it upon your minds 80 as never 
be in rows at least four feet a] and | £ be wiped out, that you cannot grow 
two fost in the rows, If of the biack- | {r%it of any kind right slong, prime 
cap varieties, I should say the rows | *™ quality and in abundant supply, 
should be six feet apart and the stools without feeding for it, any more 
four feet apart in the rows. My you Gan grow corn or wheat, hogs or 

fies te 'h0 sacl’ haeilg “aller lanl: cattle, of which you shall not be 
ing. On the approach of cold <a en ee aa 
weather the improved and tender |"°D- 70 “a a td 
varieties are laid down and covered with | “helped is to do everything and you 
earth. The black varieties, with the | *° to do nothing. The soil will do 
exception of the Gregg, need not be all it can but it is deficient in some, 

laid down. Early in the spring the | Perhaps in many, of the elements 
old, dead shoots, together with the which combine in the production of 

weaker new ones, should be removed, fruit. Study, therefore, to know what 
and those that remain headed back to | Your fruit trees, vines and bushes re- 
two or three feet in height, and in ptr Am section: == con 
some way supported. For the black ee ona - 7 aE ak io with supports. They | Ply. As was eaid by a French priest of 
are trained low and paaedae by pinch- | ® Held he was called upon to make pro- 
ing back the young canes when two to ductive by his blessing, so may it be 

three feet in height. By doing this the | Sd of many an orchard and garden 
fraitis increased in eize and quantity. | 12 Wisconsin: “Prayers are of no use 

ae here—this needs manure. 
The best —- varieties are of 

the Red, the er, a Out- Swine Husbandry. 

Momtaet ack tee MG Sioa Sennenionen+es ne ; and of the 3 Gregg | With the ience of the past year 
Souhegan, Tyler and Onandaga. no one but a pai stis-woek enthusi- 
In this connectisn I want to tell you | ast on swine matters could possibly face 

that I am cultivating alongside the | an audience on such a subject. But 
Gregg and Doolittle a native black-cap, | notwithstanding the ravages of dis-
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ease, the manipulation of the market | which they can say thes have a monop- 
by speculators or the strikes of “pig- | oly. Russia, India and Australia, with 
stickers” our hog is still there, and for | their wheat are crowding us in the Eu- 
obvious reasons will always hold a front | ropean markets, but corn still holds its 
rank and be a conspicuous figure of the | own, and we can supply the world with . 
in the great corn-growing belt of the | pork laid down at their doors cheaper 
West. Corn being, one year with an- | than they can raise the feed to muke it. 
other, one of our safest and surest | Notwithstanding the low ebb of the 

crops, and a good breed of hogs the |swine industry at the present. time 
best machine for concentrating the bulk | farmers may, if they will, turn it to good 
of that crop for shipment, and whether | aseount, There never was a better op- 
the transformation from corn into pork portunity offered for the general im- 

is made at a profit or a loss depends | jrovement of the swine throughout the- 
largely (like the success of Institutes) country. First-class animals of any of 

| on the man who runs themachine. Al- | in4 improved breeds can be bought now 
though there may be subjects more cheaper than ever before, and there is 

“taking” for a paper than the hog but | no excuse for anyone keeping poor hogs 
few are of more importance to the | when good ones can be bought at al- 
farmer, viewed from the standpoint of | most pork prices. And here let me say 
quick returns for moaey invested, none | that the generality of farmers are slow 

of our domestic animals give larger re- | to take advantage of their opportunities. 
turns for a little judicious management | 4,4 many of them do not farm as well 

and good care, yet none are so systemat- | 95 they know how. This is true both as 
ically neglected and allowed to shift for regards live stock and all other oper- 
thenselree eat a ae eee ae, ations on the farm, They will admit 
principle. erhaps the universal neg- } . [sit which the hog strate may | ime 0d oak ors battle mane 
be accounted for in part by the fact | it” Or if theydo make an investment 
that mankind in general do not like to | in pure-bred pig or other animal. 

see too strong a reflection of them-/ They appear to think that they have 
selves, for deny it as we will, there are | done their whole duty and that their 
many traits in the hog that very closely | stook must now stand in the front rank 
resemble prominent traits in some of | forever, Yet these same men can talk 
their human owners. Bat after all the political economy by the hour with as 

abuse he has received at our hands, he | much earnestness as if their bread and 
has in days gone by rooted the mort- | potter depended. on that, instead of on 
gage off many a farm when every thing | the stock aforesaid. 
else failed, and has succeeded in placing : f° 
himself very near the top in our list of | Jf you ever make an investment in 
foreign exports. AndI must not omit | pure-bred stock of any kind you must 

fo masntion hie lent sehiomamath Snes ade Sige Sonar jeeeine ing toward supplying the million wit 2 
gilt-edged creamery butter,a movement | that they will stay there of themselves. 
that has shook the dairy world from | There is but one safe course for 
center to circumference. you to pursue in seeking to main- 

While th Sic’ oF Ale on tain the improved condition of your 
je prous & » pas swine, that is to adhere closely to 

have not been remarkable, viewed from | th¢ same means to which you resorted 

a swine-breeder’s standpoint, we have | to bring about the improvement in the 
plenty of consolation in a talk with oar | frst instance. It should be borne in 

neighbor the cattle feeder, the grain | mind that there is no kind of stock that 
grower, or the aristocrat, of a short time | gan be so rapidly improved by judicious 

ago, the “Tobacco Man. selection and crossing as swine; also 
Although the past year’s crop of pork | that there is nothing that will degener- 

was sold at prices that left little or no | ate so rapidly under neglect. Even the 
profit. Farmers should bear in mind | best breeds we have will degenerate in- 
thai the world must be fed, and that a | to worthless scrubs in a few years if 
staple article like pork cannot long re- | care is not exercised in the selection of 
main below the cost of production. | stock and the infusion of fresh blood 
Shey seen sue Doe See Se ee Breeding in and in tells 
corn and pork are about the only things | with fearful effect on a herd, and the 
that American farmers have left of | lack of care in the way of food and
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shelter will help their downward course. | suckling she will be able to profitably 

One way to meet low poe for our pro- | nourish her litter, without reducing her 

ducts is to keep only swine that will | strength to a point of danger, as is 

give the largest possible returns forthe | done in the case of the young sow. 

feed consumed. With high prices we Although we want our breeding stock 

may with very indifferent stock make a | rangey, we do not want them of the 

fair profit, but the past season nothing | coarse-boned, slab-sided, hard-feeding 

but the very best would pay. Our aim | sort, that never get fat. There is not 

should not be more hogs,but better ones, | so much danger, however, in getting 

and never to keep more than we | them too coarse as there is in breeding 

can keep and keep well. Too | them too fine. The very fine-boned, 

many hogs without proper care | fancy kind, with constitution and vigor 

and feed is the cause of nearly all all bred out of them, are not a profit- 

the ills that hog flesh is heirto. Thelee | able kind to raise; yet many of our 

side of a straw stack where hogs pile up | farmers and professional breeders, too, 

and become overheated and then ex-| are sacrificing constitution and sub- 

pose their steaming bodies to cold | stance to a gilt-edged pedigree or a 

winds is sure to produce disease of some | fine-tipped ear; or, perhaps, the sire or 

kind. Oorn and all corn for feed one | dam took a first-prize at some recent 

generation after another produces the | state or county fair, and for that reason 

bone and muscular system, and under- | the stock must be good. Here is where 

mines the constitution of the animal, | the custom of giving prizes to the fat- 

making it an easy prey todisease. An- | test animals, as is usually done at fairs, 

other fruitful cause of disease is, that | work a positive injury. A first-class 

practiced by fully two-thirds of our breeding animal once fatted and fin- 

farmersof breeding from young half- | ished up for show, with the assimilating 

grown pigs. Where this course is fol- | powers taxed to the utmost, is never so 

lowed, an inferior, dwarfed projeny is | reliable for breeding afterwards. No 

sureto result. While on this subject,a | prize ever awarded ever added anything 

few wordsin regard to selection in swine | to the merits of the animal. I would 

breeding may not beamiss. Inthe first | rather have the opinion of one fair- 

place, the most promising pig for show | minded pet who understands his 

purposes will not,as a general thing, be | business, than the average scrambled- 
the best to set apart for a breeder. A | UP, fair-ground committee of three, 

naturaltendency to fatness is necesssry | Who frequently don’t know one 
intheshow-pig, but pretty much allof| breed from another. In the hands 
our —— breeds as shown in| of some men the best hogs of the best 
these days have as strong a ten- breed in the world will degenerate into 

dency to lay on flesh, as it| worthless scrubs in a few years. While 
is safe to encourage in breeding ani- | others with rather indifferent stock for 
mals. The best show pig may come | # foundation, will, by selection and judg- 

from the smallest sow in the herd; but | ment in breeding, in a few years have » 
it is not safe, as a rule, to select breed- | herd that for all practical purposes will 

ers from that class. We want the most | equal the best. Swine increase so rap- 
size in the shortest time, and we ‘can | idly and reach maturity so quickly that 

safely forego a little of the fattening | the intelligent breeder can rectify mis- 
tendency, provided we secure in the takes and breed out faults several times 

prospective breeder rangeyness and a with several generations of hogs, while 
tendency to growth. The practice of the horse or cattle breeder is waiting 

most farmers in discarding a sow after | through years of patience to see the re- 
she has raised one litter is not to be| sult of a single cross, this being the 
commended, unless the pigs show more | case, swine breeders, having the practi- 
merit than their dam. Always keep a| cal results of certain crosses so fre- 

good brood sow until you have some-| quently brought to their notice, ought 
thing as good or better to take her| to be “Masters” of their profession. 
place. Our experience is that fully | And weare not sure but some of them 

matured sows raise the largest pigs at a | could tell the horse or cattle breeder, 

given age; and it does not cost as much | the best cross to make in certain cases 
to keep a good brood sow over a year a8 without consulting the pedigrees. For 
it will to raise one from a pig to a year- | 20 one knows better than he that a lim- 

ling. While the mature brood sow is ited amount of feed and plenty of exer-
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cise will devel “the trotting in- | panionship between father and son, 
stinct.” oat | mother and daughter is closer in farm- 

be pee mame at errne ms |ing than in almost any other calling, 
made a leading feature on nearly allof and this a increases the 
our farms the man who undertakes to confidence and love and strong desire 

make it a meee, to the exclusion of {to promote the childrens’ welfare. 
everything else will find in time thathe | These parents here before me know 

is impoverishing his farm in the opera- | that more than all things else on earth 
tion. The reason for this is plain. The | you desire the truest and best growth 
hog assimulates more of the food con- | of your children, een mentally 
sumed than almost any ree, | aaa How shall we train 
And the manure made is so little thatit | them, whether in city or country. How 
practically cuts no figure in keeping up | shall we best supply their needs, and 
the land necessary to raise crops for | guard them from the evils that surround 

, their consumption. In conclusion I | them in both places. 
have no iron-clad rules to offer in re-| Of the two, the average country boy, 
gard to swine breeding, but the man | in my opinion, has a better chance than 
who keeps his herd up to the standard | the average city boy to become a pure 
by the use of the best breeding stock and strong snd pelt-zelianimans and the 
obtainable, who uses judgment and | statistics show an immense preponder- 
common sense in the management and | ence of fact to sustain this opinion. 
care of them, need have no fears but | There are three reasons for the opinion 

they will repay him one year with an- | and the fact, that country boys, as a 
other better than any living thing on | rule, make stronger, purer, better men. 
the farm. | First, they form on the farm, from 

———7 | necessity, habits of poop effi- 
What Shall We Do With The Bey? | paar, wae f eal riven om 4 

Cw. e » 2 , | Carns ey Jearn ant 
mee rs ey aE SO value of money. They know just how 

This is not a newlecture. This audi- much sweat and back-ache there is ina 
ence is perfectly safe. Last winter I | dollar bill. : 
tried it on forty different Ohio audien- | Second, they acquire quickness of eye, 
ces and it didn’t kill off a single one, | dexterity and knack of hand and body, 
a single audience I mean, it may have | learn the use of tools, learn how to 
finished an individual here and there. ee means to ends, how to extricate 
Still further, SS eee one’s self from difficulty, and this gives 
utes long then, but here under the im- | them self-reliance, originality, indepen- 
perious mandate of Supt. Morrison, it | dence and gumption. 

has been squeezed down to twenty. If| Third, in the bright sunshine and air 
you can’t stand twenty minutes when | of the country he developsa clean heart 
they stood sixty, 1t proves that the Ohio | and a robust constitution, than which 
audiences are three times as tough as | there is no better foundation for, or 
those in Wisconsin, unless, perhaps, | greater aid to, mental or to moral great- 
lectures are like lemons, when — ness. 

to one-third the size they lose all their | The country boy learns habits of 
juice. steady industry. Sometimes it is too 

Seriously, the noblest crop or pro- | steady. Do you know anything stead- 
duct of our farmers and homes is the | ier than riding horse to plow corn all 
crop of boys and girls; worth more | daylong? Such a slow, poky horse. 
than all the rest; for which all other | Such a mean, little, thin, sweaty blan- 
crops are raised. Asa farmer I have, | ket. Such a sharp backbone. No 
therefore, always resented the common | wonder country boys have longer legs 
remark that “farmers think more of ee ere: Such long rows; such 
their corn and calves and colts than of | a lly long day, relieved only by 
their sons; and of their wives, more of | watching the woodchuck in the clover 
their pickles, preserves and tidy houses | lot near the pond, and laying plans to 
than of their daughter’s training.” geta “‘stint” at hoeing and “drownd 

This serious charge is not true of any | him aout.” Didn't the boys do it too. 
parent worthy of the name. Less true | He and his big brother,—plug up one 
is it of farmers, I believe, than of par- | end of the hole, and lug about forty 
ents in most other callings. The com- | barrels of water, while they were rest-
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ing, and “sick” old Bose on, as the am- tion of energy, cage. self-reliance, 

phibious rodent emerged from his wa- | strength, vigor and push. 

tery hole, aud stand and watch which of | Forexample he has no steady work, 

the two would “lick.” Supreme and | vacations or before and after school— 

inexplicable human longing to see not even home chores. Everything is 

“fair fight.” done for you in the city and you must 

Isaid above, the country boy ac- | foot the bills. Pavements, water, gas, 
quires dexterity. A dozen old-time | sewerage sanitary matters, all cared for 

farm processes take more dexterity and | by boards, city council and contract- 

knack than the whole trade of the mod- | ors. 

ern city mechanic. He learnstomilk| The boy is left out in the cold, so far 
cows, teach calvesto drink (try itonce), | as money-earning work is concerned. 
harness horses, spread hay, mow, cradle, | No wood to cut and haul and split and 
rake and bind, husk, plow, 7 oxen, | bring in; you have your car-load of 
what not of skill, knack and patience. | coal dumped in your cellar, and foot 

He can mend harness or whifiletrees | the bill. No kindlings to prepare; you 
with halter strap or wool twine, three | telephone for aoe kindlings, or to 

pounds in po § pocket, load sawlogs | the planing-mill for refuse bits of pine 
that weigh two tons and not lift a|—$2.00 for the winter’s supply. No 

pound, mend a log chain with a toggle, | water to bring from well or spring; a 
rivet a cutter-bar section with a monkey | huge engine, three miles away, Lor 
wrench on the drive wheel of the mow- | it to your faucets in kitchen, or - 

er, before a city boy could ask a police- | room stend, ready to deliver it to you 
man the way to the blacksmith shop. | hot or cold. There is no cow to feed 
He traps rabbits in winter, spears suck- | and care for and milk; daily, at your 
era at night in the spring, shoots squir- | door, at seven cents a quart, you buy 
rels and quail whenever he can get | your chalk and water. No Locee to 
chance in spite of game laws. tend, feed and harness; only the rich 

He has a shop over the woodshed, | have horses in the city; you feot it, or 
where he makes his box-traps, puts | ride on the car that passes your door 
handles to his ish spears and ool to | every five minutes, and that develops 

his skates, and a regular electrical ma- | 0 skill or foresight; you just go out 
chine from old bottles and odds and | and “hop on” and pay your nickel. _ 
ends. He isin twenty places wherehe| Instead of becoming industrious, 
must use energy, ingenuity and self re- | dextrous and self-reliant and independ- 
liance to extricate himself from diffi- | ent, the city pees in danger of becom- 

culties. ing the most dependent of beings, de- 

Time fails to tell of the night skat- | pendent not on providence and his own 
ings on the mill pond, the all-night sap- | patient, skillful efforts, but on other 

boiling in sugar camps, the huskings | people. Your bread, cake, pies, fruit, 
and epglo-pecings of old times, when | meat and groceries are delivered daily 
you find red ears of corn, or whirl the | at your door, if you choose. Whatever 
apple parrings over your head and go | you need you can telephone for from, 

home with the girl you “don’t care | the corner epocees oem preserved,| 
much for any way,” and dream about | desiccated, pi , dressed, boned, 
her all night long. Of the sheep-wash- | minced, spiced, seasoned, cooked, ready 
ing and shearing in later spring, the | for the table. All the labor left undone 

apple-picking in fall, the city market- | is that of eating,and, for aught I know, 
ing when the boy cuts his eye-tooth. | the very next invention will be that of 
This was the boy life on the farm forty | ® ee masticator,” worked by 
and even twenty years ago. Don’t you | treadle, crank or pocket engine. 
know that such life develops hosts and| No, there seems absolutely nothing 
multitudes of pure and strong and | that you cannot get at the corner gro- 
self-reliant men? cery—except religion. You cannot get 

Now the average city co such | that there, nor self-reliance, nor habits 
and such like stimulants. e has many | of industry, but quite the reverse, and 
compensating advantages in the way of | and that is just the trouble. The whole 
better schools and more polite culture, | atmosphere of the city, and of the 
and the polish and sharpness that come | most of the city schools and colleges, 
from contract and attrition, but his ad- | cast reproach on physical exertion, 

vantages are not naturally in the direc- | even upon skilled manual labor. Only
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negroes and foreigners do hand and | the city boy is not hard tosee. No 
back work in sight in our cities, and | work to do but go to school and learn 
such work with pick and hoe and | dry books. Nobody works either that 
shovel and hod, on streets and sewers | is well dressed or of any account. No 
and buildings, is not intelligent and | chance to play ina way to get rollicking 
dextrous like the handiwork upon the | physicalexertion. The streetsseem the 
farm. Inside the shops, or on the ris-| only place where there is life, and so 
ing buildings, a more intelligent class | the small boys steal rides on the con- 
than the first named work in some nar- | ductorless (bob tailed) cars to make the 
row groove, perhaps at skilled labor, | drivers mad and the big boys, unless 
but they are out of sight of the well- | they have a taste for books or music or 
dressed throng of life that surges on | drawing, gather on the corners in front 
the streets and pavements. We can- | of saloons and staro at und criticise the 
not deny that physical labor is shunned | ladies that pass, or steel rides on the 

: in our cities. The clerk in the store, | freight trains switching at the station. 
shop or law-office, or the insurance | I knew one such boy, some 40 years 
office, with $400 or $500 per year, ranks | ago, bright and beautifal and daring. 

; socially above the skilled mason, car- | It was a perfect delight for him to leap 
penter or plumber, that earns in an | upon or from atrain in rapid motion. 
occupation that takes quite as much | There could be no danger for him, so 
brain work. fleet and sete One day es missed his 

All physical work seems to be re- | footing and was brought ome & man- 
garded as menial, whether it requires | gled, lifeless macs. And his father 
intelligence and skill or not. I know | cried in agony, “ O God in Heaven what 
men that would deem it a disgrace to | can be more cruel than such a death of 

: be seen carrying home a pound of | innocence and beauty.” 
crackers or a yard of cloth. The gro- Some 30 years more of town life, 
cer’s wagon stops before their doors | with its idleness and saloons, had done 
and delivers a pint of pickles or a half | its work for a younger son of the same 
pound of tea, and we all help pay the| msn. Dilirium tremens again and 
free delivery. I know men and women | again; manhood gone,—honor, decency, 
that will stand on the street corner ten | self-respect, all. gone ; beautiful wife 
minutes, with the thermometer ten de- | driven to divorce, bright children worse 
grees below zero, and their toes ten de- | than fatherless; tortured by demons 
grees below that, waiting for acar to| even in this life he died; and now his 
take them four squares, because, for-| anguish stricken- father cried, “‘ Would 
sooth, they “don’t have to walk.” They | God he had died in childhood’s inno- 
could walk or run in half the time, and | cence like his brother.” I tell you my 
have warm feet and ruddy face and | friends the wise and wealthy men and 
better appetite besides. Feet and | women of our cities must, with man’s 
hands are so little used by well-to-do | strength and woman’s love, wrestle with 
people in the city that I sometimes | the problem of healthy, invigorating 
wonder that the Lord wastes feet and | amusement and skilled physical employ- 
hands upon city people any more. | ment for our city youth. 

City people use the physical ae | It is a mighty and an awful prob- 
so reluctantly and so little, that they|lem of our civilization, which I 
lose their snap, vigor, energy; they get | cannot even touch here. Free gymna- 
sallow, dyspeptic, lazy. The only way | siums, ball grounds, tennis lawns, 
I myself kept up country health and | parks, care for healthful athletic sports 
vigor for six years of confining city | on the one hand, and on the other the 
office work, was by four walks of a mile | industrial feature introduced into our 
each every day, or, rather, I usually ran | city schools, with special manual train- 

Vs part of the way, down a back alley, of | ing and trade schools und technological 
course, so as not to horrify the whole | schools of higher rank, are some of the 
town (hoo) by seeing a white man run. | hints toasolution. They will help de- 
Your true city man never runs. Bless | stroy the false idea that it is degradin, 
your heart, no!—except for office—and | to use the muscles, bend the back and 
then they sometimes get badly left on | soil the hands; the false idea that un- 
the home-stretch, their legs are so out | productive idleness is more genteel and 
of practice. more respectable than intelligent pro- 
Now the influence of all this upon! ductive industry, that the kid-gloved
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dress-up-and-sit-down occupations are | the high-toned callings? I can only 

more manly than the creative works of | throw out a few brief hints for your 

ingenuity and toil. discussion. In general I should say we 

‘Under this false idea, as things now | should, as far as possible, counteract 

are, our American boys, both in city | the disadvantages of farm life. I have 

and in country, are drifting away from | clearly, perhaps too strongly, set forth 

the callings that require physical with | its advantages. Its disadvantages grow 

mental skill—the trained mind and | mainly out of its isolation, and are 

hand and eye together to produce best | chiefly of three kinds, (1) inferior 

results. They are leaving the farms | school advantages, (2) inferior social 

and shops and trades that create | advantages, (3) lack of contact with the 

and fashion things for human use, | world in a business way. ; 

and going into the department of| One, Ourechoolsare poorer than inthe 
transportation and exchange; becoming | cities and villages; partly from sparse- 

newsboys, brakemen, condoctors and | ness of population and consequent im~ 

the like on our railways, where there is | possibility of concentrating pupils. 

much sitting and riding and seeing the | enough for proper grading. But they 

world, and little physical or even intel- are poorer, more, I think, because we 

lectual skill required; or they ure be- | farmers will not vote so high a per cent. 
coming traveling salesmen—a vast army | of tax for school purposes ae they do 
leading a dog’s life, though one of ex- in the cities. Can we afford to have it 
citement and stir; or they are becom-|s0? To have our sons and daughters 

ing clerks, bookkeepers, copyists, ope- | grow up with inferior intellectual ad- 
rators, or crowding for the countless | vantages? ‘Then, too, our boys are “so 
riches that trade and transportation | handy” on the farm that we do not give 
offer where boys and men may stand or | them a chance to attend the entire time 
sit and get a living without creative | of school, or we keep them out a day 
work that soils the hands or bends the or two now and then, a great wrong to 

bac 2 a | them and to the school. 

_am not decrying or belittling these | Two. Social Privileges.—The young 
callings. They are honorable and re- | must have them and the adult eae. 
spectable; but they are not the only The church, the grange, the singing 
honorable ones, nor necessarily the | school, the friendly visit or party, the 
most honorable. Which is most a man, | sleigh rides, pic-nics, excursions, visits 

the one that copies words for a lawyer, | to the city or the lake or the river or 
retails goods for a merchant, foots up | the summer resort, or distant model 
long columns for the banker, or theone | stock farm, or county, or state fair, all 
that with trained mind and hand and these and such like harmless, pleasant 

eye, builds our houses, railways, bridges, | things are bright spots for the live 
oe and constracts our engines and | farm-boy to look forward to, and they 

machines, or improves our fruit aad | jinger lon d pleasantly in hii " 
grain and tire oes What call- a ——s ee 
ings move e@ Wor, those of | a ‘. ” | Three. Business Contact.— Begin early 

eam, ae ace ao a | to trust your sons in business matters, 
agriculture AL | to ask their opinion and take their ad- 

manufacture? True, the three should | ying, Let the partnership idea be 
go together, but especially is com- | pjanted early in titeir life and nourished 
merce impossible apart from intelligent | well. Let it be our farm, our orchard, 

agriculture and skilled manufacture. | 4oy wheat and corn and oats, 0 blood- 
pee pecan to die when she gave over | 64 calves and colts, not my tae in 

pce ape ple sil | which my boys have not even the hired 
unskilled ae et coat her teak Manoa | wan’s interest, for he gets pay. Unre- 
int See | quited toil is the secret of many a farm 

= Z the army, politics and commerce. | boy's jeaving heme. Let us say to our 
ur country cannot afford to let our | sons, as the father in the parable of the 

hear hers drift away from these pro- | prodigal son, said to his faithful elder 
pistes industries, agriculture, manu- | son, “Son, thou art ever with me andall 
factures and the trades. | that I have is thine.” Let us say this 

[ How shall we, as farmers, best inter- | and mean it, and we shall have fewer 
/est our sons in farming, and thus check prodigal sons. When a farmer gives a 
‘and stem this too strong tide towards | boy a colt to call his until it is a three-
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year-old and worth $200, and then sell | of life. The very mold, that is the em- 
it and pocket the money, I don’t blame | blem of the past and dead, when seen 
the boy for getting up and ranning | under the nes but a new and 
away from the farm that night. Let us| beautiful form of life. And in the 
be honest, true, generous with the boys, higher realm of animal life all is stir 
not give them all the “mean” and mo- | and motion. Lambs skip and dance 
notonous work and none of the pleas- | and form in squads and companies, and 
ant; not work them beyond their yesrs, race all panting across your forty-acre 
or too much cramp their boyishness. | field, Children are instinct with life 
The best colts are not worked hardand | the nearest approach to the unsolved 
continuously until they have got their problem of perpetual motion. 
growth. Were you ever there when a city, 

“You never can put a man’s head on | primary or grammar school “let out’ 
a boy’s shoulders.” But you can teach | or rather “broke loose” for recess? 
him to be truthful and honest and trust- The little folks are made to march in 
worthy by like conduct towards him, | rank and file and martial tread un- 
and you can interest him inthefarmby til they reach the outside of the 
actually giving him an interest in it. | Play-yard door, and then they bound 

Soe out, as if shot from a huge gun or cata- 
Industrial Education. | pult,  pell-mell, hurly-burly, “slam- 

[By Pres. W. I. Chamberlain, Iowa Agricultural | bang” across the yard to the high fence, College, Ames.] | and then recoil and surge back and 

In my lecture entitled,“What Shall rg -_ a 
We Do With the Boy?” I pointed out | : upon a rocky bluff. Do you observe among other things, the strong ten- | any natural dislike of physical exertion 
dency of ovr American youths to drift here? 
away from the callings that require phy- 
eical, along with mental skill and toil, _ Were you ever a boy at the country 
that requre the trained hand and eye with district school. Do you remember 
the trained mind, to drift away, I say, the “noon-spell” and the “ recess” with 
into the callings that require little or | “Gould” and pam’ and “pris- 
no physical skill and exertion, indeed, ner, and crack the whip, and base 
but little if any more of the mental, _—ball and “ Dutch long,” and “fox and 

I noted the fact that the clerk in | geese” in the snowand the long slide on 
bank or law office or “store” with $500 theice, with a boys and — ae ms to stand higher, soci row or round, where you ran Soa ae Suen see and slid 20 or tumbled down with half 
other skilled mechanic that makes the crowd tumbling over you, and where 
$800 or $1,000, and than the skilled | you “ pegged off” the sole leather from 
young farmer who works both brain Your boots faster than half the cobblers aud hand. (in town could peg it on again. Didn’t 

Thad not time, there, really to raise, | You slide down the long hill head first, 
certainly not to anewer, the question 0D your stomach, and haul your sled up 
why this is so. I raise that question | md at it again; and did you ever now. Why do our youths shan the | 80lve the problem why it was four times 
occupations that require physical activ- | as far up the hill as down. ‘Were you ever ity joined to mental activity? Is it| in the war of the snow-balls, or did you 
from a natural dislike of physical activ- | ever help hold the (snow) fort against 
ity? That is the natural presumption. | i or —— reas 

e lay the very sug- parte 
— Ton sinagernt ‘ees discover any  dislik i © of physical 

All nature, animate or inanimate,is | employment, or sign or see a 
astir with physical activity. Activity is petition to have recess or noon- 
the law of the physical universe. Noth- | ing shortened so as to get an intellect- 

ing is at rest, eae speaking. The ual and clerical employment? ,,Why, 
sun and rain and frosts disintegrate the | they want every minute, and don’t hear 
solid rock. Minute and busy forms of | the bell that calls them in, half the 
life build up the coral reefs and islands | time. 

to the surface of the sea. Even what| They run, jump, slide, climb, race, 
we call death and putrefaction, blight turn somersets, wrestle, “rub” each 
and decay, are but ‘keane in the form | with snow, fisticuff, tear their clothes
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oller,” pecially latter. | ci less one of industrial 

Pant —— oe, thea io) and inciiy, he terry clog tained é 
a orse-hollering . the so-called learn 0 
a Oey ai seecey | deh hor, molicinn diviatay, oo Bier 
wes shit ——. ae ature. The military schools trained 

‘aesain ole No wonder that | men for the profession of war. 
. ly settlers built the first| The commercial colleges trained for 

nee thease in the woods, the | pusiness and clerical employments, for 
og — bears and wild cats and | commerce and trade. —. them 
= ey dleft. “Couldn’t | {rained men for the trades of manual 

the racket” you see. Direct 0 skill. The high schools and academies 
eit on to the line of busin ons. - have me taught mainly by = 
= i once more, such | men, who have, of course, taught chiefly 

nomen he on E hows mildly "over- | the things they a — asia ; wa 

the Sonne a aaete aor oa chew that gave special, a 
ie a . inal ol eo 

= ee seeneniee Ioaue | por that erlariie eapteelbare and 
parse ae! i islike | i the art trades, or 
Ht aie, Hon ean vo then | hat gue talzing ia tho epplications of 
Sonne = See ee Giiet ctaote To be | those sciences. Ina woes , the schools 

brief, arch adem and colleges | trained for law, medicine, eoeys 
4 i d commerce; for ex- themselves in the past, and even —_ a an agente sti 

wee tae tos Cotesk ee weet | See. 
a ‘ts ootviticn o the almost total, No schools taught the sciences — 
neglect, Ihad almost said coon a arts of See - - — 

fiiticn” ae a aha by sul of seared? not as an art that 
mee i i id diffi- Clerks and ee ranked a pow per onnan rests on many ani 

‘oon ena Tihink, because reading | ‘ The mechanic arts or trades were 
vriting ¥ confined—purposely | taught by rule of thumb too, to appren- 

a cucdeiietenann few, regarded | tices “indentured” or “bound out” for 
as wonderful achievements ails seven oy and — lately on pod = 
from the common people. In the pas | five. The apprentice =, ST auncne 
the whole spirit and — ote - — ie ae =. a —— terrbetbe cam 

[0 oes a th trades of skill | mpulsion, where and af what bo can 
Seer ecu camel Up. to| ms for his master, not where he and art or high artizanship. Up to) make moss for 2 Bethhccbe 
1870 half the college students came | can learn most for himself; = ngs -. 
from the farms and only one in fity re- mixing mortar, ee ‘a anab tr 
turned to the farm, and much the same | mason; printers’ i _— —* 

Ul eaings Ze" Enghnd snd on te | lw irs he knmcogoad trial callings. In Eng! he | slow! rs th 
continent the colleges and schools in | skill he could — ~ —_ —— 

Pepe ngewe pb peed nd pon ronnog ero the aris tic, privileged and profes- school, a8 = a ae 
sional classes, whe were sent to them in New York ~ =—— . : 
because they did not have to work | jl its children ‘book- — ee. — 
physically, or in order that they might many states it — saat ae 

physical work uamally went wth gnor- eoerece, ‘Dut unl aly in Ameren ‘ical work usually went wi - | courses. c 
pads or “servitude ~ Sesesant was - se ae ve nae skill 

bee om wee ane main, | aa ie entoesunade classes. Useful 
i oe ae d the trades are taught in the penitentiary, 
ta arate ed < the deaf and dumb asylums, the blind 
prea ihn ear LA oxen} and imbecile asylums, the county in- face create tse ar sc | Semi le los ce an 
indeed, the: most worthy of aristocra- | farms,and the city juvenile work houses.
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If the state would teach useful trades | the government, the a and private 
more outside the penitentiary and re- | subscription,and was ished because 
formateries, it would have fewer pupils | the municipal Chamber of Commerce 
to teach on the inside. reported that the silk industry of the 

Even the name “Industrial School” | city (the main industry) could not other- 
is degraded and insulted by being ap- | wise cope with French competition, 
plied to the city reform schools, reailered Senidebas by the superiority 
where the boys, too dull or roguish | of the work done under the impulse of 
to learn in the public schools, and too | the excellent French training schools. 
vicious to be governed by teachers or | And the town now exports aunually 
parents, are sent and taught a trade asa | $20,000,(100 worth of silk products, most 
penalty. The overseers of the poor are | of which come to the United States and 
now the only ones that bind any boys | to England. At Chemnitz, Saxony, is 
out to apprenticeship. In the past, |a technical school (locomotives, hos- 

: physical exertion belonged to the igno- | iery, etc.) that costs $400,000, and there 
: rant and the inslaved classes. More | isnot a manufacturer in town whose 
: lately the tendency has been to confine | son, assistant or foreman has not at- 
: it to the criminal and the unfortunate | tanded this school; and of the 3,000 
; classes, to pauper youths and to foreign- | employes in one great manufactory in 

ers. Is there any wonder then that our | the town all the boys between 14 and 
American youths, especially in cities, | 16 are obliged to attend the tech- 

! are not going into the trades that re- | nical school # part of the day, and their 
quire skill. | work hours are shortened for that pur- 

As I showed in what I said (before in | pone. 
the lecture on the boy), the city boy | In Sweden there are about 300 schools 
has no chance to acquire skill or knowl- | where manual instruction in the use of 
edge of tools er how to use them, noth- tools for wood and iron work is given. 

' ing to develop physical skill or activi- | All over Europe such schools have be- 
ty. He has scarcely the power when he | Come numerous and excellent. The 
leaves school even to learn how to work | artizan is taught much of the scientific 
at trades of skill. He stands in the principles of his trade, and is trained 
labor market and wonders no one buys | in its manipulations and details. For 
his labor, when really he has no labor | example, in the decorativearts he learns 
to sell, much less any skilled labor. how to make his own designs and draw- 
He says he is willing to do anything; ings and fashion his own models. He 
there is nothing he knows how to do. | therefore works on a new and beautiful 
And asI have just shown our whole design with the keen relish of the crea- 
past civilization really discredits physi- tor or inventor; the pleasure always 
cal labor. Ifthe American boy learns a | felt when mind and hand and eye work 
trade, too, his associates will be chiefly | intelligently together. He has both 
the intelectually ignor:nt or else they | knowledge and skill. 
will be recent foreigners. | A few schools are already established 

Now why are forei,ners so almost ex- in this country, and it is far past high 
clusively filling our trades of skill? time for them to be, for the race of 
For the reasons already given and be- native skilled mechanics was dying out 
cause they have been taught trades of | and we were training no new ones. In- 
skill, and our American youths have stead we were importing artizans and 
not. When the apprenticeships decayed | trained mechanics from Europe where 
in Europe, schools for technical in- | they had these training schools or, still 

° struction were established, both for | worse, we were exporting our gold to 
general instruction, scientific and prac- import the finer products of their 
tical, in the mechanic arts in general; | manufacture, such as silk, tapestry, 
and for special training in practical cut glass, ornamental pottery and 
trades. Some of these schools are ona the like, simply because we had no 
magnificeat scale. The expenses of the | artist-artizans of ahigh order among our 
Imperial Technical School at Moscow | American youths. They were crowding 
are $140,000 per annum. ‘into the three or four learned profes- 

A single trade school in Crefield, | sions so-called, into clerical work and 
Prussia (83,000 people) confined mainly | into trade and commerce, simply be- 
to instruction in weaving and dyeing | cause the schools specially fitted them 
was established at a cost of $210,000 by | for no other employments, atleast none
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that required skill of hand or eye. The | labors” or rather guides his hands by 

clerical, commercial and professional | his brain. In the ultimate analysis em- 

callings were therefore inevitably | ployments should grade socially (equal 

crowded to repletion. For our system | morality being assumed) in the main, 

of education in book knowledge, free | according to the degree ot intelligence 

intuition, compulsury in attendance, required in their — Minor 

was increasing a hundred fold thenum- | considerations will be those of pleas- 

ber of persons fitted to doclerical, com- | antness or unpleasantness, risk incurred, 

mercial and lower grades of professional | healthiness and unhealthiness and the 

work. like, thoagh these considerations enter 

This oversupply inevitably degraded | rather into the question of compensa- 

the pay of such work as compared with | tion than of social standing. 

skilled mechanical work. Sirange,in-| The remedy then seems at hand, viz. : 
deed, is it that it has not also already | 9 radical change in our schools. They 
lowered the comparative social standing | have cast the mantle of respectability 
of those engaged in clerical callings. 1| around the clerical occupations by fit- 
have already hinted at the reasons. ting our youths for them alone. Now 
; ne — thaws callings ve ente let _ cast —— mantle of re- 
for the arist and seral-aris' Y, | pectability and in the same way around 

the privileged classes who held the mo-| our cane of skill and kno petas, by 
nopoly of the necessary knowledge. fitting our young men and women for 

Second, the schools were in the hands | these callings. Let them give the 
of the<e classes and therefore they cast | necessary knowledge of the scientific 

the mantle of respectability over such | principles involved, and at least start 
callings. he youths on the road towards the 

Third, originally, too, for a like rea- | necessary skill. Let the state give to 

son, the unintelligent labor was done | the mass of youths in the country, the 

by slaves, or at least by those who had knowledge of the sciences that underlie 

little book knowledge. Hence, all hand | agriculture, and in our cities the possi- 

work came to be regarded as servile, or | bility of learning a trade of skill, or at 

as belonging to those who were low in | least the essential things in all trades. 

the social scale. As it is now (or until very lately) this is 

Fourth, criminal and unfortunate | Well nigh impossible. Trades unions 
classes alone educated to trades. What | Opposed to letting new recruits into 
is the remedy? First, a clear insight their ranks, because of the false theory 

into the facts; second, a change in our | #¢cepted by them that they can limit 

State school systems. A clear insight | the number of workers so as to increase 
into the facts will show that physical | OF at least maintain the pay of those 
labor is not degrading unless it is ex- | Steady in. Instead of seeing that work 
cessive, or of the monotonous and sim- | ™akes work; that busy masoas make 
ple kind that requires and calls forth carpenters busy, and these in turn make 

no mental effort. Physical labor, on| busy tailors, shoemakers, grocers 
the other hand, in itself isnot ennob-|#24_ the like, they seem to 
ling but physical labor of some kinds is think there is a fixed amount of work 

far more intellectual than some kinds | 924 4 fixed “wage fund” as some of our 

of “intellectual work,” called inteliect- | Political economists call it, 7. ¢., just so 
ual apparently simply because they are much work to do; just so much money 

not physical. to pay in wages, and therefore if num- 

For example, routine clerical work, bers can be kept down, pay can be kept 

copying, simple bookkeeping, retailing | UP- 1t is sought to make each trade 

goods in a small way, and the like are | into a monopoly, an effort that can 

far less intellectual, than skillfal car- | 2ever be success{ul, in the United States 

pentering, brick laying, stone carving, | 9 least, because of the flood of foreign- 

bridge building and fine machinists | born and foreign-trained mechanics 

work. The latter are already better | Poured in upon us. But it is success- 

arg than the former in this country. | fal in connection with the other in- 
ut they rank lower soz.ally, girls say | {uences named, in keeping our Ameri- 

they won’t marry greasy mechanics, ete. | ©42 youths out of the trades of skill. 

There is no sound reason for this. And the question is, shall American 
“Man advances just in the proportion youths or foreigners fill these trades of 

that he mingles his thoughts with his | *kill.
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As I have said, the apprenticeships | tion has already been made a part of 
are dead. Plainly the workmen of the | the public school system in Boston, 
future must learn how to work before | Baltimore, Philadelphia, and Toledo, 
they seek employment. And the state | and virtually in New York and St. 
must give them the means to learn, | Louis, while manual instruction and 
principles and practice; not how to | training schools have been established 
swim before they go into the water, but |in Cleveland, Chicago and several 
by going into the water. As we have | sihes ‘cision, pasty om. a private basis, 
schools where boys learn to ride by rid- | with tuition enough to cover running 
ing, to dance by dancing, to swim by | expenses after the = equip- 
swiming, to row by rowing, to write by | ment is provided. testimony of 
writing, to read by reading, and to teachers and superintendents in the 
cypher by cyphering, so must we have public schools is uniform and decided 
schools to teach to work by working, | that the brain work is really aided by 
pear slg iy pe ri pace eee | this hand work. 
instruction. en I say the wor! | The technological schools established 
must learn to work before he seeks work | in each state on the munificent land 
I announce no new truth. Professional grant endowment of Congress, are 
and clerical workers do exactly this. | many of them doing excellent practical 
We have scientific schools with drafting, | and scientific work for agriculture and 

field practice, etc. for engineer and the mechanic arts, in training mind, architect, law schools with their moot hand and eye together to do the world’s 
courts for lawyers, medical colleges with | work of the more difficult and skilled 

their dissecting room, free clineque and | gortg in engineering, mechanical in- 
hospital practice for the doctors, busi- | vention and the higher agriculture. 
ness colleges for clerksand bookkeepers, | ‘Those who desire a thorough discus- 

so it seems to me must we have tech- | sion of the city trade and manual in- 
nical and manual instruction and trade | struction schools will find it in the ad- 
instruction for the future mechanic, | mirable article by Richard T. Auch- 
foreman and inventor, and scientific, muty in the November Century, an 
_——— sperneece Se a a | article all should read. 

farmer. State cannot afford it at it | sal iticism 
trains for law, etc., the over-crowded and | aan bom pate igh ae ‘< 

aristocratic callings. sy Sth | discussion of the wisdom of the new 
, The demand is most pressing in our | method of training mind, eye and hand 
—_ some ana tee as -, shown, | together, will find it in my recent in- 

get dex! and ingenuity in certain | augural (mailed on application by mail 
lines, mapa independence, en- | to me operon iowa) by 

ergy and health. The city boy under | T have just this to say in conclusion. 
average parents gets nothing but book | A good trade of skill is better than 
knowledge and the sharpness and | $30,000 to any young man. Foreigners 
polish that comes from contract and | are now monopolizing these trades in 
attrition. He can nearly saw off @ | our country. In Earope now even the 
board or drive a nail. the city, nobility learn some trade of skill. Our 
therefore, the need of mannual instruc- government owes it to its yo men 
tion and trade schools is pressing. | and women to make it Toone for 
There are of two kinds. | them to learn these trades somewhere 

(L.) Schools for mannualinstruction | besides in the asylums for idiots, or the 
which teach the lad how to handle | deaf, dumb, and blind, or in the poor- 
tools, and develop his hands and arms houses, the reform farms and schools, 
and eyes, justas other schools devel- | the workhouses, or the penitentiary, or 
op their minds. These do not teach by long and menial servitude as an ap- 
a trade, though they make it vastly | prentice. 
easier for the boy to leara any trade. This stigma, this disgrace, should be 
The training in these schools is meant removed from intelligent skilled labor. 
to make the boy handy. | Brain work, with work of hand and 

(2.) Trade schools which have a | eye, should stand as high socially and 
different end in view, namely, to make | financially as the same grade of brain 
the boy fairly skillful in some practical | work, apart from hand work. It does 
art or trade by which he can intelli- | stand higher financially now because it 
gently earna living. Maual instruc- | stands lower socially. Our schools
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ould help remove the causes that Why spend the equivalent of a dol- 
shomtit stand lower socially, for our | lar for the pleasure of receiving in re- 

schools are in part responsible for the | turn 95 cents? _ i 
existence of those causes. A field well set in grass will improve 

The discouraging feature is that a rapidly in fertility if the manure the 
new generation of teachers must be | animals produce that consume the 

saonk ape fitted to give this new scien- | grass, and a reasonable amount of bran 
tific and industrial training. Nay, still | and other bi-products, be returned to 
more discouraging, a new generation of | it. Of all domestic animals _—> 

ts and of youths must rise up to | the best suited to improve poor lands. 
Fomand it. They graze closely, which causes the 
And yet I have the eye of faith to pat pillar and cover bare spots. 

see that this better era is already dawn- ey eat nearly all species of weeds 
ing; the era that shall add to the men- | and brambles. They pack and level 
os of the past, the | the surface of the land without poach- 
scientific and industrial training needed | ing it. They usually lie at night onthe 

in the present. It will come because | highland, thus leaving their droppings 
the world needs it and must have it. ey where most needed. They fur- . 

It will come through all our common | nish the best aud most convenient 
schools before the oncoming glory of | means of more fresh, cheap and 
the Twentieth century shall flood the | healthful meat at all seasons of the year. 
skies with the golden light of knowl- A ton of bran, costing $14, furnishes 
edge joined to skill. in round numbers: 

Recuperative Agriculture, | — ge aoe 
[By Prof. L. P. Roberts, Cornell University, N.Y.] | porte . . Phosphoric acid, - 54 pounds. 
How to restore a sufficient portion of If fed to sh & tous them 30 | 

the original fertility of impoverished wats, Ae eee 
fields so that their occupancy and cul- | Bt. of these valuable constituents | 

ture may be feisty puaniniies while —e found in the droppings, as | 
im i em, and how “td 
fertile thet have not been impouaciaiad, brs 35 Ibs. at 160, $5 60 | 
are problems that require our most Potash, 22 Ibs. at 4c, 88 : 
careful consideration. Through ignor- pio sr acid, 43 lbs. 
ance, carelessness and greed many once — - 2. 
fertile acres have been so far impover- | ae 

ished as to preclude profitable culture Tota, - - $9 92 
now or hereafter if the same systems | Why are we so slow to follow the 
that rob them are persisted in. If this | common practice in England of feed- 
be 80, —_ ges of — a ing and reps a? on grassland to 
necessary if we preserve for improve i 
the lands that have once been brought There are vast and inexhaustible 
under subjection by the plow. It is not | stores of plant-food in and upon the 
Sy pee eres time to speak | earth, which are either going to waste 
of which, under any management | or are inert and valueless to the farmer 
would prove unprofitable if kept under | in their present condition. It is the 
tillage, but of those which in time can | province of improved agriculture to 
be so far improved as to make their | seize upon crude and cheap material, 
cultivation profitable, and also how to | and through the aid of plant and ani- 
baer the fertility of lands that pro-| mal, transform it into merchantable 

luce bountifully from the stores of | food and clothing. The preeence 
plant-food naturally in them. acid found in the rock and bone, for 

A large amount of cultivated land, 1I| which is paid 8 cents per pound 
believe fully one-half, is not producing | will be found in the milk. A thousand 
under present management over ten | pounds of which contains 1.5 pounds 
bushels of wheat or its equivalent in | potash, 1.7 pounds phosphoric acid, 5.1 
other products per acre, and over an | pounds nitrogen. ‘ 
eighth, put it mildly, is not producing | The total cost of the above in the 
over half that aa Although my | form of fertilizers would be $1; 
readers may not agree with my estimate | in selntion of milk they sell readily for 
they must agree that much of our land|from $10 to $40. Then why 
is growing slowly poorer in plant-food. | not purchase more liberally of the
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crude, cheap products; mix them with | clover was but one year old and had 
brain and muscle and sell at these ad- | produced a very heavy crop of hay in 
vanced prices? June. Some investigations by Mr. A. 

If we take some other products. as | M. Breed in 1885 gave the following 
cotton-seed meal, the showing will be results : é 
still better. There is not the slighest| Air dried tops, 5,417 Ibs. per acre. 
doubt that the surest and cheapest way | Air dried roots, 2,368 lbs. per acre. 
to profitably improve poor land isto| The value of the nitrogen, ete., in the 
seed it down even with weeds of the | roots and tops gave on analysis a value 
less harmful sort, if it will not grow | of $30.10 per acre. I can see no reason 
grass at first, and then supplement the | why plant food produced from clover 
pasture with other food. tops and roots should be of less value 

The following rations — ae _ per pow tien fat Seren i os com- 
cows averaging 1,192 pounds with the | mercial fertilizer. e ni is cer- 
Slee results: a tainly: ee eines: Smee, > ute ley 

Bit. phoric acid may not ‘he last nam: 
pret esate = experiment was conducted late in the Clover hay, 13 5 pounds. P 

; Cat cornstalke, 4.5 pounds. islend the clover was of two years 
i standing. 

Qe eer A few words as to what is best to sell 
Malt sprouts, 4.6 pounds. from the farm and what is best to retain 

E P drank 83 ds of | May Bot be out of place. 
iach cow at + ne < One thousand pounds of flour carries 

water and gave 313 pounds of milk | o¢ in round numbers from the farm, 
per day. It was found by feeding the | $9 90 worth of nitrogen, 25 cents worth 
above rations that each cow produced | o¢ phosphoric acid, 10 cents worth of 
894 poe — —< meat roe potash. Total, $3. 935, 

peng Pee aay... OR 0 aragy One thousand pounds of bran carries 
that this manure—computed at, the | of $3.60 worth of nitrogen, $2 18 worth 
—— value of 1884—was worth 16 ot phosphoric acid, 90 cents potash. 

Ae . . ‘otal, $6.68. 
{n conducting some opeinents this pyc pounds of straw carries 

winter to determine the effect of giving | 97g cents worth of phosphoric acid, 17 
warm water to cows it was found that | sents worth of nitrogen and 30 cents 
six cows in thirteen days produced 7,847 | yorih of potash. Total, $1.25 
pounds of manure or an average of 100| “ ‘Pota] value of plant food cuxiod olf 

pounds per cow and day. Computing by bran and straw, $7.93. 
this at $3.05 per ton the lowest value| “pnvyironments will always cause the 
yet found in manure analyzed at our | actaiis of improvement to be as varied 
station we found that each cow pro- | a. are the farms and their owners. We 
duced manure to the value of 15 cents | strike the key note when we feed the 
per day. Incidental it may be of inter- land liberally with cheap food products 
est to know that the cows which had | that the harvest of concentrated high- 
warm water ate 14 per cent. less hay priced ones may be abundant. 
than those that had cold water. The | * ‘phen true agriculture consists in tak- 

manure from liberally fed_ cows oF | ing from the soil such concentrated 
horses may be safely estimated as worth FI oo 

| products as are suited to minister to our 
$15 per hundred. Numerous experi- | various wants, replacing them with 
ments conducted during the last three crude, cheap and waste products so 

years on the University farm show con: | skilfully that no serious diminution of 
clusively that clover is one of the best fertility shall occur. To do this to the 

fertilizing factors the farmer has. Our | best advantage requires a great amount 
first investigation gave 3.295 pounds of | of skill, traning, knowledge and labor, second gro’ air-dried hay per acre ; 
and 4,893 pounds of air-dried roots per eee elt er or all of these are 
acre. An analysis showed that the ni- = y deficient, the land suffers. 
t 2 I hi hi . = id s — 

bat » 15, q ate meee oe The Horse—His Early Training. 

spectively per pound, had a commercial [By a F. Parshall, of Tomah.] 
value of $16.06 per acre. The same Considering the elegance, style, ease 
computation made the value of the roots | of motion and profit, the horse is the 
as a fertilizer $18.83 per acre. This! most perfect animal God ever made,
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His construction is of a remarkable | ting halter—one that cannot be broken 
character. He has existed from birth | —should first be put on him; he should 

of all animal kind. Though his native | learn to be led from pleasure, not from 
country is not known, but was first | force; should never be hitched to any- 
brought under subjection to man in thing that will not hold him. The 

Central Asia and Northern Africa. horse that pulls at the halter, or balks, 

The disposition of the horse is natur- | or kicks, has not been properly trained, 
ally gentle and confiding, which quali- | and the man who allowed him to do 

ties have made him a useful creature, | either of these things first ought to 

both in the peaceful and waring condi-| have the sore head and receive 

tions of nations. His capenties of | all of the flogging. The colt should 

descerning objects at night, his acute | be so handled in the stable—head, 

sense of hearing and smelling, enhance | limbs and feet—as to make him 

his value to man. perfectly safe in future use. The 

There is a great diversity in the|second line of instruction should 

mental and moral qualities of the horse | be with the bitting-harness, and that 

—some are bold, intelligent and good | should be adjusted as not to give pain. 
natured, others timid, stupid or cross— | The first leseon should not last over ten 

and by care or neglect each of these or fifteen minutes, never to give weari- 

qualities become the characteristics of | ness. In this harness he should learn 
the animal, a quaint writer has well re- | to yield to the rein, to back, to perform 

marked that in this world there are | allthe turns and phases which will be 

three special objec‘sof interest to man, required of him in harness. Men who 

women, money and the horse, and the | leave the colt untouched until he is 
man who does not love one or all of | three or five years old and then, without 

these is simply a fool. I invite your | education, harness him to a wagon may 
consideration to the last of these ob- | expect to have a shy, kicking, run-away 

jects, and as the horse has become £0 | horse and no one to blame but himself. 
jnwoven with the comfort and profit of | The horse can be taught to have a wagon 
the race, and as his usefulness becomes | come against him as well as the harness 
identified with the interests of man | without fright. To have the tongue of 
just in proportion as he is taught to | the wagon come between his hind legs 
subserve the well-being of his owner, so | without kicking, as well as on the out- 
his early training should become a sub- | side of them. The horse should be 
ject of care to every one who would be | taught to do not only what may 
profited by his speed or powers. No | be required of him, but all Le is capa- 
specific rule can be given applicable to | ble of doing. The training upon any 
the training of all horses. The nature | given line should be repeated until the 
and characteristic of eath must be thor- | habits of the horse are formed and the 
oughly studied and understood, and the | action become a part of his nature. The 
kindest of treatment should always be | horse should be made to know that he 
maintained. is not a master or an equal, but a ser- 

Iam impressed that most men under- | V@nt and that his best god is in 
value the intelligence and capabilities | vedience, submission to man must be 
of the horse, consequently make no | demanded. And when chastisement as 
special effort for his education. The | ® last resort is inflicted it should never 
training should begin with the colt, | °®ase until entire submission is 8e- 
it matters not how young, not in the | cured. 
way of getting so much, as in educating | Some horses are never conquered, 
it to do what will be required of it in | never broken, always go and do just as 

later periods. The child first learns his | they choose and the reason is they 
letters, then words, then sentences,and | know more than the man who has 
80 on to completion. This often re-| undertaken to train them. Some men 
quires eight or ten years. Few people | have no business to undertake the 
take time enough to educate or train | breaking of a colt. They have no com- 
the colt. He should be thoroughly | manding power, no Psychology—no 
trained and broken before harnessed | mesmeric force. Horses are very sensi- 
and hitched toa wagon. The first ex- | tive to the will power of their trainer. 
ercise should be given with the halter.| But few horses are properly trained 
Farmers think anything is good enough | because the owner does not bestow 
to put on a colt, whereas, a nicely-fit- | thought and care upon them. At least
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35 per cent. of the value of | off. Instead, he says: “John, you have 
the horse turns upon his early training. | done remarkably well; although there 

Some horses are extremely stubborn, | is one thing you have forgotten to men- 
and unless there is great caution they | tion, and that is your topic, ‘Mutton 
will be balky. What course should be | Breeds of aa Let me give you a 
taken with a young horse with this dis- little advice. You know I am one of 
position? After he has been thorough- | the ablest and oldest writers of inland 
ly bitted the harness should be put on | Journalism in the Northwest. Go home 

him, the lines drawn through the thill | 824 wait until the spell comes = 
straps to prevent his turning around,| YOu; then write.” After I 
then a long strap attached to the traces | 8° straightened around, the next 
and the draught on it just what the colt | ™orning, the minister called in. 
will endure without stopping. A horse | (By the way, we are having a series of 
inclined to kick should be treated with | meetings.) “John,” he says to me, 
utmost care. why have on 7 been out to the 

We should always address the intelli- | Meetings, of the last six evenings ?° 
gence or memory of the horse through T says, ‘“Mutton Breeds of Sheep, the medium of pain or pleasure. a Dam, crogs Gon and 12. After 

The profit to the farmer in raising | My wife rasued in and ould eM hes. 
colts and thoroughly training them is | band is a Hypochondriac!” The min- 

in advance of raising cattle. It costs | ister went, and I went for a dictionary. 
but little more to raise a colt than a calf. | “Hypochondria, a mental disorder in 
The one a year old will bring $60, the | which melancholy and gloomy views 
other $10. torment the affected person.” What to 

pecans do I did not know. “Mutton Breeds of 
Mutton Breeds of Sheep. Sheep” must be ready by Tuesday 
[By J. W. Gaues, Lowell, Wis.] eee. two pages Yh on : 

For a common scrub farmer to write | ,, 2 eee on I came to 
@ paper upon any topic to be discussed bora pp tae ae 
at an Institute is like a rural member of — of sheep—mutton breeds 
the legislature. He goes to Madison, and no-mutton breeds. The no-mutton 

has a good time with the boys, votes ee a eee 
eat on the wrong side of the “The =e oe by aot sheep i 
question to suit his constituents, returns in pce ae “ 6 welds, 
home after two years of weary toil to | América are the Merinos, Cotswo 
be cab iuulel eround heaues keldia Lincolns, Southdowns, and the various 

not do anything becoming a statesman. — a fiocks are kept 
So with me: at the close of this paper for the produétion of wool no breed 

of eight pages of well-written matter, | S1"als the Merinos, and many men pre- 
you will wonder why I did not say | * — seme er for all pur- 
something about the “Mutton Breeds pose come —, bethunte hardy 
of Sheep.” I was chosen by the com- | Sha" brond pgfan Ee, 
mittee on programme to write upon this = h rt tI ae 
subject, and if this article does not fill = ion a-s karts oe 
the bill, blame the committee not me. | ¥@™' sine 4 large, quite hardy, 

After being chosen I used all the spare | °%4 more prolific than Merinos or the 
trme I had for six evenings in | Wimeolns. Their large size is one of 
writing upon the subject, and I = chief eee Sel 
had only completed two pages. On the Se lanibe pee Th rable where 
morning of the seventh day I started — 2 Saevicae c a 
for town with the determination of let-| "0G. ® quantity, and good in 

ting the job to some one else; but the | 7 ty. - cs 
boss committeeman said: “No, sir-ee.| |My idea is that almost any kind of 
If farmers are not willing to do their | Sheep will pay if well managed, and I 

part, how are we going to make this a am sure there is less work about them 
success?” Failing in all other excuses | than any other stock, and this is a big 
I unfolded my “Mutton Brveds of | item. 
Sheep,” two pages, and began reading,| Mutton-breeds of sheep are supe- 
feeling confident that after I had tor-|rior to the other kind, because 
tured him with that he would let me|we have three crops a year,
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wool, muttton and increase. Theytwo,| In some respect I cannot make as 
wool and increase. good a showing in 1886, because every- 

In my own experience I have never | thing is lower; but I will say that I sold 
bred any Downs, but principally the | all my male lambs that I had for $10 

long-wool varieties,Cotswolde,Leicesters | each, the full bloods, and $5 each for 
and Lincolns. For the past six yearsI| the grades,and had lots of call and 
have bred Lincolns and Lincoln grades | inquiries that I had to turn away; and 
only. Have always found ready sales | in some instances they are booked for 
for my full blood buck lambs for breed- | 1887. 
ing purposes, and a good many of the There are quite a good many of my 
grades. The remaining buck lambs I | neighbors that are breeding about the 
sell to our home butchers at $2 to $3| same kind of sheep that I am, with 
each. This season I could have sold | about the same results. The main 
many more for breeding, had I had | thing with sheep is plenty of suitable 
them; in fact they are the only stock | food and goodcare. They want a light, 
that I have had any special demand for | airy and comfortable place in winter. 

this fall. Sheep will not do well shut up ina 
In order to get the best prices for | dark, cold pen with no chance to get 

your butcher lambs they must come | sunandstir about. They must be kept 
early, say March or February, if you|dry in winter, and have fresh water 
have the place to take care of them; | when ever they require it; and it does 
and if yoa have not got a suitable place | not make so much difference what they 
where you can make it warm and com- | are fed. By this I mean I can take a 
fortable with plenty of good succulent | flock of sheep and give them a dry, 
food, don’t raise early lambs. light sunny stable and yard with water 

My calls, that is my old ewes, I sell | as they want it, and no grain with clover 
for $3 to $4 each; while the no-mutton | hay. and they will come out in good 
breeders cannot sell their calls at any | order and do well. And the same flock 

price. Zs kept in a wet, cold, dark stable and no 
The halfblood Linco'ns show good | yard to exercise in, fed all the grain 

mutton points. They are square-built | they should eat, and hay, will come out 
and heavy quartered, and are good | poor inthe spring, and the lambs will 
shearers. In the season of 1885 I lost | be weak and unprofitable. 
forty high grade Lincoln ewes that} I do not advise any one to breed 
sheared 312 pounds of washed wool. | mutton sheep; but if they do I think 
Edwin Fan did the shearing. Wm. | they will be much pleased if their suc- 

Haase weighed the fleeces. The wool I | cess is as good as mine has been. 
= to C. Reinhard, Me Margery for 

, Teceiving the highest price per ‘ 
pound that md paid for any wool that ee ee 
season. Those ewes raised forty-four [By Mrs. James Richmond, of West Point.] 

lambs, of which I sold ten to John | It has been said that the handiest 
Hensler, of Beaver Dam, for $25, eight | thing on a farm is a good smart boy. 
of them for breeding purposes, for | Considered in the light of a machine, 
which I obtained $42 and three were | and valued according to his activity, it 
killed and eaten at home, leaving me | is true. From the dawn of a new day, 
twenty-three ewes lambs, of which | when his father’s sonorous voice soun: 
two were lost, one bitten and died, and | up the chamber stairway at four o’clock 
the other drowned in the water-tank. | in the morning, with the announcement 
That fall I sold the cull ewes for $28— | of the hour, and the command to “get 
nine of them—leaving me fifty-two ewes | up,” until he lays his weary head upon 
and ewe lambs. his pillow at night, the days are hardly 

If you please, I will call my flock of | long enough for him to answer the de- 

ewes, forty that I had in the spring of | mands made upon him by others. He 
1885, $200; that is $5 each. (ask and | is at the beck and call of the entire 
sell them at that price to other farmers | family. Even the hired man does not 
for breeding.) My wool clip, $78; ten | disdain to call upon him to save his 
lambs to butcher, $25; eight lambs for | steps. Does anybody ever stop to 
breeding, $42; three lambs that we | think how many times a day he is re- 
killed, $5; fitty-two ewesand ewe lambs, | quired to “ran now?” It is a good 

$260, making a total of $410 for the | tning that the average farmer's boy 
Seagen, does not always literally run, but when
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out of sight of his father’s watchful | that “a little learning is a dangerous 
eye, loiters along the way, and watches | thing.” 
the graceful flight of a bird, or the| Let us seeif there is no need of a 
nimble antics of a squirrel. cultivated mind on a farm. It is not 

When November winds begin to | all hard hend labor that wins. There 
blow, and the year is rounding toward | must be brain work. Much of success 
its completeness, then it is that the | in farming depends on good manage- 
boy’s heart turns yearningly toward | ment, and judicious planning of the 
school, for only in the winter months | work. The farmer works with nature, 
can he be spared from the labors of the | The sunshine, the rain, the dew, and the 
farm, to master the “threo R's.” But if | frost, are his allies. He must be watch- 
the corn-husking is belated, or the land | ful of the seasons, and bring his work in 
must be plowed, he must put aside his | harmony with them, The successful 
ambition for “book learning,” until a | farmer does not have to stop in hsrvest 
more “convenient season,” and, to the | time to cut the wood with which his 
shame of some fathers be it said, only | wife shall cook his dinner, neither does 
when there comes a day that there is| he husk corn in January. The farm 
nothing driving on the farm, is that | work is not drudgery. The farmer has 
boy allowed to go to school. the ae ers eee at his 

An examination of the registers kept | Command, and he or that boy must be 
in the common schools of some farm- | Somewhat of a machinest, with all his 
ing communities would reveal the fact | Variedaccomplishments. How different 
that if the law requiring a certain | the condition of the farmer of the pres- 
number of days attendance at school, | ent day, from that of even twenty years 
within the year, was put in force, the | 980! We did not have “Farmer's con- 
treasury would be considerably replen- | Ventions” in the capital city, nor “In- 
ished. “Even the district officers them- | Stitutes” in the villages in those days. 
selves might be called upon to “step | Verily, the farmer and his boy are get- 
up to the captain’s office and settle.” _| ting to be somebody, now ! 

Our boys are the future men of the| Now, that boy must understand some- 
nation. History will but repeat itself | thing of the chemistry of soils, and be 
if some of those boys are called upon | able to judge of the requirements of 
to help rule our country, or become | each. The fertilizer necessary for one 
the law-makers of the land. field may not beat all suitable for an- 

The great need of the farmers of the | Other. He must also know something 
present time is a more adequate repre- | Of the science of stock raising. “The 
sentation in our nationalcouncils. We | Survival of the fittest” is an excellent 
believe the majority of our legislators, doctrine for the farmer to consider in 
both State and national, are lawyers, | the breeding and rearing of his farm 
and they generally do not have the in- | #2imals. What a broad field is this! 
terests of farmers very much at heart. | And is there no call for talent and edu- 
How can farmers properly legislate for | Cation in it? 
their own good, except they be fitted by A very common but mistaken idea is 
education and a lively interest in the | theone that anybody can ran a farm 
business of farming? There must bea | successfully. No other occupation calls 
thorough culture of mind, for it is | for the exercise of good judgment as 
through this that men are made leaders; | this. That boy must be taught to watch 
and joined to this culture must there be | the markets of the world and buy and 
an honesty of purpose; not from that | sell discreetly. He must make his ex- 
low level ot policy but because it is | penses Jess than his income. But no 
right. other bcsiness will bear the strain of 

Second, a genuine love for the farm, | mismanagement so long as will farming. and a farmer’s life and work. Said a| The merchant who directs his affairs as 
farmer (father of several sons who had | loosely assome farmers, would soon find 
graduated from a common graded | himeelf in bankruptcy. 
school), when asked why none| A very important question is agitat- 
of his boys remained on the farm,| ing the minds of many fathers just 

“T have educated them too well.” Can | now: Why don’t that boy stay on the 
this be true ? Can it be possible that a | farm? What inducements have you held 
common school education unfits a boy | out, oh fathers? Have you given him a 
for a farmer's life? If so, how true itis | share of the profits of the farm, as well
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as a share of its labors and cares? Have | worth a week, in five weeks you have 
ou taken him into partnership, after | chewed up half a dollar. In one year 

ke has served his apprenticeship? Have | you have used $5.20. If Adams’ Stand- 
you given him a word of commendation, | ard costs 20 cents a pound, and 
now and then, or have you-been very | you smoke half a pound a week, in one 
liberal with fault-finding? We are none | year you have used $5.20, and the wise 
of us too old to love the approval of a | man says this isa very moderate esti- 
fellow creature. Deep down in the | mate—$10.40, in one year for that 
boy’s heart is a desire for the word of | which is of no benefit, but rather an in- 
praise, and appreciation. If both that | jury. What right have you to use this 

and disapproval are withheld, he is left | amount of money so unwisely for your- 
to infer that things are in a ‘olerable | salf,and then seek to find excuse in 
condition. Have you given him a_| poverty, for failing to provide that boy 
young animal to rear for his own, and | with needed information? What are 
when he has by great caretaking, | you toiling and striving for, anyway? 
brought it to maturity, taken it for its | Is it not for the boys who will take 
“keep,” and proved to him that though | your place when you are gone? Why 
it was that boys’ colt or calf, it was pa’s | stint their lives now, in order to have 
horse or cow? In such a transaction as | some government bonds or money at 
that (and there have been such) is that | interest, which may provea snare to 
boy’s keen sense of justice outraged, | your soul, when the assessor makes his 
and faith in the father destroyed. Woe | usual visit? Make that boy’s farm 
to that father, when, by dishonest deal- | home beautiful and attractive. En- 
ings with his boy, that boy has lost con- | courage him to plant trees and shrubs, 
fidence in him. Give him, at least, one | that he may take a pride in his home. 
animal he shall have full ownership of. | Let the mothers’ see to it that the boy’s 
Even if his liking for some particular | room is just as comfortable in every 
kind of stock may not agree with your | respect as that of the girl’s. In many 
preferences, sacrifice your own feelings, | farm houses the brightest, sunniest 
and encourage him in his undertaking. | chamber is given to the daughters, and 
If he succeeds in raising a superior|as unything is considered good 
animal, let him exhibit itat the fair. Not | enough for that boy, it usually 
only /et him, but /Aelp him, and show | follows that his room is not very 
him that you have an interest in his | attractive. We fancy some rothers 
succesful competition. Then advise | would be rather reluctant to show their 
him in his business transactions and | boys’ rooms to visitors. Boys can ap- 
counsel him in the expenditure of his | preciate articles of beauty as well as 
money. Teach him that one hundred | their sisters, and what more proper 
cents make a doilar. Make the farm | than that the mother, in arranging the 
house a pleasant home. If that boy | household, should insist that her 
has a taste for music, provide him with | daughters should take just as much 
the means of gratifying it. Bring good | interest in their brother’s surroundings 
reading to the home, Get the best | asin theirown. Then will that boy be 
books on farming. No professional | not ashamed to invite companions to 
man can be successful in his work, ex- | visit him in his own room. Bring flow- 
cept he be fully equipped by acourse of | ers, those great beautifiers; cultivate in 
reading. What would be thought of | that boy a love for the sweet messen- 
the minister, the physician, or the law- | gers of beauty, and wnen he bashfully 
yer who had no library? Why should | asks for a rose for his button-hole, have 
not the farmer have one? He needs | it ready forhim. Let in the sunshine, 
the help which the experience of others ; though the carpets fade. Have no 
can give. Provide good newspapers, | “best room,” in which that boy shall 
those great educators. The fermer who | feel himself almost a stranger. 
signs his name toa paper purporting to| If you bave given him a good educa- 
be an order for so many feet of lighting | tion, and inspired in him a love for the 
rod, and which turns up a promissory | farm, let us now see if there is not 
note, is not the man who reads the | some work outside, which he can do for 
Papers. his fellow-farmers. There is ademand, 

“ Can’t afford all this,” you say? Let | at the present time, for men; men who 
us perform a single example inarith-| cannot be bought and sold. Now, 
metic. Ifstar or spear-head costs 50 | when great monopolies and corpora- 
cents a pound, and you chew 10 cents ' tions threaten to crush the life out
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of farmers, do we need men who | American statesmen have done. What 
care more for character than for a| a touching picture we have of Daniel 
railroad pass. Men who will be fear-| Webster dying at Marshfield. One of 
less in defense of the right. Men who | his last requests was that his faithful 
will have enough moral courage to be | oxen might be driven past his window, 
honest, whatever the consequence to | that he might see them for the last time. 
themselves. We need such men inour| Having given that boy on the farm 
legislatures and in congress. We need | all this training, you may think about 
legislation fur farmers by farmers. | what you shall leave him. 
Why should not that boy, if he has been The very richest legacy a parent can 
well-fitted by education, and interest in | leave a son is a good name, and the 
the farm, and been carefully trained in | memory of a happy home on the farm, 
strict integrity and honesty (and here, | to which his loving thoughts shall turn 
oh! parents, you cannot be a moral | in later years; for then shall he rise 
guide-board, forever pointing in the up and call you blessed, and so shall 
right direction, unless you go that way | you have your reward. 
yourselves), besent to represent sean Ga Jue 
low farmers in the great assemblies fake: 
which make oa a aoe much [By 5 80M cae Wis. 
farmers are ne in Congress is ‘ = ‘ect b: 

shown by the setion of that body in| soot afortton te one ot ‘es ieenited 
relation to the oleomargarine bill. scientific experience in the business, is Passed by the lower house with a tax of not easy to account for only in one of 
5 cents on a pound, and _ reduced joe 
to 2 cents, and already is winter poe : a ject I 
manufactarert of that delightful com- | would ‘write non, roriying thery bea 
pomaan ae a a = a the none, only that of doing things in the witch’s cauldron ic oe : aa aes right way and at the right time. He 
beseiging congress repeal the the | Concludes, that principle applied to‘po- 
altogether. Weneed that boy On ene | tato culture,is of the highest importance, 
farm, now grown to manhood’s estate, | “cise second, because he may have 
ae _ - ates nea om heard that notwithstanding having 

_— = i Be f ae ue | had bugs, wet, drought and many 
tivate in him a love for, and an interest | (4. unfavcrable conditions, I have in farm life, and then send him to the succeeded in bringing out fine speci- 
capital to legislate for the farmers, and mens of choice varieties, and am there- in their interests, to resist oppression fore able to tell others how to attain to 
by the great money powers of the land. ike ceases. L. . . 
She Seis veo —_ _ puee Be this as it may be, I will simply 
—_ a hundred million dollars give my method, and raise some ques- beyond the needs of the government. tions, expecting to be questioned, thus 
A large percentage of this tax is upon opening discussion. . 
the farms of the country. “The farmer For the last season my field was a 
pays for all. . | clover sod on a southern slope of rich The public land, the rightful inheri- prairie, broken in the fall, then during 
tance of the American people, has been | the winter and early spring a light- 
shamefully wasted by grants to railroad | dressing of manure was spread upon it. 
companies well able to build and main- | As soon as the soil was in fair condition tain their own roads. Surely, here is to work, the first process was to mark 
work for that boy to do for us. But | the ground with a three foot marker 
let us pray that he may never become | ranning the same way of the plowing, that caricature on true manhood, pro- then, having the seed ready, proo-ed by 
fessional politician! Ob, we all know | dropping a row in the marks across the 
him. He comes to our farms and | geld by stakes, so as to be a convenient shakes hands with the “horney-handed start in cross plowing by narrow 

son of toil;” talks about the dignity of | jands, which was done with a gang labor, praises the good wife’s bread, and | plow running very shallow to cover the admires the baby. first row dropped. Then droppers fol- 
“~ ‘Let that boy do the work he is sent | Jow the plow, placing each hill in the 

‘to do, and then go back to the farm to | land side of the furrow directly against 
end his days, as so many of our great | the marks; these to be covered by the
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succeeding round of furrows, being a | loads, and take to the field upon a broad 

little more than two feet for the width | platform wagon and distribute where the 

between rows, crosswise the marking. | work is to commence. When a load 

Thus the work went on till the field | is early dug and picked up they are 

was plowed new and planted. The ob-| quickly loaded by driving along the 

ject of this plan was to fit the ground | line of work. By the use of these boxes 

jn the best manner, the quickest way | a great saving of labor is gained, as no 

possible and do the planting all at the | shoveling is necessary and consequent- 

same time. ly much cutting and bruising saved 

I am satisfied, however, that this | from the common way of handling—If 
method can be improved, by dropping | the market is favorable it is the best 

the seed about midway from the bottom | economy to deliver them at once. If it 
of the furrow upon the mellow earth | Seeme necessary to store before selling 

thrown out, thus giving the young roots | 1 prefer a cool, dry cellar, well venti- 
and tubers well pulverized bed in | lated and kept dark, not having a depth 
which to start, care being taken to keep | Of pile more than two and a half to 
the hills even with the marks. For 1 | three feet if it can be avoided. 

regard the rowing both ways of much 
impcrtance in the cultivating; for with ee 

properly constructed cultivators the Clover on Sandy Soil. 
work can be well done without any | [By Prof. 1. P. Roberts, Cornell University, Ith- 
hand-hoeing. aca, N. Y.J 

As soon as the plant begins toshow| A field that had had a liberal appli- 
itself I use the slanting tooth harrow | cation of manure, and had been under 
which is a great help in destroying the | the plow and cropped for six successive 
first little weeds, running it till the po- | years, was seeded to wheat in the fall of 
tatoes are well up. 1882. Two quarts per acre of timothy 

A narrow-wheel, two-horse culti- | seed was sowed a few days after the 
vator, which should follow the harrow, | Wbeat was put in, In March, 1883, six 
is the best implement for the wide way, | querts of clover seed per acre was 
and a single-horse cultivator, or shovel- | 8owed on the wheat. In 1883, when 
plow, for the narrow way, which should | the wheat was cut, the seeding appeared 
be kept running, so as to keep the | to be ebout seven-eights clover and 
weeds all in subjection and the soil | one-eighth timothy. The yield of hay 
well stirred. in 1884 was estimated to be between 

The seed may be prepared some days | two and three tons per acre. An 
before hand—medium to large pre- | abundance of moisture being present, 
ferred. If seed is plenty, first out off | the second growth started quickly and 
aslice from the seed end, and throw | stew lusuriantly. 
away the little cluster of eyes; then Desiring to sow this field to wheat in 
split lengthwise once or twice, aczord- | the fall, and having plenty of hay, the 
ing to the number of eyes upon it, so | question arose whether it was best to 
that each piece may have at least two | cut the second growth for hay and pur- 
good eyes, answering for a hill. Im- chase fertilizers or plowit under. In 
mediately after cutting they can | order to throw some light upon this 
be improved by a sprinkling of | question the clover from an area of six- 
& composition of lime, ashes and plaster | teen square feet of average growth was 
which serves both as a healer to the | cut and dried and the roots of the same 
wounds made, and a fertilizer to give | area were dug, washed and dried. The 

vigor to the young plant. tops contained when analyzed 11.41 
The time or_stage for a “lay off” in | per cent..and roots 985 per cent. of 

the cultivating I leave for a question. | water. Taking the yield of 16 square 
The harvesting or digging I prefer to | feet as the unit for computation it was 

have done soon after the vines show | found that there was a yield per acre of 
signs of mes ( using a common-sense | air-dried hay containing moisture as 
digger worked by a slow and steady | above,of 3,295 pounds, of air-dried roots 

team, firat taking every alternate row | containing moisture as above stated 
and picking them ong. ete 4,893 pounds. The analysis showed 
remaining rows. ore this harvest | that the roots had not been entirely 
work is commenced I prepare bushel | cleansed of the sand although every 
crate boxes, enough at least to hold two | effort was made todoso. Analysis of
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the tops taken irom the second growth, | The roots contained per acre: 
August, 1884, gave the following results: Nitrogen - - - 47.36 lbs. 

Nitrogen, - 231 percent. Phosphoric acid - 27. lbs. 
Potash, - -274 “ « Potash - - - - 81.96 lbs. 
Phosphoric Acid, 53 “ “ The value of nitrogen, etc. in the 

Reeults given in pounds per acre. roots and tops:of an acre computed at 
Nitrogen, 76 11 Ibs. at 15c, - $11.41] the same prices as above would be 
Potash, 90.28 Ibs. at4e, - - 861 | $30.10, 
Phosporic Acid, 17.46 Ibs. at 6c, 104/ gome careful investigations con- 

——— | ducted during the past season showed 
Total - - - = $16.06} that in our soil tomato roots penetrated 

ROOTS. the ground to the depth of 12 5 inches 
Nitrogen, - 224 percent. Pea - - roots, 124 inches 
Potash, - - 567 “ Potato - aes i. 

Binoy Acid, - 44 “ oo Paes ieee e in = 
sults given in pounds per acre. farro' Stik periae a 

Nitrogen, 1096 ibe. at $.15 $16.44 | Corn roots, good ground, 18; “ 
Potash, 27.74 “ 04  1,10| Corn roots,poor ground, 21 “ 
Phos. Acid, 21.52 “ .06 1.29|Clover - - roots, 52 = 

——— | Orchard grass s 16 * 
$1883 | Sweed turnip - “ 153 ” 

Value of tops, - - 16.06 | White sugar beet “ m@ -* 
———| This sample of clover was taken from 
$34 89 | a soil that was rather inclined to sand 

The question naturally arises if | on the surface and was pure gravel and 
clover plowed under furnished such a | stone at a depth of three and a half feet 
large amount of plant food for the sue- | where the sample was found. In no 
ceeding crop, why husband so carefully | other case were we able to find so large 
farm manures. Here we have in one | a mass of roots at so great a depth. 
year a large crop of hay and in the| Some investigations this fall as to 
second growth of tops and the roots | the quantity and value of clover on 
plant food equal to ten tons of well-| newly seeded land are interesting as 
preserved manure or three-fourths of a | showing the vast amount of roots that 
ton of high-grade ammoniated super- | grow in the soil in a limited period of 

phosphate. time. The soil from which these roots 
We too often forget that the clover | were taken was a sandy loam. The 

creates nothing. It simply utilizes the | ground was used for growing oats in 
nitrogen, potash, etc., which it finds in | 1885. In the fall it was plowed and 
the soil. Thatis, it brings it up from the | treated to eight to ten loads of manure 
sub-sojl and deposits it near thesurface. | per acre on the surface and sowed to 

I am permitted, through the kindness | winter wheat Sept. 15. Two quarts 
of A. N. Breed, a student of agriculture, | of timothy seed per acre was sowed on 
to give the results of iis investigations | the land about ten days afterwards. In 
as to the manurial value of clover. The | March, 1886, about five quarts of me- 
samples in this case were taken from | dium clover seed per acre was sowed 
clover two years from seeding, very late | upon the wheat. A heavy crop of wheat 
in October. The soil was a moderately | was harvested from the ground this 
fertile clay loam. Some timothy was | year. The roots of the clover were dug 
mixed with this clover, all was very tall | in the wheat stubble Nov. 16, 1886. 
and rank and the clover quite brown| From the time of sowing the 
and gray. The area cut and dried was | clover seed to the time of digging the 
25 eqnare feet. roots was eight months. Sixteen sq are 
Weight of airdriel tops per acre, | feet of surface was dug over and the 

5,417 Los. roots washed and preserved. The tops 
Weight of air-dried roots, per acre, | of the clover having been cut as close 

2,068 lbs. as possible with a sickle before the 
The tops were found to contain on | roots were dug, Ouae-tenth of the roots 

analysis: were found to be timothy. They were 
Nitrogen - - - 91.5 Ibs. thoroughly washed and dried in a hot 
Phosphoric acid - 40.35 Ibs. room for about two weeks when a 
Potash - - - - 78 Ibs. determination showed that they con-
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tained 6 86 per cent. water. Using the | cuffs and follow the old mares, 

unit of 16 square feet—the area dug—|if he can’t keep up with 

for computation, it was found that an| colts for every day’s work added to 

acre contained 1,991 lbs. of air dried | the cultivation, and every day’s work 

roots, containing 6.86 percent. of water. | in the right time, instead of the 

Computed at the average amount of | wrong time, always means full pay, 

water found in air-dried hay—14 per| and frequently $10 to $20 per day 

cent.—the amount per acre would be | for these few additional days’ work. 

2,156 lbs. The half-blood steer unfattened, at 

Estimating the composition the same | three years, will weigh 1,100 pounds, 

as that found in the former experiment | and can be sold for $44. The half- 

it would show that the value of these | blood French colt, at the same age, un- 

young clover roots in the wheat stubble | broken and ungrained, will weigk 1,000 

was $8.00 per acre. That is to say; the | pounds, and can be sold for $150. The 

plant food they ‘contained could not | steer, at four, after he has eaten from 

have been purchased on the market in | forty to fifty bushels of grain, will 

the form of fertilizers for less money. | weigh 1,500 pounds, and will bring 

The tops of this clover were not dever- | $82.50 at the farm. The colt will earn 

mined. It was estimated that they would | all he eats after he is three years 

produce a ton of hay per acre. old, and at four years will weigh 1,300 

pitas pa = sell for $250. From ane 

deduct $20 for cost of service, an 
Raising Horses on Grain Farms. oorree : » 

By Prof. 1. . Roberts, Cornell University, N. ¥.] | i¢ will appear that while your cattle 
In ‘America horse-power is cheaper brought 4 cents your horse brought 13 . 

ae nas pe cents per pound; fat cattle 5} cents; 
than steam power in cultivating the c : 

r a 4-year-old horses with board bill paid 
land. I judge nine-tonths of all the | 13 jonts a. 

farmers who occupy the heavy wheat | }> cents Per poun 
lands have either too few, too small or| These are no fancy figures, but those 

too unproductive horses. To make clear reached by us on the university farms. 

how I would remedy this we will take | Our experience in the rearing of fall or 
for example a farm which, according to winter colts proves that it is no more 

present methods, requires four able, difficult, in fact less so, than to raise 
mature horses and upon which the them in warm weather. If one has 

farmer imagines he cannot afford to keep learned how to keep a cow warm and 

any more. To get started suppose we make her give milk in the winter, then 

change these four work horses for four | he knows how to make colts grow in 

good, common or mixed blooded brood | cold weather. 
mares and two 83-year-old fillies, pay-| The utmost care should be taken 

ing the difference by note or money. | in the selection of the brood mare. Now, 

The mares should be bred so as to drop | large numbers of “dung-hill” mares, 

their colts in late fall or early winter. | bred sometimes to good stallions, but 

The team of 3-year-olds should be kept | more often to poor ones as the quality 

for driving and light work. In four | of the mares will not justify the owner 

years one span of horses will have been | for paying as much for the services of 

sold and if fairly successful and no | the horse as a poor colt will be worth 

other sales have been made, there will| at one year old. ‘‘Scrubs” or “weeds” 

be on the farm, allowing for a loss of | of mixed or even pure bloods are more 

twenty-five per cent. of the increase, | apt to tansmit their undesirable quali- 

four brood mares, three four-year-olds, | ties than the best pure bloods are to 

three three-year-olds, three two-year | transmit their desirable ones. The 

and three one-year-old colts, or the | brood mare should be strictly feminine 

equivalent of these. in appearance so much so that she can 

In some groups there may be four | be distinguished at first glance from the 

and in some but two in all twelve colts, | geldings. She must be close to the 

three of which will be able to do nearly | ground if her off-spring ara to do the 

full work, and three more able to do | world’s work at the smallest cost. Short- 

fully half a mature horse’s work. Now, | legged horses almost invariably have 

when the rush of work comes, there are | broad, strong, well-made limbs and firm 

the equivalent of four good teams avail- | textured feed. The whole bony structure 

able, and this is just the time when the | shoald appear firm and strong without 

boss should lay off his coat and| being, in the least, coarse. The neck
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should appear slim, viewed from above. | pure draft horses, but business horses 
From the side, it should appear small | that will sell any dey except Sundays. 
at the head and broad at the shoulders. | Business men who are willing to pay 
It should not be set on the end of the | round price for a round, sound horse, 
body like a pig’s, but well back on the | are not given to Sunday horse jockying. 
withers. A slight crest adds beauty, if | There are places for both extremes, the 
not so large as to give a masculine ap- | trotter and the heavy draft. The farmer 
pearance and characteristics, A “ewe- | would do well to chose the golden mean. 
necked” animal may sometimes be a What shall the stallion be? First, 
good and a pleasant driver, but a8. | masculine, strong and vigorous rather 
rule, better select those that have their | than stylish. Lofty, long, slim-necked, 
necks set on right side up. long-backed and long-legged, “showy” 

The hind quarter should be broad, | first premium horses are too often the 
long and rather sloping. If the | sires of third premium colts. We have 
rump is too straight the hind limbs | a few large stallions from the trotting 
are liable to be the same, Then fol- | strains with tco much business in them 
ows the pounding motion that pro- | for the race course, too compact and 
duces spavins and ring bones. If the | firm and good natured even for the 2:40 
rump is short the leverage of the hind | agricultural “horse trot.” The heaviest, 
parts is too short, the stride restricted | shortest legged French coacher might 
and the walk and the trot must there- | also be used. The get of either of the 
fore be slow and labored. There | abcve, from dams of size and substance, 
should be great breadth of loin and hip | would make the ideal farm horse, ex- 

- , inorder to give power to the end of | cept upon the heaviest clay lands. The 
the horse that does all the pushing and | lighter and smaller ones would make 
also to give ample pelvis capacity. The | roadsters and single and double carriage 
shoulders should be rather oblique, | horses, good for ten years at light work, 
blades thin, the reverse of meaty, the | and if well used serviceable for six to 
withers high and rather sharp, the | ten more on the city delivery wagon or 
shoulder points not prominent nor too | street car. 
far apart. Lung room should be se-| Good stallions are found among the 
cured in the schooner-shaped breast | draught breeds. The Norman Per- 
which can hardly be too prominent. { cheron furnishing the larger number 
Flat-breasted and fiat-ribbed horses | for the kind of breeding I have desig- 
seldom have the ideal lung power. It is | nated. There isa good market in the 
hardly necessary to say that the back | cities for very large horses, provided 
should be short, the lower line longand | they have good feet and limbs; but 
the loines strong. While the animal | they are very difficult to breed, and 
should not be “too open,” neither should | when bred they are too heavy for 
she be ribbed up like a pony. A brood | American farm work, and too slow for 
mare should never be pony shaped un- | the high-strang American farm boy, 
less it is a pony brood mare. The | In selecting the stallion from draught 
abdomen should be ample, especially of | breeds, there is great danger that a 
the old brood mare. Theideal color is a lofty crest and size will so captivate 
strong bay with dark points. The head, | that the plainer and more valuable 
eyes, etc., why describe them? They | qnalities will be lost sight of. There 
are never bad on the mares of the type|ig one safe rule that will seldom 
I have described. lead, even the novice, astray in the 
How can we get them? There are| purchase of a horse of any kind or 

always a few really valuable brood | style. Choose a little below the 
mares of mixed or common brood in | medium of the large breeds and a little 
each county. If none of these can be | above in the smaller breeds. Let the 
procured their offspring certainly can. | showmen deal in monstrocities and put 
A moderately good, tried, brood mare | quality always before style. Good 
may cost $175, the best $300. quality seldom means really bad style. 

The difference in the value of the} A lofty crest will hardly compensate for 
colts of the two mares in a single year | a curbed leg. : 
is quite likely to be more than the dif- | Well matured fillies should be bred at 
ference of the cost of the dams. It will } 2 or 2} years old and they should not 
take some little time to learn what one | be put at hard work till after they are 
wants and how toget it. I judge the | 4 yearsold. Difficulty is sometimes ex- 
grain farmer does not want trotters nor ‘ perienced in getting the mares to re-
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ceive the males late in the fall or win-| By $200 worth of wheat, 1,800 Ibs: 

ter. To obviate this to some extent the Nitrogen, 332.8 Ibs at 16 cts, $53.25 

mare should be kept on low diet till Potash, 84.8 lbs, at 5 cts., 4,24 

sometime in February; then if put in a | Phosphoric acid, 126.4 at 8 cts., 10.11 

warm stable or blanketed, or both -__— 

liberally fed and well cleaned they will Tole ee - $67.60 

come in season whenever the weather The bran from $200 worth of wheat 

remains warm for a few days. The | carries off: 

duration of pregnancy in the mare is (5,300 Ibs. in 16,000 Ibs. wheat.) 

about eleven calander months, and as | Nitrogen, 118.7 lbs. at 16 cts, $19.00 

she conceives with very great certainty, | Potash, 75.79 lbs. at 5cts.. —- 3.79 

onthe ninth day after dropping her | Phos. Acid, 144.69 lbs. at 8 cts., 11.57 

foal the time of the birth of the colt —_—__ 

may be advanced, on an average, twenty Total - - -_ - _ $3436 

dayseach year. With alittle carethe| If the bran is returned to the land 

timeof breeding may be changed in a | then $200 worth of wheat would1emove 

few years to suit the conditions of the | but $33.24 of plant food. 

breeder. Maresin foal are better off Butter, 800 lbs. at 25 cts., value $200, 

for being worked moderately, but they | carries off the farm: 

should not be used on very soft ground | Nitrogen 5.68 Ibs. at 16 cts, - $.91 

or in deep mud; neither should taey be 
put to excessive load or at work that ee 
requires quick motion. Principles of Breeding. 

Pregnant animals of all kinds are lia- [By J. McLain Smith, Dayton, Ohio.} 

ble to be more or less constipated during | It was a prevalent opinion a few years 

the latter period of pregnancy, hence, | ago, resulting doubtless from its politi- 

bran mashes, roots and other light laxa- | cal associations, that all men are created 

tive foods should be used iargely. | equal; equal, that is, not only in rights, 

Timothy hay, especially if over ripe | but in natural aptitude and capacity. 

should be fed, if at all, in limited quan- | Of those who combined to organize the 

tities. Constipation and hard, unyield- | Republican party, a very large propor- 

ing muscles cause more trouble and | tion sincerely believed that if you would 

loss at parturition than all other dele- | take a hundred colored children and a 

terious influences combined. hundred white children, and submit 

Milk in its natural state is composed | them all to the same training, and afford 
largely of water (87 per cent.) so it | to all the same opportunities, the two 

stands to reason that the mare that gets | races would arrive at eee the 
but dry timothy and is watered at most | same goal—that the colored children 

twice daily cannot raise a good colt.| would make, on an average, as moral 

Milk also contains a large proportion of | and intelligent men and women as the 

nitrogen, and if the colt is to be pror- | white children. Nothing can be more 

erly nourished the dam should receive | erroneous or mure directly opposed to 

an abundance of roots, bran, oats and | the uniform experience of mankind. 

a little oil meal and bright clover | Not only are there broad and marked 

hay. If properly fed and taught to eat | race characteristics which no training 

in its own manger the colt will be | can obliterate; but, even in the same 

ready to wean at three months old. | race, there are family traits and perso- 

The living colt will not only be the | nal peculiarities, disposition, apitudes, 
better but the one in wero also, and | capacities, even tricks of manner, which 

the mare will be more certain to breed | are transmitted from generation to gen- 

regularly than if lugged down with a | eration with almost equal certainty. To 
long and continuous nursing. When | say that the accumulations of the race 
the dum is at work the foal should | consisi wholly in material things and 
never be allowed to follow her, but | not also in inherited apitudes and ca- 
should remain in a box stall. pacity, is to ignore, alike the facts of ex- 

Carried off the farm by a $200, | istence and the teachings of religion. 
1,200-Ib horse :' Given a child, whose ancestors for 
Nitrogen, 31.92 Ibs, at 16 cts., $5.10 | many generations have been intelligent, 

Potash, 1.7 Ibs, at 5cts., - -  .08| cultivated, moral people, aad you may 
Phosphoric acid, 22.3 Ibs, at 8 cts., 1.78 | educate him as you please, or neglect 

——— | him as you please, he will almost cer- 
Total - - = = $6.96 | tainly turn out an intelligent, upright
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man. Many children, in fact, if not a | value of the surroundings in modifying 
m, jority, are born with a character and | character varies inversely in proportion 
disposition so firmly fixed in its main | to’ the strength of the breeding. The 
outlines that no subsequent training can | stronger the natural bent, which is only 
seriously affect it. Some, by their very | another way of saying, the stronger the 
nature, are constrained to walk in the | breeding, the less important the envi- 
paths of peace and virtue; others are| ronment or surroundings, and vice 
eee with equal certainty to go | versa. 

bee sey ee te don cis | __How this comes about we do not, as 

Gatton, the author of “Hereditary Ge- yet, sally ae There lcd . 
nius,” in one of his inquiries, under- ee : pares Se 
taken to determine the respective in- aa ¢ disposition ont woe ease 
fluence of education and inheritance in | *”” ae re eee eee 
determining the character and disposi- ba that 3 De bee: Cranks Seema? 
tion, he came into personal contact, or ss : a a ere nothing Pte than 
correspondence, with nearly all the ies has vel pac 
twins of England. Twin children, as = th become Sormenyseren ed 
everyone knows, are often strikingly fo a en nies, = 
alike, not only in appearance, but in nae tau - 2 mmecabors of 
character and disposition, On the | ¢ ad cong bees ‘ nel eee a = 
other hand they are often very unlike } a 1 a aiua — 
in every particular, assuring that, when mb . all, an ox law _ the survival 

they were raised together, they would ee is a oe bes cl phir cra 
enjoy the same advantages, and be sub- th oe ees mal “Th ee sectedl, cna dacacty aa fine: s40:-Alie e average in aptitude. There isevery 
game discipline, ana ih poe e surround: | 7°8802. to believe, however, that if the 

ings, the question was whether this sim- | nee ms of Tat cs should grad- 
ilar education and environment tendered | ™* a ie sna She prcemns tm 
perceptibly to modify the original dif- | *tinctive habits in any species became 
ferences. On the other hand, he found errr a Pek ae er would be 
many twins, similar at birth, that were a W - Ae :. a ry rig 
reared under very different conditions aes wines eat as ab a6 they be- 
—one perhaps by the parents, the other ead t soapligeeo “= aiff ate less exact 
by the grand-parents or some other rel- ome Sanity AS a 
ative. He sought to discover whether | ° “2° a : Fag p al 
the original similarity was perceptibly | TC*8°® lage _seotcopees Mad ac oe 
modified by the subsequent training. greater divergence from the common ‘This conciualats, altera seestel endian | 20S without serious inconvenience, or, 

tended study, was that ivherited traits | perhaps, _ ae In the high- 
in every case predominate, and that ed- est anim: limit sero oe and veil 
ucation and surroundings has so little stines hi mi = = ae 
influence in opposition to this, that it See raed ly in the very young. The 
may be almost ignored in the final esti- — ‘ ean anther transmitted 
mate; that where the twins were alike i er ‘o learn rather than ability 
at birth,in chsracter and disposition, | re! 
they continued alike through all the, This, in some of its aspects, is a 
vicissitudes of life, and that, where they | harsh and apparently an unjust law. 
were dissimilar at birth, a similar edu- | But in it is founded all the power of a 
cation and surroundings had no per- | skillful breeder, and, I may add, all the 
pees influence in changing their | rational nee of a moral, intelligent 
natural bent. man in the outcome of his offspring. If 

Some children, it is true, are of such | it were not possible to build a a Breed 
a mixed lincage that they have no de- of animals, in which certain desirable 
cided character. They are born in a | traits are transmitted with almost abso- 
state which chemists call a condition of | lute certainty, there would be little en- 
unsalable equilibrium. A slight push | couragement to spend time and 
this way or that determines their subse- | thought, and money in their improve- 
coo career. With Bist education — and if a vicious, ill-conditioned 
and environment are important. | whelp of a man were as likely to get a 
But they are so because the breeding is high ‘minded, intelligent son a arets 
defective. Indeed, you may say the! himself possessed those characteristics,
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half the incentive to well-doing would | to produce a cow which will yield fif- 

be taken away. teen pounds, Mere breeding, the 

But whether you approve the law or | coupling together of the best for this 

not, there is no doubt of its existence | purpose, other things remaining un- 

and of its absolute sway. There is no | changed, would never accomplish the 

use kicking against the pricks. It is | purpose, or not at least with any cer- 

the part of a wise man to submit to the | tainty, or within the lifetime of any 

inevitable. If, in some of its aspects breeder. You might, and in time un- 

the law is harsh, from another stand- doubtedly would, secure a family all the 

point it is the most glorious and benefi- | members of which would prove equal to 

cent. Individually we can do little to | the best of the breed as it formerly ex- 

elevate our nature or extend the range | isted. That is all you could reasonably 

of thought; but if men were bred with expect. The fifteen-pound cow would 

half the care we breed our sheep, that | be about as far from attainment asever. 

little would not be lost, but would be-| The rational way of proceeding in 

come a permanent acquisition of the such a case, and the way in which all 

race. Indeed, on this law of inheri- | great improvements have been secured 

tance is founded the only possibility of | in our domestic animals, is, after select- 

progress and improvement. ing the best animals attainable for the 

But we are concerned with the law | Purpose, to afford them facility to in- 

to-day only asit affects the control of | crease their yield through better care 
our domestic animals, and our influence | @2d more abundant food, of proper 

jn moulding them to suit our purpose. | duality. Note those that respond most 

There is a common impression, I believe, | freely to the change, and discard the 

that the power of askiliful breeder is | Others. Keep this up generation after 

practically unlimited; that by proper | Seneration, affording at all times the 
selection he can mould the form as | most favorable conditions for growth in 

readily as the potter moulds his clay, | the direction desired, and. breeding 
and realize his ideal more slowly, per- only from those animals which show a 

haps, but as surely as the painter or tendency to grow in this direction, and, 

sculptor. This is a mistake. The pow- if the goal is not beyond the innate ca- 

er of the breeder is limited in repro- | pacity of the breed, you may well hope 
ducing in the offspring what already ex- | for success. 
ists in one or the other of the parents.| I say, if the goal is not beyond the | 

He can take ahead from this, a back | innate capacity of the breed. Youcan- 

and well-sprung rib from another, a soft | not make a silk purse out of a sow’s 

touch from a third, and, by skillful | ear. You cannot produce a fifteen- 7 

manipulation, he can combine them | pound butter cow out of a breed which, 

all in one individual. But when he | from a defective organization, cannot 

has done this—when he has combined | digest food enough to make it. No 

in one animal all the good points which, | matter how thoroughly a breed ‘ends in 

in a state of nature, are scattered the direction desired, to make any great 

through the breed, he has done all that | results possible, this tendency must be 

mere breeding can do. It is justas | backed by a proper physical organiza- 
impossible by breeding to produce | tion. 

some new quality, or to increase the de-| The pcint I wish to enforce at pres- 
velopment of some quality already ex: | ent, however, is that success in breed- 

isting, as it would be to breathe into a | ing owes half its success infeeding. It 
statute the breath of life. Improve-| is useless to attempt the improvement 
ment, in the sense of increased develop- | of our domestic animals by greater care 
ment of any desirable trait, is aspon-| in breeding unless at the same time we 
taneous matter—it is nature’s response | improve in every particular. It is folly 
to favorable conditions in the matter of | to spend money for an animal of choice 

care and food. Breeding proper can | breeding, possessing in an eminent de- 

only assist indirectly by avoiding com- | gree the qualities desired, unless we 
binations which would tend to dimin- | afford its offspring an opportunity to 

ish the quality sought for. develop those qualities fully. If we 
Take the milking quality as an illus- | aim to winter our calvesat a straw stack 

tration. Suppose we have a breed of | and allow them to pick a living in sum- 

cows the best of which yield say ten | mer along the roadside, it is not likely 

pounds of butter a week. It is desired | we can improve much on our native
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cows. They are just what generations | impairing the wool. Much disappoint- 
of auch treatment has made them and | ment was felt when it was found that 
are probably as well adapted to their | the lambs showed no trace of their En- 
conditions, and yield as good returns in | glish sire. In seeking an explanation 
milk and beef as any breed in exist- | of the marvel it was suggested that the 
ence with this treatment. French sheep, though greatly inferior, 

You often hear the remark that Mr. | were, in fact, more strongly bred, in 
A. or B. has some fine stock which | that their qualities, such as they were, 
yields much milk and butter, or turns | had been transmitted through many 
out fine beeves; but that any stock | Senerations, while the English rim was 
would do as well with the eame care and | Of @ recent improved breed. Assuming 
feed. This is a mistake, As I have | this to be the case, it was argued that, 
said, under a system of neglect and of | if the prepotency of the French sheep 
periodical starvation our native scrubs | Could be broken down, by crossing two 
will probably do as well and yield as old but diverse strains, the produce 

good returns or lose as little money as | Would cross more favorably with the 
any breed. But they do not respond, | 2e7 breed. This was done, and the re- 

as better-bred animals would do, to im- | Sults fully justified the auticipations. 
proved keep. They do not inherit the Leaving out of view, then, the ex- 
capacity to utilize the abundant ration. | ceptional cases, which are in reality in- 

Nature’s fizst care is to preserve life | explicable, we may say that the prepo- 
and propagate the species. If the food | tency of an animal—the influence it 
is not more than sufficient for this, the | will exert in determining the character 
parts and organs not essential to life or | of its offspring—depends on the fixity 
procreation are gradually reduced in | of its type; and the fixity of a type 
size. Large digestive capacity, or a| depends on its age—the number of 
fully developed vascular system, is not | generations it has endured unchanged. 
necessary to a cow which never has| If ared Short-horn cow produced a 
enough to eat, or a full supply of blood. | roan, or white calf, it might cause some 
So a broad, level back, and well sprung | disappointment, but would excite no 
ribs, while indicative of capacity to lay | rurprise. But it a Devon cow produced 
on flesh of high quality, require rich | a roan calf, scarcely any conceivable 
blood for their proper development. | testimony would satisfy an intelligent 
If the blood is lacking, Nature reduces | breeder that it was of pare Devon 
the parts to correspond. And this| blood. Why? Because the red color 
diminished capacity is transmitted from | is characteristic in one blood and not in 
generation to generation, with an in- | the other—not more so than roan or 
creasing tendency to economy in nutri- | white. But again, we expect, with 

tion. on ee pecans = the pro- 

It is a mistake to suppose that good | duce of a Polled-Angus | and a 
qualities are more decidedly hereditary | 2ative cow, of any color, will be a black 
than bad, or that a well-bred animal is | Calf; and the produce of a Devon bull 
especially prepotent. Nature’s ways are and a native cow, a red calf. Why? 
often inscrutable, and occasionally we | Because in each case the color is a race 
find what is apparently a useless varia- | OF family trait in one parent, and not in 

tion from the normal type propagated | the other. 
with extreme persistence; but, as a This, it seems to me, is the bed-rock 
rule, qualities which are useful to the | in breedihg. It is the foundation prin- 
animal, and qualities, whether useful or | ciple on which we must build. To de- 
not, which have been transmitted | velop a breed—to combine in one ani- 
through many generations unchanged, | mal all the good points which can be 
are the most decidedly prepotent.| found in the breed—and to develop 
An illustration of this was afforded, | fully its latent capacities, requires de- 
many years ago, in the attempt to im- | cided genius—a sort of intuitive per- 
prove one of the old French breeds of | ception of the combinations which will 
sheep by the use of an English long- | nick, and give each trait full room for 
wool ram. The French sheep were | development. Bnt to preserve a breed 
small and ill-formed, but carried a good | once firmly fixed, or to breed up a 
fleece. It was thought the English | mongrel to a high standard, through 
ram would increase the sizes and im- | the combination of improved blood, re- 
prove the quality of the flesh without | quires only care and good common
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sense. It is only necessary to remem- | mals this tendency is checked and con- 

ber that full development of the most | trolled by the long series of generations 

desirable qualities requires abundant | through which the improved qualities 

nutrition; and that the parent which is | have descended. But where this series 

likely to prove most prepotent is the | is broken by the introduction of foreign 

one whose type is most firmly fixed. | blood, or blood possessing different 

This is the advantage, and the only ad- | characteristics, the tendency to revert 

vantage, so far as breeding goes, in a | is greatly augmented. 

recorded pedigree. It enables us to In breeding, therefore, each animal 

trace the lineage, and to know that the | stands, not as an isolated individual, 

gualities we admire in the animal before | but as the representative of a long line 

us are race characteristics, or at least, | of ancestors, each exerting some in- 

family traits, and are, therefore, certain | fluence in generation. If these ances- 

to prove strongly preponent in a union | tors are all substantially alike in the 

with an animal of mixed blood. For | qualities sought to be reproduced, or, 

this reason also a pure-bred animal— | better still, if the qualities show an in- 

and by pure-bred I mean an animal of | creasing development from generation 

unmixed blood of any fixed type—is a | to generation, the animal will almost 

more desirable sire than a much better | certainly prove very prepotent in trans- 

animal, individually, of mixed breed- | mitting these qualities. On the other 

ing, and a grade bull—the produce of a | hand, if the ancestry is a mixed lot, 

fall-blood of any breed from a cow of | good, bad and indifferent—of diverse 

mixed lineage—is likely to prove a bet- | and inconsistent attributes-—no matter 
ter sire than a cross-bred animal—the | how perfect the animal itself may be, it 

produce of two pure bloods of different | is, for breeding purposes, the veriest 
breeds—unless the two breeds closely | scrub. 
resemble each other in desirable quali-| A common illustration of this princi- | 

ties. Our fat-stock shows have pretty | ple is found in the human family, where 

clearly shown that, for every purpose | one parent comes of a black-eyed race, 

except breeding, a three-quarters or | and the other is of mixed lineage—in 

seven-eights grade of any breed is as | this respect ancestors whose eyes were 

good an animal as a full-blood; and | black, or brown, or blue, or gray indis- 

they are often practically better, be- | criminately—the children will almost 
cause they are better adapted to their | certainly, at least ninety-nine times in 

surroundings, and a cross-bred animal | a hundred, follow the parent of un- 

is often decidedly superior, in size, form | mixed lineage; and what is true of this 

and feeding qualities, to either of the | obvious feature is true of the entire in- 

pee breeds from which it springs. | dividual; every quality of body and 
ut for breeding purposes, except to | mind is just as hereditary, and con- 

couple with a full-blood, both should be | trolled by just the same laws, as the 

rejected. For any of the ordinary pur- | color of the eyes or hair. 
poses for which stock is kept—milk or| In breeding, then, the first requisite 

beef in cattle, work in horses—the one- | is to know precisely what you want—in 

eighth or one-quarter of mixed blood is | cattle, whether milk or butter or beef; 

practically lost and obliterated by the | in horses, speed or style or strength— 
three-quarters or seven-eighths of pure | and to know the particular form and 

blood. But in breeding the case is re- | qualities which go along with that you 
versed, and the slight trace of mixed | seek. Taese select as your foundation 

blood reduces the prepotency of the | stock, or, if it is proposed to breed up 
animal much more than its proper pro- | from native cows, or common mares, 

portion. A three-quarter blood bull of | select as the head of your herd an ani- 
any breed is not usually one-half so | mal in which the qualities yon seek are 

prepotent a sire as a much commoner | race characteristics, or at least, strong 

looking full-blood, and a cross-bred | family traits. Afford the offspring 
animal, for grading up inferior stock, | every opportunity for full development, 

is, in reality, little better than a scrub. | and success is absolutely certain, or at 
The explanation in both cases is the | least, as certain as that the combined 
same. There is a constant tendency on | action of certain parts in a machine will 

the part of all animals to breed back to | produce determinate resulte. 

the original type, which, in the case of It ought to be as easy to predict, with 
all improved breeds, is a much inferior | accuracy, the quantity and quality of 
animal. In the case of well-bred ani-' milk an unborn calf will yield, when it
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becomes a cow, as to know the color it | some capital, or that you should work 
will have and the general form it will | for some one that has capital; require 
attain. That it is not possible to do so, | intelligence, or that you work for some 
is an evidence that our stock, even the | one that has intelligence; health or that 
best, is not bred up to its full capacity | you work for less than full pay. But 
for milk, nor so well bred in this respect | farming seems to have been considered 
as for the more obvious traits of form, | kind of Botany Bay where all could 
color and general appearance. be sent who were not fit for ot 

Breed, then, so that you will be able | else. You know the saying “Any foo! 
to predict the result; above all, do not | can bea farmer.” Yoa know that you 
be misled by mere individual excel-| yourselves sometimes pick out your 
lence. Individual excellence is, of | brightest boy for college life, profescion- 
course, the end to be attained. But, | ai life or business life, and keep the 
let your breeding be such that you can | duller, steadier, plodding one for a 
repeat it at will, and not as a mere | farmer. You know the story of the 
chance. In this view, remember that | ‘coon dog.” The would-be seller of the 
an animal represents its entire ancestry | dog recommended him most highly in 
rolled or united into one. If that an- | thatcapacity. How he knew he was good 
cestry is of uniform, or increasing ex- | on coons was thus: “The Lord (he 
cellence in certain definite lines, the | said) never made anything in vain, and 
breeding qualities of the animal will, | as this dog wasn’t good for any other 
almost certainly, be true and satisfac- | earthly thing he must be a good coon- 
tory. If the ancestry is of heteroge- | dog.” Now I am bound to say that 
neous and diverse character, no matter | farming has stood this severe test as no 
how pleasing the individual itself may | other occupation could. In it sick men 
be, it is, for breeding purposes, a scrub, | have found health, poor men have found 
and it will prove in the end a delusion | competence, and uneducated men have 
and a snare. been forced to read, think, study and 

— become intelligent students. It is one 

What Farming Would Confer if Right- | Of the chief glories of farming that it 
ly Followed. has pee 80. Somes eaeny are years 

* ago, two years confinement and severe 
[By Pro’. W. one He Agricultur- ap] pheation in teaching had: made of your 

oe = Ne » | Present speaker a kind of white 
The condition, “if rightly followed, paling skeleton, with a big cough and 

at once raises the question, “when and | g small appetite. The cough was bigger 
howis farming rightly followed ?” “How | than the man. The cough was the kite, 
should we farm?” “What general max- | and the man was the tail, and it was 

ims and principles must we follow?” only a slender cord that anchored the 
These questions I must answer briefly | kite and tail to earth, and it seemed 

further on. Meantume I assert my firm only a question of time when the cord 
belief that on the whole there is no | would break letting both fall. People 
better business known to man, at least gave me six months to diein. Well, I 
in the United States, than farming is if | went to farming, thinking I would turn 

rightly followed, and that if rightly be- | the turf over once at least before they 
gun and followed it will confer health, put me under it. A year or two later 
comfort, increased intelligence, refine- | { had regained heath, and while visiting 
ment, aesthetic enjoyment, independ. | in a town ten miles away, an old gentle- 
ence, individuality, increased fertility, man asked me, “are you a relative of 

competence, permanence for family,own- | the young Mr. Chamberlain of Hudson, 
ership of land, and hence a place among | the ‘teacher, who died there lately of 
the future nobility of the land. These quick consumption?” “Yes, sir,” said 
points I shall notice one by one pres- I, “I'm the fellow himself.” “Well, 

ently. well,” said the old gentleman, “I should 
But to secure these great and most | call you a reasonably jolly, lively red- 

desirable blessings, farming must be, as | faced sort of a corpse, but I heard you 
our text says “rightly followed,” and by | were dead.” Yes, farming often confers 
the right kind of a man. Good farming | health where it is wanting. I have been 
implies a good farmer. He should have | there and tried it. So also has it often 
health, intelligence and some capital. | given education and always increased it 
Too much have been expected of farm- | if rightly followed. It has given com- 
ing. All other kinds of business require | petence from poverty, often, on new
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and low-priced land. But, really, in | came; kept a “penny royal” bull for 

order to be successful the farmer should | his great dairy, and raised 10-cwt. steers 

have at the start, just as for other kinds | at three years old, when a good Short- 

of business, some capital, good health, | horn sire would have added 300 or 400 to 

and fair education, the more education | each; and so on. 

the better, if it is of the right kind and Plainly, our progressive farmer must 

does not make him feel above or di- | not imitate him. He must be quick to 

yorce him from sympathy with the | see and adopt real improvements suited 

common people, and from country life | to his needs and circumstances. Hu- 

and surroundings. How then shall | man muscle can never compete with the 

such a man pursue farming in such a | power of horses, wind, water and steam, 

way as to gain the many blessings I and lightning when brain work has first 

have named. harnessed them to do the work once 

First, He must have the right sort of | done by human hands; and the pregres- 
a wife, snug, tidy, efficient, who believes | Sive farmer will put himself and his 

in farming as an occupation, and in the | farm in shape to use these great powers 

farm home as the place to rear children | Of Nature asaids in his farming, so far 
to habits of industry, thrift, integrity, | #8 he can do so to advantage. 
success. One who is interested in crops,| Steam and electricity and machinery 

stock and farm business and neighbor- | have wholly changed and revolutionized 

hood life. One who is not ceaselessly | manufactures, transportation and com- 

pining for the more exciting life of city | merce, and tenfold increased their rap- 

or village. Oae who will be his help- | idity and power. They have had less 

mate in all good work. Such a one he | effect, in proportion, upon agriculture 

should make his business partner and | chiefly, perhaps, because agriculture is 

adviser. She should know all his busi- | spread out so wide and so little con- 

ness matters. The property and ready | densed that these agencies cannot be so 

cash should be as much and as truly! well and successfully applied. You 

hers as his, and he should no more | cannot so readily apply steam power to 

spend money or make important | your work in agriculture as in manufac- 

purchases or contracts without her | tures, commerce and transportation, and 

knowledge and consent, than she with- | water power hardly at all, save indirectly 
out his. They two should constitute | in the manufacture of agricultural im- 

the executive and finance committee, ; plements and machinery. The spinning 

until their children are old enough to | jenny, cotton-gin and locomotive engine 

be admitted as advisory members. will help one man ae do the vot of 100 

He should be progressive; should | 0f more in manufactures and transpor- 
live upto thetimes and adapt himself to | tation. The steam thresher, indeed, will 
the condition of things, changed amaz- | 40 almost as much in agriculture, be- 

ingly as they are since his father was a | C2US¢ you can bring the grain together 
farmer. Those changes are of many | it. But the steam plow and the 
kinds, due mainly, however, to the in- | twine binder must be taken around to 

creased use of steam, and the improve- | their work, and must therefore waste 
ment of machinery and of farm crops fully half their power in carrying them- 

and stock. As a child, forty or more | Selves about, and hence have less net 
years ago, I remember a neighbor in | Power left to utilize for agriculture. 
Obio, on his 400 acre farm; a man of | And agriculture, I judge, must always 
iron frame, mighty muscle and | labor under this disadvantage as com- 
great power of endurance. He seemed | pared with manufactures and transpor- 
to scorn the aid of lobor-saving machin- | tation, But all the more carefully 
ery, as an insult to his muscle, and of should the progressive farmer utilize 
improved stock and kinds of crops, as | the powers of nature and the aids of 

innovations of a wicked world. He | mechanism wherever he can do s0 prof- 
used the sickle, and laboriously reaped | itably. 
one half or three-quarters of an acre of| Still he will be conservative. If he 

wheat a day, long after the grain cradle | “proves all things” he will, at least, 

had proved that it could cut four or | “‘hold fast that which is good.” He 
five acres a day as well as with less | will not rush into every new and mar- 
backache; stuck to the scythe long | velous thing that offers to make him 
after the mowing machine was invent- | immediately rich. On such things he 
ed, and to the cradle after the reaper | will experiment through his neighbors,
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as the monkey used the cat’s paws to | foreman, engineer, salesman, purchasing 
rake the chestnuts out of the fire, agent and bookkeeper; whereas the 

He will pursue mixed farming, thatis, | teat establishments and corporations 
grain growing combined with stock | have experts and geniuses in each of 
keeping of some kind, as the only and | these departments, and men not neces- 
heaven appointed means of maintaining | *#rily of special intelligence under them. 
and increasing his soil’s fertility. But | Evidently the progressive farmer must 
he will not ‘ mix” it too much, so as to | be a thinker. — . 
fritter away his time in protitless de- | , On these points I cannot go more in- 
tails. He will recognize the one great | 0 detail, but must hasten on to notice 
fact of the age covered by the single | More specifically what farming will con- 
word “mobilization” or the immensely | fer if followed thus. (1.) Health. I 
diminished cost of transportation. have partly spoken of this. There is, I 
When a bushel of Dakota wheat (or ue zo hee coeenee if right- 

the flour from it) can be carried to New ee a ut excessive pi aoe 
York for 10 to 15 cents, and a heals — ee as neither 
pound of Iowa beef or pork for a cent, y> hea oe nae. a8 tar 
and Michigan apples and Delaware | (COSSy: . her eee: utilizing 
peaches can be laid down in Iowa and | (ne pot ee ae in and — 
Dakota cheaper than they can be grown ry Salt rw do ee - Gr 
there, it looks as if Dakota and states we rt. Iti the physi oF. ee 
similsly situated must largely raise the | Cort. Tt is not wise, becanse the man 
wheat and meat, and Delaware and | Physically exhausted every night is not 
Michigan and states specially adapted, fit to plan wisely for the morrow, or to 
the apples and peaches. 1 use these as | Te®4 ane his ee sequares 
mere illustrations of a vast array of facts ae =, is bis bi ite e has a right to 
covered by the word “mobilization” | °° “OF 18 Ith 80 good. 
in the sense I have given it, and which | Comfort. Well if the farmer cannot 
seem to tend inevitably towards spe- | be comfortable I don’t know who can. 
cialization in agriculture, as based npon | Does he ever go hungry or ill clad or 
the principle in political economy cold from necessity? Is not his house 

known as “division of labor.” Jn old | Comfortable? Cannot he have books 

times when transportation was costly or | #24 papers and music and friendly chat 
impossible the progressive farmer raised | When the day's work is done? I think I 
or made almost everything he needed, | #™ entitled to epeak on this point, since 
because that was cheapest,—best econ- | for over thirty years of my life I have 
omy. Under the changed conditions he | been farmer or farmer's boy, and expect 
raises some things and buys others, be- | to be til I die. 
cause that is best economy. He must| Increased intelligence. The farmers’ 
specialize somewhat, so as to do things | occupation compels him to read and to 
wholesale, and justify the purchase and | study. Intricate machines to study. 
use of best machinery. His specialties | Crops to grow and market both; “bugs,” 
should be those best adapted tg his | insects, mildew, rust, blight, drouth, 
tastes, talents, soil, climate, markets and | flood, tornado, all to study or oppose, 
circumstances. He must not specialize | stock and crops to improve, market to 
so mach, however, or in such a way as| watch. Why he must study. Necessity 
to diminish the fertility of his soil or | is upon him, It’s like the story of the 
the activity of his mind. pig. 

It goes without the saying that the| City boy says, “Ye see the dog was 
progressive farmer must be a thorough | after him hot and would ’o knabbed 
business man. He must study the cir- | him, sure, but just then the pigshinned 
cumstances, grow the things he can best | up a tree.” Country boy retorts, “Why, 
market and then mserket them wisely. | you blamed city greenhorn, don’t you 
He must be systematic, snug and tidy | koow a pig can’t climb a tree?” “Yes 
in his work, a good breeder, feeder, | but he had to, he had to! The dog was 
handler and honser of his stock, a good | right on him.” And so the progressive 
manager of his eon keeping it | farmer must study and read. His oc- 
well oiled, bright, repaired and adjusted | cupation stimulates him to this as does 

when in use. His mind should work | almost no other unless it be the literary 
with his eye and hand, or rather both | and scientific professions. 
before and with them. He is his own! Refinement and enjoyment. The pro-
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gressive farmer’s surroundings promote | say their souls are their own. In re- | 

refinement and aesthetic enjoyment. | risting the tyranny of employers, com- 

Fruits and flowers, red fields of clover — an syndicates, they 

and golden seas of waving grain toss- | have join trades unions and various 

ing in the wind like waves upon the secret labor organizations, often more 

lake; calves well built and handsome, | despotic than any European or Asiatic 

and colts finely moulded and fleet, the | Czar, Sultan, or King. 

broad, bright glory of the sun hidden As Riwrite: seas words: the dally pe 

by smoke and lofty buildings] from the per tells of 250 workmen in a shoe 

denizens of cities, the broad, green | tory, perfectly friendly towards their 

meadows and fields of dark green corn, | employers, and satisfied with their pay, 

the gold and crimson of the forest ordered out on a strike by some distant 

leaves in—these things and things like | grand master or high official of their 

these fill the very soul of the intelligent, | organization; and of a larger body of 

educated farmer with keenest aesthetic | tanners and curriers, out all summer on 

delight. Then there is the milder, less | a strike, supported by their organiza- 

aesthetic, perhaps more substantial en- tion till now, and then the strike de- 

joyment of watching the unfolding and | clared off, the support withdrawn, their 

developement of the various kinds of | old places filled with new men, and they 

crops and stock; of making improve- | unable to find work anywhere, and all 

ments in field, fences, drainage, build- | this right in the teeth of winter. Is it 

ings and seeing the good results there- | not worth something that farming gives 

of. Such things furnish pure and real | exemption from such troubles; confers 

and rational enjoyment. freedom, independence and individual- 

Competence. Add to this the free-| ity? Who dares claim a right to dic- 
dom from fear of want. The farmer | tate to the farmer? 
does not grow vastly rich it is true,| Best opportunities to rear a family. 

neither is he, on decent soil, often dis- | I have spoken of this in anotherlecture. 

tressing poor. Business men in cities | It is one of the greatest benefits con- 

often grow rich, but over 90 per cent. | ferred by the occupation of the farmer. 

of them fail, financially, sometime in | If the parents do their duty, the sur- 

their career unless I wrongly remember | soundingscannot but develope strength, 

the statistics. Not 10 per cent. of the | purity, vigor, intelligence and manliness 

farmers ever fail in their business, nor | in boys and the best type of woman- 

do any of them “come upon the town.” | hood in the girls. 

Over 5,000 persons in Columbus (popu-| Permanence. We are a drifting, 

lation 51,000, census of 1880) winter be- | restless, roving people, we Americans. 

fore last, received aid from the city,| We need to be anchored to the soil in 

county or state in the way of charity. | order to grow into permanence of fam- 

Did you ever hear of a 6o0na fide, wide | ily. Thus anchored, we or our children 

awake farmer that came to township | get the benefit of all improvemets made, 

trustees or county commissioners or city | in fertility, orchards, building, better- 

council for charity, for food, clothing or | ments,impruvements in live stock, andin 

fuel. That kind of people crowd the| a solid business reputation for integ- 
villages and cities. Ian’t ita real feather rity. 

in the plume of farming as a business| J like the English idea of taking sons 
or profession that if rightly followed | regularly into business partnership. 
it always confers a reasonable compe- | Many farmers and especially breedersin 

tence ? Ohio have adopted the idea, as T. 0. 
Independence. Farming, rightly fol- | Jones & Son, O. Hills & Son, J. Dodge 

lowed, confers or pao indepen- | & Son, 0. O. Dodge & Son, among the . 

dence. By this I do not mean wealth | Shorthorn breeders; and many others in 

or financial independence, but individ-| other branches of breeding and farm- 

uality, independence from dictation by| ing. I cannot but deplore the ten- 

other men, the right to order ones own | dency of our American boys to under- 
actions. value such charces of business partner- 

In another lecture I have shown the | ship and land owning, and to rush into 

dependence of the manufacturing and | trade in cities or business upon our 

mining and commercial classes. Ninety- | railways as traveling salesmen or in our 
five per cent. of them work for some-| manufacturing concerns. Some rise to 

one else. Many of them can hardly | position! and wealth, but asarule they
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live on wages all their lives, subject to | Honesty does not always pay the larg 
caprice of employers or dictation of | est immediate cash returns. If it did 
organizations which they join, seldom | there would be no bogus butter, cheese, 
owning even a roof tocover their heads; | sugar,coffes, spices, no railway and grain 
renters all their lives when they might | gambling with corners; no thieves, 
be land owners, landed aristocracy in | counterfeiters, forgers, gamblers, swind- 
30 or 40 years. For by that time the | lers, defaulters, burglars or robbers. 
real land-owning farmers will be the| But if our proverb means that honor, 
aristocracy, the nobility, here as in Eng- | integrity and truthfulness are in the 
land and on the Continent, and the | long run and in the large issue wisest 
homeless and the landless and property- | fora rational and moral being, then I 
less classes will be the dissatisfied and | think the proverb is beyond ail perad- 
discontented ones, venture true, And this, I think, was 
These are some of the benefits farm- | the original meaning of this much 

ing will confer if rightly followed. They | abused proverb of poor Richard. 
are many and substantial. Let the; Follcw with me a few illustrations 
audience suggest others and discuss | that seem to show that in this sense the 

them. proverb is true. 
5 ea s First in agriculture it is true. The Is It Worth While to be Honest ? ehorreighted often doubt it at first. 

[By Prof. W. I. Chemberain, lows Agricultural Many . farmer, sovoalled, aaa thought 

It is at least worth while to meet the | © cheat his fsrm and crops or stoc 
question fairly. Dishonesty, small and ane santos thereby ; a ea large, is allabroad in the land. New Se ek eo | forms of stealing and robbing legally | Over Soa" soweth that, shall he als 
are multiplying. Corners in grain and | '°#P- eae pad i oatee Soa 
in stocks, with the attendant gambling; ae si hs eee "fish ned aoe 
substitutions and adulterations of foods tae a ae fi ot h “arid is 
and other merchandise, by which a | (905 10 ichers\ ‘gales te Oadinos 
great concern steals a small fraction of a h 4 = ed bis = i b oe aE, a cent and of health with each half | OF he has skimm Rie Croan - . | lage, or skinned it by failing to restore pound package or pint can sold; Sin extauala’ 48 f fertility. F 
schemes old aud new and bunko games | © a on one i Bi = 
for getting money or value out of others | * affori Sr aakare a enti ae ee 
with or without their consent, but with- | 1 seas Gia heft eee ats 
out rendering a fair eqivalent of vatue ee . 4 i = hi isenaiea 
or of service; large fortunes of ill-got- peed hcauanae sou rm ‘Whel 
ten gains; haste to be rich; rich hon- | ®™ rought retribution. Whole re- 
esty if may be, dishonestly or doubtful- | 81928 of the Old World, stripped of 
ly if must be. Such and such like | their te the a a ad 
things tend to raise the question wheth- | 2®™ pigs ettipers th _ ae 
er it is not merely an old-fashioned ae tie tans Dries red — 
proverb, that “honesty is the best | 2¢¢p-cut for their inscriptions “In agri- policy.” cultural honesty is the best policy. 

Oar answer to this question will de- | _ How is it in merchandise. Where 
pend much upon the meanings we give | 40 you buy your goods to-day? Where 
tothe two words, “honesty” and “policy.” | you were cheated yesterday, or where 
Ifthe first means strict pecuniary hon- | You yesterday got the exact goods in 
esty and the latter means the way to | quality and quantity you paid for? 
make money fastest for a time, then the | Who are the merchant princes of our 
proverb is not true. Strict honesty | great cities, whose massive blocks tell 
does vot always bring quickest wealth. | of real success? They are the men that Many a man during the war grew sud- | dug deep and laid the foundations of 
denly rich on shoddy clothing sold the | their massive blocks and of their vast government to its robbery and the suf- | business relations upon the bed-rock of 
fering of our troops. Many an expert | fundamental honesty. Why the “firm 
gemoler takes in a small fortune in a | Dame and good-will’ of some such busi- 
single night, of the money of his dupe ; | 2¢88 houses is worth a million dollars in 
many a bank cashier has fied the coun- | 80lid gold. 
try suddenly. Enriched at bitter cost| How is it in banking? Why our 
of stockholders or depositors or both. | whole complicated modern system of
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banking aud exchange rests upon hon- | fora moment dare to trust the tender 

esty and truthfulness and upon confi-| mercies of that iron monster. How 

dence therein. Suddenly break conti-| is it when any single railroad man 

dence in a bank,and you break the| abandons honesty and truth as 

bank. Depositors rush and clamber | his policy in the management of trains. 

over one another in eagar haste to draw | Awful disaster may and often does re- 

out the money they do not want, from | sult. We have scarcely done reading of 

the place where it would be safe if they | the “Nickel Plate” disaster in Onio, 

would leave it there, while it is in ut- | where in the grim and biting sarcasm of 

most peril if they all try at once to draw | Mrs. Partington an “excursion train” 

it out. Lack of confidence brings panic, | was indeed an “execution train.” How 

and a run that no average suflicient | did it all happen? In Cieveland sat the 

margin of deposits can meet. What/| train despatcher; in his minds eye a 

brings financial crisis and depression | distinct picture of every switch and sid- 

over the land? “Over production” | ing and train-in his whole division of 

some say. “Extravagance” say others. | the road. Oh, the faithfulness, the 

But this simply means over consump- | skill, nay, the geuius of our train des- 

tion and contradicts the “over produc- | patchers that send so many trains flying 

tion” theory. “Loss of confidence” say | in opposite directions over a simple 

others still; ard this perhaps most | track, al: freighted with hi man life and 

nearly accounts for admitted facts. But | yet so few mistakes—This train des- 

“Jack of confidence” in what? | patcher sat in Cleveland, I say, tapping 

In truth and honesty. How is| his telegraphickey. Sixty miles away 

confidence in these destroyed? By | the operator read the clicking with his 

falsehood, dishonor, reckless specula- | ear, wrote it out, and handed the order 

tion, perversion of trust funds, commer- | to the conductor of this excursion train. 

cial dishonesty as in the case of Fred. | “Let train No. 11 pass freight train No. 

Ward. How is business at last revived | 42 at Station 96”—Station 96! Why 

after: stagnation? “Only by a restora-| this is station 96! No place to wait for 

tion of confidence,” you say. Confi-| aslow freight. Plenty of time to make 

dence in what? In the honor and fidel- | the next station. Push on engineer! 

ity of men. Confidence, at least, that And the engineer pushed on ;— —too 

by the bitter ruin of stagnation men | late sees the freight train rounding the 

have learned for another term of years | curve through the deep cut— — --and 

that “honesty is the best policy.” And | as the mangled bodies mingle in the 
so the banks uvlock their vaults and | awful chasm below, and the souls as- 
bring forth their vast resources, locked | cend to the judgement seat of God, 

there from distrust in men’s veracity and | what is the accusation they will bring, 
honor, and once more business revives | the crime they will charge upon him 

and mighty enterprises are set on foot. | who slew them. Disobedience to orders? 
How is it in railroading? How is it| Ah, no, that is the charge the railway 

when the snorting iron horse, the mod- | company brought against nim, and in- 

ern Centaur-Cyclops, with his single | stantly discharged him from their ser- 
flaming eye, by night gathers in his | vice, and from the service of all railways 
train the goods and souls of you and | for all time, Will it be manslaughter? 
me and half of the people in the land, | No, that is the indictment of the human 
and whirls them at a terrific speed into | court. The awful accusation these 
the awful darkness of the stormy night? | murdered souls will bring is this. “He 
How dare you trust your life to this | was dishonest with us. He lied to us. 
wild and snorting monster? Simply | Tacitly he said, “My orders are to push 

because you trust the skill and honesty | on.” Oh, if he had come to us like an 

and truthfulness of all that rale and | honest man, and read to us his tele- 
guide that monster, and of all that laid | gram. and said, “My orders, as you see, 

the arrow, glimmering, paralel lines on | are to wait here for the freight train. 
which his swiftly rolling footsteps | But I am sure I can make the next 

thread. Civil engineer, trackmen, | station. You know the high bridge and 
bridge-buildera, switchmen, locomotive | the curve in the deep cut beyond, but 

engineers, firemen, brakeman, all be- | I’m going to try to make it under high 
lieve that in railroading at least honesty | speed,”—if he had done this, he would 
and truth are the best, nay, the only | at least have been honest with us, and 
policy. Did not you believe they so| we could have stampeded from the 
believed and practiced, you would not ' doomed train before it set forth on its
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accursed way.” And then from the full | dence that honesty and truthfulness are 
chorus of the souls that had left theirs | the best settled line of conduct; that 
mangled bodies in that wreck, methinks | they are best, nay, essential to perma- 
there would go this single cry, “Lord, | nent success in study, in scientific in- 
God of truth and justice, judge thou | vestigation, in agriculture, in merchan- 
whether eternity be not too short to ex- | dising, banking, railroading, in the 
pirate the guilt of such dishonesty.” whole realm of human activity. 

Take another case from our own| But I meet two classes of men not 
somewhat recent memory, that touches | Convinced by such arguments. The 
the point of financial honesty in rail- | first class say, “Yes for the bulk of man- 
roading. One fearful night in blinding | kind and for the welfare and existence 
snow and wind and intense cold, the | of society, honesty and truth may be 
Lake Shore R. R. bridge at Ashtabula, | best and even necessary, but is not this 
Ohio, d its iron, and the train | one of the cases where the shrewd ones 
cuted’ ts atta sas = anibel tet will do best to get out of the beaten 
below. I will not sicken you by recall- | ruts in which the bulk of mankird must 
ing the scenes of horror there enacted. | @nd should go. Will not dishonesty 
—— —A few weeks (perhaps months) | pay best for the shrewd?” Ah, you, sir, 
later Mr. Collins, the chief engineer of | that say this, what kind of a mandoyou 

* the road, committed suicide. Hints had | thus declare yourself to be? A foe to 
been openly heard that he had been | Society. One who wants all the rest of 
bribed by the contractors to accept in- | mankind restrained by law from being 
ferior steel and iron and workmanship | dishonest, that prosperity may reign, 
in that bridge; but there was no proof. | Property may accumulate and you may 

His suicide of course added strength to | thrive by dishonesty and deceit. Do 
the suspicion. Men called to mind the | you wish to live in society that you may 

: memorable words of Denial Webster, ee = an i ne 
“There is no refuge from confession but out property, dei i 
suicide, and suicide is confession.” | teduce it to anarchy and barbarism? 
Whether the suspicion had any real Would you live at ease on the toils of 

foundation I do not know; but if it was | Others and thus at enemity with con- 
well founded then what visions nightly, | Science, with society and with God 
before the suicide, must have wakened | When you might live at peace with them 
that engineer in the cold sweat of hor- | all? Is that the kind of a man you wish 
ror.— —Here is the yawning chasm ;— | to be? 
there he sees a hand thrust from the| Then let me say to you that the 
smoking mass, the hand freezing out- | “knowing ones” do not always escape 
side in the zero of the blizzard while | detection. Asa rule they end in expo- 
the foot roasts inside in red hot coals of | sure or in the penetentiary. 
anthracite ;— Siberian hell outside—in- | Let me give a few from very many 
side the hell of the tropics, consuming | similar examples that have come under 
the agonized body of one man.— —Now | my own notice, and which seem to show 
in the hush of his new slumber he hears | that men over-estimate theslowness and 
a dying woman’s prayer, “God in his | impropabilities of detection and punish- 
tender mercy pity my motherless little | ment, and do well to consider the pitiful 
one at home, and their heart-broken | smallness of the rewards of dishonesty 
father.” Then he sleeps again and | compared with the bitterness and dis- 
hears the harsh clank of the gold that | grace of exposure. 
bought his official silence when he in-| 4 farmer in Ohio sold his clip of 
spected that fateful bridge and knew | wool to tho agent of an Eastern firm. 
full well its “factor of safety” was to | He was to pack it at his own wool room 
small. Through all the ages of eternity | and deliver it at their railway station to 
do you think that chief engineer or that | pe weighed and paid for. The same 
“Nickel Plate” conductor will for -| parties bought thousands of tons of 
moment doubt whether honesty is the woo] in Ohio. The fact that he, this 
best policy. The wrath and curse of | Ohio farmer, packed a few pounds of 
God and of man abide upon such dis- | small boulders in each sack could never 

honesty. be discovered. Then, tuo, it would 
These of course are mere illustrations | come out of the rich manufacturers 

but they might be multiplied indefin- | who were not paying him enough per 
itely, and give strong presumptive evi- | pound for his wool at any rate. So he
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argued with his conscience, trying to thus gotten usually is. And his poor 

still its chidings, a task no man has ever | old father and mother and young wife 

yet fully accomplished. In a few weeks (for he had one) were almost heart- 

it was traced back to him, and he paid | broken. 

several hundred dollars as “hush| But you say such men are sometimes 
money.” But it never could be hushed. | successful in avoiding detection, or es- 

His neighbors whispered it and eyed | caping punishment. Yes, and they are 

him askance. He would have given his | to be envied. I know one such, a bank : 

whole farm to blot out that mean act of | cashier, the brother of an honored friend 

dishonesty from existence and from the | of mine, a successful defaulter, who got 

knowledge of his neighbors and of his | out of the country some twenty-five 

own conscience. years ago with a hundred thousand dol- 

Tonce had a pupil in a large High | lars of our peoples’ money. Did any- 

School I taught, to whom the boys, when | body envy him? No, the universal 

angry at him, would shout “Codfish at | feeling was, what an utter fool. Worse 

$20 apiece.” He would slink away frem | than dead to his friends. His name 

them, and once I saw him shedding bit- | never mentioned by them or to them 

ter tears. It puzzled me at first but I | to this day. Thus men regard even the 

finally learned the facts. Tais boy’s successful defaulter. 

father before the boy himself was born, | And so I might goon to give large 

had one evening ina grocery stolen | numbers of examples like these from 

dry codfish and started for the door. | my own observation in the last thirty- 

The grocer saw its tail sticking below | five years to show that as a rule dishon- 

his coat, and beckoned him aside and | esty and falsehood do not pay even fi- 
said, “You should wear a longer coat or | naucially in the long run. Even if dis- 

steal a shorter fish. I'll take just $20 | honesty is financially successful for a 

for that one.” He paid the $20, and then | time it does not seem to endure, or to 

this grocer having levied the blackmail | bring real happiness even while it lasts. 

and taker the hush money had the | Only the money and the reputation 
meaness, not to hush, but whispered it | honestly got are of permanent value. 

abroad to vex for twenty years theman’s | Conscience, society and God on high 
children, then unborn. What would | seem to conspire against the dishonest 

not that man have done to blot that | man and mar his stecess and happiness. 

small the fs forever out of existence. I wish I might take the time to look 

In the hurry of a state fair ia Ohio, into the reason for this,and to establish 

some three or four years ago, I paid | these two preparations by argument. 

some one of four clerks $5 too much, | 1. Great physical forces environ us in 

and discovered the fact within a few | this world, and it is wisest for us to 

moments. Circumstances fixed it pre- | work with and by and through these 

sumably upon one, and his hearing | great forces rather than without or 

made me doubly sure it was he. I had | against them. 2. This is also a moral 

asked them all. Well, he was $5 ahead | world, with supernatual or if you please 

and I was $5 short. The next year he | nonphysical forces, and it is also wisest 

was anxious to help again ané the next, | for us to werk with and not against 

for it was good pay. I never needed | these great nonphysical forces—the 

him again. My successor did not need moral forces that environ us. I wish I 

him, he never will need him, for I gave | might rehearse what seem to me unan- 

him the exact facts. The young man | swerable proofs that the same God that 

was $5 ahead the first year, and is al-| established the matchless order and 

ready $50 behind. We had another | created the mighty forces of the physi- 

state fair clerk, an expert with the pen; | cal universe, established an order quite 

too expert. He wasa regular clerk in | as matchless and forces quite as mighty 

another state house office, that of the | in the moral universe; and that even as 

state canals, With his expert pen he | violation of physical law often brings 

“raised” the figures in canal warrants to | awful consequences, as when a wrong 

the overplus amount of some $20,000 and | signal wrecks railway trains, or a lantern 

got that amount himself. But when he | broken in a shanty sweeps the great 

was sent to the penitentiary where he | city of Uhicago with flames as with the 

still is, he had not a dollar left to show | bosom of destruction, so in the moral 

for it all. It was all gone on wine, cards, | world what may seem a small violation 

fast horses and fast women as money | of law may bring awful consequences.
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Consequence follows conduct less | mixed seems to suggest the idea of con- 
promptly in the moral world than in the | fusion, lack of system, frittering away 
physical world, but not less surely. | the energies on a multitude of small 
“Thongh the mills of God grind slowly | details. This kind of “ mixed farming” 
yet they grind exceedingly small.” I do not believe in, at least for these 

One practical question and I am | times. The mixed farming I do believe 
done. How can we best band together | in I will describe further on. The kind 
to stop the flood of dishonesty that | I don’t believe isa kind of outgrowth 
seems sweeping over our land. I an- | of old times and conditions; a failure 
swer we must begin at the cradle and | to adapt the style of farming to the 
work all the way up. changed conditions. 

As parents by precept and by exam-| When transportation was practically 
ple we should train our children to hab- impossible, no railroads but “corduroy,” 
its of absolute truthfulness and honesty. | and no market except for barter or store 
We should never threaten a punishment | pay, the farmer must raise and make 
or promise a reward we do not give, or} about all he and his family ate, drank, 
never let them see in us dishonesty or | wore, and lived in; i. ¢. food, clothing, 
falsehood. ba shelter. But now, with our immense 

As teacher we should imitate the | advance in machinery, oar matchless 
Persians who taught four things; to | facilities of transportation and ex- 
read, to write, to cipher (compute) and change, the tendency is strongly to- 
to speak the truth. To the “three r’s,” | wards division of labor, and concentra- 
readiu’, ’ritin’ and ’rithmatic, we should | tion of effort upon specialties. And it 
add the fourth, righteousness, or right | is wisest and best that it should be so. 
conduct. It sometimes cramps and narrows 

Our preachers should see that they | the individual worker intellectually, 
do not divorce morality from religion. | especially under our manufacturing 
The foundation stones of Christ’s gos- | systems. 

pel sre love, purity, truth and honesty. | Unquestionably the division of labor 
‘he falsehood snd mean hypocracy of | and the specialization of employments 

Annias and Sapphira were followed by | in manufactures and commerce greatly 
sudden death, and ever since the whole | increases the production of material and 
force of the church has been squarely | benetits the race. In agriculture, how- 
against dishonesty. St. Paul says, “Lie | ever, nature has set up barriers against 
not one to another” and, “Let him that | carrying specialties too far or in too nar- 
stole steal no more, but rather let him | row lines. Some of those barries I will 
labor, working with his hands the thing | describe further on. But to a certain 
that is good.” Would that our pulpits | limit specialties, farming, concentration 
might ring out the gospel truths on | of intelligence and effort upon fewer 
dishonesty. crops and kinds of stock, is wise. 

As citizens we should never castour| 1 have said that the objection toa 
ballot for anyone who has amassed | certain kind of “mixed farming” is well 
property by questionable means, for | founded. I have in mind a typical 
anyone whose integrity is not unques- | “mixed farmer” of the sort I don’s be- 
tioned, for anyone we could not trust | lieve in. No matter when and where I 
with our pocket-book full of uncounted | knew him, nor how many there are of 
bank bills, for anyone whose word is | him in Ohio, Iowa or Wisconsin. He 

not as good as his bond. is always mixed and so is his business. 
As business men and housekeepers | He has “more than he can curry,” at 

we should never knowingly buy coun- | jeast like the tipsy man, he “mighs bet- 
terfeit or adulterated goods, or deal | ter have gone twice for it.” Three 
except from necessity with dishonest | large farms he has, and keeps buying 
men. I do not in general believe in | and renting more land. Hedoesn’t want 
boycotting; but I do believe we have a | “all his eggs in one basket” and so has 
right to boycott lying and stealing. as many baskets, he can neither watch 

ee eggs nor baskets. He has ull sorts of 
Mixed Farming. crops, stock and industries and seems 

{By Prof. W. I. Chamberlain, Iowa Agricultural | to need them all to make the “two ends 
College, Ames.] meet” or rather the forty ends. He 

Mixed farming is coming to have a | has three maple sugar camps, and you 
bad name in many quarters. The word | can smell burnt syrup in some one of
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the three pretty much all the time, | “Mother,” says the boy, “I’ve set that 
when the hired help gets careless or | old hen on a hundred eggs.” 
asleep. He has two summer dairesand| “Why, my son, she never can cover a 
one winter one and is on the anxious | hundred eggs.” 
seat half of the time about their feed. “I know she can’t kiver’em, marm, 

He keeps sheep too, and raises lambs | but I jest wanted to see the old fool 
and pigs and colts. A good colt amused | spread herself once.” 
himself by chasing the sheep; the} That is the trouble with some of 
father of the flock turned on him, play- | these mixed farmers. They are spread- 
ed Roman battering ram, and broke the | ing themselves too much. They never 
colts front leg. He whirled and with | hatch a chick, but spoil mo-t of the 
the three legs left kicked the breath out | eggs. Now you will readily understand 
of the hundred dollar buck,and then had | that I.do not believe in that sort of 
to be killed himself. It was a fair fight | mixed farming. Still I do believe 
and a draw game, as between buck and | thoroughly in the right kind of mixed 
colt, but it cost the “mixed farmer” | farming, as against narrow specialty; 
$200.00. He raises all the crops in the | I would lay down these four guiding 
catalogue. His sugar making and | principles: 
bucket washing run into oat sowing two 1st. Successful farming must com~ 
weeks, and that into potato planting | bine or “mix” crop raising with animal 
as much, and that into corn planting, | industry in order to keep up the soil’s 
and that into the next thing, and so on. | fertility. 
He is two weeks behind, all the time, 2nd. Rotation of crops and order of 
and winter sets in with potatoes undug, | work should be so arranged as to fur- 
corn unhusked, and half an acre of piles | nish the farm force steady and remun- 
of cider apples frozen around his cider | erative work nearly or quite the whole 
mill. He goes into every new thing | year around. 
that promises to make him rich, and| 3d. The farming should not be so 
has 200 bushles of Bohemian oats that | mixed as to multiply fields, fences and 
he is waiting to have the “company” | the kind of machinery necessary for 
take off his hands at $10 per bushel. | profitable work, or so as to waste the 
He has a brick yard and gravel bank,| time in changing from this to that, or 
and threshing machine and portable | in puttering with small non-paying 
sawmill and a number of strictly agri- | jobs. 

cultural interests. | 4th. The farmer should make his 
He and his family work early and money on his farm, in legitimate farm- 

late, but with little system, or on the | ing, and not in outside work or specula- 
same system on which the man drove tion. 
his oxen, “gee, haw, Buck and Berry, First then, successful farming must be 
go just where ye dum please; the hull | mixed, so far as to combine crop raising 
field’s got to be plowed.” with some form of animal industry. 

He's always behind hand with his! Our domestic animals are the heaven 
work, as I have said, and never gaius | appointed means of keeping up the soil’s 
any on it, not even as the dog gained | fertility. 
on the wolf. The hunter, you know,| J do not believe itcan long be kept 
lost sight of them, and panting on up without them. I have tried to ex- 
after them met a man. ._,| plain this in my lecture on manures. 

Did you see adog and a wolf just | ‘These animals, if good individuals of 
over the hill ? good breeds, have the power of taking 

Yes, from our grass and grain crops their 
“Was the dog gaining any on him?” | feed value, or money value for our 
“Well, y-e-e-s. I¢ was nip and tuck, | pockets, and leaving in their voidings 

but when I seen ’em the dog was a| almost their entire manure value for 
— a ahead, and doing his level ~ fields. “ 

gain.” pecialty farming without a fair pro- 
That is the only way this “mixed far-| portion of live stock kept, and their 

mer” gets ahead of his work. It is | manure wisely saved, has, after a time, 
always driving him, and he seems to | invariably exhausted the soil or brought 
dread it as the brave dog did the wolf. | disaster of some kind. Witness the 
He has more than he can manage. He’s| cotton fields of the South, the peach 
like the setting hen you’ve heard of. | lands of Michigan, the potato lands of
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Lake Co., O.,and the wheat lands of | toes, wheat and clover, as a specialty, 

Se ewaet onc at kemsctieearniis | cian tex sap eeeen ar Sine Gee ers “ 
-_ much live aon were driven out of = the atime 
eir specialties diminishing re- year roun 

turns. One of tho meek saan po- | be done where live stock are kept. For 
tato growers in the country manured ee mes npr 
heavily up to three years ago, é. ¢., the | a good maple sugar camp of 1, 0 trees,. 
immediate effects continued until then. | including one-half rented trees; fifteen 
In 1881, 1882 and 1883 he had 47} acres | acres of orchard, just come to good 
= heegers which saan peony sea ake aka > oo ani 

ashels o! tatoes, or bush acres o! , me drain 
acre. In 1884, 1885 and 1886 he eal and suitable for rotation crops, and the 

See asks acd Seed anal Soca sagmpnen eT eenene ane i > ti to clover ve. were 
py nase and his naan yield per myeelh, with — or —_ sons, my = 
acre for these three years has shrunk | would be as follows, which is, in 
nearly half. But the weather was on | main, my plan now, working it, as I do, 
— whole and on — Anetta as favor- — ee it most co oe eee 

fe tatoes three years as | & foreman: Fr 
: es Rae tier aes by the fact | to April 1st, much of the time would be 

that the average yield for his own state | given in the warm, bank-barn to care of 
was 4.1 bushels larger, and in his own | winter dairy, selling milk or butter or 

Since Yours than the fost Ehree, "| well and highy eeving all sanuaze, ood years ie a. and high 1 

Tan cg no posible explanation ex. | Lai. ie em ced 
ofthe ‘use of manure the last three | the. fields, to be ready to be plowed 
snes ani — a ompeing of over | under Wage his te ts ten 
one- is arable in potatoes, | Practice might re ae 
Whil ured = ig | Owing to inability to raise winter wheat, 
cro} z eee he Pts: pn big and aac custom of fall plowing for 
felds fell off xearly one-half. I have | Spring crops. From February 15th or yover known a case where potatoes (of | March 1st to April 15th, devoted chiefly 

coset pean) to making and shipping, to first-class 
pera pave ay th a | custome strictly first-class maple peatedly on the same land, even with a oe cane ik beeaak 
rest of a year or two with wheat and pi es specmeaes, "This “ 
clover, unless large quantities of stable potter ~ enc! i “Gales = Ot ae 

a gor roe = farming, elding over $850 one vue 
pauper ceo ce and often over $500, with little real out- 

ean peep eee go, and no manure required, or feed, 
* ee % except to the men and teams not then 

In the lecture on the “Value and : , - a otherwise busy. After April 15th, the 
Management of Manures,” I have given . cee or = pruning of the orchard and the plant- 
other striking illustrations of the great ing of 10 acres or so of early potatoes, 
value of regular old-fashioned, barn- and 10 acres of Hungarian grass, late 

yard manure. I repeat, then, ~y first | in May, and of 3 or 4 acres of sowed 
Seo ane ad hve corn for dairy. Potatoes planted with 
——s — : inwall ter and dug with McCal- 

maintain the fertility of our soil. ae eee ae of po ad 

ee See of = ote sowed corn welt occupy the — till 
of work shou 80 arran, as the cutting of the 20 acres of clover 
furnish the farm force with steady and | and timothy hay, about July 1st; then 

remunerative work nearly or quite the the cutting of 20 acres of wheat, thresh- 
year round. This seems z impossible ing wheat, digging and marketing pota- 

with any mere crop specialty, even | toes, cutting Hungarian grass for hay, 
ee ine two or three crops, preparing wheat ground and sowing 20- 

ut no live stoc acres of wheat, to be seeded in spring 
_ The Dakota specialty, wheat farming, | to clover and” timothy mixed (advant- 

gives employment only about six or | ages of mixing). Wheat sowed about 
seven months in the year; and pota- ' September 10th; then finish marketing.
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potatoes, if not finished; pick, pack Fourth. The farmer should make his 

and market winter apples; then fall | money on his farm in legitimate farm- 

work—building new fencing and re- | ing, and not in outside work or specula- 

pairing old, marketing wheat, if price | tion. Mixed farming qa ee 

suits, and general fall work, and begin- will enable him to do this. He should 

ning care of winter dairy. The spe- not mix his farming too much as I have 

cialties would be (beginning in the | said; that is he should concentrate his 

spring) maple ay7up for sale, clover | best thought, study and work upon @ 

and timothy an ‘ungarian hay and | few things and excel in these, rather 

corn fodder, all for winter dairy and than divide his energies too much, or 

teams; wheat and potatoes and apples | ecatter fire like my fathers old flintlock 

for sale, and products of winter dairy | musket that would scatter shot all over 

for sale. ‘The dairy would be dry four | the side of a barn, and kick so as to 

months of the busiest time in summer, | “scatter” the fellow that fired it, all over 

and would take little care, being out at | the barnyard. 

pasture. Some farmers make their farms sim- 

This in brief would furnish regular | ply the basis of their trading operations. 

remunerative work for a force of two or | Trade everything they can lay hands 

three men and four horses the year | on; act as agents for all farm imple- 

round. It would bring a good income. | ments, fertilizers and supplies; join 

Sell only condensed and chiefly carbon- stock companies for this and that; trade 

aceous products that do not much ex-| horses in particular and come home 

haust the soil, and make a royal lot of with a new one at least once a week, or 

richest manure, from some 24 cows, 4 | even trade with the professional gypsey 

horses and a few heifer calves each | traders that come along. You hardly 

year, to replenish the dairy. know how universal this spirit of dicker 

This is my idea of one way of com- and trade is among farmers in some 

bining specialty farming with mixed | Sections. 
farming so as to combine the excellen-| A sypeey horse trader came along one 

cies of both. Only one kind of stock, | day and bantered me for a trade or swap 

besides work teams, and a few pigs and | for my little black mare. He had a lot 

chickens to pick up the waste of the | of choice trading stock strung on for 

dairy. Only a few crops or products | three or four rods behind his covered 

for sale, and those of the best possible | wagon—the halt and the maimed, and 

quality. Large fields and few fences. | the blind, the See ee pollevil 

Pasture, if possi all in one field, | Sort you know; the y, the vicious 

except calf lot. et for rotation a and the sinful—I told him I never 

in one field if possible, and hoof of | Swapped horses in my life. He took his 

horse or cow never allowed on that | pipe out of his mouth in utter amaze- 

field. Horses kept up most of the year | ment and with mouth and eyes wide 

and their manure carefully saved. ‘Til- | open said: 
lage thorough; clover freely used as an “Wal, hevI found that man at last?” 

aid but not as a dependence. All neces- “What man,” said I. 

sary tools and machinery for the best “Why, a farmer that won’t trade 

handling and marketing of the few hosses.” _ = 
crops and products raised, which would “Yes sir,” said I, “and you'll find that 

be impossible if very many different sort of a man here every time you come 

kinds of crops and products were grown | past my farm.” 
for market and various kinds of etock| “But why not, won’t you trade, 

kept. That would also necessitate many | stranger?” 
small fields with increased expense of | “Because I can’t hold my own with 
working and of fencing, and for proper | you in lying.” | 
machinery for handling. “Get up,” said he, “’bleegged fer the 

This really covers my third point, | compliment.” " 
viz, Third : the farming should not be so| , But after he had driven a few rods he 

mixed as to multiply fields, fences and | stopped again. 
the kinds of machinery necessary for| “Stranger, I'll tell ye what Til du. 

profitable work, or so as to waste time | I'll give ye a theousand a year ’f you'll 

in changing from this to that or in i od le’me take ye reound the kentry ’n show 

tering with small non-paying jobs. This | ye fer a show. 

point scarcely needs further remark. The sarcasm was not against me but
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against the spirit of trade and dicker so Specialties in Farming. 
universal among farmers. If the farmer [J. B. Dwinnell, Lodi, Wis.] 

has more horses or anything else than| Webster defines epestelty to mean 
he wants let him sell of course; but why | ‘‘a special occupation.” at which 
he should continually swap one horse | one makes an object of special atten- 

for another horse I never — un- | tion. 

less he expects to “beat” the other man.| Perhaps my subject would be better 
If he is going to beat s professional | stated ae epee cial mixed farming; 
trader he must be a professional himself | aq we have only to take a look at 
With all a professionals dishonesty and | almost any of the farms in this vicinity 
wanteee ae oe and he can no | to gee that it is pretty well mixed. 
longer be counted as a farmer. ‘ 

The point Iam trying to makes this, 000 Pr" ser of hap, haneard way, 
thas Sioa farmer shon}d sske Site. zeomey spreading out our hea thought until 
000 hal Same eer lke a leaky vessel that will hold no and not in outside work or speculation, aoee, a te Sinaia casas fee 
and that “mixe i farming” of the general = . oa ine f the tease Bs 

Kind? have Ceased af =: (oem aaa children = not to be found. A 
Sone aaieeel actuate pene newsboy once said “there’s a best way 
5558 OEE ant 8 ane Seaacen and a worst way to do almost every- furnish steady remunerative emai: thing.” I try to get the best. In these 

men oe yore round and keep up the | tines of short crops and low prices let 
e us inquire if there is not a better way 

Of course a successful farmer may be | then we have been pursuing. 
legitimately called away from his farm- ‘As before intimated our farming hes 
ing wholly or in part, as I thought I been very general; inclnding the raising 

eee . penne Sone of almost all kinds of grass, grain and 
try.0. 8. Ag amines meee "| stock. We have for instance in our a year ago to become Prep. I. A. C. and dairy what for the want of a better 
as my friends, Terry and Gould of Ohio is cclleda*iwanaval a cow 

are to spend half their time, or nearly teak will oe ra Seles aake oe 7 100 

ac iaranonend sin eet = = —- pounds of butter in a year, and produce 
farmer. Me ivate farming of my Ohio | ® calf which, if a heiffer,will make a cow 

eer 8 ye just about as good as the mother, and if 
farm must be done by proxy or, if you | 4 stoer will, when 1,000 days old, weigh 
please, with ew Sees a aavnee 1,000 pounds D iy ” 
700 miles long, while mv official farming | ** . 

ao Foss. sod Genet ene 0%: Zeek veineeanen wean , mi ol 

Se cameron oe My friends Gould and something a little better, the foal 
and Terry too, though both of them still | from which may, if well cared for at 

; bona fide farmers, must plan their whole | three or four years of age, bring $75 to 
years work on a basis more or less differ- $100. We find the swine are very slick 
ent from that they would adopt if they | and fat, but bred so fine and fed so 

mee ier eee | See eee see ae farmi i le source oO} 
Sane. eae = = oe to which the hog 

My effort in all itings and lec- 
aaa sae Seep alia dae sharply in| Waldo F. Brown, of Oxford, Onio, 
mind, and to recommend to the actual | says in Yarmer’s Review that not long 
farmers such things and such only as I | since the swine disease swept through 

presiced when I'wer aotoaly ead only | Me elgsborbood snd tat clibongh farmer, ab rr i 
ee to we on ia paket with | that of a neighbor who lost nearly all 
one of my sons when this harder, more | that he had, that he (Brown) lost only 
anxious and exacting work I am now | two from quite a large herd, and he ate 
doing shali have worn me out once more | tributes it to the fact that he fed his 
as it did over twenty years ago. ok ae 0 ae producing 

———— ' » ote, 
Tue investments in cattle in Colo-| Then we have sheap, half Southdown 

rado amount to over $50,000,000. and half Merinos or Seicester, and the
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clip is neither fine nor coarse, long nor | ity, make 300 pounds of butter per an- 

short. num. 

We find the poultry a little Cochin, If the farm is better adapted to the 

Plymouth Rock, Leghorn, Houdan, production of beef, or the fancy is in 

Brahma and Langshire, well mixed. | that direction, take a! breed that is 

We call them nice birds; but they | short in the leg, across the loin 

don’t make a very plethonic pocket- | and deep in the brisket, such as the 

book at four centsa pound. Then of | Shorthorn, Polled Angus or Hereford. 

grasses and grains we raise timothy and Feed the calves the new milk, and at 

clover, corn, oats, barley and wheat three years old make them each weigh 

with a little sorghum thrown in to | 2.000 pounds. This has been done, and 

sweeten the mess. And to cap the cli- | can be done again. Such steers bring, 

max our buildings are illy adapted to | in Chicago, from $1 to $2 more per 

the purpose for which they were in-| hundred than the 1,000 to 1,200 pound 

tended. Oar fences are expensive and | steers we are now sending to market 

we almost cover our farms with ma- | from our farme. 
chinery. Geo. H. Harding, President of the 

S. L. Sheldon estimates the ma- Wisconsin Shorthorn Breeders’ Asso- 

chinery on the farms of the state of ciation, said, in a paper read last winter 
Wisconsin costs on an average $60, at the Agricultural Convention held in 

and that it is replaced every eight Madison: “A few years ago I made 
years. What an enormous tax upon steers of two Shorthorn calves. I 

the farm! Then, what is worse than wanted to see them grow. At three 
all, there are so many irons in the fire | Y°*S and three months oid I sold them 

that some of them are sure to get to Layton & Co., of Milwaukee, for 

burned. Now, some one may say, all ene vicar 4,000 1 a 

very true, but what are you goin price of 3 yesr okt steers 
es it What T propose to ig to do | that day was $30,” and I think he might 
give a few hints in the line of special- have added that it cost no more per 

ties on the farm. Perhaps some pound to grow the steer that brought 

of you have a taste for dairy- $126 than the one that brought $30. 

ing. You like the cow, and do I saw at the fat-stock show in Chi- 

not seriously object to spending an | ©#8° two years ago, grade Shorthorn 

hour each incening end night in’ milk- | Scr three years and six months old, 
ing. You like to manipulate the milk | ‘at weighed over 2800 pounds, ors 
and cream and batter. You like to| su= of 1 snd 62-100 pounds a day 

study the markete, and choose the best ; | "0m birth. 
in short, you like all the details con- | _If the farmer desires a comparatively 
nected with a butter dairy. If this be | easy life and still keep up the fertility 
80, arrange your buildings for this busi- of the land, he might stock with sheep. 

ness. Have a barn that is convenient, | For this the buildings need not be ex- 
and can be kept clean and well ventil- | pensive. The fences may be built low, 

ated. Build a dairy-house, or convert | and if the wolves or dogs are trouble- 

some of the buildings used in the mixed | s0me have a herder boy with them 
process into one. If the silo has come | through the day and yard them at 
to stay, build a silo, buy the most ap- night. Three years ago this winter I 

proved dairy utensils and machinery, selected from my flock one hundred 

such as a steamer for warming the water weathers worth $250 each, and fed 

in winter, a power grinder and cutting them a little grain and clover hay until 

machine. Raise fodder corn for soiling about the 1st of March, when I sold 

in summer, and with that and the ensil- | them to O. A. Kilbourn for $500. 
age one cow can be kepta year from| If you have a farm adapted to raising 
the produce of one acre. Whereas, | corn, then adopt swine husbandry. My 

under our present system, it takes from | friend George Miley has truthfully said 
three to four acres. And, most import-| the hog has rooted the mortgage off 
ant of all, stock with some one of the | from many afarm. Some years agoI 

best dairy breeds of cows, and feed the | knew a farmer in Dane county, this 

machine for all there is in it. Test the | state, who owned a farm of 100 acres, 

milk of each cow with an oil test-churn, | He bought an adjoining farm of 140 

or in some other way, and send to the | acres, for which he agreed to pay $8,000 

butcher all that will not, at full matur- | and mortgage this 240 acres for the
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amount at 10 per cent. interest. He | mandments, I shall not have lived in 
built a hog house 100 feet long; pur- | vain.” Most farmers have enough of 
chased a set of burrs to grind his grain; | the plain living, but let us have more 
made arrangements for cooking the | of the high thinking concentrated upon 
feed, and stocked with from 250 to 300 | some specialty in farming; then there 
Poland China hogs. He kept no other | will be more money and greater satis- 
stock except one cow and horses | faction in our work. 
enough to do the work. The result Some have used as an argument for 
was that in a few years he had the | mixed farming that with a large variety 
mortgage paid in fall, and one of the | to sell we will hit it on something; but 
best farms in Dane county. Ican see but little difference whether 

The breeding of horses is, perhaps, | we sell one thing high and the rest low 
all things considered, the most profit- | each year, or once in five or six years 

able at present prices of any of our in- | have a low price for all we raise to sell. 
dustries. Who does not like. a good | Besides, with a little cash in bank, 
horse, one that will step a mile inside | which the specialist would be sure to 
of three minutes and as well can draw | have, he could “hold over” the produce 
the plow, or do almost any kind of farm | for a better market. 
work? TI have said about all I care to say to 

Probably the most servicable general | my farmer friends on this subject. I 
purpose horse is one that will weigh | have only hinted at some changes that 
from 1100 to 1200 pounds, and if there | might with profit be considered. Any- 
is heavy hauling todo put three abreast. | thing worth doing at all is worth doing 
But I am not at ail sure, but there is | well. Think on these things. 
more money in raising for the market — 
the Percheron or Clydesdale. There is Sorghum, Its Culture and Uses. 
now a market for them at good figures. [By William Frazier, Viroqua.] 
As examples of success in this specialty | While I have devoted much thought 

the oe vias of = aoe 28 and study to the process of manufact- 
Hampden county mig: uring syrup and sugar from sorghum, I 
named, who are breeding both the | haye never made a specialty of its cul- 
American trotter and the heavy draft | ture and uses. To write upon this sub- 

horse. ject may seem almost like taking up a 
With any of the specialties named, | dead issue. 

and to further increase the fertility of | It is well known that the Chinese 
thesoil, mammoth clover might be grown | varieties of cane were introdnced into 
for the seed. Iam acquainted with a/|this country about thirty years ago. 
farmer living in the northeast part of | The African varieties some years later. 
this county, who keeps on his farm 400 | During the last years of the civil war, 
sheep, and last season raised 300 bush- | and for some years afterward, cane- 
els of mammoth clover seed from fifty | growers’ conventions were held in many 
acres, for which ho has been offered at | of the Western States, and much was 
Portage $5 50 per bushel, or $1650. He | written upon the subject—thousands 
thinks that by taking off one crop of | engaged in the business. Many were 
seed, and then turning the roots under, | certain they could and would make 
the land is becoming more fertile. sugar. However, but few succeeded, 

With our present system of diversi- | and the business was almost wholly 
fied tarming we must make a study of | confined to syrup making, which flour- 
every kind of stock; how to breed, how | ished for a time and then subsided. 
to feed, and the best time and place to | Only a few continued in the business. 
sell. I assert without fear of successful | About ten years ago the business re- 
contradiction, that there is no business | vived again, under the uame of the 
on God’s footstool requiring so much | “Early Amber,” which is @ superior 
hard work, hard study and good man- | variety of Imphr, or African cane. 
agement in order succeed, and what I | Since which time many conventions 
plead for ia this paper is not more york | have been held and much has been 
or more thought, but concentrated | written on the subject. Again thou- 
thought and work. sands rushed into the business, deter- 

A mother once said: “If I can train | mined to make a fine quality of syrup, 
my boy to plain living and high think- | and sugar, too. 
ing, to fear God and keep his com-| Again there is a subsidence, espe-
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cially in Wisconsin. Cane-growers’ | planted to cane, as it will, if ueed in 

conventions are no longer held. Our | large quantities, render the syrup black 

papers seldom mention sorghum. Our | and almost worthless. 

merchants send to Chicago for their ITS USES. 

syrup. Yet, —— has a better repu-| It is ey generally understood that 

tation than it teen years ago. sugar and syrup are used very extens- 

During the last few years it has been ively in this country, and that their 

fully demonstrated that a superior | consumption per capita is on the in- 

table-syrup can be made from the | crease, and that they are principally 

northern cane, and that sugar can be as used for sweetning purposes. 

surely made from many varieties as it : ae ae ee = 

can from the beet. sho something al its o' 

That beer — its —_ le uses, and how the by-products may be 

vantages, continue to impo: ,- | utilized. 

000,000 worth of sugar per annum, [ do ee is eeeere ae to tn 

not believe. superior corn as & ler crup. 

Now, if we pay for our sugar with believe the seed is worth as much as 

weal, at present, prcee— sixty cons | corn te fet ey sor to om 
\— it e 50, ms.| am quite sure it is superior 

We know that wheat contains much of | when fed to milch cows. 

the best elements of our soil; and if} 1 feed the skimming to my hogs, with 

this cereal is worth $5 00 a ton for ma- good results. Some make excellent 

nure, then we ship $250,000 worth of | vinegar from the scum. 

the very best elements of our soil out The crushed stalks are used by some 

of the country every year, and get in manufacturers for fuel; others spread 

return,a commodity, if it is pure sugar, them over their field for manure; but, 

utterly worthless as ae om are properly cured, they make 

Chemists tell us t the elements good er. 

which make sugar are drawn from the A few years ago I cured several tons 

atmosphere, not from the soil. of bagasse and left a number of cocks 

CULTIVATION. in the field, where they had been spread 

tet pc be rm on, ar Me a a 
good seed; then put your ground in they 7 

field from which the corn had just 
much better shape than you would for | },.., gathered. Have fed my horses 

corn. When you get a piece of ground : des y. 
: a0 considerable of it; they prefer it to oat 
in what would be called good condition . <, 

straw, but will take good hay in prefer- 
for corn, then bunt and harrow and| ioe. I think the stalks—I mean the 

harrow and bunt, until the ground is| gushed stalks—are of some value for 
thoroughly pulverized and the surface | ¢,44. Of course the blades make ex- 

th. The ground to be plowed in 
prey gro P cellent fodder. 
the fall by all means. Then mark out 
your rows, say three and one-half oe 

inches apart. I use a marker with wide Home Dairy Cheese. 

runners, so constructed that they can’t [By Mrs. J. W. Cade, of Viroqua.) 

make a furrow more than three-quarters | The idea I wish to present to the far- 

of an inch deep. mers at this meeting is that all farmers 

I prefer to drill the seed. Use an| should make cheese enough for their 

cnlon-seed Gil. Plant $vo,or ee | Stisotere of bose dairy choose haa as much as oug’ 8 of hom ry cheese 

Cover one-half an inch deep; then roll | been neglected for years, so much that 

= aes and continue to ao rere have little or no idea how to 

and roll two or three times a week, un- | make it 

til the cane is ready for the cultivator. Factory cheese fills our markets, and 

Then, with a hoe, thin the plants to farmers have turned their attention to 

three or four stalks to the foot. the manufacture of butter, neglecting to 

oa rba.ene Seid should be frequently | rity tans, Batngof scsonsery import orou, val e ° o! ni im 

plants are about two feet high, when it | ance it has become secondary in quality 

should be left to take care of itself. in many respects as a matter to follow. 

Fresh barn-yard manure is wholly At the present time the majority who 

unfit to be put on ground that is to be buy cheese will choose the factorycheese ;
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though it seems that people who like | whey runs out, I cut the curd in slices 
cheese best are the ones who prefer | and spread around in the box with the 
home manufactured. This is owing to | strainer and rack under it, and let it re- 
the education of the taste. main until morning. 
But will it pay the farmersto manu-| Inthe morningI put cold water on 

facture cheese from four or five cows? | the curd and let it remain until I have 
I say it will. You can make enough | the morning milk made into a curd then 
from this number in two or three weeks | I cut both curds the size of a bean and 
for a family the year and save buyingat | mix together. I sometimes let my 
the grocery store. nights milk stand in the creamery caus 

We never think of buying butter for | until morning, then warm it to the 
the family use. samp temperature as the morning milk 

The time when we should make | then mix the two guantities. 
cheese is in July or August when it is| I have my hot water in atub or boiler 
most difficult to make butter. This will | a little hotter than agreeable to the 
give you warm weather enough to ma-| hand. Into this I put the cloth with 
ture your cheese before it gets cold. I | curd in, and stir with my hands to pre- 
have made cheese a number of summers | vent it from adhering together. Let it 
and have never yet saw the time but | remain in this water 10 minutes. If it 
that I could sell more than I could | is too hot it will wax together. When 
spare. it will squeek between your teeth when 

I will give you my method of making | you bite it lift it out of the water into 
cheese. The number of cows varying | the box. Stir until cool which is about 
from four to twelve. one half hour. Then stir the salt about 

Cows should have as good care in | one ounce to five pounds of cheese. 
making cheese as butter. The rennet| Pat in the hoop with the cloth onthe 
should be prepared before hand. Rennet | follower to be loose enough to not bind. 
a year old is better though fresh will | Putin press. I prefer a lever press. A 
do. Into one-quart glass can I put in | light weight is to be put on at first. Let 
one half a rennet; eight ounces of dairy | it remain in the press two to four hours 
salt, a handful of sage, one half tea | then change the cloth and turn, put back 
spoonful salt peter, fill can with water | in hoop and put on more weight, then 
and let stand three days. For coloring | let it remain twenty-four hours. 
I use anaits dissolved in white lie or| When pressed I bandage with thin 
soda. factory cloth and grease through each 

I strain the milk in a tub for that | day with oil of butter and turn. Keep 
purpose while warm. Then add one | in an airy place that is dry and watch 
tablespoonful of the rennet and one tea- | the flies well. 
spoonful of coloring to each twelve ee 
quarts of milk. Stir well and cover Potato Culture. 
with a cloth to keep warm for a half [By Wm. Cox, Virginia.] 

hour. My task is to try to give some prac- 
Cut with a wooden knife to the bot- | tical hints on potatoculture. This may 

tom four or five times each way, let | seem rather a common place snbject, as 
stand a half hour, until whey rises on | almost everybody is supposed to know 
the top one inch deep and has a green- | something about raising this common- 
ish cast. It is now ready to dip off into | est of crops. I would say, however, 
a box I have which is three feet square, | that the methods, recommended here, 
six inches deep, that will hold water, on | are applicable to other cultivated crops. 
one side there is a spout to carry off the | In writing this paper we do not aim so 
whey. Pat some slats across the bot- | much to try to advance new ideas as to 
tom of the box and lay a piece of dairy | stimulate to more thorough work in 
cloth over the box. Into this dip the/|the enriching and pulverization of 
curd and handle careful. Sift corners | the soil. We hear and read a good 
of cloth until whey has nearly all passed | deal, about better methods and more 
off. Then cut each way several times | thorough work, but do we practice it, 
with a knife. Tie the corners of the | or do we set it down as mere theory, 
cloth together and each time a little | something not practicable, for the go- 
tighter. Each time cutting a little finer | ahead farmer. We believe that the best 
adding a small weight at last. way is the safest, and the most profit- 
When the curd seems firm or no | able, that if one acre of potatoes, or
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anything else, can be made to yield a| this fine mellow soil down where the 

handsome profit,two or more can be | potatoes are to be planted. Now, har- 

made to do better, from the fact that | row again before marking out. A har- 

after being thoroughly equiped with | row that the teeth can be slanted, or 

the proper tools, we may go on indefi- | made straight is best,put on three horses 

nately, according to our ability, or the | and get on and ride if necessary, or 

means at hand. Here the idea of spec- | when necessary. I like to harrow before 

jalties is suggested, it requires quite an | the ground gets dry, as the clods crush 

outlay to nee the right impliments | easier. Thisis important. Harrow all 

for the cultivation of certain crops, and | up to the plow before dinner, and again 

a considerable expense to properly | at night. A great deal depends upon 

house and take care of them. We will | this thorough pulverization of the soil. 

not stop here to theorize, but will pro- | The Acme harrow is higly recommend- 

ceed to give our method. ed for this purpose. 

First. As to selection and prepera-| I would plant as soon as I could get 

tion of soil. This should be a fertil, | the land ready in the spring; the early 

sandy loam, or a light clay loam. | kinds first, the rows should be made 

Heavy clay, I should not consider good | straight, that by going once in a row, 

unless well underdrained and thor-| with the cultivator, the ground may be 

oughly enriched, it might do. Peach- | all stirred, and about four inches deep 

blow or those varities that throw out | or a little over, and three feet apart. I 

heavy tops, root deep, and spread out | propose to have a marker, something 

over the ground. fxperience teaches | like a corn marker with guide atvached, 

us, that new land about the second | as on corn planter. Now, open the far- 

year’s cultivation is good for potatoes. | rows witha small stirring plow or large 

The vegitable matter is now available | shovel. This shovel may be attached 

for plant food and the soil light and | to the plant pinion cultivator, following 

fine, with fertility enough to push the | with a V-shaped chunk of wood, to 

crop to early maturity. With such soil | crush the lumps that will fall into the 

properly planted with good seed and | furrow. This process may seem some- 

thoroughly cultivated, we should expect | what tedious, my answer is, not so very, 

to have a large crop, say from 250 to | if wewould havea large crop of pota- 

800 bushels to the acre of smooth, | toes, and good ones, we must have the 

clean, uniformly large potatoes. Attrac-| mellow soil. If our ingenuity leads us 

tive in appearance, and good in quality. | to shorter methods, all right. 

Now, as we cannot always have new land,| When I dig my potatoes, I like to 
how shall we bring our old land up to | pick out what I call an ideal potato, one 

the desired condition. My plan is, first, | that is smooth, just about the right size 
if I have a clover sod rich enough, I | and shape, these I preferto keep in the 
prepare it in the manner soon to be | cellar at a low temperature, manage 
described ; if not rich enough, I would | them so as to have a strong healthy 
take the clover sod or other land, and | ‘sprout about planting time. The first 

plow deep in the fall say,one or oneand | sproutis the best,each succeeding sprout 
ahalf inches deeper than it has been | being weaker, and more of them, I be- 
plowed before. It should’ not be less | jieve in cutting to one eye: first, be- 
than six, better seven or eight inches | cause I get larger potatoes, and less 

deep. Draw out all the barn-yard ma-| small ones; second, because it takes 
nure I could afford in the fall, or winter, | less seed; from six to eight bushels of 
and spread it eavenly over the ground; | large potatoes will plant an acre in 
harrow the ground good in the spring, | drills. If two or three eyes are used, 
and plant to corn, if the corn is worked | it would take from twelve to twenty- 
well and late enough to insure no fox- | four bushels. There is a very good 

tail or other weeds. The land will re-| curved knife made, on purpose to cut 
quire but one plowing, after a thorough | seed potatoes to one eye, leaves them 
harrowing or cultivating the following | more chunked and_not s0 liable to dry 
spring before planting the potatoes, cut | out, commence at the stem end, cut one 
the corn low in the fall and keep the | eye at a time until you get to the seed, 
cattle off the ground when it is wet. In | and I usually clip that off and throw it 

case of a clover sod, I should plow in| away. Ihketo cut the potatoes same 

the fall, thoroughly harrow in the| day I plant, drop the sets from thirteen 
spring, and plow again, so as to turn | to eighteen inches apart, according to
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the variety, and cover as soon as plan- | etc., has been thoroughly done, buging 
ted. I used a device made for pulling | business will be alacaliy “ahladibe 

the dirt into ruts in the roads, for cov- | pushing the crop at a lively rate. 
ering mine last year; it is made of two| When to dig? It is my opinion that 
pieces of oak plank: eight inches wide, | if the above conditions have been com- 
two inches thick, and five feet long made | plied with, potatoes will keep better in 
like a V, open a little at the point, and | the ground than in any other place, 
drawn by the open end. It should have | until the cold weather sets in. If the 

@ piece of strap iron or steel on the in- | weeds that have escaped the cultivator 
side lower edges; a ee have been pulled by hand, and the 
nicely and leaves a little ridge behind, | ground left mellow and light, a —_ 
80 you can see where the rows are. hand, with a potato fork, after a little 
Cultivation commencesalmost as soon | Practice, will dig from 60 to 120 bush- 

as planted. If it should rain the next | ¢lsaday and take them clean. Pota- 
day, before the ground got dry, and | toes should not be exposed to light and 
while it was in the best condition to | air any longer than necessary to dry 
pulverise, I should run the light amooth- | them when dug. A very little unneces- 
ing harrow over it,and never allow a | 8ary exposure spoils their flavor. Early 
crust to form. Use the harrow until | potatoes, intended for market, whilst 
the sprouts begin to break through the | the skin will slip, should be a | 
ground. Now,a good plan isto take picked into boxes holding just a bush 

the sulky corn plow, set all the shovels | and covered from the air and sun, car- 
to throw the dirt in, and cover the rows | Tied to market. In this way the con- 
with a light coat of fine dirt. As soon | Sumer can get them in the best possible 
as I can see the rows I start the cultiva- | condition. It may be argued that all 
tor, I use the Planet Junior with a | this extra trouble will not pay, My an- 
board attached behind, to level the | 8wer is, that potatoes grown and han- 
ground, and of such shape as not to | dled in this way will be worth to the 
pull the dirt away from the rows, as | grower five or ten cents above the 
there will be no piling up, more than | market price, and we believe more than 
what we shall be able to work up, whilst | that to the consumer. 
cultivating. This board or follower; Before closing this paper I want to 
answers also to keep the cultivator | say that I am indebted to the gentleman 
from going to deep. What we want | that was here last year, and especially 
now, is a fine mulch two or three inches | to T. B. Terry of Ohio, on this subject 
deep, to hold the moisture in the ground | for new ideas and valuable suggestion, 
in a dry time, and loose on the surface | and especially for stimulas to extra ef- 
that the water may evaporate readily in | fort to raise larger and better crops, 
a wet time. Narrow up the cultivator, | not only of potatoes but other impor- 
asthe tops grow and the season ad- | tant farm products. 
vances. Adjust the board, so the culti- 
vator will run about two inches deep; 
it should be rounded on the bottom, Farm Management.. 
and long enough to run lightly, close to [By Mr. Daniel Williams, of Summit.] 
the vines. Keep the cultivator running A proverb of Solomon puts the case in 

long enough, so there will be very few | this way: “I went by the field of the 
weeds when you come to dig. slothful and by the vineyard of the 

I believe that picking the bugs off the | man void of understanding; and lo! it 
vines by hand isthe cheapest and safest. | was all grown over with thorns, and 
Success depends on picking the old | nettles had covered the face thereof, 
bugs thoroughly. I would go over the | and the stonewall thereof was broken 
patch two or three times, until no more | down. 
could be found that day, put themina| Then I saw and considered it well; I 
covered tin pail, to be scalded when | looked upon it and received instruc- 
done picking, pick of the leaves with | tion.” 
eggs on, throw them in the middle of | Whatever we do receive in some de- 
the row to be covered with cultivator | gree the impress of the mind of the 
or dried with the sun; when the eggs | operator. 
hatch, the larva may be knocked of into| Whether we speak, write, or build 
a pan with a long handle attached to it. | houses, or lay out and work farms and 
If the work of planting, pulverizing, | gardens, we put our private mark on it
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all, and the shrewd observer of the re- | many cases the operations of the law 

sults of our labor will find therein an | are producing beneficial results. 

almost certain clue to our character. The building and repairing of suita- 

This fact did not escape the keen eye | ble tences to protect cultivated crops 

of the wise monarch of Israel whose and prevent their destruction by the 

words we have just quoted, and we to-|stock on the farm should receive 

day would be acting the part of wise|the early attention of the farmer. 

men if we would consider and receive Oar fences are the greatest item of 

instruction thereby. farm expense: hence to build and 

Every man who owns a patch of maintain suitable fences the fields 

ground under circumstances where he | should be so arranged that the least 

has a fair opportunity to avail himself | possible amount of fence shall answer 

of its use, is responsible to his fellow- the purpose intended; hence, as far as 

men for the use he makes of his land. possible, lanes running through fields 

To those who desire to improve their | should be avoided. 

condition as tillers of the soil, we pro- To economize travel on the farm, and 

pose to offer a few suggestions as to the | also to reduce the expense of building 

manner of managing the farm, which fances a central location of the build- 

may be of some possible benefit to some ings will do much to accomplish this re- 

one and possibly to ail. sult. 

First. Deep and thorongh tillage of All substances likely to obstruct the 

all land cultivated. The depth to which successful cultivation of the soil should 

land may be ploughed varies with the be removed from the surface of the 

soil, so much so that no definite rule fields intended for cultivation as soon 

can be given. I am satisfied by experi- | a8 possible, it being a saving of time in 

ment that all of our land is not tilled as | cultivation and preventing the annoy- 

deep as it should be. ance of breakage of all implements 

‘When I commenced farming in Wie- | used. 

consin I was told that from three to| It isan established principle of agri- 
four inches was deep enough to plow, | culture that no crop that is profitable 

and that deeper plowing would be an | and useful can be grown where surface 

injury. I commenced to increase the | water is allowed to accumulate and re- 

depth with beneficial results until a| main for any considerable period of 

dep'h of eight inches was reached, and | time during the growing season, thus 

with the best of suecess, Beyond that | showing the necessity of providing suit- 

depth in soils which have an underly: | able drains for the purpose of getting 

ing strata of gravel, deeper plowing will | rid of all accumulation of surface water. 

be an injury. How this may be done cheaply and 

Onr system of tillage in this county | at the same time thoroughly is a sub- 

has been one which has had a tendency | ject in which we are all more or less in- 

to diminish rather than increase the | terested. 

original fertility of the soil. The ob- The greater part of Waukesha county 

ject of most farmers has been to spread | has an underlying strata of gravel at 

their work over a given number of acres | from two to four feet from the surface, 

without considering whether tkey had | which will allow of small pools being 

sufficient teams and time to do the | drained through the gravel by digging 

work in a proper manner. to the gravel and filling in stones, 

Asarule teams used on farms are | Stumps, or any substance that will allow 

too light for the proper performance of | Water to run through to the gravel. 

the work required. One of the maxims |, It is a waste of time and labor to at- 

of Beniamis Franklin in his sayings | tempt to till land that is liable at any 

called Poor Richard was “plough deep | time to be covered with water, and the 

while sluggards sleep, and you will have | Prudent farmer will not be satisfied un- 
corn to sell and keep.” til his land is in a suitable condition to 

_ The thorough destruction of all weeds be successfully worked in all reasonable 

injurious to the growth of crops should | ©°Rditions of weather. 

receive the careful and considerate at- An energetic Scotch farmer drained 

tention of the farmer. a piece of land so wet as to be worthless 

To such an extent had this evil spread | at an expense of oe hundred dollars 

that it has been found ee to | an acre, and afterwards in speaking of 

enact laws to arrest the evil,and in! the improvement to a friend he was
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asked the question if it would pay, he{ Farm stock need attention at all 
replied, “Aye, it costs a deal more not | times, and to get the best possible re- 
to do it,” pointing to his own field cov- | sults a judicious system of feeding 
ered with luxurious vegetation, while | should be pursued. What that system 
his neighbor's had nothing of value| may be is a subject upon which men 
growing upon it. differ materially. But certain fixed 

The subject of the selection of seed | principles underlie all successful efforts. 
is too much neglected by nearly all | Among these are sufficient and suitable 
farmers. It is a common remark among | food at all times and an ample supply 
farmers after grain has commenced ae water; a uniform time of the 
growing in the spring that it stands | feeding, and good shelter. Salt should 
thin on the ground, and almost always | be furnished to stock in some manner 
accompanied with a statement of the | so that it will be accessible at all times, 
amount of seed used pe acre and | thus preventing the unpleasant conse- 
an expression of doubt as to/ quences resulting from the occasional 
what should be the cause. The diffi- | feeding of salt so common on many 
culty is usually the result of the farm- | farms. The regular use ot salt for swine 
er’s own carelessness in the care of the | will do much to prevent the diseases so 
seed. Grain that bas been stacked | common among that class of farm ani- 
either so oeee or wet — is a| mals. 

stage called sweating, in the stack} {¢ is not the urpose of thi to 
or mow and in the bin, and all such aes ane prion os poner © 
grain is unfit for seed on account of the different species of farm animals, as each 

germ being injured, and in many cases | have their peculiar excellence for the 
the vitality of the seed will be entirely | purpose for which they were intended; 
destroyed. ve but of its kind keep only the best. 

Seed corn is often injured by not} ‘The care and preservation of the 
being sufficiently dried before freezing | jand left for timber should receive 
weather, and if not dry at that time its | greater attention than is usually given 
Vitality is sure to be destroyed. _ to that part of the farm. Cut only 

One of the greatest of mistakes in the | such timber for fuel as would not be 
selection of seed is in planting small | jikely to improve if left standing, and 
potatoes. It is not possible to raise a| use care in removing timber from the 
crop of merchantable potatoes from the | woods, sc as to do as little injury to the 
use of small seed. Select for seed good, | standing timber as possible. 
well-formed potatces; throw away the| The orchard and garden should re- 
seed end, as it is usually called, cut the | geiye more attention than is usually 
remainder into pieces, not having more | given to that department. No farmer 
than two eyes each and use but two | does justice to his family that neglects 

pieces to each hill, and the result will | to provide a good garden and orchard 
, under Syernne come nons oF wes for their use. 

er, that nearly e crop will be fit 1 i 
for market. Flat culture for corn and Baie pine pels cas 'abenagea? aa 

ae will usually produce the best the neglect of most farmers to sur- 
— ¢ . |round their home with many of the 

A three year’s rotation of corn, grain | comforts which people in cities enjoy, 
and clover is about as good a system | jead young men to think there is an 
for this county as any yet adopted. easier and more respectable way of 

Farm building should be sufficient to | making a living than by following farm- 
store all the crops raised. It is poor|ing. The true source of wealth is in 
management to put anything in stacks, | the soil. Deeper and more thorough 
eapecially hay. Hay contains, in the | culture will bring it out. The brain 
dry as well as in the green state, matter | must be cultivated as well as the soil. 
that is soluable in water. For this rea- | To succeed in farming, do not attempt 
son ali exposed hay on the exterior of | to cultivate too much land, keep a rec- 
stacks is subject to have washed from : ord of receipts and expenditures, keep 
it this soluble matter. A large propor- | posted on progressive agriculture, avoid 
tion of this food is subject to loss by | outside speculation, and, of the science 
leaching, rains, by moulding, and by | of farming it is especially true, that 
actually rotting in badly constructed | what is worth doing at all, is worth 

stacks. ‘ doing well.
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Ought the Farmer to be Educated? | ual labor and implants in the subject 

[By John M. Coburn.] whims and — which are always 

estionably the farmers should | barriers to his success as a farmer. 
os oe Tast that class of our | “Ihe best education in the world is that 

citizens who form the toundation upon | ot by struggling to get a living.” 

which the social fabric is errected| But in the present the one thing par- 

should be the victims of mental dark- | amount to all others which the farmer 

ness and ignorance is a theory which | should know is, if he obtains a fair di- 

no civilized man will accept, much less | vision of the product of his labor, and 

maintain. Not only should he be well | if not, why. The farmer has reached a 

educated for the welfare of society at | breathing spell and it is his opportunity 

large, but that he may maintain his | to discover if during the time all of his 

rightful position and importance as a energies have been absorbed in produc- 

distinct class among all other classes. | tion, he has received a just and equita- 

For, whatever poets and philosophers | ble division of his product. If he has 

may say to the contrary, there is a con- | not, if not robbed, he has had his stand- 

stant warfare raging among the differ- | ard of comfort lowered and his provis- 

ent classes for ascendency and whoever | ion for the future lessened. From 1860 

dominate the farmers’ class, have with- | to 1880 the farmers of the country com- 

in their power @ rich mine of revenue. | prised about one-half of its population. 

The time is passed when one indi- | The increase of their wealth for the 

vidual can be possessed of all know- | same period was $4,122,588,481. The 

ledge extant and the average American wealth of the other half of the popula- 

farmer, although blessed with multi- | tion, whose prosperity depends upon 

plied bounties of nature, has so severe | what the farmer produces from the soil, 

a task to win a few of the essentials of | increased during the same period $23,- : 

a decent existence that he must exer- | 359,794,851. Or in other words, while 

cise rare discretion in his selection of | the farmer’s wealth increased one dollar, 

those things which he must learn. It | he comprising one-half of the popula- 

has been said that a little learning is | tion, that of the other half. whose pros- 

dangerous. It may also be said that | peritydepends upon the products of the 

much learning in the wrong direction is | farm, increased six. Again, in the 

more dangerous. So the vital question | yaar 1880 the capital, including 

in the education of the farmer is:|farm implements ‘and live stock, in- 

“What should he know?” vested in farming in the United States 

First he should apply his labor to the amounted to the sum of $12,104,081, 

soil that he may meet the wants of ex- | 440. The gross profits of farming for 

istence, and he should know how to in- | the same year were $2 213,402,564, The 

telligently apply that labor. He should capital invested in manufactures in the 

also understand those pinciples of econ- United States for the year 1880 was the 

omy which form the bases for accumu- | Sum of $2,790,223,506. The gross 
lating wealth. And the very best profits of manufacturing were $5,339,- 

schonl in which he can be placed to ac- | 667,706. With a capital invested nearly 

quire that knowledge is a practical con- | five times greater, the farmers of the 

tact with the soil. The young man, | country received not quite one-half the 

with nothing but his hands and a dis- | Sum 1m gross profits that the manufact- 

position to work to bank upon in his | urers received. It appears; the land 

struggle for the possession of land and | being the source of all wealth, that 

a home, has but tittle use for scientific | those who till it do not receive a fair 

farming: Scientific experimentations | Share of their product, but that it is 
as to the relative strength of absorbed elsewhere, and by other 

fertilizing elements and the chemistry classes. This the farmer should know, 

of feed rations are not very and how and why it is done. 

profitable employment for the farmer} The farmer should understand the 

who has his living to win, a mortgage to question of markets. He should know 

liftand farm improvements to make and | what comprises his markets; where 

maintain, The school training neces-| they are; what they demand; where 

sary for what is known as the scientific | the prices of his products are regu- 

farmer is of doubtful utility and the | lated, and what regulates them. Espe- 

time may be counted misspent. Usual- cially should he study this question in 

ly it eradicates all disposition for man- | the present, for the production of the
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roducts of the farm is now in advance { own people. The purpose for which a 
rr the demand for them, and to in- | tax is levied and collested must be a 
crease it, without an increased demand, | public one, otherwise it is not a tax. 
is to lessen the margin of profits and, | Also when collected into the public 
ultimately, to smother ourselves in our | treasury it must be expended for a pub- 
own abundance. He should discover | lic end, otherwise it is diverted from its 
and oppose all artificial limitations im- | true and logical purpose. The burden 
posed by legislation upon his freedom | of taxation should rest equally upon 
to market his products, For nothing | the people of a country, that is, each 
can be more pernicious to industrial | person should contribute his just share 
activity, or more harmful to the inter- | toward the legitimate expenses of the 
est of the American farmer, than un-| government. Therefore, though the 
necessary trade restrictions. Our capa- | taxpayer should willingly and ungrudg- | 
city, as a country, to produce farm | ingly bear his share of the burden of 
products is as marvelous as it is little | taxation, every tax is a fair subject for 
understood. The area of arable land | suspicion and should be rigidly scruti- 
in our country is computed at 1,500.000 | nized. 

square miles. Of this area 302500/ Jf one class of citizens escapes its 
square miles now produce all of our | share of taxation the result is that so 
grain, hay, cotton, sugar, rice and gar- | much more must be added to that of all 
den vegetables. The future possibili- | other classes who already bear their fair 
ties of our productive capacity are | proportion. Or if one class of citizens, 
brought into stronger light when | throngh the operation of government, 
it is known that all the land | is made to profit by means of the tar- 
now used in the growing ot corn, wheat, ing power, that profit is unjustly taken 
hay, oats and cotton in the whole coun- | from all other classes of citizens under 

try is less in area than the single state | the same government; for the govern- 
of Texas, that the entire wheat crop of | ment has no other means of obtaining 

the United States could be grown upon | money than by taxation and it can tax 
wheat land of the best quality selected | none other than its own people. 
from that part of the area of Texas by | ‘Thus the farmer should know whether 
which that single state exceeds the | he pays more than his fair proportion of 
present area of the German empire, and | taxes for the support of the govern- 
that the world’s supply of cotton could | ment, and whether he is compelled by 
be produced upon an area equal to only | existing tax laws to contribute a portion 
7 per cent. of that of the same state. | of his earnings to swell the profits of 
In the light of these facts the farmer | those engaged in other industries. He 

must see that anything which obstructs | should know why the farmer, having 
his access to the markets of the world is | hig earnings-invested in lands and im- 

inimicable to his prosperity and de-| provements, which compose, with his 
pare him of the greatest return for his | Jabor, his source of revenue, should be 

bor. taxed thereon, while the professional 
A close, searching scrutiny of the | man who has invested his capital in an 

methods and purposes of taxation isthe | education and derives a revenue there- 
duty of every farmer. For there is no | from double that of the farmer, is ex- 
other legitimate power of government |empt from taxation. He should 
which can be so cunningly misapplied | know whether it is of advant- 

to the purpose of injus ice and oppres-| age to him as a grain producer 
sion as the power to lay and collect a| that he be compelied to pay a bounty 
tex. No form or system of government | to the wool raiser; whether as a pro- 
has yet been discovered or invented | ducer of beef it adds to his profits to 
from which the taxing power can be | have part of his earnings taken from 
eliminated. {t is the mainspring in the | him and put into the pocket of the 
mechanism of government which gives | manufacturer of iron; in short, whether 
life and direction to all of its functions. | the more he is taxed the greater will be 
No government could exist without it | the sum of his prosperity. 
for a day. In no case can the taxing | The farmer should also learn to con- 
power be exercised by the government | duct his business upon the plan of self- 
outside of its own jurisdiction. So | regpectfal, self-sustaining indepen- 
whatever moneys it may levy and collect | dence, While claiming and compelling 
must be taken from the resources of its | his just dnes he should not seek through
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the power of legislation to add to the | except Lucretia, which are two dollars 

profits of his own by depressing the | per dozen. This is the most produc- 
profits of other industries. All profits | tive trailling blackberry known, and as 

which are not won under the operation | easily covered as strawberries, the others 

of thenatural and legitimate laws which | can be covered by loosening the earth 

govern production and trade must be | beside the plant and with a fork on the 

taken from the earnings and resources | bush and the foot at the base bend in 

of others without rendering an equiva- | root and cover with dirt. 
lent in return. The ancient and hon-| Fourth row, eight — three feet, 
orable industry of agriculture should | red raspberries. If you will keepdown 
not stand in the false attitude of a pub- | the suckers plant Turner, Marlboro and 
lic mendicant. QGuthburt if not, plant Purple Cane, 

— Philadelphia and Shaffer’s Collossel, 
The Farmer’s Garden. the row of 82 plants will cost $1 to 

[Geo. J. Kellogg, Janesville.} ete energy be = ‘hel $ ry 

Every farmer ought to have one acre wns ee a 
of garden fenced with woven wire and ge a Gregg. Oost of plants 
lath, or so the chickens will not trouble. a - ws 
That acre should be long, and all rows |, Sixth row, strawberries eight feet 
ran the entire length of the ground, so from the last and two feet in the row, 

that the horse can be used in cultivat- | in this row put only perfect blooming 
ing. The site, if it ean rur over a knoll | kinds. I will give a list embracing 

sn ire southern ad none et May Rig, 99 Wao, 
lope, will prolong the fruiting season juctive, ty King, 9 

ee @ season | 5; Miner’s Great Prolific, 25 Parry, 25 
Piow deep, and after plowing put on | Mt. Vernon. 

from twenty to forty loads of well-rotted Seventh row, four feet from the last, 

manure and harrow it in. Do not plow | and two feet apart: 25 Crescent, 25 

manure in, as you loose nearly one-half Windsor Chief, 25 Manchester, 25 

its value, Jewel, and 25 Cornelia. The last row 

If the garden lays sixteen by ten rods | are + varieties, and must be 

north and south, take the east side, four | planted near some variety with plenty 

feet from the fence, for a row of foc eet of pollen. You may ask, why plant any 

gus. Where this stands, if a dead fnr- } pistillates? They are, when Peopeey 

row can be made deep and filled with | pollenized, our best bearers, an by 

good manure and six inches of earth | planting, as I have described, you can 

plowed on before the plants are set, it | always find pure plants on the outside 

is best, and the only case where I | of each row; and you want to plant a 

recommend burying manure. ‘This | new bed each year, and after two crops 

row of asparagus will last a life-time, | of strawberries plow under the old bed. 

therefore put it on one side of the gar- | This is the reason why the last rows 

den, are next the vegetable garden. The 

On the west side, six feet from the | other rows may continue on the same 

fence, plant a row of grapes eight feet | land for ten to twenty years. Use 

apart. Set Moore’s Early, Worden, | white hellibore or paris green on the 

Concord, Brighton, Delaware, Pock- | currants as soon as the worm appears. 
lington, Niagara, Empire State, and if | One or two applications are sufficent. 

you use tobacco, plant a few Janes-| The two rows of strawberries—250 

ville’s. These kind can be had at ten | plants—will cost you one cent each, un- 

to fifty cents each. less you want all Jewel!, but the prices 
Second row, eight feet from the | given are when the kinds and quapti- 

grapes, currants and gooseberries three | ties are taken. For instance, while 

feet apart, Red, Dutch, White Grape | Niagara grapes sold last spring for $2 

and Fay’s Prolific for currants, and | each, I should not want to furnish 

Smith and a for gooseberries. | many at 50 cents, but the kinds and 

These will cost from five to twenty cents | quantity given can be furnished as 

each. stated, and the two rows of strawber- 

Third row, blackberries. eight feet | ries, well carred for, will yield, the fol- 

by three feet. Lucretia Dewberry, Sny- | lowing year, abont 500 quarts of choice 

der, Stone's Hardy and Ancient Briton. | fruit, worth more than the whole in- 

These cost two cents each in quantity,’ vestment for plants, and after the sec-
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ond season all the rows, except the| Petitions for this purpose are ciron- 
strawberries, will increase in value and | lated and signed with much the same 
production until you will have to set up | feeling as a vetition to congress. The 
nights to eat fruit, or let your wife or | responsibility of the matter is left with 
daughter have the surplus to sell. You, | the one most interested because you see 
Brother Farmer, furnish the plants and | he might want a public road to our 
let the wife and daughter furnish your | pasture. Some dayI would need these 
table with all the fruit you want turee same names. Or better still nearly all 
times a day, on condition that they can | good fish ponds are back of some man’s 
have the surplus, and I will risk your heael Now who would not sign a 
having to buy sandy berries from Mich- | petition to divide the farm with a four- 
igan. rod lane provided our convenience and 

Good land, well fenced, long rows, | pleasure might at once be satisfied and 
good plants true to name from some | at the public expense. 
reliable nursery, not a traveling man, The pioneers of any country meet 
well tended, properly mulched in No- | and must overcome obstacles which to 
vember, and you will be happy, have | late generations would seem insur- 
less doctor’s bills and eat less pork. mountable. In our hilly broken country 
Now a word about the vegetable gar- | it is a wonder how the early settlers 

den. Plant potatoes or peas next tothe | ever found and located these now com- 
strawberries, so the ground will be in | fortable and productive homes. It was 
good condition for your next two rows | not then how may I with the most con- 
of strawberries, plant all rows through | venience and ease cancel this tax and 
the whole length of the garden and | be relieved from this obligation, but 
wide enough so you can cultivate with | rather how may we by our united effort 
a horse. Pat in plenty of seed, tend | reach a certain point and make it possi- 
well, thin out properly and then what | ble to reach our neighbors with team 

: room you have left plant to sweet corn | and wagon rather than on horseback or 
or potatoes, and this acre of ground well | on foot. In those — we often traveled 
cared for, will be the most profitable | forty miles to reach our nearest city 
acre on the farm. market and return really only six miles 

If you will save a little of your cigar | distant. 
money and buy a dozen Jessies and put} Those were the days of extravagance, 
them in your strawberry row, I have no | waste and poor results, for example: 
doubt but what you will be pleased. I | with a little over one-half mile of road 
have named well tried and profitable | to make across soft ground our town of 
kinds. I might have put in Sharpless | Trempeleau has expended money 
but it is so tender in bud and blossom | enough to build the road and make it 
we lose the fruit three years out of four | permanent for three times that distance 
every time. If you want the latest | and it is not completed half way across 
novelty that is on the boom, plant} yet. Why? I take it we are here to 
Jessie. tell some of our experience rather than 

— to formulate a theory. 
County Roads. Tne highway referred to was through 

(By Prof. L. D. Livermore, Beaver Dam, Wis.] | heavy timber. In the winters of 59 or ’60 
The age and respectability of this | men and teams were at work and logs 

subject is enough to secure it our re- | about sixteen feet long were laid down 
spectful consideration. First, let me | the whole distance, partly on ice some- 
say that I consider it a far greater mark | times, on a stump cut off close to the 
ot careful thought to be able to lead in | level of the ice. The holes between 
a new or fitter way than to condemn as | these logs were clinked with bits of 
useless that thing or way, which isso! wood. On top of this some sand was 
nearly connected with the present as|laid. Bridges were set on mud-sills 
well as the past,as the improvement | resting on sand. This job was accepted 
and use of county roads, You will | and paid for as per contract and that 
agree with me when I say that there is | before the frost went out. It needs no- 

no other thing in which such a degree | words of mine to tell the result of this 
of responsibility is incurred, that we | experiment. It was never open to the 
have been so ready to engage in as the | public. About’65—another trial—it was 
laying and opening of highways, and | graded with quick sand and muck 
from this cause, if no other, arises much | thrown —— either side and, like 
of the trouble. the parable of old, the rains beat on
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that road only a little and it moved on | and pay for the whole. With iron pro- 
down stream, the logs and a little sand | duced in our own state we can no 
was left. I am safe in saying, that | longer afford to build new bridges once 

many parts of this road has been filled | in eight years, when for twice the 
twenty times and we are filling them | money a structure of iron could be 

yet. placed on stone foundations, good for 
Three years ago next June, being a | fifty years at least. For small culverts 

member of the Board of Supervisors, | a 12-inch tyle drain avoids risk from 
we concluded to try ona small scale | broken plank and are durable. 
what could be done. Weagain made | Let us see to it that the roads are 

the fill with earth, ripraped the sides | made passable and permanent, that 
and on top broken stones were laid ten | taxes are lowered, and that durable 
inches thick. Since then that part has | material is used in the construction of 
not needed one cent. for repair, or its | bridges and culverts. 
maintenance. We have now about sev- aa 

enty — of this road always ready for | rhe Value and Management ot Manures- 
use, and needing no repairs. “ 

This Kind of road will cost in soft Yt il ieee 
ground, when the gravel must eee We must be convinced of the value 
close on to $20.00 per rod, depending, | o¢ manure before we shall really look to of course, upon the price of stone and its careful saving and wise man: 

Iabor. The time has come for towns to | 7 ang Especially is this trae in ak 
Work Semen th ae mere He at new and fertile region. It takes a full 

sah. y> 7 ~~ generation to make the farmers there 
Bighyes: Loexoes pane phen Smee believe manure is worth saving. In 
waked wianaten Rees ange Illinois they used to say, when the ma- 
Be when rb bas ate ak ihe mar- | DUre heap got so big they could neither : 

eS gi = go over nor around it, they moved the kets are overdone; the rest of the time barn, Six years ago 1 asked Mr. Dal- 

Denon nee above what commers oon Ds rymple, the Dakota wheat king, what peace supply. The producers in these | ;“, was going to do with a week 

Ba always at a loss. The | vies of manure accoumulated in five 
. sl br bg quantity from one | years on his huge wheat farm. His re- 
Pree arte it measured by the rise | ply was this: “The Lord only knows; 

pth of mud or we've got no earthly use for it.” road. These may not be frequent, but 8 a. : 
as often as they do occur, limit the | 424, yet I had just come through 
shoving ara'ok aces suena” Southern Minnesota where fifteen years 

T 8 "7 . oe cropping with wheat and without ma- 
he earnest inquiry of all is how can | nure hed reduced the wheat yields from 

we better our condition. I say not by twenty-five bushels per acre to six bush- 
ae more taxes. Any reform that | ejs or less, so that they were driven in- 
looks toward the reduction of taxes may | to dairying or stock raising to restore 

Pe ,inangerated by the popular vote. | their soil’s fertility. The idea of Mr. 
@ are assessed on an average for Dalrymple making such a speech right 

oa four miles $1.00 for road purposes. | in sight almost of such facts. Bat in 
t takes the time of the farmer, his these, as in many other things, experi- 

team and hired men to pay this heavy | ence cannot be bad by proxy. “Peck’s 
tax. If they do but little this time is | Bad Boy” hits it when he blubbers out 
gone. I am confident that one-half of | between the sobs and tears of his latest 
this amount, if paid in with other taxes | thrashing, “seems to me grown folks 
and worked out on the basis of ten *spect little boys to know things before 
hours for a days work, under a system they’ve found them out.” 
of general improvement, would be| Tet me emphasize the value of ma- 
greatly to our advantage. nureinadry year, even on new and 
Weattempt too much and accomplish | rich soil by giving a few facts. 

but little; building too much for our-| On the L. A.C. farm this year pota- 
selves, forgetting that in a few years we | tatoes were grown on land that had over 
shall be done with. Work and trial, | thirty tons per acre of bestrotted stable 
and our grandest monume:t is some | manure, plowed in the fall before. 
lasting benefit to our fellows. We are | From the time the potatoes came up 
not fair, wishing to inaugerate complete | till the time the vines died they only
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had one-sixth the usual rainfall, and the | farm, now mine in Hudson, Ohio. As 
last eight weeks most vital to their | a first result one lot had 36 and the 
growth, they had only 1-28 the usual | other 33 bushels per acre of wheat, and 
amount and that came too late to do them | ever since the crops have been better 
any good at all. But the manure gave | on that 5} acres than on adjacent land 
us 150 bushels od acre from our ten | not thus heavily manured then. Thirty 
best varieties. ‘e know it was the/| years later I raised wheat on 10 acres 
manure, for land close by as rich other- | including that 5} acres. The whole 
wise and with as good seed and tillage | field yielded 46} bushels per acre, and 
gave only forty bushels per acre, and | the remarkable fact that the 5} acres 
even that was far above the average for | yielded 60 per acre, while the other 4} 
our county and for the whole state of | acres yielded only a trifle over 30. 
Towa. wae ~~ = old — me farmer 

It was the worst drouth ever known | sive this dying advice to his eldest son, 
in the state, and came just at the right | Standing by his bedside. “Andy mon, 
time to hurt potatoes the worst. Thou- | Diver rin in debt,— —niver—rin—in— 
sands of acres were never dug, Ma-| debt. But whan ye do rin in debt, rin 
nure gave us 150 bushels per acre ir- | in debt for doong. acs 5 
stead of 40 cr even nothing. _— =~ boy’s definition of salt is a 
then pays on good soil ina year, good thee Resa nage = 
for ieee soil is very rich by nature, Salt,” said he, “is the stiff that makes 
second, as a whole, to that of no other | Potatoes taste bad, by not being put on 
state unless it be Illinois. em.” Manure, I should say, is the stuff 

Manure pays, too, on good Jand in a| that makes potatoes, corn, wheat, &c. 
year of abundant rains. You know my | Yield badly by not being put on them. 
neighbor, T. B. Ferry, the “potato king” | _If now we believe in the great value 
of Ohio. December 15, 1813, he gives | Of manure, believe in it clear down to 
the following testimony in the Ohio | the bottom of our boots, it is time for 
Farmer. = ms discuss - eocernees. eee 

“ .” he says, “T raised api we must discuss its production. 

of aanetuunae The ernie as By manure I mean os _voidings of 
manvred with about 50 loads per acre of ee mele ‘aban tot the neces- 
rich, rotten compost. That land this piel z ding as ve . 7 
year was planted wich potatoes, and it ‘Mixed farming” of which I speak 
was there that they rolled out so large | more fully in another lecture, has one 
and numerous as to yield at the rate of | Of its chief advantages in the fact that it 
500 pushels per acre. Just over the | Produces much valuable manure and 
fence on the part of another lot where | gives the best means of saving und util- 
no manure bad been applied for many | izing it. Especiallyis this true of grain 
years there were only 200 bushels per | Taising combined with dairying, so com- 
acre. Difference in soil and kind of | ™on here in Wisconsin. This kind of 

potatoes might account for some of this | farming seems to work best both finan- 
great variation in yield, but I think it | cially and especially in the production 
fair to say that 200 bushels of the best | Of manure. The cows need the grain 
yield was owing to the manure put on | 82d corn fodder for feed, and they turn 
the ground for squashes the previous | it into cash and save nearly al, say 90 
year. The potatoes were none of them | Per cent. of it, its plant food in their 
sold for less than 40 cents per bushel, | Voidings for future crops. The cows, 
so we have at least $80 per acre cash | too, need the refuse straw and stalks for 

benefit from that heavy manuring, the | bedding and absorbent or to balance the 
second year, to say nothing of $240 an | ration where ensilage is used, and they 
acre which the squashes brought.” thus work large quantities of both straw 

These, of course, were extreme yields, | 80d stalks into the best of manure, best 
but they were attested by witnesses. | because saturated with their rich void- 
Let me give facts to show the perman- | 1288. 
ence of manureonclay soil of medium On most grain farms there is too 
fertility. Nearly forty years ago, as a | much straw and cornstalks for the live 
small boy I helped draw manure from a | stock, and hence the stalks are left un- 

village and put 40 big loads per acre on | cut in the fields and even the straw is 
2} acres one year and on 3 acres ad- | sometimes burned, an awful sin agricul- 
jacent the next year on my father’s! turally speaking. On the other hand
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on most dairy farms there is too little feed best adapted to produce milk are 

roughage and absorbent. A combina- | also the richest in manure value. 

tion of dairying with grain raising This is especially true of oilmeal, 

makes it exactly right. Of course soil, cottonseed meal, wheat bran, oat mid- } 

climate and surroundings will decide | dlings, brewers’ grains, early cut clover 

whether grain-raising or dairying shall | and timothy hay and fodder corn, en- 

be the principle thing on any farm, or silaged or cut and fed dry or steamed 

in any region; but in Ohio and Towa, | with meal or bran. They are specially 

at least, our best farmers in the regions rich in nitrogen and phosphoric acid 

specially adepted to graic-growing are | and potash. I have known dairy farms 

keeping far more cows and establishing | in our Eastern states, once scarcely 

stock or co-operative creameries; while | more than drifting sand or barren clay, 

our dairymen in our more clayey re- | now rendered most fertile by the wise 

gions are now raising far more grain, | use of these kinds of feed. But their 

especially on their tile-drained fields, | owners have carefully saved all the 

and are finding that they can actually liquid manure even to my own know- 

increase the number of cows and the | ledge carting in dry sand and clay dust, 

net proceeds of their dairies, and still | placing it as an absorbant beneath and 

devote constantly increasing portions | behind the cows until saturated with 

of their farm to grain-growing for cash | their liquid, and mixed with their solid 

sales. voidings it has been carted out upon the 

The first point is to save all the void- | fields again. And the soil has much of 

ings of the cows, both liquid and solid. | it actually passed through the stable on 
For many years the entire liquid por- the road to fertility. Now to one who 

tion was wasted as worthless, until | has actually seen this most laborious 

chemistry, aided by field tests, proved | Process of creating fertility it seems 

unmistakably that the liquid voidings | 9mazing that we in the west who have 

of our cows and horses and sheep were | fertility as a legacy from the centuries 

worth as much per day as the solid | Past, should take so little pains to pre- 

voidings. . — it to the ee wens — 

eer Be ig eoretically a dairy farm s! 

ome ee Ss ee 7; teriorate less, or rather it should in- 

Toakle Sese of Sash bossds, touching | SO? S Se Soe ee 
joints well, and making a water-tight | ‘1m, An nner noves scarch 
manure gutter in the rear of the cows, | sey, = ok ais semeves 4 7 oe 

and keeping this well filled with straw, a —_— es not Preenec 

sawdust or other absorbent, and with aa aera phospnorie <acie 38 
the drier and porous and heating ma- $100 worth of wheat, oats or corn, while 

nure of the adjacent horse-stable. The $100 worth of butter removes almost 

idea is to soak the urine all up and in- nothing of valne se the soil. ~ 

corporate it with the solid venti and | _ But the trouble is, on our dairy farms 
with the bedding, so that it can be | in old times little straw was raised for 

shoveled directly from this gutter with | bedding, and so the liquid voidings 

shovel or six-tined fork. ‘The handling | Were permitted and even encouraged to 
of liquid manure separate, by saving it leak through the floor, and often the 

in a cistern and spreading it on the | Solid manure was thrown out beneath 

land with a cart sprinkler, will not pay | the eaves to have its very life washed 

for the average farmer. It should be | Cut by the drip and wash of the eaves, 
mixed with the solid manure for best | Until one is reminded of what the au- 

results, at any rate, for it has relatively | thor of Talpa says of “Drychaffs dung 

too much nitrogen or ammonia, and the | °att, that creaking hearee that bears to 

solid has relatively too little. Nature | the field the dead body from which the 
meant them to go together. Much spirit has departed.” The liquid void- 

attention should be paid to kinds of | ings are worth twice as much as the 
feed, not only with reference to their solid, ton for ton; so that he who wastes 

feed value, but with reference to their | the former through a leaky floor and 

manure value. And here, too, chemi- | @ves only the latter throws away his 

cal science has done much for the far- | 80!d and keeps his silver. 

mer by demonstrating a fact not only| By all means, then, have tight 

most remarkable, but most fortunate floors, and save the liquid and mix it 

for dairymen, viz.: that the kinds of | with the solid, the bedding and the
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horse-stable manure. A tight floor | winter wheat, or for fall plowing, as in 
down on the ground adds to the | Iowa and Wisconsin for spring crops. 
warmth of the barn, and keeps timbers | But if the manure is piled great care 
from rotting. Warmth of the barn is, | must be exercised to prevent loss intwo 
however, a greater economy of the food | ways, either by wash or by heating. A 
value than of the manure valae. The bseveerqrutyte pane pile three or four 
first thing the cow does with her feed is | feet deep, well-packed and away from 
to warm her own body. This is done | eaves or surface wash, and kept from 
byan actual consumption of the carbon | fire fanging by tramping or by spplying 
of the food. If the barn is cold it | water moderately at the right time, 
takes more carbon to keep the cow | save most of the valuable constituents 
warm—just as if the wind whistles | of the manure. [If it is under a large 
through loose doors and windows and | shed and constantly littered with straw 
siding of your house, it takes more car- | and tramped by hoofs during its forma- 
bon (coal) in your fire to keep you | tion it will save the urine and have as 
warm. But the carbon of the hay and | little wash from any sourse as possible. 
grain is largely what makes the butter | Hogs are good mixers on the pile and 
and cheese, and if the cow has to use it | will save all grain that posses the intes- 
up to warm her body, she must make | tines. 
just so much less butter and cheese. But I must say that I like to plow 
Management of manure.—After the | under unrotted straw manure in the 

liquid and solid manure are thoroughly | spring for corn or Hungarian grass on 
mixed and incorporated with each | clayey soil. It seems to be all aaved 
other, and with the absorbents in the | and its mechanical effect in loosening 
manure gutter, the next question is | the soil as it rots is excellent. A Ger- 
what to do with the manure. As to| man friend gave my views pretty well: 
time, place and manner of applying| ‘“Vhen I blows dat manures undter 
manure, I must speak briefly. As to | dem furrows, I’fe got him dere efery 
place, it is a good rule to put most ma-| dimes. He can’t get avay no more for 
nure on crops that require most tillage, | efer. Und den dot corm schmells dot 
i. €., corn, potatoes, Hungarian grass, | manure all summer long and grows like 
etc. For potatoes, it should be well | vot you nefer saw before, already.” 
rotted and mixed with the soil. For | Top dressing may be best for light 
corn and Hungarian grass, it does not | soils but even then I should prefer to 
matter, if it be evenly spread when | incorporate the manure thoroughly with 
green and plowed under. As to time, | the first two or three inches of the soil. 
“circumstances alter cases.” It is a | Cloverisan excellent aid in keeping up 
question partly of labor and partly of | the fertility of a farm if rightly used. 
comparative results. To save time and | There is no doubt that the roots develop 
forward spring work, many of our best | and bring into available form not only 
Ohio dairymen are drawing the manure | the mineral elements of the soil but the 
from the stables or yard piles, on the | nitrogenous. They bring them up from 
snow or frozea ground, directly to the | deep down, and they render them fit 
fields, and placing in small, compact | for food for less greedy pas. Prof. 
piles ready to spread and plow under as | Halsted of our college been criti- 
soon as the ground is fit in spring. | cally examining the behavior of clover 
Corn, oats or Hungarian grass is raised, | roots during growth. They are greedy 
removed in time and the ground sown | marauders, tcavengers, eagerly laying 
to wheat in fall. In working the | hold of what other plants cannot assimi- 
ground for wheat, the manure, now well | late. Dr. Holland makes an Irish char- 
decomposed, is thoroughly mixed with | acterin one of his books, says this of a 
the soil. My own experience is, that | pig: 

the manure thus treated, and drawn | «The pig, faith, is the prince of beasts, 
upon by the Hungarian grass, actually |, rale economizer; he kin ate what 
does the wheat more good than if | there won’t nothing else ate, and then 
rotted in the yard or large manure pile | you can ate him.” 
all summer and applied directly to the |“ This seems about the office of the 
wheat. Those who have the Kemp | clover plant among the plants. It can 
or other manure spreader naturally | assimilate plant food either too dilute, 
favor piling and rotting in the yard and | to deep down, or too insoluable for 
spreading with the machine in fall for | other plants, and dying, leave it in its
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big cone-shaped roots ready in position growing plants can take their carbon 

and quality for the young growth cf | from the sunshine and the air; the cat- 

other plants. Its roots aerate the soil. tle can get theirs only as it is stored up 

Its dense growth and foliage shades the | for them by the plant in the grass, or 

soil and favors the formation of nitro- | grain, or hay. 

gen from the air through the soil. That | As a rule, then, it is wisest to take the 

it adds any mineral elements to the soil | food fit for animals from the clover and 

ia untrue, and that it adds nitrogen, ex- | other grass and grain crops before re- 

ceptin minute quantities, has never turning to the soil the food fit chiefly 

been proved. But clover is a most ex- | to be food for future crops. In short, 

cellent aid in keeping up the fertility of | the animals can sort out for us the 

the farm. It should not, however, be | money value of the clover and leave the 

made a sole dependence, to the neglect | “manure value” almost intact in their 

of keeping stock and saving their ma- | voidings. But their may be times when 

nure. Only when wisely fed to live | the price of clover, hay, beef, wool and 

stock does it give its best results. dairy products is so low, and the price 

Plowing under clover for manure is | of wheat, potatoes and other vegetable 

practiced far less than formerly, from foods for man so high, that it wall peg 

the growing conviction that it is wiser to return the clover intact to the 

to let the cattle to get the money value | _ Of course, I have not had time to 

of the crop before returning the ma- | discuss the matter of profitable breeds, 

tare value. For our grasses and grains | OT kinds uf animals to feed. That point 

may in a rough way be said to contain is most essential in getting the money 

two classes or kinds of elements; the | Value of the hay and grain. 

one chiefly carbonaceous and fit forfood | The men who feed wisely, save and 

for animals; the other class partly ni- | Use manure wisely, and till their crops 

trogen and partly potash and phosphoric wisely in all respects, are not numerous, 

acid, and fit chiefly to be the food of but fast becoming more so, for their ex- 

future plants. Now, when the cows, or | mple is contageous. Plant one such 

horses, or sheep eat the hay, or grass, or | Man, even in & township or county, and 

meal they simply take the part they can | the thrift about his premises will soon 

use, and make it into animal life, heat, | Convince his less careful and enterpris- 
flesh, blood, bones, wood, butter, cheese, | ing neighbors of the wisdom of his 

muscular strength, and they reject the | Practices. Such a man is a regular 

plant food almost undiminished in | #gticultural missionary. The contagion 
their voidings. That is, the plant food of his example is worth a fortune to the 

isor may be nearly all saved forthe |town oF county where he dwells. 
soilin the voidings, and the food for These Institutes, with their relations of 

the animals is a clear gain. The soil | xPerience, etc., are calculated to in- 

don’t need it or can’t use it in ao large | Crease the number of just such men. 

proportion, and so it seems wise to let a 

the animals save it. That is to put it to Our Country Schools. 

the use for which nature intended it. | ;py D. 0. Mahoney, Superintendent of Schools, 
Just as we do not feed raw corn or hay Vernon County.] 

to cats or men, or meat to cows or| The school can trace its paternity to 

sheep, and just as we do not eat the | that admirable system which, confessing 
sheep’s wool with the mutton but make | Jimitations upon human power, recog- 

it into clothing, just so should we feed | nj in opti eee Ky 
5 nizes certain aptitudes, and is known as 

to cattle the part of the clover crop | division of labor. The needs of pro- 

they can eat, and to the land only the | gressive society has been the chief 
part it can use. cause of its growth. 

To be more exact, an acre of heavy There is no substitute for material 

clover hay contains about 3,800 pounds | affection, when affection only can guide 

of carbon, 100 of nitrogen, 90 of potash | the child safely in obtaining that early 

and 30 of phosphate acids. The land | knowledge which through life must bear 

needs about 99 per cent. of the potash | the stamp of instinct. During that 

and phosphate acids, and only about 25 | period of childhood there can be, and 

per cent. of the nitrogen and 10 per | there is no deligated trust. The mother 

cent. of the carbon, while the cattle | is the school, the fountain of knowl- 

need almost exactly the remainder of edge, the world, and with such tender 

each that the soil does not need. The | solicitude for the child’s future does
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this first and best teacher impart her| enthusiasm characterized as a “craze,” 
instruction that it is never forgotten, | butit is the intense activity of the age, 
though it may go unheeded as time | assuming all the force of a logical con- 
wears off the feeling of dependence. viction, formulated into a complete 

But the mother’s cares soon multiply, | system and made a part of the public 
and the child’s needs grow beyoud the | administration of the state. 
province of immediate affection; the| Nor is thisa new-born theory. The 
school then assumes duties, which are | early fathers of the republic and the 
too complicated or too burdensome for | wisest of statesmen of the nation, saw 
the home. It becomes a parent, and | the necessity for educating the masses 
must necessarily perform a parent’s | of the people, and the older we grow as 
duties in order to meet expectations. a nation the more complex all our 

The public school becomes a neces- | political questions become and the more 
sity; because in the present state of | do we need to educate every citizen by 
society, success in the ordinary affairs | giving him some idea of what his 
of life requires a certain amount of for- | obligations are when he shares in a free 
mal knowledge and also that faculties | government. 
be trained to apprehend quickly and act| The public or country school is the 
intelligently, because the heads of | important school of this country. It is 
families are unable to give this training | the people’s college. It is here, where 
or bestow this knowledge, the very large majority of our people 

Then, to educate her children is re- | obtain an education, hencs, it should 
cognized by our state as one of her | receive great care from persons who are 
primal duties. Engrafted intoher con-|in any way connected with it. It is 
stituticn is a mandatory provision for | very evident that from country districts 
the establishment of free public schools | must come the chief supply cf the 

} of uniform character. Simple legisla- | students for our higher institutions, of 
tion has given life to this wise provis- | the teachers of our various graded 
ion, and as a result, we enjoy the bene- | schools, of the farmers and mechanics 
fits of an educational system that, as | of the next generation, of the members 
our citizens take pride in believing, | of the already crowded professions, and 
ranks among the foremost in the nation. | of the leaders in society, in the church 
aan though a large sae of the | and in civil life. 

ildren of the state avail themselves; Now in what condition do we find 
of the school facilities which have| the vast majority of these schools, 
been provided, and though a fair per-| which we are now considering? Far 
centage of the entire population of | be it from me to undervalue or decry 
school age is in school,this has not been | the work accomplished in them. No 
deemed sufficient. class of laborers associated with us 

Public sentiment holds firmly to a| command so fully my hearty sympathy 
conviction that ignorance is subversive | as the earnest and conscientious teachers 
of free government and promotive of | in our rural neighborhoods. 
crime, and that sentiment has been| J look with admiration upon themany 
crystalized into a law, which attempts to | young men and women in these places 
make attendance at school compulsory. | who are striving to obtain with poorly 
In all this we see not the bestowal of a | supplied and ill-suited facilities a fairly 
a charity, but a far-reaching public pol- | thorough and liberal mental culture. 
icy, adopted to the end that there may | cannot withhold warm commendation 
be trained up men and women, who | and praise from the great number of 
shall be intelligent to understand and | fathers and mothers toiling in the hum- 
efficient to rule the affairs of the com-| plier industrial pursuits, sacrificing 
monwealth. many comforts of lifeand executing the 

The public school system is son-| most successful plans, even under the 
structed upon the theory that a certain | adverse and derressing influences which 
amount of education widely diffused is | rest upon the schools near their homes, 
a state of necessity in a countryruled by | in order to give their sons and their 
the popular will, and that this educa- | daughters the best advantages secured 

tion is best secured in schools existing | in our country schools. 
under the authority and regulation of | We must not be blind to the fact that 
civil law. very many of our skilled citizens, our 

{t is not an ephemereal glow of! managers in the religious and political
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spheres, our wealthiest tradesmen, the | ist in many of these localities. The 

thriftiest cultivators of our land, and | frequent changes of teachers in our 

the active instructors of our youth, district schools are owing, in a great 

have received their prinvipal, if not their | measure, to these conditions. The 

entire, mental training in our country | teachers have been visited with the 

schools. Here has been gendered that | hatred of some faction, which they have 

remarkable spirit of self-reliance and | failed to coxnciliate or suppress; some 

ambition so characteristic of the people | disobedient and self-willed boy has en- 

of this country. listed the public sentiment against the 

You will find a straight route from teacher; a new man or woman must be 

the lowliest district school house to the called to take the charge to avoid a dis- 

palace of the millionaire, the court | turbance or hard feelings; some parent 

room of the judge, or the mansion of whose wishes have not been consulted 

the president. With all the excellent | by the school officers, or the teacher, 

results which these schools are produc- decides that the school is a failure, and 

ing, still their defects are manifest and that his children must, therefore, re- 

lamentable. The weakest points in our | ™%\0 at home. 

educational system arefound here. The |, Where so many school officers have 

most ardent admirers of our common | ‘0 be selected in all the districts, and 

scbools, while extremely sensitive under | €#¢h set among 50 few inbabitants— 

il criticisms upon their management | 824. the choice is often determined 
and their results, must admit that they amidst the discordant elements of the 

are capable of great improvement. neighborhood—it is no wonder that 

There are some well-informed people | ™®2Y, of these officers are utterly indif- 

who assert that our rural schools are no ferent, or incompetent in the adminis- 
better than they were thirty years ago tration of school affairs, and fail to 

in the quality of their instruction and | Comprehend the imperative needs of 

discipline. Those who stand at the the school. A cursory glance will show 

head of our leading educational insti- that these schools, in their ideas and 

tutions say they are compelled to admit operations, are quite independent of 

that our elementary schools are in too each other and of the authority of the 

many cases inflicting upon their pupils state. In reality they decide, in most 

ignorance of the simplest elements | Part, what shall be the amount of 

tenght in their ill-formed habits of | Money to be raised for their support; 
study and thinking and loose morality | Testlate courses of study, and deter- 

in observing the essential laws of the | ™'n© the qualifications of teachers 
community and the needful regulations whom they hire, and establish the code 
of school life. The fault lies not so of rules for the government and disci- 

much with the scholars nor with the | Pline of the pupils. It is too true that 

teachers, nor with the mass of the sup- | OUF state system of public schools is 

porters of our rural schools as with the largely a collection of separate district 

educational ideas which control them. | Schools. : 
No where in our country are extreme | _. Large liberty is given under these 

views so firmly held as in some of these | °itumstances to run the schools on the 
country school districts. This state of narrowest and most stingy notions of 

affairs pertains not only to the election | CConomy.. To maintain schools at star- 
of school officers and the choice of | Vation prices 1s to invite the teachers to 

teachers, and the attendance of the accept other and more remunerative 

scholars, but more especially to the occupations and for the district to se- 

notions and customs which virtually | Cure 8 premium for stupidity, incompe- 
regulate the whole management of the | tence snd meanness. z 

schools. They dictate the rules which To obtain better results and be satis- 

govern the teacher in forming the | fied with the investment of our money, 

classes, in conducting the recitations, | We must be willing to pay more for en- 

and in Sores mischievous and law- | ergy, experience, high culture and stern 

less children. The intense individual- | moral character in our teachers. 

ism brought out in some of these jis-| Our common district school shows 

tricts exposes the schools to be influ- less upward movement than any of the 

enced by the local jealousies, the parti- | others. Wages are low. School appa- 

ot the neighborhood quar- | ratus insufficient. The teachers are 

rels and the personal piques which ex- mostly young girls who do not intend
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to stay long in the work and whose con- | dinate. If we would hold them, our in- 
ception of the important task under- | ducementa must be greater in the way 
taken is dim and indefinite. They | of better wages and steadier employ- 
have no fitness or adaptation for the | ment. The latent interest which is too 
work other than a mere smattering of | manifest in too many of our schools 
the branches of study required by law. | must bearoused and made active. Some- 
The older and better teachers have| how a greater appreciation of good 
found their way to the city and village | teaching must be created and a greater 
schools where they obtain better wages | demand for good teachers. To this end 
and enjoy more social privileges or | superintendents must be sustained ia 
have been driven from the work by in- | the perforformance of their difficult 
sufficient remuneration. duties, There must be a more general 

These schools are taught then by | acquiescence in the fact, that oneof the 
constant succession of beginners or ex- | foremost duties of the County Super- 
perimenters who have little or no know- | intendent to his constituents is to re- 
ledge of the child’s needs. Is it any | fuse certificates to incompetent teach- 
wonder that many of our brightest boys ers. The new state tax, or what is com- 
and girls have dropped by the wayside, | monly known as the one-mill tax should 
never to return to the schools. But/| give no increased efficiency in the 
school officers often use their fallacious | schools in the poorer districts of the 
argument in support of their position, | county. It must not become simply a 
that any one is good enough to teach | relief to such districts from the bur- 
our school because the pupils areyoung | dens of recessary taxation. The 
and not very forward. I want to say in lengthened school year is another im- 
reply to that, your child and yourneigh- portant advance. 
bor’s child is entitled to and deserves— | It should bring with it increased and 
and ought in fact to have the best in- | more regular attendance. The schools 
struction possible while at school. Is | of Vernon County compare very favor- 

; the teacher competent to give the best? | ably with the schools of adjoining 
When we take into consideration that | counties; but the faults which have 

the average boy in our country school | been mentioned as pertaining to the 
receives about eighteen months instruc- | schools of the state as a whole will ap- 
tion in the school from the time he ply, in some degree, to our own schools, 
arrives at twelve years of age until he | In looking at this whole subject from a 
turns his back on the school house for- | business standpoint, I think [ am justi- 
ever, it seems to me that the quality of | fied in saying that in no public enter- 
the instruction received for this short | prise of such greatness and value is 
period of school life, should be of the | there such a waste of time, money and 
very highest kind. It takes the very | laboron the part of parents, teachers 
strongest teachers to do just that kind | and pupils, and the most of it inexcusa- 
of work. Our higher schools all recog- | ble too. I maintain that the common 
nize fully the importance of the instruc- | school should be the firstling of our 
tion in the primary or elementary | heart and hand and treated as a judic- 
schools and take the greatest pains in | ious parent treats his child; not pam- 
selecting their primary teachers. Teach- | pered with lavish praise, nor yet checked 
ers should be strong enough to inspire | like a bondsman; all its faults observed, 
their pupils with the best. Shakespeare | set in a note-book, learned and conned 
says: “The want is, but to put these | by rote, to cast in its teeth. Not this, 
powers in motion that long to move.” | and still the truth should be acknow- 

What is this work of a faithful teach- | ledged, and when necessary, a correc- 
er —- this unfolding and building up | tion applied speedily, fearlessly and in- 
from the mystery of infancy and child- | telligently. Our public schools are a 
hood to the grander mystery of man- | great blessing to the state and every 
hood and the tomb—What is it? Can | citizen. It is because they are so prec- 
you measure it? ious that it is worth our while to scruti- 
Where shall we find a stimulus and | nize them closely and never to cease 

uplift for these schools? I suggest bet- | Our efforts to improve them. 
ter teachers, The teacher is the great D. O. Manoney. 
factor of the school. Nothing can take tas eeeicae 
the place of the competent teacherin} Howey is much used in curing hams 
the school. Everything else is subor- | now, instead of sugar.
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Bee-keeping for Farmers. apiculture. Let any intelligent person 

{Prof. A. J. Cook, Michigan Agricultural thoroughly prceene himself for this 
College.} business, and the study which this re- 

Bee-keeping has been called the oe eae own reward. And 

poetry of rural pursuits. There is hen if he combine with this the quali- 

Vomething very interesting and attrac- | ties just named, he may feel assured of 
tive ina well-kept apiary. The scores | Success, and find in the apiary as pleas- 
of neatly pointed hives, arranged like | ant and as profitable employment as is 
the squares of a city, or the blocks in a to be found in any other of our manual 
garden, upon a rich well-kept lawn— labor pursuits. And the credit of this 

frat matchless carpet of nature’s own | industry, be it said, that the capital it 
weaving—under protecting shade, it demands is far less than that of any 

may be of a beautiful well-trimmed | other branch of agriculture. ; 
grove, is indeed a fascinating sight. The | _ In thebrief space of an hour's lecture. 
incomparable sections of immaculate I cannot give even in Tolan wor 
comb honey, as they are taken from the | derful life history of the honey bee, nor 

hives, are sure to win praise and admira- | portray the marvelous economy of the 

tion. To taste this nector, fit for the | hive; nor yet can I describe the various 
gods, as it roofs over the flaky biecuit | impliments which aid to bring success 
at the evening meal makes one even | to modern apiculture; or detail the 
more loud in praise of the honey bee | methods and operations which bridges 
and the bee-keeper’s art. To see this | Over disaster and !oss, and surely wins 
much and naught besides would convert | Success in this fascinating pursuit. In- 
any one to the poetival view of apicul- deed it is not well that I attempt this; 

ture. Itis also said that “bees work | tbe many admirable bee books do this 
for nothing and board themselves.” | t0 perfection; while the numerous ex- 
Surely there is much to admire in such | Céllent periodicals keep every live, read- 
employees. I fear it would be more | ing bee keeper, the only ones that suc- 
true of many hired laborers in these | ceed in these days of low prices and 
days, to say that they do nothing, and sharp competition, thoroughly informed 

expect board and washing thrown in. | 98 to the newest discoveries and latest 
But the reality of bee-keeping like the improvements in this, perhaps the most 

reality of every other important indus- | Prostessive of the arts. 1 shall the 
try is not ali poetry. There is that | Tther speak of the great importance of 
“business end of the bee” as one Amer- this industry and explain why every ican humorist styles it, which, though farmer and horticulturist is or should 

little feared by the experienced bee- be vitally interested in the success of 
keeper, is not exactly poetical nor are bee culture in his own neighberhood, 
poetical utt the kind it calls | °V°" though he may never own a single 
forth, colony of bees, or tastea drop of honey. 

The woodman’s axe, that fell destroyer balcarbete Bocca a bee’ oe 
of our forests, has let lose the sweeping | and shall eae ea ee 
winds, so that our winters have become it wi peo es See ee cenribinin dheitheavesieg?’ Phe when it will fail of success, and how 

natives of a warmer clime—cannot en- — ees opie — date ths sine odloen Wiss eiieaa- aad to coe few to the long list of suc- 

often whole apiaries are swept off by a Lsestary are ae ane 
“is eaehral Aateaten, Dandy & | necked anion “Tomeue 
inhecce nied takai Stegig-enee ax | Seth ne eaceenan tases meee 
feel poetical not to say jolly as he sees cauuhtcnas ties ateetay area 
his all swept away as by a tornado. of labor. Persons who ane fitted 

Again, bee culture is no idle pursuit.,| for the work, or cannot meet its require- 
True the labor is not excessive for much | ments, and who if they undertake it 
of the year. Yet no business demands | will only win loss and disappointment. 
more prompt attention, and during the | Thereisno fact in science better estab- 
po season, from May to September, | lished than that of insects to the full 
= esis must work with all his | fruitage of many of our most valuable 

TEy. or is the call for mere | farm trees, vines, grains and vegetables. 
machine work. Earnest thought, close | Many of our plants like those forming 
pec as well as hard physical | that most valuable field crop,the clover, 

are demanded to win success in ' will almost fail to produce seed, except
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that insects act as ‘marriage priests” | solitary or in pairs, but in colonies, each 
and bear the fructifying ae from | numbering thousands, and thus even in 
anther to stigma. Even in plants like | the early spring time, myriad bees 
the clover, where each flower bears both | come forth to greet myriad flowers. 
male and female organs, we find that| You have all noticed that red clover 
nature has so ordered that unless insects | will not seed only very partially from 
can effect cross fertilization the devel-| the June blossoms. You all know that 
opment of seed will be scant, and often | there is no such failure with the second 
times iail entirely. In many plants like | bloom that makes fragrant the fields of 
thesquashand pumpkin theanthers,with | July and August. It is well known that 

oun Unlinthe sites Gia seer |e ne Seen 
ceive the fertilizing dust is in quite | too loug for the hive bee's tongue. 
another. Here even the novice | Hence the red clover is dependent 
need not be told that without in- th line i picts to baer the collon trues aiaaia ie nae the bumble penriee fertilization, 

pistil no fruit can develop. As you all pe py fear oo 
know most of our very finest varieties | ble bees are very few and entirely in- 

ofrabarig are pnts | You pra adoqute fo the important work. ater 
varieties must be close at hand; but en ceeeail Mania tiga adil poe 
even this would not avail except that the fi the cross fertilizati 
insects come to bridge the distance from ic effected, aati farmer caieasi ; 

soe) nied ot Bloc t0 _ — Trae, | bountiful crop of the valvable seed. 

from perfect flowers; yet it is a thor- Piso an ae cortical 
oughly demonstrated truth, that we can were no bumble bees there, even th 
never secure more than a meager Crop | second crop of red clover tailed ‘io . 
except that insects swarm upon the blos- duce saad —_ 
soms in quest of pollen cadnecae, and sane 
thus while the Liliputs of the animal | Within a few years bumble bees have 
world are busily gathering their own | been taken from England to these far- 
tenli off colonies, and now the clover is com- livelihood, they are also, at the same 5 . 
time, giving to the vegetable world a | Mencing to yield seed, as you allknow, 
rich return for the good they receive, | the first crop of white and Alsike clover 
In the grand economy of nature, the in- seed, readily from the first bloom, and 

sects and flowers are not only compan- | ll bee keepers know that the most 
ions, but they are mutual friends, aye | #>undant and beautiful honey crop 
more than friends, each is the savior of | Comes from these same clovers. Could 
the other. The plants save the insects | We breed a race of bees that could work 
from starvation; while the insects re- | 8enerally on red. clover, we should not 
turn a no less valuable service, in that | ODly bless the bee keeper, but the farm- 
they protect the plants from sterility. | ¢r a8 well. Dr. Beal, who has experi- 

Chief among these insect friends, | mented largely in this matter of cross- 
especially in the early spring when fertilization, has suggested to me the 

nearly all our fruit trees and vines, and | importance of experiments looking tow- 
many of our vegetables are in bloom | ds the protection of our bumble bees, 
are the honey bees. Most other nectar- | 80 that we might start off early in the 
loving insects, like the wild bees, the | 84800 with a generous supply of these 
wasps, the two-winged flies and the | Valuable friends of the husbandman. 
flower berths, areall unprotected against | A few yearsago the bees were gen- 
the storms of winer,and myriads of | erally destroyed near the gardens of 
them succomb to the rigorous blasts. |one of the most noted seedsman of 
Even those that do survive live solitary | Massachusetts. The next season this 
or in pairs, and increase so slowly, that | gentleman was astonished with a very 
— eee at least till quite per sega ache. neon’: — 

in the season are quite insignificant. | Surnising 6 absence 0’ 
Not so the hive-bee. Siccek its very na-.| might be the cause of his failure, he se- 
ture and habits it is housed against the | cured anumber of colonies, since which 
chilling blasts of winter, and thus comes | time his success has equaled his fond- 
forth at the awakening of spring fresh | est hopes. Only last month I had the 
and vigorous. Again, bees do not live ' pleasure of addressing the horticultur-
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ists of Ohio at their annual meeting in have seen, is ouly a signal, and when the 

Dayton. I took occasion to urge this | bee comes its work is done. 

yery question of theimportance of bees| Again, bees never disturb our stock 

to the horticulturist. Mr. Farnsworth, while it is grazing, though one Wiscon- 

an extensive grower of small fruit in | sin farmer at least has thought to the 

Lucas County, near Toledo, reported | contrary. Every close observer knows 

that afew winters ago the bees of his | that no bee in its quest for honey, or 

neighborhood were very generally de- | while sipping the nectar, will volunteer 

stroyed. The next season his crop of | an attack. Hence, a bee in its foraging 

fruit was very disappointing. He was | tours in the fields will never sting un- 

very positive that his ill-success was ow- | less pinched. It is absurd to say that 

ing to the absence of bees and the con- | bees ever drive sheep or cattle from 

sequent lack of fertilization. Not one | pasture. If you ever see any actions 

in that large audience of intelligent | that lead you to think such may be the 

fruit-growers but what praised the bees | case, look for the bat flies. The sheep 

asa valuable adjunct in fruit culture. | bat fly which lays its eggs about the 

Tt sometimes happens that cold or storm | nose of the sheep, and the cattle bat 

during the time of fruit blossoms in | fly which deposits along the backs of 

May keeps the bees shut close in their | the cattle, ofteu annoy these animals 

hives. Sach an occurrence warrants the | seriously, and will cause them to rush 

prediction of a light crop. Many a/| about the field in wildest excitement. 

pemologist has been puzzled to know | These flies are about the size of bees, 

why so little fruit would set in occasi- | and look not unlike them, though they 

onal years after a most bountiful sea- | have but two wings; but their evil deeds 

son of bloom, not dreaming that the | must not be laid upon the shoulders of 

key to the solution lay in this very mat- | tbe honey bee, for its work is of an en- 

ter, of failure in the flight of bees dur- | tirely different type. 

ing the blooming period. Oar point| Another trath is equally potent and 

then is just this: Every farmer and | quite as thoroughly established. That 

horticultarist is directly’ interested in | is, that bees never injure sound fruit. 

the success and development of bee | Even though the anatomy of the bee, 

culture in his immediate neighborhood, | dié not refute this oft repeated charge 

for its success is his success. or aaa and habits would assuredly 
; lo so. The bees are not like the wood- 

qx L2atd not ay to any, such dione | cher and timo, tat go cbizeling 
Farmer’s Institutes that bees never in soos ae sets food. The bees never 
any way injure the flowers that they | ¢ re for their sweets, but always sip 
visit. They sre always and entirely rom the bottles that nature hand out 

beneficial,” Nature would never have | them, and which are always uncorked 
added the attractive coloration, or | bY the same friendly hand that proffers 
spread the rich feast of nectar, only the gift. If anyone ever states in your 

that the flowers needed the bees. | hearing that bees puscture grapes, or 
Whenever you see a beautiful flower, bore into any fruit, you may give the as- 

or the pearly nectar drop that bathes sertion unqualified denial. True, if 
its corolla cup, or enjoy the delicious bird * werner ee eee generally the 

perfame that is even sent out to call | °a% dame nature erself breaks the 
the bees, you may be sure that such skin, so that the rich, sweet, juice begins 

bloom needs the aid of insects, These | t° 002° out, then the bees, true to their - 
are the distress signals they cry out to instincts, which abhore waste, rush to 

the passing bee, “love cr I perish.” the wounded fruit that they may gather 

It is true that our large Carpanter Soo nomac med bens: tfc ee nae 
bese do acauell - chet Rowe As every grape grower well knows, this 

emcees yeeros the tong Be fruit is very liable to bleed if it becomes 
er tubes of such plants as wild berga- very ripe, and then is confronted b; 
mot, that they may reach the hidden hana ti y y 

nectar. But from very long and close ob- | sees oh damp, oe soley, weesber, The te ery long ai accounts for the fact so frequently no- 
servation I feel quite certain that the | ticed that bees oft hb * 
honey bee never does this. Even this | yarq peregting Rigas at ay eee ae 
slight tearing of the corolla is no dam- y Map igang gio 

age to the fi haat tically, | 22° accord. It is at just such times the 
The sho - ae te ry fg — bursting fruit and oozing juice call all 

wy part of the flower, as tothe banquet. Does this look as if
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the bees have turned into miners? Then | neighbors and friends. “Where there 
one or two wise ones with sharper tools | is a will there is a way.” 
would be seen plying their new voca-| I have already suggested a way to 

tion, and not a whole apiary wise all at | keep bees close bya street or much 
once. traveled ee A — — 

The only just complaints than that | Of trees between and streote wil 
can be Nab coca cue face of the hive | look well, and will so direct the bee's 
are these: Often at the time of the | fight upward, that their a te — 
vintage the grapes will burst, and the | t© saree ides eae ae ood 
bees will swarm upon them. The vine | 2°yance. In case the oe ot grower may still find it profitable to se- | town, & close board fence, though m 
cure the grapes for the purpose of wine | ® thing of beauty, may be endured, aa making, and finds the bees an insuffer- | Short time till the trees are grown an 
able annoyance. Hidden among the | Will answer the same Fe cue ieee will 
clusters, they are not perceived by the | times early in the spring _ Wh 
pickers and stings innumberable wil! be | 8POt the clothing on the a 1 = 
the cost of plicking thegrapes. Again, | Such snow-whiteclothing made clean by to many the dread of being stung will be | ™Y wife’s hard effort, and while on the 
almost as terrifying as the stings them- | ine spotted, as Ihave seen clothes, I selves. Again, if grapes are placed confess I should feel provoked. In this 

in the sun to dry, for raisins, the — peesecten rad anti a 
oozing sugar will surely attract the ss neighbor, and may 
bees. In such cases the bee will | “U8 some fine honey presented at the 
greatly injure the fruit. Lastly, if cone time, =e — = — time ie 

bees are placed very near the street, un- | ®#!/Y Spring when the clothes are to 
less a barrier of trees, or a high closed | °XP0sed, and see to it that the bees are 
fence separates between bees and the | Shut th at —_ es a the ob 
street the bees may sting passers by ones — ; this er rg a ane 
and provoke anger, and perhaps cause a ne ‘aaiaerege wh vest 
serious loss. The first case, annoyance if the tesa reheat Becesve 1 
at time of picking the fruit, is not’ seri- cc a spss re ——— The 
ous, as it happens only on occasional | % * Sine fe fos = ae wey the ane 
years, and then only at rare periods, carpet fe = ihe feel a 
when the ripeness of the fruit and the a ae 7 oaing, ae om 
sultry heat combine to crack the grapes. | }: is able ‘id a raced oe 

In such cases the grape grower can do | 1V© peaceably side by side. Indeed, as much to protect himself by keep- we have shown, they must live side by 
Saar Nils Seat 7 akeaad icked. The | Side even for the fruit man to receive The bee keeper’ should read the full fruition of his labors. 
Romon’s twelfth chapéer, eighteenth | WHEN SHALL FARMERS KEEP BEES? 
verse: “As a as ieth Pe you ire Tf, as we have ee whole coun- 
peaceably wit! men.’ possi try is benefitted by the presence of bees, 
the bees may be shut in the hive or re-| then surely farmers nar well enquire 
moved for a few days to a cellar. Some | into the pote of making bees a part of 
of the nicest comb honey should be | their possessions. 
sent as a present to the grape grower at| Some of our best apiarists claim that 
just this time. And it will pay well | only specialists should keep bees. The 
even for the bee man to help pick | arguments they use are these: Bee- 
grapes for a day or two. He can show | keeping demands thorough preparation. 
how it may be done with the least dan- | Such will only be given by one who 
ger from stings. And as we all know | makes apiculture his special business. 
it takes a very vicious man to carry on | Again, success in the apiary will brook 
a quarrel where his antagonist is all | no neglect. People in other walks of 
kindness and love. In case of the rais- | life are busy and so will neglect the 
ins they should be dried under cover. | bees. If we grant the second premise 
The bee man can assert his rights, for ' in these arguments there is no escape 
the bees had possession before the rais-|from the conclusion. But I stoutly 
ins were thought of. Surely, if both | deny “its truth.” Among the very best 
parties are good Samaritans, they can | bee-keepers of America, men who have 
arrange to remove the difficulty. and | grown wealthy in this pursuit, and have 
each carry on his business, and yet be | honored the calling by the skill, and in-
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telligence which they haveshown in the | I first commenced working with and 
apiary, are doctors, ministers, mechan- | studying bees a sting would swell badly 
jos, farmers, teachers and even lawyers. | and was severely painfal; now the stings 
Truth is even stronger than ee, rarely che at all, a may = stung 
And so long as some of our very t | two or three times, and in a few min- 
pbee-keepers are men who are amateurs, | utes cannot even tell where I received 
or only make apiculture an avocation— | the stings. This is the common exper- 
indeed some are ladies who, besides | ience of apiarists. It should be said 
caring well for the work of the house, | here, that persistence in handling bees 
carry on the apiary with a skill and ef-| soon gives one confidence, removes 
ficiency that takes off its hat to no one, | pervou ness and makes the danger from 
not oe these een epecialee So — almost nothing. eae = — 
long, I say as such is the case, I can | shot commence apiculture un e 
never accept the view that only those | had become thoroughly acquainted with 
who make bee-keeping a specialty shall | the science and the art. One of the 
enter the ranks. charms of the business is that it is 

Bat it will be asked: Do not many | founded on science, and its labor must 
attempt bee- keeping anc utterly fail of ae wane the mental] and the man- 
success? What say the empty hives | ui e, then, who is not willing to 
piled up behind so many tare Sones study thoroughly the science ve bee- - 
if it be not failure, and so we do well | keeping should remain outside the 
to ask why the failure? ranks. It is to ns eredit of oo 

isites to .| that one may eke out on the farm a 
a ae “de cane at precarious livelihood and know very lit- 
which will bring failure as surely as a | tle <e Sona Srey seen 
issipated li i distress and | 00 the farm. In apiculture so muc! 

ee ee es a depends on accurate anna know- 
ss ledge that success can only be reached 

is so saaceptivie to the poleen that to be | trough study. This may be got speed- 
stung means pain and distress for hours ily through the hard, close study of 
afterward. Some people are so aflected — a by the nae ee Lent : 2 of experience, which, as in 
= yma ne oe preriee aa — eases, involves Maer and loss. 

r Lastly, apiculture deman: e punct- 
See oe SS ual keeping of engagements. Neglect 

: ay the * is the rock on which many an apiarist 
ne ares aka ve is wrecked. If your farm takes all your 

So ene eee en Cee 
—— should be given a | will thoroughly stay the subject, and 

; - this will pay you in the fascination of 
Bat here it should be said that one the study. As the natural history of 

ea is . more —— 2 ee stUDg | bees is so full of interest, that he must 
is another, except #8 0 is more be dull indeed who does not find a rare 

| nervous, and so is less self-possessed. | harm in its study; and lastly, if you 
_—— ean hae can find time to attend to the wants of 

a . > | the bees, which of course willbegauged 
one may be very nervous about bees. | in amount by the number of colonies 
and by working among them lose all | one keeps, then you do well to add api- 
the fear, and care no more for their | ,yjture to your farm, shop, or profes- 

presence than for that of his cow or | gion, When you may find, as has often 
—— Here I speak from experience. | heen the case, that your bees pay you 

love the study of bees, and would | better than even your regular business. 

— and handle them, though st first A HINT WORTH CONSIDERING. 
Now I ‘aunt oe = ‘Saree |. {tis often a vexed question, “how to 
would I, were bees stinglese. Again, | keep our boys on the farm.” Usually 

bee venom, like most poisons, as recent | the question comes with most force and 
investigations are proving, may innocu- significance when the boys are between 
late a person so that he is less and less | the ages of twelve andeighteen. Show 
affected by stings. This has also been | the bright farm boy who so loves his 
proved by my own experience. When ' home that it requires real persuasion
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to indo him pelea it, even for an | came in from the bees. From the firs: 

Shcue bles a abet tae | ena re Semen a: » 3 vice u 
than anywhere else, and I will show you | in our best books, to gosluw was strictly 
= vie mos ere area sea ana on —— meee been 

er. ure! i - 
boy who mt make a success whether he cone the paetiee of 2 a fow an * 

say on the farm or where ie kes | “Others have interested daughters in 
home. The father has a large, well- cee ee wobec —_ 
stocked farm and two boys. As the een ae and healthful « ane er 
boys were about to cross the bridge be- | in itself has paid for all theexpense and 
tween childhood and youth, the father | iabor, even were it not riekl paid in 
secured some fine, pure-blood fowls for | the m 3 , 
one of the boys and a colony or two in Moki as eee 
of bees for the other. He purchased | 4, 7 coe knew—who commenced 4 
two or three of the best books treating keep bees solely for health’s sake. T, 
of poultry, and the same of bees. A aie io 7 aa ‘ ‘aed 4 
good journal was subscribed for treating Rai Saad" anaaean - aaa eoat de 
of fowls, another of bees. That winter | jo, investment ona ane Cc os aay of 

the books and papers were thoroughly | you meet with the same success ? Not 
studied and discussed by father, mother 7 f bi hat 5 

sod boys, ‘Who. aball aay that this | gbe0f Zon bat ehatcan, If you wil 
study and the interest it awakened can and then exercise the same ql, 
were thrown away, even had they had pied ; 
no practical results? “One of those = Kcar ieee e eee ere 
boys is now eighteen, the other is fif- Pomctaaey ee Sa 
teen, and either one will discuss ‘bees | ™ ees i 
or poultry as intelligently as any bee |. It only remains to be said that honey 
man or poultry fancier of the country. | !8 just as sweet, just as wholesome and More, either boy is qualified to take | ij78t as valuable a food as it was in the 
charge of and manage successfully a olden time when the “Promised Land” 

large apiary. Granting that there bad | 48 lauded as a “land flowing with milk 
been no income from the bees, would | #24 honey.” The bee-keeper, besides 
any one say that the course of that | Contributing to the value of farm, gar- 
father had been foolish? I tell you | den and orchard, besides engaging in a 
that father rarely thinks of his bees | healthful, pleasant and remunerative 
that he does not think of the boys, and | Vocation, is also adding to the wealth 
methinks he often whispers ‘blessed | Of the whole country in securing a val- 
bees.” But now as to the results: The | Uable food, which, without his care, en- 

bees increased without the loss of a col- | Ty nd business thrift, as expended 
ony until eighty colonies adorned the | i the apiary, would be lostto mankind, 
bee yard by the orchard. Until last | doubly lost, for as we havo seen, it has 
winter not a colony was ever lost in| double mission: It blesses man 
wintering, and then only because the through the bees and through the 
advice of a celebrated bee-keeper was | Plants. _ A. J. Cook. 
followed, against the judgment of the _— 
owners, and the cellar was kept at too 
high = temperature, ‘Even then the Injurious tanentnare How to Fight 

Joss was not great. In 1884 and 1885 ms 
the proceeds of these bees exceeded [Prof. A. J. Cook, Michigan Agricultural 
the income of all the balance of the College.] 
farm. And yet this is one of the best i j injuri i 

tilled and best managed farms in Wis- | whisk’ T have given wack atuty oe oxo 
cone. i ope anyone = oe | of tremendous magnitude, whose impor- 
farm, stock, tools, ete., canno! less | tance i idl. i 
than’ $10,000 or $12,000. The capital | orbr. Woon time a ascent ans 

$1208 Auk the bon ‘teaoew tap] Senne ee ee 2000. J x clear away the forest’s brush wood, an 
grown up without a dollar’s outlay since | the more humble herbs of fen and up- 
the first purchase, except as the money | Jand. And the insects, bent on getting
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even with us, are robbing us of our | so jnickly, but often remain domiciled 

fruits, grainsand vegetables. Each year | in tha luscious pulp, till long after the 

seessome Dew insect enemy, which often | apple is domiciled in cellar or store- 

comes as @ devastating flood upon what- | house. 

ever of frait, grain or vegetable it may ‘As the one first to demonstrate the 

attack ¢ wondrous efficiency of the Paris green . 

New imported insects, of all these | remedy for this worst enemy of tae 

miserable pests the most to be dreaded, | apple orchard, I am specially happy 

are coming year by year to our shores, | to explain and commend it to you. The 

So emphatically true is this, that were | old band method was utterly imprac- 

we not also, at the same time learning | ticable. It required labor and atten- 

more of the ways and habits of these | tion just when the tension of the busy 

insect hordes, and discovering new and | season was at its height, and so the 

more valuable methods to combat their | remedy failed, for want of needed labor 

mischief. We might well stand appalied | and attention. 

in hopeless dispair, as we should see in| ‘The far better hay remedy is only 

prospect a revisitation of the seventh of | complete when the “ wormy apples” are 
the old Ezyyhtian plagues, when every | all felled to the ground. This labor of 

green thing was swept by the devouring | thinning is often very richly rewarded, 
locust, from off the face of the whole | in the finer fruit secured because of 

earth. thinning. Yet, as with the labor of re- 

It is no slight embarrassment tostand | moving the bands, it is apt to be neg- 

before so great an evil, with but the one | lected, and thus the remedy fails to 

weapon of an hour's time, and know | give satisfaction. Again in seasons of 

where best to strike. Yet in this prac- | scarcity, when fruit is money, and when 

tical age, before an audience of prac- | from the very nature of the case, Cod- 

tical folk, I can not go amiss in de- | ling larva will be the most destructive. 

scribing some of our worst enemies, | This remedy is only locking the stable 

each typical of a large group, and show- door after one horse is stolen in hopes 

ing you just how you can best overcome | to save the other horse. At such times, 

the fearful ravages which they inflict. | when both horses are so valuable, the 

In opening with the Codling Moth, | mere saving of one is far from satisfac- 

Ihave the advantage of introducing an | tory- 
old acquaintance. You have seen him, The use of the arsenites Paris green 

I wont say tasted him, nor will I hint | or London purple, saves both horses 

that he has enriched many a glass of | and is a cheap and easy way to ac- 

cider, over which we have all smacked | complish this importaut work. My ex- 

our lips. You know how the little gray | periments, which have been elaborate 

moth with its front wings copper-tipped, | and have extended over several years, 

is hardly more than one-half iach in | established several points: First and 

diameter, how it wakes from its pupa | most important these arsenites kill the 

slumber from early May even to July | insects before they enter the apples and 

depending upon the temperature, how | so the fruit is preserved sound and 

the female moth lays asingle, white egg | beautiful. Secondly it takes a surpris- 

in the calyx end of each fruit --apple, | ingly small anount of the poison to 

pear or quince; how the little larva or sound the death knell of the insects. 

caterpillar eats about the core, filling its | The faintest trace of these arsenites 

mine with its own filth; how in four or | always kills, and thus we should be 

five weeks it crawis forth from its dark | thorough in our application; but usea 

tunnels and under some bark scale, in| very dilute admixture. Again the 

some old birds nest, or ina crevice it | moth is even waiting for the blossoms 

weaves its delicate cocoon of finest silk, | to open, and so the fatal egg is often 

and soon changes to a pupa or chrysalis. | laid before the blossoms have fairly 

Tn about two weeks it bursts its somber | fallen from the trees; therefore we must 

garb, and again flits forth a gay and | apply the death dealing potion very 

handsome moth—nay not handsome of | early, before the young fruit is larger 

handsome is as handsome does—for now | than a two-grain quinine pill. Here is 

it again stocks the fruit with the bane- | where some have partially failed in the 

ful eggs. This second brood is like the | use of this remedy. They have waited 

first. only the wee white larva—the so- | till the larva has hidden within the 

called “ worms ”—do not leave the fruit | green pulp, and is safely out of harm’s
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way. Iwould not make the mixture | forms the skull and cross bones that 
stronger than one pound to two gallons | will effectively set danger aside. The 
of water. Were I to modify this at ail| danger from pasturing under trees 
I would make it weaker. To spray an | charged with these poisons is not great, 
orchard the barrels should be drawn in | owing to the very dilate mixture and 

. a wagon, and so fastened that they | the fine spray. Yet it is always wise to 
could not possibly be thrown out. The | keep stock from such an orchard till a 
head of the barrel should be tight so as | heavy rain has washed off the little poi- 
to prevent waste, with two holes one for | son that may have fallen on the graas. 
the pipe from the force pump the other I would never use Paris green on 
for astirrer. The force pump should | fruit that is to be used within a few 
be fastened to the barrel, and may be | days from the time the poison is applied. 
worked by a crank attachment to | Thus I wonld never use it to fence out 
the wheels of the magon. The | the currant slug. The usable fruit and 
liquid should be destributed in a fine | the insect in this case are often upon us 
spray, so that while we use but little we | at one and the same time. Neither 
are sure to touch every part of every | would I use these arsenites on cabbages. 
apple and leaf. The Cyclone nozzle Certainly not after the head has formed, 
works well, though a new nozzle made | for the very conformation of the vege- 
and sold by A. H. Nixon, Dayton, Ohio, | table makes such use daugerous. Again, 
is by far the best arrangement I have | no one should ever use or handle these 
ever seen. By the aid of this, in con- | substances with the bare, unprotected 
nection with a good force pump, we hand—especially is this caution neces- 
need have no fear of imperfect work or sary in case of any abrasion of the skin. 
failure to effect our purpose. Here let | Neglect of this caution resulted in the 
me urge again that this remedy be not | death of a very talented young horticul- 

: deferred too long. One application | turist of Indiana some years since. I 
made before the apples are larger than | am free to say, and I have probably 
peas, effects surprising results. Let me | handled these poisons as much as any 
further urge that all make use of this | one in the country, that reasonable cau- 
remedy. If fe lecture soa ede tion makes their use perfectly safe. 
you—or even the most of you to do so, In using these arsenites to des’ 
how good it would be that 1 came | tne Codling moth larva, we at the — 
omeng you. time kill the Oonker worms, the several 

Bat what of the danger of using such | species of leaf rollers that often fairly dig 
viralent poisons on our fruit? Let me | outthe budsin early spring, and ure very 
say that I have considered that point | destructive; the old American tent cat- 
most fully. I have called in the aid of | erpillar that flounts his tent in the or- 
the microscope and the chemist’s re- | chardist’s face just as the leaves are 
agents, and both have said: No danger. | putting out in May, and thus in using 
Ihave used fruit thus treated now for | this remedy we are killing not simply 
seven years and have no fear of poison. | two but several birds with one stone. 
When the chemist’s delicate tests can | I would also use three insecticides, to 
find no sign of arsenic, when the sharp | protect against all leaf eating insects, 
eye of the microscope sees no trace of | where there is no danger. Thus on 
the poison, nor can find any trace for | shade and ornamental trees that are be- 
weeks before the fruit is to be used. I | ing defoliated, on fruit vines and trees 
feel that we may safely use and recom- | early in the season, and on such vege- 
mend these arsenites in this warfare. tables as potatoes, melons, etc., where 

I would not use or recommend white | the foliage is not used to swell our 
arsenic. In all cases that I have heard | lardere. 
of where persons have been poisoned| It remains to be said that as this 
by use of these poisonous insecticides | poison must be eaten to destroy, it is 
it has been the result of gross careless- | impotent against the plum cursulio, as 
ness. Many people are born careless | here the egg is pushed by the mother 
and never recover from it. ‘To use| weevil through the poison beyond the 
white arsenic, which looks so much like | reach of harm. The same is true of all 
many culinary articles. makes the dan- | lice and bugs. They do not munch and 
ger from carelessness far greater, Paris | chew, but insert their sharp beaks and 
green and London parple are so dis- | suck the rich juices of the plant. Hence, 
tinctive in their color that this alone | they can pump the very life out of the
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plants, though the latter be thoroughly rariaefolinm. This powder is now cheap 

coated with Paris green, and not even | and entirely non-poisonous to the 

receive the first gripe of stomacb-ache. es animals. use has ae objection- 
bage butter: Pieris | able featuras, it loses its virtue upon 

re tude besntifel caameeay that | exposure, and so the first article is the 
has so recently invaded ourfair country, | the best. Again, it is not always effi- 
needs no introduction to any of you. | *ient, as some insects are not destroyed 
How well it illustrates the truth discov- | by its use. The California Bupact Co., 
ered by the great Charles Darwin, and | Stockton, California, are engaged ex- 

to which I have already referred, that | tensively in the growth and mauufacture 
impor i | of this article and so we should expect, 

the newly imported species do mos : 
mischief ‘and are most to be dreaded. | they are not likely to send out a_worth- 
“Tt is the new broom that sweersclean” | less article. 1 have used this Bupach 
would be paraphrased thus: It is the with marked success both as a powder 

new insect that makes a clean sweep. | 22d mixed with water. In water I use 
‘As you all know, the fine white butter- | 8 table spoonful to the gallon of the 
flies, with their neat black Jttons | liquid. 
come sailing leisurely into the cabbage | Prof. Tracy and Mr. Alwood, of Ohio, 

garden early in the year when the plants | both say they have succeeded perfectly 
are just well started, and again in mid- with the powders, but very indifferent- 

summer wher the heads are nicley, | ly with the liquid mixture. My experi- 

formed. And how well protected are | ence is quite the reverse. I have suc- 

the green eggs which are scattered about | ceeded better by use of the liquid, 
the cabbage leaves. Their green hues | only, as I think, because I applied it 
are so like that of the cabbage, that it | with a force pump, and the application 
requires a bird with very sharp eyes to | has been more thorough. I presume 
secure those eggs for breakfast. Soon the | the reason why our friends have failed, 

green caterpillars the so-called “cab- | 1s that they have been too gentle in mak- 

bage worms,” come crawling forth from | ing the application, We must remem- 
the eggs. Nature has also dressed these | ber that the Bupach has to touch every 

caterpillars in a mimicing robe, as in | insect, and so we must dash it onto the 

their green dress they escape detection | plants, and not sprinkle it onin the 

except from the sharpest ken, These | gentle way that it would fall from a 
fat, slick, larva grow very rapidly, as | sprinkler, would we do good execution. 
we should expect from the way the cab- Pyrethrum is excellent to kill house 
bage leaves melt away. The ragged | flies, poultry vermin, and even lice on 

leaves, and the abundant droppings of | cattle. 
the larva make it not difficult to find| For lice on cuttle, etc., however, I 
even these insects which owe so much ! prefer to wash the animals in a strong 
to color protection. The second brood | decoction of tobacco. And I have no 
tunnel far into the cabbage, and are not | hesitation in saying that it is far more 
infrequently sliced in exquisite manner | rational to kill these annoying lice by 
by thesame knife that prepares the krout | gid of tobacco poison, than to use the 
or slaw for the table. In three or four | dirty weed to kill off our boys. I can 
weeks the littie acrobat lies its tail end | endure the foul stuff while I am scrub- 

to some barrel, ledge or to the cabbage, | bing a steer or heifer for a brief five 
spins another rope which it swings | minutes, but to have the stench and 
under its shoulders, and then presto, it | gith ever about, poluting air, car, andi- 
just gets out of its own trousers in &| ence room, and worst of all that blessed 
marvelous way, and we have the quer-| sanctuary, the home dwelling, is surely 
iest, greenish-gray chrysalid. Atter a | asking quite too much. To treat cattle 
few days of quiet in summer or the | place a half pound of the tobacco, the 
lapse of the long winter this pupal | very cheapest will do as well as any, in 
skin bursts, and the clean handsome | g pail, and turn on to it a gallon of hot 
butterfly flits forth once more, to repeat | water. As soon as it is cold enough, so 
the same round of mischief. that we can wring out clothes in it with 

For this insect California Pyrethrum | the bare hand, the animal is to be 
or Buhask is a most efficient and satis- | scrubbed thoroughly with the decoction. 
factory cure. This insecticide consists | I have gone over a fine, large Short- 
of the powdered stems and flowers of a | horn in five minutes. If the day is cold 
& composite plant, the Pyrethrum Cine- | the animal should be kept ia a warm
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stable and covered with a warm blanket. | is strongly interesting and anomalous, 
In a short time it will dry off, and it | Both, male and female lice, appear in 
will never feel any inconvenience. If |lateautumn. After pairing the female 
done on a warm day it will not be| lays her many egge about the twigs, 
necessary to blanket the animal. The | among the buds of the plants. In the 
next morning the animal can_ be | spring only females develop from these 
groomed, and will look as smooth as | eggs. And these females continue to 
ever. Pyrethrum will kill the lice, but | give birth to other females the summer 
it often requires to be applied two. or | through, so that there are no males at 
three times in quick succession to make | all till antumn comes again. The fe- 
the work thorough, while one thor- | cundity of these agamic females is 
ough application of the tobacco decoc- | something wonderful. it is estimated 
tiov usuallyis sufficient. Isayusually,for | that a single pair might be, under the 
as all stockmen know some individuals | most favorable circumstances, the an- 
among our cattle are just bound to be | cestors of over a billion lice ix a single 
lousy. In such cases even the tobacco | summer. In green houses and on house 
decoction may be required two or three | plants they are specially harmfal, for in 
times in a winter. Of course sweet, | such cases there is no check by cold, 
whitewashed stables will be an aid in | and the agamic reproduction may go on 
this work of extermination. Crude | indefinitely. And in case of plants 
kerosene, or some mixed in lard, will | thus protected the predoceous and para- 
also kill lice very effectively if thor- | sitic insects are fenced out, and the lice 
oughly applied. But it is very disagree- | go on with no let or hindrance, except 
able to handle, owing to its oily nature, | that artificial meansareemployed. The 
and the animal is altogether too much | past season, owing to the wide spread 
stuck up to suit us, at our house. We | and almost universal drouth, was espe- 
don’t believe in being “stuck up.” cially favorable to the rapid increase of 

Piant Lice Aphides—You are all fa- | these pernicious sappers. Manya plant 
miliar with the sma'l, flask-shaped | ¥@ utterly devitalized because of these 
aphides, which so often fairly cover myriad sap suckers. 
the stems and foliage of our trees and In all my extended experiments I 
vegetables, and are especially free and | have found nothing equal to the kero- 
at home on our house plants. I am|sene and soap mixture as a specific 
said to have a weakness. I call it a | against these pestiferous lice. I make 
strongness, in that I am specially in- | it thus: Mix one quart of soft soap and 
terested in what interests the ladies, | one pint of kerosene oil thoroughly to- 
and when the object is a thing of such | gether, then add one gallon of water. 
rare beauty, and the giver of such | [f thoroughly mixed this liquid will not 
wholesome, lasting cheer, as those win- | injure even the most tender foliage, and 
dow boquets which loving hands so | if dashed onto the plants by use of a 
patiently, carefuliy and thoughtfully | force pump, or a Woodason spray bel- 
train and care for. I:hould be doubly | lows, I will vouch that no guilty louse 
ashamed not to be interested. will escape. Ihave used this now for 

These plant lice are green, or as seen | years and with the most perfect satis- 
on the cherry and dock, black, or occa- faction. By use of the atomizers sold 
sionally when they work on the twigs | in the drug stores this kerosene and 
they are gray. These are of the bug | 8°8p mixture can be readily applied to 
tribe and so of course have long pierc- | Our house plants, and if the latter are 
ing peaks with which they puncture the | Set in a zink, or on an oil cloth, the ap- 
leaves or stems, that they may pump up plication can be made with ease, and as 
the rich sap. They are good pumpers, the odor scon escapes, the remedy is not 

rapid growers avd increase beyond all | #2 unpleasant one. 
computation. How often we notice| It only remains to be said that this 
that a few lice on a plant one dsy will| same kerosene mixture is very deadly 
in a few days be succeeded by # multi- | to almost all insects, and if thoroughly 
tude. Indeed, were it not for other in- | applied to them is very effective. 
sects—our great but little friends—that | Wherever the arsenites are ineffective, 
feed upon aud destroy these lice, I | or forbidden by the possibility of dan- 
doubt if the farmer and horticulturist | ger, and where there 1s no objection to 
could succeed at all. The peculiar | the use of kerosene from its odor and 
mode of propagation among these lice | taste, then I would recommend its use.
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Bark or scale lice will succumb to this | these insects in any currant vineyard 

same substance, and are especially sus- | means death to the currants unless 

ceptible to it if the application is ‘made | prompt measures are taken to eradicate 

justas the young lice hatch. Again, | the slugs. : 

we have found that those terrible pests| White hellebore is asafe and effective 

of the gardener, the raddish, onion and remedy. While it isa vegetable poison, 

cabbage maggots are vanquished, surely | it is in no way £0 severe a poison as 

vanquished, by the use of this liquia. | the arsenites, though it destroys quickly 

True, many will use it and not succeed ; | the voracious slugs. It has been used 

only, however, because they will not be | for many years in both Europe and 

sufficiently thorough. We all know | America, and 1 have never heard of any 

that these maggots tunnel fer into the | harm from its use. It can be applied in 

stem of the plants, and are thus safely | the same way as directed for pyrethram, 

out of harm’s way. The only surety ot | and I have found it more satisfactory 

success lies in making the application | than Bupach in this warfare. This 

every three or four days. This is not | hellebore may be used for all slugs 

very expensive and pays well. We turn | where the arsenites or kerosene and 

a half gill about each cabbage plant, or | soap mixture are not permissible. On 

in the case of radishes and onions turn | shade trees I prefer the arsenites, on 

quite a stream along each row. We | rose bushes, the kerosene, on raspberry 

have thoroughly proved the efficacy of | vines, white hellebore. 

this remedy both in the garden and in| The Wheat-bulb Worm.—This is an 
the labaratory. old insect, which was noticed in Michi- 

TLe Carrant Slug.—The currant saw | gan more than forty years ago. Dr. 

fly is another enemy which has come to Fitch described it in part in 1856, and 

us from over the sea. As you all know | Dr. Riley gave an account of it in 1869, 

it is a bad one. and referred to injuries to wheat about 

These flies are about the size of the | St. Louis. Ten years later, 1879, Prof. 

common house flies, and to the casual | Lentner refers to this insect as a seri- 

glance look not unlike them. The fe- | ous enemy to the wheat in New York. 

male, as is generally the case with in-| More recently still. Prof. Forbes, the 

sects, is the larger. She is yellow with | very able state entomologist, of Illi- 

black markings while the male is black | nous, has given a very full and complete 

with yellow lines. The female in May | description and life-history of this pest. 

and Jane, by use of her wondrous saw, | During the past season I have discov- 

prepares a place on the underside of the | «red one new peculiarity not mentioned, 

currant and goose berry leaves along | I think, elsewhere, that this insect also 

the veins, for her white eggs. When | attacks the oat crop. 

these are laid, they look not unlike| In its results the work of this insect 
strings of beads. The larva are first |'is not unlike that of the Hessian fly, 

pale green, and though very small, can | and doubtless has often been mistaken 

be quickly found by the perforations in | for Heesian-fly ravages. The wheat- 
the leaves. Little circular holes—often | bulb worm, Meromyza Americana, 

several—will show in each infested leaf. | works as does the Hessian fty; first, in 

The slugs grow rapidly, and soon get | autumn in the young plant, and again 
too big for their skins. the following summer in the nearly ma- 

_ Then the skin bursts and the slug re- | ture stock. The maggot or larva is 

lieved, again stuffs himself till he feels | slimmer than that of the Hessian fly, 

ready to burst again. These moltings,|and has the two black longitudinal 

as the casting of the skia is called, oc- | hooks, so common in Dipterous larva, 

curs five times. After the first molt tbe | but which are absent in the Hessian-fly 

color is dark green with black spots, | larva. Again, in the stock which ripens 

till the last molt, when. the light green | prematurely the slim, greenish maggot 

again appears. Soon after this the | 1s always found above the upper joint, 

larva goes under some leaf and forms a | and inside the straw, and not on the 

cocoon of firmly woven silk in which it | lower joints inside the sheath. The 

soon pupates. In a few days the flies | pupa is also easily distinguished from 

again appear and soon we have the sec- | the puparium of the Hessian fly. ‘This 

ond brood of larva. These remain as | has none of the seed-like appearance, 

pupa through the winter. which gives rise to the common name, 

Ineed not say that the presence of | flax-seed state, applied to the puparium.
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The fiy is also quite different. It is | than the coddling moth, as the latter 
more the form of the house fly, not | does not entirely ruin the fruit which 
slim like the mosquito, as is the Hessian | itattacks, as it confines its filthy work 
fly. Its antennaes are short, not lung and | close about the core. Several of these 
sliw. Its body isconspicuously striped | maggots may be found in a single fruit, 
with three dark, longitudinal bands, | and they tunnel the apples through and 
and its wings are straightened by four | through. Hence, to eat such fruit 
longitudinal veins, with three cross | means to devour a score or less of mag- 
veins, So we see a little observation | gots, which, unless one is on the look- 
will quickly distinguish this insect | out, he is quite likely todo. The ap- 
from the other. I have no doubt but | ples do not show the condition of things 
that in many of our Northern States | as do those attacked by the codling 
this pest does very serious damage. moth larva, and so one, unless warned 

Prof. Forbes recommends late sow- | by a previous victim or a less pleasant 
ing, the same that is usually urged to | previous experience, is almost certain to 
defend against the Hessian fly, as the | destroy more or less of these insects by 
best remedy against this bulb worm. | avery sureif nota perfectly agreeable 
He also says that quite likely sowing | method. 
spring wheat for a year might extermi-| For both these enemies there is no 
nate this pest in any particular re- | remedy like that of swine in the or- 
gion where its ravages are serious. chard. Apples attacked by the maggot 

I am inclined, from my observations, | will almost surely fall, and so, with no 
to recommend the exact opposite for | pains on the part of the orchardist, the 
both these enemies. Early sowing, | fruit and insects are converted into 
with the best culture, and strongest | pork. In case of the gouger I presume 
growing varieties of grain. In both | the fruit might need to be shaken off. 
cases it is the fall brood that does most | I have not been able to study the insect 
injury, and as all may observe, if the | in the field. If so it would pay well to 
wheat is early and vigorous, it will tiller | do it. Iam greatly in favor of turning 
out and often wholly recover from quite | hogs in an orchard. If rings are in 
serious attack. Again, we cannot tell | their noses they do no harm; while 
of a certainty that either insect will | theyenrich the soil, and become insect- 
ever come in numbers sufficiently large | destroyers on a grand scale. 
to do damage. Though if the flies are ice 
abundant on the volunteer wheat in late | My Experience and Success in the Dairy 
August, we may expect them. If we Business. 
knew the insects would certainly come, (Mrs. A. M. Bragz, Viola, Wis.] 

the late sowing might be wise. Asthe| In the little Farm Journal it says, 
chances are that they will not, the par.- | take pen and paper,and sit down by the 
sites and untoward fortune are usually: winter fireside and do part of your 
too much for them. I feel safest to | summers’ work. Or in other words, 
work just as I should to get the best get ready. 
crop irrespective of the insects, and in So in April 1, I got me a large book 

the large majority of cases Iwin. Sol | and wrote on it, “Cow Book.” Then at 
urge you al! to take hint from these | the top of each page I wrote, lst, “ But- 
wheat enemies, as from low prices, and | ter churned in 1886.” 2nd, “ Butter 

by better tillage, more ample fertiliza- | gold and money received for same.” 
tion, more than make up for the evils | 3a, “Butter shipped to Merrill & Eld- 
that confront the wheat grower. ridge, number of pounds, cost, sold for, 

AsIdo not wish to extend this lec- | net proceeds, date of shipment. And 
ture so long that there will not be time | other firms the same way: 4th, named 
for discussion and questions, I willonly | each cow, and placed her name and age 
refer to two new enemies which I know | at the top of page. 
to have camped down upon the Wis-| Do you ask why I did this? I 
consin apple growers. I refer to the | wanted to know by test and not by 
plum gouger, which so gouges your ap- | guess, what each individual cow was 

ples that they look so gnarled and de- | worth, and how much she would bring 
ormed that one would hardly recognize | me in a year. As I had no oil test 
them as our king of fruits. The other | churn or any other appliance for test- 
is the apple maggot, which attacks fall | ing, as each cow came in, I set her milk 
apples, and upon such fruit is far worse | for one day by itself, and churned it by
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itself. Then I wrote under her name | Leo, 2688 pounds of milk in 8 months. 

thus: = If it See 13 pounds mo es —_ 

Rose, 3 years old, named Prince, | pound of butter; she wo make 

April 9th, 1886. Tested her milk May 10-13 pounds of butter in 8 months. 

9th,ealf 30 days old. Milk 28} poands, | 206 pounds at 15 cents, she would earn 

butter 1} pounds, making 1 pound of | $30.90, besides her calf and skim milk. -. 

putter from 2 pounds of milk. Next, Dolly, 3220 pounds of milk in 7} 

Leo 3 years old, calf named Stay, | months. If it took 12 pounds of milk 

April 18.h, 1886 Tested her milk May | tor 1 pound of butter in 7} months, 

18:h, calf 30 days old. Mulk 20 pounds, | 268 pounds at 15 cents, she would earn % 

cream 2 pounds, butter 1 5-16 pounds | $41 20 besides her calf and skim milk. 

making 1 pound of butter from 15 5-21 Piease remember thut this milk and 

pounds milk. Then, butter were given = ——, 

Dolly 4 years old, calf named Frisk, | ing circumstances. Nothing at dric 

April 29ch, 1886. Tested her milk May | UP Srass and water. We set the milk 
29th, calf 30 days old. Milk 27 pounds, | i2 cans up to November. Let it set 12 

cream 2 6-16 pounds, butter 1 9-16 hours and then feed the milk to the 

pounds, Making 1 pound of butter from calves, two calves to one cow. 

16 22 25 pounds of milk. Then as butter came up in Novem- 

I did the same with the other nine, ber, I set the milk in pans and in that 

they averaged about alike. These tests = I got hermes ice butter to the 

were made on grass feed, made no undred-weight o . 

change, only saved the milk the 30th | Hon. Hiram Smith says if he gets 

day. Then I wrote under this, weight | 5 pounds to the hundred pounds of 

of milk one day each week, so I could milk he is satisfied with the result; 

get = average of what she would do Sees at pce fe neleve “— 

for the season. ¢ per pound) would bring him $1: 

Then knowing that the milk was | Per 100. I got 6: to the 100 pouads, 

richer in the fall than in the spring, I | 80d sold it for 24 and 25 cents per 
steel them, and found that Rose pease oor — cat 
tested thus: undred. He mor 

: + more butter per hundred, and both 
Oct. 16th, milk 16 pounds, cream ge ae 7 

3 pounds, butter 1 1-16 ime taking get $1.50 per hundred weight of milk. 

51 * So I know and do not guess, that our 
15 1-17 pounds of milk tomakea pound | p44 of = a alk gbotl 

of batter; i6 Sook 33-8 5 saan spring, cream a aces qoamsiiy Ao fae 

Leo, Deo. 20th, milk 18 916 pounds, them a money-making investment. 
cream 2} pounds, butter 1 5-16 pounds, | “7, ‘i hat I beli “a 

10} pounds milk to make 1 pound of oe a . er oe * 

butter. She made the same amount of | 7° mmore.on sie Sere wi" Dey SOE 
“ work spent in weeding out unprofitable 

butter from 18 9-16 pounds of milk that | ooys, and the best Way to fill their place, 
a ain Sa the spring. | ig with heifers raised from the best cows 

0 pounds, | in your herd. 
cream 2} pounds, butter 11-16 pounds,| tow T make m 

; F : y butter.—As I could 

pores tic! 17 pounds milk for 1 pound | yo get all of the cream in cans, with 

a the conveniences I had for setting, I 

They had hay and 4 pounds of feed | bought pans and set in them, in a room 

per day, cornmeal, bran and squash, ail | 8x8, kept warm from my sitting room 

together making the 4 pounds. After | fire. ‘fhe men keep pans and milk 
getting the average weight of milk to | clean. We have a strainer made like a 
make « pound of butter, I added up | six quart pail, no strainer in the bottom 

their weights for the season and found | as the force of the milk pushes the 

out what each individual cow was | dirt through. It has three strains on 

worth: the side, and on the top of this { pina 
Rose, 4228 pounds of milk in 8} | towel, folded double, with clothes pins. 

—— If it took 18 pounds of milk | Let milk set o oe ee and putin 

make 1 pound of butter she would | cream can. en to churn 

make 235 pone of butter in SF mache: ripen my cream by at the cream 

235 pounds at the low figure of 15 cents, | can in a pail and putting warm water in 

she would earn $34.25, besides her calf | the pail and stir the cream till it warms 

and skimmed milk. up to 70 degrees. Keep it warm and it
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will be sour by the next morning ready | Keep them fastened for a half hour 
tochurn. Then I put in the coloring. | or so, then tarn out to grass, or give 
(Let me say here that the churnershouid | them hay as we were obliged to do this 
know what the cows are fed, as with | summer; this winter after we put them 
some kinds of feed you will need more | in the stable we found that they would 
coloring than with others and if you do | pull the hay down under their feet. 
not know your churnings will not be | So Mr. Bragg got up this arrangement 
alike in color, Ihave my cream in winter aud it works hke a charm. no more hay 
63 or 64 pat in churn and with paper in | on the floor. 
one hand and churn handle in the other Experience has taught me that I 

Tam ready to churn. must make my batter to suit my cus-\' 
As soon as it grains, I stop churning | tomers, Su W. D. Wood Hovey 

and put in a litte brine, so as to pour | ony to edit ae i‘ cok aes 
off the milk more easily. Then put in | jngt as he liked ra without reward = tn 
water and stir with a fork. I always | }; ; we likes of his customers. Wrote about 
felt the need of something to stir the i ; : E . things that his mother taked about, 
grains with so I made this fork. When printed lis paper by hand because his 
the water runs clear, let it drain ten or | father did. Aided it by hand; never 

Sort a eee cree ss — oY colored up his writings to make them 
of one pound of butter, but [| attractive, because his mother thought 
put in more as my butter is so solid I | i¢ wrong. Then spent the remainder of 
can hardly make it take in any salt, his tines prambline hescane la dia 
Stir in the salt with fork and when the | not want hie papes and ineisnng: 
salt is diseolved, put is on the butéer | Dot Tat his Paper, end insiodng it oss 
worker, and with a few light strokes of | surely his ~ > wen ik on good al 
the lever press out the extra brine and . h Paead. If 2 

it is ready to pack and ship. thnk his acraoald ~ mere 
Have the cows come in August, all of | gosh, * 

them, so as to make putter enough to , 
to ship. It does not pay to ship in small But did he do that way? No, he 
lots, the cartage will be 25 cents on 10 | 88 wise enough to know that his butter 
Ibs. or 100 lbs. By coming in in Angust | Would not come that way. He selected 
you will have the warm month to feed | the farmer as needing help, so he got up 
the calves in, and in September you will the “ Dairyman. Then studied the 
be ready to make butter when the price individual wants of each. Tell one 
is high; make butter in wint-r. how to raise better corn; another how 

Let the calves take their mothers a get a better breed of cows; a 
milk for a week, and then make them a | 2OW to make gilt edge butter; tells how 
feeder. We take new milk to learn |‘ ™ake, how to ship, and who to ship 
them on, it very seldom takes more |; when a new thing comes along he 
than two lessons. When they drink posts you in that. He keeps up with 

: : : the times by acting wisely. His intelli- nicely, we put in half skim milk till ten is th true fri 
days old, then skim all the time. I place or paper is the farmers’ true friend. 
a large iron kettle on the stove aud fill The edator is a public benefactor. 
it half full of water, put skim milk in| And we farmers must step out of 
a can, and set in the water to warm, | the old rut that our mothers trod in, 
Have clean pails (I wash them out every | and lay aside the old dasher churn. 
day with a brush broom and once a | Cease to work it with our hands, be- 
week put them in the wash tub and give | cause our mothers did. Let white 
them a good scrubbing and dry them in | butter be a thing of the past; forget 
the eun). there is such a thing as barrel salt. 

A little care in this respect will make | But intstead, let us make butter that 
the difference between a poor sickly | the market asks for, and is willing to 
calf, and a large bealty und thrifty one | pay a good price for it; when there is a 
Then carry the milk out to the calves | change in the market, change sgain. 
that have been first fastened in some | Why,if Merrill & Eldridge should write 
Stanchels. 1f I see any signs of sickness | me that my butter would sell better if 
or over feed; the next feed I give them | colored green, the next tub would go 
only half » mess, and put an egg, in it. | out green. By keeping up with the 
I treat calves like baby cows lke moth- | times, we can only hope to make dairy- 
ers. ing successful. ADELE M. Buaae.
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Ensilage- great drouth, which, as you all know, 
[By H. 8. Weeks.| extended over the entire wae tight, 

invitati @ cor: In zeponding tothe invitation ot et ee cel ally 
your comerntee 0 peeuerr ® Lect = silos, and have had to supplement my 
this occasion on the subject of “ Ensi- Gasibia sil: other coures feel: 20a 

legos’ 2 bere 20 ree rey tert ape however, might have been avoided had I 

rience in dairy aes a adopted the “new departure” which has 

my andertaking ee ee > lately been taken in cultivating and cur- 
others who have spent their lives in that | * ensilage. As at first introdu call 
pursuit, and it occurs to me that my Ped this ovantry the pratice was to sow 

friends and neighbors, from —— the corn in this latitude from the lst 

hays freqasiny Sieby en opened to luth of June, and cut about Septem- 
valushio s0ics 280 Suniennoe, TRY ber Ist, while it was quite green and 
smile and think that I would be more juiey. Experience, however, has proven 

successful in telling them what I don’t rset Lethier axellagecen! wells! aaucks 

know about ee oe se Syire t0 cheaper, is produced by sowing a month 

expomne Sy ct 2s ee — earlier and allowing the corn to become 
However, I take it for granted that I Guile | aiaiuve (aad: the/leere ially 

eo aes oy eee eee glazed before cutting. Had I done so 
* Banibeas: Gocwies * See. oo te bere this season my corn would have got a 
my. sbeay, Caer ying Om Se more oy start which would have enabled it 
father, the late Dr. L. Ww. Weeks, who, Se aids thas nol Es one oes ll 

though taking up dairy farming at an would have sil germinated and grown, 

advanced age, was yet progressive | 47 should have had afall crop. And 
perce eee a here let me give an experience which 

‘whee 15 wan comeneree ny as ees will apply to cultivating corn whether 
and built, I believe, the first silos ever eece aoe ake ia a 

used = — becoming: an enthu- Never despair of a corn crop, for as 
siast on the subject and urging others to they often sey of a very sick person, 

oe ne Cx ‘i ri “while there is life there is hope.” 

Since then the: merite of ensilaze | about the middle of last July, by ree have been recognized by progressive coal Of. baxethg beonisows du perinetly 
farmers everywhere, and silos have ace ealcand sob having eae 

multiplied all over the land until they | 427 pened with rain, my ‘field of ensi- are no longer looked upon as an experi- lage corn looked sick indeed, and my 
ment, but a solid fact, and “have come fedaal Gsse tet Scie Siedler 
to stay.” Yet I suppose there may be sce dee aes to feed my cows the 
some here to-aight who have never conte en  cdsieniwiel Lae 

invests ee Seow peer not slow in heeding; but at same time 
knoe ee eee with the energy of despair, I set about idea that they area sort of luxury which dasekccliigthseinvalid;\cxsii "ace can 

Sone oot sacaiee Fanless nee a cultivating the corn. I put all hands 

MONEY a eee eed eee: at work with hoes and cleared it of 
TOS Ey net oe — every weed, and kept it clear, also stir- 

pe eta eee es — gray ring the soil with cultivators every few said and written on the subject, that to dana’ ths balanen of thn = and was 
pec Ican hardly hope to offer | conas aed by SG eae thes mace 

nee ee “ a mishing growth that could be imag- 
Mie cee enimee nf ear — | ory Gane the hot sun poured down 

lage soleapane Pues es « upon the thirsty earth, and the simoon 
xe ee a cose prea from the south parched it day after 
a ae ee day, and no alleviating showers came to carried last season forty head of cattle, te aclick obit ecakinned: to enveraa’ 

old and young, from Dee. Ist to June | se gic ine seashadthe fall Aig axl 

oe Peers, eect ae a size that had ever been attained in the Southern White corn converted into en- Texiok Wks decath- heataies 
silage, you will, I think, agree with him; pt Re fain pinster Gennes 

a ore DiEEey cise usual,and I waé enabled to make com- 
—_—- a in oes paratively sweet ensilage, which is a 

ae aie oe | point in the new department mentioned the year round. This year, owing to the
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above, the merits of which can not be | without other feed. There is,I believe, 
doubted. @ vague unfounded prejudice against 

By the old method it was necessary | ensilage, on the ground that it affects 
to have a large force of men to get the | unfavorably the flavor and keeping 
crop into the silo, as haste must be used, | qualities of butter from cows fed on it, 

and this made it expensive. As now | but if the guests of the Piankinton 
practiced however the cost. of building | House, Milwaukee, fail to detect it in 

silos and of filling them is cheapened so | the butter furnished by Mr. Hiram 

that it is within the reach of any farmer. | Smith, or the cream furnished by your 
All that is required for the building is | humble servant, 1 think it is safe to 
lumber, in the form of an ordinary ice | chance it with the average consumer. 
house, with double walls of matched| Other equally unfounded objections 
stuff and tarred paper put on the stud- have been from time to time raised 
ding between to form dead air spaces, | against feeding ensilage but “the ball 
the bottom of cement to make air and | keeps rolling,” to the contrary notwith- 
water tight. I am informed that the | standing, and bowls them all down, 
corn can be cut with a sweep rake | and it will soon, in my opinion, be a 
reaper, which would be an improvement | question whether any farmer can afford 
over doing it by hand, but I have never | to be without a silo, some of the follow- 
tried it. When cut, it should lie on the | ing being the “reasons why : 
field a day or so to wilt, then haul to| First. Because more stock can be 
silo, cut in one-quarter to one half inch | carried on the farm than by any other 
lengths with a teed cutter, and fill in | system of feeding. Second. Because 
slowly, letting it heat to about one | by that means greater fertility of soil 
hundred and forty degrees, then add | is secured, and larger crops can be 
more, and so on till filled, taking as| raised. Third. Because it furnishes 
much time as necessary to do the work | the best and cheapest succulent food in 
with ordinary farm help, meantime | Winter when dairying is most profitable. 
tramping thoroughly as put in, particu- | Fourth. Because it requires less space 
larly close to the walls at sides and | to store it, and does away with the 
ends. When the silo is filled level it | necessity of large and expensive barns. 
off and let it stand a day or two, then os 
put on layer of dry straw or marsh hay The Possibilities of the Day. 
four to six inches deep, and cover with [By Jennie Robb, of Mount Sterling.] 

planks fitted closely at ends and laid| To-day we meet to exchange ideas, to 
snugly together so as to exclude the air | take advantage of the experience of 
as much as possible. Some put tarred | others, that we may carry forward better 
paper under the planks but 1 have not | the work of civilization, which becomes 
found it necessay. In the matter of | the absolute duty of every individual of 
weighting there is much diversity of | this generation, whether or not that 
practice, from no weight at all to heavy | individual recognize it as such. 
weight. I have not followed any rule To progress, is our mission! Yea, 
but this year used sacks of bran of 200 | and progress has come so powerfully 
pounds weight each, laid closely to- | over the wilds of the Red Man, that now 
gether, which answered all purposes. | United States of America, even in its 
Stone boulders are used. Wood may be | infancy, vies with great powers of the 
used, Or earth, if nothing else at hand. | world in its catalogue of wonderful 
It is customary to let the ensilage stand | achievements. 
a@ month to six weeks before opening The results of these achievements are 
the silo, when it should be thoroughly | so familiar to us, and come to us 80 
settled and cured, and come out slightly | naturally that we scarcely realize that it 
moist with little or no acidity, and | has not always beeu so. We see little 

will be greedily eaten by all kinds of | but fiction as we read the story of a hero 
stock on the farm, even including | of the May Flower, who awaking from 
poultry, and to equal advantage and | his long sleep, and coming to view the 
profit, it is claimed, though I can only | sights of the nineteenth century, sees 
speak as regards cattle, particularly | necromancy in the friction match, falls 
milch cows, which I have found will | down in worship before the locomotive 
with the proper grain ration, respond | which he mistakes for God’s chariots 
liberally to it in milk and cream of the | of fire, and trembles in the presence of 
choicest, and if dry keepin finecondition | magetic telegraphing, thinking it a
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modern system of witcheraft. We talk | greater now than ever before, and must 

of the“ good old times” when “ one man’s | be met by a like increased intelligence. 

cow was just as valuable as his neigh- | Our ancestors seldom carried either their 

bor’s.” except that one was Cherry and | labor or their pleasure into the small 

the other Brindle or perchance, by seme | hours of the night. In every way they 

accountable good luck, one man owned | lived simply, and knowledge of the 

au old Fill-pail. Though the days of | simplest law of life served their require- 

these quaint thoughts are gone, and | ments. But to gain that degree of physi- 

with them those men, who with all the | cal perfection which is necessary to 

knowledge their age afforded, wrought | meet owr requirements and which 

the problems the times brought; yet | the high civilization of the times has 

they left for us the heritage of their life | placed within our reach, we must adopt 

work. more of those simple habits of life, and 

So to-day we stand with all the results | must take every possible advantage of a 

of past labor spread before us, ready to | thorough and practical knowledge of 

be — the foundations of the work | the science of right living. 

we would do. ¥ Every progressive farmer is learning 
That these vast resourcee are being | to work scientifically. Is it not just as 

used in the business world is evident | practicable to live scientifically? How 
by the magic spirit of enterpriese which | many a horse is bred and reared with 
characterizes our large cities, and which, | eyery advantage of the latest scientific 
— er ae ere methods, while the man who drives him 
is working its way 10 6 country. is still a victim to that ignorant livi 

So much for man’s work! What of | which has made usa ae ayiposent 

man himself ?— 7 The improvements, which the farmer 

Oar Wisconsin poetess has beautifully | has made in his stock by a close study 
and ee = a ee of the laws of heredity, of the require- 

Make thy Hite r than thy work? Too oft | ments of the system at different stages of 

Our artists spend their skil! ii Tie ie rough | growth, and for different results sought, 
ae sagen jedget of ve) nee a . as well as by the intelligent selection of 

The eye of critic heart and friend. the food given to supply these needs ;— 

If im the too Delot day thou must neglect, the results thus achieved should be an 

Flaws | in thy mec r While their most searching honor to him, but, when they _ RO side 

can fall thing which th t praise a ra Se eich see a on nothing which they may uot pi e tions which these same things 

Rinjretcniasicmpetg waar | bear tothe wellae of himself and his 
This brings to us the question is the household, they become a standing 

man to-day as superior to the man of monument to his shame. 
the past as his work of to-day is supe-| | Any child, with a sound constitution 

rior tothe work ot the past. Physically | for a foundation, nurtured by pure 

he certainly is not. Why not? The air and proper food, and properly pro- 

air is as vital with life-giving principles tectd by clothing, is no more sub- 

to-day as it ever was; the sun shines as | ject to disease, and no more liable to be 

brigitly and earth yields as plenteous stricken down by Providence in the 

and as wholesome food: yet the women spring time or the prime of life,—than 

of our land are more broken down | is the well-cared-for horse. A compari- 

and unfitted for life’s duties and pleas- | son, homely but ‘ruc. 

ures than those of any other couu- Then it will pay us, not simply 

try, and the American people are styled | in dollars and cents, put in all the rich- 

a race of dyspeptics. ‘Lhe cause is | est blessings of life, to take time and 

simply tnis:—1n the eager chase for | money, to study and to put into prac- 

fame or money, for so vain a thing as | tice sanitary measures; espcially to 
fashion, or so worthy an end as knowl- | adopt the more intelligent methods in 

edge, we rush headlong, drawing upon | the selection and preperation of food 

physical force as though it were an inex- | whose object is to supply our needs, 

haustible store. Tho’ our bodies are and not to sumptuonsiy load the table 

our servants, yet they refuse to do our | or to satisfy the depraved appetite. 7 

bidding upon any other terms than by The subject of dress, though much 

the law of supply and demand. Not- | simpler than others, as ventilation and 

withstanding onr labor-saving machin- | food, calls equally for reform. 

ery, the demands upon physical forceare | Mrs. Dr. Stockman, of Chicago says:
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“No one can realize more than I the | common school education is all that 
devastation and ruin, alcohol, in its| can be used on the farm. And many 
many tempting forms, has brought to | who admit the advantages of a more 
the human family. Still I solemnly | liberal education—look with profound 
believe, that in weakness and deteriora- | suspicion upon the higher instituton 
tion of health and moral principle, | of learning, und hesitate to put their 
tight clothing has more to answer for | sons and daughters; in reach of these 
than intoxicating drinks. What affects | advantages, lest they come home from 
the physical, affects the spiritual. What | college so highly educated that they are 
What sffects the animal life, affects the | unfitted for their work. Alas, there 

mental.” must be something wrong, and we turn 
It is said that women are coming to | to the school system to find it. O, mis- 

breathe perpendicularly instead of | apprehended school system; far from 
horizontally, and girls are to-day | perfection,but not nearly so far from itas 
accused of shallow thinking due to | our home education. The cox-comb and 
shallow breathing. O! girls, Jet us| the enperficial girl graduate are men- 
adopt wiser habits of dress, let us show | tal deformities, no more the outgrowth 
an intelligence of so high an order in | of superticial sch0/ training than super- 
these matters, that will reflect more | ficial home training. Further, they are 
credit to us intellectually. Fashion must | but few compared with the many class- 
not make ws, but we must make fashion | mates who, tind for every need of life 
and make it so as to combine simplicity | their thorough education tobe their 
and grace, and even elegance in har- | greatest resource. It is one of the very 

a mony with physiological laws. Did | laws of nature, that true education will 
we but half realize how directly our | produce good results and none but good. 
happiness and our success in every un- | [tis the /ittle learning that disdain to 
dertaking, depends upon the physical | enter the common affairs of every-day- 
stamina put into it, we certainly | life. A well balanced education is a 
would not be so slow in giving these | living power and will assert its authority 
things our attention. in our daily lives as truly as in the halls 

We would make an earnest effort to | of Congress. It would teach us, not to 
} hasten the day when there will be fewer | Shun the kitchen, but to avoid that con- 

sickly children, and fewer parents dition in oursclves that would make 
who, ere they reach half their three | it the circumference of all that we 
score years and ten find life a burden, | ‘now and think, It would free us from 
when there will be fewer nomes with- | Slavery to igorant and misdirected 
outa mother. Parents should maintain | work and would teach us to be its mas- 
their vigor and strength not only for | ters. 
their own good, but that they may be! It would give our minds a more 
capable of being companions for their | wholesome food than the exaggerated 
young people. How can the mother, | details of petty annoyances. The boy 
whose utmost strength will go no far- | or girl who has imbibed any compre- 
ther than to cook and sew ior her | hensive views of life from his home 
children, have that intellectual vigor | influence. will be proof, against the 
which is necessary to exert any power- | evil tendencies of the higher schools 
ful influence over their youthful hearts | and colleges,and will use their oppor- 
and minds. Woman to be a power, | tunities to develop within himself 
must be intelligent. resources of power aud happiness. Tho’ 

In speaking of the present intellect- | Such opportunities are not the only 
ual status, owr's is said to be an age of | means for affording this discipline they 
universal education. Indeed, we are | are most effectual ones,and it is too often 

so accustomed to hearing eulogies upon | the case that he who isnot willing to 
the common school that we might sup- | Make the effort necessary to obtain the 
“pose that this universal education had | greater will also neglect the lesser 
reached its maximum of perfection; | ™eans, of intellectual development. 

and that it is necessary simply to give In the State University, short 
the child a beok and send him to | course in Agriculture, which is intended 
the district school, and if there is any | especially to benefit those who are 
material in him he will turn out a/| unable to secure the longer course, 
Washington or a Webster. Even in| is pursued by a class of twenty-six 
these days the idea still exists that a | members; and not one of them from our
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county. Is there not one farmer in | among theirsocial gatherings. If there 
Orawford County who is as anxious to | is no taste for such things, it is because 
improve his children as his farm, and | they have not been educated to such 

who has the méans and the inclination | tastes. If we are content simply to 
to give his son a chance with these | drift with the onward tide of progress 

twenty-six? Is there not one farmer's | if we seek no greater improvement in 

son who has the ambition to place him- | ourselves than that which our times 
self among those who are to be the | force upon us, this age of universal 

enterprising farmers of the future? | education, with all the advantages of 

“Paying his own way,” is undoubtedly | our boasted Nineteenth century, can 

a much more inspiring theme to talk of | avail us but little. We must be an ele- 
in connection with some self-made | ment in the work which is to lift us to 

hero than, it is for the average young | a higher plane of thought and action. 
man to put into practic; but it is much O, when there is so much to learn and 

better than being left behind. do that will enrich and brighten our 

There are three reasons why the far- | lives, how can we think the winter even- 

mer needs a good education—the more | ings /ong or be content with those 
the better. | amusements which simply “pass the 

First.—He needs the mental drill. | time away.” Rather, let us try what we 

A well-developed intellect is as much | can do, what we will do now that as the 
to his advantage as to any one else. years roll by, it will not be ours to echo 

Second,—He needs a practical knowl- | the lament of the follies of this world 
edge of the science of farming. or the sigh that life is a weary burden, 

Third,—And above all he needs it | but that we 
as = means of self on ee a “ ‘May sing the song, that gladdens, 

e needs it to so fill the home wit Popa at Sits: 
the good and the beautiful that there ee 
will be no room for the vices which a = — =y thrill 
have been confined to larger cities; but . ! i ss 
which are now working their way into Lies: pron oe" sii 
the country. And do we not realize — 
that country life is vanishing? Rail- Nearest Home. 
roads and telegraphs, daily papers and (By Geo. C. Hill, Rosendale, Wis.) 

travel connect completely city and| Friends from the farm and the home, 
country life now-a-days. For instance, | while we meet here, those, so well qual- 
notice how quickly fashion wings its way | ified by their wisdom and experience, 
into the country, compared with the time | to teach us now to double the number 
it used to take. Hasn’t the toboggan | of blades, which means betterand more 
craze, even reached this little village? | profitable farming everyway, we invite 
Notwithstanding that country girls and | you to stop a while nearer home. 
boys used to be old fashioned, there |" Philosophers say, we should eat to 

was sterling worth developed by country | live, not live to eat. So should the 
life which is being displaced by dissipa- | farm, or any business be subservient to 
tion of city customs. The enterprise | the home; not tae home and its welfare 
which brings so many advantages into | sacrificed to benefit the farm. 
the country, bring with them new dan-| Devotion to business is commendable; 
gers and responsibilities. If parents | we admire and covet broad and well- 

would not have their children frivulous | cultivated farms, luxuriant crops, fine 
and sensual they must develop in | stock, tidy fences and good buildings. 

them a taste for that which is elevating | They have their reward. They are use- 
and ennobling. fal object lessons. They bring more 

If your daughter finds her chief | wealth, which should mean better 
delight in the “looky dress” or in the | dwellings; more comforts within and 
ball-room; if your son finds anything | without, and increased powers to bless 
attractive in the saloon or in the low | the world. 
and degrading pass-times, it is because It is possible, that in our devotion 
they know no higher enjoyment. Let | and haste to get to the meadow and 

music, books and other means of culture | pasture, and the herds and the 
give their refining influence to home | flocks, and other important matters, we 
pleasures, and let debating societies and | shal! neglect the home surroundings. 

literary clubs and entertainments be | Doubtless some will be disappointed
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when they hear this paper, supposing | the winter winds, and shield from the 
that “Nearest Home” is the inner sanc- | heat of the summer sun. Under their 
tuary itself, where, “Be it ever so hum- | shade we may sit in the heat of the day; 

ble,” is the one earthly paradise to those | in their branches the birds will build 

who will have it so. Alas! that from | their homes, and from them the chil- 

any fault or ignorance of ours it is not | dren can hangtheirswing. ‘There were 
so. But this subject is too sacred for | trees in Eden, and there are trees in 

my unskilled pen. I leave it for those, | heaven. Thank God for the trees of 
who seeing the needs and possibilities | our time and country. We sympathize 
oi ideal farmers’ homes, shall give us | with the dwellers of our treeless plains. 

the much-needed teaching that shall | A former resident of this county, visit- 

result in country homes, equal if not | ing his old home here last summer, said 
excelling any on earth, in all that min- | he would give $500, if two of the trees 
isters to the well-being of the fanily | growing there, could be moved to his 
and the state. home in i Sang But spec 

It 1s just outside the door we look for | trees are so desirable, let us no ea 
that part of the farm which is nearest | mistake of having too much of a good 
home—the lawn, the garden and the thing. A forest or a thicket, is out 

orchard. We have seen the marvelous | of the place in the house yard, unless 
change in the urchitecture of buiidings | the house and its belongings are such 

; in the suburbs of our cities. Wealth | a8 had better be hid from view. Away 
is lavished to give an odd and pleasing | with the Lombardy poplar, and balm 
effect to the dwellings, while the effort | of Gilead, and give us of our noble 

nt to improve and beautify the lawn, so it | elms, oaks, hickories, spruce, hemlocks 
at shall be a worthy setting of the gem, | nd maples. Give them room to grow 

has been fully as great and even more | # hundred years. They will increase 
successful. Such a wealth of green, | in beauty with each generation. The 
covering a broad open lawn, with single | noblest trees I ever saw were some 
and clumps of shade-trees; clusters of white oaks, on a farm near Philadelphia. 

shrubbery by themselves, and vines | Apparently they were 200 years old, 
over the porch. Walks and drives all | Vigorous, majestic, standing out alone 
in perfect order; restful ‘seats under | in their grandeur. In the presence of 
the shade, and room for croquet and | such we uncover our heads. 
other games; a miniature park. The| Much of the rockwork, or “stoneries,” 
lawn of the wealthy. A little of this, | as I have heard them called, is anything 
we can have about our dwellings; as | but ornamental. When we come to 

much and no more, as shall be kept in | this sort of thing there is but a step 
perfect order. There are two things | from beauty and fitness, to the ridicu- 
that should be in front of every farm | lous. And what shall be said of the 

dwelling. First, grass, and second, trees. | Gypsey contrivances for hanging 
There is beauty and utility in both. | gardens, and the effort to imitate nature 
The lawn should be smooth and kept | by planting unsightly stumps near the 
closely shaven from the street to the | door, to be hid by morning glories! 
door. Drive out the pigs and build a | Nature kindly hides defects which can- 
fence around them in the clover. Use | not be got rid of otherwise, but turns 

the colts and calves no longer for lawn | her stumps and logs into food for living 
mowers of the house yard. Remove | things. Those who study nature, find 
the wood-pile, the leach-tub, the swill- | her beauty simple, while full, round and 
barrel, the lumber wagon and all other | restful, with plenty of room for all she 
convenient rubbish toa proper place, | undertakes, and with something new to 
and havea nice clean place to look upon, | present, at every turn. Such, in a 
and where the children can play without | small way, should we try to make the 

seeking a grassplat in the streets, or go | bit of landscape at our door, which with 
to the woods for shade. If we have not | the neat cottage or well painted house, 
the facilities for watering in time of | will bea thing of beauty to the traveler, 
drought, we can compensate by keep- | and a joy and comfort to the dwellers 
ing it well enriched. | there. 

Trees are among our greatest bless-| It is but a scep from the lawn to the 
ings, and unexcelled in substanial beauty. | garden. The same neatness and order 

S me of them we should have about | should prevail, but ina more precise 

every house. They break the force of | way and for a differentend. From the
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growing of fruits and vegetables, we ex-| and west from cold winds. On the 

pect to derive profit as well as pleasure. | vegetable side make an asparagus bed. 

‘There is no part of the farm, correspond- | Well made it will last a lifetime. From 

ing to its size, that returns so much for | it we get our first dainty dish in the 

the labor bestowed, as a good garden. | spring. Then come the peas. I find 

By this is not meant the “patch,” so | nothing better than “American Won- 

generally found on the farm, professing | der,” with successive plantings. No 

to answer the purpose. The shiftless bushing; no trouble from birds; of ex- 

and unprofitable thing is a disgrace to | cellent quality. We need a row of pie- 

the thrifty farm, on which it is too often plant. ‘hen there is lettuce, radish, 

found. ene, oe, ae ee squash, 

The practical wife and housekeeper | Lima beans, early an: sweet-corn. 

well as the value of a good supply tomatoes, which should be pruned and 

and variety of fruits and vegetables, trained to a trellis about three feet 

pleasing to the eye, and tempting to the high. Melons, cauliflower, cabbage, 

taste. It gives her the power to banish celery, parsnip and turnip, all of these 

w half civilized style of living, and puts | Were grown in a farmer's garden in 
‘within her reach, the means to prepare | Rosendale the past season. 

a table fit for a king. Onions and potatoes were grown as 

So she urges her lord to prepare the | ® farm crop. These give a constant 
garden spot. He replies that, “We are | Succession and variety. There are 

too busy, and it does not pay any way. | other vegetables which might be pre- 
We shall have a supply of potatoes, and ferred in the place of some mentioned. 

there will be plenty of green corn in Some of these vegetables grow in per- 

the field.” So, although, sooner or | fection and, brought fresh from the 

later the garden is made, itis done with | garden, are real luxuries. Such are 
little faith or hope. A thing to be done | Sweet-corn and Lima beans, with 
and got rid of, like other necessary | Visions of succotash the year around. 

evils, without regard to any system of | Such are tomatoes grown on trellis, 

cultivation, or the needs of fertilization. | #way from the dirt, and exposed to the 

Soon the grass and weeds and insects | sun. One of the finest sights the gar- 

come on, like a mighty, determined | den affords is trellis cuvered with to- 

host, and take possession, and behold | matoes grown in this way. 
our farmer’s garden. It isa good sub-| The small fruit side of the garden is 

ject for the scythe. Wife says sorrow- | fully as important as the vegetable 

fully, “our garden is almost a failure | side. Others are to discuss the cultiva- 

this year; we shall have to buy our | tion of small fruits. We will only 

cabbage, if we have any.” Husband | name some fruits which have been a 

replies indifferently, “it’s the cheapest | success in our garden, and delicacies on 

way anyhow.” So the patient house-| our table. First comes the strawberry; 

wife contrives to make a variety for |arealluxury. By growing a number of 

the table by first boiling the | varieties the strawberry season has 

potatoes, next by baking them, | been lengthened to five weeks. Next 

and lastly, she fries them. To have a| comes the raspberry, red and black; 

garden worthy of the name, select a several desirable varieties, early and 

piece of land containing from forty to | late. Then comes the currant and 

sixty rods. ‘n shape a parallelogram | gooseberry, the value of which the 

The measure of success depends on two | housekeeper well knows; the easiest 

things: First, on abundance of fine, | of all the small fruits to grow. Their 

rotted manure, which should be pre-| enemy, the currant worm, is easily 

pared the summer before. Second, | headed off. I wish all injurious insects 

through cultivation, which can only be | were as easily managed. After the cur- 

economically and easily done with a | rant comes the blackberry, which is be- 

horse. To facilitate this, everything | coming popular. The last of the small 

should be planted in rows running the fruit is the grape, and this is the most 

long way of the garden, with room | delicious of all. Grapes have been a 

between the rows for the cultivator. It | success with us for the past twenty 

is not a tithe of the work to keep a| years, with three or four exceptions. 

garden clean and mellow, by horse cul- | The grape season can be extended for 
tivation, as it is with a hoe. The gar- | two months and longer by careful pre- 
den should be protected on the north | serving. This list of fruits will furnish
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a dish of berries or fruit, every day | Shall we have the orchard by ourhome? 
from the middle of June to the first of | Covered with blossoms in ae and lad- 
December. en with fruit in September? We confess 

The number of varieties grown need | to being much discouraged, and the orch- 
‘ only be restricted by the time to devote | ard itself looks yet more discouraged. 

to and the taste for eating them. With | “Well,” says the man who has hauled 
me it has been a great pleasure, both to | his lastappletree to the woodpile, “what 
grow and eat them. The following | are you going to do about it?” The tree 
extract taken from The Michigan Horti- | peddler is on hand with answer, “plant 
culturist so nearly expresses my thought | more trees from our hardy list,” and 
on the garden that 1 quote: “The gar- | shows flaming pictures of new kinds, 
den is the poetry of the farm, and | which he will sell for one dollar. “The 
though you may never scribble upon | quality is truly ‘Nonesuch and they bear 
paper, to be familiar with the growth | enormous crops of fruit the second year.’ 
and beauty of an orderly garden, will | Very likely nothing will be seen of eith- 
fill your soul with the same kind of de- | er fruit or tree, the second year. Sell- 
light that it would to spend an hour | ing fruit trees is an honest and useful 
with your most favorite author. If| business. Moreover, the great waste of 
circumstances prevent me for a day or | money, and failure of success, ie as much 
two from going into my garden, I get | the fault of the planter as the seller. 
real lonesome for a sight of it, and | But I have had a little experience, and 
usually embrace the first opportunity to | I advise to “look a leetle out.” 
visit this always interesting spot. My| Siandard trees of the best quality, 
children love the garden with its vege- | should not cost over 25 cents, delivered. 
tables, its fruits and its flowers, next to | Some of the best trees I ever planted 
the love they have for the house, for it | cost only from 12 to 15 cents. There are 

is a part of the home, and there are no | only a few varieties that will pay for 
forbidden fruits there.” planting, and they are pleaty and cheap. 

The apple orchard, more or less of it, | Somebody must try the new varities 
is found near almost every farm house. | but they are generally a costly experi- 
It was considered by the early settlers | ment, often ending in failure. 
of as great a necessity as the potato| We have a few varieties that are ab- 
pes, and if as much persistency had | solutely hardy, but they are mostly early 

m used to overcome the difficulties | fruit. Thereare three or four more that, 
of apple growing as in fighting potato |if planted, will pay for themselves. 
bugs, we might still be in possession of | Others will be found, so that we hope 
the orchard. The apple of all fruits is | to have a good orchard in Wisconsin. 
the most useful and desirable. Onac-| There are growing on my farm in 
count of its healthfulness and delicious | Rosendale, two apple trees, which to 
flavor, its excellent cooking and long | the best of my knowledge, have been 
keeping qualities, it is acknowledged | bearing good winter fruit, for upwards 
to be the king of fruits. Where the | of thirty years, and are good yet. We 
apple grows, there is my country.|are not here, recommending special 
Where the apple will not grow, there | varieties, or discussing methods of culti- 
will I not dwell. Oh! the apples of our | vation but the fact of an orchard. 

childhood home; apples red, yellow,| We do not advise planting commer- 
green, striped, blotched and russeted; | gia] orchards in this vicinity, but we do 
apples big and little; sour and sweet; | advise and exhort every farmer, to plant 
early and late; apples for cider and | in a good place, 25 apple trees, selected 
sauce; for pies and for dumplings: | with the best knowledge to be had, and 
apples green and dried; apples raw and | eared for, and protected as living things. 
baked; apples twelve months in a year. | If the selection is best, and the treat- 

Does it not commend the wisdom of | ment such as they deserve, the trees 
the oid serpent, as well as the good sense | may be expected to bring forth fruit a 
of this fruit-loving generation, thatchose | hundred fold. And every one of them 
the apple of all the fruits of Paradise as | have a pet name. 
the oue best calculated to entice Mother | In after years, while our sons and 
Eve? Was it any wonder that one of | daughters, turn back in their memories 
her grandsons was so reluctant to leave | to the wood-lot and pasture, the hill- 
the old gentleman’s apple tree, of an- | side and brook, the different cows and 
cient spelling-book fame? horses and the old barn, their thoughts
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qill return oftener and remain longer | results at the churn, 55° to 70°, but 

nearer home. The grassy yard, where | cream in proper condition can be 

they held their sport within sound of | churned with satisfactory results as low 

mother’s voice ; the garden with its fruits as 50° to 52°. 

ant ee the = ee = PP the saiien assumes & ——< form, 
vo} trees, all remin 6 process of granulation should com- 

the best home, which the sun ever shown mae There is some difference of 

upon, and from which they went out to | opinion about this point. But it is 

make like pleasant homes, and be living ine to begin the poniladion at the 

examples of all that is good and noble | first distant sign of butter, or a little 

and useful. later when the butter grains begin to 

ont Sie show about the size of small shot, = 
here the operation of churning shoul 

senaniates Mutter cease, when a quantity of cold water, in 

{By John Gould, Ohio.) which a little salt has been dissolved, 

The present method of granulation should be added, enough in quantity to 

of butter may be set down as one of | cool the mass down to 55°, which seems 

the most valuable features yet intro- | to be about the poiut where hardening 
duced in butter-making, and where of the glopules can be carried, and not 

practiced, has produced a marked im-| prevent cohesion among them. ‘The 

provement in this product of the dairy. | lower = ree eee ee 
: is nee mage the butter compact. 

dtianon ten youre or more ine the ud it ay bo made o low thal the bat 
made steady progress in popular favor, ter will be dry and crumbly arse! 

but thousands of butter-makers still that should be avoided. The use of 

continue to make by old methods, pre- | a ee — ae po: hing. 

ferring to gather the butter in the | salt eccuaieed’ a6° ait 108 Brszted 

churn into large Inmps, or balis, and | oa. The cals Te its office in neatee 
work out the buttermilk by a mechani- | j,, ¢y, ; 

cal process. These same persons claim | ing the gravity of the cheesey elements 

that washing butter not only washes he = = =e it a quantity of 

out flavor, but blanches color, impairs phen eee a ae a = 

the keeping quality of the article, and duate and free it fr butte: . 

often gives the butter a porous and | graduate and free it from butt rmilk, 
spongy character. there will be very little trouble in get- 

These aljections seem to be fullly | tee ie veck ee — al rainers 
refuted by the best butter-makers, who | to caiel capactie butter. Salt eae 

pe = aiherce ohne peal: sys- fs in giving pret ents look fe 

ecess the process 0! s) 
to sore it. The rules are very) oe ercusakioraac Se 

simple, and no one need hesitate, for The uilati ; 
f f ; granulating process should be 

a <2 ee ae —— ST so conducted that the gathering of the 

Sas eek etna ok en, es | So came ae haan eee ae 
a Rate ot OMNIS most positive 4); measure of suecess. If we churn 

=r : so as to gather the butter in lumps in 

baci ee to oe = - churn, the ae i also inclosed 

granulation is ave the cream well a large per cent. of the albuminous 

aired, and churned at the first stages matter and buttermilk, and while in 

of acidity. Cream should, if possible, working over, a part of this fluid (caseine 

be churned every day ia summer, and and sugar), may be expressed, yet a 

at least every two or three days in win- part remams en-ased, us it were; and 

ter. It is also best to churn at a point the working over is but to divide and 

as low as possible, especially limpid | subdivide it soas to make it invisible. 

cream, which may be classed as cream This, then, is clear that the nearer we 

ote sweet in character, while if can get to keeping the granules separate 

he cream be tough and tenacions, a | during the stage of washing with brine, 

higher degree will be needed. Major | the more nearly we shall accomplish our 

Alvord found that range of creams of | purpose in freeing the butter from but- 

all kinds and conditions, to obtain best | termilk, and exchangiug this butter-
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milk moisture of the butter for one | certainly as salt as butter salted by any 
made of pure water and salt. | process that does not contain more salt 
Tohow many washings granulated | than is readily dissolved by the butter. 

butter shall be subjected judgments | ADY salter butter must be full of un- 
differ, but if a little salt is used each | dissolved salt, and that would not-add 
time, it is safe to repeat the operation | t° but rather detract from the keeping 

untilthere is no showing of milk. | quality of butter. 
Lately there has been much discussion| The reason why brine fails to give 
about how granular butter shall be | proper salt flavor in the hands of some 
salted. As no butter-maker now advo- | operators, is that they do not take cog- 
cates using more salt than will readily | nizant of the fact, that the butter at 
dissolve in the butter by its own mois- | the start is full of water which reduces 
ture, it then stands to reason that all | the strength of the brine by so much. 
we can do for butter is to put it, while | And if the butter is allowed t: absorb 
in the granular stage, in a bath made of | this “saturated solution” salt for some 
all the salt that water will dissolve, and moments and then is withdrawn, 
allow it to absorb this saturation, filling | new supply of salt disolved in this same 
the interstices among the globules with brine; and then returned to the butter, 
the dissolved salt. To do this effect- the last “bath” completes the work, 
ually, it would be best to first allow the | and the butter now has its full amount 
butter to drain as freely as possible be- | of one-half ounce to tke pound. 
fore the brining process commences,| With granulated butter, whether 
so that there shail be as little weaken- | brine or dry salted, there should be 
ing as possible of the last salt solution. | very little working over—just enough 

It may be urged that this washing in to press out the unneeded moisture. 
two or three waters takes more time | Some makers put this butter on a@ 
and labor than to work by old methods, | worker, and with a flat lever press it 
To do good work, a person needs tools | into compact form and pack. In brine 
adaptea to the requirements of thecase, | salting, it is possible to take the granu- 
and so the making of the granular but- | lar butter out of the bath, and by put- 
ter is best done in some of the forms of ; ting a small quanity into the package at 
revolving or rectangular churns. By | a time, work it over sufficiently by the 
their use the agitation needed is done | one operation of packing. But the 
by one or twoturns of the churn. If a | “potaio masher” used for that purpose 
little salt is used with each washing it | should never be turned or twisted in 
produces a yet greater difference in the | the butter, but rather pressed down, 
gravity between butter and the case- | and the moisture removed with a damp 
inous matter, and if quite an amount of | cloth which is frequently rinsed out in 
water is used the butter, after the agi- | the brine. 
tation, quickly comes to the surface,, To sum up, the advantages in brief 
and the buttermilk or brine wash is | for granulated butter are: There can 
then at once drawn out from beneath | be no injury to the grain of the buter, 
the butter, and it is as quickly renewed. | or “salving;” working over batter is 
It is always well to have the tempera- | practically avoided; and the butter is 
ture of all the washings at about 55°, as | rinsed free from the butter milk, obviat- 
a warm bath is liable to give the butter | ing the mechanical part of expelling it 
a shiny look. | by force. The injury liable to be done 

The salting may be done by incor-| by coarse salt cutting the grain of 
porating salt and working it into the | the butter cannot happen and the salt- 
butter, setting it away to dissolve be- | ing is even; taking on color alike by. 
fore working over, or it may be put the action of thesalt, the butter is made 
into this bath of strong brine, where it uniform, and if it is handled in this 
remains for an hour; but it needs a lit- | method, and the cream at the start is. 
tle agitation occasionally, as the ten- | well ripened and mildly acid when put. 
dency of the butter is to rise above the | into the churn, there is little need of 
brine, and the object is to coat each | the thousand and one grades of butter 
little globule with a film of salt, and | now found in the market. And the poor 
when the working over takes place the | honse wife will find that the butter was 
brine fills the places once occnpied | made with half of the labor, and two 
with buttermilk. It is said that brine- | chances for success now, by the old 
salted butter is not salt enough. It is | methods the one not always secured.
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Potato Culture. | the Burbank, Early Rose, Beauty of 

[By A. W. Penney, Weyauwega.] | Hebron, Dunmore and Peerless. I 

. . ‘ | would advise planting the Early Rose 

The i me consitane’ ie the and Beauty of Hebron for the fall mar- 

and on wht — h th, P | ket, but avoid planting what are called 

ed. Experience has shown that new 10’ iste Hebron, which is # large, 
land which has raised but one sron of | course, deopesed potato with a yellow 

vet fae ay meee vad ana | coat inside, they do not cook well and 

ing the a cmd ld . | are not wanted in the market. For the 

cleared of grabs; if not 16 wou ae pees | winter and spring market plant Bur- 

ter to take off two crops before planting | }4n% Tunmore and Peerless. In con- 
to pee is a maak ce: sequence of the largely increased compe- 

pend ups di P f | tition of Michigan, Utah, and Colorado 

potatoes, he should turn under a crop of | ©) markeis at St. Louis, Kansas City 

clover in the month of August, plough: | » 14 other southern points is cut off, the 

ing rather deep at = cndeere U6 = quality of our pota‘oes this year being 

the clover all uni ae ORE DINE SENS 12 inferior to those grown in other states. 

the spring but not deep enough to turn | 1 lose farmers and dealers take all pos- 

up the oS a ol sible pains to put our potatoes on the 

sures m eo : | market in the best condition, “Waupaca 
with proper cultivation one should get | county potatoes” will never again have 

s oe : Laepogelt enous “not = | their former good reputation. Large 

planted too often on che same piece & | onantities of land in Michigan from 

land. Experience has shown that we do | Sich the timber has been cut, is being 
not get —— ¥ cart fe eee» broken up and planted to potatoes. This 

y ] erior. yi : 

Sal interren tubveen core Land and tty a ee We mae 
a a ‘oe oa Oe eae | expect to meet this competition every | 

lanted on low ground a ack Lai suffi- Year hence the necessity of improving 

et a. aad ie cchanueien = more | the quality of our potatoes. Look at | 

- 5 than th lanted | the market report in any Chicago paper, 

peg PEEPS Aaeationd es |and you will see Michigan potatoes 

lai that blight is caused by an insect | quoted several cents higher than ours. 

that attacks the tops of the vines and | lt is very important that potatoes should 

weeks down 60 the Sha a oa be put in cellar dry and bright, in or- 

being much increased b wet, galled der to have them come out with a good 

by warm sultry weather ws hei ose Farmers should not dig when 

elas of the vines vetting the bene- | the ground is wet and weather damp 

fi ir that 8 ied Next | and cioudy; digging in the first half of 

6 ae ry ae ae “se | the day and drawing in the afternoon 

ington: ‘Uae gona iasd oa all | unless the sun 1s too hot, is in my opin- 

aha: ke |ion the better way. A bright, clear 

et nearer pte ee vee | appearance aid to sell the potato in all 

to four eyes in each picos; if seed is ong | markets. Care should be used to keop 
= wet, Se stating one | cellars dark; strong light injures the 

good sized piece is necessary to B- 4 appearance, also the quality. Cellars 

ly nourish a: germ. Farmers ical | should be aired frequently as possible, 
avoid cutting large quantities of seed | and kept as cool as they can be and not 

ate Faas ot they | chill the potatoes. Avoid braising or 

sid patting in bags ot pile fo Me | eating when storing in cola, smooth 
weaken the germ. 1 sioauahanion plank with strips on the sides is a good 

compel the use of small potatoes for arrangement to slide down baskets or 

seed, I would Sebunineat peantia them | boxes into the cellar—spouting them 
hide atae clei ed Ar J | into the bins is not a good practice, It 

= ter clipping the seed end. I | 3) sarmers would sell a part of their 
would also recommend sprinkling the cut | crop in the fall and put the balance on 

seed with land plaster as it prevents 'o8s | the market during the winter as the 
Eaten ane is Cuasaonery? in aiecking | demand requires, 1t would be much bet- 

seed this year on account of the second | ter for growers and dealers. Potatoes 

growth iced on our last crop. The | Ca220% be stored in Chicago or Milwan- 
Teadi: atten vom in the market are | Xe Without going to heavy expense and
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the tendency in all markets is to buy | custom we have come to tolerate and 
only as required for immediate use. It | indeed to respect by custom, that which 
is not best to attempt to rush our crop | is comparatively valueless for the aver- 
into the market too fast at any time of | agefarmer. (Of course, in order toascer- 
the year, for heavy shipments break tain that which is best we have submit- 
down the price and injure the farmer ted to many long contests under the 
and dealer. As Michigan can ship her | best of authorities, and I declare in 
crop to Chicagu, Milwaukee, St. Louis ail charity and impartiality, it is now 
and all southern points at much less for | time to call a halt, analyze, and say 
freight, than Waupuca county crop can | good-bye to several. We have by the 
be moved, the great importance of | best of evidence, in some classes of cat- 
securing more railroads is readily seen. | tle, things that cannot possibly be 
We can never hope to get as good rates | crushed out by any tricks of fashion or 
of freight as the Michigan producer | booming, or change of markets. 
with but one railroad leading to our | As I have had occasion to say to our 
principal markets. | people lately—and I am not afraid to 

<a | anticipate with you now by saying— 
The Durham in The Dairy. | that although you are not old, neither 

(By Prof. Wm. Brown, Ontario Agricultural | @@ you young in experience nor in 
College. | | enterprise. Naturally during the past 

My subject is not a new one certainly, | ten yeers the fever of breeds has ocen- 
even in a comparatively new country, | Pied much of your attention along with 
for much of this land has had a great Other nations, and while admitting the 
deal to do for half a century with the | liability ot the outside markets, such as 
class of cattle called Shorthorns, which Tanching, to change, there can be but 
1 think should be called Durham. | little in the future to affect your local 

The development of the dairy indus- | wants. Your rwra/ conditionsare not of 
try during very recent years has warmed | # kind tobe twisted about by every wind 
up on all hands the wonderfully uncer- | Of farm speculation, for like Ontario, 
tain tield of breed records and individ- | you are solidly crop growers and must 
ual “cow records” of breeds, and these #lways remain so. 1t is not necessary 
have been of such a sledge-hammer | #t present even to touch upon the legit- 
character from several quarters that imate fields of live stock open so fa- 
many of us have simply stood with open | Vorably to us all in breeding fer others 
mouths. This kind of work will lead to —in classes of cattle that are not so 
good eventually, though at present it is | Cesirable for ourselves. * 
somewhat misleading. As crop growers, therefore, you must 

Before such a company as this it is always remain prominent producers of 
quite unnecessary to talk Shorthorn his- | cattle, even assuming you had no out- 
tory as we have it in the books, and nec- | side market. We require cattle directly 
essarily you are also well up in all re- | and indirectly for beef production, and 
cently published accounts of your own cattle for the dairy. I know of no 
favorites as well as of other breeds. I other local cattle wants. Were the 
considered then that you would be in- dairy to become one-half of all our 
terested in hearing what Canada thinks agricultural interest, and one-half of 
ot the red, white and roan, and what our arable area become permanent 
has been our experience of them dur- | pasture, we would perhaps hesitate 
ing 1885, in dairy products. im bidding good-bye to the half-dozen 

Ana, one or two thoughts before sub- | breeds that we think must bow to 
mitting some facts—what Ruskin would the Durham, but will the north- 
call ‘sapling truths” applicable to the erners ever change from the six months 
subject. dry fodder and beef. We are also still 

I think it is very desirablein thisday of opinion that north country judgment 
of 1885 to decide upon some things in will always admire the milk, and butter 
live stock anywhere. And surely itis and cheese, as seen through the greatest 
time to distinguish between disputed de- | consistent allowance of flesh, so that 
grees of usefulness among classes of , could we possibly get all the desired 
cattle and to summon, as it were,the value from an Ayrshire, Holstein or 
national energy to what is universally | Jersey, their size and form are against 
best. We have been reconciling our-| them. To say that this is foolish, may 
selves to the infliction of breeds, by | be right commercially, but what is be-
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lieved and bred in the bone, is said to
be | TH ONTARIO EXPERIMENTAL Farm. Dairy 

invaluable so long as it is believed. And Test—SEAsoNn 1884-85. 

now for my subject: 
eet 

Only one method of criticing a breed: | putter per ee 

To compare it with others, under equal | et | 100lbs. | 5 

conditions. sovnces. fe ] $8 | —_—_ | a4 

J. Duraam Types: | aes os | 33 

1. Booth and Bates. a oes 
2. Cow most comparable with Ayr- | ae ne aa ++ 

shire. Holstein ma 19} 24) 34.5] | 

3. Our ignorance of forms of ani-| Avrsbire =~] gun 169 41 3/18 
. ‘ 2 utario Grade......| 5 5 | 

mal life, that gives certain re | Shorthorn Grade. 00 ies) 87) 463/103 
results. Guernsey... | 4000) 16.1 2.5) 44.5) 12.7 

IL Tes “Cmanscrme” or Donn | neon | $y Hee BS ine 
Mux: Devon | S00) 11.6} 37| 51.2] ss 

Galloway 2500| us, 23) 4/117 
rdeen-Poll......| 2300) 12 3.5} 28.0| 10. 

1, Globules. eet | So00] 28) 23) i50| 93 
2, Free milkers. at ees 

3. Centrifugal evidence. ssool 140 35) 43.7| 125 

4, Evidence by grading. : = : 
Ui. Quantity or Mux—l. Ex- CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF MILK. 

tremes prominent, causes of this. 2. == ee ae ae ee 

Mismanagement. 
is al. a 

a) No choice of bulls. saa Pat 225] § | 25 
b) No choice of families. Pal = (83 
. = choice of individual cows. a ps2 ot | a 

a mproper feeding. SCY vvseeeernenseeneseee| 6.62) 8.03, $5.35 14 65 

e) Calf suckling. | Si ee 22) Koo seas 1338 

IV. Cream rer Cwr—tl. Not a| i til Soo ar85 1295 
safe practical guide always. 2. The Quebec Grades] 408} 8.77] 87.15 12.85 
0. EF 4@ | Shorthorn Grade............| 4.03) 855) 87.42 12.58 

. F.rm Butter Factory, of 1885. | Hotstern ne | 373) 8.15] 8812) 11.88 
All Shorthorn grades.—140 days. Guernsey NENT] 8.60) S20] 88.20, 11-80 

1. Mik set in cans 20x83, set in | erdeen-Poll.....-..--| 287 8.70) $8.43, 1157 

aie tanks, with ice or spring | an a | 
water. | 4 51) 87.02) 12.98 

2. Gathered and paid for 62,899 | - Jt 
inches of cream. Proper representation of the Dur- 

3. Paid $8,552.28 for said cream. | ham: 

4. Made and sold 63,350 pounds of | 1. Duties of such Societies as this. 

butter. 2. Why not being boomed for the 

5. Received for butter-milk. $550. dairy ? 

6 Received for butter, $12 250 60. | 3. Are you giving special encour- 
‘ ; giving sp co 

7. Paid $1,420 for making butter. agement to dairy merits? 

The Shorthorn lesson is: Two) 4. Testing at Ootano Provincial. 

hundred patrons of Shorthorn blood | CONCLUSIONS. 

got $43 each during five months, for | 1. The Durham is u heavy milker. 

part vf their cream, and used the sweet 2. The Darham is a long milker. 

skim milk in making calves; in a neigh- 3. The Durham is a promment but- 

borhood famous for high-bred Short- | ter maker. 
horns, where dairying is not a profes- | 4. The Durham is a heavy cheese 

sion, where therefore this money was | maker. 
simply pin money for wives and | 5. The inducements to special 

daughters. | breeding: — 

V. Burren rrom Mitx.—l. Nota Ranoning. 

matter of summer product only. ar nee months. , 
Mg. : 

a ee CrEam.— 6. No breed so amenable to man’s 

| purposes. i 

.
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MILK COMPETITIONS ONTARIO PROVINCIAL EXHI- | ficial glance at this table gives rise to 

a a _____ | some very serious dairy thought. 
» | eet 12 val _ ff cream be the particular subject de- 

- 23/35 S =, | sired in value per 100 pounds milk, the 
Be a4 22/27 a3] 38 Jersey, Ayrshire and Shorthorn with 

45 23 £2 872) 25 |1ts grade make a very close competition 
= B” Ag is sl* and ure away beyond comparison with 

a aes See! Secs es ced oe a middle range is taken by all 
= aaa ‘all acai sq | the others. 

Aynbire | aso iz 2 G7 Bat it butter is wanted it would not 
ssteesereese seers! 25.50 100 7.2 23 4 i - 

mls asie] een a ke 6 «9 aed cok ot cine: s pai 7 aa 

~~~ _ ~~ | ease, some that are high would stand 
%8.70 122, 4.47 20.0 71 | second only to the Jersey, but they do 

| not, the Ayrshire now ranks with the 
: Jersey and Shorthorn in first-class 

3 ge. SSSZ2ess::)S | value of butter ‘rom the 100 pounds 

mI Bee | Samer |ssssensa : is milk. Eg 236 ——~22sscecce/s | _ Still further, if cheese be the princi- 
78 || S32 Winter.| sce 33a ae l= pal object of the dairymen, the choice 

2 g ae’ __lg==* === “= |= | becomes more difficult, because it ap- 
Es pl ae | BESESAAR 3 is | pears that the properties required for it 
oui # | eo esa are much more evenly balanced amongst 
ail a ies SAaSSS i85)H | breeds than either cream or butter. 
sel | winter. | Srmonen jens |- The Jersey and Shorthorn grade are 
a= || zegeeesa 77 = | about equal in value of cheese per 100 
zal) og sumer. |Sosssecs : le | pounds milk; the Gailoway, Ayrshire 
gS) & wnsees ina. | amd Quebec grade are average, aud the 
B)| & | wine. [2225555 52 | | others under average. 
ah | = 2 | Another view of the respective 
ze . | sumer |22="272S '!/S | merits of the breeds for dairy pur- 
wal] gf | PUREE goocosos i [5 | poses is through a “mean of things.” 
22 | 8 | |ERS28SS e/e | As the table is arranged in that order, 
Basis | winter.| 2555503 s2[s it is unnecessary to repeat the list. Ob- 
Sel} ! | :ifipp:::: 7: | Serve, however, the extraordinary range 
Bu riigiiiii: : | between the extremes of $57 and $30 
Ed 3 :iiZS:i:% 3 : | per season of 200 making days. If the 
& || = ig ic&iii’S : | Ayrshire is taken as a standard—a posi- 
ral & ‘5250 i222 © | tion we have already given it on an- en || SEEESESESE = | other subject in this report—its annual 
q II 5222533533 mean value of $48 is just the mean of 
sss SS LSsmone oie 1 aoe tenes, and we shall oie 
Subject to the actual quantities of | 5,000 pounds of milk for this stan 

milk and the duration of the milking | ®22ually from this standpoint. The 
season, as may characterize each breed, | following would be the amount of milk 
we obtain from this table a good idea | 7@7¥i"ed from cach breed mM order to 
of their valae by every hundred pounds | ™#Ke each equal in value per season, 
of milk for any special line of dairying; | for # mean of cream, butter and cheese, 
cream is charged at 4 cents, butter at | during wiuter and summer. 
i7 cents, and cheese at 10 cen "LE bs boon sc) ae pound. ——— BREED IN ORDER OF | ae ae Milk 

It is not at all likely that Ontario | MILE Quawrrry REQUIRED. | of 210 days. 
will agree for many years to come, as to | ——_-— 
the average quantity of milk per season | Holstein... cccewcue 7 270 Ibs. 
from different breeds and grades; | Devon... wenn) 5.714 
Europe is still quarreling over this sub- oo ieseeemneemierst ec 
ject after one nundred years’ experi- | Shorthorn Grade...) 5,000 
ence; it is necessarily much more diffi- | JETSCY exe meeeseceoneseenne| 4,324“ 
eult than quality in all its forms, so | —-2—-—-——————________ 

that all we can do at present is to talk | Now, will any of the breeds produce 
“per 100 pounds milk.” A very super- | in 200 days the milk placed opposite 

.
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its name? We say, decidedly not for | PASTURES. 
ho eae nae | How to Make and How to Improve them. 

rs ibly not wide of what is actually [By Fred E. Carswell, Lone Rock.] 

the case—not high for the Holstein,| The subject of pastures is one that is 
high for the Jersey, but otherwise a | of importance to nearly every farmer in 
very good average. the county. Twenty years ago there 
Having gone this length with indica- | was but little attention paid to it. 

tions of value per season, it is but fair) The customary mode of handling cat- 
to add that, granting the quantities of | tle in this western country then, was 
milk a8 given, it could weil be argued | to feed them from straw stacks during 
that some of the breeds would return | the winter and let them hunt their liv- 

_ more money by making a specialty of a | ing in the woods or on the commons 
line of dairying—whether wilk for di- | during thesummer. But asthe country 
rect consumption, cream for butter, or | gtew older, western people have learned 
for cheese. what the eastern farmers learned several 

MILK PER SEASON: EsTIMATE OF AVERAGE OF years = advance of them, that the hand- 
___ DIFFERENT BREEDS. ling of live stock is one of the best 

i | Seer 
= [30 (838 | This has led to aiee abiaoad meth- 

nae 3B |s3 sas ods of feeding and pasturing cattle, as 
| 2% = | well as improving the fertility of the 

= (2 35¢ | farms, and more than this it has taught 
pape es Sekine ed Coa | farmers to study, think and act for 

Holl eewnnwneenenenee|7,000| $52 | gy | themselves, without jogging along in the Ayre menses] 6000) 45 | 47 | same old ways year after year. 

Shortbora Grado-— =} 4500] 1 | | pq Ougee Guiting and stook raising are Sees cg ooe| | | hemline ing nde of the esnnennaneesestecseseeee} By 2 39 * well as the 

Deven Fe] HE | eare and feeding of stock is becoming 
Galloway ir rmewcnecersns|2900| 19 | 28 | OMe of the principal topics of conversa- 
eet se] | | en on or oe | ae ree 

| 8800) 20 23 | your views in return. 

I believe no one could do more than | ie ae othe near arg ahah nd 
estimate this subject, for nowherecan | best adapted for dairy cows. This 
we find enough material for definite | point I will pass over for you to illus- 
figures. But from European and Ameri-| trate more fully in your ‘subsequent 
can testing, from public and private | argument than I have time to 5 sts 
dairies, exhibition tests, and factories | subject. In speaking of paaares m; 
and experimental stations, an approxi- remarks will mostly be confined to - 
mate estimate can be made of the aver- | tures for milk production as my ae 
age quantity of milk given by different | rience has been mostly with that kind. 
breeds during a season—which ranges| The subject I have taken may be di- 
from 200 to 300 days, according to peculi- | vided into two distinct topics. First, 
arities of breeds and their management. | “How to Make a Good Pasture.” Sec- 
In criticising the above estimate, there- | ond, “How to Improve it.” 
fore, remember the variety of the source | _Fyrst, all plowable land should be fall 
of information, the more extensive use of | plowed and thoroughly harrowed before 
some of the breeds in dairies, in com- | seeding. Extra harrowing and well pul- 
parison with others—such as Ayrshire vs, | verizing land are essential for good suc- 
Hereford ; consider, also, the duration of | cess in gtass seeding. Use a variety of 
the milking season as characteristic of | grass seed, such as red top, Kentucky 

breed, the physical conditions appro- | blue grass, timothy, white clover, Alsike 
priate or otherwise, for such production | clover and orchard grass. Use’ plenty 
and continuance, and particularly, we | of red-top seed on low Jand and biue- 
must cautiously handle the record of | grass on the high land. Alsike clover 
individual cows that have of late been | is preferable to mammoth red clover for 
80 much offered as public property. ‘ pastures.
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A black sandy loam with clay sub- | when it is from two to four inches in 
soil, makes the best natural pasture land, | height. Beef cattle fatten better on 
although most any of our Wisconsin | grass that is a little larger and more 
land can be made good with proper | mature. As pastures diminish in pro- 
handling. duction in the months of August and 

The best pastures for all seasons con- | September, feed green corn and other 
sist of part low land and part upland. | feed to supply the deficiency, so that 
Low lands yield the most bulk of feed | your pastures may never be very closely 
per acre and stand drouth the best but | cropped. If on a portion of your pas- 
upland pasture is more nutritious and | ture the cattle seem to shun the feed 
is prepared by cattle. and allow it to grow up large without 

The hills we have make splendid pas- | feeding it off, sow it heavily with land 
ture lands by clearing off the timber and | Plaster, and you will find the next’ sea- brush and then sowing grass seed just | 502 they will feed on it as well as any 
as the snow is leaving the side-hills | Portion of the field. 
in the spring while the ground is yet | _ Cattle should not be allowed to graze 
soft and loose from action of the frost. | © pastures in the fall when the grass is Seventy-five to one hundred pounds | °Vered with frost, as they will destroy of land plaster should be sown per acre, | i2 80 hour as much feed as they will eat 
as soon as the snow leaves the ground. | tl day. . The earlier the better. Land plaster| Keep yourcattle off from grassland in sown with grass seed when seeding wild | 8?tiD8. when it is very soft, as they do 
land that has been cleared of brush will | large amount of damage tramping 
facilitate the germinating of the seed aad | 40Wn grass roots. Always try to give 
give the young plants a vigorous growth, | Your cows an abundance of pasturage, Oar bluffs and steep side hills make | but keep itfed close enough to preserve the best pasture by never trying to | the succalent and nutritive qualities of 
plow or cultivate them. There are from | the grass. A great many plow up their 
two to four inches of very rich soil on | Pastures too often, theolder the pasture the surface that produces an abundant the better feed they produce. Old pas- 
growth of tame grasses that is preferred | ‘Urey not only produce a better quality by cattle to the grass grown in the val- | of food, but also a greater quantity if 
leys on cultivated land. So, don’t sell | they have keen well managed. ‘ 
your farms because they have bluffs Oue of the cheapest and best meth- and hills on them, for they make the | 48 of renovating worn soil is to pas- 
best pasture, and the cattle can graze | ture it a few years. If it is badly WER 
on both sides of the land, which they it will also need rotating a fow ‘ames. 
can uot do in a prairie country. In ar- Sandy soil makes splendid pe ranging your pastures for dairying pur- | by using mostly clover for seed, with 
poses have at least. day pasture and and plaster and plenty of barn-yard 
a night pasture, never allowing your | fertilizers. ‘ 
stock to feed on the same field night Fer tilizers with a large amount of 
and day. It is better to have two day ®™Monia in them are very beneficial to 
pastures and two night pastures; then | cold, damp soil which cattle are oy 
change your cows the first of the week liable to shun, owing toa lack of nutri- 
from one day pasture to the other, and ‘Ve qualities, this being absorbed by 
the middle of the week change them a eee ee ‘ oa 
from one night pasture to the other. 4 conclusion I will say, fertilize your ‘ . 7 pastures as you do your meadows, and This plan will give them fresh feed | aim to give the grass roots plenty of 
every three or four days, and allow the nitrogenous food if you desire good 
grass a better chance for growth. We milk and good results from dairy cows. 
should not allow too large a growth to 
get the best results from dairy cows, al- 
thcugh very close cropping will decrease The Horse. 
the quantity of grass production, and (C. 8. Ogden, Weyauwega.] 
permanently injure the grass roots. Having used horses in different kinds 
This we cannot always prevent, espe- | of business for over sixty years, forces 
cially in very dry seasons like the past | me to form certain opinions and theo- 
summer has been. ries in regard to them. 

I believe grass to be the most succu- My experience teaches me that a 
lent and best adapted for milch cows | horse should be of such size, form and
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disposition, suitable Tor the work which ; explain good 

he us to do, and then should be treated — deg a ii find eneh 
he to make him useful. ts of a horse. You will find 

‘Paere are several kindsof horses and eee breed = Bf 

different kinds of work for horses to do. | how to ee and handle oa. “They 

— ae ie he an | know all about it; in their own estima- 

Poinranany thay cine ois life | en or know more than their neigh- 

used and worked horses on the race eerie g eerie fall | on = 

track, on the farm, on the road, and in | any fae git fraell so MAR ve 

the lamber woods, causes me to believe : wes : 

in the horse that I shall describe toyou. | The fact is that raising this class of 

As a great many. Se aak ae horses is like buying lottery tickets, 

horse to be the most valuable, we will | you may draw a prize the first time fy: 

first describe a race horse as we under- | ae and you may try it a thousand 

stand him. times and draw a blank every time. So 

‘A successful race horse is one that can ae eh Teor eee : eee got 

go fast at his particalar it. He must ai ef = vos — 

be a light horse, and IAF Sai. right hind | Chance in about 10,000. My advice to 
of muscles to be a su Gasca you is, don’t invest too much on such 

Like the violin eres they chances, unless you have morethan you 

ee 'd the strain to be brought to have use for. Ifyou have more funds 

the right pitch and hold it. If he fails than you have use for and wish to bene- 

in this, he is like the poor violin strings, fit your neighbors, it may be well 

a ss as a race horee. He must enough to experiment some in this di- 

ee right action, and a di ition rection. I will not at this time under- 

to do his best — Called ar en take to tell you how to train and fit | 

all these good qualities, he must have a horses for racing. 
7 power, a power which If you wanta horse for moving heavy 

never can be seen or known except up- loads, you will need one with large bones 

ont poo: largo shoulders and hips. 

A horse may have a perfect form and | walker ae eo = tae ark oe 

action, and a disposition or willingness | Such h = rhs x4 — esl 

to do—be what a horseman would call, | ke cakiag a v= ae 

to all appearances, a perfect horse—and nes ee ee 

then bea failure as a race horse. i being a farmers’ i 

No man can tell the speed of imme wee cally ae Some ee 

by his looks. The hidden power that | est fo th yo cabia Se goa 

connects the will with the muscles, is | than i e howe suitable for farm woes, 
‘he geineipal thing in teat iae epee =< other classes of horses. The 

If the connection of the brain or will ne oe wate md 

power with the muscles is perfect, the ight pcs See ti ee 
POwee WT ie able 40. go, tak. ‘The ae t not be suitable ior another 

power, with the form, gait, and disposi- ste: + rae 
Fon ail right, the horse can go havent A horse to suit me for farm work, or 

if in right coudition can hold his epee a | one that I would select to work on the 

fo any fomonable exten tame, woul bo 0 wattbeed ome 
This nerve power works some like | i aL 100 ha 

electricity on the talegeaph ae The pe Fy sooo i. - ee aki a 

instant. that the operator touches the length—on that ST ceae 

keys at one end of the wire, the mes- | the sae witl ing — 

sage is delivered at the other end. So | out aed tank cenit ek bind 

it is with the horse. When he wills the | worthless for on Boas 3 egy ae 

foot to move, it moves, and the quicker | have a stro: pate oe 

this nerve power acts, the faster the | hips, be a ri cag tin a 

be will go. — matter what the | some grain to sell ce taaaie ole ani- 

breading ‘nay bo, A horse may, be | mals «good waters ared ors wi 
ee knew ete pis a horse, if well cared for, will 

lubber as a race horse ; 4 ont eee _ oo St well 
e 5 , will wi i 

It is an easy matter for a man to talk | taken care of, the eae ant tas
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till he is 30 years of age and do good |no right to expect much from him. 
work. A larger horse may pull a heav- | You neglect a horse to your injury, and 
ier load for a time. He will be more | justly too. The man who abuses the 
expensive to keep and wont last so | horse is not fit to own or use one. 
long. He cannot go without shoes so In tte first place make up your mind 
well, will tire quicker on soft ground, is | what kind of a horse you wish to raise, 
more liable to lameness, and when lame | then select the dam and sire; there is 
or injured cannot perform so well as a | as much if not more depending on the 
light horse with same injury. You can | dam than on the sire. The old adage 
also use lighter implements and tools. | that, like begets like, sometimes fails. 
You don’t want a four-horse wagon for | Some of the best horses in the world 
two horses; neither do you want a/| don’t take after the dam or sire. 

poor plow. Some plows draw like pull- | Horses are like men in this respect. 
ing a cat by the tail. Three-fourths of | Some of the ablest men the world ever 
the plows used run too hard. A right | produced had weak specimens for pa- 
‘kind of a plow will draw from 50 to 100 | rents, and some of the ablest men and 
pounds lighter than our common plows. | women have weak and foolish children. 
Have farming implements suitable for | Some of the best horses have poor 
your teams. colts. The dam and sire must be suit- 
With all the good qualities mentioned, | ble for each other in order to produce 

a horse needs a good disposition for any | the right kind of colts; then they 
and all kinds of business. He may be | should be healthy, have regular exer- 
perfect in all other respects and have a | cise, have proper care and food, not 
pea eeersere, making him nearly | over-fed. 

ee: : Colts should be fed on bulky food 
Horses are a good deal like men. | such as clover, wheat, bran, and roots of 

Some men are stubborn and contrary, different kinds. Anything that will 
some are foolish and cranky. Such . . expand the chest, make bone 
men are difficult to get along with.|anq muscles, and keep them 
You avoid such men as much as possi- | growing and healthy, let them run loose 
ble. It ic unpleasant dealing with them. | in a lot where they can exercise, with 
They are not liked by their neighbors. | good sheds for shelter and feeding in 
Generally you want to get rid of such | the winter, and clover pastures in the 
neighbors as soon as possible. So it is | summer, with good water and a little salt, 
with the horse. When you getacranky | then if you fail it wont be your fault. 

or a fool horse, go to @ regular horse | Qolts kept in this manner, when three 
trader, who will generally exchange a years old, if used properly are able to 
good horse Hom a@ poor eee ans iene earn their keeping. 
money; and if you wish to ea i 
good trade, don’t publish the faults of aemaome “ei ee a ne sea 
your horse any more than necessary. prescription. They have tried it, have 

Let the next man tell them. seen it tried, often if you follow their 
If you wish a good horse to perform | directions, you will surely cure or kill. 

well in any place or business, you must | Having been something of a horse doc- 
fit him for it, feed and water him regu- | tor, T will give you a prescription which 
lar, give him regular exercise according | T seldom knew to fail, it wont cost you 
to the work you want him to do, give | anything for the medicine, or for the in- 
him a suitable stable, with good bed- | formation: when you just discover that 
ding, where he can rest comfortably. your horse is sick, give him a handful 
A horse that works hard should have | o¢ salt, then turn him loose in a good 

the best of care. room and warm place where he can lie 
Race horses are kept in large, roomy | down, roll and move about when inclin- 

box stalls, turned in loose, cared for in | ed to do so. If you don’t knowthe cause 
the best manner possible, so as to be in | of his sickness, don’é give him any more 
perfect condition for their business. | medicine; if he is very bad go to some 
Give your work-horses just as good care | horse doctor who kuows, who will tell 
and treatment as you do a race horse; you the cause, when you know the 
he deserves it. Then when you callon | cause you can safely give him 
him, he is able and willing to respond the proper medicine. Never drive or 
to it. When you neglect your horse, | work a horse when sick. A horse when 
fail to care for him properly, you have | sick needs to be quiet just as much as a
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ick person, and they need about the | beer or a smoke; put your horse in the 

- treatment. Dont rely on quack | barn and put a blanket on him evenif it 

horse doctors, if you do you had better does cost you ten cents; better pay two 

get out of the horse business. shillings than spoil _ ee * 

Ifyou have a good horse or colt be| There are more horses Th) ry 

careial how they are handled. Dou’t let | standing hitched to a post, in the cold 

any one use or handle them unless they | chilly winds, in this country, than by 

know more than the horse. A man must | all other means combined. I have seen 

have good horse-sense to handle horses | horses standing hitched in the streets of 

successfully. Many kind and well dis- Waupaca for half a day at a time, when 

owed colts and horses are spoiled by | * man could not stand out for half an | 

bad management. A child will generally hour without shivering. A man ought to | 

show their bringing up; so willa horse: be imprisoned for treating horses in 

treat a horse as you would a man, have that way, besides loosing in the value of 

him thirk that you are his friend, don’t | the horse, many times horses are injur- 

swear at him; don’t whip him; dou’s talk ed and stiffened up by standing exposed 

swerve him; don’t ask him todo an im- | to the ebillmg blasts of a cold and raw 
possibility; treat him as you would a| Wind, when the owner thinks his horse 

friend, then if he wont stand such treat- to be foundered by an ow oe ae 

ment get rid of him. Nearly all horses | rine when too warm. Nine tenths o| 
can be coaxed and managed by kind the stiffened and crippled horses are 

treatment. There are some men that made s0 by this brutal treatment. Some 

cannot be persuaded or coaxed to do horses are injured by overworking or 

Sight without a club. And it is so with | driving while too young. Young horses 
horses. Tnere are exceptions to this as while growing are tender, spavins, ring 

to other cases. A horse or man who can | bones and wind puffs, are generally 

not be coaxed or persuaded to do right made before the horse matures. You 
will generally yield readily witha club. seldom find a strictly sound horse in 

They are cowards when they learn that this country. A horse should not be 

they will get hurt unless they yield, put to very hard work before heis seven 

they are very apt to surrender. A cow- | Years old. In my opinion horses do not 

ard wont fight much after he gets hurt. | 8 to their best before seven years old, 

‘A kind and well disposed horse will re- | #24 some don’t before they are ten. 

sent bad and harsh treatment. Some ern pees than an oe 
ig as muc! ifference in the strength 

eee cae _— and powers of endurance of horses, as 

handle him, exchange him for one who there is. between the strength of ateal 
kind and iron. All horses are more easily in- 

prefers treatment. jured while growing and tender, than 

There is muchif not more Sepensing after they mature. Some horses are in- 

on the training and treatment of a horse | jared by bad shoeing; a shoe should be 

to make him useful and beneficial than | put on level so as not to tip the ankle; 

upon their breeding. some smiths pare the foot more on one 

A horse that is naturally stubborn and side than the other to prevent inter- 

willfal, may be broken of their bad no- | Paring, which is wrong and unnecessary. 
tions, or rather educated to a higher A horse whose toes turn innever inter- 

and better plane and be useful. It will | feres unless he is crippled. 

pay one who uses horses, to study their) Now you can readily see that by 

nature and dispositions, and if the horse | working the toes in like a pigeon-toed 

has faults teach him to overcome those | horse your horse wont strike his ankle; 

faults. There are but few horses but| then the shoe should be set so that the 

what have intelligence enoagh to be | frog strikes the ground as nature requir- 

taught new tricks and habits: teach | ed it to do; it is hard to impose upon 

him as you would a person. There is| nature. Horse shoes are generally too 

an enjoyment in cultivating good habits | thick and heavy, the calks too long, rais- 

in a horse, as wellas man. Show your ing the foot too far from the ground; a 

intelligence and good disposition by | shoe half worn with short or no calks at 

treating your horse well. When you go | all is better than the common shoe. The 

to town, don’t hitch your horse to a post | shoe should not be so stiff and strong, 

and let him stand in the cold and chilly | but what it will give some, have a little 

wind while you are getting a glass of | spring to it; then it should not remain
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on a horse’s foot more than three or four | plained them so thatthe general farmer 
weeks at the longest before setting. could develop and put them into prac- 

A heavy stiff shoe, if on too long will tical use. The theoretical farmer ex- 
cramp the foot, create a pain, making | periments and gives the results to the 
the foot sore and tender. When the | agricultural world; the practical sifts 
work of a horse will permit, it is better | these results, utilizes those that are 
for him to go without shoes. good and rejects the others. It goes to 

follow that both ae necessary in corer 

Farming and Calf Raising. oping our agricultural resources; they 
[By Aug, A Piano, wee Holstein.) go a in hand and unitedly have 

The tilling of the soil is the noblest | Produced our present advanced system 
employment of man. We are here di- | AeECE Ere: — 
rectly among nature’s arts and in the | Im these days of competition, it be- 
fall enjoyment of all things with which | ©°™€s imperative for man, if he would 
God has been gracious enough to bless | Succeed in any vocation, to start out 
our earth. The husbandman, above all, | With ‘a firm resolution, and with his 
should then be thankful for his noble | Whole energy bent on success. The man 
position, Years ago farming was not | Who stands by, with his arms folded, 
such an enviable calling. What is to-| 2d looks calmy on at what happens 
day called progressive farming was | sbout him, will get the least benefit ont 
then in itsinfancy. ‘To-day farming is | of this world. This is the case in every 
a pleasure; then it was drudgery. The | Calling in life. The merchant, if he 
inventive genius of man has entirely | Would have s good trade, must try his 
revolutionized it. A knowledge of the | utmost to satisfy his customers. The 
chemistry of the soil has put us in a| Manufacturer, it he would merit the 
position to know wherein the producing | Confidence of the public, must turn ont 
power of the soil is deficient, and we | machines of the very highest order. So 
sre able to supply it with fertilizers | with the farmer. He must pat his whole 
that, years ago, were unknown. Ma- | energy into his work; he must aim to 
chinery has been brought home to the | make his acres produce the very best 
farmer, which not only lightens his la- | of grain and at the same time the most, 

bors, but also increases the yield of his | With the least possible expense. 
-_ Allow me to give you a brief eketch 

‘he merits of the different breeds of | of the “general farmer” and his position 
cattle have been fully developed and | in the world. Imagine him comfortably 
made public, and the farmer is at liber-| situated on a finely improved farm. He 
ty to select from these, either for a | has no mortgage and no debts on the 
special or a general purpose; and, | place; in fact, he is as free as the lark. 
atove all things, dsirying has be-n re- | (By the way, this is about the most en- 
duced from a science, in the full pos- | viable position a person may want to 
session of which, only a few were fav- | occapy.) Of course, he has a fine orch- 
ored, to a simple but very remunerative | ard and a cleanly kept garden; his broad 
knowledge. Under these conditions | acres of beautiful grain bear evidence 
farming is no drudgery, but is pleasant; | as to the care with which he prepares 
& vocation n0t to be despised. his soil; his herd of cattle look well-kept 

Farmers are divided into two great | and contented; his dairy looks clean 
classes, viz.: The special and the gen- | and inviting, and proves that the good 
eralfarmer. The former is again divid- | housewife takes extra pains in the manu- 
ed into theoretical and the theoretical- | facture of batter. He has a little of 
ly practical, while the latter coustitutes | everything, wheat, barley, oats etc., stock 
the practical. I do not claim that all | and a dairy. Ofcourse, this idea will 
special farmers are entirely theoretical, | be rejected by the special farmer, but 
but mostly all theoretical farmers be- | in every agricultural country we must 
long to the special class. Like every | have these general or perhaps, more cor- 
other rule, this one has exceptions. | rectly, general purpose farmers, and 
The theoretical farmer is by no means | happily, they are by far in the majority. 
to be condemned. To him we owe our; No suggestions will be deemed neces- 
present advanced state of the agricul-| sary in regard to grain-raising. All 
turist, both practically and intellectual- | farmers know that it must be done, and 
ly. It is he who has solved the intricate | all Enow how to do it, There isone sub- 
problems in agriculture, and has ex- | ject however that I wish to devote a
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little time to and that is, in regard to shambles, the rearing of calves becomes 

cattle on the farm. It is aforegonecon- | more and more a subject of importance 

clusion, that on every well-regulated | and worthy the attention of the farm- 

farm there must be stock for reasons | ers; besides the high prices paid for 

that are obvious. Through this medium | butter, cheese and milk, and the com- 

we keep our land from deteriorating, and paratively high price of feeding stuffs, } 

besides it is very remunerative. The | brings the subject even more promi- 4 

cattle industry is divided into two | nently before the people. 

great branches, to-wit: Dairy and beef,| Owing to the cheese industry, prin- 

or what is still more protitable, perhaps, | cipally, farmers have not given, and are 

both combined, if circumstances are | to day not giving, enough attention to 

favorable. In the selection of a suitable | the raising of calves. In order to bring 

breed of cattle, we must use the utmost | a large amount of milk to the factory, 

care. If we choose correctly, success will | the httle calves, at the tender age of 

crown our most sanguine expectations; | one or two weeks are hurried off to the 

if wrongly, stock-breeding will be a butcher, and that is the last ever seen 

failure. It wili not benecessary to here | of the pretty little creature. The ca- 

enumerate the points in which one breed | reer of what might have developed into 

excells another; suffice it to say that we | an excellent cow is thus cut off in tke 

have the special butter, cheese and beef | bud. The effect of this recklessness | 

breeds. must be apparent to all. The direct re- 

If any one wants to start out in any | sult is, that the average milk yield of : 

of these, he may choose accordingly. | our cows has been lowered, because not 

But right here arises a question that is | enough attention is given to improving | 

often, but seemingly unsatisfactorily | them, which can only be done by rais- | 

discussed. Is there no general-purpose | ing the calves from our best cows. 

cow? Science and theory say no; but | This carelessness on our part means 

experience whispers yes, to some ex- | less milk in the future, and consequent- 

tent. Let me say right here, however, | !y smaller receipts. Two requisites 

the latter is only true in the case of the | must be had in view in successful calf- 

general farmer, but not where any spe- raising—warm and comfortable quar- 

cial line of farming is followed. That | ters, and rich and nourishing food. 

the general-purpose cow has done her| As regards the former, we would say 

share in developing the dairy interests | that exposure to cold is injurious to the 

of the country there is no donbt what- | young animal, for which extra food is 

ever, and we should therefore give her little compensation, to say nothing of 

dae credit. Even to-day I know in- | the complaints that are induced by the 

stances—and not a few—where a herd | exposure of the body to low tempera- 

of such cows do as well as a herd of| ture. Even the liquid food should be 

any other breed. Still, it seems that | given warm, and, after the animal is 

the time has come when we must advo- | past the infantile stage, when putupon a 

cate a more systematic mode of dairy- | full bite of grass, it should not be out 

ing, and then, perhaps, it is more prof- | at early morning or late at night, till 

itable to invest in the special dairy cow. | balmy weather fairly sets in. One-half 

In order to have a cow, we must first | the food is often spent by the unfortu- 

have the calf; and indeed, a good thriv- | nate animal standing gazing and shiver- 

ing calf is half the cow. Here then | ing at the gate. 

we have one of the most important, 1f| Calves should either be tied up or 

not the most important subject in suc- | kept loose in stalls, and the calf-house 

cessful animal husbandry—a subject to | should be cleaned out every day and 

which the farmer cannot give too much | kept comfortable by dry litter. The 

attention. It may at first thought | house should also be fairly lighted and 

seem insignificant to many, for, indeed, | aired, as well as kept free from cold 

acalf in itself isan insignificant little | currents of air. Chilly draughts are 

animal; but when we stop to think that | more detrimental than an equal degree 

such a little being combines all the re- | of the same temperature in a still at- 

quisites which go to make the cow, its | mosphere. Why does an animal re- 

importance will suddenly dawn upon | quire food? First of all to maintain 

our minds. Again, owing to the in-| heat. All our domestic animals maio- 

creasing consumption of meat and tain an internal temperature of 100°, 

cheese, and the comparatively early age | and whether in winter or in summ2r, 

at which beasts are hurried to the! so longas health is perfect, there is bas
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little variation. An animal loses heat | of batter. It still contains the most 
in several ways. It is estimated that | valuable nutriment found in new milk 
5 per cent. of the total heat of the |—caseine. In practical feeding we find 
body is expended in cold wea her, in | that skim milk is nearly as valuable as 
warming the air taken into the lungs. | new milk, and, with a little care, ma: 
This means warm stable. Another | be made even more so. After the calf 
5 per cent. is expended in warming | has been fed upon new milk for three 
the food and drink up to the ordinary | or four weeks, skim milk may be grad- 
temperature of the body. This proves | ually introduced. It may be made as 
conclusively that the liquid food given | nutritions as the former by adding 
calves should be warmed. If an ani- | flax-seed gruel or any other food that 
mal gets chilled, it requires extra food | contains oil or fat, because the oil in 
to restore the normal temperature. | the milk has been taken from it in the 
Food is required to furnish the material | form of butter. 
for the growth of young animals, which Now, in regard to the ration. Prof, 
in some is very rapid, and requires | Stewart, in his excellent work on cattle- 
proportionately liberal feed. The ratio | feeding, after giving his ration for the 
of albuminoids, or muscle forming | calf, says: “That it should have its fill 
foods, to carb-hydrates, or fat-produc | two times a day.” This, as experience 
ing foods, of one of the former to four | has proven, is a mistake. A calf should 
of the latter, is good enough for grow- | never have all it wants. If it is given 
inganimals. Anothersubstance—phos- | all it will drink, its digestive organs will 
phate of lime—constitutes a large pro: | be impaired and instead of gaining it 
portion of the bones of animals, and | will lose flesh. A good ration is the 
this is especially needed by young ani | following: Begin with new milk, giv- 
mals in building up the skeleton; but | ing two quarts three times per day. 
inasmuch as all grains and grasses con- | Gradually increase this to eight quarts 
tain this among their mineral constitu- | until the calf is three weeks old. Then 
ents, it is not necessary to supply this | substitute skim milk; beginning with 
separately. eight quarts, increasing this quantity to 

We now come to the food required | twelve quarts by the time the animal is 
by the young calf. The food which | three months old. To make the skim 
naturally suggests itself first in the list | milk as nutritious as new milk, boil oil 
of such, is new milk. This is nature’s | meal in four times its bulk in water and 
food, and we must admit that it is the | mix this one with two parts of skim 
best. Nature provides, in this food for | milk, and feed blood-warm, During 
young life, every element required to | this time the little animal should be 
build the bones and extend the frame ! taught to eat grain A good feed may 
—to grow the muscles, tissues and | be made by mxing ground oats and 
nerves, and to round ont into lines of | bran in the following proportion: To 
beauty and harmony the whole animal. | one part of oats add two parts of bran 
To know the value of milk as a food, | and feed as much as it can digest. 
we must look into the combination of | It will be perceived that the oil-meal 
elements in it. The following is an | will make good the loss of the cream 
average of the composition of cow’s| in the milk. We have raised calves on 
milk. Cuseine, or flesh-formers, 4} per | this ration quite the equal of thuse run- 
cent., butter 4 per cent., milk sugur 4} | ning with their dam. Have made 
per cent, and water 87 per cent. 1t | calves gain 2% to 3 ibs. per day. In re- 
will be observed that milk is rich in | gard to the amount of liquid food given 
nitrogen, or muscle forming nutriment. | we must of course be guided by the 
It furthermore clearly shows the grest | season of the year. The above is a 
office performed by caseine in the | winter ration. In summer an extra al- 
growth of the young animal. It fur | lowance must be made for the heat; 
nishes the nitrogen in the formation of | for on hot days an animal will, of ne- 
the muscles, nerves, and brains and fur- | cessity, require more to drink than in 
nishes it in so soluble a form that itean | cold weather. 
reach every partof the body. We shall now consider the value of 

We shall next consider the value of | whey as a food for growing stock. Al- 
milk from which the batter, in form of | though it isan easy matter to raise a 
cream, has been taken—skim milk. | fine calf on milk deprived only of its 
‘This contains all the elements of new | cream, this single element being easily 
milk witb the exception of 4 per cent. ' supplied—the successful use of milk
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deprived of both cream and caseine, or | selection accordingly. Corn is the best 

cheese, leaving only whey, requires | food for cattle that are to be fattened; | 

much more skill and a knowledge of | and even for cows in milk a little will 

the composition of different foods. do no harm, but for calves it will never 

Sugar, one of the elements of whey, | do. 
is an important food, but only one—| As regards the feeding of calves, we 

and no animal can live upon sugar | have demonstrated, that, if it is impos- 

alone. Whey contains mostly mere | sible to feed new milk, skim milk may 

sugar of milk, although there is a trace | be successfully substituted by the addi- 

of caseine, a little solluble albumen and | tion of some food that will replace the 
phosphate of lime. The composition | cream. Furthermore, if it even should 
of whey is as follows: Water 93 per| be impossible to feed skim milk, then 

cent., milk sugar 5 per cent., 1 percent. | calves may be raised on water to which 

albuminious compounds and 1 per cent. | is added food that will replace the 

fat and mineral matter. We see then | caseine and the cream. We do not 
that whey has but little feeding value, | claim that as good calves can be raised 

and our advice is “don’t.” It is much | on water as on milk; but with care and 

better to feed pure water, and substitute | attention they can be raised to give sat- 
the cream and caseine with some other | isfaction. 
product. Ihave recently experimented| In closing I wish to emphasize, raise 
some in this direction, i. ¢., feeding | the calves. This becomes imperative, 

calves on water and substituting the fat | if we have in view the improvement of 

and caseine with some oil-meal. Iused| our cows. This, of course, every far- 

the Royal Calf Meal, and succeeded | mer wants todo. His aim is to possess 

quite well. Of course, care must be/| a herd of good cows, and with this end 
exercised to get the little animal used | in view he must raise the calves from 

to it. The best way to begin will be as | his best cows, for then he can always 

follows: Give the little calf new milk | expect better cows. By all means raise 
for the first two weeks of its life. For | the calves, if for no other purpose, for 

the next two weeks give new milk, | their own sake, so that they may for a 
morning and evening, and skim milk at | few years, at least, enjoy the beauties 

noon. The succeeding two weeks feed | and pleasures of this grand world of 
skim milk mornings and evenings, and | ours. 
meal and water " noon; and at the end 
of the sixth week get the calf entirely 
on the meal and ee good care a ee ee 
care has been taken, the little creature [By Ida E. Tilsen, West Salem Wis.] 

will have got fully accustomed to the| Longfellow’s poem commemorating 

feed and will make a good growth. In the birds of Killingworth, deserves 

addition to the water and meal, feed as | many a reperusal at the present time. 

much grain—oats and bran are best—as | Briefly told, the story is thas: One 

it will digest. Ido not claim that this | spring, Killingworth’s thrifty farmers, 

is the equal of milk to which is added | being surprised by an unusual number 

oil-meal, but those farmers who find is | of birds, and alarmed for their crops, 

impossible to feed milk would do well solemnly met in town-meeting to dis- 

to try the above way. A little moreex- | cuss matters. The case went against 

perimenting in this direction might yet | these lawless rovers over garden and 

show a better method than the above. | field. A price was set upon their heads 

Corn is ofcen recommended as a| and a ceaseless fusillade rang out, till 

good food for growing stock. Now, | the birds fell dead, or crept away woun- 

while this is excellent for grown up| ded, and their young perished by fam- 

stock, it should never be fed to calves,| ine. But with summer came myriads 

at least not before they are six months | of insects, far more destructive, and 

old. Corn is entirely too heating and | now no foe checked their march. Too 

fattening to be of aay use for young | late, the farmers saw their error, and 

calves. It contains nearly 9 per| repealed the cruel law. As the dead 

cent. of fat producing matter and only | come not back again te life, another 

1 per cent. of nitrogenous muscle-| spring by order of town-council, birds 

forming food. In the feeding of calves, | were gathered from all the ee 

we should be guided by the fact that around and, in a wagon, over-arched wit 

they must have principally muscle and | evergreens, upon whose branches hung 

bone-forming food, and must make our | wicker cages, were carefully convey-
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ed to Killingworth. Their nee able circumstances should excite our 

released, must have run in lines of | apprehension and win our pity, bat to 

burlesque and satire. them must be added barbarous and un- 

Beyond doubt ournative wild birds | necessary slaughter. 

ara threatened with extinction. Nat | Game laws, though they protect dur- 
uralists and poets, their special ob- | ing certain seasons of year, do not pre- 

servers and friends, a!l unite in saying | vent that indiscriminate butchery 
so. And one poetess writes; which often follows the termination of 

“ Though apple boughs are white with bloom, their restrictions. A fow ORES BEDs at 
An ‘ cowslips str the marshy mead, "| the robin roost in Kentucky and at the 
No little lovers build.their nests pigeon roosts in Wisconsin and 
On leafy limb aud swaying reed. New Mexico, greedy hunters 

‘The woods are hushed, no matins break bagged tens of thousands just 

Seen er a ae ior the meme delight of killing, saat : hen? quantities of game spoiling on their 
penis oes oe ro ne hands, and utterly wasted. Oa asmaller 
In my own vicinity, eight years 9g0, | scale, this useless sacrifice frequently 

quails, blue jays, cedar-birds, snow | attends ordinary hupting-expeditions. 
birds, chippies, larks, thrushes, wood-| The small boy with a gun does not lack 
orga blue birds, robins, orioles,scar- | cruel intention, only his poorer mark- 
let tanagers, wild canaries, and even sky | manship keeps him from committing as 
bobolinks were all numerous. much sin. When grains and small fraits 

Most of these kinds nested upon my | gre ripening, and birds make an effort 
father’s farm. Few of them are now | to get their share, mistaken farmers 

seen about the dwelling or yard, and | bring out their old muskets and blaze 
a wooded pasture, their favorite home, | away. 
is but thinly inhabited. We are reduc Some thousands of feathered creatur- 
ed to bold blackbirds and semi domes: | es are annually killed to make orni- 
tic barn swallows, and promised English | thological museums, and eggs are 
sparrows. The destruction of our feath- | gathered for the same purpose. Law 
ered friends has been so ruthless, it is | and taxation might wisely regulate this, 

estimated that if it stopped now, a cen-| and restrict coilections to those of 
tury would hardly restore the birds to | assured worth and usefulness. Will the 
their number ten years (60. Sarely a| undirected, desultory gathering of eggs, 

worse than Kullingworth’s massacre is | now fashionuble among children, im- 
here. prove their minds more than auy other 

Its causes are not hidden, nor agents | sport? Science, to be worthy of its 
unknown. A yearly settlement and cul- | name, should do nothing inconsiderately. 
tivation of new lands, makes constant | An embryo or dead bird is only valuable 
encroachment upon their chosen haunts. | anatomically. Bird nature and bird 
Larks, plovers, quails, and all birds| ways are only learned from living 
nesting on the ground, find the break- | specimens. It is asserted Thorean never 
ing- ploughes furrow their writ of evic-| used a gun and never killed a bird. 
tion, for our meadows, which might an- | He made his wonderful studies of sen- 
swer, are so often changed in rotation of | tient life by aid of a field-glass, 
crops, that the home-loving birds have | when objects were not near enough to 
no abiding place and form no attach- | be seen by his unaided eye. Surely an 
ments. Red-winged and yellow-headed | example of “the wisdom that is first 
blackbirds and others  freqnenting | pure, then peaceable.” Ada Murie Peck 
marshy places, behold them gradually | aud Olive Thorne Miller, are well 
drained and reclaimed. As our forests | versed in bird love. I am ignorant 
are rapidly filled, the very homes of | whether they prize slain birds for pur- 
many species are taken from over their | poses of examination, but the whole 
heads, exposing them to the weather | tenor of their writings is contrary to 
and their enemies. How heavy is the | such a supposition. 
aggregate destruction by light-houses,| Woman, ever before supposed tender 
electric and other lights, which inno-| and compassionate, has, nevertheless, 
cently become decoys. The well-nigh | occasioned and sanctioned the most 
invisible telegraph and telephone lines | cruel and greatest destruction of feather- 
have hurt more birds in unheeding | ed species. We may congratulate our- 
flight, than the wire fonces have injur-| selves that an earnest crusade has 
ed stock. These natural and uncontroll- begun against the thoughtless fashion
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of adorning bonnets and dresses with | caterpillars. Other and older ccun- 

bird skins and wings, though not less | tries afford similar testimony. An En- ’ 

than 5,000,000 birds were last year kill- | glish farmer destroyed some 10,000 j 

ed for millinery purposes. This does not | small birds in one season, and yet had 

include young ones starved, nor eggs | crops below the average of his neigh- 

spoiled. A prominent naturlist wrote borhood. Some years ago, France and ‘ 

me a letter, describing scenes, he wit- Germany were over-run with sportsmen, 

nessed while traveling in Mexico and | as this country is at present. Birds and 

Texas the past summer. For instance, | crops diminished together, till those 

in one night, plumage hunters with | governments intervened, and, by gener- 

clubs, killed 500 brown pelicans | al, stringent laws, saved the farmer's 

sitting on their nests. The next day he | best friends. Instead of following a 

went to the spot, and saw and counted | bitter experience to its very end, can we 

their carcases strewed about, only a | not learn wisdom from our predecessors | 

small portioa on the breast of each | on the same road? Farmers are better 

being desired or taken. A single village | aware than most people, how close the 

and district on Long Island sent, in | fight for possession of our earth is, be- 

four months, 70,000 skins to taxider- | tween man and insects. Individually 

mists. Daring one month, 1,000,000 | he is larger, numerically they are 

rails and other birds were taken in the | stronger, and their quickness, persis- 

vicinity of Philadelphia and marketed | tence, and prolificness have an inverse 

there. One auction store at London | ratio to size. As you are doubtless 

sold 700,000 South Americen birds in four | aware, Audubon, Wilson, Edwards, 

months. Naturalists, hunters and deal | Forbes, Lintmer, King, Weed, and many 

ers assure us that these figures are but | other authorities, unitedly affirm, birds 

examples of the slaughter going on | annually destroy insects to a number 

throughout our country. Many such inexpreasible by figures, and are nature’s 

statements must have met your eyes. | force for “preserving the balance of 

One street-car, in New York city, was | power.” As high as fifty worms have 

recently reviewed by an ornithologist, | been found within a bird’s crop. A 

who reports as follows. Thirteen pass- | pair of thrushes were seen to carry their 

engers were women, eleven of whom | young over 100 insects in an hour. 

wore birds on their hats. We counted | Prof. C. V. Riley, entomologist, U. 8. 

twenty six birds in all, two women Agricultural Department, lately issued 

having as high as seven little birds | a bulletin showing that kerosene, cold 

each, in one case making 8 solid square | water, and various insecticides have 

foot of this hidious ornamentation. In | been over-estimated. 1 have found py- 

one Sabbath school of fifty four per- | retheum and hellebore not always doing 

sons, I found the hats of fifteen girls | their work. Paris green and London 

and that of one prominent lady teacher | purple are poisoning the land, and have 

decorated with wings. Unfortunately, | already thinned the ranks of our friend- 

the kinds demanded, are our most use- | ly toads. If our birds were all destroy- 

ful and beautiful birds. ed, is it not probable that this country 

Meanwhile, field crops have been suf- | would speedily become a desert? The 

fering from an increase of insects, at no spider family then would be our best 

time more noticeable than the present. | and almost only hope. “Killing two 

It is estimated these pests yearly destroy | birds with one stone,” an expression 

in the United States more than doubleall | traced to the dark ages of thin settle- 

we export of wheat. Such aloss makes | ments, thick forests, and denser igno- 

pbreadstuffs scarcer and higher priced | rance, better be relegated there. 

for all. One-half the apple crop is gen- But the value of some birds is dis- 

erally ruined, and some orchardists con- | puted. Blackbirds and blue jays, how- 

sider it ineffectual to plant more trees, | ever, have many friends; there seems a 

till stringent measures are taken for | tie on bobolinks. English sparrows, 

protecting their feathered allies. Wis- | with cow buntings and shrikes, are res- 

consin shade trees are being defoliated, pectively accused of assault, theft, and 

and even our woods assailed, an expe- | murder, with relation to swallows, pe- 

rience already old in Iowa and Illinois. | wees, wrens, chippies, and other peace- 

‘A beautiful and natural poplar grove on | able, industrious tribes. Such miscre- 

my father’s farm, was, last year, nearly | ants might be killed, and the ‘the sur- 

destroyed by leaf-rollers. Many oaks vival of the fittest, thus expedited. It 

and butternuts there are infested with ' is respectfully suggested that ornitholo-
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gists with due diligence hasten to settle | into compartments. What occupies one 
every point decisively, as the United paver yore pad the whole. Hum- 
States entomologist has done by giving | ming-birds and red-birds are not merely 
his public verdict against English spar- | killed, but skinned alive that their 
rows, which, therefore, may go upon | plumage may retain more lustre. A 
our bonnets, or anywhere away from | tender regard for life need not betoken 
our gardens and better birds. On | effeminacy. President Grant, statesman 
small fruit-growers, too, rests the heavi- | and general, with a healthy admiration 

est portion of bird support, from their | for fine stock, disliked the cruelty of 
produce is taken the largest toll. But, | what is called sport. When the late 
after thorough investigation, it is decid- | Mr. Forster, member of parliament and 
ed that even robins and cedar birds, by | secretary, conspicuous among leading 
their destruction of insects, more than | statesmen of Europe, was asked wheth- 

pay for what froit they eat. Necessity, | er he ever diverted himself with shoot- 
already mother of a mighty family, will | ing, he answered indignantly: “I have 
surely produce some invention to pre- | never killed a fellow-creature for amuse- 

serve ripening fruit from birds, at this | ment.” There are at present so many 

one time when their company is unde- | games and implements, little excuse re- 
sirable. Nettings have been successful- | mains for hunting the innocent and 
ly used. An acquaintance hung a bell | pretty game of our small woods. 
among his cherry trees, an occasional | The continued use of birds in milli- 

ringing of which, substantially saved | nery, may hinder reforms in which wo- 
his crop. | ae are vitally concerned. Already 

After leaving economic grounds, with | intemperate men plead woman’ pet 
their far reaching scope, still higher | adornment, with its involvement of sel- 
points of view present themselves. Our | fishness and wastefulness, as an offset 
summer joys, our «esthetic development, | to their own pet potations with similar 
our poetry, largely depend on bird life. | concomitants. A wine-maker’s journal, 
Has ever instrument of man equaled | published in New York, made an ex- 
sweet music of lark, thrush, and mock- | tended argument on such premises, in 
ing-bird? Ifthe songsters were anni- | an article which met my eye. 
hilated, and their free concerts forever Some wings, stuffed specimens, etc., 

done, would the bellowings of hungry | purchased by me for decorative pur- 
herds and the hurdy-gurdies of locust | poses, now cause regret at every sight, 
and grasshoppers compensate? How | though I keep them in the spare cham- 
much the eye would lose, that delights | ber where I wont often see them So, 

in grace of motion and figure and in | I believe no true woman, having once 

delicacy and vividness of color! What | had her serious attention directed to 
a blank in art and literature! The | this barbarity, will then become an ally 
dead birds used for millinery purposes | of bird butchers. Like many another 
are lusterless or colored, minus legs, | wrong, it has been a thoughtless and un- 

and otherwise mutilated, with cheap, | conscious one. Perhaps our sensibili- 

staring eyes and unnatural, sprawling | ties have been dulled by the continual 
positions, surely as poor and unaccepta- | slaughter of other creatures, going on 

ble a travesty on nature and real art as around us, a necessary accompaniment 

are cheap chromos and dauby paintings. | of modern life. The world is crowded, 
A prominent argument in favor of | and the inferior creation must yield us 

bird protection, is the general damage | food and clothing, strength and comfort. 
to national character arising from disre- | However, we raise more beeves, sheep, 
gard of life. Death’s awful change only | poultry, and silk worms, and in far bet- 
God understands. Life, even in its | ter condition than characterizes a wild 

lowest forms, He alone can give. Do/| state. To acertain extent, we ourselves 

children have reverence for these sol- | provide that we consume, and thereby 

emn mysteries, and will they show | gain an added right in its use. The 
mercy to the aged, poor, and sick, when | principal fur-bearing animals, too, stand 
parents contradict gentle teachings by on a different and lower plane from our 

inconsistent actions? The boy who | feathered friends. The fox pounces 
kills for pleasure, will not make the | upon wild turkeys, partridges and 

best type of man, because it is impossi- | pheasants, in their nests. He likes to 
ble to be cruel or even inconsiderate in | visit the farm yard in search of poultry 

one line, and not be selfish in other | and eggs. Lynxes and martens even 
directions. Character is not divided ' climb trees in pursuit of birds; the
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mink feeds largely on marsh birds, and “Osisters, let our protest rings. ian 

mink foods ive depredator in the poul- | rat ietrhonsiesthe sperto='s fall, = 
try-yara. When in them, naturalists ‘Shall ask theslain birds at our bands. 

pe sone Pagar ene to oie : | 

such tricks, mercy will become our duty, s | 

though what — to warmth a mana: ; 

comfort can ever precedence o! 
| 

Ghat which is decorative only. ‘There | ,, MOt* $! BA time “are en | 

ee a substitutes for birds Bg familiar with the aim and object of this 

millinery. Silk pompons and ostrio} | present gathering, yet I may be allowed 

plumes are € aed. 8 are | to add a few words for explanation, in 

carefully and tenderly i Serond order to preclude any possible high ex- 

plucking is probably no more painful tations, to falfill which was originally 

than the shoeing of a horse. The beau- Ree cacadea 

tifal feather bands, manufactured from | ""To) "Several years past movements 

altry down, involve no additional | ty ve been afoot in this state to secure 

fies of life, but utilize another product capone: incipient and inexperienced: 

of creatures destined for food. farmers a better agricultural education. 

To save and restore our birds, con- | In the last legislature our law makers 

cert of action is needed. They will be could not come to an agreement on this 

relieved from long flights under a mid- | point, yet they felt that they had te do 

day sun, if some trees are leit when something for us farmers, and appropri- 

clearing land, snd others set along ated a sum of money, for the purpose 

streets and line fences. The choke: | of holding a number of farmers’ meet- 

cherry and black cherry are especially ings in the state (these so-called Far~ 

beloved. Wild animals go with the soil. mers’ Institute), the expenses of which 

‘A farmer can claim as his property, the | are to be covered by the sum appropri- 

birds nesting on his trees, and obtain | ated. 

legal redress from hunters who, without ‘Already more than forty years ago, 

permission, start and catch, within his | similar agricultural meetings were call- 

domain, other game than noxious beasts | ed into life by the governments of 

of prey, like wolvesand foxes. Atleast | some countries in Europe: they howev- 

Towa, New York, and New Jersey have | er were by no means considered and 

new and special laws for bird protection. calculated to serve as substitutes for ; 

More stringent regulations are proposed | institutions of learning, in which young 

in Wisconsin. A list, distinguishing | farmers are to be trained and educated > 

valuable from injurious birds, is conspic- | but some competent person, well versed 

uously posted in each French commune, | in higher agriculture (called also an ag- 

as a guide to sportsmen, and the rudi- ricultural missionary) was sent to vari- 

ments of zoology are required taught | ous parts of the state, for the purpose 

by her primary schools. Parents and | of holding discussionsand consultations 

instructors everywhere have a duty and on such topics in which the farmers of 

an opportunity to educate children in that special locality needed enlighten- 

gentleness and refinement. The Amer- | ment and instruction. A great deal of 

ican press is doing a gratuitous and no- | benefit to those farmers has been deriv- 

ble work for birds. The Anti-Plumage ‘ed from such meetings. Now it cannot 

League, of London, and Audubon So- | be denied, that for our young, inexperi- 

ciety, in New York are active. Branch enced farmers the instructive influence 

organizations are multiplying, a recent of our Farmers’ Institutes is of compar- 

addition to their number being at Des | jtively little value, inasmuch as their 

Moines, and headed by the governor’s | ideas of rational farming as & whole, are 

wife. Queen Victoria, Princess Chris- | necessarily as yet very loose, vague and 

tian and Lady Mount Temple frown | incoherent. On the other side, howev- 

upon the use of bird plumage. a | er, these Farmers’ Institutes are well 

woman, indeed, as chief cause of bird | adapted to awaken with us older farmers 

destruction, rests the duty of righting | thoughts and ideas which perhaps have 

this wrong. As long as demand contin- | Jong been slumbering in our minds, and 

nes for bird wings, law will be evaded, | which ere aroused into active execution 

and supplies willcome. Oaly fashion’s | by these occasions. 

disapprobation can save our birds. | Notwithstanding the fact thatthe mar 
As the same poetess entreats— | jority of our farmers have an invincible
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dread and aversion to all innovations, | not be quite familier with them. The 

and although there is much truth in the | most important instrument in tilling 

old adage: “What iittle Hans has not | the soil, is the plow; and those con- 

learned, big Hans will learn nevermore ;” structed in this country 

yet this should not deter us from bring- | are as yet unsurpassed by any 

ing before them by word and deed, such | manufactured in foreign countries. 

things as have been acknowledged good But Lam positive in my belief, that 

and useful,and for this our Farmers’ In- | there is many a farmer who still lacks 

stitutes offer an admirable opportunity. | the knowledge and skill of properly and 

And if it is only one little grain that | correctly applying it. To be able to 

fiuds a fruitful soil with the one or the | plow a uniform, perfectly straight fur- 

other, in the course of time, with profit: | row is only a mechanical accomplish- 

able application, more aud more grains | ment, which every one who has a little 

will begin to take root, and you know | spunk in him, can easily acquire. But 

many grains in due time make bushels. whether he that is able to do this can 

In many of the Farmers’ Institutes | be called agood ploughman and whether 

held heretofore, as well as in many | he has a correct understanding of the 

agricultural periodicals, we have been | work of ploughing, is very questionable. 

ascustomed to hear glowing accounts of | How many nicely plowed fields do we 

extraordinary crops, yielded by one | see, that are afterward covered with the 

product or the other, of fabulous results | poorest of crops, choked by weeds and 

obtamed in one branch of stock-raising | speckled by stagnant water. He who 

or the other, of wonderfully remunera- | makes a claim to be a good plowman, 

tive products of the dairy, etc. But | and to have a correct understanding of 

what factors and circumstances have | the work, must be able to j udge of the 

contributed to bring about such most physical properties of the soil, he must 

favoruble results, we are informed in | know how and when the plow must be 

but too small a degree, as to render | applied; he has to take into consider- 

immediate imitation recommendable. | ation the proper time aud weather; he 

I am of the opinion that certain doubts | must know how to treat the manure in 

are not unjustitiable, whether a person | its different forms with the plow, so as 

that reports such prodigious results, is | to make it easily accessable to the plants 

in fact a good farmer. We all know | and to secure an even uniform groth 

that instances are by no means rare, | of the crops. Some of the most import- 

where a farmer comes home from an | ant rules for plowing are as follows: 5 

agricultural fair, richly rewarded with | Immediately before seeding never plow 

prizes, because he has exhibited some deep. Soil brought up from deep down 

big potatoes and turaips, or a bushel of | is not congenial to young plants; they 

well cleansed, perhaps hand-picked | grow and are developed only scantily 

grain; while his fields at home present | for a long time, and recuperate only 

a scanty, poor appearance. Perhaps he when it is too late for the formation of 

has also exhibited a few heads of well- | kernels. Rust and rare-ripe kernels are 

kept and well-cared-for animals, while | not unfrequently the result. In the 

at home the rest of his live stock ishalf | shallow furrow however the young 

starving and not worth looking at. plants enjoy themselves better, devel- 

Such a farmer does not deserve | ope quicker, and are better able to keep 

prizes, on the contrary he should be | down the weeds; andif by this means 

punished for such 1aalpractices. It | the time for an early harvest is acceler- 

would not be amiss perhaps, in order to | ated only for a few days, much is gain- 

prevent such humbug, to have in every ed already. if time and circumstances 

county acommittee of competent men | permit, the surface of the newly sown 

examine the farms, and the best kept | field should be pressed together with a 

and best regulated ones to be awarded roller that is not too heavy; the seed 

with premiums out of the state treasury. | will then sprout sooner and stand more 

A proper, judicious tillage of the | uniform, Manure should be plowed 

soil is one cf the foremost requirements | under as shallow as possible, especially 

to secure a good’ crop, of whatever | on porous, pervious subsoil. He who 

name and nature it may be. wishes to deepen the surface mould, 

Therefore we should above ail devote | should do this before winter, but never 

our first attention to this matter, and|in the spring. Should a field after 

in the following I will proceed to give | plowing become hard and compact 

some practical hints to those who may through length of time or weather it
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cannot absorb the fertilizing substances | detailed discussion on these subjects are 
contained in the atmosphere; therefore | the smaller farmers’ clubs and meetings. 
itis wellin such cases to render the; On the Institutes held heretofore a 
soil again susceptible for them either | number of farmers have advanced the 
by the plow or some other instrument. | opinion, that mixed Soap ag the 

A plow which Jays down the furrows | ™0st recommendable, aud I fully agree 

to itv obeeonabi, The torowe | yuntbon, Bat raat smined ming’ ou. ve a ribbed form. it can oat : 
be done, the furrows should be given | drw the greatest possible profits from 
sah es a oe raising. But all ‘thie mires &@ much 

nee mae Pe erect xr cae knowledge, akiland science in ever allowing | 8 mn by it; » . 

and where iis posible let the plowing | fmer, than whero farming embrics 
aan a aie A peretianed farms that are yet in the first stages of 

always be kept lemmas tone: weeds, if developement aud culture (and the 
no water is allowed to stagnate on it, | Sater part of ourstate can be included 
and the less weeds there are we know | 1 them) mixed farming has so far been 

the easier and quicker the harvesting | [5 SY Decomea our tack to subject t0:& — ant © more paying 18 | closer examination all the experiences 
a which we have made in the past, and to 

It grain crops are to follow on clover | adopt into our system, what is most 
or grass land, it should be plowed shal: | suitable and adequate to our condition, 
low in the fall, in order to quicken the | climate, weather, and soil. And since 
eee Sore or grass | many of a farmers still deak the 

ie arrow. i! i requisite knowledge of the soils, and 
The fertilizing substances produced | are sadly ignorant of the proper mode 

thereby are of easier access to the | of preparing the different varieties, and 
young plants next spring and favor a | besides do not have a rotation of crops 

<i Gece Gad Hane tied Talk to | desl hen eamentenieasnentaneenenees and grass is all has contribu at the great 
Seowed deeper, and an setae thor- | possible yields of their farms have not 
ough manuring is very desirable. been reached by a great many, and yet 
ey after prt a ned can | none of them at admit to have made 

plowed easier, than if allowed some | mistakes. All failures are ascribed to 
time to dry out. "Tt we wish to destroy | other causes, except to ones’ self, for 
weeds, we must plow as shallow as pos- | everybody claims to be the infallible 
sible, but only at such times, when the | prophet. A great part of our preseut 
sun has sufficient power thoroughly to | farmer generation has grown up, imbued 
oad = to ayy up pase se ey fe: = —_ = old a = to - 

w. But some time before plowing for | isfy the self-interesteiness of paren’ 
seeding, the surface should be well | the sons were never.allowed to leave the 
dragged. He who wishes to plow the | home clod; bence he must be a bright, 
the stubble field but once before winter, | clever boy, who will ever succeed in ac- 
should plow under the weeds as deep | quiring a knowledge of his vocation, 
as possible, i Sen ee can make their oe to —_ of his a 3 . 
appearance when the young, growing ‘or several years past, the prices oi 
crops of next spring are already well | our farm products have not only been 
started and able to check the | deteriorating to an alarming extent, but 
growth of weeds. I take occasion here, | the prospects are such, as to warrant no 
again to advise another sure method | expection of a bettering up for the near 
for the destruction of weeds, which is, | fature. Exceptions will be only tran- 
to bring the fields to such a state of | sient and of short duration. But what 
fertility that the growing crops choke shall we do meanwhile, in order that 
the wood But time aoe not — ne inoue sey as a mee degree 
further to discourse on this subject of satisfaction e first place, we 
therefore refer to your kind considera: | must learn more and more, as above 
pe my — ———— on mess = draw a —_ 

wing and app ion of manure, | pro m. every branch of mix 
that were published last spring in sev- | farming, and secondly to limit those of 
eral periodicals, A fit place fora more ‘ our wants, that are not absolutely nec- 

.
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essary for life. For us farmers there is | one, which is treated step-motherly, 
no use in striking, and the strikes in | brings neither straw nor kernels. 
other occupations only help much to| The farmer himself can help a great 
make our own situation still worse.| deal toward securing a uniform and 
Even our government treats us in a/ even standing of his crops, especially 
step-motherly way. Now and then a| when he understands it to bring the 
crumb is thrown to us, to stop our clam- | grain crops, food crops and stock rais- 
or, but that there is need of broadening | ing into proper relative proportions. 
the knowledge of our vocation nobody | But above all it is enhanced by a regu- 
seems to comprehend or care about. lar rotation of crops. But what is a 

= change or rotation of crops? Itis a 
The smaller a farm the less advisable period of time comprising the number 

it is for its owner to expend considera- | of years that must elapse before clover 
ble means for the acquirement of addi- | js to be sown again on the same field, 
tional agricultural knowledge. Butthe | One and the same rotation is not suita- 

larger the farm, the greater are the op- | ble to the same kind of soil; but the cir- 
portunities for a farmer of more than | enit must be adapted to the soil and the 
ordinary agricultural education, to turn | marketing facilites. The more capable 
into use his higher knowledge, and de | g soil is for clover, the narrower may 

rive the greater profit from it. For the | be the limits of the cireuit; but with 
former it must be sufficient once in | jess capability for clover the stages of 
awhile to look over the fence into the the circuit must increase in time. 
doings of an intelligent neighbor; but | For the purpose of giving a presenta- 
for the latter, the knowledge acquired | tion of a regular rotation of crops, I 

beyond the mere practical, will certain- | have exhibited here the map of a farm, 
ly be a source of much profit. For this | accompanied by schedule and statistical 

purpose we must provide an education | tables belonging thereto. Thisseven-tield 
for our young generation of farmers by | or seven-year circuit has been executed 
which theoratical and practical agricul-| with success since the year 1869, and 

ral knowledge can be gained, cand it is has given no cause of making essential 

the duty of the state to provide for it. | siterations, as the yield of the fields for 
And thirdly,while we have to depend up-| , number of years has been greater 

on oursoil, we must also take the greatest | than at the time when the soil was still 
care that our soil can depend upon us. | in its original freshness. In examin- 
The science of the soils is therefore of the | ing the statistical tables of the map, it 
utmost importance to a farmer. The may perhaps appear to you that too lit- 
different kinds of soil need a different | t19 ‘has been harvested; but this is not 
mode of cultivation and tillage. If a) the case. The crops show & move uni- 

certain crop does especially well on one | form yield and satisfy pretty high 

kind of soil, we may give to that crop | ¢jaims; the soil has become Jess and less 
the preference on it, but we must not | weeded, and as, in this case, it has be- 
expect the same good results from | gome more produetive, crops requiring 
soil which is less congenial to that crop. | greater strength of soil may yet be in- 

But let no farmer be tempted by the | gerted into the circuit with impunity. 
good looks of a crop while growing, | Such a regulated rotation nevertheless 
continually repeat to raise it on the | sliows a great deal of play room, which 

same field; for the good condition may gives to the farmer ample opportunity 

have been the result of other favorable | 5, ytilize his knowledge and highten 
influences; it may have a bribing 4p-| the yields. Each kind of crop has, as 
pearance and yet not unfrequently will | j, were, its own peculiar soil, in which 

yield much straw and few kernels. | it can be brought to its highest state of 
The strength of the soil is wasted by perfection without great exertions. 
too frequent repetition of crops, with- | Just so each crop has a soil not at all 

out any profit whatever. It isa mistake | adapted to it, in which it can be pro- 
to raise a crop on a soil, which it can| duced only under the most favorable 
produce only with abundant manure. | cireumstances and with more than due 
It is also wrong in farmers to apply | application of manure. From this we 
abundant manure to one part of the} are to draw some most important con- 
fields, and let the other part starve. It| cinsions: Ist. A crop needs more or 

not unfrequently happens that the one | jess manure in proportion as the soil in 

field, from its exuberance, yields much | which it grows is more or less congenial 
straw and few kernels, while the other! to it, 9d. Its yield is less in proportion 

.
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as it is raised in places unfavorable to | come in contact with him, to work with 
its navare, or where it does not belong, | a will, producing very different results 
and that are not congenial to it. This | from the same work done by compulsion 
is a rule of utmost importance to us | while, in constant companionship with 
farmers. his faithful friends (the older ones win- 

It is true that in agriculture much | ning added respect as their value is 
ean be accomplished by forcible means | reslized, the young ones, from the very 
and great expenses, that nature in itself | care they make him, becoming objects 
does not favor, but this is seldom done | of tender interest) the years devoted to 
with profit and impunity. dairy farming will pass more rapidly 

If we follow the course indicated by | than those of auy other years of his life 
nature as near as possible, and evince | and he will tind himself asking for more 
as little as possible desire of deviating | time and strength to devote to it, his 
from it, or mastering nature, we sail | great danger lying in the fact that his 
with the wind, and beat tbe surest, easi- ambition carries him unconsciously into 
est and shortest way to success. | excessive labor that benumbs his think- 

— ing faculties, forgetting until reminded 
Dairying Made Successfal. | by an ache here and there, that he can- 

(By Mrs. E. 8. Robinson, Viroqua.) |not make brains and hands work suc- 
Dairying as carried on at tue present cessfully at the same time. Work, 

day is one of the most important and | steady faithfal work, with head and 
successful branches of farming. By the | hands and heart, is the key to success in 
system of cropping without fertilizing, | dairying. We must throw ourselves 
as pursued on most grain farms, the | into the fight with well-considered judg- 
robbery is very apparent to the beholder | ment. We must know that why those 
in every thing—in the fields, the build- | in other kinds of business succeed is 
ings and fences—even the man himself } Sit they take advantage of every cir- 
has a “don’t you come near me” air, | cumstance that can be brought to favor 
while the poor, half-frightened cow | Som We kuow that it is only in ex- 
who stealthily makes her way over, | cessive production, in the greatest ecom- 
under or through the apologetic fences, | omy and in the utmost activity of ex- 
is ever on the alert for the dog or beat- | change that the possibility of great suc- 
ing that is sure to follow her every at- cess lies and the farmer must not only 
tempt to get a fresh bite of the growing work with all his mind and ail his 
grain or her living in anything but a strength, but he must work for the love 
starved pasture. Contrast her with | of money and as only the love of money 
your dairy neighbor’s cows, that stand can make him work. In manufactures 
knee deep in clover lazily chewing their | the helpless men have become the oper- 
cuds in a “don’t care whether fool | atives, in trade they are the broken 
keeps or not” manner. You approach | down clerks, in farming they are the 
them, put your hand on one, she turns | hand to mouth farmers who count for 
her great eyes toward you and seems to | just so much as their labor is worth and 
say, “If you want to goby me youmust | no more. We cau do nothing for them 
turn out yourself I am immovable. I | but try to help them to sufficient energy 
am petted, caressed and catered to like to wake up and help themselves. The 
the very queen. Iam of thisdomain at | time is not far distant I hope when 
least, and for all this I give you in re- | those women who are now suffering 
turn veal, butter and cheese, and I | from wasted energies by monotonons 
finally yield up my whole body for beef. | toil at the needle will awake to the fact 
The result of her work is everywhere | that they should have just as good an 
visible. In the rich fields, the substan- education for the practical affairs of life 
tial buildings and fences. She sup- | as 2 man has and will take up this work 
ports a home wherein her owner, as a | of dairying as the most profitable and 
practical farmer has expressed it, ‘‘takes | and healthful of any they can engage in. 
more comfort to the square inch than | The history of nearly every patriotic 
any Wall Street operator or bloated | state in the Union abound in incidents 
bond-holder.” A home where, if his | of young women who during the rebel- 
heart is in his work, the man with a lion usurped by necessity the rights of 
trained mind and skilled hands will | fathers, husbands or brothers who were 
banish all drudgery, one whose enthusi- | at the front, and not only directed the 
asm will surmount all difficulties and | operations of the farm but carried on 
who will inspire his help and all that the various processes in person, and the
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cases are not rare here in the west of | per that for the money will be cheapest 

women now managing and cultivating | materialto behad. Have closely fitting 

farms as a pursuit more agreeable to | windows to admit sunlight and provide 

them than in-door employments, and | good ventilation sume say, though I’ve 

taking into consideration the machinery | never found any trouble with bad air 

by which farming is now carried on, the | during most of our winter weather. I 

comparatively slight amount of severe | would give them bedding of straw, knee 

manual labor requisite and which can be | deep on cold nights, and would feed 

hired for the emergencies makes the | them to their fullest capacity for butter 

labor less severe than that of many other | yielding but the instant you pass that 

trades. Our climate is a pretty tough | point the loss begins, not only in waste 

one but like every other brave enemy so | of food but in actual damage to the cow. 

often a friend in disguise the only way | Only the most careful and intelligent 

to conquer it is to meet it boldly. None | help should be allowed to do this work. 

suffer so little from the weather as those | The water should be kept fresh in wind- 

who are out in it every day and all day. | mill tanks and they should be induced 

The great danger is in staying in the | to drink all that its possible to. It 

house by the stoves and hot-air register should be warmed in winter as the in- 

and not out in the east wind or north- | fluence of drinking ice cold water is 

east snow storm. The successful farmer | lasting and many fine cows have been 

of to-day has learned that he cannot | ruined in that way. A draught of it in 

compete with the cheaper lands west of | winter cuts short the milk yield from 1 

us. He cannot grow beef as cheaply as | to 2 pints. 
it can be raised on the great grass ranges A not less important work is to get 

of Texas, Colorado and Kansas and so | good milkers—intelligent workers with 

he has turned his attention to dairying | their eyes and ears open, who put them- 

and to producing animals that will give | selves right in sympathy with their cows 

him twice the butter that his scrub cows | thereby gaining their confidence and 

do. When such cows as Jersey Belle, | the last dropof milkinthem. It should 

Earotas and Mary Anne each give their | be strained as soon as possible through 

owners from twenty-two to thirty-six | a fine wire strainer covered with double 

pounds in one week, one on pasture and | dairy muslin into tall slim cans. The 

five pounds of ground oats daily, while | object being to bring as much surface of 

the highest grain feed of Eurotas was | the warm milk to the cold water as pos- 

only eight quarts for any one day during sible. It should remain in the cold 

her whole year. These and over 1,000 | water twelve hours then skimmed and 

Jersey cows that have been tested and | thecream ripened forchurning. Ripen- 

found to produce from fourteen to forty- | ing the creamis one of the most import- 

six pounds of butter in seven days, the | ant ard troublesome operations of but- 

most of them on moderate feed and not | ter making. By the old way of setting 

on the high pressure plan of risking the | in open pans the cream often remains 

life of the cow, ought to convince us | on the milk too long and then again is 

of the wisdom of the man who turns his | skimmed toosoon. Nomatter how hard 

attention from growing beef to dairying. you try, this variable climate will upset 

Mr. Sibley, of Penn, says that he has | ali your calculations, some of the cream 

some poor cows in his herd, but that no | will be just ripe enough to churn, when 

man can pick out of it two cows that | you skim itsome notripe enough. You 

cannot make over 365 pounds of butter | must either let some get too ripe or lose 

in one year, and that any herd of average much of that not ripe enough, so that by 

excellence can do as much or more. | standing over it constantly one could 

None of us can obtain such cows at once, not make a tub of butter of uniform 

perhaps, but any of us can place at the | quality, and it is just here that creamery 

head of our herds of the best native | butter gets ahead of the dairy make by 

‘cows an animal from a family of excep- | the open pan system, by the submerged 

tionally rich milkers that will transmit | way the cream is dipped off sweet and 

the excellencies of his dam to his off- | cold of even consistency, not leathery 

spring. In this way we can by selecting | and tough, then set away in a cool place 

cows that are free milkers and that hold | until enough has accumulated for a 

out well before drying up obtain | churning, then all warmed and ripened 

most valuable herds. In winter I | together. For ripening, a cream closet 

provide them with warm quarters | can be made with little trouble that will 

made of boards, battings and tarred pa- ‘ be an immense help. It can be made
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13 inches square on the inside and about | prosperity leads to indifference and that 
5} feet high with close fitting door the | only the most faithful work will answer 
whole length, with 16 inches from the | for dairying. 
bottom to the first shelf. In the bot- Careful attention to another point 
tom place a can of hot water, on the shelf | will save labor and make better butter 
above the pail of cream that has pre-| if you stop the churn as soon as the 
viously been warmed up toa little higher | particles of butter have formed about 
temperature than that desired forchurn- | the size of wheat kernels. You can 
ing, doing it by gradually making the | then «raw off the butter milk and wash 
water warmer in a large dishpan in | it so thoroughly that it wil! require very 
which sets the pail of cream. When it | little strength to work it if it is neces- 
is warmed way through the warm water | sary or desirable to work it at all. I 
beneath it will keep it just about right | wash twice with cold, salt brine, then 
for the twenty-four hours it must stay | float in a weak brine of about 55 degrees 
there to ripen. fora few moments. If not particular 

You must not forget to stir it fre- | abont the temperature of the last wash- 
quently until it gets warmed through as | ing the butter will be too cold to make 
cream is avery poor conductor of heat | together conveniently and make it diffi- 
and it must ripen evenly or it will not | cuit to handle. When you bave drained 
all come to butter at the sametime. As | it thoroughly sift over it a half ounce of 
soon as it showssigns of acidity putit in | salt to a pound of butter. Let it re- 
the churn and churnit. If you haven’t | main a short time to dissolve the grains 
a churn withont inside fixings that | of salt,then turn the crank several times 
brings the batter by dashing the cream | when it will be macsed together and 
from side to side, get one. You cannot | quite as evenly salted as hand- working 
be too particular that your cream is at | could do it. 
just the right temperature all the way| Do not let the lever or ladel go over 
through before putting it in the churn. | it with a sliding plastering motion. 
The exact temperature is 64 degrees by | You may squeeze or pound it with im- 
my thermometer. You will see itstated | punity almost but every time you rub 
ali the way irom 60 to 68, a difference | 1t over you spoil as many grains as you 
accounted for by cheap thermometers. | touch and so much of it is no better 
If your churning is not satisfactory at | than oleomargarine. For packing use 
64 you may know that it ought to be | the best made, best looking ash tubs 
higher or lower according to your ther- | you can find. Scald out with hot water, 
mometer if it is not just right, don’t try | soak with strong brine twenty-four 
to warm or cool it rapidly because it | hours, turn that out and fill to the brim 
can’t be done. It will not do to over | with scalding hot brine, let cool and 
look the proper color either. If you | your tub is fit for use. Pack as solidly 
make it a bright June color the year | as possible, cover tightly and set ina 
around you must use color. Putit in| cool place uatil ready for shipping. 
the chura with the cream, how much | Most of the older butter makers think 
will depend on circumstances. You will | that you take all the flavor out of butter 
have to use your very best judgment | when you wash it, little dreaming it is 
not to get enough to show that it is col- | not the taste of butter at all they are so 
ored and yet enough to look well. Yon | fond of but simply butter milk, others 
will also have to be careful to have the | scald and even boil their butter-milk 
different churnings in the same tubs ex- | until al] the delicate flavoring oils are 
actly alike or you will realize 3 or 4 cents | dissipated and nothing but a tallowish 
less per pound for your butter. I had | grease is left. You will hardly find two 
an experience in that way myself. I | farmer people who will think the same 
had become possessed of the idea that I | sampie is first class, But when you 
was making such a good article that | send it to a great city you may be confi- 
never received anything but praise from | dent it will be graded about right. 
the buyers, that I could safely leave it | There is too great a demand for strictly 
in other hands and ov the strength of | first-class butter for a commission man 
its reputation go away from it a few days. | to let it go for less than best prices, 
The returns from what was made at that | He will want more too badly, but of 
time was accompanied with an inquiry | course he cannot get more than it is 
asking what was wrong about the butter, | really worth, you may be sure of that, 
had I been buying speckled cows? | and you may be sure also that if you 
That only reminded me that too great feed rightly, keep the barn free from
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smells by dusting the floor daily with | If your vocation is that of farming, 
plaster, that if you are very careful to | study it. Farming, husbandry, or agri- 
keep everything about the milk and | culture is a science; it is founded upon 
cream perfectly sweet and clean; that | principles; it rests upon experiments 
you churn it as soon as it is perfectly | and observation. It requires therefore 
sour and is of a proper temperature ; that | not only physical labor, but also know- 
you stop churning as soon as the butter | ledge, wisdom, skill. Prosperity, success 
forms in small particles; that you wash | in our enterprise shouid be our aim. 
thoroughly in strong brine, saltand work | In order to make farming a success, 
lightly and pack it in sightly, properly- | nothing is of more importance than a 
prepared packages and keep milk, cream | judicious application of our time, a 
and butter away from the air as much as | devoting of a portion of it to mental 
possible, you cannot fail to have butter | labor. 
of a high-priced flavor that will com-| Mental labor is an indispensable fact- 
mand creamery prices and may be | or in our noble strife for success; and 
termed “Dairy butter in a quality equal | besides this, by the exercise of our in- 
to creamery.” tellectual faculties we are accumalating 

——- a treasure within, which no thievish fin- 

The Farmer's True Vocation. gers can touch, which will prove to be 
a permanent and paying investment and 

Cn at ct alate | 8 ontinuows soar of pronpenty. gow 
: tment, peace and happiness. - 

ERIE at ese ea ae tivation of the mind is the fuadament 
herd et upon which rests civilization; it 18 the 

men, by tillers of the soil, who came iy vealed i hails towel worth: 
here to listen to the addresses of men fighting Mee Pe the tenon of all 

i i > 
et in the different branches of positive enjoyment. Our present state 

ee . ; f existence without spirit exercise ‘So should it ever be! Time spent in | ° oo P} 
the effort to enlighten our mind is well would be s os re AS 
spent; hence neglect no opportunity to | To accomplish our mission as farmers 
improve your mind, to qualify yourself | We should be faithfal and diligent in 
for your adopted vocation by listening | Our vocution, keep pace with the times, 
to the teachings of others. Work while | and study in particular the latest inves- 
it is day—life is short, it is but a dream | tigations in the theoretical and practical 
which paints in glowing colors to some | agriculture. No man ever attained to a 

a picturesque landscape, to others it | state of perfection or the point of ex- 
presents a dreary barren desert. cellance in his chosen profession. 

Life has its charmes and its woes. There is a chance for improving at 
Some it blesses with exquisite pleasure, | any time during our lives. Even the 
while it is dooming others to sigh, | Successful farmer wil! at some time or 

groan, struggle or sink beneath a load | other be forced to admit, that, had he 
of pain and sorrow. Toa great extent, | been taught years ago certain princi- 
however, men are the moulders of their | ples, which only recently came to his 
own destiny; they form an essential | Kuowledge, or had he adopted certain 
part in the shaping of their own future. experimental results in agricalture in 
Commence while young and vigorous | times past, he would have added ma- 

to lay your plans for the future; adhere | terially to his wealth, comfort and hap- 
to them with dexterity; clear your way | piness. 
of obstacles by systematic and progres-| It is a matter of fact, that it requires 
sive work; let no opportunity pass | more skill, more intelligence at the pres- 
during your struggle to improve your | ent time to manage a farm successfully, 
mind as well as your body; be ever | than it did a half century ago. Oar 
ready to submit to the guidance of good | virgin soil brought forth spleudid crops 
and sound principles; let humanity lead | without much exertions on the part of 
you to assist in enobling mankind; and | the farmer, while now its fertility is 
(Cassure you) your life, your dream | partly exhau-ted, it requires more work 
will present a picture, upon which | and our best efforts, it is more expen- 
your eyes still will rest with con- | sive to fertilize our soil and make her 
tentment and pleasure, when at last | yielda profitable return. While of late 
you are sinking into that ever dreamless | the quantity of our yield diminished— 
slumber. the prices realized were very low, caus-
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ed by over-production at home and elevating husbandry to a higher degree 

competition abroad. of perfection and laying the foundation 

Oid England has for years encourag- | to a more prosperous future. 

ed the raising of grain,particularly wheat | The state has liberally donated to 

in her Dominions-India and Australia— | these Institutes and I have reasons to 

partly to develop the natural resources believe the present legislature will be 

of those countries, partly to free | even more generous. 

herself from the dictates of a| Let us acknowledge our appreciation 

few short sighted speculators on | of this liberality by listening with the 

‘this side of the Atlantic, who ven- | strictest attention to the lectures and 

tured to monopolize the wheat trade of | debates, by interesting ourselves in the 

the world. The scheme of these “would | work, by taking an active part in the 

be” monopolizers met with a complete | proceedings. Interchange of thoughts 

failure, while they succeeded most won- and ideas leads to a better understand- 

derfully in driving our best customers ing of the subject under consideration. 

from our shores. Eugland supplies her | In conclusion let me extend a hearty 

subjects with merchandise and receives welcome to you, gentlemen, who came 

in exchange their whole surplus of | here to impart knowledge, to take the 

grain. We are compelied to dispose of | part of teacher, as well as you, my 

our grain, not needed for home con- | friends and fellow-workmen, who came 

sumption, at prices far below the cost here to listen—to be taught. Oar 

of production. Thus, what we do raise thanks are due to those ladies and gen- 

on our farms are sold at ruinous prices. | tlemea who assisted the committee in 

Add to small crops and low prices the | making this Institute a successtul one 

fact that men of genius contrived to im- so far as the number of attendants is 

itate some of our productions and the | concerned, and I think I am justified in 

cup of anxiety and grief is filled to ever- the assertion, that not many will leave 

flowing. Tne manufacture of butter | this hall at the close of the session with- 

substitutes for instance has reached | out having derived some benefit from 

large proportions, is damaging the inter- | this Institute. It is but natural I should 

est of those engaged in making genuine | express the desire that a good seed may 

butter and it bas already reduced the | here be sown, that it germinate, grow 

price of the article considerable. Though and bear fruit, upon which in years to 

our prospects for success may be |come your eyes and those of your 

shrouded in darkress, take courage,night | descendants will rest with pleasure. 

precedes the dawning day. Times like Again, a hearty welcome to all of you! 

the present, which demand hard ant roe 

and in return allow but small profits (if rs 

any), are well adapted to aot men of Same aedecagy he hmpse 
common sense to thinking of how to [Miss Annie Boie, New Holstein.] 

manage their business to increase their | The father of our country has truth- 

annual income, in order to meet the | fully said that “agriculture is the most 

never ceasing but ever increasing de-| noble, the most honorable, and the 

mands made of them by family, town, | most healthfulemployment of man.” 

county and state. They will huil with de- Agriculture is the greatest among 

light an i make use of any opportunity of- | arts, for it is first in supplying our ne- 

fered,which might enable them to control | cessities. It is the mother and nurse of 

their business in a more profitable man- | all arts. It creates and maintains man- 

ner. They know that method is indis- | ufacturers, gives employment to naviga- 

pensable in order to conduct farming to | tion, and materials to commerce. It 

advantage, hence they will seek the ad- | produces every species of industry, and 

vice of good farmers or men of learning, | opens to nations the surest channels of 

adopt their views, after being convinced | success. It is also the strongest bond 

that by so doing they would meet with | of well regulated society and the surest 

better success. foundation of internal peace. 

It is the object of our present assem-| Of all occupations, that of farming 

blage, to give every attendant desirous | produces a love for the country and 

of gaining in knowledge a chance to ac: | makes it dear to the heart. None is 

quire it. These Farmers Institutes were | more honorable, and none produces that 

created for the purpose of instructing | peace, tranquility and happiness which 

the husbandman of this state in the | make life pleasant and beautiful. It is 

various branches of agriculture, thereby | more independent than any other voca-
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tion and therefore produces in # person | the household unite to help carry each 
an inate love for liberty and freedom. other’s burden; where everything is 

The farmer stands upon a lofty emi- | peace and joy and happiness; unbound- 
nence and looks down upon the bustle |ed happiness. We cannot, of course, 
of city life and the everchanging suc-| overlook the artistic surroundings of 
cess and failure which attend man in | such a habitation; they are both beauti- 
any of the other occupations inlife. In | ful and suggestive; but they alone can 

farming only we can truly enjoy the | never, no never, make a home. 
beauties of nature. We are there out | Farreaching as the carth’s remotest span, ‘ 
in the clear atmosphere, we breatbe the | one een aren ia tie breast of man, 
pure air, and we walk abroad in Nature, It is the thought ot Home. 
not as artists to study her scenes, but as | That, little word his human fate shall bind 
children to rejoice in her beauty and to| For there the home of his immortal mind 
learn to appreciate her grand works. Is in God's wider love. 
Farm life is conducive to genuine hap-|, Home! ‘nat word so dear to every 
piness and to real comfort. Happiness heart; so grand, so sweet, s0 pure. Ev- 

is defined as one large and beautiful | TY Person, however humble, strives to 
precious stone—a single gem, so rare | Possess one; but alas! how few in the 
that all search for it is vain effort, for the | 8torm-cast sea of life really find it. 
reason that it is hopeless. But it isnot, | _Thoseof us who have just stepped up- 
Happiness is not rare; it is found all on the stage of life as active members of 

over. Happiness is in us, and our sur- the enormous troupes of actors, can 
roundings tend to bring it out and make best judge whether our homes have 
it produce sweet flowers and beautiful been abodes of pleasure and _inspira- 
fruits. It is true trials and adversity am inter ——. days were 
may appear to us in our life and darken caper. 

| fies time the horizon of perfect happi- | __1f the former, we step into the world 
ness, but with a strong will and Nature’s with a bright and cheerful heart; if the 
aid we can overpower these and the sun latter, indifference will be our compan- 
will shine allthe more bright through | 102 Home has a powerful influence 
the dark clouds of misfortune. Farm | Ve the future destinies and welfare of 
life inspires us with hope even under | ™&°- Under the fostering care and 
the most trying circumstances, because watchful eyes of our parents seeds are 
we are with Nature and hergrand works | 9°¥2 that, as we grow up, will ripen and 
sarvocnd as. bear beautiful fruit. And where can 

Farm life is beautiful, honorable. The | this be better accomplished than in the 
husbandman is free and independent. | farmer's home? fs 
He does not necessarily intertere with Here we are always with our parents. 
his fellow men, and they need not in- We are always by their side; assist them 
terfere with him. If this is true of the | #8 much as we can and try in our at 
occupation itself, and it is, the same tirst feeble way, to lighten their ardu- 
must be true of the home in the coun- ee 
try; the farmer’s home. Juhn Howard e accompany our father into the 
Pavne has tralv said: green and beantiful fields, where a love 

“Mid pleasures and palaces tho’ we may roam, | for the grand and true cannot help but 
Beit everso humble, there isno place like howe.’, | be inspired. In the admiration of the 

Home is detined as a dweiling place; | acres of golden grain we cannot but be 

put is this all? The word home in its | grateful to God for his great goodness 

full meaning covers a brighter and a/| and to admire his noble works. Then 

broader sphere. Home is where the | when wearied from the day’s toil, who 

heart is; where peace and happiness | greets and welcomes us as we step into 

dwell in close relation; where discord | the house? Who else butour mother? 

and ill-feeling are not admitted and | Mother! Who inspires us with hope 

where everything is beautiful and pleas- | and resolve; who watches tenderly over 

ant. The marble palace or the strong | us in our youth; and it 1s mother again 

and inpenetrable castle is not always | who is most anxiously concerned in our 
home; here unbappiness and discord | future happiness and welfare. 

but too often prevail. But there are| Ob! Would that time would not 
brighter places, not necessarily elegant | change the blissful days; would that we 

residences, often, very often, only hum- | were always young and could forever 

ble habitations, where love and affection | stay with our parents. 

abound, and where all the members of Compare for a moment the farmer’s
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home with the home in the city. Do | Bees and Their Management. 
= find in oo that ctoge rao, | [By Geo. W.Jones, West Bend, Washington Co.} 

ip which distinguish the former?  ¢ ther : 
¢ fs z equest of your committee of 

That idolatory love which the inmates arrangements, I appear before you with 
manifest for each other? We dc—but 4 tow notes upon bees and their man- 

rarely. In the city the father is away agement. I realize, not because I feel 
from aoe oe day ary order to myself capable of giving you instruc- 

attend to his business. e evening tion upon the subject, but because in 
he either attends the club or finds re- these Institutes, I believe it every farm- 
creation in some other pastime. He oy, anty to put his shoulder to the 
only comes home to take his meals, and 66] and fulltil to the best of his abil- 
even then he has no time to be social. ‘ity the part allotted to him; and be- 

Be effect of a constant Sra ager | cause, while the horse and the cow, the 
eee ; eee et S facet s “i | pigs and the poultry are being pushed 

Snel Seale wd os y> soul | £0 the front, I am unwilling to see the 
paw widened as years rol busy bee—the peer of them all—left in 

on. Tnen, isthe mother all that the word +1," background. 

implies? Can she watch with tender “History informs us that the honey 
care over the welfare and prosperity Of 126 has been the companion of man 
——— ee ton nome | from the earliest ages of civilization, 

g O' an iquility | i need i i ri 
which we all “0 much acne and | a introd into thie country in 

above all, can she give to the house- | rtwithstandi : : é 

hold that love—a mother’s love—which | ee a pans Serer ae 

— is optaive fo peeies hapginees? | the revenue and profits derived from 
koe tee. a con aa — |apiculture far exceed those received 

wy demands on her time. Her from any other branch of agriculture, 
thoughts are led from the quietude of | in proportion to the capital invested— 

home to the broad fields of fashion. Be- ree vocation of bee-keeping has, until 
sides, finding no willing assistant in the | ¥o,y recently, been looked upon by the 
father, she too, like he, finds more | 25+ mass of people as “small business” 
pleasure and comfort in the wide, |” ang even now it is no uncommon 
bustling world than in the quiet reces- thing to hear people say that it all de- 
ses of home. The effect of the indiffer- pends on “luck” and may do well enough 

ence will manifest itself in the children, | 5, cripples and imbeciles to “fuss” 

they too will tone Peeaee ae at | with, but that it is a waste of time and 
home—but away from ii @see then money for a farmer to bother with bees, 

that the farmer’s home, above all, will 7, my judgment this is a mistake, 

produce the most tender and loving af- 414 as the farmer keeps a few chickens, 
ae There is enone sere on and thus utilizes what would otherwise 
makes Tod apres ee a fa a *T- | be lost, he should also keep a few colo- 
ature, aay here is to brary. ‘The | Bies of bees and save for his table that 
ors. = ck ee * sari © | delicious sweet, distilled by nature in 
price o! es hee 2 ‘thin — | such profusion in the innermost recess- 

duced so ay ane crs © es of the beautiful flowers, that would 

reach of every person. Be _ cannot | otherwise be wafted into the realms of 
fail to have a charming influence on race, by the summer breeze, and lost 

ge together an: upon home with ‘ " 

more reverence than if there is no liter- | wae =>. it —-* gor 

ature. | worth the labor and expense necessary 
| for its care, for the wonderful and in- 

ane oat rane eran ee | teresting facts and lessons we may 

Deen nouce arom | RD ati 
zeeemnr the fragrance of thy summer breeze | Come with me in imagination to a 
‘Than all Arabia breathes along the seas! colony ina normal condition just pre- 
‘The stranger's gale wafts homeward the exile’s | vious to swarming time—we will find 

For the heart's temple is its own blue sky! | there a queen, twenty tothirty thousand 

Oy bepplct hey ows eariyove unchanged. | workers and a few hundred drones. 
‘Tired of their wanderings, still can deign to see * | The queenis the only perfect female 
Love, hopes and friendship, centering allin thee! | in the hive and lays al ithe eggs. Bar-
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‘on von Berlepsch, the great German | carry the water, clean, guard and defend 

scientific bee-keeper, made several dif- | the hive, etc. 

ferent experiments to ascertain the| The drones are the male bees, they 

number of eggs laid by a queen an a bev no honey saat — no sting. 

given time. In the first she id ey are great lusty ws and con- 

1,604 in 24 hours. In the second an | sume large quantities of honey, and as 

average of 1.913 daily for twenty days; | soon as the honey season is over—in all 

in the third 2,400 for twenty days, and | colonies containing fertile queen— 

in one instance 3,021 in 24 hours, and | they are driven out by the workers and 

six in one minute. She has nothing to | left to starve, sometimes upon the very 

do with governing the colony and her door-sill of their own hives. 

sole function is the laying of eggs, thus,| If we look closely we will find some 

mother bee, would be a more appropri- | of the bees with little scales of wax be- 

ate name than queen. When she be- | tween the ringson theabdomen. From 

comes old or barren, she either dies or | these scales the comb is built and when 

is killed by the bees and a young one complete it is one of the most wonder- 

raised by the workers, takes her place. | ful oy es) eae aoe a are As4 

The same egg that will produce a | construc t they exactly fulfill 

— may, under — conditions, corse Santis ee ee 

produce a worker. a queen is to be : Miners proms 2 

produced, the egg, or larva, not more aay of ee Sas construe- 

than five days old, is placed in a cell | #02. Apropos o I will give you a 
the base of which is as large as three somewhat abridged version of a very in- 

worker cells, she is fed ——— ona ae article found in volume two of 

rich food called royal jelly, and the cell . Journal. : = 

when completed is about as large as, and e ae oe ae Faye eng being 

looks very much like a common peanut. struck wi e fact that the lozenge- 
On the sixteenth day from the laying of shaped plates (forming the bottom of 

the egg she cuts the capping of her cell the yan alvey® had the same angles, 

i until she can push it open with her head took 4 oe ” eee them, and 

and emerges, a virgin queen. If her foun om 10 eee the large 

wings should now be clipped so she po yore ig va oerece 2 minutes 

could not fly out of the hive all of the na the ome 0 ee If 2 minutes, 

eggs which she would lay would hatch | the two together mals 180 degrees— 
only drones. But if her wings are per- the equivalent of be right angles. 

fect and the weather suitable she will ee ee eaumer, think- 

make her wedding tour on about the fifth | aoe it ne hace ian able uniformity of 

day, and in five days more she will begin a 7 ae t Nod some connection with 

to lay, and lays drone or worker eggs at | 170 Won erful economy of space which 
‘ ife i is observed in the bee comb, hit upon a 

her option. Her natural life is from one | very ingenious plan, 

sot years 5 | Without giving his reasons threfore, he 
If the bees desired, however, to pro- asked Koenig, the mathematician, to 

duce a worker from the same eggs it | make the following calculation: Given 
would remain in a common ceil and be | a hexagonal vessel terminated by three 

fed very sparingly on a food nearly, if lozenge-shaped plates, what are the 

not quite thesame asthatfed the queen, | angles which would give the greatest 

which is prepared from honey and | amount of space with the least amount 
pollen in the bee’s stomach, and on the | o¢ material? Koenig made his calcula- 

twenty-first day it would emerge ame tions and found that the angles were 

or undeveloped female, with entirely dif- | 199 degrees 26 minutes and 70 minutes 
ferent instincts from the queen. 34 seconds, almost precisely agreeing 

These wonderfully different zeealie wat the measurements of Miraldi. 

from no other causes than slightly | Reaumer, on receiving the answer, con- 

changed conditions during the growth | cluded that he had very nearly solved 

of the bee from the egg to the imago, the difficult mathematical problem. 

are an object lesson to us that will not | The difference between the measure- 

pass unheeded by the intelligent ob- | ment and the aie 

server. (only 1-30 of one degree) as to be prac- 

The workers perform all the labor of tically negative in the actual construc- 

the hive, build the comb, nurse the | tion ofso smali an object as the bee 

young, gather the honey and pollen, | cell.
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Mathemeticians were naturally de-| habits which are well nigh incur 

lighted with the result of the investiga- | able.” This was written many years ago 

tion, for it showed how beautifully prac- | when honey was worth from 20 to 30 

tical science could be aided by theor- | cents a gues It was true then, and 

etical knowledge. is doubly true now. 

For a long time these statements re-| The first step is to get possession of a 

mained uncontroverted. Anyone with | colony of bees, and in order to insure 

the proper instruments could measure | success itis essential that you get a 

the angles for himeelf, and the calcula- good colony and at the right time of the 

tions of a mathematician like Koenig | year. To make sure of this, any fine 

would hardly be questioned. However, | day about the first of May go to some 

Maclaurin, the well known Scotch | successful apiarist who keeps bees upon 

mathematician, was not satisfied. So | the modern principle, no matter if it is 

he tried the whole question himself and | an all day’s journey to reach him, but 

found Maraldi’s measurement correct, | in this locality you surely have a choice 

viz. 109° 28’ and 70° 32’. He then set | of them withina few miles of you, put 

to work at the problem which was | him upon his honor and tell him you 

worked out by Koenig, and found that | want a good strong colony of Ttehian 

the true theoretrical angles were 109°| bees, with a queen not over one year old 

28' and 70° 32’, precisely correspond- | in a two story movable frame hive. 

ing with the actual measurement of the| You had better pay eight or ten dol- 

bee cell. lars for such a colony than buy one at 

Another question now arose, How did | auction from an old fogy bee-keeper, in 

the discrepancy occur? February or March for two or three dol- 

On investigation it was found that no | lars, unless you are especially lucky at 

blame attached to Koenig, but that the | drawing prizes in a lottery. Take 

error lay in the book of Logarithms | them home and place them upon a 

which he used. Thus a mistake in a| stand about four inches high with 

mathematical work was accidently dis-| entrance toward the south, and an 

covered by measuring the angles of a alighting board reaching from the en- 

bee cell, a mistake sufficiently great to | trance to the ground. If you got them 

have caused the loss of a ship, whosecap- | within two or three miles of home, just 

tain happened to use a copy of the same | before you release them, give them a 

Logarithmic tables for calculating his | few puffs of smoke at the entrance and 

longitude. place a board about a foot wide and 

In the ligfit of the above facts, how | two feet long in aslanting position lean- 

true are Darwin’s words, “He must be a | ing against the front of the hive. This 

dull man indeed who can examine the | is to cause them to mark their new lo- 

exquisite structure of comb, so beauti-| cation, and thus prevent them from re- 

fully adapted to its end, without enthu- | turning to their old home with their 

siastic admiration.” first load of stores. 

Though we have given you but a | Keep them confined to the lower 

glimpse of the wonders of a bee hive, | story and warmly covered above, with 

our time admonishes us that we must | chaff or its equivalent until they 

leave this subject and give you a few|swarm. If they do not swarm 

hints on the practical management of | during fruit bloom, feed a half 

bees. pint of sugar syrup at the entrance ev- 

It will be understood that these hints | ery fine evening until they ao swarm. 

are designed, primarily for the recrait | Hive the new swarm as expeditiously as 

or beginner, and net for the old veteran possible in a new, clean hive, kept in 

who already counts his colonies by the | the shade, containing nine wired trames 

score or by the hundred. | of foundation and one comb from the 

Right here let me give you a word of | old colony containing unsealed brood, 

caution. Langstroth says, “There nev-| which comb must be replaced by a 

er will be a royal road to profitable bee- | wired frame of foundation. You can 

keeping. Like all other branches of | wire the frames yourself by punching 

rural economy it demands care and ex- | six holes equal distance from and exact- 

perience, aud those who are conscious | ly opposite each other in the top and 

of a strong disposition to procrastinate | bottom bar and weaving through these 

and neglect, will do well to let bees | holes, No. 30 tinned wire. Be sure to 

alone, unless they hope by the study of | draw the wire tight, and if the top or 

their systematic industry to reform evil ' bottom bar springs, hold them apart by
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a little strip of wood or folded tin. | tially over unless you have a buckwheat 

Have the foundation cut a trifle larger | harvest, which in my locality is very rare. 

every = ee the a it nye = aie we poms to oes wintering 

asmooth, wet board, a trifle ler )blem, the rock upon which so many 

than the frame, about # in. thick, having = shipwrecked. ‘To make a reasona- 

previously warmed both the board and | ble certainty of successful wintering re- 

the foundations to about 90° Farenheit. | quires close attention to details and con- 

Place the wired frame upon the board | siderable Isbor. About the middle of 

with the wires resting upon the founda- | September confine your bees to the 

tion and the frame resting upon the ta-| lower story and the first of October re- 

ble (or better still upon a larger board, to | move all combs containing pollen. If 

which the thin board should be securely | there be any containing brood and 

nailed). Draw a common button hook | pollen leave them until the brood 

ilar a notch filed in oe back ae hatches and oe sent them. Place 

each wire so as to im! it into the | the four combs (which were reserved in 

septum or base of the cells, and press | the upper story) below and confine the 

the edge of the foundation fast to the | bees to six combs by adivision board on 

frame on all sides with your fingers. If| each side. Fill the space between the 

the temperature is just tight you can do | boards and sides of the hive with chaff 

this quite rapidly. Be sure and have | or cut straw. Place upon top of the 

this done in advance of swarming so | frames a “ Hill device” or a substitute 

that your frames will be already when | made by nailing five pieces of lath 14 

the Swarm arrives. inches long to two strips of inch board 

‘As soon as the bees are all or nearly | 8 inches long, 1 inch wide in the middle 

all in the new hive, place it where it is| 2nd tapering to a point at the ends, in 

to stand permanently. If there are a| Such # manner as to form a clustering 

few bees flying no matter, they will find | place on top of the frames, thus insur- 
their mates or return to the old hive. | ing that at all times the bees will be 

. 3 within easy reach of theirstores. Cover 
Give ventilatlon more or less accord- | ¢,ig with burlap or an old grain bag and 

ing to the weather. If very warm, Pp ‘ 
: Spas fill the upper story with chaff. If they 

shade in addition. You need have no | 416 in a chaff hive this is all the protec- 

fears of their taking French leave the | tion necessary, but if in a single-walled 

— aes ST oe fala | hive by the last of October they should 

swarm leave a frame of unsealed brood. be covered by a box es snakes Sree 

In about five days destroy all but one of | a 2 ee a ee 

the queen cells in the old hive, this will aoaff taking pains to have a clear, un- 

prevent any more swarms. In about is ; 2 
: : obstructed opening from the outside to 

three weeks, if all is well, the young) tne entrance. Stand a board slant- 

queen in the old hive will be laying, | ing over the entrance, against the hiv 

and by this time, if not before, you py to ie herent Ss 

Sst th upper sory with wird | So vartrcled by deed 
frames of foundation. The upper story | pees or ice, you need give aca Sie 

of the new hive should be filled when | thor care or Seen pale the begin 

the lower story is about two-thirds filled bei Hen in th rai: 

with honey and brood. t being polls in the core eee 
Assoon as you find the bees beginning ey fae Hl deovios aes a 8 cov e 

to seal any of the combs in the upper | frames tightly with a piece of enamel 

story you may begin to extract, and the | cloth, being sure to keep them warm 

cttenes zon extract the ae soaey you | over the pen nest, leaving all the chaft 

ill get, but you must be careful if it is| packing until at least the middle of 

thin to keep it in open vessels in a warm, | May. i the bees increase in numbers 

dry room until itis evaporated. I would | you may gradually add the combs which 

piers os hover. oe Herries He you took oar from them the autumn 

four o! e it led combs in the | before, bi ing the cappi of the 

upper story of each hive for wintering. | honey as you ana: and eta of the 

Tf the season is fair and the locality not | year will be completed. 

Forages you blpe a = at| If you pave soe a fair share of your 

least and perhaps pounds of | leisure time during the winter as you 

honey by the end of baswood bloom, | should have dose ia studying oan or 

and the honey season will be substan-' more of the various text books upon
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the subject, you will be abundantly able | Has the Silo Proved Its Claims? 

to take care of them for the fature with- | [By John Gould, of Ohio.] 

out any further advice from me. The remarkable change that has been 

Now one word more and I have done. | made in sentiment respecting ensilage 

It is thought by some that too many are | within two years is no greater than the 

already keeping bees and that there is | character of the ensilage itself; and 

an over production of honey, hence the | they together, present the chief inno- 

low prices. A glance at the figures will vations upon old and established farm 

show us the fallicy of this bugbear methods, the mere departure from | 

of over-production. Wisconsin Tanks | one custom known in modern years. It 

above the average of her sister states in | has been in reality a battle of the kids 

the production of honey and the last | in agriculture, with the most sturdy, 

census shows us that in 1884 (which was | bearded veterans, a struggle with those 

@ good season for honey) she produced | “who do astheir fathers did,” and a later 

1,432,766 pounds, an amount whieh if | generation who propose to do that 

equally divided between every man, | which is most profitable and allew the 

woman and child in the state would give | fathers and their ways to sleep in 

to each the munificent allowance of not | peace. 

quite one pound. | _ The struggle has been persistant. 

This is over-production with a venge- | Ensilage has been fought on the out- 

ance. The trouble is not over-produc- side by uot only farmers but men who 

tion but under-consumption. The ma- never owned a farm, by men of science 

jority of people look upon honey as | and men of scientific schools, and even 

rare luxury to be used upon fete days or | by professional agricultural editors ; 

carefully stored away for sickness, while and yet, step by step, and in the face of ‘ 

its place is occupied on the every day the most determined opposition, this new 

table by the vile, death dealing glucose | food—or rather food preserved in a new ' 

syrups. Producers must show con- | way—has made its fight and has at 

sumers that this is a great mistake. every turn showed improvement in 

Honey is now so cheap that at least the every respect, and has made its way in 

children should be allowed to have ‘all | public favor until it has now gained a 

they want. If this were done there firm foot hold, and holds the fort with 

would not be boney enough to go round. | > gain of 100 per cent. in number of 

Solomon, the wise man, said, “My silos over 1885, and is now a recognized 

son, eat thou honey because it is good.” factor in the production of milk in the 

And Isaiah prophecied of Immanuel, | best private and commercial daries of 

“Butter and honey shall he eat, that he | the Middle States and Europe. 

may know to refuse the evil and choose| _ Could ensilage have been divorced 

the good.” 
| at the start from some of its over zeal- 

Does the Bible anywhere say, “ Gilu- | 0US friends, I think the opposition 

cose syrup and cleomargarine shall he | would have been less detrimental; but 

eat, that he may know to refuse the evil like new converts they made most ex- 

and choose the good.” | travigant claims and met as a result 

‘Nature in her laboratory has given us| many reverses. It can now be seen 

the butter globule in milk and the | that there were good grounds for the op- 

gan drop of honey in the beautifal | Position. But now, with the experience 

lowers, and all the ingenuity of man | of seven years, and the proverbial Yan- 

‘cannot duplicate them, and until they | kee spirit of improvement rife, theman 

‘are both found upon every table in the | who would now object to ensilage be- 

land every day in the year there can be cause it was not first-class feed in 1881- 

no such thing as overproduction of | 2, could with as much justice condemn 

putter and honey. Ere that time ar- | twine and wire binders because in 1878 

rives, if the bee-keepers and dairymen | they failed to do satisfactory work. 

of our state will but utilize the resources | The ensilage of 1882 was washy stuff, 

which nature has placed at their com- | pungent with acid odors. But in some 

wand, Wisconsin, with her babbling | Way cattle throve npon it; it was cer- 

brooks and verdent pastures, her forests | tainly better than hay, costs compared 

of Linden and broad fields of ag with results. As the struggle went on, 

her balmy winds and refreshing dews, | the wide awake Yankee saw chances to 

het, becowe, like the promised land of | improve the crop, to lessen the cost of 

old, “A land flowing with milk ‘and | the silo, to cheapen the cost of the 

honey.” 
| labor element, and last, to so store it
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that it will not lose any of its nutritive | the big barn is taking its pie: The 

qualities; and lastly avoid the pungent | methods of cutting and drawing are 

acid odor that has in the past held it up | now reduced to science, and the “awful 

to ridicule as “cow kraut.” work” of filling a silo is not longer 
At this juncture came Prof. Miles | heard. 

with his theory that the trouble had Now, for a few moments of moraliz- 

been that the filling had been too hasty; | ing about silos, and then we may take 

that it needed the development of heat | up in detail some of the things that go 

to hold in check the acid formation; | to make a good cheap silo and abund- 

slow filling and then light weight to | ant and comparatively cheap filling. 

keep out the air. The change was re- | Now, I do not want to be called an 

markable, But it was left to an Ohio | ensilage exhorter, or shouter, and I do 

man, A. S. Emery, to go farther, and | not want any one to go on my say-s0, 

prove that crops should be cut near and build a silo, but I do want you to 

mature, allowed to wilt slightly and be | carefully consider what I may say, and 

cut slowly into the pits and covered | think of the matter, and investigate, 

but not weighted in the silo. By this | then if you feel inclined to build a silo, 

method it was shown that one could | do so, and apply these things to your 

have the long desired sweet ensilage. | comfort. 

The Ohio man caught at the idea.| Then why should ensilage be better 

Last year the greater part of the Ohio | than the same crop made into hay or 

silos were filled on the new plan, and | corn stover. And I want to ask these 

the result left no cause for criticism. | few questions for you to answer at your 

This year all the silos in Ohio were | leisure: When does our stock fatten 

filled ‘by this method, and so far as | and thrive the best ? When in the 

opened, every one has the ideal ensi- | stable fed on dry hay, or in the pasture? 

lage. Sweet, free from acid, not odor | When do our cows give the most and 

less, but having an agreeable smell, | best milk? On hay or June grass? 

that in no way reminds one of the en- | Why do we batten our stables, warm 

silage made from half grown corn fod- | the water, feed the best hay and ten 

der and hasty filling. | pounds of mill-feed per day each, to 

These things established to the satis- | make our cows give as much as they 

faction of the dairymen, the matier of | do when fed on grass alone? Why is 

the crop was next looked after. The | it thatthe grass that a cow consumes 

plan of broadcasting two bushels of | each day, dried into hay, only farnishes 

corn was seen to have great disadvant- | her with one-third of the needed food, 

ages; first, the purpose of a corn plant | when that same hay in grass will sup- 

is to produce an ear of grain, and if we | port her, and enable her to give three 

defeat that, there is no object before | gallons of milk per day? 

the plant to develope the elements; There can only be one intelligent 

needed to bring the grain to perfection, answer to this. Green or succulent 

and there will be a corresponding lack | food is the natural ration for an animal. 

of such preparation. The crowded | This coadition is most favorable for 

stalk could only put forth a few sickly | digestion, for it is in practically a solu- 

leaves, shaded, crowded, and roots over- | able condition ready to be acted upon 

run with a thousand other rootlets. | by the gastric fluids, without any break- 

The plant grew but did not mature. So | ing down or disolvying process, and with- 

from broadcasting to drilling, and from | out any save the normal expenditures 

drilling to regular rows, and from two | of animal force, is ready to go itto the 

bushels per acre we in Ohio are down | system of assimilation. On the other 

to twelve quarts, to sixteen at the out- | hand, the same plant dried has first to 

side, in rows threeand a half feet apart | call upon nature to moisten it with tke 

The result is we gec a greater weight of | mucus of the mouth, the stomach must 

fodder, a fair yield of corn, the stalks pour out additioual fluids to disolve 

are great lusty fellows. And a field of and soften the moody fiber,so that they 

ensilage fodder before cutting is a | will release the dried contents of the 

wonder. | cells, and finally nature is called upon 

The transportation of thesilo is going | to put nearly three times the digestive 

on, and while in some sections stone power in operation to digest the solv- 

and send are so plenty that cement able parts. So that it is ready to be 

silos are quite as cheap; but asarule assimilated or appropriated by the sys- 

the silo built of lumber in a corner of ' tem that it does when eating green
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herbage. In other words, the diff
erence | fact that all that was required was that 

in weight between a ton of dry hay | the walls should be strong and air 

and the three tons of ensilage dried, is | proof, made the wooden silo prefer- 

exactly the extra food that nature re~ lable. The wooden silo is now 

quires to produce animal force to digest | either built of two thicknesses of 

the dry food. The less you require of inch boards, with tarred paper be- 

your stock to put forth in exertion in | tween, as the inside wall is firmly nailed 

digestion the better must be the results | upon 2x10 inch studding, or lathed and 

at the milk pail. Why do we advocate plastered, on the inside part. The best 

warm barns? To save animal force in | form is a hovering pit twice as long a8 

way of heat. So we say that up to a | wide, and as deep as wide. A good 

coreain pele boards are cheaper than | form is 32 feet long, 15 feet wide and 16 

hay. hy do we not say warm the | feet deep inside measure. Such a silo 

water for the winter milkers? Save | well divided into ten pits by a partition, 

animal force in way of heat, to produce | holds about 160 tons of compact ensilage, 

animal heat ex ra food is required. | enough to winter 25 cows, and the crop 

Why then is succulent, or green food | should be grown on six acres of good 

best? Simply that it saves animal | land. 

force in the shape of expenditure of | ‘The best ensilage crop is corn, drilled 

digestive power, and that expenditure | in not over 12 to 14 quarts of seed per 

must come from food, and that over | acre, in rows 3} feet apart, and should 

and above food the force needed to di- | be tended the same as field corn. At 

gest soluable food. Why not dry food | present the most popular variety is the 

and soften it? Possible; but no nicro- white Virginia corn, although some con- 

mancy of steam can overcome the chem- | tend that the best varieties of Wiscon- 

cal change that has taken place in dry- | sin field corn is quite as good. As soon 

ing. The restoration has at last to | as the corn is matured, the corn ears 

take place in the stomach cf the | well advanced in the milk, it is ready to 

cow and it takes too long to | cut, it is most chiefly done with a 

digest it, (7. ¢.) that nature has got | reaper leaving the fodder in good-sized 

to be supported and the forward move- | gavels. This fodder is then transported 

ment of digestion that is ever carrying | to the silos and run through the larger 

the food onward irrespective of its char- | sized straw cutters cutting it into inch 

acter, does not give complete digestion, lengths. The power required to do this 

and appropriation of all the food. may be had by using sweep, oF tread 

The loss of food value in the silo with | power, and for the larger silos a cheap 

the later system of filling must, from the | engine is preferable. 

very nature of things, be far less than | The object is to obtain sweet ensilage 

when the crop was put in with less and this is obtained by more slower fill- 

than one-half of the nutritive value of | ing the pits, and allowing each day's 

the same crop grown less dense, and bet- | filling to heat up to about 125 degrees, 

ter developed. As the crop now heats | when another layer of the fresh cut 

less, develops no acetic acid, and pre- | corn is put on. This process partially 

serves the original sweet of the growing | cooks the fodder and the fresh layers 

plant, the 10 per cent. loss of food once | absorbs the heat, cooling down the lower 

asserted cannot now be charged. Dr. | layer to about 80 degrees. By shutting 

Gosseman found that while there was a | away from the air, reheating is pre- 

slight loss in the albuminous, there was | vented, and the heating will prevent 

a corresponding gain in the carbo-hy- | any further attempt to ferment, and 

drates or fat-formers. “So at last,” says thus we have secured sweet ensilage by 

Prof. Arnold, “there is now less change | the agency of mature fodder when cut, 

in the character of food in the silo than | heating the ensilage in the pits up to 

there is in the cud of a cow, from the | 125 degrees while filling, and excluding 

grass it is made of.” | the mass from the air. This also avoids 

The demonstration that Southern | the use of weights, as the slower filling 

white corn is the great reliable crop for | and heating has caused the mass to set- 

ensilage, and that clover, millet, etc., | tle about it ‘well, and all we need now to 

are side issues or help, it may therefore | do is to keep the air out of the pits 

get at our silocrop, and fill our silo with | which is chiefly and effectually done by 

ensilage. 
covering the contents with tarred paper, 

The silo has undergone a wonderful | a layer of boards and two or three loads 

transformation within ten years. The of hay or similar weight to hold the
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cover firmly down upon the ensilage; | under the mivroscope are seen to have 

: this plan does away with the useless | different shapes and sizes. Thus the 

handling of dead weights, and use a| germ of American hog cholera is in the 

material for weight that can be utilized | form of minute rods; that of diphtheria 

for the feeding of the stock, and is all | appears like little dots; that of Asiatic 

in the direction of economy of work, | cholera is shaped like that mark in 

and storage of hay and fodder. punctuation we calla comma. Just as 

When the time comes to feed the en- | the seeds of common plants differ in 

silage, it is best to remove the entire | shape, size, color, provision for distri- 

cover from over the pit of the silo, snd | bution and tenacity ot life, so in these 

take evenly from ihe whole surféce; | microscopic seeds of common diseases 
then there is no chance for any change | of men and animals we find similar dif- 

to take place in the food as the twice | ferences. We might indeed liken the 

removing from the surface each day, | germsof our swine plague or hog chol- 

prevents any possible chance for freez- | era to the thistle seed because they are 

ing, or change by warm weather. The | easily diffused; borne upward and waft- 

latent heat of ensilage is not far from | ed by the breeze from one pig pen to 

80 degrees, and with ordinary precau- | another. The little berry-shaped germ 

tions there is no danger of frost. of diphtheria might be compared to the 
The ordinary cow will eat from 50 to | burdock bur, sticking and cleaving to 

60 pounds of ensilage per day,and ifthe | mucuous surfaces and clothing and thus 
fodder was thinly grown, so that there | spread. The typhoid germ has been 

was a fair growth of ears, such a ration | likened to the chickweed, the germ 

with the addition of 8 pounds of bran | neither flying nor often stealing a ride, 

will be ample for a cow in winter milk. | but simply asking a place near the habi- 
The character of the ensilage ration | tation of man, where in filth it can 

and its formable effect upon milk and | either flourish or lie dormant until a 

butter none can longer call in question. | more convenient season calls it into ac- 
The butter and cream of some of Wis- | tivity. 
consin’s largest and best known dairies, | Now, disease germs are generally of 

produced from ensilage is sold at fancy | vegetable origin. This is not true of a 

prices to the great hotels and restau- | very common disease around us. That 

rants of Milwaukee and Chicago and | disease is caused by the burrowing of an 

are now tegarded as standard goods. eight-legged animal under the skin. To- 

The cost of growing ensilage is put | wards evening this animal begins to 

by different farmers at from 40 cents to travel, and its owner begins to itch. But 

$1.75 per ton in the pits. That it is the | most disease germs belong to the low- 

cheapest ration yet devised for stock | est forms of vegetable life; they are one- 

to be fed in conjunction with other | celled plants. There are three families 
farm produced rations seems estab- | of these germs, but the one which most 

lished. Can the Wisconsin farmer re- | interests us now is that of bacteria. 

main indifferent to its claims and refuse The two principal types of bacteria 

even to investigate its merits. are the one consisting of small, round, 
ae shaded dots or bodies, called micrococci, 

Sisonue Gove. and the other consisting of bodies sev- 

[By Chas. V. Porter, M. D.] eral times longer than their thickness 
“It is honorable to cure, but noble to prevent and called Lacilli, the Latin word for little 

disease.—CIcERO. rods. 
1 propose to talk about some of the| Now what diseases will these different 

disease germs that we meet in the home | kinds of micrococci produce? It is as- 
and on the farm. As you well know, | serted by men who ought to know, that 
very many diseases, both of men and | one species of micrococcus gives diph- 
animals, are contagious—that is, com- | theria; another isthe germ of scarlet 
municated by direct contact, or infec- | fever; another of measles; another of 

tious—that is, the air, water. etc., are | cerebro-spinal meningitis ; another of 
pervaded with poison derived from one | yellow fever; one of dysentery, another 
case of a given disease which may give | causes pyaemia, the poisoning of the 
rise to a second case. Now this infec- | blood bythe absorption of unhealthy 
tious something is not a gaseous princi- | pus into it; and another micrococcus 

ple diffused through the atmosphere, as | causes erysipelas. What of the bacilli? 
people used to think, but it is in the | Some are innocent. Many are deadly. 
form of minute organized bodies which ' One is the germ of true typhoid fever;
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whatever it may be. Until that time | eases and the dissemination of knowl- 

we must work to prevent the spread of | edge regarding their prevention. 

all infectious diseases. The germ theory concerning many 

This is the way the Louisiana Board | diseases is no longer a theory, but an 

of Health prevented cholera and yellow | established fact. Let us hope that sei- 

fever germs from entering New Orleans | entific investigation in this direction 

andthe Mississippi Valley last year. | will be as prolific of good results in the 

Vessels from infected ports were met at | next thirty years as it has been in the 

the health station by a tug boat con- | past third of acentury. 
structed for the purpose with great fur- —— 
naces for burning sulphur and a big fan| What Will the Coming farmer Do? 
for forcing the gas into the interior of [By Seymour Brooks, East Troy, 0.J 

the infected vessel, which was filled| In pursuing this theme, you will 

with the gas. The deck was then wash- | please allow me some latitude, aud par- 

ed with a spray of corrosive sublimate | don me while I endeavor to carry your 

in water; the clothing taken to a room | thoughts a little in advance, and to a 

and heated to 220° and the spray thrown | higher plane than the average farmer 

over it. In that way cholera and yellow | has attained, even into the realm of the 

fever germs were killed and quarantine | ideal, and unveil the coming farmer as 

shortened. he will appear in the light of the Twen- 

That is the way they stamp out pesti- | tieth century. 
lence to-day, for neither cholera nor The coming farmer, will, by inheri- 

yellow fever will ever visit us again un- | tance or purchase, become the possessor 

less the seeds of those diseases are | ofa portionof the public domain, and 

brought to our shores. will beginto make a home the grand- 

Look back four centuries and _ see | est place ever conceived in the heart of 

how men tried to stop pestilence. Plague | mortal man, with all the blessings the 

swept over Europe and in three years | thought contains. He will record with 

destroyed 25,000,000 of people. It vis- | the title of his farm the vow that here 

ited London and nearly depopulated it. | he will live, and here he will die and be 

Here is the way they tried to stop it. | buried; and will proceed to make this 

They mounted a man on a platform in a | the most beautifuland lovely spot within 

public square and set him to crying, | his means. He will commence where 

“God have mercy on us;” “God ave | the Divine Fatter left off when he pro- 

mercy on us;” and he cried until hoarse | nounced the work of creation good, and 

and then they put upa fresh man so | in imitation of the divine thought he 

that day and night and night and day | will discover that it is not good for man 

that piteous wail went upward. But the | to bealone. Common sense and nature 

plague didn’t stop. For all that time | will teach him there is no real home 

the streets and alleys of London were | without a companion—a wife—someone 

filled with every describable kind of | to love next to his Maker—better than 

filth—dead horses, dogs, cats, piles of ex- | all things else; a sharer of his joys and 

crement and every other abomination. | sorrows, his other and better half. In 

But we are learning howto live longer | choosing his companion, if he will be 

than formerly. Inthe Sixteenth cen- | true to his own heart unbiased by the 

tury the average duration of human life | God of the world, he will make no mis- 

was only eighteen years, says Dana. Now | take. This point settled, he takes this 

it is forty-one years. One hundred and | woman and this farm for better or for 

fifty years ago three out of every four | worse. This will relieve him from all 

children born died under 5 years of age; | desire for change for some other occu- 

now, except in large cities, only three | pation. He will hang out a sign for all 

out of ten die under 5 years. to behold, inscribed on it will be, “ Come 

Three more children in every 100} to Stay! Sink or Swim, Survive or 

born in 1886 will live to the age of 15 | Perish, I Fight it out on this Line,” in- 

years than if born 25 years ago. The | stead of the one most commonly seen 

death rate is now 2 in 100 annually. | now a days hanging conspicuously in 

Scientists are confident it will be re-| the door yard, “This Farm for Sale.” 

duced to 1in 100 annually, and the | He will build a neat and tasty dwelling, 

amount of sickness curtailed to one- | if not costly will have a liberal lawn in 

fourth what it is now. This result has | front, in which to plant trees and culti- 

been brought about largely by our in- | vate flowers, where his family can bask 

creased knowledge of the causes of dis-' in the sunshine and rest in the shade in
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the sight of beautiful flowers which | the stables or feeding lot, never to roam 

some child has designated to the thought over the farm, the stables and yard will 
of God. His house will be furnished | be cleaned every day, the fertilizer taken 

with a view to comfort and everyday use. | immediately to the grass-plot and 
No shut up rooms for special occasions. | spread. Fall rye, clover, early sown oats, 
His library filled with books from the | millet and fodder corn will be cut daily, 
best authors, his center table loaded with | and carted to them in the barn or feed- 
daily papers, magazines and reviews, | ing yard according to the season. Some 
from which the minds of the whole fam- | green succulant food will form a part of 
ily will be fertilized every day. Music, | their ration every day in the year. Ensi- 
vocal and instrumental, will not be | lage sandwiches with cut hay and straw, 
strangers here. This home will be | bran meal and linseed for milch cows 
noted forits good cheer and hospitality, | and tatting cattle, lumps of rock salt 
where none in want or affliction will be | where they can bave access all the time, 
turned away empty. His garden will be | and so kindly treated that they will have 
a thirg of beauty as well as utility, its | no fear of their attendants. Water will 
long straightrows of vegetables showing | be accessable to them at all times, 
thorough cultivation and fertility of soil, | warmed in cold weather to blood heat 

all the varieties of small fruits—the | by some process not in use at the pres- 
luscious strawberry, the toothsome rasp- | ent time. 
berry, the health-giving grape, the use-| The coming farmer will put up an 
ful current and blackberry. His orchard | abundance of ice, the cheapest Inxury 
will supply an abundance of fruit for | he can have. He will arrange in one 
family use, and some to spare to his | buildimgan ice house, a cool room and 
less painstaking neighbors; carefully | dairy room, a tight hopper bottom under 
trimmed from all superfluous sprouts | the ice, conveying the drip to a tank in 
and branches to let the sunlight ia to | the dairy room, supplying the needed 
paint the cheeks of the fruit, also im- | cold water for setting the milk, also for 
parting the richest flavour, a place | all cleaning purposes. The cool room 
where all stock will be excluded—except | for storage in his dairy room will be 
perhaps the pigs, to pick up the wind- | furnished with the best appliances for 
falls at stated seasons. manufacturing butter all propelled by 

The coming man will plant trees on | electricity or some cheap moter yet to 

rough parts of the farm, all the nut va- | be invented. The milk will be strained 
rieties, white and black walnut, butter- | when drawn from the cow, also at the 

nut and chestnut—useful help to pass | dairy room. The gilt-edged article pro- 
off a long winter evening; trees, also, for | duced here will be forwarded twice a 

fuel and timber, a help for a copions | week to grace the tables of our city 
supply of rainfall and wind-breaks, a | cousins, for which remunerative prices 

ses factor in the make-up of the | will be secured—the skim milk and 
Recenes views, which is an incen- | slops conveyed to a tank into which 

tiveto thought, a relief between sky and | middlings will be mixed—the most 
earth. These views have more to do with | economical food for pigs, a factor in 
the make-up of early impressions of our | successful dairying. 
children than we think—they look and Should you ask me, “ will the coming 

wonder, and meditate on the whence | man keep sheep mainly for fleece?” IL 
and whither of all things. should answer, I should say perhaps he 

The coming farmer will grow no| may, if that good time should come 

serub stock. His animals will all be of | when the average man should be willing 

the most approved breeds, adapted to | to part with hiscow, and our lawmakers 

his farm and system of farming. He | get into sympathy with the men who 
being a rustler Limeelf , Will want @ nim- | feed and clothe them, and pay the 
ble-footed horse that can step to tbe | major part of the taxes to support the 
time of Yankee Doodle, and not Deaths’ | government which they doso effectually 

March, a 16-hand 1200-pound horse, with | misgovern, so eager to do missionary 

slanting shoulders, short back, muscular | work for the welfare of all people but 

perpendicular limbs, round, deep, black | their own. 
foot, wide open jow] and nostril—a horse The coming farmer will have a wind 

of all work always kept in the box or | mill to elevate water into a reservoir 
paddock. His cattle will be chosen for | from which he can convey into all his 
a special purpose, for dairying or beef | buildings by pipes. He will have 

as he shall elect, always to be found in fountain in his yard, a thing of beaut
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and utility, for watering plants and | make large deposits—so he can check 
shrubs, tempering the heated, dry, out liberally, and not have his drafts 
atmosphere, the overflow conveyed | dishonored by overdrawing his ac- 
to some place where stock water | count—the eafest and best bank for the 
is needed. The bath-room will be | farmer to deposit in. He will work 
supplied from this reservoir, also, | clover for all it is worth, a necessary 
so that the whole family, ser- factor in keeping up fertility, furnish- 
vants and all, will be Godly because ing a very succulant food for all stock, 
cleanly. A hose attached to this reser- | the vast amount of roots running far 
voir will water his lawn,and perhaps | into the sub-soil bringing up plant food, 
save his dwelling from the flames, or | washed down by rain, also drawing 
wash his carriages or supply the tank | nie from the atmosphere, might 
of the steam thresher. | truthfully be named the farmer’s bonan- 

The coming man will havea telephone | za. Clover hay fed to stock, in connection 
plantin his house, by which he can order | with some concentrated food and the 
meat from the market, call the physician | droppings returned to the soil, is the 
or chat with his neighbor, wish him | best way to economize all the elements 
a “Merry Christmas” or a “Happy | of fertility which it contains. 
New Year.” His wife and daughters; The coming farmer will take his sons 
can call Mrs, A——— and enquire after | into partnership while in their teens, 
the baby or invite company to tea, or a | give them an interest in his business, 
thousand and one things, I will not | put responsibility upon them, teach 
stop to enumerate, which will suggest | them by precept and example how to 
themselves readily to your minds. | do business, inventory and strike the 

The coming farmer will be a member | balance at the end of the year, see 
of a farmers’ club, twelve in number, | where they stand, whether money has 
who will meet alternate each month at|been made or lost, if lost, see 
each others homes, cultivating friendly| where and how it was lost, 
feelings with each other, where ques- | profit by experience, the best school 
tions will be discussed pertaining to | to learn in, the best kind of an 
successful farming, how best to keep up | Agricultural College. When the sons 
the fertility of the soil, rotation of crop, | arrive at a majority they will be ready 
different breeds and management of | and able to paddle their own canoe—if 
stock, when, where and how to sell and it be on the farm, well, if not, there is 

buy; the ladies discussing house-keep- | always a place open for good honest | 
ing, home-making, and mind cultiva- | industrious boys, fer of such is the 
tion and topics discussed at the last | hope of the nation. Boys raised on 
Farmers’ Convention, when Mrs. A—— | the farm, double-breasted, full of vital- 
introduced a resolution demanding ity and energy, and good habits make 

equal rights in our Agricultural College generally good merchants, good me- 
for female students. | chanics, good artisans, “With proper 

Perhaps I ought to say right here training” if inclination runs that way. 
that women have had full franchise for | But above and beyond all they make 

a number of years, which will pertially | good farmers, good citizens. The most 

account for this new state of things, | valuable crop the farmer can raise is a 
though she has at times been a strong | large crop of good healthy boys, and if 

support and tower of strength to her | he should be so unfortunate as not to 

lord in great deeds of public enterprise, | have any girls the boys will bring them. 
yet she still loves home best, because it| The coming farmer will not be that 
js her nature, she instinctively cleaves | selfish creature which many of us are 

to her home, the empire from which she | to-day. He wiil be more careful of the 

rules the world. The ballot has only | rights of his wife and daughters, he will 

added a laurel to her crown. provide some way by which they will 

The coming farmer will regard his | always have money in their purse to 
farm as his bank of deposit on which he | supply their needs, without the humility 
is to deposit all the fertilizers he can | and meekness of a beggar in approach- 
produce on the farm, or any other source | ing their lord for a little allowance of 
he may be able to draw from, by the|pin money. And if their request is 
purchase of gypsum grain, hay, straw, | granted, it is done many times in a 

from other farms, also, mill feed and | grudging and patronizing way to make 

linseed to be fed on the farm to enlarge | them feel like dependants instead of 
the compost heap. He will strive to equals.
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If dairying be not the principal bus- | practically shut ont by circumstances 
iness of the coming man, he will keep | which they cannot control. 
cows enough to make more butter than| The coming man will be progressive, 
the family needs, Raise some surplus | zealous, positive, ready to hitch on 
poultry and eggs with other odds and | to any enterprise, the tendency of 
ends, 1 will not stop to enumerate, to| which is to build up and benefit man- 
swell the purse of the better half and | kind; that will put the working-man 

daughters. where he rightfully belongs. The peer 
A man always feels better and more | Of the soft-handed, the lords of the 

independent with a little money in his | earth, who will ee title and 
pocket; so, also, the woman. I wish to | Point gdp iseseen: erever civili- 
emphasize this thought, “for it is a| 2ation and humanity are known as ; in” it is | the best bred as well as the best fed crying sin.” Have you prospered, it is 6 j P 
because your wife has done her full | ™¢2 in the world, he will be teraperate 

share towards that prosperity. If you | i= all things, not defiling his mouth 
have earned, she has picked up and | With the wile weet <a it to be 
saved. If you are able to drive a high | 8TOWD ri ee = advocate 
stepping nag and carriage when you go | stringent Isws to punish a fine and among your fellows, provide s gentle imprisonment ose so-call: ‘men who 
horse and carriage for your wife and | eet to pummel each other like brate 
daughters for their sole use. If you | beastsfor a purse and the renown of the like to have money in your pocket, | Cum of creation. He will drop like a 
see to it that their purse is not empty, ; Moukey would a hot potato, the news- do this because it is the right thing to| Paper which prints this disgraceful 
do, and my word for it, you never | business, he will bea sworn enemy to 
made a better investment. oan Led great instigator of poverty 

The coming farmer being an educated — i d 
man himself and knowing the worth of seat ei nl A i> 
it and his wife an accomplished erase that degrades and ills Sora 
woman, they will to the best of their) 4 joj sa aney measure that savors of ability educate their children, beginning selocsn in the grand seanh for progress where all education begins, in the family, | 5.9 reform for right living, for higher 
hearing nothing but correct speaking | civilization, while all avocations will 
as fast ss the child gets the use of| vie with each other for the front line, 
words they will be correct from imita-| me comin farmer will not be last in tion, Osreful to speak full rounded | tne Cocaeies such meetings as this words and correct sentences, the chil- | sqlite alt can teks & pact aco vai t hell 
dren will soon appear itke little men | in the right direction, for improvement 
and little women minus the baby prattle not eae in better modes ot foto 
of the _popsar co __ _,._ | but for discipline of mind and manners, 

The major part of the education will | teaching how to collect thoughts and be obtained at the district school,| express them. So we shall be relieved 
which can be more economically done’ from calling on the lawyer or minister 
than any where else, Good schools! to do it for us, this is my idea of the 
will be maintained at home regardless | coming man, and if I have advanced 
of expense, the best teachers will be | any ideas that will stimulate thought on 
employed and all help procured to | Which you can build something tangi- 
maintain a first-class school. Music, | ble in the way of progress and reform 

vocal and instrumental will be a neces- then I have accomplished all I desired. 
sary qualification of a teacher. He) eee 
must carry a first grade certificate, be | Advantages of Summer Feeding, 
a gentleman or lady in deportment, | (By H. C. Thorn, of Turtle, Wis.] 
with good executive ability, able to| Itseemsan incongrous thing for a 
qualify boys and es for most stations | young man with comparatively no ex- 
of life. Such a school will be an agree- | perience, to undertake a subject of this 
able place to spend a leisure hour, a| magnitude, before men whose exper- 
help to the parent to maintain a youth- | ience had run into the scores before I 
ful spirit while growing old. Such | was born, It is just this thought that 
schools will receive a larger share of | emboldens me to stand up and do my 
public funds now so lavishly spent for | duty. The man who owned or partially 
the education of the few and the masses owned a 160 acres of land in 1856,
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& 
whose every principle of life and living | this condition of things 9p his hands 
was founded upon an economic basis, | and wants to make it a there is a 
who labored from dawn to sunset, who | peculiar lustre in the eyes of a balance 

fed his horse better than he did his | sheet that bodes but little weal. Says 
wife, who sheltered his flock better than | the “healed” and hard-headed farmer 

the little ones, who sapped the life | and business man have a little common 
from a burdened mother, who heard | sense, and you will come out all right, 

the boom of the cannon in ’61, who at | exactly! what is common sense as they 
once proceeded to be patriotic and | view it. Do they infer that one can 
stayed at home to take advantage of | succeed in any other occupation than 
war prices, who saw his farm paid for, | farming without sense? I followed an- 
saw houses spring up on every boun- | otheroccupation before farming. Could 
dary, saw smoke rolling from mills in | have held the position even 1f I had no 
the new town a mile away, felt his land | sense. 
grow rich beneath his feet, and knew When I began to turn over the fur- 

that he was well-to-do, this man, I say, | row, school district advisors and leis- 
is not the one to infringe upon the | urely merchants were profuse with 
methods that did him well enough, to | professions that a little common 

call into question the means that made | sense would pull me through. Do 
him rich. Generally speaking, he is | they mean a thorough knowledge of the 

the man to let well enough alone. Of | nature and character of the soil and its 

course there are many exceptions, every | fruitful power under divers conditions, 

additional gray hair in Hiram Smith’s | the genie of its products, the proper 
head seems to add its weight of intelli- | rotation of grain and grass, correct pro- 
gence. Itisthe young man, the man | cesses of fertilizing, raising, buying, 
of young experience, the man of unsuc- | feeding and selling of stock? No, their 
cessful effort, the man who, though | definition comes after you have shown 

successful, wishes to better his condi- | an ability to do and know these things. 
tion, to these men I direct a little talk | Common sense means to them an apt- 
on a subject of common interest. ness to see a dollar, seize it at once and 

I have had experience enough to | then hold it with a clutch that makes 
prove most conclusively that it is a| Uncle Sam’s bald eagle squawk again. 
problem of import to get 1095 meals fora | Among so many men as are found in 
family by feeding four and one half | the rank and file of the tillers of the 
cent corn to three and one half cent | soil need we be amazed to find now and 
steers. Land at $12.50 per acre taken | then one who loves literature and 
in conjunction with cheap labor and | masic, who feels a pleasure at the soft 
few wants of the owner may yield a| rustle of a costly fabric, who likes to 
subsistence with the ordinary methods | smile condescendingly at a conductor 
of farming. Ceaseless toil coupled with | when he is able to show a pass, who 
the most rigid economy may warrant a | gets restless and disconted under the 

. sait of $12 clothes once a year and | burden of taxes and public measures, 
fresh meat once a week. But land at|as he sees the monopoly bank borrow 
$75 per acre, high-priced labor with | money of the government, which he 

old time luxuries turned into necessi- | loves so well, at 3 per cent., while he 

ties, the old routine must be changed | pays 8 or 9 with his home for security? 
and a radical revolution in handling the | Such men are found, woe be to them, 

soil and products of the farm mnst take | how much happier were they if bread 
place, 160 acres of land at $75 is $12,- | and water would suffice. A professorof 
000; interest, $960; taxes, $75; repairs, | astronomy may further his science to 

$225; insurance, $30; labor, $250; fam- | any height and still bein debt, an in- 

ily expenses, $500; decline in value of | ventor may lighten the toil of millions 
improvements, $160, amounts to $2,200, | and be unable to pay the butcher. An 

without including interest on stock and | evangelist may move many an immortal 
machinery and damage to the latter. | soul to higher things and yet employ 
These figures do not appeal very sharp- | a church committee to buy bis grocer- 

ly to the man who has everything paid | ies. It’s a pretty hard thing to bea 
for and only has it to see to that he | full man in every particular, like a tree, 

turns off enough during the year to round and even from base to crown. 

make two ends meet and perhaps leave | In most men there is a jog, an ugly 

a surplos bank account. But to the | notch that swerves inward or outward 
young man of limited means who has ' that mars the contour of his make up.
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| But let ue drop back upon the hard- | upon the grade and character of the 

headed definition and try to buy 8 stock handled, the existing prices of 

dollar’s worth with seventy five cents, I | feed and the selling price. Every thing 

will speak of the summer feeding of | must act conjunetively in your favor or 

beef only, leaving the sheep and the | the balance will make you smart. 

hog to the tender mercies of some other | Another method is to buy two year old 

“new theory crank.” The beef cattle | steers in the fall, feed during the win- 

interest of this country is assuming | ter and turn off in the spring. Let us 

enormous proportions, I could give | look at this waya moment. A two year 

statistics that would make Hoard’s little | old steer weighing 900 pounds costs $28 

Jersey cow swallow her cud in amaze- | in the fall. He eats $8 worth of hay. 

ment, could string out a line of figures | For 150 days he eats 20 cents’ worth of 

that would set the smart boys in arith- | corn meal or $30, making the actual cost 

metic agog. | of the steer the Ist day of May $66. If 

Some ingenious individual has esti- the average steer weighs on the Ist day 

mated that a column 12 abreast would | of May 1,200 pounds, he has done as 

stretch in an unbroken line from New | well as is generally expected, at any 

York to San Francisco. Quite a steak it he has done fairly well. Say he 

for the human race to swallow without commands $5 per hundred weight 

a wink, the difficulty is somewhat pallia- | (which he probably will not do), $60, 

ted by the fact that teeth can be ob-|a net loss of $6, allowing manure to 

tained at the low price of $6 a set. A | pay for care, risk, shelter and interest 

large proportion of this vast me Oey jon the investment. One illustration: 

cattle is grazing upon government d, E. M. Buse, of Illinois, purchased Nov. 

land of nominal value under a summer 1st 40 steers, which, after shrinkage, 

gun the season round. Every blade of | weighed 1,100 pounds per head. He 

grass is sweet and undefiled by tramp- turned them on good pasture and gave 

ling feet. These cattle roam ‘at their | them all the pumpkins they would eat. 

own will, no tence to fetter their inclin- | Dec. Ist he began to feed them corn, 

ation, no bark of dog or neigh of horse | and by Dec. 15th he had them on full 

to wake their dreaming but once & feed. May 11th they were weighed, 

year. The herds are governed by for- | showing an increase of 5,520 pounds of 

eign capitalists and home monoplies | beef on the lot. He fed 2,800 bushels of 

and are thrown — our central mar- | corn worth 33cents per bushel or $840. 

kets to compete with cattle which have | At the time he began feeding he turned 

been grazed oo high priced land, | 23 weighed hogs with the cattle, making 

tabled and fed six rigid months in a |a net profit on the hogs of $195.60—a 

year. It is sharply Crt that we | total profit of $499.20—a net loss of 16 

cannot expect to equal them in the | cents on every bushel of corn fed. The 

production of quantity, and our only | cattle were regularly fed, watered and 

remedy is to outrank them in quality. | salted. The cattle had all the corn they 

In order todo this we must put ripe, would eat, fed in mangers so that noth- 

well turned and corn fed steers upon ing was lost. Ye advocates of winter 

the market and deliberately down their | feeding where is that man’s hay. If you 

grass fed cattle on the ground of super- | want any more encouragement on this 

jor excellence. The question arises, | line weigh your steers in the fall, weigh 

how can this be done with the least | your feed and estimate your hay, sell 

possible outlay of money. | by weight and see in the spring how 

As you know the usual method is to | large a hole there is in the pocket 

raise or buy calves, put them through | where the profit dollars ought to be, and 

the initial winter on poor hay, and turn | then stand < a man and give your 

them on grass in summer. | experience. How out of this dilemma? 

Repeat number one process during | For an apparent reason I have no fig- 

number two winter, turn them out again | ures to support the subject of this paper. 

and the third winter feed them as best | There is always a theory before a prac- 

you can and in the spring grope blindly | tice. Always an experience before a 

for a profit on a three years’ investment. | figure. The reason I have no figures is 

I will say here that the price usually ob- that I never saw a summer-fed steer, 

tained is in the main a fair one consid- | never saw a man who had fed one, is 

ering the grade of cattle turned off. | that straight enough, how many have, 

‘Whether the price you get is one of | how many have seen a steer run in 

profit isa question depending largely ‘pasture from May until December on
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full cornmeal feed. Iowa, Kansas, |is the theory for that blessed dollar, 

Missouri and Nebraska have been feed- | two year old beef is too young for the 

ing cattle on grass and corn at the same | market as we raise it. Have you ever 

time and they claim that it pays. But | heard one man say or a hundred men 

their estimates wont help us much, | say that a three year old steer ate his 

they don’t weigh as a rule, their climate | head off the lest winter he owned him. 

is different. The most of their feeding | Our pet steer is going to drop right 

has been done during short pasturage, | into that big hole between immature 

when growing feed was short or dry or | beef and a three year old with his head 

dead, and still they claim it pays. What | eaten off. He is two years and six 

I want is corn mealand luxuriant green- | months old ané will cover the block 

growing grass, if they can make it pay | before the third and fatal winter comes. 

under their conditions what’s the matter Your steer has a free and easy action 

with mine, the foundation to successful | and is not heated and strained with dry 

beef raising is good stock. These pro- | hay and dry corn, you have not an 

fessional men will make you believe | eager, pushing, hungry and frozen 

that “blood tells” without any aid from | animal to feed all winter. Cattle lice 

this paper. don’t mow hair and corn at your 

The keynote to rapid growth is good | expense, you don’t pitch manure out of 

care of the calf during the first winter, | the back door every morning to run 

have a warm comfortable place with a | over on your neighbor's farm the next 

dry floor. Give them liberty, good | spring. You don’t spend three or four 

hay, ground feed two or three times | weeks drawing out the husk of manure 

daily, let the main part of the feed be | that is left after Jones gets the meat 

oats, the remainder barley or corn anda | across the line. 
little oil meal. The calves will walk| You are not feeding 60 per cent. of 

out in the spring with the bow of an| your grain and hay to keep a fire in 

ordinary two year old, they have | order that your charge may live. And 

growth and frame. Theyare activeand | ycur hay, that’s a clean profit, and hay 

have straight backs, their hair is glossy | is paying about as well as any farm pro- 

and lays well, their eyes are bright. | duct, what have we besides the hay, a 

Then comes the grass. Wisconsin grows | large growthy steer tostart on. A sum- 

good grass, we would not have a butter | mer sun and quiet shade and tempered 

and cheese record if she did not. All| water to help you, a green and succu- 

kinds of grass from Babbitt’s Turtle | lent grass that is infinitely better than 

flat and Northrop’s boggy slew to the | any mow or silo can furnish. Aclimate 

timothy and clover which has no equal | and condition of things that will make 

as a meat producer. These yearlings | more than two pounds of meat where 

begin their second winter stalwart fel- | you made one, on the same feed in win- 

lows whose limb and barrel begin to | ter. Manure of number one quality 

show the round the graceful contour of | well distributed without waste or labor, 

maturity, for the second winter a good | and above all you have a steer in the 

tight shed on three sides, open to the | fall that is a steer. In symmetry of 

south, kept well bedded, answers every outline, in maturity, in fat, in handling 

purpose. A manger on the inside of | quality, in every point that goes to 

north, east and west will do for the | make up a butcher's pride you have an 

hay. It may havea grain box attach- | example that will make any lousy, half- 

ment or a grain tack in the yard will | haired manure bedaubed winter stall- 

do aswell perhaps. Would feed enough | fed steer crawl into a hole that his 

to keep them in good growing condition | summer friend can’t get into by 300 Ibs. 

with hair having a live look, when | Why have we not tried this method of 

grass is ready to turn into would ar-| feeding, we are conservative. Our 

range feed boxes in the pasture. It’s | fathers fed the old way and did tolerably 

not a good plan to turn 50 head of cattle | well, yes, but they had the advantage of 

into a 100-acre field to hunt for a white | us, land was cheap, no western compe- 

livered spear of grass that trembles as tition, their wants were few. Old 

it looks around in fear that it has made | “sense” says, live as your father’s did, 

a mistake in the season. By judicious | our only answer is, what's the use of 

feeding would have them on full feed | being a roman, another reason is, we 

in 15 days and keep them there until | are a sort of hand-to-mouth tribe. If 

sentimental people began to lug ever- | we can only make the grain supply last 

greeps through the streets. Here now until grass grows we draw a long
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breath of relief and begin the new year meat on Chicago and New York hooks 

with the old leaf fluttering to the wind | at a fair profit is worth the trying, you 

as ever before. Because corn costs 32 | have the theory, what do you think of 

cents to produce it, it is no evidence | it. 

that 32 cents is all itis worth. You ae 
“A” “BR? 

by on ae ae: ae = Shorthorns, Past, Present and Future. 

hand it to “B” and drop the thing on a [By Fred. Haten, Spring Grove, Ill] 

stone walk, how much do you lose. When a man begins to advocate the 

Buy corn, if cash and credit don’t blush | merits of any particular breed of cattle 

to meet you, buy corn until you get a he is not called upon to prove that those 

start and when you get a start sell your who keep some other breed are a little 

hay and stay started. Manure your short of fools. 

land with some one’s grain who don’t; In preparing a paper on Shorthorns 

see as you see, and the more grain of | we find we have to do with a breed that 

any man’s raise that you feed the more has been more petted and extolled and 

cattle you can keep on your pasture. | yet more abused than any other. In 

Some one says, “cattle don’t bring any- days gone by they were the cattle of the 

thing in the fall, generally speaking aristocracy and among cattle the aristo- 

right. They do not command x high | crats, but as numbers increased and 

price, that is, such cattle as are usually | fashion changed they have gradually 

turned off. Snort-sighted farmers are | shifted off to good farmers until over 

appalled when the first snow covers the | two thousand breeders are recording 

ground, they have miscalcuated, no | Shorthorns in the Herd books of today. 

room, unexpectedly short cro, low | They were the pioneer pedigreed cattle 

exchecquer, taxes close at sonics cattle | that gained a foot-hold in this country 

unfitted for market, no preparation for and their records were first commenced 

this emergency, they must go, feeders, in the United States by Lewis F. Allen 

stockers, sca'awags, old cows are sold to | of Buffalo, N. Y., as early as 1846. 

third rate butchers or hurried to the | It may be worthy of note that no le
ss 

stock yard. 
@ personage assisted in compiling their 

Bargain drivers are anxious to minis- | early records than our present president 

ter to your wants. But our steer is not | of the United States: we find in the pre- 

a competitor to this class of cattle, | face of Vol. V published in 1861 the state- 

neither is he a competitor to the great ment thatin the compilation of the 24,3d, 

flood of western cattle. The local re- 4th and 5th Vol. of this work “I take 

spectable butcher must have good beef | much pleasure in expressing my ac- 

to sandwich with the great fall clearing knowledgments to the kindness, indus- 

out. He is willing to pay something try and ability of my young friend and 

near a fair figure for that which justifies | kinsman Grover Cleveland Esq. of Buf- 

his pretentions. He wants something | falo, N. Y., a gentleman of the legal 

good to hang on the first peg next the profession who has kindly assisted my 

door, turn to a summary of the market | labors in correcting and arranging the 

reports for the past eleven years and as | pedigrees for publication, and to him is 

a rule you will find the November and | 4 portion of the credit due for the very 

December quotations low. But near dreditable display, which our American 

the top you will find good cattle bring- | Shorthorns make before the agricultur- 

ing good prices. Many of us make a | al public”. 

great mistake in fitting cattle for the| With the advent of hard times came 

lock, not big cattle but fat cattle, | naturally a falling off in prices and a 

Dont keep a steer three or four years to general dispersion of herds at public 

make him big. If you can combine | auction till the Shorthorns are no lon- 

gize and finish so much the better, but | ger owned by companies and moneyed 

by all means have them fat if you want to | individuals, but by the farmer. Being 

get the top price, 1200 Ib. steers often then,as Warfield of Kentucky says,some- 

outscale those which weigh three qvar- what down there is generally a dispo- 

ters of a ton. For this class of cattle | sition to kick the long time champions 

the November and December markete | of the bovene race. ‘Doughty cavaliers 

rarely fall behind that of March and | that once were unheard of are now ea- 

June and often outrank it. Will the | ger to break a lance with the petted and 

plan work! try it, any plan that has in | abused Durham. We are told by many 

view the hanging of a good quality of that in large part they have departed
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from their former excellence that there | brought the Shorthorn to the front: 

are few or no good Shorthorns in Am- | but it was the rare combination of these 

erica today and even that they never | and other properties (such as easy 

were all that they were trumped up to | adaptability to change of climate, small 

be: a few summers back even the poet | consumption of food in proportion to 

sang something about bringing up | produce and a constitution strong and 

“Shorthorn Calves on Jersey cream.” | hearty) that gained for the Shorthorn 

Let us see if they are really as black as | its early and wide distribution over the 

they are painted or if they are the same | British Islands and subsequently com- 

grand red, white and roan of our fa- | mended it to the favorable notice of 

thers. our own stock breeders. 

Though the Shorthorn has the oldest | No breed is more elastic in its adap- 

and most authentic history of any of | tation to the rbjects of its breeder and 

the improved breeds yet its first origin | the circumstances of its life than the 

is Jost in obscurity. Shorthorn. 

We have, in the Princess tribe a clear The type then which first came into 

line down to the dam of tribes bred by | prominence was a milk and beef animsl 

Mr. Stephenson, of Ketton, Eng., in | im which the balance between dairy and 

1739 and suggestive evidence beyond | grazing was more or less even. 

that she was but one fair sample of the Sach a type was highly artificial, and 

local herds at that date. And from facts | therefore the tendency was to revert to 

obtained from history we are forced to | one or the other of the simple types, to 

the conclusion that really this cosmopol- | produce a dairy cow at the cost of the 

itan breed which adapts itself over the | weight and rapid growth of flesh, or to 

world so readily in successful amalgama- | produce a beef animal at the cost of the 

tion with the cattle of any country it may | loss of milk. 

invade, is but a relic of the huts of the Sach cattle were bred by the pioneers 

Benedictine monks the best pioneers of | of Shorthorn history. Bates, the Col- 

agriculture as far back as the Seventh | lings, Mason and others. 

century whocould from theirmanycon- | Such cattle were first imported to 

nections over the world combine from | this country, cows with great udders, 

all countries what was found to be the | broad backs, prominent hips, tapering 

best in the native cattle and was origin- | necks and inclined to be long faced. 

aliy imported in their hands across the They were brought into the eastern and 

North Sea; being a gradually grown up | middle states from 1796 to 1830 where 

conglomerate of the best of all breeds | they have been kept quite true to the 

with which these monks became ac- | original type; but when the great com- 

quainted during the course of accumu- panies for importing cattle were formed 

lated centuries. in Obio and Kentucky in 1834 to 1854, 

In ancient times the cow was kept | and the cattle were brought to those 

more for her labor and milk and the | great grezing districts, the change for 

production of beef did not so fully en- | fancy beef cattle began with us and soon 

ter into the calculations of the agricul- | turned many of our milk and beef ani 

turalist, that impulse came with the in- mals on the beef side. 

creased demand for animal food among So many varieties, however, by this 

the manufacturing population, so when | time had been inported, that by the 

England became the leading manufac- | year 1856, the United States possessed 

turing nation of the globe she also led according to their number, as valuable 

all other nations in the line of beef |a selection of Shorthorns as could be 

cattle. found in England itself. 

We shall scarcely be in danger of | From the earliest importations to the 

contradiction then when we say that | present time, the Shorthorn has in- 

the Shorthorn was first brought into | creased in popularity, and prices have 

notice in England by its compound | sometimes reached fabulous figures, 

character, its usefulness for any pur- | many thousand dollars having been paid 

pose and for all purposes rather than | for an individual animal. 

by its special and supreme usefulness | Up to within a few years the Short- 

for one purpose. Not alone its early | horn had the field to itself and a glorious 

maturity, not alone its extraordinary | work it did, then came its would-be 

power of improving other breeds, not rivals, the Hereford and Pulled Angus 

alone its sometimes enormous yield di- | for beef end the Holstein as a milker, 

rectly of milk, or indirectly of butter, they had been here before, but could
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not stay, they were one purpose breeds | horn will be found in possession of the 

and had to wait their time for accumu- deck ; we cannot do without her. 

lated wealth to handle them. But we presume the question of future 

This, then, 1s the present of the Short- | prospects of the breed means what value 

horn, numbered by many thousands, | will it maintain in the market. 

valued at millions, scattered from Maine| Noman can more than guess at the 

to Oregon, and from Wisconsin to Flor- | probable prices of Shorthorn in the 

ida, between 6,000 and 7,000 of them | future; but this, at least, 1s certain, that 

thrown upon the public markets annu: it will pay the breeder to increase his 

ally when times are dull with new and | efforts and sharpen his attention as re- 

promising rivals in the hands of gards the material he has to work on. 

moneyed individuals aud corporations, Give to every family and breed fair 

what shall their future be? play, and trust to the good sense of 

Three classes of breeders want cattle, | American farmers and breeders. The 

those who look to beef alone, those who | best will win in the long run and the 

look to milk alone, and those who want | Shorthorn is in no danger of being 

both. 
last in the race. 

The Shorthorn has strong rivals in| We esteemthe Shorthorn as the best 

appealing to the first two classes, but is | and only animal of general utility, and 

unsurpassed in claims to favor by the | as the equal of any other at the block, 

third; this third class outnumbers both | the pail, the chura or the cheese press; 

the others. 
but I need not recount the purposes 

The average good farmer in the West | which this breed in its purity, with or 

wants cattle both for beef and milk, he | without pedigree, and in its crosses 80 

cannot afford to keep a cow a year simp- | admirably serves. 

ly to raise a calf; he cannot afford to| Look what it is to England, look what 

disregard size and form for beef making. | it is to Scotland, look what it is to the 

The best specimens of the breed are | breeders of our own country. 

unsurpassed as beef animals, and natur-| We know it hasa foot-hold here and 

ay the breed has good dairy qualities. | we cannot look over a fence in the great 

t always has been, and still is, the | dairy and grazing districts in our North- 

chief dairy breed of England in practice | vest without seeing evidences of its 

and at the dairy shows, taking more wide-spread influence. The producers 

prizes than all other breeds combined. | of beef and butter and cheese are the 

There is a great home market among | men who must and will have this breed. 

our own farmers not yet supplied, many Sales may fluctuate, pedigrees may 

thousands of pure bred bulls could be | be raised in credit or thrown into dis- 

used, and nine out of ten have none. grace, but the Shorthorn will flourish 

The general farmer’s aim is to possess and the breeders who can give us these 

a cow, that at her best will fill the pail, | cattle in their milk and beef perfection 

and when dried off will rapidly pad her | at prices in reach of these producers 

ribs with meal; for this purpose, no will deserve well of their country. 

breed has ever been found that affords ieee 

the requisite better than the improved 
. 

Shorthorn, they have taken more Reuner termes 

prizes for beef than all other breeds [By 8. L. Porter, Mukwonago, Wis] 

combined, and many hundreds of cows Thankixg you for the invitatiion, I 

have records of milk from 50 to 75 lbs | will invite your attention for a few mo- 

per day for long periods; yet a cow that | ments in stating to you what I know 

will milk abundantly and fatten heavily | about successful poultry farming. 

at the same time, will be broad over the| Five years ago we left the city, came 

crops and loaded with rounds when in | here and engaged in farming on 280 

full yield of butter and cheese, remains | acres of land. We early conceived the 

a desideratum—yet dances “ Wil-o’-the- | idea that we could make money easier 

Wisp” like in the distance. and faster in poultry, a8 my taste ran 

Shrewd speculators have, from time to | that way, than I could in carting early 

time, rushed different breeds as they | pctatoes ‘and sweet corn to the Milwau- 

saw their chance, and prices went up in | kee market, over twenty-two miles of 

accordance with the demand; but these | very stony roads, a vocation the most of 

booms no more last than does the temp- | the neighboring farmers in this vicinity 

est. When the air clears and we come | are engaged in ‘during the summer and 

to quiet times again the placid Short-' fall months. With this idea in mind
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we erected a hen house 26x80, two stor- | or its equivalent in other grain, will 

ies high, costing about $900. I know it keep a fowl a year. An average hen 

to be a fact, that some of my neighbors | will lay 100 eggs a year, if properly tak- 

were disposed to make fun of me, chuck: | en care of, which at 15 cents a dozen, an 

ed each other in the ribs and got off | average price, will on an honest calcu- 

that glorious old adage. “A fool and his | lation bring in $1.25. 

money”—you know the rest. I started Tf attended to, that hen will raise you 

in with three breeds of fowls, added to | as well eight chicks, which at six months 

them as the trade demanded, until they | old, making allowance for feed, will net 

out grew the $900 hen house, and I was | you, at the lowest calculation $1.50 

obliged to build more; until now Ihave | more. We now have a total of $2.75 

three—besides using an old house dur- | and the original stock on hand. 

ing the breeding season. Iam dispos-| Asa rule farm fowls are not as good 

ed to be charitable toward my neigh- | as they should be. Now, there is no 

bors; but I thank the Giver of all good | place where finer fowls can be raised 

things that I have made a success of the | than on the farm. Tnstead we find a 

business, and have proven the fact to | great many poor ones—no pure blood 

some that “he laughs loudest who laughs | introduced for years. Very often they 

last.” are allowed to roost in the trees or any 

One of my neighbors said to me one | place they can find, having no house of 

day, “Why! you don’t do a good day’s | their own. Small wonder that so many 

work in a month.” Says I, “perhaps not, | say that their fowls do not pay. How 

the way you work; but when the year | can such care and breeding be expected 

rolls around I can show the most ducats | to pay? We would not expect to real- 

for the season’s work.” ize very large profits from our other 

“But,” you say, “suppose we all went | farm stock if handled in that manner. 

into the fancy poultry business?” All| Which variety shall we keep? is a 

do not want to. Its a good thing all do | question often asked. That just de- 

not think alike. If everybody thought | pends upon what you keep fowls for, 

aslonce did, everybody would have | whether for eggs only, or meat, or the 

been after my wife as fierce as I was. two combined. If for eggs the Leg- 

In the four years past, poultry has | horns or Hondans. The eggs of the 

paid us over and above all expenses es- | Leghorn are smaller thar those of the 

timating $100 per year for feed as fol- | Hondan, but the birds, likewise, are 

low: 1883, $460; 1884, $1,269; 1885, | smaller, requiring less to keep them; so 

$957 ; 1886, $945.40. How do we do this? | that the weight of eggs produced for 

By breeding the best, taking good care food consumed will equal, and, I think, 

of the chicks, and advertising judicious- | surpass the Hondan. As it is always - 

ly. Some people are adapted for poul- | necessary to kill off the older birds to 

try culture; some are not, To some a | make way fora certain number of pul- 

common dung hill is as good as a mag- | lets yearly, flesh value must also be tak- 

nificent light Brahma. en into account. 

The poultry business is one of the| Fora general purpose fowl the Wy- 

neglected industries of this country. | andotte, Brahma, or Plymouth Rock are 

| As a rule the poultry on a farm is allow- | superior to all others. I have tried 

ed to shift for itself; their quar- | many varieties, and have found none to 

ters are filthy, illy-ventilated and cold. | compare with them. 

Perhaps they are fed once a day, more As regards the poultry industry of 

generally not at all. If other stock was | this country, { want to call your atten- 

treated the same way what would be the | tion to a few figures. The. report of 

result? A farmer could not raise | the Department of Agriculture gives 

enough meat to live on, or sell enough | the total cash value of several farm pro- 

to pay his taxes or buy the children | ducts per annum as follows: 

shoes. But where poultry is giver at- | COrt..csssssssesssseesseeeeeerme semssesesneee $80,000,000. 
tention, itis the best-paying investment aera seeesseeneeesnsevenenees — 

on the farm. Oe aneng 
By veteran breeders it Gs estimated | Potatoes.......ccceessenerens seeeeererersee 76,000,000. 

one bushel of corn will grow as many| It has been clearly shown that the 

pounds of poultry as it will of pork. annual value of the pouley, S02 eggs 

On an average poultry sells at double | consumed and sold in this country 

price of pork. amounts to the respectable sum of 

One bushel and twelve quarts of corn, ' $475,000,000, or more than that of any
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product in the country, with the excep-| ers,” or a Norman horse and the 

tion of corn, and is exceeded by this | Mustang. 
' 

product only five million dollars. _ There is no question but the poultry 

We occasionally find people embark- industry is enormous and increasing ’ 

ing in the poultry business, and on in- yearly. Today there are fewer indus- 

vesting a small amount expect to realize tries in the United States that show a 

enormcus profits, even more in the ag- healthier growth or yield so vast a re- 

gregate than from all other sources com- turn to the American people, in propor, | 

bined; and at the same time they give | tion to the amount of capital required 

other matters nine-tenths of their time | and employed in following it. It is 

and attention. An article in the New | certain fowls have been greatly under- 

York Herald a short time ago expresses valued in past years, but now-a days 

my views on the subject. the ee ar poultry -~ ne 

\ a a pecunii int of view come 

ao eee aan Lorre oat the most wee and remun- “ 

pends on it for a livelyhood, must not = al Tee ance ra Leay no. 

forget what his business is. If before | See aa 
euinring into it you sit down and care: |The fact that 350,000 eggs formed a 

fully count the cost, as any wise person _ a oe a . a ee 

should do, and decide that on your few | = ae way to this eae as a — 

acres of wora-out, worthless land you | hagen, 8 y ta 80! oe ti oo 

could raise $1500 worth of chickens | einai ee 

more easily than you could raise 500 | ee aay clan. ct sexieey 

pounds of hay and 20 bushels of pota- | ace aan country, says » Wash- 

Ig Rye 
- imagine you area farmer, for you are | oa 1 wach mao ay a 

not. Don’t leave those chicks ‘o shift | : he . espe radead bere oe 

for themselves while you turn those few | a we this country for te Yes 

spears of hay or hoe those few hills ON ca ceah tl lished by Chief 

potatoes. Remember your business is | oe = nisl 
Pownise chicks, and fight hawks and | Mimmo of the bureau of statistics of the 

= and nat to raise potatoes, end | treasury show that there were imported 

Ce me Tr pok eve tan to | ternpoo sage Bose than Sat the 
take all necessary care of your chicks, | pap¢ ts show that this is not ‘od 

se alec tine $e hos ipoiaines;| and.itdt | ce’ octenk th on Lalaprdseprorcites 
is settled that chickens are more profit- | aa ae Ucar aicoul aa rel zs 

able than potatoes, then the obvious feorishin industry for some year 

conclusion is that you have not enough | havin, ce so rapidly rince a rd 

chicks to employ your time to the best | gy, a that the : ¥ f thi 

advantage, and you had better set more sp e epee nagar a 
heneiaa Saas ible.” | try ought to be startled by it. in the 

: oo , | fiseal year 1883 the number of eggs im- 

Cartainly th tren protien pony | Pano in 1885," 10000000 
raising do not lie wil e common | 140,000,000. 3, 50,000,000; 

barn ‘eae ooo now-a-days. oe is | and in the past year will probably ex- 

occasionally a person so completely fos- ceed 200,000,000; with a value of 

silized as far as the more Shit and | $3,000,000. Nee 

valuable qualities of fine bred poultry) There is money in raising good poul- 

and vere — a ee is oe | try. eat can er in this 

cerned as are e regular old- | rural industry. o business is more 

fashioned breeds of barn yard fowls are evenly divided or generally distributed. 

rors than the new-fangled ones exhib- | The average farmer, mechanic, cottager, 

ited at shows and sold at high iano | poulterer and fancier usually keeps a 

Buch erroncons ideas, never fin Pine | can feud and, make. prodtsbl a people. | can and make pro! le; an 

They know better. We know by expe- | while our country is increasing in popu- 

eens ee ee more juabie. 

improved fowls aud the dunghill scrubs | Isis about time farmers should wake 

as there is between the fine grade Po-| up to their own interests, give poultry 

land China pigs and the “prairie roost- culture a fair trial, build suitable ac-
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commodations for them, feed and tend | at first introduced into this country the 

them well, keep the best breeds for | practice was to sow the corn in this 

utility, market the eggs and chicks in | Jatitude from the 1st to 10th of June, 

season, and my word for it, you will find | and ent about September Ist, while it 

poultry breeding a profitable business. | was quitegreen aud juicy. Experience, 

= however, has proven that better ensilage 

Ensilage. gs well as much cheaper, is produced by 

[By Dr. H. S. Weeks, Oconomowoc.] sowing a mouth earlier and allowing the 

However, I take it for granted that I | corn to become quite mature and the 

am selected to say something about | ©ars partially glazed before cutting. 

“Ensilage” because I am, to the best of | Had 1 done so this season my corn 

my ability, carrying on the work of my would have got a start which would 

father, the late Dr. L. W. Weeks, who. | have enabled it to stand the drouth, or 

though taking up dairy farming at an rather, it would haveall germinated and 

advanced age, was yet progressive | grown, and I should have had a fall 

enough to adopt the ensilage system | Crop. And here let me give an expe- 

when it was comparatively in its infan- | rience which will apply to cultivating 

cy, and built, I believe the first silos | corn whether for ensilage or other pur- 

ever used in this siate, becoming an en- | pose, viz.: Never despair of a corn 

thusiast on the subject, and urging | crop, for as they often say of a very 

others to follow his example. sick person, “while there is life there is 

Since then the merits of ensilage | hope.” About the middle of last July, 

have been recognized by progressive , by reasou of having been sown in per- 

farmers every where, and silos have mul- | fectly dry soil and not having been even 

tiplied all over the land until they are dampened with rain, my field of ensi- 

no fonger looked upon as an experi- lage corn looked sick indeed, and my 

ment, but a solid fact, and “have come fnends advieed me to look sharp about 

to stay.” Yet I suppose there may be | me for something to feed my cows the 

some here to-night who have never in- | coming winter. Advice which I was 

vestigated the subject and who hardly | not slow in heeding, but at the same | 

know what a silo is, but have a general | time, with the energy of despair, I set 

idea that they are a sort of luxury which | about doctoring the invalid, or in other 

those only can indulge in who have words, cultivating the corn. I put all 

money to spend in “fancy farming.” hands at work with hues and cleared it 

To such, if any there be, I will ad- of every weed, and kept it clear, also 

dress myself, because there has been so stirring the soil with cultivators every 

much said and written on the subject, | few days the balance of the season, and 

that to the initiated I can hardly hope | was rewarded by witnessing the most 

to offer anything new. astonishing growth that could be ima- 

My good father used tosay, “Ensilage gined though the hot sun poured down 

solves the problem of carrying a large | upon the thirsty earth and the simoon 

amount of stock on a small amount of | from the south parched it day after day, 

land,” and when I tell you that I car- and no alleviating showers came to its 

ried last season forty head of cattle, relief, yet it continued to grow, and 

old and young, from Dec. Ist to June | many stalks reached the full height and 

1st on the product of sixteen acres of | size that had ever been attained in the 

Southern White corn converted into | best of seasons. Tbe drought had also 

ensilage, you will I think agree with | matured it to a greater degree than 

him; this of course refers to forage, for ueual, and I was enabled to make com- 

my objective point being cream, to paratively sweet ensilage, which is a 

reach it I feed liberally of grain and | point in the new departure mentioned 

mill feed the year round. This year, | above, the merits of which can not be 

owing to the great drouth, which, as | doubted. 

you all know, extended over the entire By the old method it was necessary 

growing season, my crop of ensilage to have a large force of men to get the 

corn was light, and J was unable to|cropinto the silo, as haste must be 

entirely fill my silos, and have had to | used, and this made it expensive. As 

supplement my ensilage with other | now practiced, however, the cost of 

coarse feed. This however, might have | building silos and of filling them is 

been avoided had I adopted the “new | cheapened so that it is within the reach 

departure” which has lately been taken | of any farmer. All that is required for 

in cultivating and curing ensilage. As '' the building islamber, in the form of
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an ordinary ice house, with double | Other equally unfounded objections 

walls of matched stuff and tarred pa- | have been from time to time raised 

per put on the studding between to against feeding ensilage, but ‘‘the ball 

form dead air spaces, the bottom of ce- | keeps rolling,” to the contrary notwith- 

ment to make it air and water tight. | standindig, ‘and bowls them all down, 

T aminformed that the corn can be cut and it will soon, in my opinion, be a 

with a sweep rake reaper, which would | question whether any farmer can afford 

be an improvement over doing it by | to be without a silo, some of the follow- 

hand, but I have uever tried it. When | ing being “the reasons why.” 

cut, it should lie on the field a day or First. Because more stock can be 

go to wilt, then haul to silo, cut in one- | carried on the farm than by any other 

quarter to one-half inch lengths with a | system of feeding. Second. Because 

feed cutter, and fill in slowly, letting it | by that means greater fertility of soil is 

heat to about one hundred and forty | secured, and larger crops can be raised. 

degrees, then adding more, and so on Third. Because it furnishes the best 

till filled, taking as much time as is | and cheapest succulent food in winter 

necessary to do the work with ordinary | when dairying is most profitable. 

farm help, meantime tramping thor- Fourth. Because it requires less space 

oughly as put in, particularly close to | to store it, and does away with the ne- 

the walls at sides and ends. When the | cessity of large and expensive barns. 

silo is filled level it off and let it stand 

a day or two, then put on a layer of dry : ao al ‘ 

straw or marsh hay four to six inches Ringing Hogs. 

deep, and cover with planks fitted close- [By J. L. Rhodes, Salem, Wis.) 

ly at ends and laid snugly together so The subject in hand seems to be ring- 

as to exciude the air as much as pos- ing hogs; certainly not a pleasant sub- 

sible. Some put tarred paper under the | ject to write on, and not admirable at 

planks, but I have not found it neces- | all except for the reason that farmers 

sary. In the matter of weighting there | must sometimes deal with disagreeable 

there is much diversity of practice, from | things. 

no weight at to very weight. Thavenot| Oar city friends love to speak of us 

followed any rule, but this year used | a8 sitting under our own vine and fig 

sacks of bran of 200 pounds weight | tree dreamily watching the clouds go 

each, laid closély togther, which ans- | by. We thank them for their kindly 

wered all purposes. Stone boulders | and poetic ideas, and admit frankly that, 

are used. Wood may be used, or earth, | though the farmer knows that the clouds 

if nothing else is at hand. It is cus- | will getby without any of his assistance, 

tomary to lettheensilage stand a month | many times and oft would he be glad to 

to six weeks before opening the silo, | sit under a vine for a few minutes to 

when it should be thoroughly settled | ease a broken back, even if the vine be- 

and cured, and come out slightly moist longed to someone else. But no; he 

and with little or no acidity, ‘and willbe | must go forth to his 16 hours of daily 

greedily eaten by all kinds of stock on | labor, and wrestle with potatoe bugs, 

the farm, even including poultry, and pliticious patent-right peddlers and 

to equal advantage and profit, it is sewing machine agents, all of which 

claimed, though I can only speak as re- | pave the way for an essay on ringing 

gards cattle, particularly milch cows, hogs. 

which I have found will, with the proper Why do we ring hogs ? In answer, 

grain ration, respond liberally to it in | it might be well to first ascertain how 

milk and cream of the choicest, and if | we ring them. In the first place we 

keep in fine condition without other | have an assortment of patent rings and 

feed. There is, I believe, a vague, un- pinchers to choose from; and the whole 

founded prejudice against ensilage, on | art is brought to such perfection that 

the ground that it affects unfavorably | the advertisements picture the hog as 

the flavor and keeping qualities of but- | sitting up in one corner of his pen with 

ter from cows fed on it, butif the guests | forefeet folded crosswise, smilingly 

of the Plankinton House, Milwaukee, waiting for the farmer to insert in his 

fail to detect it in the butter furnished | proboscis one of Blobbs’ patent 

by Mr. Hiram Smith, or the cream fur- eliptical, non-corosive, back-action, hog 

nished by your humble servant, I think rings. 

it is safe to chance it with the average Tt is needless to tell a convention of 

consumer. 
farmers that this is not the usual way
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in which the operation is performed. A , snails, and were grinding up shells 
more accurate description would be | and ail. Frenchmen have long known ' 
something like this: snails to be a delicacy ; but those pigs 

As the receipt books say, first catch | did not have to go to France to find it 
the pig. Well, owing to the fact that | out. They are also fond of fresh vege- 
he is of the Polled Angus breed or with- | tables, and in the spring before grass 
out horns, and that his wool is not of a | has started, they will dig deep into the 
quahty to hold him by, and that his | ground after the root of the common 
general make-up is deplorably lacking | thistle. 
in loops and handles to lay hold of,| It must be admitted that if a large 
when a rush is made the work is diffi- | number of pigs are penned in a small 
cult. But the farmer isa persevering | pasture which will not grow grass 
mortal, and after being dragged stone- | enough, they will dig up and eat grass 
boatwise three or four times around the | roots. But this they will not doif al- 
pig pen, victory perches on his banner. | lowed ample range of pasture. 

Next time the curtain rises, we prob-| Because hogs sometimes root in a ' 
ably see a burly Englishman astride of | large pasture, do not condemn them for 
the pig with a firm grip upon each ear. | eating grassroots. They are after some- 
Then the balct dance begins, and it is | thing else, and that will probably prove 
very soon evident that a seat on the | to be either the common cut worm, the 
American hog is nearly as unstable as a | angle worm, or the white. grub, larve 
seat on the throne of Bulgaria. The | of the May beetle. Of these things and 
rearing and plunging is accompanied | other insect pests, hogs are inordinately 
by a baritone solo from the pig, of a | fond and will work long and patiently 
quality to set everybody’s teeth on edge | to getthem. Againstall of theseI know 
within half a mile, while the general up- | of no better defense than a lot of strong 
roar is liable to be interladen with bits | healthy shoots of the strongest rooting 
of profane history from the Eoglishman. | propensities obtainable. Don’t be 
In the meantime an assistant is making | alarmed about the grass; it will look 
frantic efforts to insert the necessary | rough bottom side up; but it will grow 
jewelry; but somehow, when the ring | again, and if not plowed up will produce 
gets to the point aimed at, the nose is | far more grass than if the worms had 
not there, and next time the | been left unmolested. 
nose comes around the ring is| It would be useless to discuss the de- 
not there. But a lucky turn of the | structive habits of the cut worm and the 
wrist fixes the ring, and with a bound | white grub; farmers know them too 
and horrible yell away goes his porkship | well. Thoy also know that both are 
leaving John Taurus prone on his back | propogated largely in grass lands, 
in anything but a bed of roses. though the latter may be found quite 

There may be farmers who can doa | plenty in manure heaps. Their work 
neater job than this, but there are very | upon the first cultivated crop raised on 
few who really take a pleasure in it. | sod land is to be dreaded, and their un- 
Then why do we disturb the public | derground and nocturnal habits render 
peace by creating such a soul-harrowing | them almost proof against the attack of 
uproar ? To prevent hogs from rooting | birds. We havetwo animalsin Wiscon- 
is the universal answer. Itmay be that | sin peculiarly fitted to fight this kind of 
if farmers spent a little more time to | insect, both having a keen sense of 
find ont why the animal digs cp the | smell, and the ability to dig into the 
ground they would have more patience | ground. One is the common skunk, 
with the seeming mischief. which, besides having but littlecommer- 

In the first place we do not give the | cial value, has certain duelish eau de 
hog credit for having delicate tastes and | cologne peculiarities which will always 
a fondness for a variety of food. This | make him unpopular among a Christian 
is, nevertheless, a fact. people. The otheris the much-maligned 

Some years ago I remember having | hog. But in using him to make war 
some pigs in a pasture containing a pond | upon insects, at any age, good fences 
of water. They spent day after day, and | are a necessity, and from the age of four 
week after week wading about busy at | weeks to four months, an acre or two 
work with heads in the water, sometimes | Within a very close fence is a great con- 
over the eyes. Curious to know what | venience. Small shoots in quest of 
they were doing I went down to see, | angle worms will not respect the finest 
and found that they were in quest of | lawnor flower garden, and will take just
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as much pleasurein digging up & neigh- | horses, ® man must have the brains of 

bors garden as that of their owner. an editor of a dairy paper, and subsribe 

‘However undesirable spine may be in | for the paper besides. 

door-yards, gardens, or cultivated crops, | _ Now what are draft horses? The 

close observation will convince reason- draft horse that is bringing the most 

ing farmers that this opparently wanton | money at the present time, and that 

and unsightly turning up of pasture | promises to be the paying horse for 

soil, is more of a benefit than an injury | years to come, is the horse that weighs 

to the owner. | from 1500 to 1700 pounds, of good 

Most farmers who are feeding grain | form, a good brisk walker; high on the 

to cattle during the winter, find it to | withers, a straight, short, well coupled 

their interest to keep hogs to sort over back, good length of hip, without too 

the manure heaps, and hogs thus kept much “slope, straight, heavy-boned 

form a part of the profits of cattle feed- smooth limbs; small head and ear, and 

ing. Rings in the nose almost entirely | #bove all, or rather underneath all, a 

unfit hogs for this work. good foot. Can we raise horses of this 

‘And in conclusion itis a fact well | Hind, without expending time, money, 

known among the best stockmen that — and plenty of good judgement? 

the more quiet and comfortable do- | Judging by the experience of others for 

mestic animals can be kept, and the | the past twenty years, I have come to 

more flesh they will put on with a given the conclusion that the raising of draft 

amount of feed. Hence the pain, worry, | horses is quite a science. | 

and excitement incident to ringing, Just ran over in your minds the num- 

together with the soreness and ulcera- ber of such horses as I have described, 

tion resulting therefrom, is just so much | that have been raised anywhere within 

corn taken out of the owner's crib and | the limit of your observation, for the 

thrown away. | past twenty years, and how many sach 

There is no sentimeut in the foregoing |have been raised by any one man? 

remarks. 1 hate a hog, except in the | How many such can be found at the 

form of shortening for pie crust. But | present day? The scarcity of them, 

as we are so often admonished to give and the fact that but very few men have 

the devil his due, it is meet to be equally | 'aised more than one or two in a life 

just to the animal in which he is sup- | time leads us to think that the few that 

posed to dwell. | have been raised were mere accidents, 

ao | and not the result of skiuiful breeding. 

Horse Breeding. | Now what is the cause of such a scarcity, 

[By J. L. Hoover, Clinton, Wis] | and why so many failures to secure the 

There probably is not a question be- | desired result? Ut certainly is in the 

fore the American farmer today of so | selection of our breeding stock. Ifa 

much importance, financially, as that of | farmer wants to increase the weight of 

horse breeding. There certainly is no his sheep, he don’t select a small wrink- 

branch of farming so profitable, need- ly merino, or a half blood Southdown: 

ing so little labor, aud care, and one in | but selects not only a large individual, 

which the farmer can take so much but one that has been bred for size and 

pride, and exhibit as much good judge- | mutton qualities for many generations, 

ment, as raising horses. Anybody can and one that he knows will be just what 

milk, anyone can getfeed ground for he expects. If he has small scrab cat- 

the cattle, a man “just over” can feed | tle, and he wants to increase their size 

hogs, and now the question is, can every and fattening qualities, he does not 

one profitably raise horses. ‘The horses | select one of his own herd, or even 

bringing the most profit to the far- | trade scrubs with his neighbor: but 

mer are the heavy draft and roadsters. chooses a Shorthorn, Hereford or Angus 

One of our prominent editors of a dairy that he is satisfied is of pure breeding, : 

paper, in an address toa Farmers’ In- | and that will transmit with almost un- 

stitute, intimated that it took no brains erring certainty the easy fattening 

to raise draft horses or beef cattle; com- | qualities, large size and grand form he 

paring it to raising and fattening hogs; | nas inherited for many generations. 

in fact carrying the idea that anyone Where we have failed in successfully 

with brains enough to shovel corn from raising draft horses is in not following 

a wagon to a hog pen, could successful- | up the same principles in selecting our 

ly raise draft horses and beef cattle. | sires that we do in mutton or beef. A 

But to raise dairy cattle and trotting great many think that if a horse weighs
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1400 pounds, no matter what his an- | colored horse, weighing from 180 to 
cestry was, whether his sire was a scrub, | 2100 pounds is the onetouse. Tuke 
or his dam was a trotter, or whether he | for example, Brilliant, weight about 

had any ancestry at all or not; thev | 2100, a coal black, and whose progeny 
think his colts must grow into draft | are nearly all dark color. He has been 
horses. Others use 1400 to 1600-pound | the most successful horse in the show 
horses that have the necessary qualifi- | ring and in the stud, in both France 
cations to get them recorded in their | and America. And why? be has proved 
respective stud books: these may have | himself to be just what the times de- 
the required breeding to backthem, but | mand. The markets call for size. He 
we must look farther. We must have | transmitssize. Toe taste of the Amer- 
weight. Take for example the Per- | ican people today is for dark colored 
cherons. We find the best of medium | horses: his colts inherit his own beau- 
weight, ever imported, including the | tiful color; and possessing the other 
well-known Success, weight about 1600 | qualities of a draft horse they are in 
poands; Normandy, weighing 15v0, | great demand. It it proves true in the 
and Louis Napoleon weighing about | case of “Brilliant,” would it not be ad- 
1600 pounds, left progeny that would | visable in selecting our breeders to 
not average over 1200 or 1300 pounds. | search for the horse having his charac- 
The fact of their good breeding is un- | teristics as nearly as possible? The 
questioned; their individual excellence | question of size and weight does not ap- 
was unexcelled; and as sires of their| ply only to Percherons. Go to the 
class of horses they have had few | stables of any importer of Shire or 
equals: yet assiras of draft horses, they | Clydesdale horses and you will find the 
were almost failures. We admit that | greatest number of the horses weigh 
they occasionally gota colt that filled | from 1500 to 1650 pounds and are sold 
the harness of a draft horse, but so will | at prices to suit purchasers: but if you 
almost any horse. Why their failure? | select a horse weighing 2000 pounds or 
Because the Percheron of 30 to 50 years | over, whose pedigree will stand inspec- 
ago was not bred for large size. The | tion, who hss proved himself to bea 
use for which they were bred did not | sire of draft horses, whose ancestors 
require it; and horses of that size hav- | were successfnl in the show rings of 
iug been bred for a great many years, | their native country, their prices range 
with the object of medium weight in| from $500 to $2590 more than the 
view, could not be expected to sire 1700- | lighter class. And right here let me 
pound horses, especially when crossed | remark, you never hear of a 1500 or 
with the breeding stock of this country ; | 1600 pound horse taking first premiums 
but for the last 25 or 30 years, the de- | as draft horses in Scotland; in fact at 
mand for heavy horses, for city use, and | almost any fair in Scotland or America, 
for exportation to this and other count- | where impartial Scotchmen are acting 
ries, has caused a great change in the | as awarding committee, the blue ribbon iz 
breeding of Percherons in France. The | goes almost invariably to the large, 
color most desired by Frenchmen was | heavy, good moving, lofty, stylish ap- 
the grey; but with the change of market | pearing horse; for there probably is no 
came the change in color and size. | nation in the world that takés more 
They are now selecting their largest | pride in their horses, studies the effect 
horses and those of dark color, for their | of different crosses more carefully, 
breeding stock; and the horses that are | guards the purity of their breeding so 
most desired for exportation from | well, profits by the experience they 
France at the present time, and that | gain, that will go farther to breed to the 
are priced the highest, are the blacks, | horse of their choice, and make more 
bays or browns, weighing from 1800 to | money out of their horses than the 
2100 pounds. The most prominent | Scotchmen. The greatest mistakes in 
fairs have commenced classing them as | awarding premiums at our county fairs 
light and heavy draft; those weighing | are made in the draft horse class. In 
less than 1800 as light: and over 1800 | choosing a committee, what are termed 
as heavy. If we want to raise light- | trotting horse men are generally select- 
weight horses and take light weight | ed, or in their place a committee of 
prices, then the horses weighing from | farmers, that don’t like heavy horses. 
1500 to 1700 pounds are the ones to use, | Consequently if there is a horse in the 
but if we want to raise the heavy draft, | ring of medium weight, stylish appear- 
and get the heavy money, then the dark | ance, and a good stepper, he is the
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horse that gets the ribbon. The horse | breed'ng to warrant the raising of trot- 
of 2000 pounds weight, however nice | ters with any degree of ceriainty. We 
and smoothly he may mcve, in compa- | may occasionally get a fast one when 
rison to his weight, no matter how | using a high bred sire, the same as we 
many points he would score as a draft | may occasionally get a colt that will de- 
horse, however grandly he may be pro- | velop into a 1700-pound horse from a 
portioned, no matter how much more | 1400-pound sire; but what the farmer 
his colts are worth when mature, he | wants is something that pays every 
stands no show, he is “too big” for this time. Now what has been the result of 
class of men; and really stands no more | roadste rbreeding, for the past twenty 
show in a draft horse ring, than he | years. The large mejority of our far- 
would in competing for mile heats upon | mers have made a glorious failure of it. 

the track. | Taey have used spavined, blind, old, 
The managers of the fairmay mean | weak mares,too poor and played out 

well, they class draft horses by them- | for any kind of work, then taken the 
selves, and give euch breed a class by | pains to find a horse of about the same 
itself. We enter our large, heavy | characteristics, that is heralded with 
horses in the draft horse class; lead | flaming posters, stuck on every black- 
them into the ring, to compete with | smith shop door, and old board fence, 
draft horses, are confronted by three as the celebrate’ and world renowned 
“light horse men” as awarding commit- | Lorse “‘Gewhilikee,” whose great grand 
tee, and have the ribbons tied on horses | sire was @ great, great grand son of im- 
that would be far better in the road- | ported Messenger, and whose dam was 
ster or gereral purpose class, while we | the granddaughter of the celebrated 
go back to the stab.e, wondering what | grandson of the renowned “Lightning 
kind of an animal a draft horse is. Splitter.” All for $5.00. And the thing 
Another thing to be considered in the | that results from such a union is in- 
successful raising of draft horses, is | variably a Hambletonian, and a cousin 
the mares to be used as breeders: to | of Mand S, generally selis for $50 or $75 
get the best results we must have help | as a three year old, and is a curse to 
from the other side of the house. If | whoever buys it. Now friends, does 
we are breeding Percherons, we cer-| that pay? On the other hand, select 
tainly get the best results from dams | your best stock as breeders; young, 
possessing a large share of Percheron | sound, fall of life and vigor, of as good 
blood, the higher the grade the better | breeding as you can afford Then go 
the results: but we can look for grand | to some reliable stable, select a horse 
profits from the large, rangy, roomy | whose breeding is unquestioned, that is 
matrons of common breeding, that are | as near individual perfection as pos- 
found on most of our farms. In pro- | sible, one that is a trotter himself and 
portion to the quality of our breeders | is backed by trotting ancestors on both 
may we look for the amount of profit. | sides, don’tlet 5 or 10 miles or $5 or 
Another question constantly arising, is, | $10 scare you, and in the produce you 
which is the best drced of draft horses? | will find the “happy medium,” the 
My idea is that either of them is good | American roadster, that will sell from 
enough for anyone; and the one we may | $200 up. Now friends, will that pay? 
like best is the best one for us. Be- Another point in favor of the best is 
tween the Shire and Clydesdale, [really | the pride we can take in raising them, 
think there is not much choice. Be- | showing that when we give them a lit- 
tween these breeds and the Percherons | tle good hay or oats that we wiil get pay 
there may be, but whichever you may | for it; then when our friends or neigh- 
choose, select the very best within your | bors come to borrow a few bags or swap 
reach; take the best care of the mare | stories, we can take them out to the vard 
and foal that you are able to; don’t give | or pasture, get on top of a forkful of 
the foal a chance to get stunted or stop | straw, swell up with pride as big as 
growing aday, until it is well enough | our vest will permit, and expound on 
developed to sell, then sell it; and you | the good qualities, fine breeding and 
can’t help but make money. excellent points; and if it is a roadster, 

Next to the heavy draft, in regard to | get down from our eminence and chase 
profit comes the quick gaited, nervy | it aroand the yard with a corn stalk to 
roadster. Understand me, I don’t | show its gait, butif you are unfortun- 
mean trottera,as the average breeders | ate enough to have one of the other 
kept by farmers, have not got the! kind, you take care he does not see
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it; but if he does, and says anything | blight than those planted on higher 
about it, you will hate to own up that ground. Agricultural writers claim that 
you had anything to do with that sort | blight is caused by an insect that attacks 
of waar? you — wise _ cece ine ches es vines and pesto re ee 
under the circumstances, an e potato, its ravages being - 
you traded a oss sheller to Willard a by a followed by warm ney 
Hartshorn for that thing. weather. nce the importance of the 

Once more I would urge you, what- | vines getting the benefit of any air that 

ever class of horses you are raising, use | may be stirring. Next in importance is 

the at, [ics Stamina yorrouns on | ual lad eel Oar One Saene mind the of you want, then sized and well sha 
find your model. cut so as to leave two to four eyes in 

There never was a question asked on | each piece; if seed is cut in small pieces 
this great problem, so simple and yet | it is liable to rot in case of wet, cold 
so important, = one asked in ae of | weather after planting. A eon sized 
our best journals, a question that ap-| piece is necessary to properly nourish 

plies to both breeds and answers itself. | the germ. Farmers should avoid cut- 
“Willa horse transmit what he does | ting large quantities of seed and putting 
not possess himself?” If a horse does | in bags or piles, for they will heat very 
not possess the weight and other qua- | quickly and destroy or weaken the germ. 

lifications of the a — — he | lf sro moar scone = use of 
transmit those qualities? a horse | small potatoes for , L would recom- 

does not possess style, speed, breeding, | mend planting them whole after clipping 
endurauce andthe other requirements | the seed end. I would alsorecommend 
of a good sire of roadsters, can he trans- | sprinkling nee cut — with ane —— 

mit those qualities? as it prevents loss of moisturean: as 

Ever keep in mind, when looking up | a fertilizer. Extra care is necessary in 
your breeding stock, that question : selecting seed this year on account of 

“Cana ate a what he does | the ou ve ees on our ee 
uot possess him: Y crop. e leading varieties now ia the 

pie oe | market are the Burbank, Early Rose, 
| Beauty of Hebron, Dunmore and Peer- 

Pelee Cee | less, I would advise planting the Early 
[By A. M. Penney, Waupaca, Wis.) | Rose and Beauty of Hebron for the fall 

on first ae to be comet isthe | market, but avoid planting what are 
d on which the potato is to be plant- | called the late Hebron which is a large 

ed. Experience has shown that new coarse, deep-eyed potato with a yellow 
land =e Set Boe one crop of | coat inside, they do not cook well = 
grain is by all means the best, providing | are not wapted in the market. For the 
the land was thoroughly broken and | winter and spring market plant Bur- 

cleared ie fey if not it woud peibee: | bank, Dunmore, aud Peerless. In con- 
ter to take off two crops before planting | sequence of the largely increased com: 
to potatoes. In case the farmer must de- | etition of Michigan, Utah, and Colanado 
pend upon old land to raise a crop of | our marketat St Louis, Kansas City and 
potatoes, Leshould turn under a crop of | other southern points is cut off, the qual- 
clover in the month of August, plough- | ity of our potatoes this year being in- 
ing rather deep and endeavoring to turn | ferior to those grown in other states. 
the clover all under, ploughing again in | Unless farmers and dealers take all pos- 
spring but not deep enough to turn up sible pains to put our potatoes on the 
the rotted clover. This method insures | market in the best condition. “Waupaca 
mellow land well fertilized, and with | county potatoes” will never again have 
proper cultivation one should get agood | their former good reputation. Large 
crop. Potatoes should not be planted | quantities of land in Michigan irom 
too often on the same piece of land. | which the timber nas been cut. 1s being 

Experience has shown that we do not | broken upand planted to potatoes. This 
ete large an and ene ually Rees ey | land is : sandy loam — SS tar 
inferior. east years sho crops Of @ superior q! ye e musi 

intervene between crops. Land that | expect to meet this competition every 
is a little rolling in my opinion is pre- | year, hence the necessity of improving 
ferable to low land, as potatoes planted | the quality of our potatoes. Look at 
on low ground do not get sufficient air the market report in any Chicago paper 
and in consequence are more liable to ‘and you will see Michigan potatoes
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gt several cents higher than ours. | that they used to have much more leis- 
is very important that tatoes | ure when they raised nothing but grain, 

should be put in the cellar i and | than they do now. 
bright, in order to have them comeout| Littie did they realize that the time 
with a good color. Farmers should not | would be so soon at hand when our rich 
dig when the ground is wet and weather | lands would refuse to yield any profit 
damp and cloudy; digging in the first | at all. The time did come and much 
half of the day and drawing in the after- | sooner than was anticipated. The fer- 
noon unless the sun is too hot, is in my | tile soil was their capital stock in trade. 
opinion the better way. A bright clean | It was drawn upon by the bushel un- 
appeararce aid to sell the potato in all | til circumstances compelled them to 
markets. Care should be used to keep | look in other directions for means of 
cellars dark; strong light injuers the | sustenance. 
appearance also the quality. cellars} Stock-raising afforded the best solu- 
should be aired frequently as possible, | tion of thed:fficulty Close competition 
and kept as cool as they can be and not | in the open markets of the world soon 
chill the potatoes. Avoid bruising or | showed that a better quality of stock— 
peeling when ‘storing in cellars, asmooth | animals that were bred for a special 
plank with strips on the sides isa good | purpose—were needed. The general 
arrangement to slide down baskets or! purpose sheep, cow or horse is not a 
boxes into the cellar—spouting them | grand succes and does not bring the 
into the bins is not a good practice. If | largest profit to the breeder. 
all farmers would sell a part of their crop When trouble was brewing among 
in the fall and put the balance on the | political factions, and industrial classes 
market during the winter as the demand | were in a state of ferment, the farmer 
requires, it would be much better for | was looked toas the anchor of the na- 
growers and dealers. Potatoes cannot | tion’s peace and safety. Yes! the farm- 
be stored in Chicage or Milwaukee with- | er was then, and is the great conserva- 
out going to heavy expense and the | tive element. And 1 think in many 
tendency in all markets is to buy only | things about his business affairs alto- 
as required for immediate use. It is | gether too conservative, especially in 
not best to attempt to rush our crop in- | regard to adopting the best methods of 
to the market too. fast at any time of | managing and breeding live stock. 
the year, for heavy shipments break We not only have a few who try to 
down the price and injures the farmer | warm very poor sheds and barn yards 
and dealer. As Michigan can ship her | with their stock as Mr. Gould has seen, 
a to Chicago, Milwaukee, St Louis | but some who endeaver to warm a thou- 
and all southern points at mach iess | sand acre field even when the thermom- 
cost for freight, than Waupaca county | eter is twenty-five degrees below zero. 
crop can be moved, the greatimportance As a rule, all the different breeds of 
of securing more railroads is readily | pure bred stock assimilate their food in 
seen, We can never hope to get as | the highest degree and respond readily 
good rates of freight as the Michigan | to good care and keeping; but are illy 
producer with but one railroad leading | adapted to warming bara yards and ice 
to our principle markete. water, and by neglect degenerate very 

rapidly. 
“ee The draft horse occupies a position 

The Draft Horse. in the commercial economy of the world 
{By Jas. F. Robinson, Leeds Center.] which is as important and distinct as 

There never has been a time within | that of any other animal, and there is 
this section of the State, when there has | none that the general farmer can raise 
been such a general awakening or inter- | with more profit. The reason is plain. 
est manifested as to the necessity of | He has not the moaey nor the necessary 
more intelligent methods in agricalture, | time to put into the breeding and train- 
Intensified farming, in fact, is fast be- | ing of thoroughbred trotters. 
coming the order of the day. To be reasonably certain of produc- 

The era is past when we can compete | ing a trotter of any account, there must 
successfully with all parts of the world | be on both the sire’s and dam’s side 
- drawing upon the natural resourses | pure blood of the most intensetype A 
of the soil and return no equivalent | large portion of the progeny of farm 
therefor. mares, bred even to the high-bred trot- 

I have heard early settlers remark | ting stallions, are quite inferior animals.
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“And a trotter without the trot is a) Good horse sense is ready cash inany 

poor horse, and more are without it | market. 

n with it. The Percheron and Clydesdale are 

Of the horses throughout the country | the leading races of the arate horse and 

a large majority are of the most com: | are the most extensively imported into 

plex mixture of blood imaginable, from | this country. The Euglish Shire or 

the Morgan to the Mustang. Some of | cart horse, Suffolk Punch and Boulon- 

them possess merit, but afford a poor | nais are breeds possessing considerable 

excuse for the rest, and the common merit but not very well known here. 

ran of them do not even make for their | A sketch of the English Shire or cart 

owners a decent general purpose horse. | horse: It is a weil established fact in 

The market for the draft horse is not | horse history that the region bordering 

on the farm where he can be raised, but | on the western coast of Europe, once 

in the cities, pineries and mining re- | known as Normandy and Fianders, is 

gions. There he can be reared. Being | the original home of the various breeds 

convenient to these markets we have, of draft horses. Flanders, especially, 

right here in Columbia county, one of | was famed even in the middle ages for 

the best sections in the country for the | its noted breed of black horses. This 

breeding and raising of the draft horse. | race appears to have been the prevail- 

_As to the demand there is no proba- ing one throughout the north of ancient 

bility of any one during the present Gaul and Germany from the mouth of 

generation living to see the supply ex- the Rhine eastward, and probably in- 
ceed it. habited in a wild state, _the vast region 

In vicinities where they are numer- oft marsh and forest which stretched all 
ous enough to make it an object for aoe Europe eastward to the Euxine 

buyers to come, the demand is better sea. It was from this source that the 

and prices much more satisfactory. ae of Great Britian dr _ in large 

The firm of Bowles & Hadden of ne ers for the purpose of increasing 

Janesville, importers and breeders of tices of the horses of the Island. 

Percherons, bought last fall foran Evsi- | 5) ry throws no light as to how or 

ern party near Pittsburg, Penn., all the ¥ i = peeee originated. But as 

grade colts for sale in their vicinity at pe 7 Sa the Eleventh century they were 

prices ranging from $120 to $175 for sos opto into England, and 
yearlings, and for colts at weaning tine eat ‘ et and regulations were repeas- 

in Ociober from $75 to $125, ay ae for the purpose of encour- 

Tere is one fact certain, and that is, sea os the large stallions of 

a draft horse is a very scarce article on | ¢:19 100 choi og John imported at one 
our farms, and parties visiting with a hime choice stallions from Flanders. 
view to purchasing do a ¢ deal of Edward Il followed in the same course, 
Hiding without finding “a oe it mold com ome a time of 

3 Henry ese lemish horses were 

ue share oonas of at dnsencet inseparably associated in the British 
t00 y Sc a 1 ‘ a Lt mind with the idea of immense size, 
2 ee they aa wees ones i we are told that when King Henry 
ay asking the clove as aire ak = irst saw the Princees Anna of Cleves, a 

might commence with 1,400 pounds as roaereeny lasge, _‘conssely tome 

the minimum weight of the draft horse. i aa ne pee Caper te ares 

The extreme weights being about 2 300 a “ ee ee 
ponnds, although horses weighing 2,000 exclamation, “Egad, she is built like 

pounds or over are not numerous, the — a a ae acaee ee 

eas 2 — within 1,500 pounds ——- from Germany, Holland 
a . and Flanders, the i - 

With many there exists a very strong Solipaiek or re hishitaes: ee = 

preyetice sone the draft ae ce mcg of what is known as the Shire 

without rhyme or reason, an e | horse or English cart h . 

greater the ignorance of his sphere of iginal color eae black with a. 

oa the ee the perintier _— in forehead and the nose, feet and 

et if a farmer has a pair of heavy more or k hite li i - 

horses he can sel! them for double the ome in Bacope, “But tinsk. neers the 

money that he can generally get fora|verious shades of brown, grey, bay, 

light team and much more readily. chestnut and roan are common colors.
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They were of immense size, with great | performs his tasks willingly and intelli- 

strength, but were heavy, dull snd slug- | gently. 

gish in temperament and slow andawk-| Tne demand at present is such that 

ward in motion. they have been imported to nearly all 

The Clydesdale—The home of the | parts of the world, but most extensively 

Clydesdale breed is Scotland. He orig: | ° this country. 
inated from the same stock as the Shire Suffolk-Punch.—The breed of horses 

horse and by the same course of selec- known as Saffolk-Punch, of England, is 

tion and breeding. Mention is madeas | net in much demand in this country, 

early as 1352 of great horses in Lanark- | consequently but little known. In his 

shire, Scotland, the original home of | native home heis chiefly a farm horse. 

this breed., About 1720 a Mr. Paterson | His color is uniformly chestnut or sor- 

of Lochlyoch, Scotland, went to Eng- | rel. He is smaller than the Shire horse 

land and brought from thence a Flem- | or the Clydesdale, but compactly built, 

ish stallion, which is said to have so round: bodied, short-legged,rather light- 

greatly improved the breed as to make | boned for his weight, and with the gen- 

them noted all over Scotland. It seems | eral reputation of being rather defective 

that this family of Paterson lay clam | in the feet. 

to being the founders of the Clydesdale The Boulonnais, so called, is a heavy 

breed of horses. According to Mr. | horse, of but hittle notoriety, found 

Sanders in his treatise on Horse Breed- | north of the river Seine, and near the 

ing, from whence I get considerable of | sea coast in northwestern France, once 

my information, there can be no ques- | the home of the old Flemish breed and 

tion as to the fact that there has been | evidently possessing much of the old 

almost constant mingling of blood of | Fiemish character. They are generally 

the Shire or cart horse with that of the | grey,likethe Percherons, and are usually 

Clydesdale of Scotland, and that at the | larger, coarser and less active. 

present day the differences between the| The Percheron —The Percheron is an 

two breeds are so very slight that many | ancient French breed, originally famed 

intelligent breeders of England and | for its capaci'y. for rapid locomotion 

Scotland have urged and continue to | with a heavy load, and especially adapt- 

urge that they shold be classed a8 @| ed to drawing the heavy diligences, or 

single breed, and that one stud book be post-coaches used in France before the 

maiatained for them. The Clydesdale | days of the railway and locomotive. 

society and the English cart horse s0-| ‘Tradition has long attributed to the 

ciety have each published their stud | Perchon an oriental origin; but it was 

book which, clearly indicates that the | not until the researches recently made 

lines are to be more closely drawn here- | in the compilation of pedigrees for the 

after, and that henceforth crossing | first volume of the Percheron Stud 

between the heavy horses of England | book of France that the extent to which 

and Scotland will not be regarded with | the blood of the Orient had entered into 

favor. Hence we may expect to see the | the formation of the Percheron race 

draft horses of the two countries each | was fully realized. What the Darby 

gradually assuming amore distinct type | Arabian was to the English thorough- 

within a few generations of equine life. | bred, the grey Arabian Galipoli bas been 

It is claimed that the soil and climate | to the Percheron horse of France. 

of Scotland is admirably adapted and Dilligent and persistent inquiry into the 

has done very much for the develop- family records and traditions of the best 

ment of the activity and good quality of | breeders of the Perche has enabled the 

the C.ydesdale; but in a larger meas- compiler ot the Percheron Sind book of 

ure, no doubt, it is due to the careful | France to trace definitely a large pro- 

selec ion and intelligent breeding which | portion of the most noted Percheron 

has been carried on for over half a cen- horses of modern times to this Arabian 

tury. The stylish and prevailin gcolors | sire, that was imported in 1820. In 

are bays and browns, guite a number fact,’this Oriental blood, whenever in- 

are black and a few grey. White mark- | troduced, in all nations and all climates, 

ings on the face, feet and legs are com- has been a powerful factor in effecting 

mon with all the colors. The Ciydes- | improvement in the equinerace. There 

dale, in common with the other ‘draft | is every reason to believe that this 

breeds, is of a mild and docile disposi- | breed, like the draft breeds of England 

tion, easily broken to the harness and | and Scotland, derived its size originally
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from the large black horse breed of themselves, and the larger specimens 

Flanders; but from the fact that grey | of the breed came intouse. Later, when 

has for many generations been the pre- | the railroads had displaced the post- 

yailing color it is evident that some | coaches, the largest or draft type of 

very powerful agency has been at work, Percherons were the most sought after, 

modifying the type until it has but lit- | and the impetus given by foreign de- 

tle in common with this old ao mand had centered the energies of the 

stock except size. Aside from his | Percheron breeders entirely upon the 

tory and traditions of the country the | Percherons of the heaviest class. For 

Percheron horse himself furnishes un- | many generations, the business of breed- 

mistakable evidence, in his form, dispo- | ing these horses has been handed down 

sition, color and general characteristics, | from father to son. They never bred 

that he is closely allied to the Arab. | or sold any other than purePercherons. 

These qualities have been somewhat | The first importation of any note of 

modified, it is true, and the size has these horses was to Obio in 1851, and 

been greatly increased; butin the hands | they were known there as French 

of the excellent horsemen of La Perche | horses. Since then extensive importa- 

and under the careful and fostering | tions have been made into the United 

supervision of the government which | States, under various names as Per- 

exercised a direct control over the | cherons, Normans, Percheron- Normans, 
selection of sires, he seems to have Norman-Percherons and French horses. 

retained many of the excellent qual-| To correct this confusion of names, a 
ities of his Oriental ancestry; and | movement was instituted to establish a 
this, added to the greatly increased | record which should contain a descrip- 
size which had been attained, made the | tion of all horses imported from France, 
horses of La Perche, many years ago | In carrying out this plan, the deciding 

the wonder of the world for their spec- | upon a name to be used, caused, at once, 
ialty of rapid draft—their ability to | a clashing of interests of the speculative 
move a heavy load at a rapid gait. It | importers and the breeders. The im- 

was this acknowledged superiority of | porters whose object was to establish 

the Percheron horse in the post-coaches | the race in its purity in this country 

and omnibuses of France that first | recognized the well-known superiority 
caused the attention of the outside world | of the Percherons, and made their 

to be directed to them. It was not | selections in France from this breed. 
simply as draft or cart horses that they | Speculativeimporters,on the other hand, 
were distinguished; on the contrary, | who found that their interest lay where 

had they possessed no excellence be- | they could buy the cheapest regardless 

yond this they would scarcely have | of breed, applied the name “‘Norman” 

attracted any attention; for other coun- | to all horses imported by them, and it 

tries possessed horses that, for the pur-| soon besame in the United States a 
pose of draft alone, were certainly | convenient expression to designate 
their equals if not their superiors; but | horses imported from France whose 
it was in that happy combination of size | breeding was unknown; and to this day 
and form, which gave them activity, | very many people are of the opinion 
strength and endurance, that they were | that there exists a breed of draft horses 

found to excel the horses of all other | in France called “Normans,” although 

countries. For more than 1,000 years | there is not now, nor has there ever 

that portion of the plateau between the | been any breed of draft hores called by 
Seine and Loire rivers known as the | that name by the French people them- 
Perche, has been noted for the super- | selves. The breeders of pure-bred Per- 

iority of its horses. In the 13th century, | cherons, in France have united and 

when the vast army was collected for | formed an organization known as the 
the prosecution of the crusades, the | Societe Hippique Percheron, and con- 
counts of Perche were complimented as | tains about 30) members, comprising 

having the finest mounted retinue of | all of the most prominent breeders of 
all that composed that magnificent | the Perche, and receives the sanction 

array. In the early history of the race, | and support of the French government. 

the horses of the Perche were bred | Tnis society has published a- stud book 
almost exclusively for saddle purposes, | containing a record of animals reaching 
either for the chase orfor war,but during | back many generations. The society is 

the more advanced stages of civilization, | managed by able men of high reputa- 
the demands of agriculture asserted tion, and under very strict rules, and
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will heresfter furnish a directory of | Some Things Which I Learned at the 

blood which few honest importers will | rae 
care to ignore. A similar society <xists | Two years ago I was much interested 

in this country known as the Percheron | in the passage of the Agricultural Col- 
Horse Breeders’ Association, comprising | lege Bill then pendin g before the Legis- 

men of fine character and great busi- lature, I was at Madison a part of the 
ness integrity, representing an owner- time and used my efforts by speech and 

ship of more than 1,000 pure-bred | pen to carry the bill; but it was lost for 

mares and 20,000 horses either natives | the time, and instead of an agricultural 
or grades, that are being improved | college the legislature gave the farmers 

through the use of Percheron stallions, #2 8ppropriation of $5,000 annually, to 

and the fourth volume of the Percheron | establish a series of Farmers’ Institutes 

Stud Book,soon to be issued, will alone in the various counties to encourage 
contain a record of over 3,500 pedigreed | better methods in farming. At first I 

Percherons. The prevailing color is | looked upon the whole thing as tantal- 
grey of which there are 65 per cent., the \izing. The farmers had “asked for a 

remainder are black with the exception | fish and they gave us a stone.” We 

of a few bays. It is the custom jn | had asked for a college to educate our 
France to commence working moder- | boys and girls in the direction of farm- 

ately colts at’ the age of two years, until | 128; and we were told to educate our- 

fit for market. (Mr. Hinton, one of our | Selves. Afterwards, in looking at the 

citizens, commences, even earlier, at | matter calmly, I was glad to take the 
the age of twenty months with no bad | institutes, not as a substitute for the 

results. ) college but for the real good there was 

‘As regards the crossing of the draft in them in promoting better methods 

horse with small native stock, exper- | ®mong farmers. I had the pleasure of 

ience has demonstrated that there is not | attending several of these institutes last 

the slightest danger on account of size. | Winter. | I had opened a farmin Rock 

Tt ic sometimes the case that grade | county in the early fifties. Farming 

horses look quite as well as thethorough | had been my only occupation for thirty- 

breds, and persons not well versed in | five years. I am afraid I had a little 

the laws of heredity think that they are | conceit and thought I knew something 
equally as good for breeding purposes | of farming, but I was willing to learn. 

as those purely bred, or that the differ- aa like to take a little of your 

ence is so slight as not to be worth re- | time to tell of some things which I 
garding. | learned. 

Tt is one of the principles of here-| I was much interested in observing 

dity, that when there is a great unifor- how each institute brought out the fact 

mity in a species divergencies from the | that we individual farmers were work- 

usual type in the offspring are slight | ing oat each for himself, in a sort of 

and rare, but when this uniformity, from | isolated way, the great problem, how 

no matter what cause has been broken wecan make farming pay. Scattered 

up, divergencies in the offspring are | all over the State at a distance more or 

frequent and great, although there is | less from the nearest neighbors, yet 

always present a tendency, more or less | what a host we are. We are more than 

noe. to revert to the original type. | half cf the population of the State. We 

is tendency is most frequently mani- | ought to be more than half of the effec- 

fested when breeds or races, widely | tive power of the State, whether social 

differing in their present forms, are | or political. If we chose we can make 

crossed upon each other. In such cases, | our man governor. We can elect the 

or violent crosses, as they are called, it | legislature. We can enact any just 

frequently happens that the progeny | law. We can control the railroads, for 

resembles neither parent, but shows whatever is for our interest is equally 

strong marks of the type from which | for the intesests of the railroads in the 

both of its ancesters originally sprung. | long run. There should be rightfully 

This tendency to revision in differ- no contests between two interests so 

ent breeds of domestic animals when | entirely alike. As farmers we could, if 

crossed, accounts for many of the dis- we willed it, exert this power. But we 

appointments which breeders exper- | never have a united front. It seems to 

jence in tbeir efforts to improve their me that we are like those little pith 

stock, and serves greatly to complicate | balls on an electric machine hung by a 

the breeding problem. ‘thread to a common center, each one
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stands as far from every other one as it | his busizess so as to eat up his capital, 

can. We, isolated on our 40 or 86 or | that if we cropped our farms so as to 

160 acres, if we do not repel each other, | lessen the fertility of the soil year by 

do not draw each other to our confi- | year, we were to that extent eating up 

dence—yet no class of men ought to be | our capital, that our object should be 

more united in sympathy, in efforts, in | to sell that kind of produce which took 

intelligence, in work for the common away the least possible amount of fertil- 

good. The first effect of the Institute izers from the soil. AJl the grains ex- 

work was to magnify our profession, to | haust the soil more or less, and the ten- 

make us proud of it instead of feeling dency has been to raise grain con- 

thet it isa drudgery, to draw us nearer | tinuously until the ground refuses 

together, to create an enthusiasm along to yield a crop. At the institute 
the line of farming. And then, too, the | in Weyauwega one farmer put it in 

audiences which greeted the Institutes. | this fashion, “first wheat, then oats, 

Audiences of candid, eager, ingoiring then rye, then buckwheat, then noth- 

listeners, audiences not ashamed to| ing.” Toraise grain in this way, and to 

learn, combative audiences, made up of | sell the grain off the farm, was using up 

men and women who tried to weigh the | so much of ourcapital. If, on the other 

words and thoughts of the superintend- | hand, we feed out this grain to live stock 

ant’s workers and ready to give back a| on the farm, using this stock in the 

blow for those dealt out so freely by | meanwhile as fertilizing machines, then 

Mr. Morrison’s troupe. I had asso-| we are parting with the least possible 
ciated with farmers all my life but never | amount of our capital. The great end 

before did 1 see such enthusiasm among | of good farming was to accomplish this, 

them, such willingness to learn, such | to prevent any waste of the original 

critical attention to the so-called better elements of the soil, keep our capital 

methods. Never before did I hear so | intact, in fine, to hand down to those 

many questions thrown at the speakers | who come after us our farms as fertile 

and writers, never such wide-awake | as when we received them. But of the 

alertness to find out the bottom facts | waste of manures, one prominent man 

of the theories advanced. One thing | at Menominee told me that he could 

was sure, that the farmers who attended take me to see beautiful, green, grassy 

the institutes were not dead. They | mounds, sizable mounds, too, on the 

were alive to all that was advanced, to | surrounding farms, and I couldn’t even 

question every theory, to look at every | guess how or why they were there, they 
fact, only “to hold fast to that which is | were simply the manure heaps grown 

good.” Farmers are said to be “trust-| over with grass which were left as they 

ing old souls,” but they didn’t seem were made, unutilized on the farms. 

near so trusting as that phrase would _ The Institutes will stop such wastes. 

lead you to believe. They were quick, Again, if the Institute workers, the 

to take a hint when they saw the | Institutes themselves, were unanimous 

force of it they were willing to have the | in nothing else, they were unanimous in 

way pointed out, but they wanted to do | the cry clover, more clover. As if ae 

the driving. “Ah,Ellen!”saidayoung, were talking about « pretty girl, 
robust, blue-eyed Irishman who was | vied with the other in saying the pretti- 
taking his best girl out for a drive, “Ah, | est things of the blushing clover. It 

Ellen! if me hands weren’t full with was what our stock wanted, plenty of it 

the driving, I’d just hug ye up close to | for the hogs, it was what our land 

my heart.” Ellen dropped her eyes wanted. One man at Evansville, Rock 

blushing, but soon recovered herself, | Counly, told us how he took a sandy 

and with one touch of girl nature, re- | farm on the Sugar River, which would 

plied. “Sure, Teddy, don’t you think I | not raise ten bushels of oats to the acre, 

could drive?” The farmers were as his neighbors told him he could not 

quick as Ellen to take a hint. They make it do more, yet, in spite of their 

want to do the driving, and they will laugh, by clover alone he made it bring 

drive straight, too, as soon as these new | as good crops of oats as any farmer 

methods get a fair warming next to) could wish. We were told that the 

their hearts. | farms in Waupaca County and vicinity 
One of the first things and one of the | were so impoverished by grain raising 

last things which these Institutes im- | in a fewyears ‘you knowthat it issandy 
pressed upon us, was that our farm was | up there) that they refused to produce 

our capital, that no wise man ever run paying crops at all, until some cae be-
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gan to use clover, and that has made | to put it as they did, it was our want of 

them the garden spot of the state for | knowledge of the science of butter-mak- 

raising potatoes for the Chicago and | ing. There was where the fault lay. 

western markets. Even our Gen. Mor- Forgive me if I give a little bit of per- 

rison had the walls of each institute | sonal experience, will you? I went 

embellished with his mottoes, in praise | home and tried to tell my wife and fam- 

of clover, executed by tha: deft hand of | ily how to make butter according to 

his, This summer I had the pleasure | Curtis and Gould. The information 

of seeing those vast wheat fields of | was diluted I know, but I tried to tell 

Minnesota and Dakota, a whole train of | them what these worthy (I am free to 

us was landed in the middle of one of | confess that I thought them somewhat 

Dalrimple’s wheat fields. Wheat as far | shaky) men had said. So this summer 

as the eye could see, ten self-binders at | the daughter at our house was told she 

work, one behind the other, steam could have all the money she could get 

threshers running at the same time, I from the butter if she would take the 

saw at once that we could not compete | entire charge of the milk and cream and 

with farmers there in raising wheat, we ae te the mother en- 

had better keep to corn and clover. tirely. The ter had never made 

And right along with clover came | 4 pound of butter in her life. She took 

dairying and butter-making. John | the = jast as they were in the 

Gould, D. W. Hoard and Hiram Smith | house and went to work. I had to buy 

and F. O. Curtis, how they buttered us | a thermometer at once—John Gould 

all over, not with oleomargarine, but | owes me 50 cents for that—and worse 

with gilt-edged butter. They made us than that, the daughter made me do the 

believe that we were getting a fair price | churning. The new dairymaid began 

for our butter when we grumbled at 8 | to sell butter to our neighbors for 16 

and 10 cents per pound. if we made | cents, but pretty soon she had an appli- 

10-cent butter it would be dishonest to | cation to send a tub to an eastern city, 

ask more than 10 cents for it. Then | bya friend who had tasted her butter. 

how our wives were laughed at for using | She received 25 cents per pound, her 

their fingers for thermometers, and for | own price, after paying 6 cents per 

the hap-hazzard way of making butter, pound express charges, and word came 

and we men, weren’t we wrapped Over | back from a groceryman in the city that 

the knuckles for the way we handled | if she would send some more like it, he 

cour cows, for the way we fed them, for | could sell every pound for 40 cents by 

the amount of profit we got from each the tub and 45 cents by the single 

cow. Why were we such old fogies? pound. Ever sincethen there has been 

Why did we stick to those old ee a proud dairymaid in that house anda 

be ten or fifteen years behind d, | very complaisant father to tell the story. 

when the strife of competition ought to | I just read this to the mother who sat 

keep us to the front. I dare not tell by me while I wrote and her remark 

er about the amount of deposits in the | was“I never ate such good butter in my 

efferson County banks to the credit of | life.” But that’s a mother’s testimony. 

the dairymen of that county. But after As one of the accompaniments of the 

a while my thick skin began to be dairy, came the silo. I had read about 

pierced, every once in a while a blow | the silo, had talked about it, had tried 

would take me right between the eyes, | to believe that it was the coming im- 

although dairying was not my pursuit. provement on the farm, but the cost of 

I had to plead guilty in the manage- | it, the work in filling it troubled me. 

ment of the cows, in the product of the | Now we were ‘told that these need 

milk, and I couldn’t say that my wife trouble us no longer. The new ones 

was a pattern butter-maker. I felt the | were described as very easily con- 

-worst, too, when they declared that we | structed, easily filled, easily covered, 

didn’t need the new-fangled creamers | and u great improvement in the storage 

and butter fixings to make good butter. | of fodder. I was thinking to-day, as I 

I had made the want of these newest | was feeding thesheep and calves, throw- 

inventions the excuse for every pound | ing out a great mass of woody fiber, the 

of poor butter we farmers made, But | coarse stems of the clover, whether Hi- 

F. C. Curtis and all the rest didn’t take | ram Smith would tell me that, had I put 

any stock in that excuse, it was not the a ee and put my 

cans and creamers which were at fault, | clover into it, that waste would have 

but our clumsy ways of using them, or been saved. Would cattle have eaten
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even from a silo those coarse stems? I | whole day the council put the result of 

rs the question here for him or John their determination in three resolutions = 

ld to answer. We were told that | Resolved, 1st, that we build anew jail. 

8 tons of ensilage equalled 1 ton of tim- | Resolved, 2d, that we build the new jail 

othy hay; that we could get from 18 to | out of the materials of theold jail. Re- 

25 ‘tons of ensilage corn per acre (that | solved, 3d, that we let the old jail stand 

means good farming I suspect) equal to | until we build the new one.” As farm- 

6 or 8 tons of timothy hay, that means | ers, we want the new stock, the best 

that through the silo we can keep a cow | breeds, the best forms, the best animals 

one-half cheaper, at least, than we do | for our particular purpose, and we re- 

on good hay. Feeding at straw stacks solve to have it, but we resolve to keep 

has already gone by. I make allowance | the old stock until we get the new. But 

for the bran which is put on the ensi-| the new don’tcome. A young fellow, 

lage, but I suspect the cost of the bran the son of one of my nearest neighbors, 

is not equal to the worth of the corn we started out, say five years ago, with a 

put with the timothy hay. After look- | determination to have better stock than 

ing at the matter with consideration | his father had had. In that five years, 

these six months past, I am inclined to | I think I am below the truth in saying, 

believe that the silo is the improvement | he has doubled the price of his stock, I 

on the farm which we must have, and | mean by actual sales. To me it is only 

the sooner we get it the better it will be | a question of a few years when the great 

for us all. cattle kings of the west will be so 

I dare not touch on the dairy cow. | hemmed in by the tide of advancing 

That is Mr. Hoard’s province. But | civilization that their great business 

some of the best things I learned last | will be broken up, because their feed- 

winter was while that man was talking | ing grounds will be taken from them. 

about his pet Jersey cow, at one time | Then the young man who can put upon 

actually in pain with laughter, and then | the market the best steers, the best 

ready to drop tears over some pathetic | stock of any description, will stand the 

turn which he made to fix the thougnt | best show in the strife of money making. 

in our minds. The advanced thought Another idea came to me with much 

of all the Institutes was, that the pedi- | force. Growing corn in abundance I 

gree of our stock was the strong point had always fed it lavishly, never stop- 

in animal farming ; I wonder if I ought | ping to ask whether I was feeding eco- 

to rut it stronger than that, to-day | nomically or not. There were times 

their could be no successfulcompetition | when my pigs would give ont in their 

in stock raising, except along the line | hind legs, I called it disease and let 

of good pedigree, I guess that’s the | them go. But I have no doubt now, 

orthodox idea. One man said to me, | that had I fed them less corn, a fat pro- 

“J wouldn’t have a thing on my place | ducing food, and given them a food to 

without a pedigree, not a chicken. In build up muscle, flesh, given them bar- 

my sales of horsesand cattle I count the | ley, oats, clover, I should have saved 

pedigree as double the seeming worth | the pigs, and saved some corn too. I 

of the animal. Ifthe colt is worth, to | have no doubt that we farmers waste 

look at say $100, I sell him on his ~ bushels of corn in thoughtlessly giving 

gree, at least at $200. That may have | it to young growing animals, when they 

been an exaggerated statement for the | require not fat, but growth, a little 

most of us farmers, but it was really the | while ago this didn’t seem of import- 

truth with him ; we all of us have a| ance, but now competition forces us to 

smattering of knowledge of the influ- | husband every resource. One promi- 

ence of heredity upon stock, but very | nent farmer said that “he could raise 

few of us have tried to put our little | pork at 22 cents per pound, and all 

knowledge into practice. We don’t | over that was profit.“ If he can do so, 

think the old stock is good enough, but | I think he gets the same post on his 

we stick to it, because we haven’t ener- | hogs sold at 32 cents, as do when I 

gy, enterprise enough to get into new sell at 42 cents, for I think it costs me 

stock. Do you remember the dilemma | 32 certs to raise a pound of pork. 

of the Irish town committee ? Theold | “Think,” what right have I to say “I 

jail in an Irish town was sadly dilapi- | think.” Why don’t I know? And 

dated, a new one was demanded, so the | just in that thought lies half of our fail- 

town committee met to take the matter | ures, the shiftless, thoughtless, hap-haz- 

into consideration, after talking the! zard way of doing things on the farm.
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If our Heavenly Father had not given | They asked for better methods in the 

to the sun, the rain and the sir, almost surroundings of the house, the door- 

endless resources to keep our farms yard, the garden, better methods in 

fertile in spite of bad management, a everything which tended to improve the 

good many of us would have been closed | looks of the place, giving it a light, a 

out by the sheriff long ago. How many brightness, they plead for everything 

of us know how much a pound of pork | which would add one ray of joy to the 

or beef costs us, we may know how | family within doors,which would lighten 

mucha pound costs at the experimental the burdens of the household, books, 

station, but how much does it cost us? | papers, not the things which would di- 

I think I may say that the Institutes | rectly bring in the dollars, but for the 

will compel one farmer in Wisconsin so | things which would bring in lighter 

to manage that he will know what a | hearts, joyous intercouse with each oth- 

pound of pork will cost him. er, those thousand unnameable things, 

One thing more, even that chairman | beautiful things which go to make a 

calls “time.” We men have always | happyhome. Well, the women are on the 

arrogated to ourselves the right to run right track,as they always are,and I think 

the farms. That may be, and probably | some of our ears will burn, and our 

is all right, so far as the planning and | heads ache, if we do not give them 

work is concerned. That home, that | what they ask. An Irishman was tell- 

house, the center of the farm, 1s field | ing one of his countrymen what a 

broad enough for the wife and mother phrenologist was. “Indade, he is one of 

to enltivate, but she has a right to culti- | them fellows who can tell what sort ofa 

vate that field with all the appliances | man ye are, by feelin’ the bumps on 

which the farm can yield her, with all | your head.” “ ‘Arrah, Pat, I don’t be- 

the tools, all the conveniences, all the | lave that same, but 1 belave he could 

help which her own mind, not her hus- | tell what sort of a man my wife is by 

band’s, tells her she needs. These | feelin’ the bumps on my head.” Iam 

women in times past, have been little | afraid the heads of some farmers may 

heard of out of their own households. | indicate in the not distant future, the 

But those of us who attended the In- | near approach of their wive’s hands if 

stitutes soon found out that they had | their demands are not granted. 

thonghts of their own, and could ex-| —_ 

press them just as clearly and forcibly, | The Young Man on the Farm. 

and with the same good commonsense LT have chosen this theme to trespass 

asthe men. And while they expressed | a little upon your time, because the ob- 

their views freely, they pictured to us ject of these Institutes is to encourage 

woman in her best state, as far re- | vetter methods in farming. I have 

moved on the one hand from the poetic | chosen to talk to young men, because 

ideal woman, the dear creature whoonly we old farmers are too old, too stiff, too 

lives to be petted—an imaginary being | rigid to take pleasantly to new methods, 

to be sure—as she isfrom the coarse, | even when we believe they are better 

masculine, strong-minded woman, equal- | than the old. 

ly imaginary, on the other. We found| To begin at the beginning, the ques- 

out that they could write as men would | tion comes to me, if you were young 

have their mothers, wives and daughters | again. with fall power to choose a pro- 

write, nay, as the men would write them- | fession for life, knowing what you do of 

selves if they only could. We learned | a farmer’s life after thirty-five years 

that they, too, wanted better methods, | work on a farm, what profession would 

better methods in the house, they | you choose ? Hold your breath young 

claimed that men had planned for them | men, wnile I say I would choose farm- 

in building houses, in contriving par- ing every time. What, with all its 

lors and kitchens, in digging wells and | drudgery, its continued, constant appli- 

fixing wood piles from a man’s stand- | cation, its slow way of making money, 

int, now they would like to see this | its want of society, its lack of political dis- 

as from a woman’s standpoint; that | tinction ? Yes, with all these, I would 

it was about as wise for a man to ar- | choose farming, not that I think that 

range all these things for a woman’s | these things are necessary concomitants 

comfort, as it would be to arrange her | of farming, but that with them farming 

dress. A woman of necessity knows | is a higher profession, a happier profes- 

better what she wants for her own com- sion, a healthier, a more independent, a 

fort and convenience than any man can. ' broader profession, a profession with
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more spare time to cultivate the mind. | prefer the farm as the place on which to- 
And if there are any other adjectives fight my battle. 
you may add them. Do you tellmeto| But having the farm what next: First. 
halt, I think I know what I say. [know | you ought to find out very soon that 
a gentleman who began a business, no | hard “bone iabor,” that buckling your- 
matter where or what, thirty-five years | self to unceasing drudgery is at a dis- 
ago. Of necessity he saw more of the count now. Such are the appliances of 
world than one on a thousand farms | farm machinery that almost every de- 
can. He retired from business say ten | partment of the farm calls fur thought- 
years ago, reputed to be worth $75,000. | ful, skilled labor. I wish you young 
He has a brother who had farmed about | men could follow McCormick’s reaper 
the same time, but worth say $8,000 to | for twelve hours as we cutand harvested 
$10,000. As I look at the two, so far as | our wheat in the ’50’s and ’60’s. If you 
grinding care, narrow views, a cramped ever raked greenish grain, or tangled 
life, harrassing fears of loss of money, | grain off that reaper a single day, you 
unimproved intellect, commend me to | would know what “bone labor” meant. 
the farmer, and save me from the busi-| The farm machinery then didn’t save 
ness man. And these are not extreme | hard work, but enabled us, by hard 
cases either—I don’t mean to say that | work, to gather our harvests. To-day 

all farmers are good men, or free from | farm machinery means you may ride 
care, or intelligent men, any more than | when ycu plow, ride when you plant, 
other businessmen. But there is some- | ride when you till, you may ride when 
thing in the independence of a farmer’s | you cut your hay,ride when you rakeit, 
life, something in his intercourse with | ride when you stir it, and they say ride 
God’s earth, and sun, and rain, and free when you load it. Altho’I have not. 

air which tends to make him a better tried that yet. But we have ali stood 
man, a safer man, a man surer of a fair by while the horse has carried the hay 

competency than the average man of | up into the barn, and switched it away 
other business. Mind you I say “the on the mow where it is wanted. A sin- 
average man.” You maylook into your | gle man goes into the harvest field, and 
nearest city, if you will, you will find the | riding, cuts and binds your grain, and 

store keepers, the merchants, the me- | you scarcely trouble yourself about it. 
chanics more showy, more talkative, | Your labor is but little more than the 
with more push about them, but ask | work of the factory, with variety enough 

them about books, about the principles | to take off the edge of weariness. But 

which underlay politics, or theology, you need more skill in your work now, 
about the last political crisis in England, and a good deal more brain in making 
about any subject outside of their busi- | that work pay. Look, a little while ago 

ness or city, and you will not find them McCormick’s reaper took one man to 
one bit ahead of the average farmer. It drive, one to rake off, and five to bind. 

is the show part, the external which gives | To-day a single man takes a self-binder, 

the glitter, and cause you youvg men and does the work of these seven, but 

to lay for city life. But when you find do you remember that the machine is 

out the shams of cities, the endless and | almost an intelligent creature,and has to 

oftentimes fruitless efforts to keepabove be handled with care, with skill. 

water, the unceasing application to busi- Your five binders might have been dull 
ness (and they don’t get off with ten plodders, and no loss, but now you can- 
hours a day either), the competition | not be dull, you cannot be careless or 

between the different stores. When unskilled with that self-binder, or the 

you see all this and more too,I think loss may be great. A little while ago 

you will say that the farm is a haven of | the farms of Wiscousin yielded crops 
rest. A merchant in Janesville, on with their virgin bounty, now the high- 
Thanksgiving Day, when I told him I est skill and intelligence is needed in 
was spending the day in the city, broke | the use of manures, the rotation of crops, 

out with “that’s just the way with you the handling of your live stock as ma- 
farmers, you have a day whenever you | chines for fertilizing, to plan for years 
want it. but we can never leave our | ahead to keep the fertility of the soil up 
store.” Don’t understand that I mean to the best standards. Do you see why 
to disparage these people in cities and the young farmer onght to be educated 

large towns. The battle of life is for | in this contest of skill, for the skillful 

everyone, you as well as others, only I will win every time. Don’t understand
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me that you need not work, you have got deal of work in him, but little money in 

to work if you would accomplish any- | his pocket, made up her mind to put off 

thing in this world. Surely you have | the marriage until Jack could secure a 

got to work if you reach that other | competence. She told him they had 

world in triumph. There is no great | better wait until they had saved say 

hardship in work, the hardship is ia | $10,000. Jack made a wry face (I 

making work a drudgery. | would anyhow) but submitted as best he 

Another thing, I think we have come could. He laid by every penny he 

to the point in farming when a young could earn. After three or four months 

man can say truthfully, that he has | of waiting, it was about four years to 

done a good day’s work when he shall Jack, V'll leave it to the girls how long 

have worked ten hours. In other days | it seemed to the sweet heart. After 

the story was from sun to sun for a far- | three or four months, his lady love 

mer’s day’s work. I remember once of | asked him how he succeeded. “Oh, 

boasting, with a kind of pride, that I | first rate. I have laid up $18.72.” 

had made seventeen faithful houre ia “How long,” with a pang, “will it take 

harvest in six days of the week, and Jack?” “Say forty or fifty years.” 

closed up Saturday night with binding | “Don’t you think $18 is near enough?” 

timothy until 9 o’clock. I don’t mean | The point is, if you don,t see it, that 

the hired help. I wouldn’t like to call | ten hours is enough for me. I remem- 

myself a fool (although I had rather do | ber an incident in a harvest field 

that than have Pres. Chamberlain | twenty-five years ago, seven young fel- 

say it). But the whole operation was lows were binding and stocking grain. 

exceedingly foolish. I am ashamed of | They had been at it for weeks. Tt was 

myself for encouraging such dissipation. | Thursday night and the harvesting 

Such work is a draught pen the vital wanted to be finished that week. The 

energy, upon the reserved forces of the | grain was over-ripe. The hands began 

body, which ought never to be made | to grumble; they said it could not be 

unless under an emergency. Man as | finished by that time. But by a little 

well as beast can do so much work in | gift of gab, wisely expended, they agreed 

the course of his life. Youcan do it all | to try. That night a nice shower came 

in ten years, and then take your rest a so that they could not work until 

broken old man or you can distribute | Friday noon. The half day was lost, 

the work evenly and healthfully during but that half day’s rest so refreshed the 

twenty-five years, and have a happy | wearied hands that they closed up the 

peaceful age. From something which | work without special effort, early Satur- 

vas said last winter on the subject at | day afternoon. I do believe in ten 

one of the institutes, we thought we hours a day, but with Mr. Beecher, I 

would test the matter on the farm this | do not believe in ten hour men, who de- 

summer. My two sons, young men in | mand fifteen hour wives. 

the vigor of life, have carried on the | Nor do I believe in that farmer’s suc- 

farm themselves, hiring, up to husking | cess, who cannot, in an emergency, 

time, not over two months’ work of a | work twelve or fourteen or eyen fifteen 

single man. They have put in and | hours a day, if his work calls for it. 

tilled 69 acres of corn, 58 acres of small | I think I need throw out no hints as 

grain, 2 acres of onions and potatoes, | to the carrying out of a grain farm. 

cut and taken care of 61 acres of heavy | Animal farming as real object, and rais- 

hay, 180 acres inall. Theaverage work | ing grain only as it promotes that ob- 

done was scarcely ten hours a day. Ten | ject, seems to be the Wisconsin farmer’s 

hours was the rule. It is fair to say | hope. In the first place, the freight on 

that I helped along more than I wanted | all bulky produce like grain, in moving 

to in cutting and raking the hay. I be- | it to Eastern cities, takes from the 

lieve there is no need of grinding out profits of the crop to such an extent 

fifteen hours a day in thoge hot days of | that little profit is left for the farmer. 

summer you lose in the long run. I In the next spiaoe when these bulky 

know that for the sake of hurrying up | crops are sold, you have kept back no 

matters in summer, we wish to push, to | pes of them to replenish your fields ex- 

accomplish the most we can in® day. | hausted by their growth. It isa well 

But my experience is that so many known fact that the growth of a field of 

hours a day of good work are enough, grain up to the point when it begins to 

don’t look for more. A young girl en- | form its seed vessels, and produce the 

gaged to a young fellow with a good | seeds, his drawn but little, if any, upon
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the fertility of the soil. It is the for- | their notes,” he said. What is true of 
mation, growth and perfection of the | cattle, istrueof otherstock. What you 
seed which exhausts the farm, and it is | wantis the best you can get. Let me 
this seed, contuining these fertilizing | drop here a word on the debt question. 
elements, which you sell. By concen- | It may not be orthodox but I shall ven- 
tration of these grains in the growth of | ture. A debt coutracted for good stock 
your animals, you save a large amount which is improving all the time more 
of freight and you give back to the soil, than enough to pay the interest, is not 
through the manures, a good portion of | a débt to be feared, not a debt such as 
the elements of which you have robbed | store debts, or other debts made for 
it. There are two crops, corn and | articles consumed. “There, I have 
clover which are essential to animal far- gone and went and said it.” 
mings, and which, strange to say,form Another point, the young man on the 
a large part in fertilizing the land. It| farm ought to experiment on the costs 
is highly probable, perhaps not to be of his different products. How much 
demonstrated, that corn with its large wili your beef and pork cost, 22, 23 or 
broad leaves draws from the air a large | 32 cents per pound. If by careful ex- 
part of the elements which go to make | periment, by skillful handling and feed- 
up its growth. Corn has been grown | ing you can reduce the cost of raising 
nearly 100 years on the Miami flats in | your beef or pork one cent a pound, it 
Ohio, with scarcely a diminuation of amounts to the pame thing as though 
product, you can account for this sur- vou sold it for an advance of one cent. 
prising continuation of good crops only | So of crops, if by careful manipulation, 
on the theory that a good share of the | by early seeding, bya wise rotation you 
elements of giowth is absorbed by the | can secure a little increase or a surer re- 
leaves from the air and given to the sult, you have gainedsomuch. On my 
soil—clover, equally essential in ani-| own farm we have found out by years 
mal farming, certainly draws largely | of experience, that corn on good clover 
from sources other than the soil the and timothy sod, plowed under in the 
fertilizing qualities of this crop, we fall is a sure crop, so sure that we have 
might rightly name it the farmers’ | never had a bad failure. This year is 
friend. Here then are the three crops | probably as poor as any, yet the aver- 
which go to make up good farming and | age is a good one-half crop, fifty bushels 
tend to make good farming profitable. | of ears to the acre. 
Good corn makes good stock, good stock| There are several points which I 
makes your fields rich for clover.' would like to talk to you about, but 
Clover makes good corn,’and around yourchairman would forbid. Onething 
you go again. which we do not often think of, the wish 

Again what kind of animals do you for cleaning up land in our state, in all 
want on the farm? Every young man newstates,is athoughtlessone. Thous- 
ought to make up hismind what branch ands of acres have been cleared off, de- 
of farming he will undertake, After he | nuded of timber growing on them, 
shall have made up his mind what stock | which ought never to have been touched. 
he needs, he needs of the best. If he Idon’t mean in the pinery either, but 
needs a cow, let the cow be of good on ourown farms. We have had the 
pedigree. Ah, but such a cow costs, | idea that tillable land is worth so much, 
yes and brings in money too. One or, and that timber does not bring us any- 
two good cows with good pedigrees, and thing. There are parts of almost every 
with care and judicious selections, will farm where timber is of great advantage, 
stock your farm in a few years with cat- | on slopes, in ravines,on broken land 
tle of which you may be proud. You where the ground washes bad and no 
have not the same excuse which we old remedy for it. In all these places tim- 
stayers had when we began farming. ber ought to grow, and where it has 
Then a short horn with a fair pedigree | been cut off it ought to be replaced. I 
was scarcely ever under $1,000. Now hail arbor day as a beginning of better 
you can get them reasonably cheap. I times. The denuding of such vast 
shall never forget a reply a Walworth tracts of land of timber, may not cause 
County stock raiser made to me twenty- a smaller rainfall, though this is likely 
five years ago, when I asked him if he tobetrue. Bat it seems almost certain 
was not afraid his notes, taken for such | that the sudden storms, the quick de- 
high priced stock, would not be paid. scent of heavy rainfalls, the cylones, are, 
“Men who buy such stock always pay in part, if not in great part, due to this.
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The surface of the land exposed to the | lifetime of sunshine. I cannot go into 

fierce ¢ffects of the summer sun matt of | this now. Only in regard to getting a 

necessity dry up the moisture quickly, | girl, I would give you the same advise 

and the atmosphere, charged with so which a crazy woman in the New York 

much moisture, must give it back to the | asylum used to give. She would walk 

earth as quickly, and hence the ravages | to and fro always preaching this ser- 

‘of our storms in late years. And here | mon. ‘That every man should go and 

comes in the admonition to young farm- hang himself, and that right speedily, 

ers, begin to put out forest trees and | and prove it too, by the Bible in his 

keep putting them out. There are a hands.’ She would turn to one passage 

plenty of trees which will do well in | and read “Judas went out and hanged 

‘Wisconsin, and which in time will pay a” himself,” then turn to another and read 

good dividend. The walnuts, the ash, “go thou and do likewise,” and then to 

the hard maple for profit, the elm for a third, “what thou doest do quickly.” 

beauty. The time will come, and is|I don’t want you to hang yourselves 

now, when a grove of black walnuts will | though some folks do say that getting 

pay more than anything on the farm. I married is like it. But get you a girl, 

Pew of a black walnut in New Jersey | honest, simple, with good sense, not 

which was sold ten years ago for $196 afraid of saving, who will give you her 

to be used in finishing a house. So | love for like traits in you, go you and 

that the money question comes in as do this; and do it quickly. Are these 

well as your safety. The Legislature hints worth your thoughts, young men? 

ought to be appealed to to begin the | Tf so think of them, weigh them, and 

good work. make up your minds whether they are 

‘One other matter, what relation are | Worth carrying outinto practice. Quite 

you going to bear to the public? Asa 4 sharp Yankee-batchelor, very bashful, 

matter of course you will belong to some made up his mind that it was time for 

party. What part will you take in that him to get married, but how should he 

party? Will you lead, will you follow? address a girl. He knew the one he 

Will you obey the commands of the | wanted, but one look of her eyes made 

machine or will you with your fellow him choke over every word he wanted 

farmers issue the commands and have | to say. Again and again the poor bash- 

the machine do your bidding? It | ful, blundering fellow determined to 

makes all the difference in the world speak and know the worst, till one day 

from which end of the party the com- walking by her side, he saw a man tying 

mands come. When the people issue 4 horse to a hitching post. The inspir- 

the commands it is because of some | ation came. “Sally, let’s hitch.” If 

high, moral purpose; a loyal demand these few ideas of mine are in harmony 

that the government shall be carried on | With yours, young man, “let's hitch” 

for the good ot the people. When the | and try and make farming such a suc- 

machine governs, it is for the benefit of | cess that we may be proud of it. 

the machine, for the boodle. Young —— 

men, you and your fellows ought to Maren. 

govern, and you can if you will. Todo [D. G. Cheever, Clinton.| 

this, activity in the caucus, activity in| In my short talk about clover I shall 

politics in general, intelligence, being confine myself mainly to the one leading 

posted in matters of state and the gen- variety “Red Clover,” and let others 

eral government. A high moral pur- look after the other fifty eight varieties. 

pose are what youneed. The tendency In doing this I will condense my 

of the farm isto keep you isolated, but | thoughts in the good old orthodox way 

you must not allow it. No voice canbe | under three heads, mainly: How to 

heard farther than the voice of the far- | grow it, how to harvest, how to use. 

mer when he tries, only let his voice be| To get the best possible result in 

uttered with an honest. purpose, intelli- | growth it should be sown early in a rich 

gent good sense, anda determination to | mellow seed bed. As itisa biennial 

be heard. plant with perennial qualities a year’s 

TI wanted tosay something about the | time is saved by sowing it with any of 

household, your own household, about | the cereal crops. Clover lands intended 

the sunshine that you, and that girl of | for meadows should not be fed in the 

yours should bring into it. You may | spring, as itseldom regains its full vigor 

have a thirty days, a honey moon of during the after part of the season; 

snnshine if you will, or you may havea neither should they be fed or mowed
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eel late in eae as it is then = | bee taking with it much of these 
le to winter kill for want of mulch- juable properties. 

like protection. About twelve pounds _ Inspeakingof the harvesting ofclover 

of seed evenly distributed with some I have purposely left out the silo, leav- 

good grass seed is sufficient seeding for | its merits to be discussed by more famil- 
most soils. In our latitude to grow the | iar pens. 
seed successfully, the first or haycrop | _In speaking of the uses of this invalu- 
should be cut about the 20th of Jane. ble plant we will first call attention to its 
A warm autumn, and not too wet, 1s the value as a fertilizer. Few plants gather 

best for getting a good seed crop. Let more nourishment from the atmosphere, 
the seed crop lie in the field if practica- | or subsoil deeper into the earth for plant 
able until ready to hull and then haul | food, and when flowed into the land and 

direct to the machine. Never try to | decomposed augmerts the carbon of the 

“ thresh it when at all damp as you will | soil and gives it greater capacity to ab- 
not get near all of your seed. Plaster sorb ee and retain ae ree poe 

or gypsum as a top dressing in the | erties of manure as wel as furnish plant 
month of Mayis of great value in secur- | food of itself. 
ing an abundant crop often increasing | Used as a fertilizer we are told it 
the yield by one-third. Clover grown | makes land to become “clover sick” 
on rich land and in a dry season is | which under some circumstances is un- 

much ae nutritious than that grown | cone true, ve tes not — be- 

on poor land or in a wet season. Low |come wheat sicl ley sick, potato 

and wet or light sandy soils give the | sick and sick generally ; this condition 
poorest results in clover culture. A | of things only exists in the absence of a 

generous top dressing immediately aft- | proper succession of crops and the 
er cutting the first crop will give large | necessary element of fertility. A well 
returns when the second crop is ready — os, ee clover 
for the mower. | es a seed at any farm 

Clover to be the most valuable for | °'°P = delight in —— upon. $5 
forage should be cut when its most val- | As a forage plant whether in the 
uable constituents as sugar, starch, al- | Pasture,the a: — ig manger, 
bumen, etc., are in the greatest abund- the hay mow or the silo, clover has few 
ance in the stalks and leaves, and in the equals and perhaps no ae 7 lenty 

highest perfection which is at the time - good sche a ee at cattle, | siding 
of flowering for as soon as it has gone | ®2€eP. an' ae 7 — yielding 

to seed the woody matter predominates | TTS Sais sich and abundant and 
wee is insoluble and largely indigesti- nourishing and fattening qualities place 

z it in the front ranks and makes it king 
: Clover should never be cut when wet | of the grasses. For the purposes of 

either from dew or rain, it should be | nourishmentitis a perfect food of itself. 
exposed to the sun only enough to thor- | Ag an accessory food in fattening ani- 
oughly wilt it, after which it should be | mais it has perhaps no superior. 
formed into small cocks and thus suffi-| An acre of good clover will, when 
ciently cured to place in the barn, or | ysed asa pasture for hogs, make from 
stack. In this way the tender and suc- | six to eight hundred pounds of pork 
culent leaves and blossoms are secured between the 15th of May and the Ist of 

oe ee eta oe | co eee be n in meadow 
caps made of good firm cotton cloth can | nanared will furnish forage Suan 

bemeed oo great advantage, and many | two cows or pair of horses provided 
—— wi ere than pay their cost in = — ames of grain is ae 

Seasol rother farmers there; is great profit in 

Clover and other grasses thus cut and raising clover. Try it. 

thoroughly wilted can be put in aclose arr: 
or tight barn with much less drying than The Guernsey a Dairy Cow. 
most people imagine, and the rich flavor [By I. J. Clapp, Kenosha.] 
aroma and nutriment retained .In hand- The subject assigned me, “The 
ling clover when green the less compres- | Guernsey & Dairy Cow,” is one I feel a 
sion the better as the succulent stalks | deep interest in; having been identified 
are easily broken and the sap rapidly | with this breed of cattle since 1881,
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during which time I have made a thor- | me and he fancied that some of the 

ough study of their chara:teristics and | cattle recognized his voice.) The Guern- 

history. It will hardly be possible for  seymen nearly a century ago becoming 

me in a short essay to tell all about my | convineed of the superiority of their 

favorite breed of a dairy cow, I will cow (and in all probability finding plen- 

endeavor not to say anything Ido aot ty of men who for the sake of a nickel 

conscienciously believe. The island of would use a low dreed bull) prohibited 

Guernsey, from which their name is de- the importation of any foreign blood to 

derived, is one of the channel islands, the island under a severe penalty. It 

and is situated in a deep a on the is about 45 or 46 years since a few gen- 

northwest coast of France. Itis about tlemen of Philadelphia, desirous of ob- 

one-third the size of the island Jersey. taining the best family cow of any coun- 

Guernsey contains 24 square miles,16,000 try, were induced to investigate the 

acres population 25,000. ‘The annual ex- merits of the Guernsey. They were 

portof cattle from the island does not little known beyond the channel islands. 

exceed 1,000 head. The origin ofthebreed | A few had been brought to this country 

is a subject of controversy, many per- | Nicholas Biddle, president of the U. 8. 

sons now in the prime of life can remem- Bank, has the credit of purchasing the 

ber the time when a journey to the chan- first cow known to bea pure bred Guern- 

nel island on an old sailing craft occu- | sey, that landed in America. She was 

pied several days and occasionally as purchased from the consignee of Schoo- 

many weeks. Theapproach totheirrocky ner Pilot, Capt. Berlin, from Guernsey 

shores in those days was neither safe nor and cost $500, the largest price ever 

easy, now the daily running of steamers paid for a cow, Biddle became an ardent 

from South Hampton has facilitated the admirer of the breed (as we learn from 

introduction of these cattle in America , correspondence lately published) and 

& England. Saysau American traveller has since imported more. He never 

“fall of interest are these rock-bound | wearied of speaking of their merits. - 

islands; orange trees grow and some-— He retained his herd until his death. 

times bloom; fi schias, Heliotrope, Ger- His son, Judge Craig Biddle has with 

aniums and some tropical plants run | some new infusions, continued the early 

wild. There is no extreme cold, nor | blood of his fathers’ herd, and like him 

Gry burning heat.” Farming is con- is a believer in the Guernsey as a dairy 

ducted on. very small scale, few farms cow. Other men near Philadelphia 

contaning 20 acres, The average num- | have had them on their farms for more 

ber is from 8 to 12 acres. These small than 20 years, and from these cat- 

farmes are principally used for grazing tle came the celebrated one dollar per 

and market gardening, producing two pound butter sold in Philadelphia for 

or three crops a year. Land rentsfrom a term of years called “Chester Oo. 

$35 to $40 per acre, At this enormous | Butter.” At a later date the Massa- 

rental, the farmer as a natural conse- | chusetts society, for the advancement 

quence, cannot afford to keep any but | of agricultural interests introduced the 

the best of cows. Their surroundings | Guernsey to the farmers of that state. 

will not admit of any inferior | In 1874 and 1875 the Fowlers brought a 

animal being kept. No large herds can | few Guernseys with their large impor- 

be found, three or four cows form an | tation of Jerseys and they were purch- 

average herd. They must be selected | ased by parties near Philadelphia and 

from the very best, the most productive | Boston, where they were well and favor- 

and such only can be bred from, to per- | ably known. The Guerusey had had 

petuate a race of cattle that will pay a | but little advertising up to this date, 

husbandman to keep. After long con- | and the few that were imported were 

tinued care of watching and breeding | kept on the farms by their original own- 

is it surprising that a marvel of | ers. Very rarely have owners parted 

a “dairy cow” has been produced ? | with their entire herd. 

These cows are reared with care, | Since the formation of the Guernsey 

and identified in a measure with | cattle club in 1877, large importations 

the family. Little children herd | have been made and new herds founded 

and tether them, women milk and tend | but few have found their way to this 

them, they know of nothing but gentle | western country, where I believe they 

and kind treatment. (Nearly three | are most needed, and naturally best 

years after I purchased my herd the | adapted for. By comparison with other 

original owner from Guernsey visited | breeds,we find their numbers are small in
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this country. The last proof sheets give | _ A later test since her arrival on this 
usonly 2,826 cows,1,212 bulls, registered ; | shore gives her 9.01 butter fat. Two 
about the same number of cows regist- | tests have been made of eastern herds 
ered in the U. 8. as are on the island. | containing over twenty head, the cows 
My experience with the Guernseys be | having their usual feed. A single milk- 
gan in 1881, when I purchased for myself | ing of the twenty cows was sent to the 
and N. K. Fairbanks of Chicago, 22| creamery to be made into butter. In 
head of cows, heifers and bulls. Mr. | crder to determine the price which the 
Fairbanks had two heifer calves and a | manager ought to pay for it, he reported 
bull,sent him from Massachusetts shortly | 1 pound to every 5} quarts of milk. 
before this time. ‘The cattlearrived at my | The price fixed was 6 cents per quart for 
farm Dec. 24; the weather was severely | butterr-making. 
cold. The change did not effect them| It is too early in the history of the 
detrimentally but improved while they | Geurnseys in this country, to judge 
were becoming accustomed to their new | them by their published yield. Those 
quarters. I think they had been satiat- | that have been able to compare them 
ed with travel by ocean and rail, to say | with other breeds are more than satisfied 

nothing of being quarantined three | with the quantity and quality of milk 

months. Three were in milk, having | they produce. -I have made a few but- 
dropped their calves in quarantine-| ter tests with the following results: 
They milked well daring the winter, I| Rosebud 4th, 17 pounds, 10 ounces; 

had at that time a small herd of Jerseys. Queenie of 2 years, 15 pounds, 4 ounces, 
My men never took kindly to them, my | grass fed with 3 quarts of meal, oats and 
manager on the farm became interested | bran, additional night and morning; 
at once in the Guernseys, the first he | “Lily of Prospect,” in winter and severe 
had ever seen, although an Englishman | cold weather, 12} pounds, fed as rest of 

and it was not long before he informed | herd, 4 quarts night and morning equal 

me that they were the best cows I had | parts cornmeal, bran and oats; “Dew 

ever owned. One year later I disposed | Drop,” 12} pounds, under same condi- 

of my herd of Jerseys, since which time [ | tions. Both cows were 9 years old, 

have kept Guernseys and Guernsey gra- fresh, and of Fowlers’ early importation. 

des, and I find them to possess the re-| Coraline on grass only 18 pounds. 

quirements of a dairy cow. “Moss-rose” after her second calf, 14 
They furnished a liberal supply of | pounds, 12 ounces on grass and 6 quarts 

milk, rich in quality, affording abunda- | of feed. Pancha, first calf, in two days 
nee of cream; butter golden yellow the | 4 pounds, 9 ounces. Margaret B., four 

entire year relieving one from the nec- | days, with her first calf, 8 pounds, 7 

essity of using any artificial coloring | ounces. 
matter, freeing your own conscience| Fairbank milk record: 
from practicing any fraud on the com- | Bonnie, ’85 and '86—347 days...-.-ee.+..8,303.02 Ibs. 

monwealth, and most important of all, | pee ee ee 
keeping pure your home influence, | Average pele ee 

where the little ones are ever imbibing "Ss rive per day, sll milking. 204“ 
impressions, which they carry all their | Wild Rose, 304 Aays...s.cs...cesssee6,007.7_ 
lives. I refer to the practice of coloring | | Average pet AaY.....-.-eceweewnee 2107 6 

butter, to me an abominable one. To | “Si Stive per Unc at 
aclass who have heretofore so richly Th kable col Pe 

earned the title of “honest farmers” I fi 4 paps oa . os poe ee 

was reared among a community of Qua- | {°UD¢ 1m this breed of cows. e 
: horn, particularly at its base, is full of 

kers, where deceptions were denounced, 1 The hoof. Tike factolna shell. 
and I have felt this wholesome influence The 7 cia 708 eae iI a 
all my life. The superiority of the © skin 18 80) anthe ined and of a 
Guernsey as a butter cow is vindicated golden yellow tint. The inside of the 
: : ear and the end of the tail is of a still 
in many respects, not only by chemical a Scan ghade. while sboids d 

analysis, as is shown in butter fats, their eeper eon > See Fries ae 
. 5 teats seem to glow with this same orange 

averuge per cent. is equal, if not better | ~ t inh cured anime’ loth hand 
than other breeds. I will give you a ay fin 4 vid = all e 

chemical test of Select 2,205 on the Is- | 804 eve find evidence that all secretions 
2 land of Guernsey : are rich in butter fat, and a carefal ex- 

Specific STAVItY ...ecvves cesses seecseseeeserensnveeneneeeseeeL O21 amination prepares one to understand 
Total SOLAS.......seeeseeeesssrenssseeeseeeeeeee «1-189 | Why the butter made from the Guernsey 

FaUty SUDStAMCE TTT ge | possesses qualities not found in any 
Ash. III o7ss. other breed. Their disposition is re-
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markably affectionate and mild. Even | The teats should be large enough to be 

the bulls are quite easily handled. I gathered by the whole hand, for, other- 

have never heard of but one unmanage- | wise, more patience and faithfulness will 

able bull. The cows have good-sized | be required in the milker than common 

teats and are free aad “a oe family servants, either men or women, 

fact I have not found in other breeds. | rarely possess. Then I have described 

While they are not so beautiful to the i. good Guernsey cow, or a half-bred 

general observer on a gentleman’s lawn | one, and I very much doubt if such 

as a Jersey, but to an educated eye in | cows can be found in any other breed.” 

cattle breeding they command attention | — 

by their stately form, good bone and | Care and Management of Merino Sheep 

muscle, well-developed, firm, strong [H. J. Wilkinson, Whitewater.} 

horns, wide hips, deep flanks, wedge- | Two things are necessary to the 

shaped, slim necks, long face and soft, | greatest success in any industrial pur- 

intelligent eye. They can safely be suit. First, that the person undertak- 

called the farmer’s dairy cow. Their | ing it should have a liking for, and 

color varies from lemon yellow to a light | carry some enthusiasm into the work. 

brick red flecked with white, forming a Second, that the conditions favorable to 

pleasing contrast to the green lawn up- its full development should be controlled 

on which they graze. The calves are and made use of to as great an extent as 

large, and the grades are particularly possible. 

sought after for veal in sections where From remote ages sheep husbandry 

they are known. From their strong has been a favorite occupation with a 

characteristics and long breeding in | large class of men; and those who be- 

their line, they stamp their individual | come accustomed to caring for them, 

merits on all classes or breeds of cattle, | and come to understand their full value 

even to color. A large per cent. of the | and usefulness in farm economy, seldom 

grades I have bred show strong mark of | lose their partiality for them. There 

the Guernsey, and quite often look like | are some good and substantial reasons 

“thoroughbreds.” We have but few ‘for this. Among them might be men- 

grade cows in our state, but all I know | tioned the comparatively small amount 

of are highly prized by their owners. of hard labor involved in caring for 

They are much sought after ir and them; the limited amount of hired help 

about Philadelphia, where they are well | necessitated ; their adaptation to enrich- 

known. They are persistent as well as ing the soil instead of impoverishing it; 

large milkers; if regularly and well fed, | and their capacity for supplying so many 

not infrequently one often finds it diffi- | of the wants of those who keep them, 

cult to dry them off in time for the good | and of the world at large. 

of the cow and the calf she carries. | The industry, like all others, has its 

In closing, permit me to quote from | “aps and downs,” as we call them. But 

the New York Tribune: “The family | changes made to whatever, seems to 

cow is one to be petted. She must be | promise best at the time, are often dis- 

gentle, good-looking, and have such | appointing in their results. The possi- 

qualities that the wife and every mem- | ble profits in the different kinds of 

ber of the family shall be proud of her. farming, and especially of stock farming 

Her flow of milk must be generous; the | are not 80 unevenly divided as some 

cream thick, abundant, high-colored | may think. The most successful dairy- 

and quick in rising. The skim milk | men, sheep breeders and wool growers, 

may not be too blue, for notwithstand- | swine breeders, and so on, are among 

ing all our wise board of health say to | the last to change their business. Each 

the contrary, skim milk will be the milk | carries on his business systematically, 

of the family. Such a cow must bea | making use of the most approved meth- : 

good feeder—always hungry, not in- | ods whether new or old, and finds in it 

clined to take on flesh while in milk, | annually, an amount of profit, that he 

and, as a result, will convert all her feed | does not see his way clear to duplicate 

into milk and cream. The butter in another kind of business; and the 

should be golden, should hold its color | man engaged in any of these leading 

well into or through the whole winter, | lines of stock farming, who finds himself 

and this product should be so abundant | considering a change of business be- 

that there shall be no occasion to buy | cause of unsatisfactory profits when 

butter so long as the cow is in milk. | summed up for a series of years, may 

Besides, she should be an easy milker. generally conclude that he is not mak-
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ing use of all the favoring conditions | a time, make it good, then a little hay 

and advantages within his reach. may be added, and both increased as 

Sheep respond as generously and as | may be needed, until full rations for 

promptly to good keeping as any kind | winter are reached. After the first 

of stock we can keep; and are nowhere | taste of green food in the spring, sheep 

to be found in greater perfection, both | are not satisfied without it, and dry feed 

as to carcass and fleece than upon some | is eaten reluctantly. The better way is 

of the best farms in the state. They | to keep them up until grass is fairly 
are especially adapted to utilizing rough, started. A little grain may be fed with 

uneven lands, not cultivatable or easily | profit for a while, aftersheep are turned 
kept in cultivation; but the number | to grass, but is generally soon discon- 

kept on such lands in proportion to | tinued. Ewes with lambs are best 
number of acres will necessarily be | turned to grass as soon as it can be had. 
fewer, and profits diminished accord- The need of shelter from storms is 

ingly. | not questioned. The fleece of the sheep 
It is doubtful if a man farming such | should not be soaked with water after 

land can do better than to keep sheep | cool weather commences in the fall. It 
as a large part of the stock; with the | hurts the sheep and injures lo 
fields seeded to clover and the grasses, | of the wool at any time. Sh ani 

washing is prevented in a great meas- | yards should be so arranged that they 

ure, and the original fertility is retained | may go out at their pleasure in dry 
andincreased. On low, wet ground, not | weather. Sheep like to feed from the 

fit for cultivation, the soil saturated with | ground, and when the ground is dryand 
water after every rain, sheep will not do | hard they may be fed hay, straw, or 
well, nor in fact, will any stock do as | corn fodder on the ground with little 
wel] as on higher ground. No better | waste. To winter, separate in as small 

course can be adopted with a farm that | flocks as practicable. Put lambs, breed- 

has been, by injudicious management, | ing ewes, fattening wethers, old or 

robbed of its fertility, than to stock it | weekly ones, if you have them, each 

with sheep. Sheep and clover go | class by themselves. They will winter 

together. Grow clover to feed the | enough better to pay for the trouble. 

sheep. Draw the manure back to the The gentleness of the lamb, and the 

fields to grow other crops. Reseed to | timidity of the sheep are proverbial, 
clover and turn the sheep on to eat it, | but the stronger ones,wont hesitate all 
and leave the droppings scattered over | the same to rob the weaker ones if they 
the ground. Such a course, or a similar | can. Clover should be cut early for 

one, will surely put the land in good | sheep, before it comes fully into bloom. 
condition and keep it so. Few farmsin | Sow seed enough to have it grow thick 

the older states are run exclusively to | and not too course. 
sheep; but where they are the principal | Fodder corn makes excellent feed for 
stock, the farm should be devided up | sheep, but it should be fed in dry 

with reference to summer management, | weather. There should be no trouble 

: and production of food for winter. |on sheep farms about growing good 

Sheep like frequent change. Their | crops of either; and the number of acres 
pasture may, and should be kept shorter | required to produce the winter forage, 
than would be close for cattle. They | and grain for that matter, may be 

do not care for, or thrive well on rank | greatly reduced from old time practice. 
pasture. They are wonderful adepts | It leaves more ground for pasture and 

at selecting the latest and tenderest herb- | increases the number of sheep that may 
age, and will look afresh pa-ture over | be kept ona given number of acres. 
pretty thoroughly about the first thing | It is essential to have good hay; grain 

they do. They are passionately fond | won’t take the place of it. Don’t feed 

of green food, and will roam the fields | tooearlyin the morning in cold weather, 
late in the fall and early in the spring | or too much at atime. Water of the 

searching for it if allowed to do so. temperature of ordinary well water, 

There is very good reason for believ- | should be supplied in the yardsif possi- 

ing that ensilage may be used with great | ble. Keep them quiet. Don’t scare 

advantage in supplementing dry food, or | them by boisterous ways or allow others 

short pasture in fall or spring. Those | todoso. Accustom them to your pres- 

who have tried it speak very much in | ence so that they will make little effort 

its favor; as the supply of green food | to avoid you when among them. Keep 

diminishes, a small grain ration will, for ' them supplied with clean dry bedding.
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No animal better uppreciates a dry com- | 826 if the sheep don’t pay as well as 

fortable sleeping place. Supply salt other things and more easily. 

summer and winter, either often in Few attempts have been made, so far 

small quantities, or when they can help | a8 known to the writer, to put on paper 

themselves. the cost of producing wool. The busi- 

A good way in winter is to brine hay 288 is seldom made a specialty, the 

or steswon thelittersin the rack. Oats | grester part of it is in the older states 

generally form a large part of the grain | being produced on farms where are 

ration for the sheep. Oats and corn in = keptother stock in part, and it is hardly 
varying proportions, according to the | possible to particularize the exact cost 

kind of sheep it is fed to, would propa- | of each. But it is not impossible to ar- 

bly best suit the most of flock masters. rive at conclusions that approximate the 

Corn for fat wethers is a standard food. | actual cost near enough for practical, 

To breeding ewes little corn is generally | °* at least present purposes. 

given. Sheep are fond of corn, and it | The writer has wintered, as others 

would surprise many men to see bow | can, and have, 150 sheep on the first 

much they will eat and how fat they | crop of clover from 15 acres, with a 

will get, and what fleeces they will sheer small amount of corn fodder and straw, 

if fed well on it. But they must be ac- | and 1} bushels of oats to a sheep. 

customed to it gradually. Core is not ——— for — 

Raise as many lambs as possible, but estimated at $6.00 per acre, the 

keep the flock sold down to the average stalks and straw at $15.00, and oats at 
nurber that can be well kept. Feed 30 cents a bushel; the cost of winter 

the wethers and undesirable or surplus subsistance amounts to $172.00. The 

breeding ewes for the butcher, before eens well for labor actually ex- 

they get old. Farmers seem averse to = summer keep be reckoned 
. 0 | at 50 cents each, which is not far out of 

feeding sheep for the shambles, but it 
pays to do so. the way as eee are generally kept, 

As a rule it is a mistake to sell lean foe ome oe roca Se enere ane 
of any. kind from the Tn. year, reaches $272. The flock yielded 

=e fendi the ‘seek = 1,415 pounds of wool, costing by this 

or pa . ao ae a does the farmer | computation not far from 17 cents per 

eof taexcege teed a ry aaa pene. * lesser yield of wool would 

them, without washing, and about 2 | yield a oe ao 
month earlier than wool growers general- tisfied wi 

ly shear. They believe their flocks bene- eae ae en be ss orn =n - - 

fited by such a course as the washing, ° guy corps low 

faye beccll age apgghee om d pce ar eM mela oberg byron 
many times tothesheep. After turning | Littl ree Recsage seoee eee 

to grass need but little attention, erate of aly ae fo ebeninn 

eT oe ea oth giver Roce peng nee det aml pl eng | 
Go among them often, and if any are | any estimate must be caaermosd $3 
not doing well, remedy if possible. mean a good farm and good farming 

Four months is long enough to allow | That 100 cows may be subsisted summer 

lambs to run with thedams. They will | and winter on 200 acres is no longer 

Pi ran echo op ele ppt pean = figer cape artsy lo 1m: x i 

The ewes will have a chance to recuper- | does, from 12 to Seanad of milk stutt 

ate before cold roatbee age of washod | dhowp (Uno old catimats was 10 sheep 10 e Ww 

wool was a big average for a flock of | one onl and coommtaaty, 200 an 

Merinos forty years ago. Double that | would subsist 600 sheep. = 

number of pounds may be looked for| That flock masters will yet find this 

now, and the end is not yet. Use | entirely practicable, with the aid of the 

thoroughbred sires every time. Let no | silo and other improved methods, there 

mistaken sense of economy influence | is little doubt. Comparatively few of 

AT a esgel iy saan | Sette tie fom 
low prices. Other farm products have | left to oe care of ‘toll in the cova 

their — and downs, and oftener than | time, and forage in the open fields and 

wool. Take it for a series of years and ' around the cattle yards in the winter.
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Little pains is taken to improve the | lbs. dressed beef each when two years 

flock, either soo or cance Tf a fat - and thus we might go on through 

sheep is found in the flock, it comes e entire list of our farm productions. 

about by accident, and is a surprise to | Now, ene Te know Tes at the 

the owner. average prices of the last few years, 

Sheep were made gent = woe ast o yields do not pay even a moder- 

mutton, and they will do with | ately fair price for the capital invested 

profit to the owner if they are given a upon the farms and the labor necessary 

chance. But if they are neglected, or | to produce the crops, most of us know 

ee ee eal tex Wie | aba ie wok tele eres 
day has gone by when we could live by | bilities, ‘but one of the absolute neces- 

careless and wasteful farming. Ordi-| sities to those who propose to make 

nary living expenses have increased | farming a success in the future. 

wonderfully within the last twenty-five | This brings us directly to the ques- 

ee wae the pees es what we have | ne = agg me of on oe 

to ve not advanced in proportion. | and how they shall obtained. 5 

We have fet = make es farm and my opinion, which is based upon many 

stock yiel ere is in them, to meet | years of both observation and exper- 

the demands of our modern civilization. | ience, a more thorough system of drain- 

Where improved methods will help they | age of our lands, is one of the absolute 

must be adopted. Dairymen have been | necessities, if any permanent improve- 

obliged to give up old methods and | ment is to be made. It is not enough 

practices in a great measure and adopt that swamps and absolutely worthless 

a ae and ee growers may profit anes acaba be ee. ae ens tens 

yy their example. of thousands of acres of the farming 
— | lands of the state could be made ex- 

How Shall We Increase Both the Quan. | ceedingly valuable that are now almost 

tity and ee ae Crops. | =e ae dt, farmer oe not sees 

[By J. M. “ jal e expense of thoroughly 

When the great Father of all placed underdraining his land, he can surely 

man upon earth, with authority to culti- adopt and carry out a system of surface 

vate and improve it, he gave him not | drainage that will be of great vaine, 
only hands to work with, but brains to | and often be the means of giving hima 

think with, and to so direct his hands, good crop which otherwise would be 

that he might not only work intelli- | nearly worthless. ng ‘ 

gently sn the proses mt go on imeur | uo are tan onsers en. cultivators of 
1; an col ions 

naeally and physically. | one of the best farms in the portion of 

Probably the most important element | the state in which they reside, and in 

in connection with this problem at the some respects these men are far beyond 

present time, is the improvement of the | the average farmer in intelligence, and 

farms of onr State, | We aro jast het | opis doalingn ‘tho season. ‘was js at me a fact 0! ears 
penis a jar more Faaseataats Reekiae the close of the harvest. There had 

this question than was the case some | been ql mane at ee and ae, 

years since. It is this, we are by means | a8 well as others fered severely 

of railway and steam navigation com- in consequence of them, I walked out 

pint ey vocen cpt Sith of aha aS co! te wit! 6 markets o! e world. | cen! oO ley, of abou! 5 

How oan we do this successfully? I It was completely ruined and would not 

know of but one way, and that is to | in reality pay for harvesting. In the 

increase both the quantity and quality | preparation of the land, nota moment's 

of our oye, _ Wa kare Sk Se | squamiecepen Se pate ot aes a 
e yield o' 5 

ie aoe 13 or 14 bushels per acre, | or beneath it, although the land lay in 

that of oats and corn do not exceed 32 | such shape that it would have been very 

or 33 bushels, potatoes not more than easy to drain it into a small revine that 

100 bushels. Our meadows only one passed very near the lowest part of the 

ton of hay per acre. Our cows do not field. I said to them: “How could you 

average 100 Ibs. of butter each per year. | be 80 thoughtless as to cultivate this 

Our beef cattle do not average over 400 ‘beautiful field year after year, without
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giving an hour’s work of any kind to | on. Upon my return, wife said : “What 

prevent just such a misfortune as has are you doing out in this storm? i re- 

now taken place? If you had laid off plied that I could well afford one 

the field into lands, say two rods wide, thorough soaking for the pleasure it 

and backfurrowed them until they were | gave me to see the new drains carrying 

somewhat raised in the middle, and off such a quantity of water and not a 

sloaping gradually to the middle fur- | barrel in sight on top of the ground. 

rows, and then kept the furrows well | Another necessity is plenty of manure. 

opened to one main ditch, and led it | The question naturally arrises, where is 

into that ravine, you would have saved | it to come from. 

not only your crop of barley, but also| Every farmer might, and ought to 

your meadow below, which is badly | have his compost heap in addition to 

damaged.” They replied substantially | his barnyard manure, and both should 

as follows: “We have never given the | be saved with as much care as if it 

subject of drainage much thought, and | were cash inthe bank. Next to these 

in fact know very little about it, al- | there is, I think, no doubt that clover 

though we can readily see that if we | is the cheapest and best fertilizer known 

had adopted such a plan (and it would | to the farmers of our state, much might 

have cost but very little), it would have be said as to the best methods of get- 

saved a crop of barley that wesupposed | ting the greatest benefit from its use, 

two weeks ago would have brought us but my time will not allow me to dis- 

from 700 to 800 dollars. Since that | cuss the question in this paper. There 

time there has been no day during | is no doubt but that different crops 

which the team could get across the | require the manure to be applied in 

field with the reaper, nor can they for different ways and different amounts to 

some days to come, even if we have no | get the greatest benefit from it. What- 

more rain.” ever may be the best way of using it, 

You may say that this was an extreme the poorest way, in my estimation, is to 

case, and so it was. There was a loss in | plow it under from 8 to 10 inches deep. 

a single season, of much more value Bat with the land well prepared, and 

than would have been necessary to have | plenty of manure on hand, we are ready 

both surface and underdrained the | to go to work with a feeling that suc- 

entire field, and done the work so , cess isin the near future. If the land 

thoroughly, that the crop could not | is well drained, it is in good condition 

have been injured by the storms that | for the plow from one to two weeks 

destroyed it. earlier than it would otherwise be. Do 

Please allow me for a few minutes to | not plow until the land is in good con- 

refer to the system of drainage practiced | dition, but if you deem it best, all 

upon my own grounds which is about | things considered, to continue to de- 

as perfect as I know how to make it. | pend upon the small grains for the main 

The garden contains 40 acres, and has | crops, and your land has not been fall 

a slight sloap towards the south. Nearly | plowed, do not wait a day after it is in 

the whole of it is laid off in beds, a good condition to work. If such crops 

lands, as farmers would call them, run- | a8 corn, potatoes, beans, etc., that need 

ning due north and south, and two and | cultivation are to be grown, let the cul- 

one-half rods in width. The middle of tivation be the most complete and 

the beds (or lands) are kept from 6 to thorough character. None but those 

10 inches higher than the edges next who have tried it are aware of the vast 

the alleys. This readily carries off the difference between crops so cultivated, 

surface water into the alleys, which are | and those but half cared for, I have 

two feet wide, and are so arranged that assumed that your land was at least 

the water runs off at once. Under each reasonably good to begin with. Such 

of these alleys is, or will be when the being the case, we have as necessities, 

work is finished, an underdrain which first, the fairly good land; second, the 

carries off the surplus water in the soil, drainage; third, manures; and fourth, 

and thus enables the growing crops to good plowing and thorough afterculture. 

get the entire benefit of soil, climate | What are the practical result of adopt- 

aud manure. Daring the month of ing and carrying out this system? 

October last, we had one very heavy Please allow me to refer again to its 

rain. I went out during the rain to ex- results upon land that I have either 

amine some drains that had been put owned, or held under lease. A number 

ima short time before the storm came of years ago I leased a piece of land
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that I knewhad been badly mismanaged | a]] our estimates in the spring upon 
for several years. In fact the year pre- | them, and, as a general rule, the actual 
vious to my lease it had been sown with | yields for the season will exceed the es- 
wheat, and owing to its bad condition | timates oftener than fall short of them. 
and worse cultivation, the grain was not | But perhaps some of my hearers are say- 
worth the cost of gathering, and was | ing to themselves: “ Faas not engaged 
left on the ground. I surface drained | in grain growing, but.in dairying, or in 
it, and manured it heavily and planted | growing and fattening stock for mar- 
the most of it with corn and potatoes | ket.” Gentlemen, the same rules and 
and then cultivaied it well. When | the same principles are involved in both 
grown, I measured off 1} acres of the | cases. To be really successful, you 
potatoes, and from the plot we dug and | must have not only good land, but it 
sold 590 bushels of first-class potatoes. | must be well fax for. If you are 
The measured portion was some better | growing clover for dairy cows, it should 
than the rest, but all gave a large yield. | yield from 4 to 5 tons per acre during 
In an ordinary season we are not satis- | the year, instead of from 1 to 2 tons. 
fied with less than 300 bushels per acre, | Your fodder corn should yield 30 or 40 
unless they are dug for market before | tons per acre, instead of from 8 to 10 
the entire crop is fully grown. Two or | tons. This ratio of increase should hold 
three years ago a gentleman was look- | good through the entire list of crops. 
ing over a piece of growing cabbage and | Then, when they are grown, to what will 
asked me how many it contained. I| you feed them? To some of our scrub 
answered about 54,000. “ Well,” said | cows that do not or cannot be made to 
he, “then there must be about 54,000 | manufacture a fair proportion of their 
heads, for I cannot see one missing.” | food into milk and cream, or to some of 
Of course there were some missing, but | theimproved dairy breeds that have been 
the piece was very good. But it is dur- | bred and trained for this particular pur- 
ing a very dry season that the system I | pose ? It is useless to any longer claim 
am advocating shows to the greatest ad- | that the average native cows will return 
vantage. Last season was, in North-| as much milk and cream for their feed 
eastern Wisconsin, the dryest one ever | as the average cow of some of the im- 
known in the rrercid S the state. me proved breeds. 
had 33 acres of strawberry vines in pee 

: 5, ago I owned three cows 
Deane: es a posse eee that = in during the month of No- 
—— as vember. They were nearly the same most of them had no water except from aiall ct theme uahout, ie. khair 
the clouds, and that was only two light | 986 4m a a ee eae anes 
showers from the time they came into el i: maine sae: high ence 

bloom until the picking Sesser vie | horn, and the other a full-blooded Ayr- over. Yet the yield, counting only the oes Woe ee oe eae 
actual sales and excluding all that were en ere or Shy ca alias eee 
used in my own large family, and given sitke an edie y thout weighing their 
away, — a bos Sse ay ae per feed: i being canned <onite -tieun 
acre. he yield, with plenty of rain, eae 
would have been much larger, but when = eousieting so cen —_ a 

Somipanedl ihn oany ese amount ot good hay, though they would might name, it was a very large crop. eat but very little hay, owing to the 

aoa Sane Splantee © Pec “ Sons aoe quantity of other feed. *A number of 
foadee corn. See —s = pore wee | times during the winter my wife kept growing upon the ground, and the corn the milk and cream of the Ayrshire by 

wes planted hebyecn Sere eo itself for a week at a time, and weighed 
as the peas were Hips ay, wees each lot of butter, and every time the off and the land kept well cultivated un- lathes, tena tke, kaso meedghead i 

fil the corn was too thick to get Sacae” fraction more than that from the other 
comfortably. tone See ae om | two. The cows were very nearly of a 
aged prs “or ss jen = _——— size, though I believs the Ayrshire to 

CO ee a eae ig | have been the lightest of the three. You 
Gentlemen, the fact is that if this | ay ask what the others did with their 

system is adopted and carried out, it is | #64" T do not know. Ionly know the 
me — ie oe an mee a very practical fact that they returned to 
rule, and no! 6 exception. r9 * 

case, we not only expect them, but base | ”¢ very little for their feed and care,
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while the aout paid well for both | farms by the hundreds and thousandsin 

both feed and care. this state capable of doing this and 

Right here, in my opinion, is the | some much better, and doing it within a 

great and decisive point in the question | very short time if a correct system of 

of dairy breeds. The one that will | improvement is adopted and carried out. 

manufacture the largest a:nount of first- | Suppose these suggestions should be 

class milk and cream from a given | carried out by our farmers, how long 

amount of food, will be the breed to | would the cry of hard times be heard 

which the practical dairyman will look | among them, even thoughthe prices are 

for his most profitable cows. The same | low ? Not long. 

rule holds good with regard to beef. It| Gentlemen, we are entering upon an 

is very possible that it will not be the | era of farm improvement such as our 

largest breed of cattle that will eventu- farmers have not yet seen. He who 

ally prove to be the most profitable for | puts himself in line with the march that 

the farmer to feed; but the breed that | needs no prophet to see in the near fu- 

will, with a given amount of feed, make | ture, will reap the benefits of an agri- 

the largest amount of first-class beef at cultural development such as has never 

from two to three years old. Gentle-| been seen in our state. It means a 

men, many of you have tried the old | progress that will result in better 

stereotyped system, or rather want of drained and better manured farms, and 

system, and you have demonstrated to | better cultivated fields. It means larg- 

your own dissatisfaction that it has not | er and better crops of grain, better but- 

paid in the past, is not paying in the ter and cheese, and more of both; and 

present, and thatthere is no prospect of | also better beef, pork and mutton. It 

its paying any better in the future. | means better and happier homes, where 

What then shall you do ? the farmer is the conductor and man- 

While I am firmly convinced that | ager of a well improved and paying 

dairy farming, well conducted, is the | farm, instead of being its slave and 

most profitable branch of husbandry in | being driven by it. It means a place 

which the farmers of our state can en- | where the wife is the queen and the 

gage, I still recognize the fact that many guardian angel of a happy home, instead 

are so situated that, all things consid- | of the weary, worn-out drudge too often 

ered, it is best for them to continue in | seen in the farmer’s home. Homes to 

a system of general farming. Where | which the children, though they may 

such is the case, why not adopt the new | roam in far distant lands, will ever turn 

and the better way ? with tender memories and loving affec- 

I am sure you will believe me when I | tion—the home of their childhood upon 

tell you that I know something of the | the farm. The farmer who refuses to 

capabilities of the soil of Wisconsin; | join in this forward march will be left 

and I have no hesitation in saying to | very far in the rear. His crops will 

you that it is capable of growing 30 | grow more and more scant, and the 

bushels of spring wheat or 35 to 40 | quality only indifferent at the best. His 

bushels of winter wheat per acre, instead | dairy of scrab cows will produce littlein 

of 12 or 15 bushels as is often the case | summer and nothing in winter. His 

at present. It is capable of growing 60 | beef cattle will be ef poor quality and 

to 75 bushels of oats or corn per acre, | light in weight; and his razor-backed 

200 or 300 bushels of potatoes, or 2 to | hogs will be a perpetual torment to him- 

8 tons of hay per acre, and other crops | self, as well as an ever-increasing temp- 

in the same proportion. If you are en | tation to his neighbors to violate the 

gaged or intending to engage in dairy- third commandment. He is a slave to 

ing, instead of keeping twenty or | his farm, unable to hire help because it 

twenty-five scrub cows on 100acres, you does not pay. His wife, weary and 

should have fifty to seventy-five, and let | worn out with care and toil, can look 

them be of some of the best of the dairy | back to but few happy days in the years 

breeds, and then let them have the best | gone by of her married life, and to 

of care. Instead of getting 100 or 150 | fewer still in the years to come, until 

pounds of 12 to 15-cent butter each per | she reaches the far away land, where she 

year, the yield should be 200 or 300| fondly hopes and trusts that there is 

pounds each per year, and of a quality | rest for the weary. Children leave be- 

to bring 25 to 30 cents and upwards per | cause they can find but little happiness 

pound. Do you consider these state- in the present, and no prospect of either 

menta extravagant? I could count happiness or prosperity in the future.
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Gentlemen, which of these roads seem | to numbers will often amount to the 

the more desirable? I know your | difference between loss and profit. 

answer. But you may say that it will! As to the surroundings in which a 

cost money to make these improve- | cow shonld be kept for profit they may 

ments, and so it will; but do not be be indicated by the word comfortable— 

afraid to trust your farms, or to spend ; dry, warm, well-ventilated stables ad- 

money upon them. If done with care | mitting as much sunlight as possible, in 

and good judgment, it is better than | which cows should be kept nights as 

money in the bank or a mortgage upon | s00n as frost begins to show itself, and 

your neighbors’ farms. I dare not tell| at all times in the winter when the 

you how much I have buried upon my | weather is uncomfortably cold, except 

now beautiful place, but it has come when out for water. A cow will bear a 

back with more than interest added and | good deal of confinement if the stables 

never once failed. be light, dry, warm and well-ventilated. 

Gentlemen, I have neither the author- My idea of comfort is not to let the cow 

ity nor the desire to dictate to you, put | stand out-of-doors from 8 o’clock in the 

I speak from experience and know what | morning until 5 at night when the mer- 

I say to be true. Then let us go for- | cury is below zero and drink ice water 

ward manfully, steadily striving not only | to keep up the circulation. To you 

to make the best of our farms, but of | who think such care all right let me 

ourselves and our families. We cannot | suggest that on such days, as soon as 

perform a better or nobler service toour | you have let out your cows, you take 

state, or one more far-reaching in its re- | your easy chair round to the northwest 

sults for good, nor better serve both our | corner of the house and sit there until 

God and our country, than by following | it is time to do chores at night. In the 

in this the better way. mean time let your wife bring youa 
ee of ice cream, follow this up for a 

Feeding Cows for Prof. cane msqurt npil, re i 
{By C. R. Beach, Whitewater.] how mach milk of human kindness you 

In feeding for profit four things are | have leftin you. To keep the heat of 

necessary: the right kind of cows, the | the body at 98 degrees is the first 

right kind of surroundings, the right | use that every living animal makes of 

kind of feed, fed in the right way. I) the food consumed, and if that be not 

shall not here present the claims of any | enough, it burns the fat accumulated in 

particular breed, though I think the|its own body. Warmth then is but 

Jerseys preferable as butter makers; | another name for food saved, and keep- 
but keep what we will we need to weed | ing cows comfortable will constitute a 

out the old, the unthrifty, the hard | large factor in the question of profit. 

milker and the vicious. The mostofus| Next to comfortable quarters the cow 

keep too many old cows. If the cow | must have an unlimited supply of pure 

has been as highly fed as she ought to | water, easy of access. Let me emphas- 

be, and milked each year as long as she | ize that word pure. A cow will live 

probably will be, she has exhausted her | longer without food than without water; 

vitality sooner than we are apt to think. | nor will we wonder at the fact, when we 

From 5 to 8 is the golden age. remember that three-fourths of her live 

Aside from her age I will mention a | weight and 85 per cent. of her milk is 

few characters I deem desirable in a| water. The man who has made money 

cow kept for profit. She should not be | from a lot of cows whose supply of 

above the medium size, under rather| water was a stagnant pond hole, into 

than over. I would have her spirited | which the cows waded in summer and 

and at the same time docile and intelli- | drank through a hole cut in the ice in 

gent. I would have her thoroughly | winter, has wrought a miracle, besides 

feminine in her organization, yet I| producing a lot of unhealty milk at the 

would have characterized by that robust- | same time. Much has been said and 

ness of constitution which is indicated | written upon the benefit of warming 

by the word hardy. Allother qualities, | water for cows. In a late number of 

however good in themselves, lose much | Hoard’s Dairymen. there is a statement 

of their value unless united with a good | that at an agricultural school in France, 

constitution. The difference between a| the milk of a cow was increased one- 

dairy or carefally selected young cow | third, by warming water up to 118 

and one in which reference is had only degrees. Boyd, of Chicago, and others
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claim similar results. The heat evolved all good as well as profitable feeding. 

by warming a pound of butter will |It is a safe crop, requiring but little 

raise the temperature of 12,000 pounds | labor, and labor you know means cost. 

of water one degree. If a cow drinks Scientists tell us that all eel 

forty pounds of water at 32 degrees in | food is mainly (not entirely) com 

order to raise that water to the temper- of two elements, nitrogenious or muscle- 

ature of her body, 98 degrees, it will | forming and carbonaceous, used in pro- 

require 2,640 degrees of heat, equal to | ducing heat and fat; also that these ele- 

that ccntained in a fifth of a pound of | ments ‘must have a Certain ratio to each 

butter. While it does not necessarily other or else the food will not be prop- 

follow that by warming the water up to erly assimilated and a part will be lost. 

98 negrees, the cow will make a fifth of That a well balanced ration for a cow 

a pound more butter, it goes to confirm | giving milk should be one in which the 

the opinion that warming water is a | digestable nitrogenious and carbon- 

benefit, and it also goes to prove that it | aceous elements in the food should 

would be for our profit to keep our | have the ratio to each other of one of 

drinking water from freezing, which | the former to five or six of the latter. 

can be done by keeping our water Grass grown upon old well-seeded pas- 

tanks covered, and by building houses | tures contains these elements in almost 

over and around them, and stuffiag them exactly these proportions in a digesta- 

with horse manure or straw. Pare ble form, and if to be fed alone stand 

water free from ice will make another | at the head of the list of all our feeding 

large item in the question of feeding for | crops, not only for cheapness, but for 

profit. Regularity in milking, and feed- | quality. And here let me say that pas- 

ing is also important and uniformity in | tures that have never been plowed are 

amount, not lavishly to-day, because we much superior, not only in the — 

have plenty, and shrimpingly to-mor- of the grass furnished, but in their abil- 

row, because we are short. And the | ity to stand drouth and in furnishing a 

rations should be in proportion to what uniform supply of fine, soft feed through 

the cow has todo. A dry cow, or one the whole season. The only possible 

nearly so will not need the same feed as | objection to pasture grass alone is that 

the cow in full flush of mill. And the | it contains too much water. This de- 

cow should be taught to eat what is fect may be remedied by feeding daily a 

given her clean, said a dairyman who | small ration of it to cows in three or 

found a large amount of hay in the four pounds of wheat bran. If the 

mangers after the cow was through eat- | cows were fresh milkers in the spring I 

ing. “I think my man will starve my | would alwuys feed the bran all summer, 

cows to death by feeding them too increasing it as the grass began to fail 

much.” There is philosophy in what before corn fodder was ready. But for 

he said. Cows, children and men, | cows that had been giving milk through 

should be taught to eat what is set | the winter, and due to come in the fall, 

‘before them without turning up their | the grass feed is ample. 

noses. 
To get the greatest profit from pas- 

But having selected our cows with | tures (and profit is what we are after) 

care, and having provided amply for | they should be so stocked that the best 

their warmth and comfort, and sup- of the grass is eaten by the time fodder 

= them with pure water free from comes in tossle and don’t be afraid of 

what and how much shall we feed | beginning to feed too soon, and be sure 

them that we may realize the largest | you have onough to give your cows & 

profits? ‘What ensilage may do, or | full feed at least once a day until they 

what science may discover I shall not | are well into winter quarters, and if you 

now discuss. have considerable left over it will not be 

But with our present knowledge and | lost. The amount of corn fodder raised 

surrounding good pasture grass in sum- should not be less than an acre to four 

mer and good, early-cut hay in winter | cows, and the land should be rich. The 

are the basis of all profitable feeding | cows due to come in 1m the fall are by 

for either milk or meat. Grass is said | this time dry, and for them the fodder 

to be the lazy man’s crop, it is also the | corn will be feed enough. But for those 

wise dairyman’s chief dependence. Do | that come in in the spring, and as fast 

not let we be understood of saying his | as the winter milkers come in, I would 

only dependence; for it should not be. | add to the corn fodder ration six or 

But I do claim it is the foundation of seven pounds of wheat bran, for the
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reason that the fodder is largely car- ;a profit. That the figures may be few 
bonaceous, and to make a well-balanced | and simple I will use but one cow and 
ration, needs the nitrogenious elements | have her come in in the middle of oy 
contained in the bran. This feed will| tember. By the plan I have previously 
keep the cows up to their best until | outlined up to December Ist, her daily 
they go into winter quarters, which | feed will be seven pounds bran and 
should be not later than the first of No- | what fodder corn she will eat. From 
vember. December Ist to the middle of May we 

If our best dairymen fail in one par- | will feed daily sixteen pounds hay, 
ticular more than another it is in not | seven pounds bran and five pounds corn 
putting their cows into winter quarters | meal. From the middle of May till her 
soon enough in the fall. 1f grass grows | year expires pasture grass, the account 
ayn ee peesres after this it mutes will stand: SE Uda SS i 
worth more for winter protection than eye. Dopo, ee 
for feed. So much for summer feeding. Jee command iatiy ass = = . ” 3 

The German formula for a daily win- | 16 tbs hay daily.....165 2,640 600 792 

ter ration for a cow giving milk is| {tire ee ba 
——", pounds of a ot . 4 ee ie ce ee. aa 
0! Ww! ie) fifteen poun 0" IT VEAL ..100 s cnncessceeresees 
digestable, containing of nitrogenions To which we will add interest on cow.... #5 © 

two and one-half pounds and carbona- Makes the whole COSt ....eeseeen $49 32 

ceous twelve and one-half pounds,or| Upon this feed she will for 200 days 
the nitrogenious to the carbonaceous as | give 20 pounds of milk per day and for 
one to five. They tell us that we may | 100 days she will give 15 pounds per 
feed with profit hay, fodder corn, corn- | day, making 5,500 pounds of milk. Six- 
stalks, straw, corn, oats, barley, wheat | ty-five days she may go dry. As she 
bran, shorts, beets, carrots, potatoes, in | has given the most of this milk in the 
fact everything that grows on the farm, | winter, 23 pounds will make a pound of 
but they skould be so combined in | butter, or 240 pounds from the 5,500 
feeding as to contain the regarded | pounds of milk. The price at which 
amount of digestable nutriment in | good Wisconsin creamery-butter sold in 
nearly the proportion named. Thirty | the open market at Chicago, the past 
pounds of timothy hay, which is about | year, did not vary much from 24 cents 
the amount that a cow is supposed to | net. Butas the 240 pounds which one 
eat when fed alone, contains eleven to | cow has made is mostly winter butter it 
twelve pounds of digestable food, of | will bring 25 cents net, makes$60. The 
which one and one-fourth pounds will | skim milk at 20 cents per hundred will 
be nitrogenious and ten pounds carbon- | be worth $10 and the calf $1, making an 
aceous. So hay alone will not furnish a | income from the cow of $22 for an out- 
full milk ration. lay of $49.32 or $22.68 above cost. 

It is claimed by a newspaper corre-| Have 1 not shown you how a cow can 
spondent, who visited the Darlington | be fed to profit these hard times? But 
farm, where 250 cows are kept for but- | lest you think my figures fanciful and 
ter, that their daily rations were eight | not attainable let me verify them, and I 
pounds corn meal, eight pounds bran | have taken some pains to doso. James 
and eight pound: of cut hay mixed and | Bouks, my next neighbor, told me that 
fed together. This would very nearly | his dairy of sixteen common cows had 
correspond to the German ration. But | yielded him 5,900 pounds in a year. 
a cheaper ration, and one equally well | Ebin Cook, another neighbor, that his 
balanced, is one used by Prof. Henry in | dairy of twelve common cows gave 7,000 
some experiments with winter, sixteen | pounds. Both men sent to a cheese 
pounds hay, seven pounds wheat bran | factory. David Flack, of Eikhorn, in 
and five pounds of corn meal. answer to a letter said that his annual 

The best dairymen of Wisconsin, | income from a dairy of thirty cows had 
while they have no fixed rule by which | for several years been from $62 to $84 
they feed their cows, yet the most of | per cow. Roswell Gage, of Richmond, 
them use corn meal and bran for their | told me, last week, that for the year 
grain feed and the most of those who | ending April 1, 1885, his dairy of four- 
are engaged in winter dairying feed it | teen cows averaged 335 pounds of but- 
in rations very similar to those I last | ter, and that he should beat that the 
named. I will use them as the basis of | present year. So my figures are not 
a few figures to see if they will yield as ' beyond the bound of possibility. 

:
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But I weary you with this long article. | it needs no commendation ; corn is not 
In conclusion let me say that feeding | an exhaustive crop, and yet it pays to 

cows for profit is a chain of many links | keep land in good heart, for which we 
all of which must be equally strong or | may get good crops year after year from 
else the chain is worthless. a the same field, still corn feels the invig- 
of you are inclined to keep a dairy I | orating effect of a stimulant. 
would say don’t, unless you are willing| Corn isa stendard ration, either fed 

to fulfill all of the conditions. But to | as grain, or in fodder. In the East the 
you who love cows and are willing to | farmer saves every bladeand stock plac- 
give them your personal supervision, if | ing the forage in value with the best 
you will seed down your land, stock it | hay, but as we go West, its abundance 
a with good cows, care for them and | causes its value to be underated, and it 
feed them as I have outlined, make but- | is fed if at all, in the most lavish man- 
ter and send it to the market every|ner, and with the most wasteful 
week, you cannot fail of having a yearly | methods, But with a change in the 
income equal to the interest on all the | value of our crops, lower prices means 
capital invested and money expended | yet cheaper production, und cheaper 
for labor and necessary expenses, and, | production means a yet more abundant 
some to spare, which will enable you to | and cheaper produced ration. We have 
pay your hired help and taxes, educate | it incorn, and the moment that we fully 
your children, provide marriage por- | appreciate its true value, that it is not 
tions for your daughters, keep your wife | only a standard but an almostsurecrop, 
in silk dresses, pay the minister, the | and more sure than any other, then itis 
doctor and the editor, and at the same | we should put vur faith most and more 
time increase the fertility of your farm | in fodder corn, and prize it in the 
and so add to your own wealth and to | future as we have neglected it in the 
the wealth of the state; so that you will | past. 
have the satisfaction of leaving the| Sixty million acres of corn were raised 
world better than you found it. | in the United States last year, an acre 

— jand a half for every head of horned 
A Plea For Fodder Corn. live stock we have, and yet we feed 

[By John Gould, Ohio,] millions of tons of hay, when if it had 
Nature made a special contribution to | been saved and equally distributed, the 

the prospective American farmer when | necessity of the Western ranch cattle 
she selected America as the home of | industry would not be as conspicuous 
the maize plant; a plant for either for- | as now. It is in this very corn plant 
age or grain, has no equal in the world. | that we bave such an immense advant- 
It is a plant for medium and high lati- | age over Earope in pork and beef, and 
tude, a plant that has unapproachable | why should we not use our maize fodder 
pushing powers, and in good seasons, | to give us other leverage in cheap butter 
and poor, no other plant makes a grand | and cheese now that we are protected 
growth or brave struggle, and in either | from hog and bull butter. 
case, gives double the amount of fodder| One of the chief reasons why we 
per acre that can be obtained from a | have neglected this valuable crop comes 
gtass crop, and more than twice the feed |from the poor success in handling it, 
value in grain than any other cereal, | ard the great waste in preserving it to 
and this double advantage comes at the | get its full feeding value. Forty per 
same cost for land and labor. So far as | cent. of the usual fodder crop is lost 
authentic history goes, corn is native of | between cutting and the manger and 
this country, and so far as this lecture | the balance has been considered more 
goes, the corn is here and we propose | than paid for im labor and bother with 
to make the most of it, and the most is | the refuse. Now the farmer is slowly 
1,600,000,000 bushels, enough to load | finding out that his hay crop is the 
8,200,000 cars with 500 bushels each or | most expensive and costly ration that 
five solid freight trains from San Fran-| he feeds. The meadows do not and 
cisco to Boston, and its fodder if all | will not one year with another produce 
saved, would be ample to winter every | as they once did, and one year with an- 
animal in this country. Its adaption to | other, one ton per acre is above the 
all soils and sections, when there is an | annual products of _ of the best 
average rain fall gives it wonderfal | sorts. ‘'o acres of meadow are needed 
value, and gives us a leverage that we | to winter one cow. A Wisconsin man 
scarcely comprehend. Asagrain plant, whose name I cannot now recall, puts
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the price of hay in the barn at $8 per | A grain drill closing up all the holes in 
ton. Is that too high? Now, with bet- | the rows but one, making the rows as 
ter understood methods of caring for | near 3} feet apart as possible, a regular 
corn fodder, will it longer pay to devote | corn drill for the purpose. I notice a 
two acres of meadow land to winter a | White Water firm advertise a good one 
cow when that same land put into fod- | in Hoard’s paper, and another way is to 
der corn, and well taken care of, will | mark out with a shovel-plow, scatter the 
better winter six. Oan you longer | seeds by hand, turn the drag bottum 
afford to feed a cow $16 worth of hay | up and go crossways of the furrows, or 
in the winter, when you can winter her | use a plank granger, fastening short to 
quite as well on fodder corn, that atthe | it, so the front side, or end will not dig 
most will cost you $5. into the soil, simply cover, these are all 

Now, let us go back a little and look | rapid ways. How much, not over twelve 
into this matter, we all know that cer- | to fourteen quarts per acre. Have the 
tain kinds of fodder corn will produce | kernels three and four inches apart in 
on good land a remarkable growth. It | the rows. Have the rows three and one- 
is a persistant grower, and the same in- | half feet so to get space for cultiva- 
fluences that stimulate the growth of | tion, and make the labor of cultiva- 
hay, forces forward the fodder while the | ting all horse-power. If you puta 
drouth that burns upthe meadow effects | scant one-half bushel per acre, you 
the corn less, and its broad leaves catch | will get a greater growth than where a 
all the dew, each few drops of passing | bushel is used, and far more than where 
rain, and one is sure of half a crop of | two is drilled in, with fourteen quarts 
fodder, when the hay crop will scarcely | you secure two great results, maturity 
be worth cutting. This year was as dry | of fodder and grain, where corn is sown 
as Kansas in Northern Ohio for thirty | thickly it never becomes to possess full 
years. My hay crop was a failure, bnt | nutritious powers. The development 
the corn crop grew and matured 65 | of the corn plant is to make grain, and 
bushels of corn to the acre, and on an | if you deprive it of that function, it has 

acre of ensilage corn that I did not have | nothing to live for, and never puts its 
room for in the silo, I cut 120 big | powers to work to store up starch, sugar 
stalks of corn that had, despite the | and gums to make an ear of corn. 
weather, grown ten feet in height. Those | Grown in drills the sun and air gets in 
of my neighbors who planted this fod- | around it, thrives and grows, and throws. 
der corn for forage, tell rae that with | out its broad green leaves, and when it 
all their discouragements they this year | tassles out, the silk also appears, and 
got from over a half to three-fourths of | instead of a crowded, little spindling 
a full crop,and many a man who in- | stalk of sickly green, look a look that. 
vested in two bushels of ensilage corn | tells it is destitute of stores of nourish- 
whether or not he had a silo thanks his | ment. We have a forest of fodder that 
lucky stars for the forethought. analysis shows to be almost as fully 

Now, before we go further, let us | charged with nutriment as the stalk of 
plant a crop and get it ready to harvest | field corn. Dr. Gosseman of Massa- 
in some way. Plant early. Don’t put | chusetts, found that a stalk of crowded. 
it off to the last moment when the | corn that was forming no ear, had only 
season has begun tc change, and the | from twelve to fifteen parts of dry mat- 
old sages begin to prophesy dry weather, | ter and as high as eighty-two per cent. 
at it in just as well as you know how. | of water, while a stalk developing an 

Plant on sod ground if possible and | ear had twenty-eight parts of dry mat- 
put on some manure. The old saying | ter and seventy-two parts water, or; 
is: “Oorn will bear a great deal of | twice as much vegetable matter per ton 
manure and manure will bear a great | as the first, and while the first only had 
deal of corn.” Put on the manure early | traces, the latter was rich in starch, 
and let the rains wash the solvable | sugar and nitrogenious matter. 
manure down into the soil. Makethe|} How shall we cultivate? Use a stand 
land as fine asyoucan. The same rule | tooth before the corn is up, and at least 
applies to this as any crop. The largest | twice afterwards, this not only keeps the 
half of the cultivation of corn can be | soil fine, does fast cultivation, but kills 
given before the corn isup. Make the | millions of little weeds. Nature can 
soil fine so that the roots may have | sprout a new weed cheaper than she can 
something to anchor to at once. How ree a broken one, and every weed 

to plant. In Ohio we have three ways: killed is one less, when the corn gets too
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large to drag, use a cultivator, what do ity to sour and rot in such large shocks, 

we cultivate for, to benefit the crop, or and they soon settle so solid together 

— up from the bottom, and of that they are storm-proof. After stand- 

what use is the latter, only to cut off, ing a our of weeks, they take a few of 

tear up and destroy corn roots, the very | the outside bundles, cross two of them 

thing you want to let alone to make | on top of the shock and then lay eight 

your corn plant put forth growth. Every | more bundles on top, two in each angle 

root you cut off, nature has to stop and | of the crose. They tell me, and Sey 

repair damage, and does it by sending hire all labor, that it cost them as m 

out new and more roots, and these take | to cut and tie up and shock this fodder 

up elements that the plant needs; all | as it did to put the other crop acre for 

we need to do is to scarify the soil, use | acre into the silo. Now they have all 

a cultivator with many, but fine, short | this fodder to draw and run through the 

tongues, and keep the ‘surface free from | cutters, and lose the waste of storms, 

weeds. The old idea that a deeply- litter or rejection. The crop in the silo 

stirred soil, and that often attracts is ready for use, while the other has wee 

moisture and holds moisture, is not | to be drawn and made ready. Another 

found out by the facts. Land that is | way is to set up three stakes with poles 

disturbed as little as possible holds its fastened to them, and the fodder is 

moisture best. With fodder corn, the drawn out of the field and leaned up on 

broad branching leaves will soon drive both sides of these poles and fea out as 

out the cultivator, and probably twice wanted. I have known a few who 

will be as many times as one will ran | stacked fodder in little round stacks 

through it. It willsoon s0 shade the | about a pole set in the ground, but this, 

‘d that no weeds or grass will do it by any method, takes as much or more 

Tee and the many needed workings back-aching work to do, first and last, as 

of field corn will not be wanted in fod- it does to cut it into asilo with twice 

der corn. When the ears begin to handling thestalks. Then it isdone for 

glaze a little, then is the time to cut it all winter, no waste or bother and every 

to get the greatest feed value, and this | pound of it made in presentable shape 

brings us to another inquiry. to the animal, and eaten without rejec- 

How shall we cut up this big crop? | tion and with as little loss in feed ascan 

With us it is almost wholly done with | be devised. Every farmer places, first 

@ sweep rake reaper, one that uses rakes | and last, the loss of fodder at 40 per 

instead of a reed. The machine is | cent.,and Sir John B. Lawes, who seems 

driven along a row and the reaper lays | to have started out to not like ensilage, 

it down in big graves. It can’t be done is at last forced to admit that 10 per 

with such big corn fodder that will go | cent. is all the loss he can detect in 

thirty tons per acre, and that the crop | ensilage as compared with the stalks 

you want to go for, get a crop that will | when cut into the pit. But this does 

pay you better than hay. The largest | not quite express it either, for you see 

growth of fodder corn ‘was cut with a|at the start there is a gain of 30 per 

reaper, and was the best job I ever saw | cent. in the saving of fodder, and the 

done. 
other gain, that is yet not explained, 

Well, you have got the crop down, | only by the cow herself, that three tons 

now what will you do? Ishould draw of ensilage is worth the same as oue ton 

it as fast as possible and put it in a of the best hay or fodder, aud yet the 

silo, but we will have to shock it up. | three tons of ensilage dried weighs not 

If 1 did not have a silo I think the | quite half a ton. Without disonssing 

reaper yet the best way to cut it. The | the silo question in this talk bey: 

Hurd brothers who join farms with me, this, that so far as I can glean, the Ohio 

have 2400 tonsilo, andon another farm | farmers this season have put their crop 

of like size, put in large quantities of of ensilage into the pits for less than 40 

fodder corn and shock it, and running | cents per ton, all labor counted, which 

it through the cutters in the winter, but makes ensilage as cheap as hay at $2.00 

all is cut with a reaper, this year they | per ton. 

shocked their fodder corn by sepia’ it,| Let us go back a little and bring this 

and letting it lay three or four days in | talk toaclose by looking over the field a 

the yard to wilt, they then tied it up little and see just where we stand in this 

with tarred strings, and set it up matter. We as dairymen want a cheap 

in shocks of about 125 bundles | and abundant food for our dairies s0 

each. The welting prevented the liabil- that we can yet make & profit for our
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Pasturage and Grasses. 
labor, and hate the ore not =. con- [By ©. R. Beach, Whitewater.] 
sume al. e farm produces, but large All growing countries grow 
a ct cece ae grain besides. rich, ae those that grow grain 

‘ithout this cheap and abundant ration exclusively grow poor. I need 
we are working on a pretty small mar- | po¢ attempt to prove the trath 
gin. Now if bya little new blood in| o¢ this agserton to a Wisconsin 
our methods wecan make a larger culti- | audience. But while we are slowly 
vation of corn and better methods of | } ing the value of grassas a farm 

preserving it, we can secure this coveted aon. oats of us look upon it as 
advantage, why don’t we throw ourselves chiefly valuable as a means Seek. 
over the fence by our boot straps into ing the soil, and thus paring it for 
new fields and putourselves into contact | the growth of corn aot nail grains, 

with * ceeae ae) Let us tO! making its production of secondary, 
not only produce and more cer- | psther than of pri! im} | 
tain crops, and thus make milk at one-| While I aa eey tn admit that the 

half the cost that we now do? If we prosperity of a state is best secured by 
had a more sure crop we could, with our | , diversity of farm products, and also 
other advantages, lay down butter and | tnat diversity of soil and surroundings 

cheese in Liverpool cheaper than the | indicate the wisdom of cultivating the 
English or Danish farmer can, and that’s | gitrerent crops in different proportions, 
what we want, even if more fodder Corn) yet where lands are natur- 
will only keep up our average it is yet ally adapted to the growth of grass, I 
cheaper to rely upon it than on grass, | a) fully convinced of the wisdon of 
for corn fodder is a surer crop than | making it the chief, if not the only 

grass, and a fodder crop is safer than a crop. Inthe best farming sections of 
field of hillcorn, We may talk of millet Enrope a much larger per cent. of ara- 
asasafe and sure crop, it is not always | pe lands are devoted to grass than with 
so. Millet failed with us this season in | ys, In Great Britian sixty-two acres 
that it did not mature more than one- | ont of every hundred are devoted to 
third of acrop. Fodder corn raised as pasture alone. 
I have said will produce a large growth I shall confine myself in what I have 

of corn ears and almost enough to bal: | to say, simply to the production of pas- 
ance the ration. A little ship stuff will | ture and meadow grasses. 
doit and you will get 88 per cent.of the |  fyen with our present imperfect and 
latter back in the fertilizing value of the hap-hazard methods of handling our 
manure, so that you will get double Pay grass landsif we would carefully analyze 

in return for the mill feed. So with | onr business, and determine precisely 
large fields of cheaply raised and secured | the true sources of our profits, we shall 

fodder corn, the dairyman can not only | gna almost invariably that much the 
keep more cows, but better, he will be largest share comes from our grass 
more largely independent of seasons, | jands, 
storm or drouth, where he is now too And first a few words on pastures and 
largely at the mercy of Providence and | their treatment. 
the grain and feed sellers, and instead| { am in favor of permanent pastures, 

of bemoaning his lack of stock feed, and | and much prefer those that have never 
the high price of all that he is forced to | heen plowed. Plowing never improves 
buy, and the low price of that which he | the mechanical condition of the soil. 
has to sell, he will, while not neglecting | Tp proof of this you dig a ditch and then 
his meadows and his seeding to clover | §1) i¢ with the dirt taken ont, and ina 

nor failing to keep his weather-eye to- | short time it will have settled below the 
wards a well-ordered system of farming, | yndisturbed soil, thus showing that it 
he will order yet another bag of fodder | has become more ‘compact. The native 

corn seed and put in yet another | turf being largely composed of vege- 
“patch” to fodder and in the winter | table mould furnishes the best possible 
when there is a cry, “Let us go down to preparation for the healthy aorclop- 

Egypt and buy corn,” he will laugh, and, | ment of grass roots. It also acts as a 
taking his wife and boys, will go to the | muich-giving protection against drought 
Farmers Institute, and there will lift up by holding the rain water that falls near 

his voice and testify to the truth of | +6 the grass roots, so that they not only 
these things among the wise men and | absorb the moisture, but also the nitro- 
elders who sit within the gates. gen brought down by the rain,the amount
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of nitrogen thus furnished, amounts had been used for the last ten yearsin ma
- 

from four to eight and ten pounds per | turing steers in connection with sum- 

acre annually. Upon plowed fields this | mer grain-feeding, but my limits will 

and more is carried off by the washing not admit of it. 

of the rain. You break up one of these | This idea of improving pastures by 

natural formed pastures, how many | feeding grain in summer by which pro- 

years before you have another such | sess you more than get your money 

turf? Not in ten years, and I doubt if | back at once in increased production. 

twenty years will produce it. And then after that getting more than 

In my own experience I have never the first cost of the feed in the value of 

plowed a pasture but once, and that was the manure is worthy of your carefal 

more than thirty years ago. And that attention. 

field has not yet attained to its original | Take it home, act upon it, and see if 

fertility. As to the value of such past- | your experience will not confirm my as- 

ures, Prof. Henry, at the University | sertion. 

ee canon OO ear: So much for pastures. A few words 

| ap P D _ + | as to the treatment of meadows. 

en Oe ee ot ee ee ee with equal 

sa ore eros, cf tara onda, | 0007, Se Go elim, that we ofa 
Prof, Brown, of the Onterio Experi: | pow ee ahi we had better let them 

mental Farm, found that an acre of | sone, If you have a meadow that is 

newly seeded timothy and clover past- | 5; din Zz Pm crop and you are empted 

ured gave 1,300 pounds of milk, while | ao ioe itI accu ain ly say don’t. 

on an acre of permanent pasture he | Wa saite ld gay kee ~ ll cattle off 

kept two cows, five and a half months, |}: = 2 fall _ Appear 

they were not taken from the field dur- | |; — > Pere 
; : A | will often be much benefited by harrow- 

ing the time, and received no extra | in and top-dressing, or top-dressing 

food, yet they produced 7,500 pounds | Se Rehan SF ee experiment 

of milk—enough to make 300 pounds | ae Rothamstead, Sn land, upon mead- 

of butter. You will say that was 8D | Ov that had bee Z 3s for several 

extraordinary case. I admit it, butit |. nturies, they yield aaemeally without 

psig gear oe He grass | manure for the whcle twenty years dur- 

eer B ing which the experiment was carried on 

How shall we maintain and increase 2,383 tons of hay; while upon precisely 

the productiveness of our pastures? _| the same kinds of lands upon which, for 

They may be harrowed and seed | the first eight years of the twenty an an- 

sown. They may be top dressed | nual top dressing of fourteen tons of 

with manure, and they should not be | barn-yard manure and 200 pounds of 

turned upon until they are well started | amonial salts, was applied, yielded for 

in the spring. Neither should they be | the whole twenty years 4,824 pounds of 

pastured late in the fall. But the best | hay annually: while with a top-dressing 

and cheapest method of improving them | of a combination of various commercial 

is by feeding a part grain ration to cat | fertilizers the same kind of land yielded 

tle running upon them. 6,993 pounds of hay or three and one- 

Let us suppose then that upon & half tons annually for the whole twenty 

given pasture it will require two acres | years. Surely those manured meadows 

to summer a cow, by feeding daily five yielded good paying crops. 

or six pounds of bran and supple- Tam well aware that our dry climate 

menting it with fodder corn as | may require somewhat different treat- 

soon as grown. You can keep ment than that of England; but we do 

three cows where you would have well to see what may be done in this di- 

kept only two, but more, the manurial | rection in maintaining the fertility of 

value of the bran after being fed will be | our meadows without a, 

more than equal to that of the solids | We all knew that the fine soft grass 

carried off in the milk. This added to | grown upon old meadows is worth much 

that made by the consumption of the | more per ton than the dry, coarse, harsh 

grass grown on the field, will more than growth of our new seeding. 

maintain the fertility of the pasture; Let mein closing give you the ex- 

and it will be growing rich. perience of a Connecticut man by the 

I would like to tell of a pasture that ‘ name of A. T. Lilly, whose hobby was
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the production of hay. Perhaps we | the whole lot, whilst usually all of the 
may learn something from his success. | upland portion is affected by drouth— 
He says: . pease — or —— oe oe 

“In July, 1887, I purchased a piece of | Severely. From 1870 to 1884, the crops 
land known as the Mandee lot. - There | have all been sold, with slight excep- 
was at the time some four acres under | tions delivered from the field in good 
cultivation on said lot and in grass | C°ndition, at the current rates. The 
which yielded, on cutting, tive tons of lowest price and but for one season was 
hay, which I sold delivered from the | fourteen dollars per ton, and the highest 
field for twenty dollars per ton, reali- | Tate for two seasons was thirty dollars 
zing one hundred dollars for the crop. | Pet ton. ‘The smallest amount received 
There was attached to this four acres, | 92Y one year, was eight hundred and 
eight acres, about three-fourth of the | forty dollars, and the largest amount 
same being swamp of a muck soil, and | W48 ten hundred and fifty dollars. 
covered with surface water. Theother| Time and space prevent my goingin- 
one-fourth, was composed of a rising, | to the detail which has attended thesix- 
gravelly soil, ard perfectly sterile. My | teen years of my farming upon this 
first work, by way of improvement, was | twelve acre lot; suffice it to say that my 
to cut off the wood, which something | hobby has been to raise grass simply by 
more than paid for cutting. Ithen|top dressing without preparing the 
ditched and underdrained the wet por- | ground with previous crops and cultiva- 
tion of the lot. The stumps and snags | tion, avoiding, even if I could, plowing 
were cleared off,and a fair surface given | and sowing upon the sod. For myself, 
to the whole. the eee is ae, — — 

“In the spring of sixty-nine. I culti- | Practice in the future will be, if the la 
vated and moderately fertilized and | 18 not prepared by culture and raising 
sowed the same with oats and hay seed. | Other crops, which method I approve— 
The upland was planted in the spring of | plow once in four or five years and 
sixty-eight with potatoes, being quite | 5°¥ "pon the sod. I have plowed and 

thoroughly fertilized with a muck com- | Wed upon the sod twice in the sixteen 
post, and sown with oats and hay seed | Years past, the last being in the fall of 

in the spring of sixty-nine, the whole eighty-three. 
eight acres yielding a fair crop. Inthe! You ask, if I would favor more atten- 
spring of 1870, my whole tield was faced | tion being paid by farmera in raising 
and in grass. On surveying the lot. I| grass? Ianswer most decidedly, yes. 
found it to contain twelve acres. Ise- | The farmer should make it his leading 
cured this season twenty-five tous of | object to raise grass. It should be the 
rowen for the second crop. My highest | guiding star of his existence. Secure 
ideal of a grass crop was realized, and | the grass crop and all other things shall 
still as I walked over the field, I dis: | unto it. With judicious farming a good 
covered that many portions of it came | paying per cent, attends the grass crop. 
far short of the average yield. HenceI| With slight exceptions grass may be 
commenced fertilizing by top dressing | grown upon any land—but when you 
the poorer portions of the lot, and in the | come to our Connecticut River Valley 
season of seventy-one, my first crop in- | land, every inducement is presented to 
creased to two and one-half tons per | the farmer favoring the cultivation of 
acre, and one and one-half tons per acre | grass. It is lamentable to see the most 
for second crop. The lot as a whole was | fertile land on earth, in broad fields, 
and is at present time very uneven asto | producing not to exceed one and one- 
quality of soil. I pursued my course | half tons to the acre, and all the more 
of stimulating with extra fertilizing the | so when the home consumption of hay 
poorer portions, and my crops continued | in the valley calls for hundreds of tons 
to show a steady increase, yielding from | more than the production. You ask if I 
three and one-half tons to four tons to | would legislate in favor of agriculture? 
the acre, first crop, and one and one-half | Yes, in this one particular at least, I 
to two tons,second crop. In the season of | would have a law made at the present 
eight-one, I seemed to reach the climax, | session of the legislature, that every acre 
cutting three crops and enjoying ayield | of the Connecticut Riverland within the 
of seventy-two tons on the twelve acres. | borders of our Commonwealth, which 
This season was unusually favored by | was found in grass in the year 1888, and 
climate, giving quite a uniform crop on ' not producing at least three tons to the
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acre should be confiscated by the state , whatever. Such farming is like driving 

for the benefit of the inebriate asylum.” | the exhausted horse till he falls dead in 

May we not have a lesson from this | the road, when rest and food in the 

man’s experienced. If six tons of hay | proper season would have saved perhaps 

can be grown onanacre in Connecticut, | to the owner years of valuable service, 

why not in Wisconsin? We, as a farming community, are 

—— now nearly where the southern and 

: Comparative Value of Lands. <= counties of ee 

. V. Guy, enty years or 80 ago—wi nis ad- 

Ww a on mile best vantage, we may profit if we will by 

fe meet here to discuss, as best We | theirexperience. Wecan see what they 

may, the condition of the farming inter-| giq in li A 2 

A . . e-| did in like circumstances, and it 

ests in the St. Croix Valley, in which | becomes us to learn of them. This is 

weare interested, directly and indireo¥y: just where the value of the Institute 

Boome See ee ee hala ws «nett | WOTE comes in. A few Eastern farmers 

recollect a meeting in Brackett | come among us and give us the results 

Hall a little more than three years 980; | of their experience in changing fi 

= feat ee ae agit _— wheat raising to other pursuits that we 

ieee . Y? IK}! may learn how they have become 

an twenty, and at no time over | wealthy, or at least independent. 

one hundred persons present. I can but eTiniia mea necked ide 

think the increase of numbers represents | - Sasi I ce See ene 4 

the measure of the increase of interest | in. business in Sn around city, 

among farmers in the improved methods | Said a prominent business man of the 

of husbandry. city to me the other day in discussing 

When we first broke up the soil of the erection of a building for a cream- 

the prices not only in our own valle | O29 panne, tenements wn 
it tl hb that vast region kn 

6 busin mements empty on 

as the West, the oe ‘fers ae hee, this street (not one of them was a sa- 

for these reasons: There was, and is loon) and about twenty resiGences to 

sonra cut mans ros | "ug tat the prone of 
ii a more sure corn 

and seiooan icin we had none but is me spamapcen ieee prosper- 

= the wild prairi f th | ity of the business man, 6 merchant, 

the wild prairie Graseofed_ about three | manufacturer or laborer. ‘The period 
wane in ~ spring, and from about gy art has ome to stay, pe 

ugust ist ti d froze, ie ference ween raising a 

remainder of the cone chess maa little profit or a loss is very small indeed. It 

on the farm to do, besides caring for a | 18 by very close economy one can make 

few cattle and horses, and getting the — a sae to support ant edu- 

ear’ ly of d this a family, and earn any satisfactory 

pe poles as a a bonaowtticive- income from the value of the invest- 

calls to her sorrow. This farming was meat. The condition of the exclusive 

easy, and profitable if one does not ‘value | grain farmer is bad enough to, I hope, 

the impoverishment of the soil. After set him to seeking a more excellent way. 

a score or mare of yarsthe richest sls |70°,0"tis the soil must be euiched 
rei ns x and ni 5 

give” mead to those eho tailed and better cultivated. It is the excess 

ne aetna these years of plenty, | Of # large moe ove na that 

ears of scant crops brought disap- | SiVes & prot. ut when from over- 

porsanent, and aaa diaeeaoe: bh production or exhaustion of soils for one 

~ hes part of the soe Wisconsin oe _ ane ro pays to mice 

land became so enti exhausted | Such crop, it is the of prudence 

staal food as the wheat plant requires, | change to some other, that gives promise 

that, in places, there was sbsolutely no ~ paying a ae one of 

heat grains formed, and where b; mens soem of the soil necessary 

Gaon There was plant ery the chit or eaten ree & supply the — - 

ered the harvest before the | ™#nds o! inet century. But 

eee we havethe focethoaght to show what farmers in other parts of 

to turn our attention to other crops be- | the state have done, and are doing now, 

fore our lands become so entirely ex- I will refer you to the Wisconsin census
 

hausted as to give us no returns report of 1885.
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First let us compare the price of the | farming land per acre is worth from $34 
land in the county of Pierce with that | in St. Croix, to $84 in Sheboygan. In 
of some of the older counties of the | St. Croix, that produces more wheat | 
state. The figures from the census re- | than any other county of the state, the 
ports are very greatly reduced that they | lands are valued less than one-half of 
may be more easily remembered. St. | that of the dairy counties; and in Pierce | 
Croix produces more wheat than any | County, engaged in the same business | 
other county, and Pierce County is a nontiy as largely as St. Croix, the lands | 
very good second. Sheboygan, Fond | are of nearly the samevalue. Theseare 

: du Lac, Jefferson, Grant and Walworth | facts for farmers to think of. Wheat 
are the largest cheese-producing coun- | raising has cost us largely in the most 
ties. Grantexcels in hogs, except Dane | valuable elements of fertility of the 
and Rock; and in cows and cora, except | soil. Mill stuffs are lower in price here 
Dane. Winnebago is the sixth in sheep | than in any other county of the state as 
industry, and next to Milwaukee, the | farasIcan learn. The dairymen East 
third in manufactories. Walworth ex- | and South of us buy feed stuffs largely 
cels in butter, and except Waukesha, in | of Minneapolis, and the price is about 
wool, the same with us with from two to four 
“WAL. LAND LBS. PER ; a ae ig ee pen ace | acai. |=| No. OF LBs. as I hope, compet ly 

os AOS |e|_ 20 OF Ie _ | with the ee settled counties of the 
c Siebel ee state in she race for wealth, if we wi 

ome PSs tin ey g For the furtherance of ac cue an 
al slzla isl 2 & _ | institute was projected. Let us at any 
a eee ae have an and free ae of 

St, Croix.... $34 | $22 | 24 319 500.101) 159,602 | of any an topics conuected with | 
Rise iac| 9 | 40 ig ehaten ons, si52.asrsme farming in the broadest sense, and take 
Sheboygan 84| 55 | 3” 88°16 558,0227.993,513 | heart by mutual counsel. | Jefferson...) 74} 46/6 {16 |181,105,6798,014.196 
Grant........| 35) 17 | 544 _96172,047,751 137,165 _— 
a ere Stock Feeding for Profit. 
3 =eeewt Ty Saas Tae [By Dr. R. J. Wilcox.] | 

It is not practicable to enter into| That the raising and feeding of stock | 
the exact proportion of improved | is one of the necessary factors in suc- 
and unimproved lands. Such ac- | cessful farming, will be admitted by all. 
curacy is for the statistician, | But many things at once occur to the | 
not the farmer. Fractions of a cent are | mind of the thoughtful farmer which | 
divided on the five-tenth pound which | quickly dissipate all dreams of large 
is sufficient for a fair comparison. | profits, if indeed any profits at all com- 
This fact is very apparent, that the | mensurate with the labor and risks, can | 
price of land is lowestin the wheat rais- | be found when he is ready to send his 
ing and highest in the dairying coun- | animals to market. Much outlay is j 
ties. In the census report lands are | necessary before he can meet the | 
divided into improved, wood, and un- | severity of the cold season by adequate | 
improved lands, and the result will | protection. Fall granaries must be pro- | 
vary, of course, according to whether | vided for the hungry mouths through | 
you take the improved alone or the | the long months of winter. Constant 
aggregate of the the three classes. In | care and attention by one interested to 
estimating the value per acre both are | provide drink, to preserve cleanliness i 
given. In the yield per acre the im- | and secure health, will make the labor j 
proved are alone used in each county | an important item of expense. When 
alike, thus giving, I think an exhibit | ready for market he finds the prices he 
sufficiently accurate for practical pur- | is to receive gauged by the value and 
poses. abundance of the supplies from the 

In this comparison I have selected | broad ranches of the West and South- 
some of the oldest settled counties of | west, where abundance of capital elimi- 
the state and some represented in the | nating the many small expenses of the 
institute work by the ablest men. The | individual farmer, and reducing all costs 
farming lands of the dairy counties | to the least, enables it to furnish meat | 
are worth, as shown by the sensus of | for the million, and realize a fair profit | 
°85, from $45 to $55 per acre unim- | at prices which will often tax the wis- 
proved, while the present cash value of | dom of the best farmers to pay the mere | 

| 

I
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expense of feed. The experience of the | they are not, can they be made more 

present time in marketing stock is con- digestible for feeding to stock, and 

olusive evidence that = the most | how? 

judicious management will leave any| In December last, at this place, Prof. 
recompense for handling. Armsby, if we understood him correctly, 

The problem then before us is, how | stated that these foods were digestil 

can we best use our own productions | to the extent named in these tables un- 

and the various feeds readily accessible | der the ordinary conditions of use. But 

to us, and from them realize the most he failed to explain to us, how in feeding 

benefit to our farms and incomes? | bran, for example 59 per cent. could be 

Grass, clover, rye, oats, barley and comn appropriated by the animal, and at the 

are some of our best crops. Wheat is | same time 75 per cent. of the fertilizing 

now an exception, experience tells us. | material be left in the manme. Tnese 

For sheep, clover, straw, and cornstalks, tables are valuable because from them 

if seasonably cured and properly cared | we can learn where to find the cheapest 

for, will carry them through our winters supply of proteine, which is the material 

in good order without any grain. Prof. | into which we should put our money 

Henry tells us how we can most cheaply | when buying feed. For the most of us, 

make pork from shorts and corn; but it | our hay, stalks and straw will furnish an 

may not be so clear how we can best use abundance of carbonate hydrates. We 

some of our productions. Prof. Armsby | are told that by grinding feed and mix- 

has given us many valuable suggestions | ing it with cut hay and straw, moistened, 

in his papers contained in the Third | it will become better digested by the 

Annual Raport of the Experiment Sta- | horses and cattle. This subject of ani- 

tion, but how far they may become of | mal digestion is one worthy of much 

practical value to the average farmer, study and experiment. We all know 

will depend somewhat pon how much | that the richer the food the richer will 

diligent study he gives them, and how | be the manure, and the wise farmer will 

he uses or fails to use them. pone ae 

We have valuable tables given us on e variety of natural growth in our 

the average composition er feeding | Pastures will suggest to the thoughtfal 
stuffs, and also the percentage of di- farmer the value of a variety of food in 

gestible matter contained therein. From | the most successful feeding of stock. 
them we learn that rye contains almost Variety of food is the key to health and 

50 per cent. less of the flesh-forming physical thrift in ourfamuilies. Is it less 

elements of food than bran. The mar- | 8° #0ng our domesticanimals? Shall 

tot price of rye the past fall would en- | VO notssoure the moss peot’, By wicom 
able the farmer to buy almost two tons |” selection and variety in combination, 

of bran for one ton of rye. Of course and use for the most part, of our pro- 

se expeceat would disect dhe cale of the | Guetions, and thus insure health, theif, 
ae and growth to our animals? This sub- 

rye and the purchaseof bran. A similar | © ; : - 
comparison with oate, barley and corn, ject opens a wide field, in which our 

might suggest the advantage of ex- Experimental Stations may labor with 

change or combinations which would profit to the farmer—one in which they 

give more economical and profita- | T° already laboring and giving us many 
ble results than any of these grains suggestions worthy of our examination 

used as feed separately. But are and trial. 
these tables just what they might seem While discussing this matter of pro- 

to he, to the average farmer? They tell viding for our stock not the least im- 

us that of clover hay 45 per cent. and | portant item of care and provision is its 

oftimothy hay 47 per cent. is digestible ; drink. All admit that a sufficient sup- 

that of oats 62 per cent. and of corn | ply of pure water for all stock is 

over 80 per cent. is digestible material; | a necessity if we would regard 

that of wheat bran 59 per cent. is digesti- | their health, but there is a va- 

ble; that of buckwheat bran 67 per cent. | riety of opinion and practice among 

is digestible, and it is the richest feed | our best farmers as to the defini- 

of all the brans. Without farther com- | tion of “a sufficient supply.” We know 

arison an important question occurs | of a farmer whose horses are always & 

ay ‘Are these feeds digestible to the | model of beauty and health who says he 

extent herein named under the ordinary | never allows a horse to take at a time 

conditions in which they are used? If more than one pail of water, nor will he
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repeat it more than three times a ~~ only be directed wisely when based upon Another says give them all they scientific analysis and experiment. For drink. One of our most successful sheep | this we need our Experimental Stations, growers states that he and his father They will ultimatly give us the composi- before him, never allowed his sheep ac-| tion of the best rations, whose value may | cess to standing or running water. His| be illustrated in the experience of the | sheep have always been peculiarly free | Paris Omnibus Company who wanted to | from disease, and always fat and thrifty | find a cheaper ration than they had been withoutgrain. Thisisan important item | using for their horses, of which they had to those farmers whose pastures are not | several thousand. They applied to a provided with water. On the other hand, | chemist to analyze their feeds, receiving | as far as our observation has gone, hogs | from him a new and cheaper combination to thrive need a bountiful supply of good | of food wherebythey saved several thous- water which they can sup many times a| and dollars annually. All honor to our ey efficient workers in this direction. ‘ut returning to feeding stuffs, thesci-| The silo is rapidly coming to the front entific study of the composition of cheap | as an important factor in the solution of rations for stock, designed to be adapted | this question. But to the most of us, it to the yaried use we make of the stock, | comes as a servant with excellent recom- | whether for horses or for dairy stock or | mendations, but whose merits are by us } fattening animals, is one which demands | untested. } ands recieving much attention. It can 
| 
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Baking Powder Figures That 

D O ay L E 5 

The Royal Baking Powder Co. try to give the inference that their powder contains 
more Cream Tartar and that its Leavening Power is greater than any 
other made, as stated in their advertisement on the ‘Comparative Worth of 
Baking Powders,” exhibited by black lines. Our name was mentioned in connec- 
tion with one of our cheaper brands, made of different materials as the trade 
might demand. Our Cream Tartar brand of Andrews’ Pearl was omit- 
ted, evidently fora ery Pe reason, sndgin from the relative merits of 
AnpDrews’ “‘Pgart,”’ and the Royal, as clearly Sarnia by the Government 
Chemist, Dr. Perer Coturer, of the Department of Agriculture, at pasa: 
from samples received by him from dealers who Peentahed the samples from 
their stocks on hand in open market. 
Showing excess of Cream Tartar in Andrews’ vanssrhereezateseec™ DR, GOLLIER'S ANALYSIS. 

4 U. 8. Depr. of AGricuLTURE, } 
Wasuineton, D. C., March 10, 1883. 

a Cc. E. ANDREWS & CO.—G@entlemen; I received by 

. express from Thos. Lydon and J. Pp. Harkins & Co., 

z Grand Ave., Milwaukee, and Harper Bros., Chicago, Il, 
| @ samples of Andrews’ Pearl and Royal Baking Powders. 

a . The cans were in good condition when received and the 

< -s seals unbroken. I find upon analysis that Andrews’ 

> 2 Pearl Baking Powder contains about four and a half 
2 2 (9 per cent. more cream tartar than the Royal 

« Baking Powder, and a proportionately larger per- 

a centage of carbonic acid gas, and I find it to be 
: free from alum, and any injurious substances. 

Sincerely yours, 

PETER COLLIER, 
U. 8. Chemist Dept. of Agriculture. 

Government Chemist Collier's Analysis as to the Leavening Qualities. 

ANDREWS’ PEA... 
ROYAL scenes ee lc a, 

No wonder the Royal Co. omitted Andrews’ Pearl from their “Comparative 
List,’ as Government Chemist Collier’s analysis shows conclusively two things; 
ist, That Andrews’ Pearl contains more Cream Tartar than the Royal, as 
shown by the cuts above; 2nd, That the Leavennig Power of Andrews’ Pearl 
is greater than the Royal, as shown by the two black lines above. 

CHALLENCE. 
We will give the Royal Co. or any one else_ $1,000 or $5,000 if they can prove 

by any fair mutual test that Andrews’ Pearl Baking Powder does, or ever did, 
contain alum, crear sence substances, and this caer is open forever. 
Andrews’ Pearl Baking Powder is sustained by a testimonial as to its ey 
and strength by the only genuine commissioned Government chemist, suc! 
as the Royal Co. never have published. Try Ir. 

Cc, E. ANDREWS &CO., ° 
287, 289 & 291 E.Water St., Milwaukee. 29 Lake St., cor. Wabash Ave., Chicago.



THE A. P. DICKEY M’FG. CO. 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

THECELEBR ATED DICK EY PANNING MILLS ANDGRAINSEPARATORS 
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IV FARM, WAREHOUSE, MILL and ELEVATOR PATTERNS OF ALL KINDS. 

Wg The Only Firm in the 
: World authorized to 

IEF = de aa use the 

=—— FAMOUS LUXE PATENTS 

pe = Dustless Separators. 

SE eS BOB ~SLEIGHS 

Land Aollers SS) 
Cee i 

IN IRON, OAK STAVE AND SOLID LOG GSSgMMMRED EE 
2, 3 and 4 SECTIONS, > wm el 

WITH SINGLE SECTIONS IN FRONT OR BEHIND. ™% eT ae Sak 

For information address Home Office at = = Za SF 

RACINE, WIS. (Sa =



WHEEL AND SEEDER CO, i. 
FOND DU Lac, wis. jp | 
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THE BEST SEED-SOWER IN THE MARKKT. 
Adjustable Double Action Force Feed. Weed or Iron Bars with samen Teeth. Sizes: 10, 12, 14, 20 and 24 Hoes. 

Dr S 7, 72 ~ Se 

Wop 
Swe 

) — 
BECAUSE—It has More Teeth, Rakes Cleancr, Raises Less Dust, Breaks Fewer Teeth, is Better Mule, and 

is Easier Handled than any other Rake in the World. 

WHEEL and SEEDER CoO., Fond du Lac, Wis. 
Manufacturers of Fargo Patent ang Reversible Harrow, Cultivators, Grapple Hay Forks,
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THE LIGHT RUNNING PLANO 

A HARVESTER © TWINE-BINDER 
AND 

NEW PLANO MOWER, 
ARE THE 

Most Durable, Simplest in Construction, Lightest 

Running and Lightest Draft Machines 

on the Market. 

v — —_—” A 
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FARMERS! 
There is Economy in buying a good Machine and 

| the saving in repairs and delays by the use 

| of our Machines will astonish you. : 

of the correciness 0 E what we repre SEN : : f 

The Plano Manufacturing Lo., 
Grate AS faz.
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PERFECTION. We ee the FISH BROS. Wagon to he (he Best Wagon on Whe-ls. 
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FISH BROS. Celebrated Platform Spring Wagon. 
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To The Farmers of the Northwest : aa 
. We esnips only eee and Seeing Wageos Buggies, Carriages aud 

fcc’ Weits us eer Cotaiogue ani Price Lee agents, we will till your orders direct from the 

FISH BROS. WAGON CO., Racine, Wis.
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THE THE ORIGINAL BOSS CHURN, af) 
Manufactured by H. H. PALMER & €O., I | 

of Rockford, I., * KL 
pe JAE 

2 Se) The tub board and rol- q--algedbses 
GF Y ‘ ler bed shown under the {agai 
thai goo, machine is what does the [-— 7am 
eee work, washing the dirtiest rT YT m— rr 7 partof thegarmentas much 

wf 4 as you please without put- ay = 
; ing your hands in water. i 
oN ro . READ WHAT EAL NDRY MEN THINK OF THEM: 

ge no OFFICE Or EUROPEAN LAUNDRY,  ) 
— 2805 Cottage Grove Ave., CuICAGo, I... 
ma \ January 20, 1887.) 

a N\ \ ad H. H. Parmer & Co., Rockford, Ill.—(ents: 
5. it — This is to certify that we are and have been 
pet cc) y using one of your Boss Clothes Washers for 
wn | some three months and can say that we can 

ee || | turn out more work, easier and cleaner than 
= | any other washer we have ever tried in our 

laundry. Wehave washed 150 shirts, collars 
a and euffs, besides a large amount of other 
———.._] goods in one day, using no washboard tor 

j any of it. They certainly do all that is 
| = iP claimed for them. We would not he without 

oF | . L£ZzAAZ one for three times the price of them. Yours 
SS esi respectfully, 

ie SSS — I. L. Burcess, Manager. 
——— = “I can do three times the work with this 
SS UG = washer, can wash all parts of the garments 

snalennaeon emer . clean, including collars and cuffs without 
Has within the lust seven yearsnearly revolution- using the washboard. _I have a steam jet run- 
ized the way ot making Butter, that is Butter was ning into one corner of themachine and keep 
not kept in the grain state to any extent hefore the suds boiling hot. I have tried all kinds 

the introduction of the Barrel Churn, of which — of washing machines.” This is the exact lan- 
we are the largest manufacturers in the world. guage of the proprietor of one of the largest 
There are at the present time about 150,000 of our steam laundries in Chicago, after using the 
Churns in use in this country and Canada, and — Washer for three days. 
many in foreign countries. The largest export For particulars address, 
ing house of this country, of whom Mayor Grace 
of New York is the head, upon receiving « large ]f, H, PALMER & C0., ROCKFORD, ILL. 
order (for the best Churn in america) sent Mesiien Wiscous i +s Instit te 
the order to us although entire strangers. (Mention Wisconsin Farmer's Institutes.) 

H. W. CARPENTER, President. F, L. VAN ARSDALE, See. & Treas. 

ROCKFORD PLOW CO., 
MANUFACTURERS OF THE 
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ROCKFORD ONE-HORSE DRILL. 
Plants All Kinds of Seeds, Also Manufacturers of 

. 
Plows, Planters, Cultivators, Stalk Cutters, Etc. 

Descriptive circulars on application. Address all communications to 

ROCKFORD PLOW CO., Rockford, IIl., 
or THE S.L. SHELDON CO., Madison, Wis.
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The «Domestic Jewel” Churn “Gilt Edge Butter Worker” 
ws 

——, —— 
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Y Is tie only worker in use that does not injure 
Makes more and better butter from the the grain of butter, by bringing the clamp down 
same amount of cream than any other the whole mass of butter is worked with ome 
Churn, dasher has beveled edges, does motion all being pressra@ alike without any 
not injure the grain but runs close to slipping, rubbing or grinding motion. No 
every part of the innersurface and churns skill required to use it. Guaranteed the best in 
every drop of cream. use in every respect. 

RACINE REFRIGERATOR CO., Racine, Wis. 

LINDSAY BROS. 
234 and 236 East Water St., MILWAUKEE, WIS. 

Carry the most Complete Assortment of 

IN THE STATE. 

—————— 

FODDER AND ENSILAGE CUTTERS, 

FEED COOKERS, FEED GRINDERS, 

DAIRY SUPPLIES, HORSE POWERS, 

WOOD SAWS, THRESHERS, ENGINES, Ete. 
ee el 

Circulars giving Illustrations and full descriptions mailedon application 

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.
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mi “RACINE” No.of Serine Wacon 
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AIT KT RAY 
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The “ Best Cheapest and the Cheapest Best in the World.” 

We make over one hundred styles. Prices very low. Quality 

unequaled. Send for circulars and prices. 

RACINE WAGON AND CARRIAGE CO., Racine, Wis. 

J. THOMPSON & SONS, Limited _. 
| _ Manufacturers of the Celebrated 

| NS a 

ys 

+ e120622990684 : [/ os 

+ (MA , 
reowennoee | > 

NORWEGIAN PLOWS, 

Niso Riding and Walking Corn Culinatrs, Com Planters, Harrows, Ole Olson Sulky Plows, 
BELOIT, WISCONSIN.
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